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Preface

The first part of the MIE 2008 conference theme – eHealth Beyond the Horizon – high-

lights the expectations for the future of eHealth and raises the question: What sort of 

developments in eHealth services can we imagine emerging above the horizon in the 

years to come? We have received a good number of high quality papers giving differ-

ent perspectives of this future, some of them already available today in pilot scale, 

some of them outlined in visions. 

The second part of the theme – Get IT there – has triggered a large number of pa-

pers describing how to create, evaluate, adjust and deliver products and deploy services 

in health care organizations for the necessary information technology as a basis for the 

eHealth applications that are essential in order to respond to the challenges of the 

health systems. 

We, as society, are facing great challenges for our health systems. Our national 

health systems will have to treat proportionately more people due to the change in age 

distribution, with more illnesses, higher expectations, and more expensive technologies 

based on the biomedical scientific progress, but using proportionally less money and 

fewer workers. In addition, the increased mobility between countries within the Euro-

pean Union and a large number of immigrants from the war zones of the world creates 

challenges. On the other hand, the increased global co-operation and willingness of the 

countries to co-operate and address the possibilities for cross-border care – e.g. for 

highly specialised care and centres of excellence – give hope. The conference will ad-

dress the challenges we face, in order to cope with these changes. We cannot know for 

sure what is below the horizon, but we know that enormous possibilities lie in eHealth. 

As researchers, we will share our results and critical evaluation of new methods 

and possibilities. We encourage an open and constructive scientific discussion that is 

global in nature. We are very happy that this year MIE has also attracted a good num-

ber of non-European participants from all continents. 

We, as stakeholders, want the medical informatics society to contribute substan-

tially to the agenda and make the roadmap for the future health services. For several 

decades information technology has been applied in healthcare in interplay among 

stakeholders, organizations, and applications. Let us identify what makes a difference 

and brings the best of the past into the future. 

When we grasp the future and have to fulfil the expectations, we have to ensure 

that the health applications are reliable, interoperable, sustainable, efficient, effective, 

and ubiquitous. The vital questions we therefore face are: What form of health systems, 

i.e. can we envisage which are sustainable in the long run, and how do we set about 

building them? How do we engage in optimizing the health services, given the com-

plexity of current organizations, current skills and resource shortages, and the funda-

mental barriers that exist everywhere to undertake radical change? 

Thoughts, visions, and objectives on the European arena have been brought for-

ward by the European Commission with an action plan for a European eHealth Area: 

eHealth – making healthcare better for European citizens acknowledging that eHealth 

and interoperability can offer a number of golden opportunities. The 7th Framework 

Program will contribute to the realization of these visions. 
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This conference celebrates that 30 years have gone by since the first conference 

was organised by the European Federation of Medical Informatics – EFMI. The con-

ference this year is organised by the Swedish Federation of Medical Informatics but 

the scientific evaluation and organisation of the conference has been conducted by a 

broad European Scientific Programme Committee in co-operation with the EFMI 

council. The following persons were members of the SPC: Stig Kjær Andersen (Chair), 

Jos Aarts, Marie-Christine Jaulent, Gunnar Hartvigsen, Jacob Hofdijk, Dipak Kalra, 

Gunnar Klein, Sabine Koch, Yunkap Kwankam, Victor Maojo, M. Cristina Mazzoleni, 

George Mihalas, Göran Petersson, Martin Rydmark, Stefan Schulz, and Hans Åhlfeldt.

In addition, we were assisted by an international team of expert reviewers, listed in the 

following pages. 

The Scientific Programme Committee received 360 submissions of which 267 

were full papers. To ensure a high quality, each submission was reviewed by at least 

two reviewers. The entire review process took place in the period from November 15th 

2007 to February 1st 2008 and was accomplished by 210 scientific peers, who accepted 

142 papers for publication. Finally, a small team of editors, consisting of Andersen, 

Klein, Schulz, Aarts, and Mazzoleni, reviewed the accepted papers and ensured the 

incorporation of the reviewers’ comments and improvement suggestions. 

The papers in the proceeding are grouped by themes according to the submission 

categories and the supplied keywords. Within the themes, the papers are in alphabetic 

order by the first author. As the last theme, three doctoral students from different areas 

of medical informatics were selected to present and discuss their research under the 

guidance of a panel of distinguished research faculties. 

Let MIE 2008 be an opportunity to bring together all stakeholders in the eHealth to 

come and to exchange knowledge and insight in a lively, stimulating, and creative envi-

ronment, thus creating a common ownership to the future of eHealth. 

The editors would like to thank all the authors of the scientific contributions, the 

reviewers and our colleagues of the Scientific Programme Committee. 

Stig Kjær Andersen 

Gunnar O. Klein 

Stefan Schulz 

Jos Aarts 

M. Cristina Mazzoleni 
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Abstract. The increasing amount of information available for biomedical research 
has led to issues related to knowledge discovery in large collections of data. 
Moreover, Information Retrieval techniques must consider heterogeneities present 
in databases, initially belonging to different domains—e.g. clinical and genetic 
data. One of the goals, among others, of the ACGT European is to provide 
seamless and homogeneous access to integrated databases. In this work, we 
describe an approach to overcome heterogeneities in identifiers inside queries. We 
present an ontology classifying the most common identifier semantic 
heterogeneities, and a service that makes use of it to cope with the problem using 
the described approach. Finally, we illustrate the solution by analysing a set of real 
queries. 

Keywords.  Ontologies, Clinical Trials, Database Integration, Semantic Mediation

Introduction

Advancing Clinico-Genomic Trials on Cancer (ACGT) is a European Commission-
supported project that aims to develop a set of ontology-driven technologies to support 
the development of treatment and research within post-genomic multicentric clinical 
trials on cancer. One of the main issues that ACGT is trying to tackle is providing 
seamless, homogeneous syntactic and semantic access to a single virtual repository 
representing the set of integrated databases needed within a specific clinical trial. To 
achieve this goal, a data access infrastructure is being developed. This infrastructure is 
comprised by several tools: the ACGT Master Ontology on Cancer—an ontology 
modelling the domain of clinical trials on cancer—, the ACGT Data Access Services—
coping with syntactic heterogeneities—and the ACGT Semantic Mediator—providing 
database integration and semantic homogenization. In order to facilitate the 
communication between different services, XML has been selected as the information 
representation format: the Master Ontology is developed in OWL, database schemas 
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are represented in RDFS by the Data Access Services and the adopted query language 
is SPARQL. 

The ACGT Semantic Mediator deals with a variety of problems related to data 
semantic heterogeneities. These heterogeneities can be classified in two categories: i)  
Schema Level Heterogeneities, and ii) Instance/identifier Level heterogeneities. While 
the former are treated by mapping the RDFS representing the database schema 
information using the Master Ontology as a semantic framework, the latter cannot be 
tackled using this model. During the normal execution of a query through the Semantic 
Mediator, instance level heterogeneities are present in two different places: i) the 
retrieved results, and ii) identifiers in queries. We have proposed two approaches to 
address these issues. The first one is called OntoDataClean [1], and uses an ontology 
that represents the most common cases of instance level heterogeneity in the 
biomedical data. In this paper, we present the second approach, to overcome instance 
level heterogeneities in queries. It is based on the same principle proposed on 
OntoDataClean: using a transversal ontology representing the domain of instance level 
heterogeneities to produce a query translation overcoming these issues. 

This paper is organized as follows: first, we give an overview of the state of the art 
and related work on semantic mediation and the study of heterogeneities. Then, we 
describe our approach and tool to overcome query identifier heterogeneities. In the case 
study section we show how our approach behaves with several real queries. Finally, we 
conclude summarizing our experiences so far. 

1. Background & Related Work

The problem of database integration has been intensely studied during the last 20 years. 
We can classify the main approaches in three categories: i) Data Translation, ii) Query 
Translation, and iii) Information Linkage. Data Translation approaches are based in the 
actual homogenization of data for its subsequent storage in a central repository. 
Conversely, Query Translation approaches leave the data in the original databases, and 
expose a view to the user expressing the set of possible queries. When a query is 
launched, the mediation software splits and translates it into dedicated queries for the 
underlying databases. By contrast, Information Linkage approaches maintain a set of 
links among sources using cross reference. Both Data Translation and Query 
Translation approaches must take into consideration the possible semantic 
heterogeneities, but only the latter need to process queries in order to overcome them.

Formal semantics have formed part of the main efforts carried out in the fields of 
Knowledge Recovery and Database Management during the last years [2]. According 
to [3], XML can be used to overcome syntactic heterogeneities, while extensions of it, 
such as OWL introduce the semantic models as descriptions of domains—i.e. 
ontologies. However, semantic problems such as dealing with different descriptions of 
a single concept must be solved, even when ontologies are used as homogenization 
framework. 

The classical role of ontologies in database integration is acting as a general 
description of the domain the different data belong to —e.g. clinical, genetic and image 
data, in the case of ACGT. Domain information from the ontology is mapped to terms 
and relations belonging to the databases. This mapping information will be used to 
translate a query or the actual data, depending on the selected approach. This kind of 
usage of ontologies has obtained success in different projects, such as ONTOFUSION 
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[4], SEMEDA [5], KAON Reverse [6] and D2RMAP [7]. These kinds of approaches 
treat mainly schema level heterogeneities. 

By contrast, less amount of effort has been expended in resolving heterogeneities 
in the actual data—i.e. instance level heterogeneities. An example of tool that makes 
use of ontologies to overcome instance level heterogeneities in data is OntoDataClean 
[1]. This tool performs data processing in the results retrieving process, using an 
ontology that classifies the most common cases of semantic heterogeneity to identify 
and process data. To the best of our knowledge, no automatic ontology-based method 
to process identifier query heterogeneities exists. Some interesting studies on the types 
of identifier heterogeneities can be found, such as the classification given by [8]. 

2. Method

There exist different types of semantic heterogeneities that can be found when dealing 
with data coming from different sources, maybe belonging to heterogeneous domains. 
When formulating a query, a user can express the constraints of the view she wants to 
be retrieved by using explicit literals as values for determined fields within a database. 
A single database can present heterogeneity in its contained data—i.e. mainly because 
of bad information management before the storage, or the use of imprecise tools to 
collect them—, but the problems become greater when dealing with integrated 
databases. In the ideal case, a user that needs to launch a query does not want to be 
concerned about possible heterogeneities in the underlying data. Moreover, she may 
want to be given a standard way to express both terms and literals in her query—e.g. 
data can present scale representation heterogeneities, such as number of white blood 
cells per mililiter or microliter, depending on the laboratory that did the blood analysis.  
The question is the following: How a clinician should express a constraint in a query? 
The answer is simple: the system should give the user the view that there is only one 
way, which is the selected standard, and should be able to tackle deviations from this 
standard in the queries if they are presented. The mediation system must undertake then 
the responsibility of translating not only the terms, but the literals expressed in the 
query so that proper subqueries are sent to the underlying databases. 

We propose an ontology-based approach, OntoQueryClean, to overcome these 
kinds of heterogeneities. OntoQueryClean is the evolution of OntoDataClean, a tool for 
data preprocessing also based on ontologies, and which forms part of the 
ONTOFUSION system for integration of distributed and heterogeneous data sources. 
OntoDataClean uses an ontology that proposes a classification of possible 
heterogeneities, and that defines a set of basic transformation methods. Instances of this 
preprocessing ontology can be created in order to specify how data have to be modified, 
allowing proper integration of heterogeneous sources. In OntoQueryClean, a new 
preprocessing ontology has been built, based on query preprocessing requirements, 
describing the most commong heterogeneities that can be found. Three transformation 
methods are defined, namely i) Scale transformations, ii) Format transformations and 
iii) Synonym transformations. Scale transformations allow solving heterogeneities due 
to the use of different scales among a set of sources—i.e. by defining arithmetic 
expressions that are applied over numeric data—, such as the previous example 
regarding measurements of white blood cells. Format transformations permit 
modifying string values through either regular expressions or rule algorithms. With 
these transformations we can, for example, modify the format of a date from MM-DD-
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YYYY to DD/MM/YY. Synonym transformations allow defining pairs of synonyms so 
the system performs adequate substitutions. 

Prior to actual query cleaning, the literals inside a specific query must be properly 
identified—i.e. recognize which concept they are instantiating. For this, a specific 
purpose module has been developed. This module is able to parse SPARQL queries 
and RDF Schema files to associate each literal included in the given query with a class 
in the schema. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of OntoQueryClean.

Figure 1. Architecture of the OntoQueryClean system

OntoQueryClean is part of the ACGT Semantic Mediator, taking care of the query 
preprocessing. Whenever a query is launched against the Mediator, this must create 
equivalent subqueries for the underlying sources. Once these are generated, they are 
given to the OntoQueryClean tool so literals are properly transformed and follow the 
format imposed by each database. Previous work has to be carried out in order to 
define preprocessing ontologies for each source. This task can be done using any 
existing ontology editor, such as Protégé or SWOOP.

3. Results

We have tested our tools by conducting experiments using three different data sources, 
from two clinical trials ACGT is working in—i.e. TOP and SIOP—and a DICOM 
repository of images. Test versions of these databases were incorporated in the ACGT 
Semantic Mediator infrastructure, so integrated queries could be performed. As stated 
before, OntoQueryClean is accessed once the schema level heterogeneities have been 
already tackled by the Mediator. A set of integrated queries was launched against the 
Mediator, and thus preprocessed by OntoQueryClean. In the following paragraphs we 
describe two of these queries, showing how the tool solved the heterogeneities found. 

The first example shows a synonym transformation applied over a literal indicating 
a patient identifier. A global query asking for hospital identifiers where a specific 
patient was treated and clinical study identifiers for that same patient is presented. This 
query involves only the SIOP and DICOM databases, thus only queries for these are 
generated. The identifier used in the global query corresponds to the existing one in 
SIOP. However, it differs from the identifiers contained in DICOM. Synonym 
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transformations are carried out in order to convert the string identifiers into the format 
used in DICOM. Figure 2 shows the queries before and after translation.

Figure 2. Synonym transformations over an integrated query for SIOP + DICOM

As can be seen, a general query expressed in terms of the global schema of the 
integrated repository is launched. This query includes a constraint on the patient 
identifier. The Mediator undertakes the task of splitting this query into dedicated 
subqueries for both SIOP and DICOM. However, the Mediator itself does not deal with 
the possible heterogeneity in the literal included in the constraint. In order to cope with 
this issue, OntoQueryClean is invoked. In the case of the SIOP query, OntoQueryClean 
finds no differences between the literal format of the query produced by the Mediator 
and the one to be sent to the underlying database. By contrast, in the case of DICOM, a 
different format is used to instantiate patient identifiers. OntoQueryClean translates the 
original identifier into the proper value for DICOM. 

The second example involved a format transformation applied over a different 
integrated query. In this case, the mapping for this query produced subqueries only for 
TOP and SIOP. A restriction on the date of a specific treatment on patients was 
included in the original query. In the global schema, values for dates are separated in 
three different fields—i.e. day, month and year—but both TOP and SIOP employ a 
single field with the union of the mentioned fields—with the format DD-MM-
YYYY—. We used the format transformation method of OntoDataClean to overcome 
this heterogeneity, successfully producing the expected literals in the restrictions.

It must be also noted that, even though no exact measures were performed, no 
significant increase in latency of the system was noticed when including the 
OntoQueryClean tool in the Mediator.

4. Conclusions

We have described a method and developed a tool for query heterogeneities 
preprocessing. The method presented is based on the use of ontologies to classify the 
most common query identifier heterogeneities, and to automate the query identifier 
transformation task. A dedicated ontology describing the domain has been described, 
based on previous works on this task. Initially, three transformations methods are 
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described—namely: scale, format and synonym transformations. The ontology can be 
extended easily to support future requirements.

The current implementation of OntoQueryClean tool supports the described 
methods, which cover the most important problems when dealing with literal 
heterogeneity in query translation. This tool allows transformation of literals inside
SPARQL queries, facilitating the integration of heterogeneous sources. 
OntoQueryClean has been successfully integrated into the ACGT Semantic Mediator, a 
mediation system being implemented inside the ACGT project. The tool is composed 
of two modules: i) the parsing module and ii) the preprocessing module. The former is 
devoted to parsing SPARQL queries in order to extract the literals that must be 
transformed, while the latter performs the actual transformations. 

Two experiments were presented, based on real queries formulated by clinicians, 
proving the suitability of our approach. In both cases, the tool successfully generated 
the expected results, allowing to properly querying the respective data sources.

Future work will involve increasing the features offered by the tool by embracing 
more transformation methods and by offering support to different query languages. We 
plan to include machine methods to automate the task of defining the transformation, 
such as the use of similarity functions. These improvements will lead to a more general 
purpose tool, able to cope with the requirements imposed by a wider set of domains.
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Abstract. The Gene Regulation Ontology (GRO) is designed as a novel approach 
to model complex events that are part of the gene regulatory processes.  We 
introduce the design requirements for such a conceptual model and discuss 
terminological resources suitable to base its construction on. The ontology defines 
gene regulation events in terms of ontological classes and imposes constraints on 
them by specifying the participants involved.  The logical structure of the ontology 
is intended to meet the needs of advanced information extraction and text mining 
systems which target the identification of event representations in scientific 
literature. The GRO has  just been submitted to the OBO library and is currently 
under review. It is available at http:// www.ebi.ac.uk/Rebholz-

srv/GRO/GRO.html
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Introduction

In this paper we introduce an ontology, which deals with the conceptual structures 
underlying gene regulation.  It constitutes the ontological backbone of an information 
extraction and text mining system developed within the framework of the BOOTStrep 
project,2 whose goal is to automatically harvest unstructured information from natural 
language documents and to structure this information in a biological fact data base. 

The processing requirements for information extraction are usually more 
sophisticated than those for document retrieval or classification tasks.  Hence, formal 
foundations and a high level of expressivity are needed for the representation of 
domain knowledge in terms of an ontology.  These considerations preclude, to a large 
extent, the direct re-use of existing biomedical vocabularies or terminological resources 

1Corresponding author: Elena Beisswanger, Jena University Language & Information Engineering (JULIE) 
Lab, Fürstengraben 30, 07743 Jena, Germany; E-mail: elena.beisswanger@uni-jena.de

2http://www.bootstrep.org
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as available from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS),3 since they are 
neither formal nor expressive enough.  These resources, however, still have to be 
checked for relevant terminology in the field of gene regulation that subsequently could 
be enriched with new logical interconnections. In a similar way, the Open Biomedical 

Ontologies (OBO) library4 has to be screened, a collection of publicly available 
biomedical ontologies that has some intersections with the medically focused UMLS. 

After a brief introduction into the domain of gene regulation, we will review the 
resources we used in setting up the Gene Regulation Ontology (GRO) (Section 3.1), 
and then survey the structure of GRO in terms of its basic entity types and relations, 
closely following the recommendations issued by the OBO Foundry [1].

1. Gene regulation - a brief refresher

Gene regulation, the regulation of gene expression, characterizes the cellular 
mechanisms that control the amount of gene products of individual genes synthesized 
at a particular time and under particular extra- and intracellular conditions.  Most 
known mechanisms regulate the expression of protein coding genes.  Gene expression 
falls into two major phases, viz. transcription and translation.  During transcription, 
proteins called transcription factors (TF) bind to specific binding sites of a gene.  This 
process starts or stops the transcription of the gene into an RNA, the intermediate 
product of gene expression, by a polymerase enzyme.  In the second part of gene 
expression, the RNA is translated into a protein.  Regulatory processes occur on all of 
the different steps of gene expression, from transcription to post-translational protein 
modification.  They enable the cell to adapt to different conditions controlling its 
structure and function.  In many cases abnormal regulation of gene expression causes 
diseases.  A prominent example is the induction of cancer in cells, in which abnormal 
regulation of gene expression plays a crucial role.  Our work will particularly focus on 
the regulation occurring on the transcriptional level of gene expression.

2. The Gene Regulation Ontology (GRO)

GRO has been created as a conceptual model for the domain of gene regulation 
following best practice design principles as recommended by the OBO Foundry [1]: It 
is publicly available, uses a commonly shared syntax, viz. the Web Ontology Language 

(OWL),
5
 and has a clearly specified content. It covers processes occurring on the intra-

cellular level (such as the binding of TFs to DNA binding sites), and physical entities 
that are involved in these processes (such as genes and TFs) in terms of ontology 
classes interlinked by semantic relations.  No instances of classes are included in the 
GRO. As an ontology supporting natural language processing (NLP) applications (see 
Section 4), the GRO is intended to represent common knowledge about the domain and 
focuses on the relations between types in the domain, rather than representing overly 
fine-grained classes as can be found in ontologies created for data base annotation 
purposes, such as the Gene Ontology (GO) [2].  

3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umls.html.
4http://www.bioontology.org/repositories.html#obo
5http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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2.1. Design and Construction of the GRO

The basic structure of the GRO was developed manually based on textbook knowledge 
and considering the terminology already available within the UMLS resources.  To 
populate GRO and interlink it with existing ontological resources the OBO ontologies 
were screened by two biologists for entries related to gene regulation. These were 
subsequently extracted and integrated into the GRO, while keeping the references to 
the source terminologies. In addition, information was taken from the transcription 
factor database TransFac [3].  Table 1 lists all selected sources and the kind of 
information we derived. To complete the conceptual representation of gene regulation, 
in the next step, 150 Medline6 abstracts (selected by a MeSH7 query and additional 
selection criteria) were analyzed with regard to potentially new GRO terms.

The GRO relies on a taxonomic backbone based on is-a (subclass) relations 
between ontology classes. In addition, it provides a set of semantic relation types 
following and extending the OBO Relation Ontology (RO) [4].  The RO has recently 
become a de facto standard for ontology relations in the biomedical domain and using 
the RO relations will improve the interoperability between different ontologies.

Table 1. Conceptual resources for the population of the GRO

Resource with URL Relevant Information

Gene Ontology (GO) http://geneontology.org/ molecular functions, biological processes, 
cellular components 

Sequence Ontology (SO) 
http://sequenceontology.org/

sequence regions and attributes of sequence 
regions

ChEBI http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/ chemical entities

INOH Molecule Role (IMR) 
http://www.inoh.org/

transcription factors and their functional 
domains 

NCBI taxonomy, 
http://130.14.29.110/Taxonomy/

eukaryotes, prokaryotes 

TransFac                        http://www.gene-
regulation.com/

transcription factors, domains of transcription 
factors

The GRO is continuously evolving. The current version (as of February 20, 2008) 
comprises 433 classes related by 396 semantic relations of 8 different types, exclusive 
the taxonomic is-a relation and inverse / reciprocal relations (see Section 3.2).

2.2. GRO Classes and Relations

Basically the GRO consists of two branches.  While the continuant branch describes 
entities ‘which persist through time’, the occurrent branch describes process entities, 
such as transcription, gene expression, and various regulatory processes.  A 
continuant can either be ‘physical’, i.e., it has a spatial dimension (such as gene,

regulatory sequence, and protein), or ‘non-physical’ (such as protein function), 
whereas occurrents are always non-physical.

A feature that distinguishes the GRO from most other biomedical ontologies is that 
its classes are highly interlinked by various manually encoded relations (reciprocal 
relations are given in brackets, hereafter).  The relation part-of (has-part) is used to 

6http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/medline.html
7http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/mesh.html
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relate spatial or temporal parts to the whole, such as the class protein domain to the 
class protein or the class transcription initiation to the class transcription.  Wholes 
and their parts must belong to the same ontological category, i.e., a continuant can only 
have continuants as parts and an occurrent can only have occurrents as parts. The 
relation from-species relates species-specific classes to the species they refer to, such as 
bacterial RNA polymerase refers to bacterium. Also, continuants and occurrents are 
related to processes in which they are involved by the relation participates-in (has-

participant), or by one of the two sub-relations agent-of (has-agent) or patient-of (has-

patient), respectively. Consider, e.g. the event regulation of transcription – in the 
GRO it is defined as a subclass of a regulation of gene expression with the following 
restrictions: (i) regulation of transcription has-agent transcription regulator, and 
(ii) regulation of transcription has-patient transcription. Finally, the relation 
encodes (encoded-in) relates genes to proteins, function-of (has-function) links 
functions to their bearers, has-quality specifies qualities inherent in particular entities, 
and results-in (results-from) identifies the outcome of a process. To further exploit the 
potential of formal ontologies, domain and range constraints, as well as the algebraic 
properties (such as transitivity, reflexivity) of the relations need to be defined in the 
GRO in a pending revision step.

2.3. Modeling Decisions and Implementation

Exactly as the GO and the Sequence Ontology (SO), which are both members of the 
OBO, the GRO is designed in a species-independent manner. However, since major 
differences between eukaryotic and prokaryotic gene regulation exist, they have to be 
reflected by the ontological representation.  To allow for species-specific classes in 
GRO we introduced the relation from-species.  An advantage of this approach is that it 
does not require a separate ontology for every particular species.  In contrast to the GO, 
which is basically used by human curators, the GRO is designed for NLP applications 
(Section 4), which require, e.g., to distinguish between functions and function bearers. 
Thus, the GRO holds both, functions as described in the GO molecular function 
branch, and classes representing function bearers, linked by has-function relations. 

The GRO is implemented in OWL-DL, the description logic variant of OWL. 
OWL offers mechanisms to define classes and to relate them according to their 
properties. The formal definition of a typical GRO class holds a Uniform Resource 
Identifier (URI), a human readable class name provided by the predefined OWL 
property rdfs:label, a textual definition explaining the meaning of the class, at 
least one is-a relation, and references to similar classes in external resources such as the 
OBO ontologies. In addition, OWL class restrictions which involve further relations 
(e.g., has-agent, has-patient) are used to logically constrain the meaning of a class. 
OWL supports negation as well as existential and universal constraints. 

Classes which do not share any instances are disjoint. To enable more restrictive 
consistency checks in GRO, we exploited OWL’s support to explicitly express class 
disjointness and added corresponding statements to the GRO wherever this was 
necessary.  We marked, e.g., the classes DNA and RNA as disjoint because an existing 
nucleotide sequence, by nature, cannot belong to both classes, whereas the classes cell 

and organism are not disjoints because they share instances, such as bacterial cells. 
There are some limitations of OWL-DL that we had to deal with when implementing 
the ontology. For example, n-ary relations are not supported, but usually they can be 
expressed by a set of binary relations. Further, neither statements such as “some 
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process X has-agent some protein Y”, nor uncertainty, nor exceptions can be expressed 
in OWL. In the BOOTStrep project, we decided to move this kind of information into a 
separate biological fact data base that is linked to the GRO.

3. Applications of the Gene Regulation Ontology

Bio-ontologies are designed to meet the needs of predefined use cases (e.g., annotation 
of genetic sequences). GRO is intended to be used as the conceptual backbone for 
automatic document analysis, information extraction and text mining tasks, in 
particular. This imposes specific requirements on GRO which are different from those
for document retrieval or classification tasks (typical applications of the UMLS). They 
also differ from those for functional annotations in bio databases, the common 
application area for many of the OBO ontologies.

3.1. Vocabulary for the Semantic Annotation of Scientific Documents

In the BOOTStrep project, a proper subset of the GRO terms is used as annotation 
vocabulary for the semantic annotation of biological documents. Corpora annotated by 
such semantic meta data are a prerequisite for supervised machine learning algorithms.  
In BOOTStrep, semantic annotations are carried out on several levels. The bottom level 
is the annotation of entities, i.e., the assignment of labels from a controlled vocabulary 
to the participants of gene regulation, such as TFs and genes. The vocabulary is taken 
from the continuant branch of the GRO. The next level of annotation relates to 
regulatory processes (event annotation), a much more complex task, which requires 
entity annotations as a prerequisite. Terms from the occurrent branch of the GRO are 
used as vocabulary and participation relations specified for these terms are exploited to 
constrain the assignment of semantic roles. There is some evidence here that annotation 
tasks like the one outlined above might profit from an ontology-based annotation 
vocabulary [5]. 

3.2. Basis for SWRL Rules to Derive Biological Knowledge

The reasoning facilities that come with the OWL language family are needed for 
additional processing tasks like the analysis of complex representations of events that 
require the identification of participants involved and their relations.  We are currently 
investigating into a system that extracts mentions of events involving gene regulations 
from the scientific literature by using the GRO. The system first recognizes entities 
such as gene and protein names and labels them with classes in the continuant branch 
of the GRO, particularly with the two classes gene and transcription regulator. The 
entity recognition utilizes UniProtKB8 and RegulonDB9 as sources for names of the 
two classes. The system then identifies instances of the classes in the occurrent branch 
by matching linguistic patterns of keywords of the classes (e.g. ‘regulate’ for 
regulatory process). It finally deduces complex information by employing rules
written in SWRL10 thus capturing sophisticated forms of biological knowledge. For 

8http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/
9http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/
10http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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example, the system may identify two instances of the classes regulation of gene 

expression and binding of transcription factor to DNA, which share instances of 
transcription regulator and gene as their agent and patient, respectively. It will then 
make the rule-based deduction that the instance of regulation of gene expression also 
belongs to the class regulation of transcription which is a subclass of regulation of 

gene expression. We are developing such rules, which should be OWL-DL safe [6], 
based on the classes and relations provided by the ontology. The GRO is necessary to 
implement these rules, since such inferences cannot be achieved without a logically 
sound ontology

4. Conclusions and Outlook

We have introduced the Gene Regulation Ontology GRO, a conceptual model for the 
regulation of gene expression.  It covers both, gene regulatory processes occurring on 
the intracellular level and molecular entities participating in these processes.  The GRO 
was created within the BOOTStrep project aiming at the integration of biomedical 
knowledge at a very large scale.  In particular the GRO serves as controlled vocabulary 
for semantic annotation of biomedical texts which forms the basis for knowledge-
intensive NLP tasks, such as rule-based high quality information extraction.  

In the next period of work the participation relations provided by the ontology will 
be refined to enable an even more fine-grained process modeling.  Further on, the 
expressivity of the ontology will be increased by defining domain and range constraints 
of the already existing relations, as well as their algebraic properties (such as 
transitivity, reflexivity).  We expect that besides using the GRO in support of NLP 
tasks it might become relevant for ongoing biological research, too, raising interest and 
demands for its use in the classification of genes and transcription factors according to 
the processes they are involved in.  In this way, the GRO would complement the Gene 
Ontology by formally describing what a particular GO term ‘means’ in terms of 
specifying relations between participants and the processes in which they are involved. 
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Abstract.  The organisational culture of a health facility has been identified as a 
significant factor for successful implementation of clinical information systems.  
There have been no reported studies exploring the link between sub-cultures and 
the use of information systems.  This study utilises cross sectional surveys to 
measure doctors’ and nurses’ perceptions of organisational culture and relate this 
to their use of a hospital-wide mandatory computerised pathology order entry 
(CPOE) system.  Data were collected by administering an organisational culture 
survey (Organisational Culture Inventory, OCI) along with a user-satisfaction 
survey to a population of 103 doctors and nurses from two clinical units in an 
Australian metropolitan teaching hospital.  We identified subcultures based on 
professional divisions where doctors perceived an aggressive/defensive culture 
(mean percentile score = 43.8) whereas nurses perceived a constructive culture 
(mean percentile score = 61.5).  There were significant differences between 
doctors and nurses on three of the attitude variables with nurses expressing more 
positive views towards CPOE than doctors.  The manifestation of subcultures 
within hospitals and the impact this has on attitudes towards clinical information 
systems should be recognized and addressed when planning for system 
implementation.  

Keywords. Implementation - deployment, Diffusion, Managing Change, 
Organisation,

 Introduction

Information and communication technologies in the health industry have been slow to 
diffuse, particularly in relation to patient care clinical information systems [1].  The 
organisational culture of a health facility has been identified as a significant factor for 
successful implementation of such information systems [2-4].  Organisational cultures 
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in health are complex and pluralist with typically multiple cultural features operating 
simultaneously. Sub-cultures inherent in health care organizations [5,6] may be based 
on occupational, professional, gender, race or functional distinctions.  They can reflect 
or differentiate from enterprise-wide organisational culture and can draw their values 
and beliefs from outside ties, for example medical subspecialty professional groups and 
colleges [7].  

As the value of clinical information systems is becoming increasingly evident,
what is lacking is a study which measures hospital sub-cultures and links this to the 
mandatory use of a clinical information system.  This paper seeks to provide such a 
study.  We investigated the following question: Is there a relationship between hospital 
sub-cultures and attitudes to, and satisfaction with, clinical information technology?
There have been no published studies we could find which have explored this 
relationship.

1. Methods

1.1.  Research Settings

The study was conducted in two clinical units, an Emergency Department and 
Haematology/Oncology ward, in a 405 bed Australian metropolitan public teaching 
hospital.  The choice of hospital for the study was purposive, based on its long-term use 
of a CPOE system.  This was a hospital-wide, mandatory system which allowed doctors 
and nurses to order and view clinical laboratory and radiology tests electronically for 
all patients.  Doctors and nurses were the primary users of CPOE, with each having 
different levels of use.  

1.2. Study design, population and data collection

A cross sectional survey design was employed using two instruments:  an 
organisational culture inventory; and a user satisfaction survey.  The population 
(n=103) comprised all doctors (n=42) and nurses (n=61) in the two clinical units of the 
hospital.  

1.3. Study instruments

1.3.1.  The Organisational Culture Inventory

The Organisational Culture Inventory (OCI) [8] provides a point-in-time picture of 
clinicians’ perceptions of the culture of their hospital in terms three general clusters 
which distinguish between: constructive (members are encouraged to work 

cooperatively and to their full potential resulting in high levels of motivation and 

teamwork); passive/defensive (members are expected to please those in positions of 

authority and wait for others to act first); and aggressive/defensive (members are 

expected to oppose new ideas, compete and appear competent and independent)
cultures [9].  Within each of the three clusters there are four behavioural norms which 
constitute the cultural style.  For example within the constructive culture the four 
norms are:  achievement (expected to set challenging but realistic goals); self-

actualising (be concerned about their own growth); humanistic/encouraging (be 
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supportive and resolve conflicts constructively); and affiliative (expected to cooperate 

with others).

1.3.2. User satisfaction survey

A user satisfaction questionnaire based on previous point of care evaluation 
questionnaires [10] was developed and trialled with the final survey consisting of 
twenty two closed -ended questions relating to the impact of CPOE on work practices,
patient care, and doctors’ and nurses’ satisfaction with, and attitudes to, the system.

1.4. Data analysis

Percentile scores were calculated for each of the 12 behavioural norms in the OCI and 
significance was tested using �2. Scores below the 50th percentile are low and reflect 
weak expectations of the behaviour in question.  Scores above the 50th percentile reflect 
stronger expectations and scores that fall close to the 50th percentile reflect moderate 
expectations for the behaviour in question.  The means of the percentile scores of the 
four culture styles within each culture cluster were calculated to ascertain the culture of 
each professional group.  

2.  Results

2.1.  Population and respondents

From the population of 103 clinicians in the two clinical units, 75 (30 doctors and 45 
nurses) completed the OCI (response rate = 73%) and 96 (36 doctors and 60 nurses) 
completed the user satisfaction survey (response rate = 93%).

2.2. Comparisons between doctors’ and nurses’ perception of culture

There were differences between the perceptions of doctors and nurses where doctors 
perceived an aggressive-defensive culture (mean percentile score = 43.8) in contrast to
nurses who perceived a constructive culture (mean percentile score = 61.5).  There was 
a significant difference between the doctors’ (percentile score = 35) and nurses’ 
(percentile score = 80) perceptions on the humanistic/encouraging style (p<0.01).
Doctors were also high on the perfectionistic style (percentile score =61).

2.3. Comparisons between doctors’ and nurses’ attitudes to, and satisfaction with,

computerised test management systems

There were significant differences between responses of doctors and nurses on three 
attitude variables (Table 1).  Nurses were significantly more likely to agree that 
computerised test management systems helped in deciding which tests are appropriate 
to order and made their work more interesting.  Doctors on the other hand were more 
likely to agree that CPOE resulted in over-ordering of tests.
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Table 1. Attitudes to the computerised test management system (n=96)

Attitudesa Doctors 

n=36

Nurses 

n=60b

Using computerised 

test management 
systems:

Agree

% (n)

Neutral

% (n)

Disagree

% (n)

Agree

% (n)

Neutral

% (n)

Disagree

% (n)

p-value

Results in cookbook 

medicine
28 (10) 11 (4) 61 (22) 25 (15) 28 (17) 47 (28) 0.134

Depersonalises 
medicine

11 (4) 19 (7) 69 (25) 10 (6) 12 (7) 78 (47) 0.550

Helps in deciding 
which tests to order

25 (9) 19 (7) 56 (20) 71 (42) 19 (11) 10 (6) 0.000 c

Improves the practice 

of medicine
61 (22) 31 (11) 8 (3) 73 (44) 17 (10) 10 (6) 0.281

Results in over 
ordering of tests

58 (21) 14 (5) 28 (10) 30 (18) 38 (23) 32 (19) 0.010 c

Alienates doctors 
from patients

3 (1) 8 (3) 89 (32) 6 (4) 29 (11) 65 (45) 0.254

Makes my work more 

interesting
33 (12) 50 (18) 17 (6) 63 (31) 29 (14) 8 (4) 0.024 c

Notes
1. aattitude variables were measured on a five point Likert scale collapsed to a three point Likert scale  
with ‘agree’ including ‘strongly agree’ and ‘disagree’ including ‘strongly disagree’
2. bn=60 with 1 missing response from ‘helps with deciding which tests to order’
3. csignificant at p<0.05

Doctors and nurses were similarly satisfied on all the items measuring satisfaction 
with ordering tests using the computerised test management system.  The majority of 
doctors and nurses thought that computerised ordering:  was reliable (83% and 91%); 
improves productivity (72% and 66%); was not time consuming (61% and 63%); and 
did not have a negative impact on patient care (83% and 81%).    

3. Discussion and conclusion

Our study showed that organisational cultures are not uniform within large teaching 
hospitals.  This finding supports previous studies on cultures within healthcare 
organisations as being diverse with numerous emergent sub-cultures, often manifesting 
along professional lines [11,12].  These results also draw attention to comparative 
attitudes about the acquisition and use of clinical information systems which have 
implications for preparing organisations for innovations.  They highlight the 
importance of identifying, explaining and measuring sub-cultures, particularly amongst 
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professional groups, before implementation to develop tailored strategies to facilitate 
acceptance and use.  

How do organisational sub-cultures as perceived by doctors and nurses in this 
study relate to their attitudes toward, and satisfaction with, the computerised test 
management system?  The relatively constructive culture of nurses is one where they 
broadly support the uptake and implementation of a new clinical information system.  
Nurses did in fact have more positive views.  The aggressive/defensive culture

perceived by doctors would appear to discourage the uptake of new innovations as they 
would by definition tend to oppose new ideas either openly or indirectly, or both.  The 
high perfectionistic styles of doctors could also be counterproductive to the 
implementation of new clinical information systems.  A culture of blame and the need 
to be perfect is not conducive to implementing change.

These findings have implications for those interested in facilitating the acceptance 
and implementation of clinical information systems.  The results indicate the 
importance of examining sub-cultures prior to implementation to enable cultural 
characteristics and differences between professional groups to be taken into account.  A 
cross-sectional measure of organisational culture within professional groups provides a 
point-in-time picture which can be used to prepare for an information technology 
implementation by highlighting areas where cultural change might be enacted.  Certain 
behaviours can then be encouraged or discouraged.  Systems and processes and 
practices which promote a constructive culture can be instituted at the individual/job 
level (such as goal setting, job design and motivational processes), the manager/unit 
level (such as performance appraisal) and the organisational level (such as 
communication and employee involvement).  The acknowledgement by governments, 
policymakers and managers of the importance of organisational sub-cultures for 
clinical information system adoption will enable more resources and specific policies to 
be directed towards successful implementation.  Cultural readiness for an innovation 
should be viewed as a key requirement for hospitals when preparing for system 
implementations with resources and efforts directed towards developing constructive 
cultures which support innovations. The results from the exploration of organisational 
sub-cultures at this hospital exposed the relationships between sub-cultures and how 
doctors’ and nurses’ perceived and supported innovations.  The complexity and 
characteristics of sub-cultures within large organisations should be taken into account 
given the impact of culture on the uptake of new technologies.

3.1. Limitations of research methods and procedures

A limitation of this examination of organisational culture at the hospital was that 
only quantitative data sets were used.  These data could be complemented by
interviews and observations which might explore the differences between espoused and 
enacted values and also gauge the strength of attitudes. Another limitation is that the 
sample included doctors and nurses from two units of one hospital.  The results may 
not be strictly generalisable to the population of doctors and nurses outside the study 
areas.  
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Abstract. Nosocomial infections (NIs) - those acquired in health care settings -
represent one of the major causes of increased mortality in hospitalized patients. 
As they are a real problem for both patients and health authorities, the 
development of an effective surveillance system to monitor and detect them is of 
paramount importance. This paper presents a retrospective analysis of a prevalence 
survey of NIs done in the Geneva University Hospital. The objective is to identify 
patients with one or more NIs based on clinical and other data collected during the 
survey. In this classification task, the main difficulty lies in the significant 
imbalance between positive and negative cases. To overcome this problem, we 
investigate one-class Parzen density estimator which can be trained to differentiate 
two classes taking examples from a single class. The results obtained are 
encouraging: whereas standard 2-class SVMs scored a baseline sensitivity of 
50.6% on this problem, the one-class approach increased sensitivity to as much as 
88.6%. These results suggest that one-class Parzen density estimator can provide 
an effective and efficient way of overcoming data imbalance in classification 
problems.

Keywords. Pattern Recognition, One-Class Classification, Parzen density 
estimator, Data Imbalance, Nosocomial Infections, Infection control.

Introduction

A major and constant concern in Health Care Institutions is Infection control, 
particularly of nosocomial2 origin, which directly engage the hospital responsibility. 

1 Corresponding Author: Gilles COHEN, Service d’Informatique Médicale, Hôpitaux Universitaires de 
Genève, Rue Micheli-du-Crest, 24, Genève, Switzerland, E-mail: gilles.cohen@sim.hcuge.ch

2 A nosocomial infection is a disease that presents itself in hospitalized patients in whom the infection 
was not present at the time of the admission.
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This leads to focus increasingly on surveillance to detect and monitor infections, 
nosocomial or not. Data are collected to assess the magnitude of the problem, detect 
outbreaks, identify risk factors, target control measures on high-risk patients or wards, 
and evaluate prevention programs. Finally, the surveillance aims to decrease infection 
risk and consequently improve patients' safety.

Two methods are generally used for surveillance: (1) trans-sectional assessment 
(i.e. prevalence studies), which gives estimates on a large population at relatively low 
cost; or (2) prospective, ongoing surveillance (incidence studies). The latter is the 
method of choice, however, this method is arduous, unfeasible at a hospital level, and 
currently recommended only for high-risk, i.e., critically ill patients. Prevalence 
surveys, which constitute an alternative and more realistic approach, are being 
recognized as a valid surveillance strategy and are increasingly used. Their major 
limitations are their retrospective nature, the dependency on readily available data, a 
prevalence bias, the inability to detect outbreak (depending on the frequency of the 
surveys), and the limited capacity to identify risk factors. However, the data they 
provide are sufficient to measure the magnitude of the problem, evaluate a prevention 
program, and help to allocate resources. They give a snapshot of clinically active NIs 
during a given index day and provide information about the frequency and 
characteristics of these infections.  The efficacy of infection control policies can be 
easily measured by repeated prevalence surveys [1].

1. Data collection and preparation

The University Hospital of Geneva (HUG) has been performing yearly prevalence 
studies since 1994 [2]. Their methodology is as follows: the investigators visit every 
ward of the HUG over a period of approximately three weeks. All patients hospitalized 
for 48 hours or more at the time of the study are included. Medical records, X-ray and 
microbiology reports are reviewed, and additional information is eventually obtained 
by interviewing nurses or physicians in charge. Each nosocomial infection is recorded 
according to modified Centres for Disease Control criteria. The survey includes only 
infections still active at any point during the six days preceding the visit. Collected 
variables include demographic characteristics, admission date, admission diagnosis, 
comorbidities, McCabe score, type of admission, provenance, hospitalization ward, 
functional status, previous surgery, previous intensive care unit stay, exposure to 
antibiotics, antacid and immunosuppressive drugs and invasive devices, laboratory 
values, temperature, date and site of infection, fulfilled criteria for infection. Although 
less time-consuming than prospective surveillance, a prevalence survey nevertheless 
requires considerable resources, i.e., approximately 800 hours for data collection and 
100 hours for entering data in an electronic data base. What is particularly time-
consuming is the careful examination of each available information for all patients, in 
order to detect those who might be infected. This pilot study was aimed at applying 
machine learning techniques to data collected in the 2002 prevalence survey in order to 
detect nosocomial infections using the factors described above.

The dataset consisted of 688 patient records and 83 variables. With  the help of 
hospital experts on nosocomial infections, we filtered  out spurious records as well as 
irrelevant and redundant variables, reducing the data to 683 cases and 49 variables. In 
addition, several variables had missing values, due mainly to erroneous or missing 
measurements. These values were assumed to be missing at random, as domain experts 
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did not detect any clear correlation between the fact that they were missing and the data 
(whether values of the incomplete variables themselves or of others). We replaced 
these missing values with the class-conditional mean for continuous variables and the 
class-conditional mode for nominal ones. 

2. The imbalanced data problem

The major difficulty inherent in the data (as in many medical diagnostic applications) is 
the highly skewed class distribution. Out of 683 patients, only 75 (11% of the total) 
were infected and 608 were not. The problem of imbalanced datasets is particularly 
crucial in applications where the goal is to maximize recognition of the minority class3.
The issue of class imbalance has been actively investigated and remains largely open; it
is handled in a number of ways [3], including: oversampling the minority class, 
building cost-sensitive classifiers [4] that assign higher cost to misclassifications of the 
minority class, stratified sampling on the training instances to balance the class 
distribution [5] and rule-based methods that attempt to learn high confidence rules for 
the minority class [6]. In this paper we investigate another way of biasing the inductive 
process to boost sensitivity (i.e., capacity to recognize positives) based on one-class 
Parzen density estimator. Experiments conducted to assess this approach are described 
in Section 5 and results are discussed in Section 6.

3. Classification algorithm

3.1. One-class classification

In typical classification problems a discriminative hypothesis h is found based on 
training cases from all c (�2) classes, so that it can classify each new unseen case into 
one of c classes with the lower possible generalisation error. 

While many pattern recognition problems fall into this category, some other 
problems are best formulated differently as one-class or novelty detection problems. 
The one-class classification task can be expressed as the ability to distinguish between 
new cases similar to members of the training set and all other cases that can occur. In a 
probabilistic sense, one-class classification is equivalent to deciding whether a 
previously unseen test case has been produced by the underlying distribution of the 
training set of normal cases. While it seems to be similar to conventional classification 
problems (i.e. two-class), one-class classification differs in the way the classifier is 
trained. It is trained only by cases from the majority class, and never sees those from 
the minority class. It must estimate the boundary that separates those two classes based 
only on data which lies on one side of it. The one-class approach is particularly 
attractive in situations where cases from one class are expensive or difficult to obtain 
for model construction. In a one-class setting, novel or abnormal cases can be detected 
by constructing a real-valued density estimation function. The most straigthforward 
method is to estimate the density of the training data and to set a threshold on this 

3 For convenience we identify positive cases with the minority and negative cases 
the majority class.
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density. In this study such an approach is used : a one-class Parzen density estimator. 
We briefly describe it in the following section.

3.2. One-class Parzen Density Estimator

The Parzen Window [7,8,9] is a simple kernel based estimator for estimating density 
function. The main idea of this non-parametric method is to place a Gaussian kernel for 
each pattern within the pattern vector determining the position of the center of the 
kernel. The Gaussian kernels have a smoothing parameter that control the smoothness 
of the kernels to give appropriate classification performance. The smoothing parameter 
is normally global to the entire set of Gaussian kernels. Let ( )p x be the density function 

to be approximated. Consider a training set X of n i.i.d. examples drawn according to 

( )p x , the Parzen window estimate of ( )p x based on the X is 
1
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is the smoothing function or bandwith and d is the dimensionality of the feature space. 
The density estimator ˆ ( )p x  obtained from the training set give us a quantitative 

measure of the degree of novelty for each new example. This is used to reject examples 
where the estimate ˆ ( )p x �<  for some threshold � , effectively generating a new class 

of “novel” data. Thus any point where the likelihood ˆ ( )p x is below some threshold is 

considered to be novel. This approach was used by Bishop [10] who gives the 
following justification : Denote C1 as normality and C2 as novelty. The corresponding 
prior probabilities are P(C1) and P(C2) and the probability density function are p(x|C1)
and p(x|C2). According to Bayes, x � C1 if P(C1|x)= p(x|C1) P(C1)> P(C2|x)= p(x|C2)
P(C2). Deciding whether a new example x is abnormal or novel depends on the 
comparaison between p(x|C1) and p(x|C2)P(C2)/ P(C1), where the latter is equivalent to 
a threshold � on ˆ ( )p x .

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Evaluation strategy

The experimental goal was to assess the ability of one-class Parzen density estimator to 
cope with imbalanced datasets. To train one-class Parzen density estimator we 
experimented with different values for the parameter � for a fixed � obtained by 
maximizing the “pseudo-likelihood” computed using cross validation (see Eq. 1).  
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For both approaches generalization error was estimated using 5-fold cross-validation. 
The complete dataset was randomly partitioned into five subsets. On each iteration, one 
subset (comprising 20% of the data samples) was held out as a test set and the 
remaining four (80% of the data) were concatenated into a training set. Note that in this 
approach, the training sets consisted only of non infected patients whereas the test sets 
contained both infected and non infected patients according to the original class 
distribution. Error rates estimated on the test sets were then averaged over the five 
iterations. Overall performance was quantified using the metrics discussed in the 
following section.

4.2. Performance Metrics

To discuss alternative performance criteria we adopt the standard definitions used in 
binary classification. TP and TN stand for the number of true positives and true 
negatives respectively, i.e., positive/negative cases recognized as such by the classifier. 
FP and FN represent respectively the number of misclassified positive and negative 
cases. In two-class problems, the accuracy rate on the positives, called sensitivity, is 
defined as TP/(TP+FN), whereas the accuracy rate on the negative class, also known as 
specificity,  is TN/(TN+FP). Classification accuracy is simply : (TP + TN)/N, where 
N=TP+TN+FP+FP is the total number of cases.

5. Results

Table 1. Performance of one-class Parzen density estimator for different parameter settings using an RBF 
Gaussian kernel. �perc is the percentile corresponding to the threshold � It means that the lowest �perc of the 
training data is rejected by applying the corresponding threshold.

Parameters Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

� �perc % % %

0.14

5

10

20

40

50

65.7

69

72

72,9

70.6

12.9

23.6

39.6

68.3

88.6

98.3

97.1

92

75.8

59.5

Table 2. Best performance of SVMs with symmetrical and asymmetrical margin.

SVM Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Sym. Margin 89.6% 50.6% 94.4%

Asym. Margin 74.4% 92% 72.2%

Tables 1 summarize performance results for the one-class Parzen density estimator. 
They show the best results obtained by training classifiers using different parameter 
configurations on non infected cases only.

Clearly, for the one-class Parzen density estimator, highest sensitivity is reached 
when � corresponds to a rate of training data rejection of 50%; the price to pay for such 
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a result is that many non infected cases are equally labelled abnormal, thus yielding 
low specificity. One-class approach lead to significant improvements in sensitivity over 
classical symmetrical SVMs. Moreover a major limitation of one-class Parzen density 
estimator is its relatively high computational demand during the testing phase.    
In a previous study on the same nosocomial dataset [11], we investigated a support 
vector algorithm in which asymmetrical margins are tuned to improve recognition of 
rare positive cases.  Table 2 shows the best performance measures obtained in these 
previous experiments.

6. Conclusion

We analyzed the results of a prevalence study of nosocomial infections in order to 
detect infected patients. The major hurdle, typical in medical diagnosis, is the problem 
of rare positives. To address this problem we investigated the applicability of a one-
class algorithm proposed by [10]. Experimental results reported in this paper are 
encouraging. From the point of view of sensitivity, one-class Parzen density estimator 
attain the highest level (88.6 %) observed by the authors throughout a series of studies 
on the problem. However, the price paid in terms of loss in specificity is quite 
exhorbitant, and domain experts must decide if the high recognition rate is worth the 
cost of treating false positive cases. From this point of view, asymmetrical-margin 
SVMs might prove preferable in that they maintain a more reasonable sensitivity-
specificity trade-off.  Overall we feel that one-class Parzen density estimator are a 
promising approach to the detection of nosocomial infections and can become a
reliable component of an infection control system.
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Abstract. In the United States and Europe, electronic health records (EHRs) allow 
information technology and decision-support to facilitate the activities of clinicians 
and are considered an important component of health care improvement. However, 
actual adoption of EHRs by physicians has been slow and the use of decision 
support has been minimal. Part of the difficulty lies in the challenges that users 
face in capturing structured clinical information. Reference and administrative 
terminologies have been in use for many years and provide a critical infrastructure 
to support reimbursement, decision-support and data analysis. The problem is that 
physicians do not think and work using reference terminologies. Interface 
terminologies bridge the gap between information that is in the physician’s mind 
and information that can be interpreted by computer applications. The maps from 
interface terminologies to appropriate reference terminologies enable advanced 
functionality in clinical information systems. The conflict between the need for 
timely adoption of health information technology and the need for standardization 
is also relevant to the problems faced by health information technology in Africa. 
The problem of clinicians having to communicate and/or record information in a 
format that is acceptable to someone else, somewhere else, leaves the true benefits 
of these systems beyond the reach of most in Africa. There is a growing effort in 
the United States to produce clinically-relevant interface terminologies mapped to 
standards. These interface terminologies can be expanded to incorporate the 
languages and clinical requirements of clinicians in Africa. The adoption of 
interface terminologies will help bring the value of standard terminology and the 
resulting benefits of decision-support, data analysis and information retrieval to 
parts of the world where they are needed most.

Keywords: Terminology-Vocabulary, Standards, EPR-CPR-EMR, Public Health 
Informatics, Africa

Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) are being implemented worldwide with the promise 
that they will not only dramatically improve the health care of individuals but also will 
expand knowledge about diseases and treatments, strengthen understanding about the 
effectiveness and efficiency of health care systems, and support public health.  For 
health information systems to realize these benefits, however, two challenges must be 
overcome: 1) a critical mass of adoption must be achieved, and 2) different systems 
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must be interoperable with one another.  At a minimum, the data from these systems 
must be comparable.  A paradox of some systems is that solutions that foster adoption 
may decrease interoperability, and vice-versa. 

A key element in this conflict is the way terminology is used in health information 
systems. Standard terminology and structured data are a prerequisite for 
interoperability and sharing of medical information, decision-support and analysis.
However, standard terminologies are unfamiliar and unnatural to most physicians, and 
as they struggle with applications that use them, they become frustrated. User adoption 
falls and errors can increase[i].  It has been estimated that in the US, adoption of EHRs 
is only 9-17% in ambulatory settings and only 12-20% in inpatient settings.[ii],[iii]

Can a highly usable terminology with links to reference terminologies and 
administrative classifications help solve both the problem of adoption and 
interoperability for both the developed and the developing world at once? We propose 
that it can and will introduce a program to test the hypothesis, called MGV-Net.[iv]

1. Terminology about Terminology

Terminology is not just a list of names, or words, with numbers associated with them. 
A useful definition proposed by Chute which defines a terminology practically as: “that 
which enables users to invoke a set of controlled terms that correspond to formal 
concepts organized by a classification schema.” [v] We can then further break down 
terminologies based on their characteristics and purposes. One useful differentiation is 
between administrative terminology, reference terminology, and interface terminology. 

Administrative terminology is used primarily for the classification of information 
and the administration of health care delivery or reimbursement. Two examples of 
administrative terminologies are the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and 
the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT™). ICD is maintained by the World Health 
Organization and has become a standard for epidemiological reporting and 
administrative purposes. The U.S. and other governments maintain enhanced versions 
of ICD, called clinical modifications, containing greater detail to represent diagnoses. 
CPT is published by the American Medical Association and used for describing 
procedures. Neither is well-suited for capturing clinical data for EHRs, but both have 
been widely adopted in non-clinical settings.[vi] A reference terminology is a concept-
based, controlled medical terminology which allows for the complex organization and 
aggregation of clinical information. Examples include: the Systematized Nomenclature 
of Medicine–Clinical Terms (SNOMED®CT) and RxNorm. 

Interface terminology, sometimes called clinical interface terminology or entry 
terminology, is used to describe lists of terms and phrases which are a “systematic 
collection of health care-related phrases (terms) that supports clinicians’ entry of 
patient-related information into computer program, such as clinical “note capture” and 
decision support tools.”[vii] An example of interface terminology includes IMO’s 
Problem (IT)™ (previously known as Personal Health Terminology™).

2. What Is Different about Interface Terminologies?

In 1998, Cimino published his Desiderata for Controlled Medical Vocabularies[viii]
which was a seminal work outlining the requirements for a successful terminology. In 
2005, in response to concerns that terminology needs to more closely mirror clinical 
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reality, he proposed additional desiderata. Whereas the original desiderata focused on 
the structure and content of controlled terminologies, the additional desiderata focus on 
the purpose and use of terminology (see Table 1).[ ix] This recognizes that how 
terminology is used is as important as what the terminology is. Reference terminologies 
do well for aggregation, reuse and inferencing, but suffer problems with properly 
capturing and retrieving information easily and accurately with the least amount of 

information loss as possible. These latter three desiderata require terminology more 
which clinicians use in everyday practice and which more closely approaches the level 
of specificity known at the point-of-care. This is the role of an interface terminology.
An excellent review of interface terminology by Rosenbloom, et. al. provides an 
overview of the different requirements of interface and reference terminologies.[vii]

Table 1: Additional Desiderata for Controlled Medical Terminology

Terminologies should capture what is known about the patient
Terminologies should support retrieval
Terminologies should allow storage, retrieval and transfer of information with as little information loss as possible
Terminologies should support aggregation of data
Terminologies should support reuse of data
Terminologies should support inferencing

Creating and managing a clinical terminology is difficult, particularly when you 
consider that terminology must support clinical applications, mapping to administrative 
and epidemiological coding schemes, and include multiple languages.[x] Traditionally, 
the overarching design of terminologies included maps from reference terms to all 
other terms, including administrative classifications (see Figure 1 left). This was the 
most efficient method as different synonyms could then be mapped only once (to the 
reference term) and all subsequent maps would follow from the reference term. The 
difficulty arises when coding experts review the term-administrative code maps. 

                   
Figure 1: Traditional mapping between synonyms, reference terminology and administrative codes (left)

Recommended organization with separate validated maps to administrative codes (right). 

To ensure that coding is accurate, display terms should have explicit maps to 
administrative terms. For medico-legal reasons, the actual term chosen should have its 
mapping explicitly validated by a reputable organization like the American Health 
Information Management Association (AHIMA) (see Figure 1 right). This does not 
mean that interface terminologies should not be organized around concepts. It only 
suggests that the conceptual granularity of an interface terminology is often different 
that the reference terminology to which it is mapped. Interface terms still should have 
maps to concepts to ease updates and maintenance.

Interface terminologies should also be integrated with or have explicit maps to a 
reference terminology. Without the aggregation that is possible from a mapping to a 
reference terminology, there can be no consistent application of decision support and 
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analysis. The number of interface terms vastly complicates the visual representation of 
the data. It is much more feasible to write reports and decision-support rules against a 
parent reference term than all of the descendent reference terms plus.

However, reference terminologies frequently are missing concepts at relevant 
levels of clinical specificity. For example, SNOMED CT currently does not have 
reference terms for mild persistent asthma or mild intermittent asthma. However, these 
terms are in common use and are typically required for appropriate documentation and 
care of patients with asthma. Therefore, interface terms were created and mapped to the 
most relevant reference term(s). When more specific reference terms are subsequently 
added to SNOMED CT, the mappings from the interface terminology to SNOMED CT 
require updating, but terms used by clinicians (and front-end applications) would not 
have to change (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Remapping occurs when new reference terms are added.

3. Benefits of Interface Terminologies

Explicit interface terminologies such as PHT have been shown to markedly improve 
clinician satisfaction with EHRs in the US. The explicit mappings to reference 
terminologies have also advanced adoption of SNOMED CT. [xi] Centralizing the 
customization and maintenance of the interface terminology eliminates local 
terminology requirements and their resulting non-interoperable systems. The ability to 
rapidly add terms with the right level of clinical specificity satisfies user needs and 
allows application developers to implement systems and functionality quickly. In 
addition, common users of an interface terminology can share data using either 
interface or reference terms. Traditionally, site-specific terminologies exist as 
extensions to the reference terminology and remain site-specific pending addition of 
those terms to the reference terminology. They would remain site-specific permanently 
if the terms ultimately were not submitted or accepted.[xii] The usability benefits of 
interface terminologies when combined with the standards and structure of reference 
terminologies should significantly improve adoption of health information systems, 
particularly EHRs.

4. Health Information Systems in Africa: Unique Needs

It would seem obvious that the rationale for using appropriate terminology in health 
information systems applies to Africa as it does for the US and Europe. This would be 
true, but there are particular conditions in which terminology is even more important

for implementation in Africa. Although Africa has large English-, French- and 
Portuguese-speaking groups, there are numerous linguistic differences at the country 
and local levels. Significant differences exist in the names of specific disease entities,
medications, and laboratory tests. Although Ministry of Health reporting for individual 
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countries is frequently in one of the European languages mentioned above, local 
clinicians and providers who are recording the data may not speak these fluently. 
Conversely, clinicians trained in European languages may not be fluent in the 
languages used by their patients. 

The gap between recording the information from the patient and what eventually 
arrives in the end as information, either locally or at ministerial level, is significant. 
Capturing knowledge in a manner in which it contains the most information is 
important, not only for the reasons propositioned by Cimino[ix], but also because much 
indigenous knowledge is being lost. Experience of health care providers in Africa is 
fragmented and knowledge is locked away in unanalyzed paper records and reports 
which take years to make their way to government where they are frequently 
ignored.[xiii] Information technology should support the collecting and preservation of 
this knowledge, rather than suppress it.[xiv] If terminology can help capture clinical 
experience accurately and quickly, it can then be put to use at the local and national 
level. Capturing the data using a method which incorporates reference terminology 
would make it possible for countries to share their knowledge of the status of health, 
disease and the effectiveness of interventions. In particular, the experience of 
neighboring countries would be more relevant to Africa providers and policy makers 
than data available from developed countries.

The need for information technology in the developing world is great. Effective 
implementation and application of health information technology will likely be 
required if any significant progress is to be made against the devastation of HIV/AIDS, 
tuberculosis and malaria.[xv] The World Health Organization in its World Health 

Report 2006: Working Together for Health[xvi] identified the shortage of trained health 
workers as one of the most important obstacles to strengthening health care systems in 
developing countries. As health care providers in Africa are frequently undertrained 
and overworked, health information systems can help extend their efforts by improving 
efficiency, and the quality of care can be improved through the use of appropriate 
guidance and information. There are many obstacles to successful design and 
implementation of these systems in Africa, which have been previously described. One 
challenge is that systems designed for US and European health facilities may not be 
applicable in rural and urban developing countries. Terminology has been identified as 
an important barrier[xvii], and a properly implemented interface terminology has the 
potential to solve this problem. Taking evidence-based experience from other African 
situations and applying them within the information system holds promise for 
improving quality and helping to train providers in resource-poor settings. 

However, the inclusion of medical terms in local languages, important for an 
interface terminology, is difficult and requires access to experts and reference 
materials.[xviii] To test whether it is possible, the Millennium Villages™ Project (MVP)
is building a network of health information systems called the Millennium Global 
Village Network (MGV-Net). MVP is the product of five years of intensive preparation 
by hundreds of scientists and development experts and works in eleven countries 
throughout Africa to help people lift themselves out of extreme poverty.  MGV-Net 
uses a common data dictionary based on reference terminologies (SNOMED CT, 
LOINC and RxNorm), but employs a centralized Terminology Service Bureau (TSB)
to manage an interface terminology distributed throughout the network. 

The TSB is a critical component of the MGV-Net and maintains all terminology 
additions and mappings. To begin the process, a workbook identifying the most 
common diseases, diagnostic tests and medications was sent to all MVP villages for 
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translation. Clinicians in each of the MVP countries will work together online as part of 
the TSB to update the database.

5. Conclusions

We began this paper with a discussion about how interface terminologies are different 
from reference terminologies, and why interface terminologies are necessary for 
adoption of health information systems in the developed world. We ended by extending 
the value of these terminologies to Africa, and showed that it was even more important 
to the success of health information systems in developing countries. Capturing data in 
a culturally-sensitive manner, incorporating populations frequently missed by 
traditional information systems is important to an equitable health system and even a 
human right. [xix] The challenge is great for those working to alleviate poverty and 
improve health for those who most need it. We hope that health information systems 
which employ appropriate interface terminology to bridge the gaps between theory and 
reality will help overcome that challenge.
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Abstract. Among the numerous new functionalities of the Internet, commonly 
called Web 2.0, Web syndication illustrates the trend for better and faster 
information sharing. Web feeds (a.k.a RSS feeds), which were used mostly on 
weblogs at first, are now also widely used in academic, scientific and institutional 
websites such as PubMed. As very few French language feeds were listed or 
catalogued in the Health field by the year of 2007, it was decided to implement 
them in the quality-controlled health gateway CISMeF ([French] acronym for 
Catalogue and Index of French Language Health Resources on the Internet). 
Furthermore, making full use of the nature of Web syndication, a Web feed 
aggregator was put online in to provide a dynamic news gateway called “CISMeF 

actualités” (http://www.chu-rouen.fr/actualites/). This article describes the process 
to retrieve and implement the Web feeds in the catalogue and how its terminology 
was adjusted to describe this new content. It also describes how the aggregator was 
put online and the features of this news gateway. CISMeF actualités was built 
accordingly to the editorial policy of CISMeF. Only a part of the Web feeds of the 
catalogue were included to display the most authoritative sources. Web feeds were 
also grouped by medical specialties and by countries using the prior indexing of 
websites with MeSH terms and the so-called metaterms. CISMeF actualités now 
displays 131 Web feeds across 40 different medical specialities, coming from 5 
different countries. It is one example, among many, that static hypertext links can 
now easily and beneficially be completed, or replaced, by dynamic display of Web 
content using syndication feeds.

Keywords. Information Dissemination, Internet, Quality-controlled health 
gateway, Syndication feed

Introduction

The core of the World Wide Web is an extensive repository of documents linked by 
hypertext. It is now often referred to as “Web 1.0”. In this context, several quality-
controlled health gateways have been developed [1]. These gateways were defined by 
Koch [2] as Internet services which apply a comprehensive set of quality measures to 
support systematic resource discovery. Their main goal is to provide a high quality of 
subject access through indexing resources using controlled vocabularies and by 
offering a deep classification structure for advanced searching and browsing. CISMeF 
([French] acronym for Catalog and Index of French Language Health Resources on the 
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Internet) [1] was designed to catalog and index the most important and quality-
controlled sources of institutional health information (N=36,103). Its URL is 
http://www.chu-rouen.fr/cismef.

Web 2.0 is a metaphor describing new Internet applications and services which 
emphasize greater user participation in developing and managing content [3]. As the 
use of Internet becomes more and more “social”, the need for bigger and faster 
information exchange grows. It manifests by the growth of Web syndication.

Web syndication is a form of information dissemination in which the (partial or 
complete) content of a website is made available for end-users or other sites to use. It is 
inherent to a large number of Web services, blogs, wikis, social networks, etc. The two 
main families of web syndication formats (XML-based) are RSS (Really Simple 
Syndication) and Atom [4]. These so-called Web feeds provide a way to rapidly 
disseminate awareness of new information. They permit continuous instant alerting to 
the latest ideas in medicine [5]. The adoption of the RSS format by PubMed to display 
search results is a remarkable example [6].

Convinced by the inherent qualities of Web feeds and of their interest for the 
medical domain, the CISMeF team decided to catalogue health Web feeds available in 
French in January 2007. At that time, they were totally scattered across the Web. Some 
general lists and portals were existing but they mostly include Web feeds from 
journalistic or blogs sources. French language Web feeds from scientific, academic or 
institutional sources were neither listed nor catalogued in the health field.

The goal of this work is to describe how Web feeds were included in the existing 
catalogue and how a dynamic news gateway called CISMeF actualités [7] was created.

1. Material and Methods

1.1. CISMeF terminology

CISMeF uses two standard tools to organize information: the MeSH thesaurus [8] from 
the US National Library of Medicine and several metadata element sets, in particular 
the Dublin Core metadata format [9]. In order to customize the MeSH to the field of 
health Internet resources, several enhancements [1] to this thesaurus were developed 
with the introduction of two new concepts, respectively metaterms (MT) and resource 
types (RT).

A metaterm denotes a medical specialty (e.g. cardiology), a biological science (e.g. 
bacteriology), or a health topic (e.g. diagnosis), which has semantic links with one or 
more MeSH terms, subheadings and RTs (N=123). The idea of creating metaterms 
came up to optimize information retrieval in CISMeF and to cope with the relatively 
restrictive nature of these medical specialties as MeSH keywords. The metaterms are 
also used reciprocally to categorize a document from its specific indexing [10].

CISMeF resource types (RT) are an extension of the publication types of 
MEDLINE. They are used to describe the nature of the resource, while MeSH terms 
describe its topic (N=275).
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Figure 1: RSS Feeds as they appear in the catalogue after the query “RSS feeds”.

1.2. Implementing feeds in the catalogue

The first step was to retrieve the Web feeds. As nothing previously existed, it was done 
progressively and still it is an ongoing, not automated, process composed by several 
elements: survey of new or already indexed websites (progressively checked during 
day to day activities), use of search engines which permits to search Web feeds 
specifically.

The second step was to add two new elements: the web feed URL and a new RT 
(see Figure 1). As syndication feeds are always attached to a single website, it was 
decided not to create completely new entries in the catalogue but to add the feed 
description to the already existing entries for websites, thus attaching the prior indexing 
with MeSH terms to the feed itself. Two URLs are mentioned for each website 
providing web syndication: one for the website homepage, one for the web feed itself. 
The new RT created was called “syndication feed”, (“flux de syndication” in French). 
This resource type can be used in simple or advanced search to rapidly target the Web 
feeds among all the resources of the catalogue.

1.3. One step beyond the directory: displaying web feeds

Though the number of existing Web feeds is constantly growing, they remain unknown 
to a large part of the CISMeF audience. It was decided to display the feeds in order to
make this content accessible for anyone without any prior technical knowledge.

Several free services offer to display a selection of Web feeds such as Google 
reader, Bloglines or Netvibes. However it was preferred to use an open-source software 
in order to have greater control over CISMeF actualités and to guarantee the 
independence and persistence of the service.

The Software chosen was Gegarius [11]. Its most deciding features were: to be 
completely web-based and running on a web server, to support multiple feeds formats, 
to provide a search engine, to be translated in French language, to be committed to 
Web standards (it renders XHTML/CSS), and finally to be a free software released 
under the GNU General Public License. The technical requirements were quite low: an 
Apache web server, PHP, and a MySQL Database. The software was then adapted to 
the CISMeF graphic charter by simply modifying its style sheet.
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Figure 2. The CISMeF Actualités homepage.

1.4. Which feeds to display? Extending the CISMeF editorial policy to Web feeds

Not all the feeds catalogued in CISMeF are displayed in CISMeF actualités due to 
editorial choices but also to technical problems.

The CISMeF editorial policy is to reference only documents from the most 
authoritative sources within the large number of websites referenced. Thus, only the 
feeds provided by institutions, hospitals, medical schools and health professionals 
associations were displayed in CISMeF Actualités. On the other hand, feeds provided 
by the patients associations websites, the professional unions, though being indexed in 
the catalogue, were discarded.

We did not choose to display feeds from medical journals as there are still very 
few of them in French language and as their content is mostly not freely available.

The technical problems concern mostly Web feeds that do not comply with the 
RSS specification [12].

1.5. Categorize the Web feeds

Categorization is performed using semantic links between MeSH terms, MeSH 
qualifiers, CISMeF resource types and CISMeF metaterms (See Figure 2). For example, 
the web feed for the website CETL (URL: http://www.cetl.net/) indexed with the 
MeSH term “lysosomal storage diseases” was categorized in Genetics.

2. Results

2.1. Features of “CISMeF actualités”

The most important features of CISMeF actualités are:
�� Almost real-time updates (while the CISMeF catalogue itself is updated weekly). 

Feeds are regularly checked for new items. As Gregarius itself does not have 
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scheduled tasks built in, a planned task using crontab executes every two hours 
the php script in charge of updating the feeds.

�� Search engine. The content of each feed is accessible through full text search.
�� Feeds are regrouped by countries and medical specialities (see Figure 2). 
�� Feeds aggregation and RSS output. For the whole CISMeF actualités, for each 

category and for each search results, Web syndication is available.
�� Name and Logo of the publisher clearly indicate the source of each item. For the 

CISMeF team, the publisher is the main criterion of quality from the HON code 
of conduct [13].

2.2. Statistics

The number of Web feeds indexed in the catalogue is 329 (11 October 2007). 131 feeds 
are displayed in CISMeF Actualités (11 October 2007). These feeds are categorized in 
40 medical specialities. Thus 40 out of 123 (32%) CISMeF metaterms are used. The 
number of unique visitors showed constant augmentation between July and September 
2007 from 4675 to 7657.

2.3. Syndicate the aggregated feeds from CISMeF Actualités

CISMeF actualités provides a Web feed for each of these categories, aggregating the 
existing feeds. These new feeds can also be displayed in specialized context. We used 
this feature on a specialized gateway about handicap (http://www.chu-
rouen.fr/handicap) where the feed of the category Handicap from CISMeF Actualités is 
the core of the news section.

In the near future, we could implement a similar feature in a specialized search 
engine (http://doccismef.chu-rouen.fr/servlets/KISMeF) in collaboration with the 
French National Cancer Institute (http://www.e-cancer.fr/).

3. Discussion

Integrating Web feeds in the CISMeF gateway fulfils several needs. Users convinced 
by their usefulness can now find feeds in the French language medical domain through 
the catalogue itself. Users ignorant of Web feeds or lacking the technical knowledge to 
use them can now easily access their content through CISMeF Actualités.

Very few papers in the medical literature refer to web syndication (n=15 in the 
MEDLINE bibliographic database September 27, 2007 with the query: "web 
syndication" or "RSS feed"). Most of them consist of explanations aimed at the end-
users, very few concern the information providers [14] [15].

Two important websites provide service comparable to CISMeF Actualités, though 
at a larger scale and concerning English language. They were major sources of 
inspiration.

The National Library for Health (UK) provides a large directory of RSS feeds 
accessible at this URL http://www.library.nhs.uk/rss/Directory/ [16]. It shares with 
CISMeF the human selection of the feeds, the ability to browse by categories and a 
search engine. But they do not display the feeds themselves and the search engine do 
not allow to search within the feed content.
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Medworm (http://www.medworm.com/) [17] is a medical RSS feed provider as 
well as a search engine built on data collected from RSS feeds. It provides a search 
engine that search through the content of the feeds and sort the results by date and 
relevance. The content is also available through different categories.

The most important limit of CISMeF Actualités is the lack of Web feeds from 
major institutions. This is especially true for France. For example, The major Belgian 
and Canadian Health agencies provide Web feeds while the French don’t.

The second limitation is the contents of the feed themselves. As they consist 
mostly of Press announcements, some major events in the Health field may not appear 
at all, while small events, like charity events for example, may appear out of range. 
CISMeF Actualités provides raw information, without the selection or the synthesis a 
journalist would do.

In the future, the growing number of websites deciding to provide Web feeds 
raises a number of questions. The discovery of Web feeds itself may need to be 
automated so that feeds from important sources would not be missed. Considering 
CISMeF Actualités, its content could be evaluated so that only the most important and 
relevant feeds are displayed.
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Abstract. A videophone system was used to link cancer patients, undergoing 

chemotherapy at home, with care providers in the Home Healthcare Facility at the 

University Hospital Centre of Grenoble. The participant patients expressed their 

satisfaction both with the use and the technical quality of the system. Improvement 

was observed in the Hospitalisation Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), SF36 

Health Survey Questionnaire and Palliative care Outpatient Scale (POS) scores 

during and at the end of the experiment. The results indicated that the use of 

videophones was both feasible and satisfactory, and that they may have a positive 

effect on the cancer patient’s quality of life at home. Further studies are necessary 

to prove this final observation.

Keyword. Telemedicine, videophonic system, oncology, home health care, 

telehealth, acceptability, satisfaction, patient’s quality of life 

Introduction 

Telemedicine provides new systems to deliver home healthcare for chronic diseases 

including cancer [1, 2]. 

Cancer patients often become anxious or even depressed a few months or years 

after the onset of their illness. The potentially devastating evolution of their disease 

along with the psychological suffering they experience gives rise to an increase in the 

number of hospitalizations, and consequently the consumption of health resources.  

Several studies have evaluated the use of telemedical applications in oncology with 

the aim that health professionals share their sources of knowledge and exchange their 

experiences (expert opinions, imagery, pathological analysis of biopsies, radiotherapy, 

chemotherapy…) in order to improve cancer patient care [1, 3-12]. However, to our 

knowledge, no study has assessed the usability of videophones to deliver home 

healthcare in oncology.   
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Starting from this context, our study aimed to evaluate the feasibility and the utility 

of a videophonic system used for the delivery of health care to cancer patients 

undergoing chemotherapy at home. 

1. Materials and methods  

The study was carried out in the Home Healthcare Facility (Hospitalisation A Domicile 

- HAD), at Grenoble University Hospital (Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Grenoble 

- GCHU), within the framework of the Medical Care Continuity project (MCC: 

http://www.eten-mcc.org). 

1.1. Population 

The study evaluated adult cancer patients receiving chemotherapy provided by the 

HAD facility at home. 

The following patient inclusion criteria were used: 

• Cancer sufferers receiving chemotherapy 

• Age over 18 

• A life expectancy of over 12 weeks. 

• Show a vital stable state.  

• Be receiving specialized medical care at home.  

• Patient and general practitioner consent given prior to the experiment. 

Patients who did not have adequate assistance at home and/or were unable to 

understand how to use the videophone system were excluded from the study.  

1.2. Materials 

A videophonic system was used to link each patient at home to the hospital staff. 

Videophonic communication was established by installing one videophone at the 

hospital (central work station – see figure 1) and a second one at the patient’s home 

(patient work station – see figure 2).  

Figure 1: central work station Figure 2: patient work station
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We evaluated the following items using standard scales and customized 

questionnaires as detailed below:  

• Patient and patient family satisfaction and their acceptance of the use of the 

videophone. This was evaluated using three questionnaires each for the patient 

and for the family, all of which were prepared by the HAD facility team at 

GCHU. 

• Patient anxiety and depression evaluated by the Hospital Anxiety and 

Depression Scale (HADS). 

• Patient quality of life using the SF36 Health survey questionnaire. 

• Quality of life and health care evaluated using the Palliative patient Outcome 

Scale (POS). 

2. Results 

Six patients, five women and one man, were included in this study. The median age of 

the patients was 66 years (minimum: 45, maximum: 76). Four patients were suffering 

from breast cancer, one from ovarian cancer and one from Myelodysplasia. The 

duration of participation in the study was three months for each patient. One patient 

died during the study and another was hospitalized for a long time following an 

exacerbation of his Mylodysplasia.  

The HADS, the SF36 survey, the POS and specific questionnaires to evaluate 

patient and patient family satisfaction and acceptance of the videophone were 

completed 3 times during the study (at the beginning, middle and end). For the first 

patient studied, the POS and the HADS were not completed due to their later inclusion 

in the experiment.  

2.1. The Patients’ acceptance of the videophone 

The participation in the study was proposed to twenty-two patients in the HAD facility 

at GCHU:   

− Ten patients (45% of the total) agreed to participate in the experiment, among 

them the 6 patients recruited for the study. The four remaining patients could not 

be included for the following reasons:   

• Non-availability of a broadband internet connection. 

• No fixed phone at home. 

• Termination of their chemotherapy programme. 

• Termination of the study before being able to install the Videophonic 

equipment at the patient’s home. 

− Twelve patients (55% of the total) decided not to participate in this study owing 

to :

• Feeling ill at ease with the technical machinery: two patients.  

• Lack of space at home: two patients.  

• Personal problems: two patients.  

• A feeling that such assistance was unnecessary given their good functional 

state:  six patients.  
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2.2. The Patients’ satisfaction 

At the time of the initial presentation of the videophonic system, all the patients found 

its use simple and thought that it would accelerate and facilitate contact with carers and 

enable them to obtain a first medical opinion more rapidly.  

No patient met with any difficulty in the use of the videophonic system during the 

study. Of those who continued, three found that the quality of the image was good, but 

not the quality of the sound. The other patient found that the quality of the image as 

well as the quality of the sound was good.    

At the end of the experiment three of the four patients expressed their wish to keep 

the videophonic equipment  

2.3. The Patients’ anxiety and depression 

The HADS scores were improved for the three patients who completed this scale (see 

graphs 1 and graph 2). 
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Graph 1. Evolution in Patients’ Anxiety – beginning, 

middle and end of study 
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Graph 2. Evolution in patients’ depression –  

beginning, middle and end of study 

2.4. The Patients’ quality of life  

The three patients who completed the pos showed an improvement in its sum score by 

the end of the study (see graph 5). 
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Graph 5. POS sum scores - patient version at the beginning, middle and end of the study. 
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The SF36 scores relating to emotional role and mental health improved for all the

patients (see graph 3 and graph 4).
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Graph 4: SF36 scores for mental heath at the 

beginning, middle and end of the study. 
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Graph 3: SF36 scores for emotional role at the 

beginning, middle and end of the study. 

3. Discussion 

This study showed the feasibility and patients’ acceptability of using videophones for 

the delivery of home healthcare in oncology [13-15]. 

The refusal to participate in this study was due to a rejection of videophones in two 

cases only. Six cases from the total refusals to participate were related to those patients’ 

good general and functional state and their overall satisfaction with the home 

healthcare already delivered by the HAD facility without the use of videophones. The 

unease with technology, which was expressed by two patients in our study, is one of 

reasons for the refusal of technology not only by patients but also by caregivers [16-

17].  

The participating patients used the videophonic system to check their appointments 

at the hospital and to obtain explanations about the results of the different blood and 

radiological tests realised from their care providers. They also used it to check up on 

the doses of their new medicines. The apparatus was used by nurses visiting the 

patient’s home to obtain the HAD facility doctor’s agreement to administer 

chemotherapy in the case of the appearance of clinical symptoms, such as a rise in the 

patient’s temperature or an alteration in blood results. The HAD facility doctors used 

the system to verify the position of the catheter used for giving chemotherapy in one 

patient, and to inspect the arm of another patient looking for a subcutaneous oedema. 

The patients used the system successfully without any problems during all the 

duration of the experiment. At the end of the study they confirmed that the videophonic 

equipment had enhanced their feelings of security and their relations with the HAD 

facility doctors. They expressed their satisfaction relating to the technical quality of the 

system and the immediate answer obtained from the HAD facility doctors at each call.   

The results showed a decrease in the patients’ anxiety and depression levels 

exhibited by the falls in the HADS scores. The improvement in the SF36 scores for 

emotional role and mental health correlates with the decrease in the HADS scores. This 

result could be related to the positive effect of the videophonic system on the patients’ 

anxiety and depression and on their state of mind, and in turn the effect of these on the 
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patients’ quality of life and feelings of security[18]. This last is an observation that 

could not be proved in the study due to the small size of the sample.  

In conclusion, while the use of videophones to deliver home healthcare seems to

improve the cancer patient’s quality of life, further studies are necessary to confirm 

their utility and effectiveness in the care of the cancer patient at home. 
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Abstract. For an effective integration of microarray-based technologies in clinical 
settings a number of contributions from biomedical informatics technologies and 
techniques are needed to facilitate the improvement of the phases of experimental design, 
image analysis, data management, annotation, and analysis. In this communication we 
briefly present the state-of-the-art in the application of biomedical informatics to 
laboratories conducting microarray experiments and how our unit is coping with these 
requirements imposed by the routine clinical work of the National Centre of 
Microbiology, a reference laboratory for the Spanish Health System.
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Introduction

Microarray technology is being integrated into basic biomedical research and is 
becoming a fundamental molecular monitoring tool in clinical microbiology settings, 
especially for diagnostic applications due to the possibility of multiplexing the 
simultaneous detection of several pathogens in a single reaction [1, 2, 3]. Most of these 
clinical applications are based in the development of DNA microarrays for the 
detection of specific genes or gene regions in pathogens, but others are based in protein 
(ELISA microarrays) or other immobilised molecules. Clinical microbiologists can also
apply microarray technology from other approaches such as analysis of gene 
expression to monitor microbial metabolism and screening of regulons to study 
microbial response to drugs, environmental changes, genome organization, and 
evolutionary studies [4]. 
Many software development projects have emerged in response to the needs of 
postgenomic research projects focused on laboratory information management [5],
scripting and programming language (bioperl, biopython, biojava, bioruby…) [6],
database integration [7] and data models and ontology development [8].
Along with this increasing diversity of laboratory techniques and uses of microarrays 
there is an increasing need of specific biomedical informatics tools in some areas of the 
field of microarray applications in clinical microbiology  that  are not covered by the 
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solutions designed and developed for gene expression studies, mainly in cancer 
research.
The aim of this work is to identify some of the biomedical informatics needs detected 
in a microarray laboratory focused on clinical microbiology (Figure 1) and how these 
user requirements could benefit from different synergistic developments of 
bioinformatics and medical informatics techniques and methods [9]. 

 

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Biomedical informatics and Microarray Design 

Technological advances have boosted the field of microarray experiments. Although 
they represent high-throughput methods microarrays must be carefully designed in 
order to obtain useful data for clinical applications. Therefore design steps are key 
processes for the success or failure in the routine use of microarrays. In most of the 
clinical microbiological applications of microarrays, the design process is focused on 
the detection of probes that are capable to characterize and specifically identify the 
organism or organisms of interest. Therefore the initial step of design consists of 

Figure 1. Biomedical informatics technologies of application in the different phases of a microarray
experiment in a clinical microbiology context.
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querying sequence databases and retrieving information. The target is the sequence of 
DNA to be amplified and fluorescently labelled. The strategy used to design it involves 
interrogating complete genome sequences stored in specific databases as the 
Comprehensive Microbial Genome [10] and expressed sequence tag databases
available in the public domain. This step is problematic due in some cases to the vast 
amount and high redundancy of available sequence data or in other cases to the lack of 
available sequences in databases. At this point considerable effort has already been 
spent in generating EST libraries for the design of microbial genome microarrays.
Microarray probe design tools are very inefficient for large genomes and many existing 
tools operate in a batch mode. There are now several technologies that are useful for
the design of microarrays for a selected set of model organisms based on Gene 
Ontology (GO) classification or using UniGene clusters [11].
Specificity of the designed oligonucleotides has to be checked with BLAST (Basic 
Local Alignment Search Tool) [12] and smart filtering techniques, which are employed 
to avoid redundant computation while maintaining accuracy.

1.2 Data management and annotation for Clinical Microarrays 

Managing a microarray laboratory, especially for clinical use, typically involves good
organization and sound tracking of experiments and samples data, including 
information on clinical samples, treatment, and experimental results. The use of 
Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) addresses this problem by 
storing information with rigorous data entry mechanisms to prevent inaccuracies and to 
avoid redundancy. LIMS represent repositories of raw data associated with 
experiments, and are extremely useful as transient repositories before final submission 
of experimental microarray results to public databases, such as Gene Expression 
Omnibus (GEO) [13] or ArrayExpress [14]. 

1.3. Image Analysis Techniques in Microarray Experiments

In medical image processing the image content is often represented by features that are 
computed from the pixel matrix in order to extract features that support the 
development of reliable clinical diagnostic systems. In the case of microarray images 
there are some added difficulties for image analysis because many features are of 
abstract nature, as for instance those derived from a wavelength transform function.
After a reaction, microarrays are scanned and image analysis software determines the 
raw values using a data file that identifies the features and defines their dimensions and 
locations. Data stored in a tagged image file format (TIFF) is quantified by the image 
analysis software. To quantify microarray images it is necessary to ensure the quality 
of the signals and to prevent artefacts. Finally, the arithmetic mean or better median of 
the foreground and background pixels is calculated and data is obtained in the form of 
a table [15]. 

1.4. Microarray Data Mining Techniques 

Before obtaining microarray results and applying sophisticated statistics, it is important 
to adequately normalize the data. A number of normalization methods have been 
proposed to correct systematic biases resulting basically from different amounts of
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DNA used for labelling, different efficiencies of the Cy-3 and Cy-5 dyes in the 
labelling protocols, and different detection efficiencies of the dyes [16]. In gene 
expression experiments, fundamental patterns are extracted by several clustering
methods like hierarchical clustering, self organizing maps and support vector machines. 
Lastly, the use of additional knowledge sources in the microarray data analysis process 
can improve the discovery and validation of clinical hypothesis. Information on 
sequence and structure, gene and protein interactions, function annotation and 
ontologies, or genetics and metabolic pathways can significantly complement any data 
analysis and improve its results.

2. Results

2.1. BUSSUB, a tool for designing clinical microarrays 

The use of oligonucleotide microarray technology requires a very detailed attention to 
the design of specific probes to be spotted on the solid phase. They must have high 
sensitivity to detect a target gene and must be unique with high specificity. Parameters 
such as probe length, number of oligonucleotides, maximal distance from the 3 end,
melting temperature range, threshold to reject secondary structures and prohibited 
sequences have to be considered in order to obtain an efficient design. In addition, the 
designed oligonucleotides must be computationally optimized to achieve greater
specificity and uniformity and to perform optimally under the same melting 
temperature and other experimental conditions, reducing the noise due to cross-
hybridization. Although there is an increasing number of publicly available genetic and 
molecular analysis programs for microarray oligonucleotide design, most of them use 
the same algorithm or criteria with only scarce variation [17]. None of them gathers the 
whole set of criteria. For this reason we have developed BUSSUB [3] an amplicon 
retrieval software that simplify and boost the process of recovering sequences 
contained between two given regions. BUSSUB is essential is the first stage of 
microarray design because this system is able to deal with high complexity files 
including several complete bacterial genomes.

2.2. AMANDA, Clinical Microarray Laboratory Information Management System 

We have developed AMANDA [2] a LIMS specifically designed to store information 
about patient data, sample description, experimental resources, experimental 
parameters and conditions, and raw and processed hybridization results. The 
integration of this information into the microarray information system facilitates the 
processes of quality control and assessment of microarray experiments as well as 
further clinical interpretation of the results. AMANDA is compliant with the minimal 
information about a microarray experiment (MIAME) format [18]. This system is able 
to store, manage and visualize all the data and the information coming from several 
studies, to process it as a homogeneous dataset instead of multiple and separate sources

2.3 Image Analysis Software

Image analysis software used in our microarray laboratory carries out three
fundamental tasks: gridding (to locate each spot on the slide), segmentation (to
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 differentiate the pixels within a spot-containing region into foreground) and 
information extraction. Information extraction includes two steps: spot intensity 
extraction and background intensity extraction. Spot intensity extraction refers to the 
calculation of fluorescent signal of the foreground from segmentation process, while 
background intensity extraction utilizes different algorithms to estimate the background 
signal due to the non-specific hybridization on the glass.
Developments in image acquisition, analysis and informatics technologies are ongoing 
and are expected to broaden the usefulness of DNA microarrays. For example Stanford 
MicroArray Database (SMD) [19] has the ability to store, retrieve, display and analyze 
the complete raw data produced by several additional microarray platforms and image 
analysis software. 

2.4. Information of Clinical Microarray experiments

Most of the information resulting from diagnostic microarray experiments in a clinical 
microbiology context is qualitative (presence or absence of signal). In other cases as in 
gene expression or protein assays, data need to be analyzed in the context of clinical 
and epidemiological information in order to extract relevant knowledge useful for 
developing clinical solutions (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Implementation of biomedical informatics tools required for the production and use of clinical 
microarrays.

Data arising from microarray experiments can be normalized, filtered and analyzed 
utilizing several normalization and statistical modules available on integrative web 
based services. SMD [19] and the Bioconductor project [20] have added several tools 
and new ontologies to allow for an accurate and searchable annotation of biological 
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samples and experiments, developing and generalizing the schema for more efficient 
and flexible storage and analysis of microarray data.

 Conclusions

High-throughput technologies such as microarrays are in the process of revolutionizing 
clinical microbiology. Further research and development of new biomedical 
informatics methods and techniques is becoming an integral part of a microarray 
laboratory. In our experience, these technologies are key in the process of assigning 
experimental genomic signatures to clinical profiles and to turn data into meaningful 
and reproducible clinical and mechanistic inferences.
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Abstract. Rare diseases include a group of conditions characterized by a 

prevalence lower than 5 per 10,000 in the community. In France, any rare disease 

affects less than 30,000 patients and often much less. Three to 4% of children and 

6% of the population in Europe are affected. It is a true public health stake since 

most diseases do not have any curative treatment. In France, the Ministry of 

Health has initiated a National Rare Diseases Plan. Twenty five out of 132 labelled 

Reference Centres (RC) decided to share a common Information System named 

CEMARA. It is dedicated to collect continuous and complete records of all 

patients presenting with a rare disease, and their follow-up. The main objective of 

CEMARA is to contribute to the missions of the RC regarding the registration and 

description of their activities, coordination of the network of their correspondents, 

organization of the follow-up of rare diseases, and analysis of the epidemiological 

patterns. A description of CEMARA is provided as well as its cooperation with 

Orphanet and Genatlas, and a presentation of 11803 current records collected by 

more than 300 health care professionals belonging to more than 70 sites.  

Keywords. Dynamic Web interface; Decisional Information System; Thesaurus; 

Rare Diseases;   

Introduction 

Rare diseases encompass a group of conditions characterized by a low prevalence. In 

Europe, a disease is "rare" when less than one out of 2,000 people suffers from a 
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specific clinical syndrome. In France, rare diseases might affect 30,000 patients. For 

the European Community, it means up to 230,000 patients. According to the definition, 

5000 to 7000 rare diseases are currently identified. Three to 4% of children and 6% of 

the population in Europe is affected. It is a true public health concern since most 

diseases do not have any curative treatment. In France, the Ministry of Health has 

initiated a National Plan for Rare Diseases; 132 Reference Centres (RC) [1] have been 

labelled for a group of diseases or, even a given disease such as “constitutional bone 

disorders” or “juvenile arthritis”, respectively. Among their missions, the RC are 

involved in the epidemiological monitoring of pathologies they are in charge of, in 

order to better assess their distribution on the territory, the existing management 

networks, as well as social, educational and familial repercussions of these pathologies. 

An Information System named CEMARA (CEntres MAladies RAres) was set up in 

order to collect continuous and complete records of all patients presenting with a rare 

disease, and when applicable, their follow-up.  

The main objective of CEMARA is to contribute to the missions of the RC 

regarding the registration and description of their activities, coordination of the 

network of their correspondents, organization of the follow-up of rare diseases, and 

analysis of the epidemiological patterns.  

1. Material and Methods 

1.1. CEMARA professional network 

Presently, 25 centres are members of the CEMARA network in France. Each centre is 

composed of one or more clinical units, managed by a coordinator and distributed on 

the whole French territory. A medical correspondent is designated for each site (a map 

is available at https://cemara.org/presentation/show.jsp?sm=membres). Close to 300 

members are registered for 70 sites. All gave their consent and signed the 

confidentiality charter of the network. CEMARA obtained its agreement in accordance 

with the French Protection Act. 

1.2. Thesauri: conception and constitution 

For the diagnosis labels of the patient records, a classification was set up with the 

health professionals corresponding to their needs. For rare diseases, the International 

Classification of Diseases 10
th

 version (ICD10) does not provide the necessary support 

since its granularity is not appropriately designed for such a target, and many rare 

genetic disorders are not listed in. Moreover, the structure of ICD10 is not adapted to a 

field where nosology evolves very rapidly (for example following new genetic 

discoveries leading to splitting existing clinical diagnoses) and where 300 new 

syndromes are reported every year. 

We thus linked our work to Orphanet [2
]

 that designed specific thesauri dedicated 

to rare diseases. Orphanet has a know-how in the domain and is member of the 

European Rare Disease Task Force [3]. It provides an ontological support to experts for 

each field of CEMARA. The specificity of this collaboration provides a shared 

ontology for each thesaurus of CEMARA with a lexical uniqueness for the labelling of 

each disease including the management of synonyms and eponyms associated to some 

diseases or disorders (for instance De Toni-Debré-Fanconi syndrome and proximal 
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tubulopathy). Furthermore, the associated nosography/nosology helps health 

professionals from different fields to share common terms. Orphanet can also benefit 

from a feedback through CEMARA by studying, at steady rate, the associations of 

diagnosis with keywords and/or notes entered by the physicians, which can lead to 

evolutions of the thesaurus. Regarding gene mutations we use GENATLAS, which 

contains relevant information with respect to gene mapping and genetic diseases [4]. A 

specific link was also developed towards this database. OMIM codes will be also 

provided.  

1.3. Information System (IS): Design and Implementation 

The IS of CEMARA collates in a standardized representation a minimal patient record 

elaborated by paediatric and adult health professionals. CEMARA aimed at fulfilling 

several requirements: scalability, portability, reliability, accessibility and cost 

effectiveness oriented toward non-proprietary software. The architecture of CEMARA 

is based on a n-tier architecture. Via a web browser, the client tier connects to the 

middle tier, which is connected to several databases: the production database, the 

geographical dictionary database, and the thesaurus database. A data warehouse and a 

geographical information system allowing queries and representation are in progress. 

Their framework is close to an already available application for end-stage renal disease 

[5]. The middle tier supports client services through Web containers and business logic 

services through component containers. Business logic in the middleware is interfaced 

with a SGBD dependant handler which supports the transactions toward the database. 

At the client side, CEMARA relies on existing local Internet networking facilities and 

on a widely spread computer configuration in medical settings. Access via a personal 

digital assistant is also available. 

Figure 1. N-tier architecture for CEMARA 

Maintenance and evolutions are made centrally, which reduce deployment costs 

and delays. The structure of the production database matches the structure of the 

CEMARA network and respects privacy, confidentiality and security [6].A specifically 

developed double-entry function prevents identity doubles [7].  

The setting-up began on May 23
rd

, 2007, initiated by fifteen centres. Coordinators 

and users were trained, through centralized and on-site sessions. A clinical research 

assistant organized the training and technical assistance.  
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CEMARA also includes institutional collaborations with: the Ministry of Health, 

the National Institute for Health Surveillance, the “Haute Autorité de Santé” and the 

National Health Insurance Fund concerning the design of national protocols for 

diagnoses, treatment and follow-up, as well as for cost analyses, associations of patient 

families for improving patient care, university hospitals, for the coordination and 

connection of professionals through the CEMARA network.  

1.4. Interoperability 

CEMARA was conceived in order to communicate with other sources of information: 

the use of XML, as an exchange format, permits a greater flexibility and better 

capacities to exchange data with other information systems such as French Medical 

Insurance system or Hospitals Information systems. It also allows importation of 

former databases (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. CEMARA: Part of an XML data import scheme  

1.5. Data entry sheets 

All the centres share a common core of information that includes identification data 

(for the index case and relevant family members), diagnosis, context and medical 

activity. Patient identification is based on: name, surname, birth date, death date, place 

of residence… Modalities of medical activities and modes of recruitment are recorded. 

Optional information is gathered about the patient's medical history e.g. antenatal 

and/or neonatal information. One or more diagnoses are labelled using the 

corresponding thesaurus, as well as the status of this diagnosis (probable, confirmed, on, 

in process) a chromosomal description of the anomaly if required, and additional 
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keywords for atypical signs and symptoms, or for the patients with an unknown 

diagnosis. Keywords were prepared by the steering committee.  Diagnosis selection use 

Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX) queries. Complementary information for 

specific diseases are described in the so called “petals”, attached to the core data, and 

focused on specific data collection. 

Figure 3 – UML scheme of CEMARA 

2. Results 

More than 300 health care professionals belonging to more than 70 sites of the 25 RC 

contributed to the data collection. Currently, the data set gathers 11,803 records and 

includes 6076 male patients (340 foetuses) and 5536 females (345 foetuses). For 191 

foetuses gender was non determinable. Median age was 6.8 years. Patients with rare 

diseases were mainly referred to centres by paediatricians (4168) and medical 

specialists (2918), while for foetus by gynaecologists (612) and by centres for prenatal 

diagnosis (273). These patients were mainly enrolled via outpatient clinics (9134) or 

hospital wards (689). Foetal cases were described either during pregnancy (519), or 

after spontaneous miscarriage or termination of pregnancy (446). As expected, the 

number of patients per diagnosis is limited, even for the most prevalent diagnoses. 

Moreover, roughly 1/3 records are classified as “unknown diagnosis”, meaning that no 

diagnosis has been reached, which is a common occurrence for patients with multiple 

malformations, whose syndrome do not fit with currently delineated entities. 
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3. Discussion  

The EC program for rare disease, initiated in 2003, aimed at improving information and 

knowledge for the development of public health [8]. In France, the rare diseases plan 

played a key role to promoting the management of these diseases [9]. The RCs have to 

standardize their information and structure its collection. It triggered the development 

of CEMARA. The experience shared with Orphanet and Genatlas enabled us to extend 

the expertise gathered with the French national REIN program [2] we developed for 

end-stage renal disease. It strengthens the durability of our application. Furthermore, 

the application is based on open source software, which allows lower development 

costs. The conception of an evolutional design conveyed by its modularity ensures its 

scalability. Within nine months, close to 12,000 rare disease cases were recorded. It 

shows the involvement of the professionals and the utility of this application. Users of 

databases often claim that they don't have a real feedback on the data they feed. 

Therefore, we provide every three months reports on activity and diagnoses. Each 

participant can use a multicriteria search tool to explore his case-mix. We also prepared 

advance epidemiological analysis computed with R [10] on anonymous and aggregated 

data using our experience derived from the SIGNE, a web geographical information 

system [11]. CEMARA allows assessing the geographical distribution of existing cases 

for providing the appropriate offer of care. It allows better describing new cases of rare 

diseases and organizing their follow-up, and identifying the medical and psycho-social 

needs. The use of a web-based interface intends to help medical recording, 

management and reporting of rare diseases. It aims to contributing to the public health 

adaptation to the offer of care with a better knowledge of diseases, thus providing a 

support to health care decision-making in this complex and specific domain. 
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Abstract. Improving Shared Decision Making (SDM) and patient-provider 

communication, and providing all citizens with equal access to health information 

has become a high priority health policy goal. In this interdisciplinary, 

international research collaboration we develop and test CONNECT (Care Online:

Novel Networks to Enhance Communication and Treatment), a patient portal that 

integrates a suite of context-sensitive patient communication and information tools 

into a patient-clinician shared electronic health record that patients can use 

seamlessly through heterogeneous networks from different locations (home, 

hospital, doctor’s office). In this paper we present methods used to develop 

CONNECT; how to safeguard data security and confidentiality and adapt user 

interfaces to different users, devices and contexts of use; as well as ensure safe and 

efficient data transfer through heterogeneous networks; and critical success factors 

and challenges.

Keywords: Electronic Health Record, Patient Portal, Mobile Solutions, Internet 

Support

Introduction 

A rapidly growing amount of literature has addressed the importance of Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT) to improve SDM and communication between 

health care providers and patients. In many countries, empowering patients to take a 

more active role in their own health and provide all patients with equal access to health 

services and information have been declared high priority health policy goals[1;2]  

Web-based and other innovative ICTs have shown great potential to provide patients 

with information and communication specific to their needs. To utilize their full 

potential, such ICTs need to be integrated into the practice of regular health care. 

Personal and Shared Health Records have therefore, been declared an international 

research priority because of their potential to provide an environment in which health 

information about an individual can flow seamlessly among systems used by 

authorized health professionals, care givers and the patient[3]. In Norway, a number of 

public policy documents[1;2;4] outline strategies for extended use of the EHR.  
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      To meet these goals, the Center for Shared Decision making and Nursing Research 

at Rikshospitalet Medical Center, with funding from the Norwegian Research Council, 

is currently developing CONNECT (Care Online: Novel Networks to Enhance 

Communication and Treatment). CONNECT is a patient portal that integrates a suite of 

context-sensitive, patient communication and information tools into a patient-clinician 

shared EHR to support shared decision making, patient-provider communication and 

patient-centered care. Developed for different environments (hospital, outpatient clinic 

and patients homes), these tools include (1) the Choice application used at the point of 

care, where patients on a tablet PC report and share data about their symptoms and 

illness experiences with their care providers to support shared care planning; (2) 

WebChoice an Internet-based support system that cancer patients can access from home 

through a secure patient portal. (3) I addition, we develop CONNECT mobile, a mobile 

client with device adaptation, providing mobile access to WebChoice information with 

seamless and secure network access.  

       The natural next step is to combine these tools into an integrated application within 

the context of a shared EHR. This can provide a seamless environment where patients 

can share their data, communicate with their care providers, and obtain support from 

where ever and whenever they need it, all within the same system.  While the suite of 

Choice tools so far have been stand-alone systems primarily used by cancer patients, 

the underlying principles are generic and transferable to other patient groups. 

Therefore, we integrate these applications into regular health care which holds great 

promise to improve patient-provider relationships, patient self-management, 

effectiveness and continuity of care, and consequently patient safety for a wide range of 

health care users.  

       In this paper we present (1) methods for integrating the Choice/WebChoice

applications into the EHR; and (2) CONNECT mobile, that provides a mobile solution 

of CONNECT in a manner that safeguard data security and confidentiality and adjust 

user interfaces to different users, devices and contexts of use.  

1. Integrating Choice and WebChoice with the EHR 

Currently WebChoice is a self-contained Web application that patients use from home 

through a standard Internet browser. It contains: 

1. Choice, the comprehensive Assessment tool that allows patients to report and 

monitor symptoms, problems and priorities for care along physical, functional 

and psychosocial dimensions, currently and over time. Using branching logic, 

questions are personalized to previous responses so that only relevant 

questions are asked. It also includes ratings for “degree of bother” and 

“priorities for care” to assist provider and patient in rapidly determining which 

areas are most important to address. The system creates immediately a 

summary report that displays patients’ reported symptoms ranked by their 

priorities for care.  

2.  Tailored Symptom Self-management Support. At any time, the patient can 

obtain helpful advice from the Knowledge Base about how to self-manage 

their symptoms. Patients’ self-reported symptoms trigger the display of the 

appropriate subset of self-management activities. This information can be 

printed out for further reading or added to an individualized care plan. The 

Knowledge Base contains several hundred options for evidence-based self-
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management strategies presented in patient-friendly lay language, obtained 

from scientific literature, validated by an expert panel and is regularly 

updated. Obviously, the knowledge base is not only helpful to patients, but 

also to care providers. In CONNECT it will be made accessible to them 

through the HER so that they can use it for evidence-based care planning with 

their patients.

3. In the Communication Component patients can communicate about anything 

they like. The application’s helpdesk system to handle messages from the 

patients.

• Data Security. Security and confidentiality are critically important due to 

the sensitive nature of health information, patient concerns, and 

institutional requirements. Strong security measures are therefore, 

implemented into CONNECT to protect this information. The current 

version of Choice and WebChoice has been approved by the Norwegian 

Data Inspectorate. In this solution patients are authenticated using a smart 

card based public key (PKI) solution from Bypass. Support for the 

BankID PKI solution is also implemented. The confidentiality of the 

information is protected with 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

encryption. Other procedural and technical protections are ensured, such 

as storing data behind an Internet firewall, robust data integrity and 

auditing controls, and training of staff who are authorized to access 

patient data. 

• Support for multiple languages and diagnoses. CONNECT will be 

implemented as a language independent system by separating the content 

from the system. Language is defined as an attribute of the user.  

• Interfacing WebChoice with the EHR. For CONNECT we are building a 

generic integration logic that is built on a service oriented architecture 

(SOA). Thus CONNECT will not be tailored to a specific EHR vendor or 

just one technological platform. SOA describes how independent services 

with defined interfaces can be integrated without having previous 

knowledge of the services that actually perform the tasks. The format of 

the messages will be based on the EbXML framework as proposed by the 

Norwegian Centre for Informatics in Health and Social Care (KITH). 

       Another important goal is that the integration of Choice/WebChoice with the EHR 

only requires minor, if any, changes to the existing EHR system. When a patient has 

completed a symptom assessment an assessment summary report is generated and a 

notification message is automatically sent to the EHR. The message contains a Uniform 

Resource Locator (URL) which is a link to the assessment summary report. The EHR 

will display this link to the clinicians together with information from other subsystems 

such as lab or radiology results. When clinicians click on the link they will 

automatically be redirected to CONNECT.

2. CONNECT Mobile: Secure, mobile access to the shared EHR 

With mobile access to the EHR, we can reach the patient in other situations than only 

in the hospital and at home. Availability of powerful mobile terminals enable us to 
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extend access to the shared EHR through a mobile environment. Mobile access to 

sensitive information systems represents many challenges. To verify and solve critical 

technical issues, we have chosen a prototype implementation approach, where elements 

of the Choice and WebChoice applications are mobilized using standard mobile 

terminals enhanced with technologies for device-independent display, fonts and other 

user interface features, as well as mobility and security technologies.  The mobile client 

can detect terminal capabilities and adapt the user interface. We use mobile IP, 

WLAN/Cellular network detection and Mobile IP for seamless selection of network 

access. For security, we use 128 bit SSL encryption. The mechanisms for practical 

authentication on a mobile terminal is still under study. The prototype implementation 

of CONNECT Mobile demonstrates how a 

context-sensitive, multi-modal patient 

communication and information tool can be 

implemented in legacy mobile terminals. A 

mobile phone, available to most patients, is 

enhanced using state of the art technologies 

to ensure adaptation, readability, mobility 

and security to ensure simple access to  the 

EHR while moving seamlessly through 

heterogenous networks, and accessing and 

interacting with the EHR from different 

locations.  

           Figure 1: CONNECT component architecture 

       Key research issues in the project include verification of usability and readability 

that is needed on a mobile platform with limited display size and diverse user 

interfaces. We explore how we can create a WebChoice client that has the same user 

interface and ‘look & feel’ on different mobile phones with very diverse technical 

specifications, and how to create novel methods for secure authentication and 

encryption of sensitive information in highly mobile environment.  

       The CONNECT mobile client is an extension to the WebChoice system.  Its lets the 

patient access some of the functionality in WebChoice away from home. The mobile 

client is programmed in Java MIPD 2.0, supported in all recent mobile terminals. The 

main functionality in the CONNECT mobile application includes registration of 

symptoms, access to database for evidence based information and forum resources. 

When using the Web-based WebChoice the patient needs a computer and must be 

online.  When being away from home it can be difficult to access the system.  Using a 

mobile device we solve the accessibility problem, but are facing other challenges on 

usability, connectivity, mobility and security challenges addressed in this project. 

3. Discussion 

While the CONNECT application holds great promise to improve patient-provider 

communication and help patients to better understand and manage their illness, critics 

may argue that it also could increase the digital divide. While providing all patients 

with equal access to health services and information are high priority health policy 

goals in most Western countries, not all patients will be able to benefit from the 

application. To use CONNECT, patients will need a computer, have access to the 
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Internet or own a cell phone, and are required to have a certain level of computer and 

health literacy. Thus people who are disadvantaged in the first place may also have the 

least to gain from the application. It could, however, be argued that helping 70% of the 

patients is better than helping none. As new technologies mature and more people gain 

access, these can be better adapted to the needs of people from varying socio-economic 

backgrounds. 

On the clinician side, a number of challenges come into play when developing a 

new system such as CONNECT for routine clinical practice. Resource requirements, 

feasibility, acceptability and organizational issues need to be carefully addressed.  The 

successful design, implementation and evaluation of clinical support systems depends 

on how useful clinicians and patients who are the potential main users perceive them. 

Among possible barriers to clinicians’ use of new information systems described in the 

literature are the organization’s attitudes towards innovations, the degree to which the 

system requires clinicians to modify established routines, and the lack of leadership 

support.
 6-8

 Clinicians work under time pressure and competing obligations, and 

additional tasks are not likely to be carried out if not perceived helpful. Many 

information systems have failed because developers neglected users’ judgments about a 

systems’ feasibility, time requirements, and usefulness in clinical practice.
 9,10

To safe-guard against such problems, CONNECT is developed with extensive user-

centred design methods. Patients and clinicians participate in all phases of the design 

process to help us understand their needs for shared decision making, documentation 

and information sharing; the context they work and live in, their underlying 

assumptions and expectations and how we best can address them.  

      On the technical side, a particular challenge is a trade-off between data security, 

and user friendliness. Because CONNECT is to be implemented as a plug-in into 

existing EHRs that require strict security measures behind safe firewalls, 

communication with the world outside rises security concerns and challenges related to 

how advanced authentication mechanisms such as PKI and Smartcards required for 

access to medical records can be combined with user friendly interfaces that even novel 

Internet users can master. For example the current WebChoice uses a PKI Infrastructure 

and “My page” technology. While this meets the highest security and privacy standards 

required by the Norwegian Data Security Act (Datatilsynet) the complexity and number 

the steps required to install the security measures on their computers have posed 

problems for a significant number of patients, and also hindered some to get online at 

all.

      Another interface issue relates to compatibility of user interfaces. Every EHR has 

its own design. Plugging-in CONNECT may require different navigation routines and 

learning needs and not give the user the same touch and feel as the rest of the EHR. 

      To address these and other challenges the development process of CONNECT goes 

hand in hand with research that includes several doctoral students, to understanding and 

address these issues and find solutions for how they could potentially be solved.  

       The clinical systems environment at Rikshospitalet offers a state-of-the-art preview 

of what many other organizations and systems will offer in the future. By conducting 

research in this testbed, we can learn both how new interventions are useful, and just as 

importantly, how to operationalize the interventions. Technology adoption in the area 

of patient-provider information sharing and collaboration is never automatic. The use 

of such systems by patients and the willingness by practices to promote their use 

requires that systems are time neutral or save time and offer conveniences to users. 

Learning how to bridge the continuum between these approaches is an important area 
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of learning because of the high potential for benefits to all parties who participate in the 

care process. The project addresses key technological challenges of information and 

network security in a mobile environment. Issues like authentication, seamless 

handover between networks, adaptation to different terminals and secure access to the 

information stored in the EHR are requirements that must be solved as a part of the 

project to enable research in a “live” testbed, providing feedback to the interventions 

and how they can be successfully implemented.  
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Abstract: The objective of this prospective clinical usage study was to examine 
the value of the rule based ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ integrated into an existing 
Patient Data Management System (PDMS) in helping to prescribe a initial
antibiotic regime in accordance with the requirements of accepted guidelines. A 
prospective study comparing data before and after the introduction of the 
‘Therapeutic Assistant’ was carried out. An adequate therapy resulted significantly 
more often after the introduction of the ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ [p<0.05]; however 
no difference between the regimes with and without the ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ in 
the period after its introduction could be established. Whether the ‘Therapeutic 
Assistant’ influenced the prescriptions made without it will have to be established 
in a further study.

Keywords: Protocol Drug Therapy, Computer-Assisted, Empirical Antimicrobial 
Therapy, Patient Data Management System

1. Introduction

In intensive care patients the occurrence of infections and their prompt and adequate 
treatment is a major factor in determining the eventual outcome for the patient. Apart 
from the surgical elimination of the source of the infection, the initial calculated 
antibiotic regime decisively influences the further course of the infection (10-12).

There are various strategies available to improve the initial calculated antibiotic 
regime (9;16). The introduction of information technology directly at the patient’s 
bedside provides a possible alternative in the form of systems which support in 
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decision making. (2;8;12;18). In the development of these systems it was repeatedly 
shown that, under laboratory conditions, they achieved their required goals. However 
they often fail in their routine use (19;12).

The objective of this clinical usage study was to examine the value of the rule 
based ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ integrated into an existing Patient Data Management 
System (PDMS) in helping to prescribe a calculated antibiotic regime in accordance 
with the requirements of accepted guidelines. In particular, changes in the quality of the 
treatment should be critically considered.

2. Study Context

2.1. System description

Since 1999 the surgical Intensive Care Unit (SICU) of the University Hospital, Giessen 
uses a PDMS (ICUData, Imeso GmbH) to document all medical data, including 
physicians’ orders (14). The PDMS includes a decision support system for therapeutic 
guideline assistance since version 3.0 to help maintain standards when writing orders. 
As they are only suggestions, they are initially recorded in the chart as “not cleared” 
and must then be manually ordered by the physician. At this point, the physician can 
make any changes to the suggested therapy as needed. As such, the responsibility for 
therapeutic decisions remains with the physician.

Further co-operation with our Centre for Medical Microbiology and Virology has 
allowed to integrate an ‘Antibiotic Wizard’ module within the electronic patient record. 
This contains a catalogue of rule-based therapy standards for empirical antimicrobial 
therapy and is representative of the therapy recommendations of the Paul Ehrlich 
Gesellschaft (PEG) (21), modified for ICU in the spectra of resistances and pathogens. 
The graphical user interface (GUI) leads the physician to create a treatment plan based 
on rules defined in the database and uses a question and answer format (17).

The “Antibiotic Wizard” is designed to assist the ward physician in empirical 
antimicrobial therapy. Based on the PEG guidelines, the physician is given the standard 
operating procedures (SOP) available for treatment. This is meant to improve the 
quality of orders written, in that the program helps standardise antibiotic doses, 
combinations and duration of treatment. There is also a reminder feature that is 
integrated in the patient’s chart, which after two or three days, shows the physician the 
antibiotic therapy ordered. This is to ensure that the antibiotic therapy is reassessed for 
the continuing presence of pathogens and to make any adjustments necessary (17).

2.2. Organisational Setting

The survey was done in the SICU with 14 beds and a throughput of approximately 
1500 patients annually. Twice weekly (Tuesday and Friday) there is a microbiological 
(ward) round with a microbiologist together with the SICU Registrar (senior resident) 
and the house officers (residents). The current microbiological findings are discussed in 
these rounds, together with the antibiotic treatment as well as the patients’ infective 
problems. Further therapeutic ideas are considered and ordered.
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3. Methods

3.1. Study design

The microbiological rounds were accompanied regularly for six months before the 
planned training and introduction of the ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ “antibiotic Wizard” 
and this was continued after the introduction as part of the clinical routine (pre- and 
post-periods.) The survey covered a time span of 14 months, of which the pre-period 
was 142 days and the post-period was 272 days.

The physicians were asked about the indications of the calculated antibiotic 
regimes. They had to judge whether this therapy was successful or if there were reasons
for an alteration of therapy. The standardised information for the study was entered in 
the PDMS in the course of the rounds. Only patients who had had at least one 
standardised round visit documented were included in the pre- and post-periods 
comparison. Patients who were treated in ICU during the time between two 
microbiological rounds could not be taken into account.

All the data necessary for the study were extracted from the PDMS using SQL 
scripts. These included among others age, sex, length of stay in ICU, duration of 
ventilation and deaths in ICU. The SAPS II score (13), the daily SOFA score (20) and 
the delta SOFA (15) were collected automatically (3;7).

3.2. Measurement of Outcome 

On foot of the documented microbiological rounds and considering the microbiological 
findings a blind judgement was made — the antibiotic therapy was “adequate” or 
“inadequate” for its main purpose. Further outcome parameters were ICU mortality, the 
length of stay in intensive care, the duration of ventilation and the delta-SOFA, which 
counts as a measure of the decline in organ function whilst in the ICU and is therefore 
potentially influenced by therapeutic measures.

3.3. Data analysis 

Using the Mann-Whitney-U test or the Chi2 test significant differences (p <0.05) 
between the two observation periods were sought. On the one hand, the period before 
the introduction of the “Antibiotic Wizard” (pre-period) was compared with the period 
afterwards (post-period); on the other hand a sub-group analysis was performed on the 
patients who had had at least one antibiotic regime proposed by the “Antibiotic 
Wizard” and the whole patient group in both the pre- and post-periods with the 
exception of the “Antibiotic Wizard” sub group. Three comparative group analyses in 
total were carried out to verify any possible influence of the rule-based ‘Therapeutic 
Assistant’ on the “adequate calculated antibiotic regime” in the quality of patient 
treatment. A further multivariable analysis to examine possible degree of influence on 
the outcome parameters would have been meaningless due to the limited number of 
cases.
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4. Results

There were 43 patients in the pre-period who had documented microbiological 
rounds; the “Antibiotic Wizard” was used in 35 out of the 113 post-period patients. 
Table 1 shows the whole patient group; table 2 shows the statistics for the comparative 
group analyses. 
Table 1: All patients and Outcome parameters (bold)
MV = Mean Value, SD = Standard deviation, CI = Confidence interval, IQS = Interquartile range 

parameters MV ± SD CI Median IQR MV ± SD CI Median IQR

age [Years] 59.9 ± 20,1 [53,7 ; 66,1] 66,1 [45,1 ; 76,2] 56,9 ± 18,9 [53,4 ; 60,4] 61,3 [44,3 ; 71,0]

SAPS II 49 ± 15 [44,5 ; 53,8] 44 [40 ; 61] 48 ± 12 [45,4 ; 49,8] 48 [40 ; 54]

SOFA (Admission at ICU) 6.4 ± 2,6 [5,6 ; 7,2] 6 [5 ; 8] 6,1 ± 2,4 [5,7 ; 6,6] 6 [4 ; 8]

Delta-SOFA 1,9 ± 2,3 [1,2 ; 2,7] 1 [0 ; 3] 1,4 ± 1,9 [1,0 ; 1,8] 1 [0 ; 2]

length of stay (ICU) [h] 472 ± 538 [307 ; 638] 376 [209 ; 524] 337 ± 275 [286 ; 389] 270 [122 ; 479]

duration of ventilation [h] 254 ± 274 [169 ; 338] 197 [46 ; 365] 178 ± 207 [139 ; 217] 106 [14 ; 276]

adequate therapy 47,8 ± 30,7 [38,3 ; 57,2] 50 [33,3 ; 68,2] 66,5 ± 30,5 [60,8 ; 72,2] 75 [50 ; 91,3]

evaluation of therapy

success
34,3 ± 43,0 [21,0 ; 47,5] 0 [0 ; 100] 63,6 ± 44,2 [55,4 ; 71,9] 100 [0 ; 100]

yes no % yes no %

gender (male) 32 11 74,4 67 46 59,3

mortality in ICU 18 25 41,9 30 83 26,5

parameters MV ± SD CI Median IQR MV ± SD CI Median IQR

age [Years] 57,2 ± 20,4 [50,2 ; 64,2] 66,7 [43,34 ; 72,93] 56,8 ± 18,3 [52,7 ; 60,9] 59,2 [45,6 ; 69,6]

SAPS II 45 ± 12 [40,8 ; 49,3] 43 [35 ; 53] 49 ± 11 [46,2 ; 51,3] 49 [42 ; 55]

SOFA (Admission at ICU) 6,2 ± 2,5 [5,3 ; 7,0] 5 [4 ; 8] 6,1 ± 2,4 [5,5 ; 6,6] 6 [4 ; 8]

Delta-SOFA 1,1 ± 1,4 [0,6 ; 1,6] 1 [0 ; 2] 1,6 ± 2,1 [1,1 ; 2,0] 1 [0 ; 3]

length of stay (ICU) [h] 388 ± 300 [285 ; 491] 296 [136 ; 645] 315 ± 262 [255 ; 374] 234 [120 ; 445]

duration of ventilation [h] 189 ± 249 [104 ; 275] 99 [10 ; 216] 173 ± 187 [130 ; 215] 108 [17 ; 284]

adequate therapy 72,5 ± 26,3 [63,4 ; 81,5] 75 [53,1 ; 100] 63,8 ± 32,1 [56,5 ; 71,0] 74 [50 ; 87,9]

evaluation of therapy

success
64,8 ± 41,4 [50,6 ; 79,0] 100 [33,3 ; 100] 63,1 ± 45,7 [52,8 ; 73,4] 100 [0 ; 100]

yes no % yes no %

gender (male) 22 13 62,9 45 33 57,7

mortality in ICU 6 29 17,1 24 54 30,8

Post-Period (113 Patients)Pre-Period (43 Patients)

Post-Period orderd by Wizard (35 Patients) Post-Period without Wizard (78 Patients)

Table 2: Statistics for the comparative group analyses

parameters
pre-period vs.

post-period

pre-period vs.

Wizard-Pat.

Wizard-Pat. vs.

Post (Ø Wizard)

age [Years] 0,28 0,52 0,55

SAPS II 0,94 0,29 0,08

SOFA (Admission at ICU) 0,52 0,58 0,98

Delta-SOFA 0,23 0,18 0,63

length of stay (ICU) [h] 0,07 0,51 0,29

duration of ventilation [h] 0,07 0,13 0,71

adequate therapy < 0,01 < 0,01 0,24

evaluation of therapy

success
< 0,01 < 0,01 0,97

gender (male) 0,10 0,33 0,68

mortality in ICU 0,06 < 0,05 0,17

Mann-Whitney-U-Test (p-Value)

X2-Test (p-Value)
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5. Discussion

It was shown that, in the post-period in which the “Antibiotic Wizard” was available, 
the assessment of the antibiotic therapy as adequate was significantly more frequent 
and less frequently assessed as inadequate, and the treatment was more often evaluated 
as successful. In the patient group whose initial antibiotic regime was prescribed using 
the “Antibiotic Wizard” the relative frequency of adequate treatment from an average 
of 47.8% in the pre-period to 72.5% in the post-period. At the same time the rate of 
inadequate treatment decreased from 34.2% to 18.5% in average. In a large multicentre 
trial of 904 patients Harbarth et al. showed a similarly high incidence of inadequate 
initial antibiotic treatment in 23% of cases (5). The total mortality in this study was 
24% (168/693) among the adequately treated cohort compared to 39% (82/211) in 
those with inadequate initial therapy (5). Ibrahim and Leibovici demonstrated that an 
initially inadequate antibiotic treatment clearly increased the mortality (61.9% vs. 
28.4%  or 34.3% vs. 20.2% (6)). In spite of a smaller case number in this study and the 
absence of proof of a correlation between adequate therapy and ICU mortality, a 
similar reduction in mortality from 40.9% in the pre-period to 26.5% in the post-period 
was observed. In those patients whose antibiotic regimes was prescribed using the 
‘Therapeutic Assistant’ the mortality rate was 17.1%, which was significantly less than 
in the pre-period.

The treatment improved in the post-period both with and without the wizard. How 
far this is a advantage of the “Antibiotic Wizard” needs to be examined. Besides the 
use of the ‘Therapeutic Assistant’ as a reference work without using it to prescribe, the 
documentation of the microbiological rounds may have led to an increased level of care 
in the prescribing of antibiotic treatment by the physicians. It is therefore possible that 
another study might show that, in spite of computer assisted prescribing, the 
communication between ICU physicians and infection specialists is responsible for the 
correct antibiotic usage (1).

The reasons for the limited prescribing using the “Antibiotic Wizard” need to be 
ascertained. Other studies have shown that, through the use of a decision support 
system, the prescription of  an empirical initially adequate antibiotic regime rose from 
an initial 77% to 94% (4). In our study this high improvement rate could not be 
achieved. However the conclusions, with an improvement of initial antibiotic treatment 
adjudged to be adequate from 47.8% to 72.5%, are very promising.
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Treasure Hunt – a serious game to support 
psychotherapeutic treatment of children
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Abstract. Computer and video games for children have gained negative publicity 
due to reported associations between intensive gaming and aggressive behaviour, 
school failure, and overweight. While most studies centre upon negative 
consequences of video games, their innovative potentials tend to be overlooked. 
One field for the innovative use of computer games is child psychotherapy. By 
including therapeutic concepts into a video game, children can be offered 
attractive electronic homework assignments that enable them to rehearse and 
repeat basic psychoeducational concepts they have learned during therapy 
sessions. Moreover, therapeutic games can help therapists to structure therapy 
sessions.  Psychotherapeutic computer games translated into foreign languages 
could form a useful tool in the treatment of migrant children.  ‘Treasure Hunt’ is 
the first serious game based on principles of cognitive behaviour modification. It is 
developed for eight to twelve year old children who are in cognitive-behavioural 
treatment for various disorders. Reactions of children and therapists to
experimental versions of the game are positive. Serious games might prove a 
useful tool to support psychotherapeutic treatment of children. 

Keywords. Home-based e-Health, Human-Computer interaction, learning and 
education

Introduction

Although computers and internet are a normal part of life for millions of children, they 
have gained mainly negative publicity due to the reported association between 
intensive gaming and aggressive behaviour, game addiction, school failure and 
overweight [1-3]. As a consequence, most reports on the effects of video games centre 
upon their potential negative consequences [4-6], while their innovative potentials tend 
to be overlooked [7].
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However, these innovative potentials exist. Computer games improve spatial 
performance  in children, adolescents and adults [8]. Action-video-game playing with 
so called first person shooters has been reported to alter a range of visual skills and to 
enhance visuospatial attention [9, 10]. Studies also show that commercial computer 
games can be used innovatively at school [11]. In the medical sector, various reports 
show that computer games have been therapeutically successful with physically 
handicapped children and children with chronic disease like asthma [12], diabetes [13]
and cancer [14, 15]. As for psychotherapy, it would be difficult for child therapists to 
ignore how fascinated children are by computers and video games. Yet, up to now few 
initiatives make use of this fascination to enhance psychotherapeutic treatment. There 
are two exceptions: the game ‘Earthquake in Zipland’, based on family therapy, is 
designed to support psychotherapy of children whose parents have divorced 
(www.ziplandinteractive.com). ‘Personal Investigator’, a therapeutic game based on 
solution focused therapy, tries to motivate adolescents for psychotherapy [16].

Developing a computer-based treatment for children does not simply mean putting 
a treatment manual on the screen. In order to motivate children for psychotherapy, the 
challenge lies in designing serious games that incorporate therapeutic goals as well as 
various skills training. By including therapeutic concepts into a game, children can be 
offered attractive electronic homework assignments that enable them to repeat and 
rehearse basic psychoeducational concepts they have learned during therapy sessions. 
Moreover, a psychotherapeutic game that matches the theoretical orientation of the 
therapist can help him / her to structure therapy sessions and to explain important 
theoretical concepts in diverse  ways and with a metaphor and means attractive to most 
children. 

1. Method

Cognitive behaviour therapy is one of the best-researched and empirically supported 
treatment methods for adults and children. Its theoretical framework is based on the 
assumption that emotions and behaviour are largely a product of cognitions; thus 
psychological and behaviour problems can be reduced by altering cognitive processes.
Cognitive behaviour therapy offers several intervention programmes for children from 
which learning goals for serious games can be derived.

In order to support cognitive-behavioural treatment of children, the Department of 
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry of Zürich University is developing a serious game 
called ‘Treasure Hunt’. The game is not meant to substitute the therapist, but to support 
therapy by offering electronic homework assignments and rehearsing basic 
psychoeducational parts of treatment. The theoretical background of the game is 
formed by basic concepts of cognitive behaviour therapy for children as outlined in  
treatment programmes like ‘Coping Cat’ [17], ‘Friends for Children’ [18] and ‘Keeping 
your cool’ [19]. These basic concepts are important for the treatment of both 
internalizing and externalizing disorders. 

Treasure Hunt is an interactive adventure game with six levels. Each of the six 
levels of the game corresponds to a certain step in cognitive-behavioural treatment. The 
maximum amount of time needed to solve all tasks of a level is about twenty minutes. 
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1.1. Story 

The game takes place aboard an old ship inhabited by Captain Jones, Felix the ship’s 
cat and Polly the ship’s parrot.  Captain Jones has found an old treasure map in the hull 
of his ship. To solve its mystery, he needs the help of a child. Tasks take place in 
different parts of the ship – on deck, in the galley, in the dining room of Captain Jones 
and in the shipmates’ bunks. Each task corresponds to a certain step in cognitive-
behavioural treatment, implying a linear structure of the game. For each completed 
task, the child receives a sea star. The old treasure map has a dark spot in the shape of a 
sea star at six important places. The child and Captain Jones will only be able to read 
what is written there when they place the missing sea star on the map. After having 
solved all the tasks, the last mission consists of a recapitulation of the previous 
exercises. Once the child has solved this last problem, he/she will find out where the 
treasure is buried. One of the most interesting parts of the game is dedicated to the 
hunting of unhelpful (automatic) thoughts by means of an ego-shooter. The child has to 
catch a flying fish to be able to read the unhelpful thought written on it and replace it 
by a helpful one.

Before joining Captain Jones on the final search for the treasure, the child receives 
a sailor’s certificate that summarizes what he/she has learnt through the game and that 
is signed by Captain Jones and the therapist.      

1.2. Software and Tools

Treasure Hunt is a 2.5 D Flash adventure game programmed with Actionscript and 
XML. Flash was used to guarantee platform independence, as only a Flash compatible 
internet browser is needed and no programme has to be installed. This facilitates giving 
homework to children independent from their computer hardware and operating system 
at home. User interaction will be recorded in XML files to help therapists analyze 
children’s choices and / or progress.

2. Results 

Playability tests with an experimental version showed that children appreciate the game 
and its diverse tasks. Several therapists in the Department of Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry of Zürich University have used pilot versions of the game with children 
treated for a variety of disorders (anxiety disorder, depression, behavioural disorder). 
Because they worked with an experimental version, therapists were not allowed to give 
parts of the game as homework assignment, but instead used it during therapy sessions.  
They reported to use the game as reinforcement, telling the child ‘if you work well, we 
will play Treasure Hunt for the last ten minutes’. All therapists reported positive 
reactions of the children in treatment and liked to work with the game themselves.
Although Treasure Hunt was originally developed to offer attractive homework 
assignments in between therapy sessions, the pilot showed that the game can also help 
young or less experienced therapists to structure therapy sessions and to explain 
important cognitive-behavioural concepts like the influence of thoughts on our feelings 
or the distinction between helpful and unhelpful thoughts.

While these primary findings are encouraging, conclusions about the effectiveness 
of Treasure Hunt are premature, as the professional version of the game is not finished 
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yet. Treasure Hunt is not developed as a self-help instrument and should be used under 
guidance of a behaviour therapist. Our pilot showed that using a computer game in 
psychotherapy sessions does not mean that classic therapeutic methods like writing, 
drawing or role-playing lose their significance in the treatment of children and 
adolescents – on the contrary, as various exercises for further therapy sessions can be 
derived from Treasure Hunt. Therapists reported for example that they asked children 
to ‘help us to design a next level’ or to ‘draw flying fish with more unhelpful thoughts’. 

Whether Treasure Hunt can really support cognitive-behavioural treatment of 
children and enhance child compliance for homework assignments will be evaluated as 
soon as the professional version of the game is finished. 

3. Discussion and Conclusion

Psychotherapy of children and adolescents is an area in which innovative use of 
computers in the form of psychotherapeutic video games may enhance child 
compliance and offer new ways of treatment. Such games have the potential to enhance 
child compliance, offer attractive homework assignments, structure therapy sessions 
and support treatment of migrant children who could play the games in their own 
language and share their content with parents and siblings.

Cognitive behaviour therapy offers several intervention programmes for children 
from which learning goals for therapeutic video games can be derived. For example 
social problem solving, a standard therapeutic intervention for young children [20, 21]
could be incorporated into a game to support psychotherapy with children as young as 
five years. Such a game might even be used for the prevention of behaviour problems 
in this age group. Incorporating elements of anger management programmes [19, 22]
into video games could be an even greater challenge for the development of serious 
games. As most of the children treated for anger and aggression problems are boys, and 
boys are reported to show considerably more fascination for computers than girls [8],
creating serious games that include anger management strategies might support 
treatment of this notoriously difficult and non compliant group. An alternative pathway 
could be the development of therapeutic games built on  Dodge’s theory of social-
cognitive biases of aggressive children [23]. If such games could help aggressive 
children to reduce hostile attributional biases and to ameliorate  cognitive processing of  
potentially threatening situations [24, 25], treatment of a chronic and difficult group of 
clients might become easier. 

There is, however, still a long way to go and considerable resistance to overcome. 
Not all game-designers are positive about the concept of serious games, suggesting that 
a game that has to be played might lose its attractiveness. On the other hand, many 
academics and health professionals are not used to view computer games as something 
different from ‘pure fun’ or ‘only a game’ and doubt that a computer game can teach 
useful skills.  Moreover, there is fear that if psychotherapeutic games are successful, 
computers might replace therapists in the long run. However, no psychotherapeutic 
game will be able to alleviate childhood problems on its own, and therapeutic games 
will show their maximum potentials only under guidance of a therapist who can explain 
and comment the concepts introduced in the game.

New developments in gaming technology as well as more research on therapeutic 
games will hopefully lead to the creation of more serious games to support child 
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psychotherapy. Ideally, these games should be labelled with a quality seal for 
therapists.  
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Abstract. The purpose of this project was to investigate the effects of Virtual 
Reality technology and haptics for stroke rehabilitation. Twenty-nine stroke 
subjects, 17 women, and 12 men aged 44-85 years, participated in three different 
studies. All participants responded favorable to the use of the VR activity station.
A change of attitude took place after the subjects were exposed to playing 
computer games. The general experience with the VR application approach suggests 
that this treatment concept is promising in stroke rehabilitation, with a wide range of 
applicability.

Key words. haptics, rehabilitation, stroke, virtual reality

Introduction 

Stroke is one of our most widespread diseases in the Western world and the principal 
cause of permanent physical impairment in the adult population in Sweden [1]. One of 
the most striking social consequences of stroke is a failure to resume activities, which 
are purely for enjoyment [2]. In addition, enjoyable and pleasurable activities seem to 
be even further decreased in older adults who have experienced a stroke [3]. This 
striking decrease is said to be due to depression, upper extremity motor dysfunction, or 
decreased visuo-spatial ability [4].

In the last decade of the 20th-century, virtual reality technologies first began to be 
developed and studied as potential tools for assessment and treatment in rehabilitation 
[5]. The idea behind creating Virtual Reality (VR) is simple; a simulated world runs 
on a computer system. Training with haptic devices has been suggested to enhance 
stroke rehabilitation using VR [6-8].

Employing computer games to enhance training motivation is an opportunity, 
illustrated by the growing interest in the field of Serious Games 
(www.seriousgames.org). A serious game is a computer-based game with the goal of 
education and/or training in any form. This stands in contrast to traditional computer 
games, whose main purpose is to entertain. Serious games include games for learning, 
games for health, and games for policy and social change. The healthcare sector is 
showing a steadily increasing interest in serious games. Integrating gaming features 
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into virtual environments has been reported to enhance motivation in adults undergoing 
physical and occupational therapy following a stroke [9].

The aim of this project was twofold: (1) to assess the application of a VR activity 
station as an occupational therapy assessment/treatment method in a hospital and non-
hospital environment to see if it could be used there and to evaluate whether playing 
3D computer games resulted in improved motor function in persons with prior stroke. 
(2) to apply the VR activity station as a tool for assessing visuospatial neglect. 

1. Material and methods

1.1. Subjects

Twenty-nine stroke subjects, 17 women and 12 men, aged 44-85 years, post stroke 1-
140 months, participated in three different studies. Thirteen subjects underwent in- or 
out-patient rehabilitation at the Department of Rehabilitation Medicine at Sahlgrenska 
University Hospital, and 16 underwent rehabilitation in a facility for community 
dwelling persons with stroke (Stroke Forum) in Göteborg, Sweden. A group of healthy 
individuals (self-perceived health) were recruited and served as reference subjects
(range 33–85 years). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Göteborg 
University (Ö511-01), and all participants gave their informed consent. 

1.2. System

A VR activity station was used (figure 1). The user 
stood in the real world and looked into a virtual world 
generated in the computer. He or she was now able to reach 
into a virtual space and interact with 3-dimensional (3D) 
objects through a handheld stylus (haptic device) positioned 
in the line of sight. It created an illusion of virtual objects 
for the user while the only real element was the handheld 
stylus and the computer equipment. Using stereoscopic 
shuttered glasses, the user observed a 3D image displayed 
above the tabletop. Every time an activity was 
run, data about the 3D hand movements of the 
patient was collected and analysed. The VR 
activity station features a library of engaging 
activities and “games” that are simultaneously 
entertaining for the patient and beneficial for 
rehabilitation (figure 2). 

Telemedicine based on SkypeTM with a 
camera (software version 2.5, freely available 
from the internet) was used as a 
communication tool between the therapist and 
the personal at the non-hospital environment,
offering clinical and technical support. 

Figure 1. VR activity 
station (sensegraphics.se).

Figure 2. Game library
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Figure 5. Hand Path Ratio values shown as a boxplot (25th 
and 75th percentiles) for the treatment (n=16), control (n=11) 
and reference group (n=11). The median value (thick black 
line) with 10th, 90th percentiles are shown at the end of the 
lines. 
---------- = Reference median values 

1.3 Subject Assessment
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Figure 4. VR-task (screenshot).

Figure 3. VR-task (screenshot).

A UE test developed in a previous study [10] was used. The subjects had to move
the haptic stylus to different targets in the virtual world (Figure 3). The targets

appeared one after the other on the screen and
disappeared when pointed at. The target placements
(32) in the three dimensional  space, were
apparently random to the patients, but actually set
according to a pre-set kinematic scheme for
evaluating purposes. The subject had to move as
accurately and quickly as possible to each target.
Hand position data (haptic stylus end-point) during
each trial 
was gathered. 
The x-, y-
and z-

coordinates, which were time stamped, gave the 
basic pattern of hand movement. Time and 
distance to complete the whole exercise was 
recorded. From this average velocity and HPR 
(hand-path ratio - the quotient between actual 
hand trajectory and the straight-line distance 
between two targets) was calculated. The basic 
pattern of stylus movement in space was 
visualized in Matlab 
(www.mathworks.com), 
giving an indication of how 
hand trajectory and movement 
quality changed over time. A 
neglect test developed by our 
group was used (Figure 4). 
The VR environment 
consisted of 20 targets and 60 
distracters (2.7 cm diameter). 
The target was the digit ’1’ 
and the distracters were other 
numbers. The subjects had to 
press all targets marked with 
the digit 1, whereby the target 
changed color, and finally 
press the red button, indicating 
when they had finished their 
search. 
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2. Results 
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A comparison between pre/post testing suggests that all patients had a higher
median in average velocity (m/s) and a decrease in median for the time (s) and HPR
parameters as compared with baseline. Figure 5 gives the box plot for HPR parameter. 

A further aim was to use the VR activity station as a tool for assessing
visuospatial neglect, in order to analyse the manual search performance in a virtua
cancellation task. Subjects with neglect as well as subjects recovered from neglect
showed aberrant search performance in the VR cancellation task, i.e. mixed search
patterns (Figure 6, an example), repeated target pressures, ipsilesional start of search
and deviating hand movements. The data indicate that this VR task is more informative
for deviating search performance.

3. Discussion

Stroke is one of the most common disabling conditions and the need for effective
therapies and innovative rehabilitation is clear. The intervention studies show that the
subjects made improvements in the kinematic variables measured with the VR system.
Further, the VR system was placed outside the hospital to improve access to VR
technology by a wider group of stroke subjects. The VR system worked wit
problems and made it possible to expose persons that otherwise would not have had the
chance to try the VR system. Adherence to the programme was excellent and may have
been facilitated by the novel technique of VR that would enhance their capacity for
better UE function. A reason might be that the persons wanted to try the nove
technique of VR with a hope for improving UE function [11]. Attitudes to new
technology are affected by the perceived benefits of using it, positive past experiences,
quality of information about it, training and follow-up, hands-on experience, the extent
to which it meets user needs, and users’ enjoyment. Irizarry and colleagues [12]
showed that older people welcomed high tech products, including computer-controlled
‘smart houses’ of the future, but want clearer instructions about how to use them and
controls that are easy to read and handle. The use of telemedicine based on SkypeTM

with a camera was employed as an adjunct to communicate response to the intervention
from the clinic to the non-hospital environment. This increased the efficiency while

Figure 6. Patient with clinical neglect displays a search 
mixed pattern.
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maintaining a high quality of service to the personal and stroke subjects. When 
problem arose, i.e. the games would not start, the personal contacted the occupational 
therapist at the clinic and the problem was solved by remote instructions. Therapy-
based rehabilitation is a promising approach in remote training [13, 14]. The 
computerized neglect test provided a quantitative analysis of detecting small variations 
in manual search performance otherwise not detected in standard paper-and-pencil tests. 
It was found that the presence or absence of visual inattention was identified for the 
same subjects either by using VR or the conventional neglect tests. This is consistent 
with earlier studies where, in visual search tasks, subjects with neglect not only exhibit 
omissions of visual targets but also demonstrate more general deficits in their search 
performance, such as an unsystematic search pattern [15, 16]. Further, both subjects
with neglect and subjects who had recovered from neglect showed aberrant search 
performance in the VR task. The data indicate that this VR task is more informative for 
deviating search performance as compared with examination of search by more 
conventional paper-and-pencil tests. 

4. Conclusion

The general experience of the VR application approach suggests that this intervention
seems to be a promising tool in motor and cognitive rehabilitation, with a wide range of 
applicability. This project demonstrates that this technology can provide a real-time 
quantitative 3D task analysis and provides preliminary evidence that interactive 
computer use with the right training conditions may increase stroke subjects’ motor and 
cognitive skills.
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Abstract: This paper describes an easy to use home-based eHealth system for
chronic disease management. We present the design and implementation of a
prototype for home based education, exercises, treatment and following-up, with
the TV and a remote control as user interface. We also briefly describe field trials
of the system for patients with COPD and diabetes, and their experience with the
technology.

Keywords: Telehealth, Systems Architecture, Patient Monitoring, Disease mgt.,
Telemedicine, User-computer interface, Open source, Computer-supported
training, Online/distance education, eHealth.

Introduction

The number of people with chronic diseases such as COPD, diabetes, heart disease,
stroke, obesity and cancer increases rapidly. Accounting for 59% of the 57 million
deaths annually and 46% of the global burden of disease, chronic diseases are the major
cause of death and disability worldwide. It is even projected a 17% increase in deaths
due to chronic diseases from 2005 to 2015 [1,2]. In addition, as we live longer and the
risk of chronic conditions increases with age, the number of people with one or more
chronic condition also increases [3,4,5]. This leads to huge burdens on the healthcare
system and require innovative approaches to provide out-of-hospital treatment. The
home environment can be a potential arena for treatment and following-up; reducing
in-hospitals stay s and costs. Home based eHealth systems can give life and health
improvements such as stabilization of the chronic disease, prevention of exacerbations,

1 Corresponding Author: Tatjana M. Burkow, Norwegian Centre for Telemedicine,
University Hospital of North-Norway, P.O. Box 35, N-9038 Tromsø, Norway; E-mail:
tatjana.m.burkow@telemed.no
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less hospitalization, and lost work days, reduced risk for hospital infections, better
treatment compliance, cognitive status, mastering of the disease and patient satisfaction,
and improved quality of life [6,7].

A challenge for home based eHealth is that large user groups experience
technological barriers today, especially in the elderly part of the population [8,9]. Since
the number of chronic conditions increases with age, and the computer skills in the
population decreases with age, there is a need for easy to use technologies. However,
many advanced telemedicine systems for chronic patients use computers or
smartphones, which are not necessarily a familiar interface for the elderly.

Our home-based eHealth system for chronic disease management is flexible,
comprehensive, affordable, easy to use and build on free open source software. We use
the TV and remote control as interface in order to achieve high usability.

Having a patient centric view, our system aims at assisting the individuals in the
management of their chronic disease, and including them in the healthcare process. It is
not a traditional patient remote monitoring system [10,11] where the patient is under
surveillance and information typically transferred to a central server to be viewed by
healthcare personnel only. The rest of the paper describes our home based system for
chronic disease management.

1. Materials and method

1.1. System Design

The patients use their ordinary TV and a remote control as an interface to the
system. In addition they need a camera and a headset for audiovisual communication
with healthcare personnel and peers suffering from the same disease. The healthcare
personnel use their PC-based systems and stand alone videoconferencing systems.

As part of our system, a Residential Patient Device (a dedicated computer) is
connected to the users TV and a broadband connection. It provides a rich set of
functions to implement personal eHealth-services, provides storage, and a secure and
reliable communication channel between the home and the public health service.

Information is visualised on the TV in a useful format for the chronically ill, while
the information needed by the healthcare personnel will be visualised on their PC-

Figure 1: The Residential Patient Device connected to a TV
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based systems in an appropriate format. The following functionality is currently
provided by the system:

Presentation of health related educational material, both video and text-based
Two-part and multipart videoconferencing
A Patient Health Diary with:
o Disease related questions
o Vital signs measurements such as heart rate, oxygen saturation, and blood

glucose values and other senor data (wireless transmitted or manually
registered)

Visualization of information in the Patient Health Diary with possible
different views for the patients and the care persons.
User authentication and data encryption/decryption
Message transmission

This functionality can be used to orchestrate home-based services for the
chronically ill, tailored to the user s needs and abilities. The actual functionality needed
will depend on the disease in question and the eHealth service delivered to the users in
their home environment.

Adhering to our patient centric view we keep the Patient Health Diary stored in the
Residential Patient Device. In this way the information is easily available to the
patients at home and not lost into the information space of healthcare e.g. the EHR,
which traditionally makes it diff icult, if not impossible, for the patients to get access to
their information later on. This approach also allows the chronically ill to register more
information in a self management perspective than otherwise would be possible in a
hospital maintained EHR. However, both locally and remote stored educational
material can be accessed and visualised by the Residential Patient Device.

Secure message transmission is used to transfer information in the Patient Health
Diary to the Hospital Information System (HIS). The patients explicit select and
authorize the submission of information to the HIS keeping the patient in control.
However, the Residential Patient Device can be configured to also support remote
access by healthcare personnel, giving us flexibility when configuring the system.

1.2. Security and Privacy

Information is stored encrypted in a database on the Residential Patient Device, and we
use encrypted message transmission, and audio and video conferencing over an
encrypted virtual private network (VPN) connection.

Authentication at home is based on pin codes, and if the system has not been used
for a predefined period of time, the user is logged out, and has to enter the pin code
again. This is done in order to avoid non-authorized persons to get access. Password
authentication is used at the hospital for the healthcare workers.

1.3. Implementation

The current system is implemented on a form factor PC platform running Linux
and following a basic Web architecture, where most of the application functions and
logic are provided from a local web application server. The user interacts with the
application through a standard web browser and separate applications for video
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viewing and video conferencing. Patient generated information is encrypted and stored
in a local SQL database, from which data may be aggregated and transmitted using the
hospital messaging platform.

For the setup with TV and remote control we configure the computer to start up
with the web browser in full screen mode, render the information especially for the TV,
and use a browser plug-in for mouse-less browsing that enables automatic link
numbering (recommended by the BBC style guide for interactive TV). In addition we
provide the user with easy switching between browsing, video viewing and
videoconferencing.

1.4. Services for COPD and Diabetes and the Trials

To validate our approach and prototype we designed home based services for education,
exercises and following-up for both COPD and diabetes.

Figure 2: A field trial participant during individual consultation at home

The COPD services are based on the COPD rehabilitation program at the
University Hospital of North-Norway. The patients participated in weekly group-based
TV-meetings with education and discussions. One or more thematic educational videos
were to be watched before these meetings. Every week they also participated in a group
based exercise sessions on TV. They registered daily information in the Patient Health
Diary (questions, hart rate and oxygen saturation), and this was used as a basis for a
weekly individual TV-consultation with healthcare personnel. In addition the Patient
Health Diary was used for self management.

The diabetes services are based on the patient education and consultation services
for Type 2 diabetes at the University Hospital of North-Norway. As with COPD, the
patients participated in weekly TV-meetings with healthcare personnel and peers, and
educational videos were to be seen before the TV-meeting. Their Patient Health Diary
(questions and blood glucose values) was used as a basis for the individual TV-
consultations, in addition to be used for self management.

Both the COPD and diabetes participants submitted last week s entries in their
Patient Health Diary to the healthcare personnel by explicit action each week prior to
their consultation.

In order to evaluate the prototype and services we ran a field trial lasting two
months where five users with COPD and five with diabetes participated from their own
homes. In addition nurse, physiotherapist, doctor and dietician participated from the
healthcare site. A qualitative method was used in the evaluation, and patients and
healthcare personnel were interviewed after the trials.
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2. Results and Discussion

Usability was our main motivation when choosing the TV and remote control as user
interface in our current prototype. All of the participating trial patients found the TV
and remote control very easy to use, both those who have been using a PC before and
the non-PC users. Several of the informants expressed: very easy to use , easy to
navigate , and no problems . They also found it easy to both enter and retrieve data
in the Patient Health Diary, and the use of educational information and videos. Other
studies on TV based telehomecare also reports on high user acceptance [12,13].

The need for providing advanced services through an easy to use TV interface,
instead of using a general personal computer, is supported by a study on computer
usage and skills in Europe performed in 2005. This shows that 65% in age group 55
74 have no basic computer skills , and 14% have low level computer skills . Even in
Norway the corresponding numbers are 30% and 30% respectively [9].

We experienced that it is possible to build an easy to use e-health system out of
mostly free open source software (FOSS). Using a PC platform and web technology we
implemented several functions for the TV that achieved high user acceptance.

Another approach is the traditional digital interactive TV-based systems. However,
they often use technology that is quite expensive, builds on special hardware, and
requires proprietary software [14]. Such systems could be difficult to customize for a
specific service, limited possibility to expand with new hardware components, and
unable to integrate with open source systems. Our technological platform is PC based,
where it is much easier to add hardware components, and where free open source
software can be used. Using FOSS gave us access to existing software that we could
customise and configure to our specific need and setup. Also we can easily use new
open source components, for example for EHR records, such as OpenEHR.

Another reason is of cause the price (0,-). Healthcare systems are well known to be
expensive but free open source software offers an opportunity to challenge this and to
make affordable systems.

3. Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to make a flexible and low cost home based eHealth
system using affordable components and mostly free software. By using Internet
technologies the Residential Patient Device can be accessed from mobile phones,
surfpads or laptops in addition to the TV.

The evaluation shows high user acceptance from the patients who found the TV
and remote control very easy to use; - it was easy to navigate, seek information, easy to
enter data into the diary and look it up, and also easy to retrieve and view the
educational material.

The current technology is under market validation in Better Breathing, an eTen
project. Future work includes the support for wireless and mobile solutions, advanced
processing of sensor information and decision support. We will also focus on
prevention and disease management for people with more than one chronic condition
(comorbidity). This work is performed in MyHealthService, a project in the Tromsø
Telemedicine Laboratory, a Centre for Research-based Innovation funded by the
Research Council of Norway.
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Abstract. While the public has increasingly access to medical information,
specialized medical language is often difficult for non-experts to understand and 
there is a need to bridge the gap between specialized language and lay language. 
As a first step towards this end, we describe here a method to build a comparable 
corpus of expert and non-expert medical French documents and to identify similar 
text segments of lay and specialized language. Among the top 400 pairs of text 
segments retrieved with this method, 59% were actually similar and 37% were 
deemed exploitable for further processing. This is encouraging evidence for the 
target task of finding equivalent expressions between these two varieties of 
language.

Keywords. Natural Language Processing, Consumer Vocabulary, Comparable
Corpora

Introduction

Over the years the general public has been dealing with an increasing amount of
medical information, whether from the Internet or from gaining access to their own 
medical records as legislations allow them to. However this information is not always 
expressed in a language suitable to lay people. Specialized medical language is indeed 
difficult for non-experts and patients may not understand the information that is 
presented to them [1,2]. There is therefore a real need to empower patients with means 
which facilitate their understanding of medical language [3,4].

Previous work has addressed the issue in several ways. [5] developed methods to
help lay people query the Web for health information. A number of papers emphasized
the need for consumer health vocabularies [6,7] and investigated methods to this end
[8]. [9] identified and defined difficult medical terms. Building a lexicon of linked 
specialized medical terms and lay expressions was also investigated as a way to bridge 
the gap between the two types of languages [10]. A preliminary step to many 
applications is to examine characteristics of medical texts [11,12]. [13] used such 
characteristics to automatically categorize expert vs. non-expert Web pages in Russian 
and French.
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We aim at characterizing patient-friendly documents as opposed to expert 
documents in order to help design ways to adapt specialized medical information to 
patients. To do so we propose to build a comparable corpus of lay and specialized 
medical documents and to study the relations between the two sides of this corpus. 
More specifically, we would like to find correspondences between the two varieties of 
languages—lay and specialized—in these documents, in the same line as [10] but for 
French. This raises two issues: how to collect such a corpus (Section 1.1) and how to 
process it to identify corresponding passages (Section 1.2) in a setting where, as we 
shall see below, the comparability of documents is less ideal than in [10]. We then 
expose the evaluation conducted (Section 1.3) and its results (Section 2), discuss them 
and conclude (Section 3).

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Acquisition of a Comparable Corpus of Specialized and Lay Texts

We chose to work with medical documents dealing with the topic of tobacco and
nicotine addiction and built a corpus of such documents in French, containing texts 
intended for experts and texts intended for the general public. Comparable corpora 
usually refer to multilingual text collections that address the same topic without being 
translations of each other. Here the notion is applied to monolingual texts from 
different genres—lay and specialized—but dealing with the same topic.

Building a corpus is far from being a trivial or an immediate task. A corpus must
suit the needs and objectives of the target task, in terms of both size and quality. Today, 
a popular way of acquiring a corpus is collecting it from the Web [14], as it provides 
easy access to a virtually unlimited number of documents. When dealing with a Web 
corpus several issues arise. The first issue is the relevance of the retrieved documents to 
the targeted domain and is highly dependent on the method used to gather the 
documents. Several methods can be used for collecting a corpus from the Web on a 
specific topic: (1) general-purpose search engines, such as Google, can be queried with 
selected key words [15]; (2) domain-specific search engines can be used (in domains 
where they exist); (3) direct retrieval of relevant Web pages is also possible when these 
are known to the user (either directly or through a quick glance at the output of a Web 
search).

Another important issue specific to our type of corpus is the relevance to the 
targeted genre. We are gathering a comparable corpus of two genres—lay vs. 
specialized. Hence the need to classify each collected document as belonging to one 
genre or the other. Two main approaches are possible: either (a) relying on automatic 
text categorisation methods [16] (this type of approach is automatic but may introduce 
potential noise caused by categorization errors); or (b) using resources that include a 
classification of the documents or resources known to belong to one particular category.

We used methods belonging to points (2), (3) and (b). We discarded generic search
engines since the documents would not be categorised and relevance to the domain 
would be especially questionable with a wide-range domain such as tobacco. We 
decided in favour of a more restricted search involving a small part of manual work.
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First we queried two health search engines that we knew of (the health web portals
CISMeF2 and HON3) with a list of key words. Both provide access to trustworthy Web
pages and allow the user to search for documents targeted to a population (e.g., patient-
oriented documents). We also knew of relevant websites. Those were French 
governmental websites, including that of the HAS4 which issues guidelines for health 
professionals, and that of the INPES5 which provides educational material for the 
general public; as well as health websites dedicated to the general public, including 
Doctissimo6. The previous search results also allowed us to identify two more websites 
dealing with nicotine addiction and aiming at the general public: Tabac Info Service7

and Stop-tabac8.
Once collected, a corpus needs to be cleaned and converted into an appropriate 

format for further processing—i.e., extracting the textual content. HTML documents 
(as we have in our corpus) contain a certain amount of irrelevant information such as 
navigation bars, footers and advertisements—referred to as “boilerplate”—which can 
generate noise. While getting rid of HTML code is easy, identifying boilerplate is much 
more challenging [17]. Boilerplate removal methods can rely on HTML structure, on 
visual features (placement and size of blocks) and on plain text. We made use of the 
HTML structure in several ways. First, we noticed that some HTML documents 
contained meta-information as to the location of the content text in the pages—for 
instance, a block may have the attribute “class=content”, or comments such as “<!–

content start–>” may be present. We then used HTML structure to identify potential 
navigation bars: we made the assumption that any list of links at the beginning of 
documents with a small amount of text had a high probability of being a navigation bar, 
so we removed such lists. Finally, we relied on the density of HTML tags to identify 
the start and end of content text in a document: we measured the ratio of text 
throughout the document in a sliding window of ten words. We defined the starting 
point for content extraction as the first location where the ratio became equal to 80% 
and the end as the last location where the ratio became equal to 80%.We also relied on 
plain text features to try to spot obviously irrelevant text, such as phone and fax 
numbers and e-mails (as often appear at the end of documents).

1.2. Identification of Relations between Specialized and Lay Texts

Our long-term objective is to find equivalent expressions in specialized and lay texts.
As a first step, we tried to relate text passages taken from both sides of our comparable
corpus which address similar topics and might thus contain corresponding expressions.

1.2.1. Topic Segmentation

Texts rarely constitute homogeneous units, as multiple topics are usually addressed in a 
single text. It might therefore be difficult to relate two entire texts, so we chose to work 
at the sub-level of topic segments. We performed topic segmentation on each text using 
the segmentation tool TextTiling [18]. A segment may correspond to one or several

2 http://www.cismef.org/
3 http://www.hon.ch/
4 http://www.has-sante.fr
5 http://www.inpes.sante.fr/
6 http://www.doctissimo.fr/
7 http://www.tabac-info-service.fr/
8 http://www.stop-tabac.ch/
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paragraphs. Another possibility would have been to work at the paragraph level or even
at the sentence level—this provides alternative ways to explore in further work.

1.2.2. Assessing the Similarity of Text Segments

Once our corpus was topically segmented, we tried to identify pairs of text segments
addressing similar topics. For this we used common, vector-based measures of text 
similarity: Cosine and Jaccard. Both measures give a similarity score ranging from 0 to 
1. We computed them for each pair of topic segments in the cross-product of both 
corpus sides. The input segments were transformed into vectors of words and their 
similarity was established based on the proximity of the vectors. Given two vectors A 

and B, Jaccard
BA

BA
BA

�

�
=);( and Cosine

BA

BA
BA

�

�
=);( . Cosine takes into 

account the frequency of the words while Jaccard only relies on the presence or 
absence of a word.

1.3. Evaluation

We evaluated the similarity results by selecting a sample (one every four) from the 600 
pairs of text segments with the highest similarity scores, for each similarity measure.
We obtained two samples of 150 pairs to review, one corresponding to the Cosine
measure and one to the Jaccard measure. We evaluated them against the following two 
criteria: (1) whether the text segments were actually similar; (2) whether the text 
segments contained equivalent expressions, which a future step will aim at detecting
automatically—i.e., whether they were exploitable for further processing.

2. Results

Table 1 shows the size of our corpus. Both sides (lay and specialized) of the corpus
contain approximately the same number of words but the number of lay documents is
far greater. This means that our search brought more lay documents, but also that 
expert texts are much longer. Topic segmentation resulted in 3,226 segments in 
specialized texts and 2,769 in lay texts (see table 2).

Evaluation results for the most similar segment pairs are given in figure 1. We see
that the proportion of similar pairs and of exploitable pairs is rather good up to the 
400th pair (59% and 37% with Cosine) which slowly decreases afterwards, for both 
similarity measures. This shows that we may draw the limit of similar pairs to the first 
400 ones, and discard the other pairs. The proportion is also almost always higher with 
Cosine which seems to indicate that this measure is more appropriate. A prospect for 
assessing the similarity would be to use a combination of those two measures as a 
similarity score, instead of just one or the other.

Table 1. Size of acquired corpus

Documents Words

Specialized 61 580,945

Patient-friendly 546 640,401

Total 607 1.22M
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Table 2. Number of segments produced by topic segmentation

Table 3. Excerpt from a pair of text segments

An excerpt of similar text segments is given in table 3 (equivalent expressions are
highlighted in corresponding colors). Similar but non-exploitable pairs include 
navigation bars that could not be filtered out during conversion from HTML to text 
(hence the need to clean the corpus as much as possible after collecting it), and portions 
of texts describing statistics.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

We built a comparable corpus of lay and specialized medical documents in French
from which we were able to identify pairs of similar text segments that seemed 
exploitable for finding equivalent expressions between lay and specialized language. 
This is encouraging evidence since these documents, although addressing the same 
general topic of tobacco and nicotine addiction, were a priori rather different since they 
come from various sources and are targeted to different populations.

The number of such pairs of similar segments may seem rather small compared to 
all potential segment pairs. However, as above mentioned, we are dealing with a 
comparable corpus of a priori rather dissimilar documents and not with a parallel 
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Le tabagisme de l’homme serait à l’origine :

1. d’une dysfonction érectile réversible à l’arrêt; . . .

Les effets délétères du tabac sur la fertilité en 
général :

Chez l’homme : Dysfonction érectile (qui disparaît 
à l’arrêt du tabac) ; . . .
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corpus, in contrast to [10] whose corpus had paired lay and specialized texts. This also 
raises the issue of the corpus size needed to provide sufficient coverage of the domain. 
The limited number of selected text segments may indicate that we need to build a 
larger corpus.

Future work includes finding equivalent expressions (sentences, phrases, words)
among the pairs of text segments; testing a different similarity measure that would be a
combination of the two measures used in this work; segmenting the texts into 
paragraphs or into sentences instead of topic segments.

Finally we can wonder whether results would be different with a different topic 
than tobacco. Testing the method on a different corpus is also a prospect of this work.

To sum up, we described a method to build a corpus of expert and non-expert 
medical French documents and identify similar text segments of lay and specialized 
language, as a first step towards bridging the gap between these two varieties of 
language. We were able to identify similar text segments. Although there is room for 
improvement and further testing, this gives good hope for our target task of finding 
equivalent expressions between lay and specialized medical language.
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Abstract. One of the tasks towards the definition of a knowledge model for home 
care is the definition of the different roles of the users involved in the system. The 
roles determine the actions and services that can or must be performed by each 
type of user. In this paper the experience of building an ontology to represent the 
home-care users and their associated information is presented, in a proposal for a 
standard model of a Home-Care support system to the European Community. 
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Introduction

K4CARE  is  a  project  financed  by the  European  Commission  devoted to  develop 
an intelligent web platform to provide e-services to health professionals, patients and 
citizens involved with the Home Care (HC) of elderly patients living at home. Those 
services aim to improve the capabilities of the new EU society to manage and respond 
to the needs of the increasing number of senior population requiring a personalized HC
assistance. From a medical point of view, one of the main goals of the project was to 
identify which were the common and basic home care structures shared by the main 
sanitary systems in Europe. They are called HCNS (Home Care Nuclear Services) and 
they comprise the minimum elements needed to provide a basic HC assistance. From a
technological point of view, the K4CARE project aims to provide an intelligent 
platform which can support HCNS management and also, possible later extensions to 
specialized services such as those coming from Oncology or Rehabilitation units 
([1],[2]), these are called HC Accessory Services (HCAS).

To build a platform that supports such a complex HC model is not a trivial task 
and requires a careful design. In the K4CARE project, the platform is implemented 
using a multiagent system, which facilitates the interaction between different types of 
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wireless devices, the communication between different components and the distribution 
of tasks according to the medical roles. Another critical part of the construction of such 
a complex system is the design of the information system storing the knowledge which 
describes the behaviour of the platform. In this project this has been modelled using 
ontologies [3], a formalism widely used in Knowledge Engineering, AI and Computer 
Science, which provide a formal frame to represent the knowledge related with a 
complex domain, as a qualitative model of the system.

However, to build the ontology of a phenomenon as the one faced by the K4CARE 
project is a huge and a very complex task, because a great number of services, people 
and institutions are involved in the HC, and it is very difficult to find a formal 
representation to express all the interactions among the components of the system. The 
medical knowledge that the K4CARE platform has to manage is represented in 
different Knowledge Sources, due to their different functionalities in the system [4]. 
One of those knowledge sources is called APO (Actor Profile Ontology) and it is 
devoted to contain all the knowledge about the different kind of actors involved in a 
HC assistance system and their potential functionalities and possible interactions. Thus, 
APO is defining the knowledge behind the global behaviour of the system and the 
services provided. The purpose of the APO is to facilitate the integration and 
coordination of the different actors that are needed to assure a good HC assistance, 
since the APO clearly defines what and how care will be done in this new HC model.

Describing the design, the contents, and the role of the APO are the focus of this 
paper, as well as to insist on the problematic related with the construction of this kind 
of ontologies when real systems that support very complex real domains are
constructed. A deeper understanding of the robust, consistent and reliable management 
of APO comprises a methodology and several tools focused in another paper ([5]).

In the following section, we describe the contents of an ontology and a formal 

methodology has been applied to build the APO and the results obtained at each stage, 

the main aspects of this work and presents the conclusions.

1. Materials and methods

Ontologies

As  said  before,  the APO  is  an  ontology.  In  [3]  ontology  is  defined as a formal, 
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization, which provides an abstract model 
of some phenomenon by identifying the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. 
Ontology captures the common knowledge, that is, not a personal view of the target 
phenomenon of some particular individual, but one accepted by a group. In our case, 
this group is formed by the different medical partners of the K4CARE project, which 
include people from eastern and western European countries. There are different 
ontology knowledge representation formalisms, all of them sharing 3 common 
components:

• Classes: they represent concepts taken in a broad sense. 
• Relations: they represent a type of association between concepts of the 

domain. Binary relations are sometimes used to express concept attributes. 
• Instances: they are used to represent elements or individuals in the ontology.

methodology for building ontologies. Section 2 is devoted to explain how this 

including the main details about the contents of the APO. Finally, section 3 highlights 
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Ontology Engineering

The  set  of  activities  that concern  the  ontology  development  process,  the  ontology 
life cycle, the principles, methods and methodologies for building ontologies, and the 
tool suites and languages that support them is called Ontological Engineering [6]. With 
regard to methodologies, several proposals exist, among which On-To-Knowledge [7] 
is the one used here. It is based on five steps:
• Feasibility study, which is the basis for next steps.
• Kickoff: devoted to establish the ontology requirements specification documents. 

These documents define the domain and the goal of the ontology, the design 
guidelines, the available knowledge sources, the potential users, and the use cases. 
Due to the particular complexity of the K4CARE system, and the aim of establishing 
European standards for K4CARE, the Kickoff is developed by means of a panel of 
medical and social experts in the field of geriatrics and home care.

• Refinement: it is addressed to obtain a mature ontology in two steps, taking as a basis 
the initial specification provided in the kick-off.

o Knowledge elicitation with domain experts. This is a very critical step, since 
lots of implicit knowledge is unconsciously used by experts in their daily 
reasoning. This knowledge is crucial for correct modelling and usually does
not appear in the kick-off specification. This missing knowledge produce 
inconsistencies, redundancies or incompleteness that may cause wrong 
performances of the Ontology

o Formalization: Once a consistent, non-redundant, and presumably complete 
description of the domain is clear, proper classes and relations that correctly 
formalize it have to be identified.

• Evaluation: to prove the correctness and usefulness of the ontologies:
o  Checking the requirements and competency questions
o Testing the ontology in the target application environment.

• Maintenance: On-To-Knowledge proposes to carry out ontology maintenance as a 
part of the system software.

2. Results

In this section the most significant results of the ontology building are presented. 

Kickoff: The result of the experts panel process is the ontology requirements 
specification document, where the Nuclear Home Care Services to be supported by the 
K4CARE platform are specified, together with the actors involved, including all sort of 
professionals (patient, relatives, citizens, and involved social organisms), the tasks they 
can perform to complete medical services, the processes where they take part, the 
documents they will exchange and the kind of access they will have to the information 
generated as a result of those activities.

Refinement: Two steps compose this phase:
• Elicitation: The interaction between knowledge engineers and medical experts 

identified some missing elements in the original specification. As a consequence:
o A detailed specification on how the different services will be performed was 

made. A procedure was associated to every service indicating which steps 
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must be performed to carry out the service. This is codified using the SDA 
(State-Decision-Action) formalism [10].

o The list of documents  needed for any service is detailed.
o The professional performing the steps involved in a procedure is specified.

• Formalization:  According to the specification provided by experts, different 
hierarchies of concepts have been defined together with the relationships between 

OWL [8] language, using the Protégé tool [9]. APO represents the home-care 
knowledge by means of classes and relationships, without instances. Particular 
data is placed in the Administrative Data Base and the Electronic Health Record of 
the system.

Evaluation: The consistency of the APO has been reviewed by a panel of experts and 
at present it is included in a prototype of the platform to be tested in a minor Italian 
county with real HomeCare assistance to a real sample of elderly patients.

Maintenance: In this particular context APO is storing static knowledge about the HC 
system, related to HCNS. However, in the long term it will be interesting to keep the 
possibility of enlarging the APO with specialized services (oncology or rehabilitation), 
which are specific of a certain context (a country, a hospital, etc.). In [5] a specific 
methodology to enlarge APO with consistency and robustness is presented, and a 
software tool called ISA is developed to assist this task. Rehabilitation services have 
already been successfully added to the APO using this methodology. 

2.1. Details about APO contents:

The main concepts of the APO are described below:
The Entity concept refers to all the people or groups involved in the HC. Entity is 

subdivided into two main classes: Group for working teams with healthcare liabilities;  
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Figure 1. APO architecture
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Actor, for individual participants (patient, stable members such as nurse, physician in 
charge of the patient, head nurse, social worker, family doctor and additional care 
givers). Entities store information about the services they can initiate and the actions 
they can perform. Actors also have some rights over Documents they can read or write. 

In the K4CARE Model, a Service is defined as a HC activity that involves the 
work of one or more HC actors in a coordinated way. They are classified into Access 
Services (management services), Patient Care Services, and Information Services. The 
property serviceInitiatedBy informs about the entities that are able to activate the 
service (i.e. capabilities and liabilities), while hasProcedure can indicate one or more 
alternative ways of performing that service by means of procedures. Finally, 
hasDocument binds documents that may be required in the achievement of that service. 

Actions represent the single steps that should be done to perform a service. The 
ontology distinguishes many subtypes as social action, case management action, back-
office action, nursing action, etc. Actions have an object (hasObject property) that 
receives the action (usually a patient), and a subject (hasSubject property) that is the 
entity able to perform that action. Actions can also work over one or several documents 
(usesDocument property). 

A  Procedure is the representation of the way a Service is provided in terms of the 
available actions and the rest of services. It stores information about the referred 
service the procedure represents (isProcedureOf property), the steps of the procedure 
(hasStep property) or actions and services involved in the provision of the service and 
the SDA algorithm that defines how the procedure must be applied, that is, which is the 
flow of actions (property hasSDAFile). Different care units can have different SDAs 
for the same procedure, for this reason the ontology includes also the concept SDA.

Documents model the communication between Entities all along Service 
performance. They can be used in different Procedures (property isDocumentOf), and 
can be used by different Actors with different rights (properties isWrittenBy, 
isWrittenSometimesBy, isReadBy, isReadSometimesBy).

Every leaf class of the hierarchies of concepts Entity, Service, Procedure and SDA 
inherits also from the Care Unit Element hierarchy. This permits to indicate which 
Care Unit they refer to. For every new HC accessory service (HCAS) used to extend 
the capabilities of the K4CARE Model, the APO must have a new subclass of Care-
UnitElement with the name of the new HCAS (e.g. rehabilitation, oncology). 

3. Discussion, conclusions and future work

This  research  is  involved  with  modelization  of  domain  knowledge  for  building  an 
intelligent platform supporting the HC assistance of elderly people. The starting point 
is the proposal elaborated manually by a panel of experts defining the standards of HC 
in future EU countries [1].  The proposal integrates the best practices of old and new 
EU countries in a handbook of good medical assistance to ill, disabled, chronic senior 
patients in a technological society.  Defining this standard required a huge effort from 
the medical partners of the project, who had to formalize the behaviour of a HomeCare 
system as precisely as possible, in a structured way. This process made explicit 
valuable medical knowledge that was not available before and that was the input of this 
work. Expert’s proposal in [1] identifies which are the HCNS. This document
constituted a general specification at the medical level that required deeper 
formalization at the engineering level, since some relevant information was missing. 
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In Knowledge Engineering it is well-known that formalizing complex domains is a 
very difficult task, mainly because of existence of implicit knowledge, which is rarely 
expressed in a first expert’s specification. Knowledge engineering helps to refine and 
formally validate the medical model in terms of correctness from a logical point of 
view. High interaction between experts and knowledge engineers is required in this 
step and good collaboration was achieved in this project. Non-trivial redundancies, 
inconsistencies and lack of information needed to complete the specification were 
identified.  The correctness of the APO is critical for a good performance of the system. 

Finally, APO was internally organized to mimic the real structure of HC assistance, 
and its internal architecture was designed to be flexible enough for supporting later 
enlargements with new specialized care units. 

Currently, a first prototype of the K4CARE platform is being implemented and 
future tests in real scenario are in progress. APO plays a crucial role in the global 
architecture of the system, since it is defining the tasks that each user is allowed to do. 
Moreover APO is defining permissions and interactions between the different people
involved in the HC assistance, from the patient itself, to the main professionals as 
family doctors or social workers, what opens the door to having a real integrated 
assistance in real time. This work is an application of the knowledge engineering 
methodologies to a real domain and a meaningful scenario describing HC was 
successfully modeled.
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Abstract. An information system supporting pain assessment in palliative home 
healthcare was implemented at the hospital-based home care clinic of University 
Hospital in Linköping, Sweden. Using digital pens and pain diaries, pain 
assessments were sent from the patients’ home to the professional caregiver. A 
total of 12 patients participated in the study. Patients, spouses and professional 
caregivers were interviewed. Qualitative content analyses were performed on the 
study material. All patients managed to use the pain assessment method, they 
experienced an improved contact with the caregivers and had a sense of increased 
security. After an initial cautious outlook the caregivers experienced positive 
outcomes for themselves and their patients. The medical records showed that the 
method had had impact on treatment. In conclusion, the home healthcare solution 
provided an effortless method for pain assessment with a high degree of user 
acceptance for palliative patients and had positive influences on the care.

Keywords. Telehealth, patient monitoring, Home care services; hospital-based

Introduction

Adequate symptom control is one of the most important components of delivering 
effective palliative care [1-2], whether care is given in a hospital or at home. As people 
come closer to death their symptoms change rapidly and their need to communicate 
with their families, friends and health professionals also changes [3]. For cancer 
patients in a palliative state a systematic assessment of pain is crucial [2, 4], and the 
American Cancer Society, ACS, [5] has established policies that support palliative care, 
with particular focus on pain and symptom management. Stone et al. has stated the 
need for frequent assessment of patients’ momentary pain to capture pain variations 
around-the-clock and allow the caregivers to describe the pain pattern over time [6]. 

Telecommunication and IT can be used to support the patients in assessing and 
reporting their pain, and such technologies can also support the professional caregivers 
to work with pain control in a more structured way. Studies where patients have 
assessed and reported their pain using paper-based and/or electronic pain diaries have 
been performed earlier [7-9]. Electronic, handheld pain diaries have been found useful 
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and to provide a high degree of patient satisfaction in studies with patients suffering 
from chronic pain [8-10]. For an older patient group, pain assessment can be 
complicated by sensory and cognitive impairment, and motor loss [11]. Older users of 
handheld computers, such as PDAs and cell phones, often find the screen brightness
insufficient and the screen fonts too small to read clearly [12]. 

In our study, where palliative home care patients suffering from end-stage cancer 
assessed their pain and reported intake of extra doses of pain relieving medicine by use 
of a pain diary, we applied digital pen technology from Anoto™1. Various digital pen 
technologies have been tried in studies for clinicians’ use [13-15], but to our 
knowledge there were no earlier reported experiences from patients’ use of digital pen 
technology in palliative home healthcare. 

The aim of this study was to explore and describe palliative home care patients’ 
experiences of assessing their pain by using paper pain diaries together with digital pen 
and mobile Internet technology, and furthermore, to explore and describe the 
professional caregivers’ experiences of the system and of their patients’ use of this pain 
assessment method.

1. Material and Methods

The main requirements for the system and study, together with a description of the 
system, can be found in Lind & Karlsson [16]. Results from the patient/spouse part of 
the study can be found in Lind et al. [17].

The Anoto Technology is based on digital pen and paper. The digital paper is 
printed with a dot pattern that is almost invisible to the eye. The digital pen used in our 
study, a Chatpen™, looks and feels like an ordinary ballpoint pen and is used in the 
same way. The internal part consists of a camera, an image processing unit and a 
communication unit. The pen knows its exact position in the whole pattern space by 
using the dots’ displacements in the pattern, and the strokes made by the pen are 
recorded and can be transferred via wireless Internet technology to a server.

Traditionally, patients receiving care from the HBHC clinic had frequent contact 
with their professional caregivers, either via a telephone or home visits, during which 
they conveyed their pain and other symptoms. The reporting of pain could be 
accomplished in a non-structured way through an informal talk about the pain with the 
visiting nurse/physician or on the phone. Occasionally pain assessment could be 
performed using a VAS instrument carried by the nurse/physician.

The Regional Ethical Review Board in Linköping gave permission to carry out the 
study which was conducted at the hospital-based home care (HBHC) clinic, Linköping 
University Hospital. In-depth face-to-face interviews were performed with patients, 
spouses and professional caregivers. The study material further consisted of an ease-of-
use questionnaire [16], medical records, and the system log. 

• In the patient-spouse part a descriptive and explorative case study design with 
a cross-case content analysis was performed, including interviews with 
patients and spouses, an ease-of-use questionnaire, medical records and the 
system log.

1 Anoto  (http://www.anoto.com)
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• In the professional caregiver part a qualitative descriptive and explorative 
design with a content analysis approach was performed, including interviews 
with professional caregivers, the system log and the participating patients’ 
medical records.

2. Results

Evaluation of the pain assessment system aimed at exploring and describing patients’ 
and professional caregivers’ experiences of the system. For an overview of socio-
demographic and clinical data from the study patients, see Lind et al [17].

Six sub-categories showing patients’ experiences of using a pain diary and digital 
pen technology for frequent pain assessment were identified and described in the two 
categories Effortless method for pain assessment and Positive influences on the care.
The professional caregivers’ experiences of the patients’ use of the pain assessment 
method resulted in the categories Shifting outlook towards the pain assessment method

and Positive patient influences, emerging from seven sub-categories. 
One selected original quotation, translated into English, from each category is 

presented to illuminate the experiences of the patients and the professional caregivers.

a) Effortless method for pain assessment. The pain assessment method was 
regarded as being effortless in spite of the patients’ state of health. The patients 
made it clear that they could handle the digital pen, which was looked upon and 
used as an ordinary pen, and they could easily interpret all parts of the pain diary. 
They did not need help from their next-of-kin in writing with the digital pen. The 
spouses did not help with writing but could help with other things, such as 
reminding the patient to perform the assessment. It was furthermore revealed that 
understanding of the technology and pain assessment system was limited but the 
motivation to use the method was not decreased by technology problems.

“No, I was never too bad to use the pen.”(Patient 4)

b) Positive influences on the care. The patients perceived an increased and 
improved contact with their professional caregivers. Using the digital pen and pain 
diary was described as superior to using the phone for reporting the pain, since the 
former was seen as a less intrusive way. The method also made it possible to report 
improvements in pain in an easy way. The patients took a greater part in their own 
care. By keeping the original pain diaries the patients could go back and see for 
themselves how the pain had varied over time and this led to a wish to continue 
with the pain assessment after the period using the digital pen. What the patients 
appreciated above all with the pain assessment method was that it resulted in a 
sense of increased security.

“Well I must say it’s absolutely clear that it is positive … and only has advantages, 
for it is considerably faster. I can reach them [the caregivers] easier and that means 
a feeling of greater peace for me, which is the main thing.” (Patient 12)

c) Shifting outlook towards the pain assessment method. The professional 
caregivers’ outlook was initially cautious due to low expectations concerning the 
patients’ abilities and due to uncertainty about how to use the system. 
Contemporary organisational changes put the caregivers under stress and the pain 
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assessment system was described as increasing their workload. Although they were 
reluctant to use the system and change their way-of-working, the caregivers 
experienced positive outcomes. They found it valuable to receive information on 
the patients’ pain situations and they learned to be more aware of and focus on the 
patients’ pain. The improvement suggestions for future use comprised assessment 
of all pain locations and assessment of more symptoms.

”Somehow we use the VAS in a little more objective way than we did before … I 
don’t say in words that the patient is in more or less pain, instead I say that ‘The 
patient assesses pain VAS six’. Later on in the afternoon he perhaps assesses VAS 
three … then it is not my subjective judgment of what he tells me, but his

objective.” (Nurse 1)

d) Positive patient influences. This category comprised the professional caregivers’ 
perception of the participating patients’ experiences. The caregivers saw that the 
patients had benefited from the pain assessment method by means of increased 
participation in their care, increased security and by improved responses to pain 
fluctuations in terms of changes in treatment. According to the caregivers, patients 
sometimes seemed to be somewhat amused by using the pain assessment method, 
which led to continued pain assessment after the period. 

”I believe that some patients have received much quicker help than if we had 
handled this in routine care.” (Physician 2)

3. Discussion

Digital pen technology was found suitable in regard to the fact that the HBHC clinic 
used paper-based medical records. Of the interviewed patients only one was a woman 
while of the interviewed spouses all four were women, which can be seen as a 
limitation to the study. However, palliative patients at their end-of-life constitute a very 
frail group, which means that it is not always possible to create similar and complete 
cases [18]. The qualitative descriptive and explorative design for evaluation comprising 
a content analysis was used in order to capture patients’ and professional caregivers’ 
experiences of the pain assessment method. Qualitative content analysis was deemed 
suitable due to the fact that it focuses on the subject and context, and it points out 
differences and similarities between and within categories. Furthermore, it preserves 
the core of the original analysis material [19]. 

During the study the participating patients assessed their momentary pain three 
times per day at regular times. The advantages of letting patients assess their 
momentary pain several times per day, instead of asking the patients to recall and 
summarize their pain over a period of time (e.g. one day), have been shown by, for 
example, Stone et al. [20] and Lefebvre and Keefe [21].

The success of home telehealth depends on both patients’ and professional 
caregivers’ acceptances. Home telehealth interventions change the caregivers’ practice 
patterns and have an impact on their way-of-working. Also, the level of patient 
acceptability is influenced by the way in which patients understand the technology and 
intervention [22]. In a Canadian home telehhealth project, involving palliative patients 
using video visits, the caregivers were concerned by the impact of the new technology 
on their usual work patterns; time and effort needed for the technology were seen as a 
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large investment, whereas the benefits were less obvious [23]. The professional 
caregivers in our study reported reactions which showed initial similarity with the 
Canadian study; the caregivers at HBHC showed an initial cautious outlook due to their 
own reluctance to use the system and change their way-of-working. Contemporary 
organisational changes put the HBHC caregivers under stress and the pain assessment 
system was described as contributing to an increase in the workload, since they had to 
use the computer-based system and handle both the equipment and all pain assessments 
on paper. Due to low expectations of the patients’ abilities to use the pain assessment 
method certain patients, especially older women, were never asked to participate. This 
can be coupled to the professional caregivers’ own feelings of uncertainty towards the 
technology which were transferred to the patients. To compensate for possible 
caregiver reluctance towards the technology, individual positive experiences of 
technology usage were important. Such positive experiences were described and 
contributed to a shifting outlook towards the pain assessment method. Another positive 
experience expressed was the fact that they had become more aware of the patients’ 
pain and that also the patients had become more aware, which could make pain 
assessment and reporting easier since they “spoke the same language” by using VAS as 
an instrument. 

The patients in the Canadian study [23] showed quite similar reactions to the 
patients in our study; the Canadian patients had positive reactions towards the 
technology though they were not familiar with it, also, they seemed “readier” than their 
caregivers to use the monitoring equipment. The patients in our study found the pain 
assessment method as being effortless in spite of severe illness and limited 
understanding of the technology and system intervention, and they did not need help 
from their next-of-kin in performing the assessments. Furthermore, the patients 
expressed that they took a greater part in their own care during the pain assessment 
period. Their motivation was that it felt good to co-operate with the professional 
caregivers and to see one’s own pain variations and have control over consumed extra 
doses of analgesics. 

The professional caregivers experienced several positive patient influences from 
the pain assessment method, which were in accordance with the results from 
patients’/spouses’ interviews and patients’ ease-of-use questionnaire and which 
contributed to the shifting outlook, namely that the patients took a greater part in their 
own care and that they experienced an improved contact with their caregivers, which in 
turn led to a sense of increased security. There was also a quick response to variations 
in the patients’ health status by means of changes in medical treatment, as shown in the 
medical records. 

For palliative patients in advanced home healthcare there is a need for ease-of-use 
interfaces in handling technology. Therefore digital pen technology is suitable for the 
assessment of symptoms since these patients often have a limited capacity to handle 
technology due to their state of health. By using pain diary forms on digital paper in 
combination with digital pen and wireless Internet technologies, our system combines 
many of the good parts from systems using electronic diaries and systems using 
traditional pen and paper-based diaries.
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Abstract: Industrial countries are faced with a growing elderly population. 
Homecare systems with assistive smart house technology enable elderly to live 
independently at home. Development of such smart home care systems is complex 
and expensive and there is no common reference model that can facilitate service 
reuse. This paper proposes reusable actor and service models based on a model-
driven development process where end user organizations and domain healthcare 
experts from four European countries have been involved. The models, specified 
using UML can be reused actively as assets in the system design and development 
process and can reduce development costs, and improve interoperability and 
sustainability of systems. The models are being evaluated in the European IST 
project MPOWER. 

Keywords: Homecare, Smart house, Service Oriented Architecture, System 
architecture, UML, Model-driven software development, standardisation, HL7

Introduction

Home care is a concept where new technological solutions allow the elderly to live
independently at home. The consumers, typically elderly, chronically ill and cognitive 
disabled are empowered by state-of the art information and technology in their homes 
to achieve the overall goal of aging in place[1-3].

The technological advances are being deployed into the homecare domain, and 
many projects are working on smart house  technology [4, 5] for homecare. This 
concept needs, in addition to technical devices, to be supported by a team of actors 
including family members, healthcare personnel and non-healthcare services 
organizations. A smart homecare system is both complex and expensive to build. 
Efficient development of complex systems should seek to reuse components and 
services through abstraction to “manage complexity and guarantee continuity”[6].
Krueger states that “in order to reuse artefacts, software developers must either be 

familiar with the abstractions a priori or must take time to study and understand the 

abstractions.”[7]. The importance of understanding the domain concepts is 
emphasized by Beyer et al in [8] where they state that “to reduce the effort for system 

evolution it is highly desirable to incorporate generic components, that can be reused 

in different contexts”.
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Lenz, Beyer and Kuhn elaborate on this in [9] and argues for a separation of 
domain concepts and system implementation: ”in order to cope with domain evolution, 

modelling of domain concepts should be separated from IT system implementation. IT 

systems should be implemented by IT experts and medical knowledge should be 

modelled and maintained by domain experts.” A reusable reference model for smart 

homecare can form the basis for more efficient development of smart homecare 
systems and reuse of its services[8, 10-12]. This article presents the work done in the 
MPOWER project [13] where a model of the core business process actors and services 
in smart homecare systems has been specified. Two research questions are addressed:

• Which actors (persons and systems) are involved in the teamwork treatment of 

smart homecare service consumers?

• Which information services are needed to support the (treatment) processes? 

The focus of the work is on actors and information service support for elderly and 
cognitive disabled. The project result is a formal representation of actors and services 
that enable service reuse and increase the understanding of actor-service dependencies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First the methods and 
materials for specifying the actor and service models are described. Next, the core of 
these models is presented before the implications they may have on the development of 
sustainable healthcare systems are discussed. 

1. Methods and Materials

Domain experts and user groups for elderly and cognitive disabled in four European 
countries were involved in the requirements process; Austria, Poland, the Netherlands 
and Norway [14]. The process produced the “User Scenario Specification” describing 
the problems experienced by the target groups and the planned assistive smart 
homecare services. Figure 1 shows the overall iterative approach for the work.

Figure 1: The iterative model-driven development process used to identify actors and services. Artefacts are 
shown as rectangles whereas the activities are denoted as rectangles with rounded corners.
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This user requirements document was used as the basis for UML [15] UseCase 
Modelling activity that produced the UML Actor and UseCase Models. The modelling 
work was a joint effort by healthcare personnel and system architects, as recommended 
by Lenz et al in [9]. The Service Specification activity uses the Actor and UseCase 
models as input to create the Service Model which is used in the Model Transformation 
[16-18] activity for creating Reusable Services (Web Services). Finally, the Reusable 
Services are used by application developers to implement applications that will be 
evaluated by healthcare personnel. The evaluation report (from Application Evaluation 
activity) is used as input for the succeeding iteration. The bold arrows in Figure 1
highlight traceability links between artefacts [19].

The Use Case Model, Actor Model and Service Model were developed using 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) with the IBM Profiles for Software Services [20]
according to Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [21]concepts. The services in the 
Service Model were identified according to best practice SOA in general [21], and for 
healthcare especially [22, 23].

2. Results

In this paper, only a selection of the most important elements from these models is 
presented in detail. Full specifications are accessible on the MPOWER Website [13].
The use case and service modelling activities resulted in three UML models: the Actor 
Model, the Service Model, and the Use Case model that relates the two first. 

Figure 2: The ActorModel showing the elements of the system, stakeholder and role parts.
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The Actor Model (Figure 2) has three main parts: System (light grey), Stakeholders 
(white) and Roles (dark grey). The stakeholders can have different roles as shown in 
Figure 3. The roles that the stakeholders can take are modelled as a dependency link, 
e.g., only a Nurse or a Specialist Nurse can have the role as a Visiting Nurse. All 
Healthcare Professionals can be a patient themselves (role Subject of Care).

Figure 3: The relationships between healthcare professional actors and roles as defined in the ActorModel

The UseCase model defines activities that the actors (and roles) participate in. These 
activities are the link to the services in the ServiceModel. Figure 4 shows a use case 
diagram for calendar management activities involving systems, stakeholders and roles.

Figure 4: Actors, Roles and Use cases in the usecase diagram for Calendar Management services

From the scenarios and use cases five categories of services were specified (Figure 5)
using the service identification principles described in [23].

Figure 5: The service categories in the ServiceModel. The elements of each category are resuable services

3. Discussion

The Actor Model specified from the User Services Specification includes formal actor 
and role specifications in UML that allows for reuse across functional domains such as 
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medication management and home automation services. A common and formally 
specified Actor Model means that 1) Actor-System (service) interaction can be 
precisely specified, 2) access control for services can be derived from use cases with 
actor interaction, 3) Actor-System dependencies can be traced through trace links, and 
4) Systems and services can be compared to each other. 

The elements of the Actor Model were agreed by all four countries participating in 
the specification process, and it is conform to the CEN TC251 CONTSYS [24]
standard and compatible with those actors described in [25] and [5]. An important 
finding when modelling the Actor Model was the feasibility of using roles in use case 
modelling. In many cases, it is not the actor itself that interacts with the system, rather 
an actor taking a certain role. Using this concept, the constraints will be put on which 
actor that can take a role instead of modelling use cases for different actors in different 
contexts. Figure 4 shows an example where the Appointed Homecare Service Provider, 

Partner and Guardian roles are used to interact with the add calendar event activity.   
The services identified for the Service Model are being implemented and used in 

two proof-of-concept applications in the MPOWER project [13].  The applications 
communicate with the services through HL7 messages, and all underlying complexity 
is handled by the services. The results from these developments will evaluate the 
services’ reusability in the domain. Preliminary development results show that:  
• Applications can be developed more rapidly by reusing high-quality services [8].
• Functionality can be reused across applications and organisations and nations, e.g., 

sending SMS, PKI, calendar management, medication list management.
• Clearly defined actors will improve the validity of the system services being 

developed and improve sustainability[6, 26]
• The gap between business processes and supporting information systems can be 

shortened by applying the Service Oriented Architecture concepts [10, 21-23]
• Aligning service and actor descriptions with national and international standards 

will promote standardisation and facilitate reuse of services and components across 
organisations and nations, thus improving interoperability[27]

Reuse of software and design is not trivial. Krüger states that “for a software reuse 

technique to be effective, it must reduce the cognitive distance between the initial 

concept of a system and its final executable implementation.” The Actor and Service 
models presented herein are the results of a formal process to reduce this distance.

The results presented herein are generalisations, and may not be directly applicable 
to all domains without prior local adaptations. The actor and service models can serve
as reference models from which nation and organization specific models can be 
developed in accordance with the prevailing ways of organizing care and legislations. 
The specification of reference models must be supported by standards developing 
organisations such as CEN TC251 and HL7 [28]. The proposed models being 
implemented and evaluated in the MPOWER Project [13], and will be presented for the 
HSSP project [29] and national standardisation bodies in Europe.
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Abstract. Trends towards lower levels of physical activity have raised health 
concerns. Tools to capture, store and use information about physical activity might 
improve motivation to increase the level of such activity. This is especially 
important for Type 2 diabetes, since physical activity is one of the key components 
in achieving healthy blood glucose values. Over a period of four months, 15 people 
with Type 2 diabetes provided us with input on how a mobile system needs to be 
put together. Generally, they answered that such tools must be integrated as well as 
possible with their other daily tools and clothing. Based on their inputs, we built a 
sensor system for monitoring physical activity. The system automatically and 
wirelessly reports the accumulated number of steps taken, using a mobile phone as 
the patient terminal. We asked 1001 persons about their use of step
counters/pedometers. About 6.5 % of them use such a device daily and about 20 %
daily, weekly or monthly. Our concept differs from others of this nature in its 
simplicity, size and integration with other relevant patient data. It is fully 
manageable by patients themselves as a self-help tool.

Keywords. Patient monitoring, Data acquisition-data capture, Human interfaces.

Introduction

According to the World Health Organisation, physical inactivity and unhealthy diets are 
among the leading causes of the major noncommunicable diseases, including Type 2 
diabetes, and contribute substantially to the global burden of disease, death and 
disability [1]. Studies have clearly indicated that increased physical activity both 
reduces the risk of developing Type 2 diabetes and is positive for those already 
diagnosed with the disease [2]. Growing awareness of the increase in obesity and Type 
2 diabetes as well as a general concern with health and fitness have resulted in a strong
focus on the use of step counters/pedometers as a tool for self-monitoring of physical 
activity. This article focuses on secondary prevention for people with Type 2 diabetes.
The system presented may also hold potential for primary prevention, i.e. to be used by 
healthy people who want to reduce their chances of developing health problems.
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Aiming for Everyday Tools

Advances in biomedical engineering have brought us a number of new diagnostic tests 
and disease management tools. Information and communication technology have 
provided us with hardware and software which offer great benefits for health care 
applications. New wireless communication standards and the miniaturisation of 
electronic components have made it possible to make both wearable patient sensors and 
handy patient terminals. Mobile phones have grown into small computers in 
functionalities, often referred to as “Pocket PCs” or “Smartphones”, and are used as the 
patient terminal in our approach. By utilising and building on the three main 
components: sensor, wireless communication and patient terminal, we aim to design an 
application for automatic gathering of the user’s physical activity, and to provide a 
beneficial use of this data in an easy way. Depending on the patient’s needs and health 
challenges, it must be easy to adjust the system to automatically transfer the level of 
physical activity each hour, every two hours, twice a day, daily, or at other intervals. 
This calls for a sensor application with high usability, light in weight, small in size, and 
with a battery life of at least 6 months. When properly attached to the user it should be 
unnoticeable during daily activities. Vital factors therefore include miniaturisation of 
the electronics, minimal power consumption, as few buttons as possible and automatic 
and wireless data transfer. All the functionalities and user adjustments should be 
controlled from the patient terminal. The application presented is part of the wearable 
eHealth system [3], i.e. the “Easy Health Diary”, which gathers data on blood glucose 
values, nutrition habits, and the physical activities as described here.

State-of-the-Art for Non-Obtrusive Registration of Physical Activity

Step counters and pedometers are usually referred to as the same physical device, 
where the difference is only in functionality. Pedometers also calculate the distance 
walked, but this requires the user to enter the stride length. Today, step counters are 
mainly attached to the belt on the hip and have a built-in LCD to display the number of 
steps taken. One also finds MP3 players and mobile phones that include step counters 
as a fitness feature. Other ways of measuring physical activity include using heart rate 
monitors or global positioning system (GPS) devices. Heart rate monitors have the 
disadvantage that the user has to wear a transmitter chest belt, something most people 
find too obtrusive to wear on a daily basis. GPS is a good tool for measuring one’s 
movement, but is mainly useless indoors due to lack of signal strength from its 
satellites, and also needs frequent recharging due to high power consumption.

It has not yet been possible to find a totally unobtrusive system for easily attaching 
physical activity measurement sensors to people. Examples of innovative systems are 
the SensVest [4], which requires the user to wear a specific vest with embedded 
sensors; the MPTrain system [5], which uses music to improve exercise performance 
and is a combined heart-rate monitor and movement monitor device; the mobile-phone-
sized NEAT-o-games application [6] using Bluetooth for transfer of the accelerometer 
data to a PDA; and the multi-modal sensor board and Bluetooth unit enclosed in a box 
worn on the waist for wireless monitoring [7]. Common to all of these is that they have
a short battery life-length, are too large to be worn for long periods and/or require 
substantial user interaction for achieving the intended functionalities.
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1. Methods

1.1. User-Centred Design Methods

As part of our design process, 15 people with Type 2 diabetes were engaged over a 
period of four months. The participants were recruited through letters sent to all 
members of the local diabetes association that were between the ages of 40 and 70 
years. They gave feedback both on how they would like a comprehensive mobile-
phone-based self-help system to be put together as a sustainable tool [8], and 
specifically on the physical activity parameter. The methods used were focus groups, 
paper prototyping and sketching, prototyping, questionnaires, and giving the informants 
small amounts of homework between the five focus group meetings. We gave the users 
an off-the-shelf step counter for use between the two first meetings and asked them to 
report their experiences. For reference on step counter use, we prepared four questions 
on use of health monitoring devices as part of the “eHealth Trends survey” in April 
2007, with 1001 informants using telephone interviews (CATI).

1.2. Microcontroller Design Methods

The step-counter device was based on a microcontroller to provide the intelligence
needed for performing logical operations. Requirements for the microcontroller 
included small size, low power consumption, flash memory, low cost, and I/O drivers 
with high flexibility. The Atmel ATmega164P 8-bit RISC microcontroller was found to 
fulfil these and became the sensor system’s main building block. To program the step-
counter application features, special software and hardware programming tools were 
needed: the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) “AVR Studio” and the “AVR 
STK500” starter kit. The IDE provided an assembler, an editor, and a simulator, 
enabling possibilities for testing the functionalities during the development process. In 
addition, the emulator “Atmel AVR JTAGICE mkII” was used to test and edit the step-
counter software on the actual microcontroller, in circuit. To set up communication to
the wireless interface, the microcontroller’s asynchronous serial interface was used.

1.3. Data Transfer Methods and Electronics Design Methods

Bluetooth is at present the only short-range communication protocol which is fully 
implemented as a short-range communication protocol in mobile phones, and was 
therefore chosen for communicating the data to the patient terminal. The 
OEMSPA311i-04 Bluetooth adapter, 16 mm by 36 mm class 1, from connectBlue AB 
was used. An asynchronous serial databus without handshaking (RS-232-like protocol) 
was used for data transfer. The module was configured so that when powered up it 
attempts to connect to the patient terminal, informing the microcontroller when contact 
is achieved, and finally transmits the data received by its UART. At the patient terminal,
an application was made to constantly listen for incoming data, storing it on the phone 
and sending it to the server and/or presenting it to the user on the mobile phone screen. 
The application is implemented in C# using .NET Compact Framework, and runs on 
the MS Windows Mobile 6.0 platform. To initiate transfer of step count data without 
requiring user interaction, we enabled automatic transfers at configurable intervals. The 
user can also transfer data on demand by pushing the only button on the step counter. 
This button was recessed level with the chassis to avoid accidental data transfer.
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A mechanical sensor was chosen to minimise power consumption and 
microcontroller programming efforts, compared with a triaxial accelerometer that 
would have provided more flexibility. A mechanical sensor generates ripple and needs 
a low-pass filter for removing unwanted signals. Using passive components for the 
filter in addition to software routines made it possible to distinguish steps from noise in 
the signal. The sensor application’s power consumption ranges from 2μA to 40mA and 
requires a battery bigger than button-cell batteries: the Saft LS14250. The main current 
consumer, the Bluetooth adapter, has a built-in sleep mode, but even in this mode it 
consumes more than 1mA. This problem was solved using an external power control.
The drawback is a longer start-up time for the Bluetooth module, but is acceptable 
since the result is an average power-up to power-down time of just 3 seconds.

Since the sensor and the mobile phone are paired, a link key valid only between 
these two Bluetooth units is created, providing security considered sufficient for this 
kind of data. The electronics are encapsulated in a plastic chassis, enabling an internal
antenna and only a slight loss in signal strength. It was decided to have no LCD on the 
step counter, since we wanted all interaction to be controlled from the patient terminal.

2. Results

2.1. Users’ Feedback

In the 2007 survey on eHealth trends [9], we included a question about how often the 
informants in the Norwegian sample had used a step counter/pedometer during the last 
half year. A professional polling agency conducted 1001 interviews, in which 6.6 % of 
informants reported daily use, 7.4 % weekly use, 6.3 % monthly use, 12.2 % more
seldom than monthly use, and 67.5 % no use during the last half year; see Figure 1. The 
cumulative percentage of daily, weekly or monthly use was 20.3 %. In comparison, a 
study by Eakin et al. [10] showed a pedometer use of between 5.1 % and 18.1 % during
the last 18 months dependent on geographical location. In the eHealth survey, we also 
asked about the use of other self-monitoring devices such as pulse, blood pressure, and 
blood glucose monitors. Informants reported less frequent use of these devices, with 
cumulative monthly percentages of respectively 11.3 %, 7.7 % and 5.7 %. These results 
foster the belief that the parameter “step counts” is both easy to understand and 
motivating for people in general to monitor. Our Type 2 diabetes cohort confirms this 
belief, and the 15 participants expressed a positive attitude to the use of step counters. 
They wanted the functions of a step counter to be as automatic and easy to use as 
possible, and said that tools for self-help should be integrated with their daily tools and 
outfits. Further user needs are published elsewhere [8].
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Figure 1. Frequency of step counter/pedometer use by the 1001 Norwegian informants.
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2.2. The Final Prototype

The final prototype is dominated by a printed circuit board containing the Bluetooth 
module, the microcontroller, the movement sensor and the battery, see Figure 2. These 
four components are also the major contributors to the step counter’s physical size of 6
x 4 x 1 cm. To filter out random movements and noise, the application will not start 
counting before it has received six consecutive movements within a timeframe of 8 
seconds. Then it counts normally until it has not been subject to any movements for 8 
seconds. The power settings have been set to -4dBm (124), providing a communication 
range of 10 meters. In order to optimise power saving, the embedded microcontroller is 
set to go to sleep between each step the user takes. A new movement event will wake 
the microcontroller up for registering and storing the step. Although the step-counter 
application so far is equipped with a movement sensor only, it is designed for adding 
more sensors. By embedding a temperature sensor, a light sensor, and/or a noise sensor, 
the system may be programmed to be context sensitive. Potential cases may be to 
indicate whether the user is moving indoors or outdoors, is in a dark or light 
environment, is alone or accompanied, thus helping the patient terminal’s logic to 
choose the best moments for user interaction.

2.3. Test of the Step-Counter Application

At this stage the step-counter application has undergone a functional test only. During 
2008, the prototype will be offered for a clinical test among 14 people with Type 2 
diabetes. The functional test, performed both on a treadmill and in natural environments, 
showed that the step-counter application provides the user with sufficient accuracy 
compared with the “Omron Walking Style II HJ-113” step counter. Tests of walking at 
normal speed indoors and outdoors showed a difference of 2.5 % after 2 hours, 1.2 % 
after 7 hours and 0.9 % after 12 hours between the two step counters. The treadmill test 
was performed at five different walking speeds. At 1 km/h the Omron step counter had 
problems in registering steps at all, while our application registered all steps. At 2 km/h 
the difference was 4 %, at 3 km/h it was 3 %, at 5 km/h it was 7 %, and at 10 km/h 
there was no difference between the application and the Omron step counter.

It has also been demonstrated that the step-counter application sends data properly 
to the patient terminal, both automatically at preset intervals, and manually when the 
transfer button is pushed.

                                     

Figure 2. The final prototype; the electronics (left), front view, side view, and the patient terminal.
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3. Conclusion

This step-counter application differs from others in its simplicity and the graphical 
feedback automatically generated on the patient terminal. Historical and current data is 
presented, configured to the user’s own target. The system consists of two devices: the
sensor to attach the belt or similar, and the patient terminal, which at the same time is 
the user's mobile phone. 

A future goal is to reduce the sensor size to 3 x 2 x 1 cm. This probably involves 
miniaturisation and change of the Bluetooth adapter, the battery and the movement 
sensor. The trade-off between using a passive mechanical sensor and using a triaxial
accelerometer will be reconsidered based on our experiences from the clinical test. We 
are working towards embedding more sensors for designing a context-aware patient 
system. The choice of microcontroller enables a transition from assembler to C, which 
may be necessary when making the application more advanced. 

The overall goal and the main work task is to finalise a patient management system 
that optimises the use of physical activity data as well as blood glucose data, nutrition 
habit data, and specific and general patient information. By applying context awareness 
and self-adaptability, we hope to further increase the usability and perceived usefulness 
so that the concepts described become useful and sustainable patient tools.
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Abstract. Software-based medical knowledge packages (MKPs) are packages of 
highly structured medical knowledge that can be integrated into various health-
care information systems or the World Wide Web. They have been established to 
provide different forms of clinical decision support such as textual interpretation of 
combinations of laboratory rest results, generating diagnostic hypotheses as well as 
confirmed and excluded diagnoses to support differential diagnosis in internal 
medicine, or for early identification and automatic monitoring of hospital-acquired 
infections. Technically, an MKP may consist of a number of inter-connected 
Arden Medical Logic Modules. Several MKPs have been integrated thus far into 
hospital, laboratory, and departmental information systems. This has resulted in 
useful and widely accepted software-based clinical decision support for the benefit 
of the patient, the physician, and the organization funding the health care system. 

Keywords. Knowledge-based systems, decision support, internal medicine, 
laboratory medicine, infection control

Introduction

In the last few years, it has been possible to extract medical knowledge bases 
previously contained in the core of medical expert systems, add appropriate knowledge 
processing algorithms, and integrate these into various health-care information systems. 
These information systems might be hospital information systems (HISs), laboratory 
information systems (LISs), intensive-care patient data management systems (PDMSs), 
medical practice software systems, telemedicine applications, or health-care 
information or patient record systems in the World Wide Web (WWW). We name 
these extracted medical knowledge bases together with their corresponding knowledge 
processing algorithms medical knowledge packages (MKPs). Moreover, we have been 
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able to render them available in several technical formats such as source code, or in 
compiled form, together with their corresponding carrier systems. A further option is to 
place these MKPs on a server and furnish them with standardized input and output 
structures for on-site or remote access. By means of these MKPs, the corresponding 
health-care information systems are equipped with knowledge-based medical 
intelligence.

1. Integration into Health-Care Information Systems

Integration into HIS: MKPs to support differential diagnosis in internal medicine can 
be integrated into the process of work-flow-oriented patient care—if necessary with 
additional input of medical data—and be rendered available in a structured 
documentation. Explanations will be provided for the eventually confirmed diagnoses, 
the offered diagnostic hypotheses, and the excluded diagnoses. The clinical user 
receives a detailed analysis of the patients’ data and information about further 
diagnostic investigations so that each step of the diagnostic decision is traceable and 
remains transparent. MKPs for automated interpretation of laboratory test results can 
be useful on the information screen for test results. A simple query click by the user 
yields an interpretive text that explains the combination of laboratory test results 
achieved, particularly in cases of rare, complex, or even inconsistent findings.

Integration into LIS: MKPs for automated interpretation of laboratory test results 
can be integrated into the textual report of laboratory test results. A clinically oriented 
interpretive text—not only for common standard results but also for rare, complex, and 
unlikely test results—is automatically inserted into the report sent to the ordering 
physician [1]. This forms an essential quality assurance tool for the laboratory. 
Moreover, it saves time, avoids error, and provides clinically useful information. In the 
final analysis, it saves costs.

Integration into intensive-care PDMS: MKPs such as those for early identification 
and automated monitoring of hospital-acquired infections can be directly incorporated 
as alarm modules into intensive-care PDMSs. Through several data-to-symbol 
conversion steps, existing clinical and microbiological data are prepared in a manner 
that common definitions of hospital-acquired infections such as those of CDC [2], 
HELICS [3], or KISS [4] can be assessed for concurrence or non-concurrence in a fully 
automated fashion.

Integration into medical practice software systems: MKPs to support the 
differential diagnosis at the physician’s office—possibly with a separate documentation 
of additional patient data—serve as add-on modules for medical practice software 
systems. Thus, these modules provide problem-specific documentation as well as 
support in terms of differential diagnosis [5].

Integration into telemedicine applications: In these systems, continuous 
monitoring of incoming data streams aimed at accepting normal patient data in an 
automated fashion and marking only those that need to be reported to a human decision 
maker has become increasingly important.

Integration into WWW applications: Browser-based access to MKPs permits 
world-wide dissemination and utilization of the medical knowledge contained in these 
knowledge packages [1, 6, 7]. Decision support systems based on these knowledge 
packages can be accessed through any WWW browser. One alternative is to make 
MKPs available on a server that can be directly accessed through a suitable 
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communication protocol. Data is passed on to data structures such as XML [8], HTTP, 
or HL7 [9]; the generated results are also passed on, if necessary with an explanatory 
report.

2. Technical Solutions

Technically, the integration of MKPs into health-care information systems and the 
WWW can be carried out as follows. The respective knowledge base is written in a 
special syntax format packed together with the knowledge processing system, and 
provided as a transferable file. This syntax can be processed by a compiler (or an 
interpreter).

One example is the standard format Arden [10–12] introduced in 1992 and now 
supervised by a Special Interest Group (SIG) of the HL7 committee [9]. Arden is used 
to represent medical knowledge in the form of Medical Logic Modules (MLMs). It was 
primarily intended to develop reminders, alerts, and recommendations [13–17]. The 
available medical knowledge corresponding to Arden syntax is compiled by an Arden 
compiler. However, the applicability of this syntax for formal representation of “larger” 
knowledge bases extends beyond the writing of simple MLMs. This has resulted in 
strongly inter-connected packages of MLMs which, however, can be processed without 
difficulty. The intended purpose is fulfilled.

We developed a complete Arden software package (see Figure 1) consisting of an 
ArdenServer with database, reasoning, and analysis components, an ArdenEngine, and 
an ArdenCompiler including an integrated Arden development and test environment 
(ArdenIDE, see Figure 2). Arden as a medical knowledge representation and rule-based 
inference system was selected because it is the only industry standard and has been 
further developed by HL7.

Figure 1. An Arden server that contains the respective MKPs is integrated into a host system.

functionality
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Figure 2. An ArdenIDE (integrated development environment) permits efficient development, testing, and 
compilation of MLMs for further processing by the ArdenEngine.

The Arden software components were themselves written in Java. They permit 
writing, compiling, testing, and executing Arden MLMs, which are mounted on an
Arden server, controlled by an Arden engine, and connected to and triggered by the 
respective host health-care information system. The Arden server is equipped with 
several components: First, a database component to temporarily store data essential for 
the inference process including consecutive medical data as well as intermediate results 
of the inference process to allow detailed reasoning of the proposed medical decisions; 
second, a reasoning component to offer a line of reasoning either on a detailed level 
providing single data that lead to the results or on an abstracted level summarizing the 
detailed reasons; and, third, an analysis component to implement a mechanism for 
logging relevant medical or technical events for software and knowledge maintenance. 
The communication between the Arden server, which establishes an envelope around 
the Arden engine that administers the Arden MLMs, is done via data structures (XML, 
or HTTP, or HL7). The data structures provide access to input and output data. In this 
case, the so-called curly-braces problem is surmounted in such a way that the read, 
write, and other Arden statements with curly-braces access the Arden server’s database 
component and not the external host health-care information system. However, we also 
offer—instead of the Arden server—an Arden-to-host interface. Here the curly-braces 
problem still exists. In some instances, data for Arden MLMs might just be transferred 
through the Arden “argument” and “return” statements. Our Arden engine then 
receives data through an XML structure and passes them on to the “argument” 
statements (the “return” statement runs the opposite way).
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3. Present Results

At present we have a number of MKPs in Arden format which are or can be integrated 
into HISs, LISs, PDMSs, medical practice software systems, telemedicine applications, 
or the WWW.  

• Hepaxpert/Interpretation—knowledge-based interpretation of hepatitis A, B, 
and C serology test results; implementations into the hospital information 
systems Orbis by AGFA Healthcare and Soarian by Siemens Medical 
Solutions were carried out successfully; Teleiatros (www.teleiatros.com) 
whose core consists of an Arden server provides both browser-based and 
direct server access to Hepaxpert/Interpretation; a remote direct server access 
out of Soarian was established for test purposes. The access time was a few 
milliseconds. Hepaxpert/Interpretation is able to interpret more than 60,000 
combinations of serologic test results. We wrote a total of 7 MLMs (for each 
language) to carry out the respective interpretations. These contain very 
densely “compiled” knowledge.

• Thyrexpert/Interpretation—knowledge-based interpretation of thyroid 
hormone test results and Toxopert/Interpretation—knowledge-based 
interpretation of toxoplasmosis serology test results. Again, Teleiatros 
provides browser-based and direct server access to these two MKPs. 
Thyrexpert/Interpretation consists of 9 MLMs (per language) and 
Toxopert/Interpretation of 79 MLMs (per language). For both systems the 
MLM packages are highly interwoven and densely “compiled”.

• RheumaDiff/Diagnosis—medical documentation and support of decisions 
relating to differential diagnosis in rheumatology and Moni/Alert-ICU—
knowledge-based early identification and automated monitoring of hospital-
acquired infections at adult intensive care units. Both systems consist of 
packages of Arden MLMs (13 for RheumaDiff/Diagnosis per language and 47 
for Moni/Alert-ICU per language). In both systems, the extended data-to-
symbol conversion is also represented in MLMs. However, parts of the feature 
extraction in Moni still have to be done by the host health-care information
system. Both are accessible through Teleiatros. Moni/Alert-ICU will shortly 
be integrated in a PDMS.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

MKPs are useful to support the physician in his/her medical and organizational 
decisions in the course of patient care. The prerequisite is that these knowledge 
packages should be of excellent medical quality and fully integrated into the medical 
work processes—whether at the clinic, the laboratory, or the physician’s office. They 
serve the purpose of quality assurance and potentially improve patient care, enhance 
the efficiency of medical work by accelerating diagnostic and therapeutic decisions, 
and possibly reduce the cost of care or at least render the costs transparent. 

MKPs serve the purpose of clinical decision support for the individual patient by 
means of medical expert knowledge. The growing complexity of medical knowledge 
makes the use of such systems increasingly important. When used properly they reduce 
a large part of the attending physician’s effort in terms of repetitive mental processes 
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related to his specialty. They provide him time and opportunity to devote his attention 
to patients and contribute in great measure to the patient’s safety.

The achieved results are pervading all fields of application of information systems 
in medicine. Initial significant steps have been taken; these are steps in the direction of 
knowledge-based health care for the benefit of the patient, the physician, and the 
organizations funding the health care system.
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Abstract: The appropriate anesthetic techniques and care during and after operation 
rely on data gathered during the preoperative assessment. Because various people 
are involved, standardization of this process is important. This paper provides a 
systematic literature review about which data items are collected in the preoperative 
assessment. Thirty-two relevant articles were found by PubMed search. To 
categorize data SNOMED CT concepts are used, resulting in 13 categories totaling
540 data items. The two largest categories of data were “past history of clinical 
finding”, and “physical examination procedure” with 251 and 75 data items 
respectively. Our study showed a high diversity of data items in the preoperative 
assessment. Because of the diversity of patients and treatment options available one 
undisputed preoperative assessment data set is hard to define. However, to solve the 
problem of exchangeability of the information at least anesthesiologists should use 
a same core set of data.

Key words: data set, standard, preoperative assessment, anesthesiology

Introduction

The rapidly changing health care environment requires appropriate, accurate and timely 
data to enhance communication between healthcare providers. It is important to collect 
data in a structured and standardized way to increase quality of data documentation. In 
the multidisciplinary setting of preoperative assessment standardization of the data is 
essential to facilitate effective communication between healthcare providers. 

A proper preoperative assessment contributes to the reduction of postoperative 
incidents. Studies of perioperative morbidity and mortality repeatedly show that
preoperative patients’ conditions are significant predictors of intraoperative and 
postoperative morbidity and mortality[1,2]. The purposes of preoperative assessment 
are to estimate and reduce the mortality and morbidity risks associated with surgery, to 
determine required anaesthesia and equipment during the operation based on the 
patient’s condition, to increase quality of care, to inform the patient about anaesthesia, 
and to obtain informed consent[3,4].
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In the past, the anaesthesiologist reviewed his or her own patients the night before 
surgery. Nowadays, this assessment is often done in preoperative clinics some days or 
weeks before surgery, in collaboration with other professionals such as specialized 
nurses. This new approach reduces the number of cancelled procedures. However, as 
the assessment is not necessarily performed by the anaesthesiologist who will actually 
administer anaesthesia, it reduces contact between care provider and patient. 
Consequently, this requires an increase in reliance on information that is obtained 
during the preoperative assessment: one should have detailed and ‘objective’ 
information right before the operation without performing part or all of a preoperative 
assessment again. Exchangeability of the information between different users and even 
different systems becomes increasingly important. Making use of existing standards 
such as terminological systems and reference information models contributes to this.

A preoperative assessment relies on collected information regarding a patient’s
past history, physical examination, and clinical tests. Although the objective and the 
general domain of information in preoperative assessment are nearly the same in all 
settings, (the level of detail of) the information collected, however, remains unclear[3].
According to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations 
(JCAHO) standards[5], all surgical patients are required to have a history and physical 
examination documented in the patient record before surgery, but the components of 
data for those are not specified. 

We performed a systematic literature review, with the main objective to identify 
data collected in the preoperative assessment and to investigate the degree of 
interdisciplinarity. This review functions as a first step towards determining which data 
items should be collected in the preoperative assessment. Its purpose is to provide a 
basis for designing a national core dataset for preoperative assessment in the 
Netherland. This study is part of a larger effort to come to a standardized perioperative
data set, which is performed in collaboration with the International Organization for 
Terminology in Anesthesia (IOTA).

1. Method

In order to find all articles in the last 10 years describing preoperative assessment 
datasets we used the PubMed database (January 1997 to June 2007). Only English 
language articles were included which fulfilled the search terms described in table 1.
We used four sets of relevant key words and MeSH terms. Set 1 includes terms related 
to preoperative care, set 2 indicates assessment-related terms, and set 3 refers to 
possible ways or sources for data collection in preoperative assessment. Set 4 contains 
terms like “anaesthesia” or “preoperative” in the title of the article. We combined 
search terms using “OR” within the sets and “AND” among them. To check the recall 
of the search strategy we compared the search results with three relevant articles[5-7]
and the references of a review article[3].

Two reviewers (LA and NdK) independently judged all titles and abstracts. 
Disagreements were discussed with a third reviewer (RC) and the final decision 
reflected consensus of all three reviewers. Articles were selected based on the 
following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Editorials as well as original studies were included if they focused on collecting 
data in normal pre-anesthesia cases, or if they described preoperative data in one or 
more general categories of diseases, such as cardiac surgery. We excluded all articles 
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that described data collection for children, for patients with a specific disease or 
operation, and articles about patients at risk for specific complications. All articles 
focusing on predictors or risk factors of postoperative complications are excluded 
except those which explicitly mentioned that data about predictors or risk factors are
commonly collected in preoperative assessment. Evaluation studies on necessity of 
specific tests, or specific parts of physical examination, and impact of different 
treatments or methods on risk factors, mortality, and morbidity were excluded. Studies 
were excluded that focused on organization of the preoperative clinic; time and cost 
management of operation room and the clinic; unless they described the data 
components. Systematic reviews, commentaries, and letters were excluded. 

We extracted all data items part of the preoperative assessment described in the 
selected articles. As most of the articles had different ways for categorizing data we 
used SNOMED CT concepts to categorize the data.

To investigate the degree of interdisciplinarity, data about time between 
preoperative assessment and operation; disciplines involved in the preoperative 
process; and location for collecting data are extracted from each included article.

2. Results

In total we found 450 articles of which 63 articles were selected based on titles and 
abstracts. Based on the full-text review, 32 articles met our inclusion criteria. 
Preoperative assessment was performed between 30 days before surgery and the day of 
surgery, most of the studies stated one or more days before the surgery. 
Anesthesiologists, nurses, and other professionals such as surgeons, and consultants 
were involved in the preoperative 
assessment (figure 1). Three articles
reported that the assessment forms should
first be completed by the patient. In 47% 
of cases preoperative assessment was 
done in an outpatient clinic, 19% in 
hospitals and in 34% of cases the location 
was unknown.

We extracted 540 data items from the 
articles and used 13 categories to classify 
these data. Table 2 shows per main 
category, the number of articles 
mentioning this main category, or at least 
one of its data items, and the number of 

Table 1: Search terms used in the review. MeSH terms are in bold

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 (words in title)
Pre( )operati* evaluation Medical History Taking Anesthe* 
Pre an(a)esthe* preparation Diagnostic Tests, Routine Anaesthe*
Prean(a)esthe* assessment Physical Examination Preopera*
Pre( )surg* Outcome Assessment Questionnaires Pre opera*
preoperative care Risk Assessment patient interview Preanesthe*
“Outpatient Clinics, 

Hospital” AND (anesthe* 
OR anaesthe*)

Nursing Assessment Patient(medical) history Preanaesthe*

nurse

8 3

5

anesthesiologist

other

6

5 1

1

Figure 1: disciplines involved in

preoperative assessment
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data items. The right column shows the 3 most frequently used data items within a 
category.

3. Discussion and conclusion

This review showed a large diversity of data elements in preoperative assessment.
Whereas each healthcare setting focuses on a limited set of data in preoperative 
assessment, we retrieved 540 data items in 13 categories. The categories “past history 
of clinical finding”, “physical examination procedure”, and “review of medication”

Table 2: Frequency of collected data items per category extracted from literature

Category Nr. of articles 
[references]

Nr. of data 
items in 
category

Data items, top 3 occurrence (n)

Demographic 
history detail

26[2,6,8-31] 11 Age (24)
Sex (13)
Weight/BMI (11)

Past history of 
clinical finding

31[2,5,6,8-35] 213 Diabetes (21)
Cardiovascular diseases (21)
Liver diseases (17)

Functional 
finding

16[2,5,6,9-
12,18,19,24,25,27-
30,35]

13 Exercise tolerance (9)
Functional capacity (8)
Prosthesis (5)

Behaviour 
finding

18[2,5,6,8-
13,18,19,21,23,25,
28-31]

4 Cigarette smoking and use of tobacco (16)
Alcohol drinking (15)
Illicit drugs (8)

Family history 13[2,5,6,9-
11,14,18,25,28-
30,35]

8 Anaesthesia- related problems (9)
Malignant hyperthermia (4)
Bleeding disorders (2)

Patient status 
observation

19[2,5,6,8,9,12,15-
17,19,21,23-25,27-
31]

27 Pregnancy (9)
Informed consent (8)
Comorbidities (7)

Review of 
medication

24[2,5,6,8-12,14-
16,18-21,23-31]

68 Anticoagulant medications (15)
Aspirin-containing medications (12)
Diuretics (10)

Physical 
examination 
procedure

27[2,5,8-
19,21,22,24-34]

75 Cardiovascular examinations (13)
Blood pressure (11)
Respiratory examinations (10)

Laboratory test 28[2,5,6,8-
22,24,26,28-34,36]

53 Glucose (17)
CBC (16)
PT, PTT(15)

Diagnostic 
procedure

25[2,5,8-22,24,28-
30,32-34,36]

11 ECG (21)
Chest x ray (16)
Echocardiography and pulmonary function tests (6)

Procedure 24[2,5,6,9,11-
16,18-21,23-
31,35]

11 Planned operation (13)
Diagnoses (8)
NPO status and type of anaesthesia (7)

Preoperative 
evaluation, 
anaesthesia

26[2,5,6,8-19,21-
25,27-31,35]

31 Airway examinations(12)
ASA class (11)
Obesity, and anaesthesia complications history (10)

Administrative 
information

10[2,9,12,13,18,19
,27-30]

15 Family or other support after surgery and during 
hospitalization (6)
Information about how to contact with patient’s family 
after surgery (4)
Accompanying person, date of assessment, and 
transfer from (2)

Total 32 540
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contained the largest number of data items. The observed interdisciplinarity (figure 1) 
and time delay (up to 30 days) between preoperative assessment and the operation 
emphasize the need for standardization of pre-operative data collection.

There are two limitations in our study. First, we may have missed some studies, 
because of the existing limitations in MeSH terms and lack of consideration of more 
relevant key words. We used the keywords of Van Klei’s article[3] as a basis in our 
search strategy and expanded them to 4 sets of keywords (table 1). Given the extensive 
search strategy it is likely that most relevant articles were found. Furthermore inclusion 
of more papers will most likely merely strengthen the conclusion that there is a large 
diversity in preoperative assessment data collection. Second, studies that described 
general data for specific cases could have been missed, because we only addressed 
studies about normal pre-anesthesia cases, and cases regarding general categories of 
diseases.

The diversity of data collected by this review showed that almost each setting 
collected its own data set. Such diversity may also exist in other clinical settings. 
Designing a standard data set is necessary to overcome the dispersion of data among 
different settings. Although it is difficult to introduce an undisputed data set for the 
preoperative assessment, interoperability requires a standard core data set. It would 
facilitate patient referrals across health care settings, and help healthcare providers to 
have a same understanding of patients’ conditions. This would increase the quality of 
care. Based on their clinical needs institutions could add more data to the core data set. 
To facilitate the exchangeability of data and effective communication among health 
care providers, we recommend using standard terminological systems and information 
models such as SNOMED CT and LOINC to give value to the data items.

This study demonstrated the diversity in collected pre-operative assessment data 
and revealed the most frequently used data elements and the core categories of 
preoperative data. The results of this study will be used by experts in order to design a 
Dutch national data set.
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Abstract. In this study clinical decision making (CDM) is formalized by 
representing the aetiology and the human body by one directed graph (digraph)
and using standard digraph operators (change, add, delete, contract) to model 
transitions between health and disorder. All nodes of the digraph have the same
composite structure <localization, carrier, agent>. For example, an aetiology 
node is <Ganges river, water, Vibrio cholera>. Paths in the aetiology subdigraph
model epidemiological spread. Virulent paths model the entrance into and damage 
of aetiological agents on the body. Pathogenetic mechanisms make out internal
pathways between organs and between cells, and is sharply discriminated from the
aetiology. CDM is based on recognizing the difference between healthy and 
disordered digraphs. The result is a novel and powerful approach to CDM.

Keywords. health, disease, digraph, digraph operators, clinical decision-making

Introduction

A successful formal theory for clinical decision-making (CDM) may aid practical 
clinical work and facilitate the development of medical expert systems, but formalizing 
CDM is a hard unsolved problem.

A unified foundation for CDM needs explicit discrimination between health and 
disease based on standard medical litterature and a formal socio-psycho-biological 
model. Diagnoses can be constructed by the equation d:=e+o+p, where d, e, o and p 
hold names of a diagnoses, an aetiology, an organ and a pathogenetic mechanism, 
respectively.1,2 This work concerns a mapping of the latter three entities to a directed 
graph (digraph).

1. Background

Graphs and networks are commonly used to describe, manipulate and illustrate healthy
and clinical structures and functions.3,4,5,6 Graph theory applies to anatomy7, pedigrees8,
epidemiology9 and metabolic pathways10. DNA, RNA and proteins can be represented 
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by grammars11,12 and generated on directed graphs13. Mammalian cells are modelled as
nodes connected by regulators, metabolites and ions14. Furthermore, neural networks 
and pathways are analyzed using graph theory15. Central aspects of language are 
represented by digraphs16,17 that underlie data traffic in social networks18. Graphs are 
basic to medical ontologies that are used in clinical guidelines and aids decision 
support19. Even though blocks in cell differentiation may arrest apoptosis and lead to 
leukaemia20 and changes in cell differentiation are hallmarks of myelodysplasia21 the 
altered structure of affected body parts are rarely taken into account in medical expert 
systems (MES). MES can be designed on graphs22 or simply use sets of symptoms and 
signs associated with diseases and syndromes23. Semantic networks and graphs are also 
used in MES3,15,20,24,25,26, but such MES are constrained to narrow clinical domains.
CDM can be based on separate analysis of the aetiology, the affected body part and the 
pathogenesis27, but formal tools to model the transitions between health and disorder 
are unavailable.

2. Methods

The standard notation and definitions used here are from Gross28. A directed graph 
(digraph) X consists of a set of nodes N(X) and a set of arches A(X). Each arch is 
associated with one or two nodes. Two nodes are incident if they are joined by one 
edge. Two incident arches share a node.

Figure 1. Implementation of systematic anatomy of the oesophago-gastro-intestinal tract.

Arches f:A�B point from a head node A to a tail node B. The arch f may represent a
structural or functional relationship between A and B. Pathways are organized by
sequences of nodes and arches. In figure 1 nodes are implemented by records with 
names, and pointers implement the arches between the records. CDM involving the 
origin of a rectal bleeding, for example, proceeds by following the path from the 
rectum in proximal direction and examining each location for a bleeding source – in 
accordance with common clinical practice.

Digraph operators are used to model transitions between health and disorder. The 

g means that f changes into g. The set of operators can be extended2.

symbols �, - and + mean contraction, delete and add, respectively (see fig. 2). Also, f
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3. Results

Let H and D represent a healthy and a disordered digraph, respectively. The effect of 

cavities. Arches represent blood flow through tubes, cavities and heart valves. Adding 

disordered digraph D=H+asd representing
removal of RV by contraction, formally given by H�RV, leads to union of RA and LA,
i.e. a heart with one atrium and one ventricle. Deletion of one arch t, p, m or a in figure 

Here, CDM is based on recognizing differences between H and D. For example, 
inborn errors of metabolism are recognized by the presence of an enzyme node in a 
metabolic pathway in H and its absence or malfunction in D.

SCV •                            H      SCV •                      D

     s                                                        s
                                                                asd

RA •          • LA     •AO     RA    RA• • LA     • AO

i     t   p   m    a                      i     t    p  m    a

ICV • • RV • LV               ICV •          • RV   • LV

superior caval vein, ICV: inferior caval vein, RA: right atrium, LA: left atrium, RV: right ventricle, LV: left 
ventricle, AO: aorta. Arrows show flow through ICV (i), SCV (s) the tricuspid valve (t), pulmonary valve (p),
mitral valve (m), aortic valve (a) and asd.

3.1. Graph operators create disordered digraphs

Formally, digraph operators transform H into D. The deletion of a node n from H gives 
rise to the digraph D=H-n with node set N(D)=N(H)-n. Let all arches pointing from or 
to n be in the set fn. Then D=H-n implies A(D)=A(H)-fn. N(H)-N(D) and A(H)-A(D) are 
the sets of nodes and arches, respectively, that are in H, but not in D. The differences 
discriminate H from D and are sufficient for CDM regarding deleted nodes. Examples 
vary trom traumatic loss of body parts to agenesis (anencephaly) and aplasia.

Deleting an arch f from H gives A(D)=A(H)-f while N(D)=N(H). Let f:A�B model
blood flow from artery A to artery B. An trauma between A and B that eliminates blood 
flow is modelled by the deletion of f. Let A and B be immature cells in a cell line and 
the arrow between them denote cell differentiation. Deleting f blocks apoptosis and 
arrests differentiation. With leukocytes the deletion results in acute leukaemia.

The change (C) an arch f to g (f g) gives rise to numerous disorders:
1. Let (D,g)=C(H,f) imply f�A(H), f�A(D), g�A(H) and g�A(D). Typical 

examples are disorders of the concentration fS of substance S in peripheral blood. Thus, 
gS › fS implies ‘hyperSemia’ and gS ‹ fS means ‘hypoSemia’ where S is the substance 

Figure 2. Digraph representing circulation through a healthy heart (H) and atrium septum defect (D). SCV:

the + operator  is illustrated in figure 2. Nodes represent cardiovascular tubes and heart 

atrium septum defect (Fig. 2D). The 
the arch asd to H (Fig. 2H) in direction from the left to the right atrium gives rise to a 

2 is incompatible with life. Clearly, the operators model disease processes.
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name. If S = ‘glyc’ then ‘hyperSemia’ means ’hyperglycaemia’. If f g reflects altered 
function of the node F, then g ‹ f leads to ‘hypoF function’. If f =’tension’ and
F=”arterial” then g › f means ‘arterial hypertension’.

2. Let I in (D,g)=I(H, f) invert the direction of f. If f represents food transport 
through the oesophagus then g denotes reversed transport, i.e. vomiting.

3.  Let R in (D,g)=R(H,f) replace the arch f in H with the undirected edge e. If
f:A�B represents transport from A to B then e:A�B implies e(A)=0. Occlusions and 
atresia are typical examples.

4.  Let A and B be immature cells in a cell line in H. Changes in cell differentiation 
(f g) given by f:A�B to g:A�Y may model dysplasia, e.g. myelodysplasia.

Change a node. Let X be a node in H. Let a change X Y be induced by 
(D,Y)=FI(H,X). For example, FA decreases the size of an organ or organ part (atrophy) 
and FY increases their size (hypertrophy).

Insertion of a node Y�N(H) into H gives rise to the digraph D with node set
N(D)=N(H)+Y. The insertion requires the addition of at least one arch gD�A(H). Since 
gD connects to a node in H and the node Y in D we also need A(D)=A(H)+gD. Typical 
examples are tumours and abscesses.

Insertion of an arch g�A(H) gives rise to the digraph D with edge set
A(D)=A(H)+g and node set N(D)=N(H). The insertion of g from node A to node B

alters the adjacency of the two nodes. An examples is the accessory electrical pathway 
in Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome where g models the pathological extra electrical 
circuit. In bleeding aneurysms g models the blood stream through the arteral wall.

The operators contract, delete and add lead to |N(H)|�|N(D)|, |A(H)|�|A(D)| or both, 
and CDM involves the identification of nodes and arches that discriminate D from H.
All remaining D‘s have at least one changed node or arch. Now CDM depends on pair 
wise comparisons of nodes and arches in D and H and recognizing the difference(s). 

3.2. Aetiology epidemiology and virulence

The aetiology is the set of environmental agents that cause disease. The agents arise 
externally to organisms in time (heredity) or space. The nodes of the aetiology digraph 
are triplets <localization,carrier,agent>. Hereditary transmission of disease is 
described using pedigrees with arches like M:<Father, cell nucleus, mutated

DNA>�<Son, cell nucleus, mutated DNA>. Inborn errors of metabolism are 
represented by DNA nucleotide contractions, deletions, insertions and changes (point 
mutations). Epidemiological spread is modelled by arches such as M:<Asia, chicken,

influenza virus>�<Europe, chicken, influenza virus>, which extends to chemicals, 
allergens, radiation and harmful mechanical agents. Person are in nodes in the social 
digraph. Its arches model messages. The direction of arches is from motor outputs
(behaviour) to sensory inputs. Certain message patterns cause mental disorder.

Translocation of agents into the organism is represented by a set of arches 
T:A�OP where A and OP refer to the agent and the primary affected organ,
respectively. A typical example is translocation of hepatitis A virus (HAV) from a water 
source to the liver given by T:<Ganges,water,HAV>�<Liver,hepatocyte,HAV>. The 
damaGe caused by HAV is given by G:<Liver,normal hepatocytes,HAV>�<Liver,

damaged hepatocytes,HAV>. Virulence denotes both the propencity to translocate and 
the degree of damage and is represented by V=GT meaning T followed by G.
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3.3. Pathogenesis

Body nodes represent organs, organ parts, tissues and cells. By definition OP are hit by 
aetiological agents2. Damaged OP modify other body nodes through pathogenetic 
mechanisms (Po and Pi) that involve the mesenchyme, immunological reactions, 
intercellular metabolites and regulators, and the vascular and neural systems. Thus, the 
pathogenetic relation between the OP and secondary affected nodes (OS) is given by 
Po:OP�OS and Pi:OS�OP. For example, if Po represents signals to the bone marrow 
and Pi the path of neutrophils from OS to OP then PiPo represents accumulation of 
neutrophils in OP. In effect, Po and Pi represent disorders ranging from immune 
reactions and metabolic disturbances to psychosomatic disorders2.

4. Discussion and conclusion

This study shows that transitions from health to disease can be represented by digraph 
operators. The differences between healthy and disordered digraphs allows their 
discrimination. This provides new formal basis for CDM. 

CDM needs a mechanism to trace the origin of processes such as pareses and 
ischemia. This problem is solved by following systematic anatomical paths (Fig. 1).
Any representation useful to CDM must model the causes of clinical disorders, and 
describe disordered structure of internal objects and relations. The digraph fulfils these 
needs by modelling the aetiology, organ disorders and pathogenetic relations. Minds
connect to social networks. Therefore, the representation extends to psychosomatic 
disorders. Endocrine disturbances are traced in metabolic paths2 of the pathogenesis.

Causes of stenoses are usually independent of their localization. Assume that there 
are c causes and a localizations. Then conventional CDM involves probing a search 
space of a*c elements. In contrast, partition CDM into the independent analysis of
arches and processes. This reduces the number of elements to be investigated to a+c

and simplifies CDM2. The argument extends to partitioning the search space given by 
all diagnoses into separate lists of elements from the aetiology, disordered organs and 
pathogenetich mechanisms. Thereafter diagnoses are constructed by d:=e+o+p. This is 
an algorithmic approach that profoundly simplifies CDM.

The rule-based systems and semantic networks referred to above come close to the 
present work. However, the former are informal approaches to CDM whereas the 
present is formal. The digraph operators used here are well defined, limited in number, 
and cover changes in nodes and arches. 

Graph theory has important limitations. The dynamics of (patho)physiology and 
shortcuts in clinical reasoning are difficult to model by digraphs alone. Formal category 
theory seems a promising extension in this domain and promising tests have been 
performed2.

In conclusion, I have shown that digraphs represent functions and structures
underlying CDM. Digraph oprators represent the transitions between haalth and 
disorder. This is a novel and powerful approach to CDM.
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Abstract. The ever growing pace at which medical knowledge is produced 
requires clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) to be regularly updated. Since clinical 
decision support systems (CDSSs) are effective means to implement guidelines in 
routine care, they have to be revised as their knowledge sources evolve. From one 
version to another, some parts are kept unchanged whereas others are more or less 
modified. We propose to characterize formally the different dimensions of 
recommendation evolution in two successive guideline versions from the 
knowledge modelling perspective. Each atomic recommendation is represented as 
a rule connecting a clinical condition to recommended action plans. Using 
subsumption-based comparisons, seven evolution patterns were identified: No 

change, Action plan refinement, New action plan, Condition refinement, 

Recommendation refinement, New practice, and Unmatched recommendation. The 
method has been evaluated on French bladder cancer guidelines in the revisions of 
2002 and 2004.

Keywords. Clinical practice guideline updating, clinical decision support system, 
knowledge base revision, bladder cancer management

Introduction

Significant practice variations are frequently observed and numerous medical errors 
occur in most medical institutions. Thus, there has been a worldwide interest for 
clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) expected to improve quality of care by 
disseminating evidence-based practice and assist practitioners in the state-of-the-art 
management of patients. However, CPGs are usually produced as textual documents, 
the dissemination of which is poorly effective in changing the behavior of physicians. 

On the contrary, clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) seem to be efficient to 
influence healthcare professionals in the adoption of CPGs [1]. Defined as any software 
in which characteristics of individual patients are matched to a computerized 
knowledge base (KB) for the purpose of generating patient-specific assessments, or 
recommendations, CDSSs rely on computerized versions of original textual CPGs. 
However, despite the development of numerous guideline representation formalisms, 
the translation of textual CPGs into computerized KBs is still difficult and expensive 
[2]. In addition, KBs are often difficult to compare to original documents. 
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On the other side, medical knowledge is continuously increasing and the very 
meaning of “state of the art” or “evidence” are relative and evolving notions. The 
consequence is that CPGs are necessarily involved in a life-cycle and must be updated 
regularly by health professional societies or national health agencies in charge of their 
development. In France, the “Haute Autorité de Santé”, (www.has-sante.fr), is 
responsible of CPG development, dissemination and updating. However, as opposed to 
living guidelines [3, 4], updating CPGs in France seldom capitalizes on the previous 
version of the same document, and revised versions of CPGs are often totally new
CPGs. As a consequence, when updating guideline-based CDSSs to account for 
guideline revision, KBs have to be re-developed from the new CPG version. 

The aim of this paper is to characterize the differences existing between two 
successive versions of computerized KBs and propose a formal characterization of 
knowledge evolution underlying CPG updating. The method has been applied to 
bladder cancer guidelines developed by the French Association for Urology 
(“Association Française d’Urologie”) in the revisions of 2002 and 2004. 

1. Background

1.1. Document vs. knowledge-base centric approaches to CPG modelling

Most guideline tools focus on CPG documents as the starting point for guideline 
annotation and KB creation. Document-centric approaches such as the Guideline 
Element Model (GEM [5]), the Digital electronic Guideline Library (DeGeL [6]), 
Stepper [7], and the Guideline Markup Tool (GMT [8]) use guideline documents as the 
knowledge source and operate a gradual process of creating KBs from documents. 
Most of the time, those markup-based tools use XML-based documents to link textual 
descriptions with structured guideline models. The relationship between the semi-
formal model of marked text parts and the original document is thus preserved. In 
model-centric approaches, the underlying conceptual model of guidelines is build by 
domain experts on the basis of their interpretation to clear text ambiguities and 
complete document incompleteness [2]. In both approaches, the final step is the 
translation of the formal guideline model into a guideline representation formalism 
(GLIF, Asbru, PROforma, etc.) and the building of a KB. 

On the other hand, SAGE aims at promoting a knowledge-base-centric approach. 
In order to provide a human-comprehensible view of the guideline knowledge encoded 
in Protégé ontologies and KBs, the SAGE project developed a method for translating 
portions of a guideline KB into a legible format. Thus, SAGE uses KBs as the main 
guideline representation format and generates guideline documents from its models.
Eriksson et al. [9] proposed to automate the document production from a computer 
interpretable guideline KB while combining documents with semantic information 
from the guideline KB. Although they used the SAGE guideline model, the approach is 
applicable for KBs that have well-defined semantics.

1.2. CPG updating

In document-centric approaches, when a guideline document is updated, updating the 
corresponding KB is well-handled in the case of “living guidelines” [3, 4]. Indeed, 
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living guidelines are incrementally built from previous versions and highlight the 
information that was changed: modifications of every revision are annotated, time-
stamped and marked by arrows. In this case, differences between two successive 
versions of the document are easily recognizable. Unchanged parts of the text 
correspond to already modelled parts in the KB and are thus inherited. Only new 
textual parts have to be modelled.

In the case of “non-living guidelines”, even using natural language processing, 
identifying what was changed in the new textual version is not easy and the new 
guideline-based KB has often to be built from scratch. In addition, the development of 
a new version of non-living guidelines usually occurs every 4 to 5 years, or according 
to the availability of new evidence impacting clinical practice. This process may take 
up to 2 years, so that CPGs can be out of date as they are published. Thus, KBs may be 
more frequently updated on an ongoing basis as new evidence becomes available. 

We propose a method to compare two KBs built from two successive revisions of 
the same CPGs. Beyond highlighting the differences between the two KBs, the method 
provides a formal characterization of practice guideline knowledge evolution.

2. Method

2.1. Notations and identity

CPGs can be considered as a set of atomic recommendations, noted {Ri}i. Each 
recommendation Ri is characterized by a pair (Si,Pi) such as Si � Pi, denoting that an 
action plan Pi is recommended in the clinical situation Si. A clinical situation Si is 
defined by a set of instantiated decision variables: Si = {ci,n}n. An action plan Pi is 
defined by an ordered sequence of medical actions: Pi = (ai,m)i.

The basic comparison between 2 recommendations is based on identity: Ri and Rj

are identical if and only if their clinical situations are identical (same sets of decision 
variables) and their action plans are identical (same sets of actions in the same order): 

Ri = Rj � (Si = Sj)� (Pi = Pj)

2.2. Similarity and subsumption

Even when not identical, recommendations may share some commonality. We propose 
to use subsumption functions to compare recommendations at a more abstract level.

In “ontological” abstraction, abstract concepts have to be identified and a mapping, 
noted abst, between basic elements and their abstract class is built. To avoid the 
problem of over-generalisation and, for practical reasons, we limited the abstraction by 
specifying for each concept only one abstract concept relevant for the application. 
Abstraction is performed on decision variables and on actions. For instance, 
abst(gemcitabin) = abst(cysplatin) = chemotherapy so that gemcitabin and cysplatin 
are both considered as chemotherapies, but are not comparable to any radiotherapy or 
surgery. Action plan similarity, noted sim, is a boolean function taking 2 action plans 
for arguments. We consider that 2 action plans are similar if they involve the same 
actions. Since action plans are sequences, it consists in not considering order, and 
similarity is therefore defined as set identity: sim(Pi,Pj) � (Pi � Pj) � (Pj � Pi).

Clinical situations can be compared using a structure-based subsumption function, 
noted subsum, taking Si and Sj as arguments, and returning true when Sj is more specific 
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than Si, typically by involving additional decision variables. A simple subsumption 
function is then to consider set inclusion: subsum(Si,Sj) � (Si � Sj).

Similarity and subsumption functions can be enhanced using abstraction on their 
arguments. We introduced the two functions Sim and Subsum defined as follows: 

Sim(Pi,Pj) = sim(abst(Pi), abst(Pj))

Subsum(Si,Sj) = subsum(abst(Si), abst(Sj))

2.3. Evolution patterns

Using the notations previously introduced and the comparison algorithm described in 
figure 1 between 2 recommendations, assuming that Rj is an evolution of Ri, we 
formally obtain seven evolution patterns that are qualitatively described as follows:

1. No change: recommendation Ri remains unchanged; Ri and Rj are identical
2. Action plan refinement: both clinical situations are identical, but their action 

plans, though different, share common properties according to the plan 
similarity function, e.g. Si

2002 = Sj
2004 = {no complete tumor resection, invasive 

tumor, non metastatic disease, N2, no-contraindication to chemotherapy}, 
Pi

2002 = {chemotherapy} and Pj
2004

={adjuvant chemotherapy}.
3. New action plan: both clinical situations are identical, but their action plans 

are not considered similar. Rj recommends a new action plan in the same 
situation e.g. Si

2002 = Sj
2004 = {no complete tumor resection, invasive tumor, 

non metastatic disease, N2, T4b, no-contraindication to chemotherapy}, Pi
2002

= {radiotherapy} and Pj
2004

={follow-up}.
4. Condition refinement: clinical situation Sj is more specific than Si, i.e. Rj is 

more restrictive than Ri, but the same action plan is recommended in both 
situations e.g. Si

2002 = {no complete tumor resection, superficial tumor, prior 

TUR, no-contraindication to cystectomy}, Sj
2004 = {no complete tumor 

resection, superficial tumor, prior TUR, Ta, Grade 1, no-contraindication to 

cystectomy}, and Pi
2002

= Pj
2004

={new TUR}.

5. Recommendation refinement: Sj is more specific than Si and their action plans 
are similar (according to the plan similarity function). In this case, refinements 
occur at both clinical situation and action plan levels.

6. New practice: Sj is more specific than Si, but their action plans are not similar.
7. Unmatched recommendation: Ri and Rj don’t have anything in common. 

1. if Si = Sj

2. then if Pi = Pj

3. then No change

4. else if Sim(Pi,Pj)

5. then Action plan refinement

6. else New action plan

7.  else if Subsum(Si,Sj)

8. then if Pi = Pj

9. then Condition refinement

10. else if Sim(Pi,Pj)

11. then Recommendation refinement

12. else New practice

13. else Unmatched recommendation

Figure 1: Pseudo code for identifying evolution patterns from Ri to Rj
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2.4. Comparison of recommendation sets

When comparing the two recommendation sets {Ri}
v and {Rj}

v+1, which correspond 
respectively to the version v of a knowledge base and its following version v+1, each 
Ri

v is compared to each Rj
v+1 with the above algorithm (Fig. 1) to determine which

evolution pattern is relevant. At the end of the process, each recommendation Rj
v+1 that

always fell in the Unmatched recommendation case is considered New 

recommendation. Similarly, recommendations Ri
v that never matched any 

recommendation of the v+1 set are considered Obsolete recommendations.

3. Results

The method has been applied to bladder cancer. Textual 2002 CPGs and their 2004 
revision were priorly formalized as decision trees. Each decision tree is structured to 
represent patient profiles clinicians may theoretically encounter as sequences of
parameters (making the difference between clinical descriptors and therapeutic 
“coordinates” to locate the step the patient actually reached in the guideline-based care 
process) associated with the appropriate recommendations [10]. Structured KBs were 
then expanded as recommendations sets. The comparison of the 2 KBs is reported in 
table 1. In the 2004 version, many decision variables and actions were newly 
introduced, some were already in the prior version, while others were not used anymore. 
There were 577 recommendations in 2002 and 1,081 in 2004; only 47 were identical.

 Table 1: Comparison of decision variables, actions and recommendations in 2002 and 2004 CPG versions

2002-specific Identical 2004-specific

Decision variables 8 32 23

Actions 9 27 22

Recommendations 530 47 1034

The detailed comparison between 2002 and 2004 recommendation sets was 
performed. For each decision variable and action, an abstract concept was associated to 
implement the abst function. Then, the algorithm described in the previous section was 
run. Table 2 reports the distribution of the distinct evolution patterns we identified in 
the 2004 update of the guidelines.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The evolution of bladder cancer CPGs between 2002 and 2004 mostly concerns the 
extension of CPG coverage. It is noticeable that only less than 5% of the
recommendations remained unchanged and that two third of them were considered 
new. Thus, in this particular update, and within the proposed framework, less than one 
third of recommendations might be derived from the previous version. Compared to the 
initial version, nearly 60% of the 2002 recommendations were considered obsolete.
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Table 2: Distribution of recommendation evolution patterns from the 2004 version point of view

Pattern (n) %

Obsolete recommendation (2002) 339 58.8% (2002-basis : total = 577)

No change 47 4.3% (2004-basis : total = 1,081)

Action plan refinement 3 0.3%

New action plan 40 3.7%

Condition refinement 49 4.5%

Recommendation refinement 39 3.6%

New practice 180 16.7%

New recommendation 723 66.9%

The framework proposed to compare two successive versions of KBs can be 
used in knowledge-base-centric approaches. Indeed, it could provide health 
professional societies or national health agencies in charge of CPGs development with 
candidate documents produced by updated KBs. Another use could be to build “living 
KBs” where differences between two successive versions of KBs are easily 
recognizable and the types of the differences automatically identified.
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Abstract. Although clinical alarm systems are part of the knowledge management 

setting within healthcare organisations, modelling of business processes related to 

decision support and knowledge representation of decision rules are seldom 

described. We propose a customization of the Unified Process that takes into 

account user requirements for clinical alarm systems by introducing the Semantics 

of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR). This methodology was 

applied to the design and implementation of a clinical alarm system for 

pharmaceutical validation at the European Hospital Georges Pompidou (HEGP). 

Rules were implemented using the IlogJRules Business Rule Management System. 

We produced 3 business rules patterns and 427 instances of rules. As SBVR is 

close to natural language, pharmacists were able to understand rules and 

participate to their design. 

Keywords. Decision Support Systems, Clinical; Knowledge Representation 

(Computer); Knowledge Management; Decision Making, Computer-Assisted; 

Unified Process; Business rule. 

Introduction 

Many publications evaluating the errors of prescriptions justify the presence of alarm 

systems at the time of the prescription [1,2,3]. Computerized alarm systems 

implemented in Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) systems have been 

proposed in an attempt to reduce these errors. However, their effectiveness depends not 

only on their intervention mode in the CPOE [4] but also on the compliance of 

prescribers to follow advice. In a study by Van der Sijs et al., prescribers override the 

alarms in 49% to 96% of the cases [3]. A second railing of prescriptions validation by 

hospital pharmacists, before drugs dispensation and administration can be assumed to 

be effective in preventing errors.  

Since 1991, French legislation has mandated analysis and validation of drug 

prescriptions by pharmacists in hospitals [5]. A patient information system, integrating 

an electronic patient record and a CPOE (Dx-C@re, Medasys™) [6] is implemented 
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throughout our 800-beds hospital. The CPOE is used for every prescription of biology 

or radiology whereas it is used for drugs prescription only for 300 beds, the remaining 

prescription being done with paper and pencil. This organization allows the 

pharmacists to only validate computerized prescriptions, which already requires four 

full time pharmacists. The objective is to reach 650 beds in 2009. In order to maintain 

maximum safety, it is not envisaged to allow computerized drug prescription without 

pharmaceutical validation. It is not considered to increase the number of pharmacists 

for this task. The solution is to introduce a rule-based alarm system targeted to both the 

physician at the time of prescription and the pharmacist at the time of validation. 

DoseChecker [7] is one of the rare expert systems introduced as an alarm system 

for pharmacists. In this study and in the majority of the studies published on the alarm 

systems there are no details on the methodology that led to the implementation of the 

system. To ensure that the alarm systems can deliver “good knowledge to the right 

people, in the right form and at the right time”, the designers of alarm systems must 

take into account two important criteria, which represent two real challenges [8]. 

First the developer needs to identify and model business processes (actors and 

business scenarios) in which the alarm system works. Several authors proposed an 

approach based on the object paradigm and more precisely on UML (Unified 

Modelling Language) for the modelling and design in a couple of decision support 

systems [9,10]. In these studies it is not specified if the use of the UML formalism is 

framed by a design method which takes into account the entire software life cycle 

(from the feasibility study to the maintenance). The authors of UML recommend the 

use of the Unified Process to cover all the steps related to the life cycle of the 

application. 

Second the developer needs to model the knowledge associated with the decision 

rules with an appropriate language. Several languages have been proposed for the 

modelling of clinical practice guidelines [11]. However these languages present 

unnecessary complexity because they allow to represent specific features of clinical 

practice guidelines which are not part of rule based systems. The Arden syntax presents 

many limits: the data model is not object oriented, it is atomic and does not allow 

expressing the concept of time [12]. GELLO (object-oriented query and expression 

language) adresses the limits of Arden syntax, but it is based on a language intended 

for designers which involves a complexity in the writing and the reading of the 

business rules [12]. Ideally, the formalism selected should be articulated with the 

chosen design process and avoid complexity of writing or reading for the end user. It is 

the case of SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules) [13]. 

Assuming that the same kind of rules can support alarms for prescribers and 

pharmacists, we concentrate on the modelling of the business processes of the 

pharmaceutical validation in the context of the Pompidou hospital central pharmacy. 

We aim at testing two research hypotheses (1) The Unified Process and UML notation 

are adaptable to allow business rules identification starting from business processes 

modelling intended for alarm system design, (2) SBVR allows the modelling of 

knowledge necessary to the writing of business rules. To examine these hypotheses we 

used Unified Process and UML for the modelling of the business processes. We used 

SBVR for modelling business rules in our alarm system for pharmaceutical validation. 

We implemented these business rules through a Business rule management system 

(ILOG JRules®) and assessed the value of Unified Process, UML and SBVR in our 

application context. 
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1. Materiel and method 

Our method is articulated around the various phases and activities of Unified Process. 

We propose and justify an adaptation of Unified Process to our business and 

applicative context. The Unified Process is a development and design software process. 

Unified Process manages the design process according to several phases: Inception 

phase, Elaboration phase, Construction phase and Transition phase [14]. Each phase is 

composed of several activities (requirements, analysis…) more or less significant 

according to the applicative context and the phase in which the project is. We describe 

in what follows only the adaptations that we bring in the Elaboration and Construction 

phases. 

1.1. Elaboration phase: Formulation and analysis of needs 

In this phase we focus our attention on the requirements and analysis activities. Main 

goal of the requirements is the development of a model of the system to be built. The 

redaction of the system use cases constitutes an excellent way to proceed with the 

creation of this model. 

The specification of the business rules and their introduction into the design cycle 

are not described in Unified Process. It is thus necessary to introduce a new stage 

which supplements the activity of formulation of the needs in the Elaboration phase as 

recommended by Nijpels [15] and Ambler [16]. This stage begins by identifying what 

are the business rules that have the greatest impact on the work of pharmacists in the 

context of the pharmaceutical validation. Then we establish outlines of business rules 

called rules written pattern according to Ambler’s terminology. 

•  The first approach consists in using the data of the Pompidou Hospital 

Information System to evaluate the different clinical situations at risk at the 

time of the prescription and measure their frequency. 

•  The second approach is to consult the pharmacists in charge of the validation 

to identify the most significant business rules in the context of their activity. 

1.2. Construction phase: design, implementation and testing  

We associate for each use case a ”use case realization – design”. That passes by the 

identification of design classes formalized by the UML class diagram. The design class 

diagram related to one of the rules written pattern corresponds to our Business Object 

Model (BOM). The BOM corresponds to the UML business classes resulting from the 

construction phase of our design method. To instantiate the corresponding rules in this 

BOM, it is necessary to identify the relevant relations between classes and to name 

them. Then, by using the mapping rules between SBVR syntax and the BOM [17,18], 

we instantiate a business rule. For example class noun of the BOM corresponds to: 

noun concept in SBVR syntax and class name relation of the BOM corresponds to: 

<Role1>Verb<Role2> ‘Fact type’ in SBVR syntax. We repeat this procedure for each 

drug pertaining to the list of the drugs established with the pharmacists for each rules 

written pattern BRx by taking into account every related active ingredient. This 

produces all instances of rules. 

The business rules of the alarm system are managed by a Business Rule 

Management System from ILOG: JRules. The implementation of our business rules 
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outcome of the design stage in JRules starts with the implementation of the eXecution 

Object Model (XOM) corresponding to our class diagram. The XOM is the model from 

which the business rules are implemented. The XOM maps a Java class to each class of 

the BOM and a Java attribute to each BOM attribute. The XOM can be built from: 

Compiled Java Classes (called: Java XOM), XML Diagram or Web services (called: 

Dynamic XOM). We generate one test case for each rules written pattern with a wizard 

provided by JRules. We edit the corresponding code source in order to enter typical 

conditions of use such as name of the drug, age of the patient, potassium level in input. 

The test case is successful when the rule is fired for abnormal conditions such as 

inappropriate potassium level or glomerular filtration rate. 

2. Results 

The results which we present follow the sequences of activity and the phases 

previously defined. To illustrate the application of our method we describe the 

successive stages of our method in one use case: ’To validate prescriptions’. 

2.1. Business use case model and system use case model 

We identified in consultation with the pharmacists in charge of the validation 7 

business actors and two business use cases. The business use case "To validate the 

prescriptions" comprises one main scenario and 14 alternative scenarios. By taking into 

account the evaluations of the pharmacists in charge of the validation during various 

iterations, we identified in this stage three system use cases and three system actors 

related to the business use case "To validate the prescriptions" and corresponding to the 

three rules written pattern BRx. 

The first rules written pattern BR1: ’control of the hyperkalemic drug 

prescriptions’ was identified according to the first approach. The number of 

hyperkalemic drug prescription in patients with potassium level ≥ 5 mEq/L was 88 

(1.2% for potassium supplementation) in one year. The second rules written pattern 

BR2: ’the adaptation of drugs dosage according to the Glomerular Filtration Rate and 

the third rules written pattern BR3: ‘the adaptation of anticoagulant drugs dosage 

according to the International Normalized Ratio (INR) and the anti-Xa activity’ were 

identified according to the second approach. 

2.2. SBVR business rules 

The BOM in Figure 1 corresponds to our patterns of business rules BRx. The mapping 

rules between SBVR syntax and the BOM allowed us to instantiate our business rules 

in their textual form (Figure 2). 

•  247 business rules for the pattern of rules BR1. 

•  156 business rules for the pattern of rules BR2. 

•  24 business rules for the pattern of rules BR3. 

Test cases corresponding to each rules written pattern were successful. For 

example we selected the following values for the business rule in figure 2: 

• The attribute 'Speciality' of the class 'Drug' gets 'Heparin sodium ', 

• The attribute 'Wording' of the class 'Route' gets 'Continuously ', 
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• The attribute 'clinical situation' of the class 'validation data' gets 'deep vein 

thrombosis', 

• The attribute 'TCA' of the class 'patient' gets '2', 

• The attribute 'anti Xa activity' of the class 'patient' gets '0.45'. 

JRules triggers the corresponding rule and assigns to the attribute 'Wording' of the 

class 'Message' the value 'Valid prescription' that is displayed by the system to the user. 

 

Figure 1. The BOM corresponding to the rule pattern BR3 

Figure 2. Rule instance of the BR3 rule pattern following the SBVR syntax 

3. Discussion and conclusion 

The choice of SBVR as a specification formalism of the business rules enabled us to 

write business rules with a vocabulary which mirrors the natural language. SBVR 

allows to instantiate rules starting with a design class diagram. That implies that there 

is no dichotomy between the adaptation of Unified Process which we propose and the 

use of SBVR. 

The design class diagram which we highlighted in the construction phase is the 

result of only two iterations. Our class diagram must be supplemented with an existing 

object oriented model for the modeling of the drugs prescriptions [19]. The rules which 

we implemented in our system are intended for the dosage adaptation according to 

biology results. The extension of the system to other categories of rules in particular 

those which address contraindications (drug - disease interactions) is a significant 

perspective [20]. In order to carry out more precise tests, the rules implemented in 

JRules should be integrated in the Pompidou Hospital Information System to exploit 

the patient’s data of DxCare. An additional desirable data-processing development is to 

couple the rule system with a drug knowledge base. 

All the studies which we listed within the background of our work do not give and 

do not recommend precise method for the implementation and the design of rule-based 
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alarm systems. This work represents a first stage in the establishment of a design 

methodology for the implementation of alarm systems. 
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Abstract: Clinical practice guidelines are textual recommendations based on the 
consensus of medical experts with the aim to solve diagnostic and therapeutic 
problems. For more advanced use in real medical applications it is necessary to 
find out matematical models of physicians´ decision-making processes. The 
acquisition of a formal model from text-based guidelines is a crucial point for 
development of decision support systems. We introduce a system for formalization 
and presentation of medical knowledge contained in clinical practice guidelines 
where knowledge formalization is based on the GLIF model. 

Keywords:  biomedical informatics, formalization of medical knowledge, clinical 
practice guidelines, GLIF model

Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines (CPG) are developed as textual recommendations  by 
groups of medical experts on topics selected by a local scientific authority (expert 
medical society) or by a national health institution. Their goal is to improve the quality 
of medical care and to achieve treatment standardization. The outcoming text is created 
for a specific group of physicians, other health professionals or patients. For computer 
implementation and processing it is necessary to have guidelines structured explicitly 
[1]. CPGs are  published mostly in printed versions as a paper or as a part of a paper in 
scientific journals. Nowadays, CPGs are published mostly on the Internet, too. 
Formalization of guidelines by means of a general GLIF model presents a suitable 
additional educational tool for their easier knowledge implementation in comparison 
with the classical paper form [2, 3]. It also allows to use patients’ data from an 
electronic health record (EHR) system. The formalization of CPGs can function as a 
feedback for authors to remove uncertainties and information inconsistencies in CPGs 
[4].

The aim was to create an easy-to-use system for converting medical knowledge 
included in text-based clinical practice guidelines into a formal model and save it in a 
widely applicable format (XML). The goal was to use it in developed applications for 
presentation, educational purposes and also in more complex systems for decission 
support in future.
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1 Single purpose application

As the first step of using knowledge extracted from text-based guidelines we developed 
a web-based tool, which included the decision-making algorithm of the 1999 
WHO/ISH Hypertension Guidelines. After a completion of a special form, physicians 
receive an automated assessment of a patient´s cardiovascular risk based on three 
groups of items – risk factors, target organ damages and associated clinical conditions 
known from the guidelines paper form. All completed patient´s items are used for a 
computation of his/her individual cardiovascular risk presented as a highlighted field of 
the known table from the guidelines paper form. When the drug treatment is 
recommended, a list of items for selecting the right drug treatment based on graded 
indications and contraindications can be filled in for an individual patient to obtain a 
list of recommended drug classes [5]. A significant disadvantage of this application 
was the necessity of a special application for every newly used guidelines and manual 
data entry for each individual processed patient.

2 GLIF based appplications

2.1 GLIF model

For knowledge formalization in clinical practice guidelines we decided to use the 
universal and widely respected GLIF model. GLIF specifies an object-oriented model 
for guidelines representation and syntax for guidelines utilization in software systems 
as well as for their transfer. GLIF guidelines are mostly given as a flowchart 
representing a temporarily ordered sequence of steps. The nodes of the graph are 
guidelines steps and the edges represent continuation from one step to the other. The 
guidelines steps are: action step, decision step, branch and synchronization steps, and a 
patient state step [6], [7]. The decision step specifies several criteria of condition for 
each decision option. The strict-out criterion is evaluated at first. If the strict-out

criterion is evaluated as true, the rest of criteria is not evaluated. This option is 
forbidden. In the opposite case the strict-in criterion is evaluated. If the strict-in 

criterion is false too, the rule-in and rule-out criteria are evaluated. The ranking of rule-

ins and rule-outs is left for the user who may use his or her clinical judgment or may 
develop their own ranking schemes.

The GLIF model is graphical and therefore it is necessary to code it in the XML 
form. Syntax for a guidelines describing language is a part of a guideline model 
specification. In a language form encoded guidelines consist of a sequence of 
guidelines steps. Some attributes of a guidelines step contain next guidelines steps. It 
enables sequential representation of a graph structure in the guidelines language [8]. 
GLIF also enables a connection of particular guidelines in one complex sequence 
suitable for usage in clinical practice. It is shown in the GLIF model of formalized 
2003 European Guidelines on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Clinical Practice 
and those of associated diseases, which offers to physicians a system for a decision 
support and checks their decision algorithms in comparison with those of guidelines 
[9].
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2.2 GLIF model construction

A GLIF model construction and implementation of text guidelines are not easy. The 
whole process can be divided into several stages (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1:  Process of GLIF model construction, implementation and usage

In the stage of GLIF model construction from text guidelines, it is important to 
find a logical and process structure of guidelines, all fundamental parameters and their 
interrelationships. Cooperation of an informatician and a medical specialist (the author 
of text guidelines is preferred) is more effective. The result of this cooperation is a 
graphic GLIF model that corresponds with the text guidelines. The construction stage is 
the most important and difficult stage. The specialist can use the developed user-
friendly GLIF editor in the construction stage (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: GLIF editor

In contrast to systems that attempt to automate the conversion of text-based 
guidelines into a formal model usable in the health information systems [10, 11, 12], 
the GLIF editor offers the easy way of this model creation, which could be done by one 
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of guidelines authors.The usability of the GLIF editor was tested on a number of 
guidelines created  by the Czech Society of Cardiology.

In the stage of GLIF model implementation, the graphic model of guidelines is 
coded into XML. Moreover, a list of basic and derived parameters is created. Basic 
parameters represent measurable values directly. Derived parameters are obtained in a 
arithmetical, logical or logically-arithmetical operation above basic parameters. The 
cooperation of IT specialists and medical experts also plays an important role in the 
creation of a basic and derived parameters list. The result is a data model that serves as 
an interface between the GLIF model and real input data stored in EHR (Electronic 

Health Record). It is important to pay attention to the definition of all criteria of 
conditions (strict-in, strict-out, rule-in, rule-out ) for each decision option.

2.3 Applications using GLIF model of CPGs

The educational version of the CPG presentation system was designed to be able to 
combine the HTML text, GLIF model graphs and specialized presentation modules 
where the standard GLIF model presentation would be too complex. Guidelines are 
shown in any Java enabled Internet browser (e.g. Internet Explorer with installed Java 
Runtime Environment). The Glifview is a GLIF model browser that can present any 
formalized medical guidelines in a user-friendly manner (see Fig. 3). The educational 
version of CPG using the GLIF model leads a physician through the decision tree 
usually with yes-no alternatives in dependence on the physician’s knowledge of 
patient’s data. If a value of some variable is not available, the physician can continue 
and simulate both possible alternatives in the concerned decision step.

Figure 3: Glifview example

The processing version of CPG enables physicians to put  patient’s data into the 
model directly. There is a list of all the variables used, the values of which are to be 
filled in by a physician. Compared to the educational system the browser goes 
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automatically through the GLIF model graph evaluating conditions of decision steps. If 
some conditions cannot be evaluated, as the needed data items are not available, the 
browser stops and highlights the branch from the root to the current step. Thus it can 
serve as a reminder of missing data necessary for a correct decision. Then the user 
inputs missing data (or simulates data) to the browser manually to be able to continue 
in visualization.

The Medical Knowledge Representation System (MEKRES) for diagnostic and 
treatment support is developed. The system will automatically offer to participants 
(patient, general practitioner, operator, …)  relevant formalized guidelines on the basis 
of acquired patients’ data (monitored or saved in EHR). The selection of personalized 
guidelines will be provided according to key attributes of CPGs in cooperation with 
generally accepted standards,  nomenclature and classification systems (see Fig. 4). 

Medical knowledge and guidelines will be modelled by extended GLIF models 
(Knowledge Representation Model - KREM). The key attributes (code of a disease and 
others) will be added to the GLIF model for an easier identification and searching for a 
formalized guideline.

                       

Figure 4: Knowledge Representation System

3 Conclusions

Several applications for formalization and presentation of guidelines were developed in 
the EuroMISE Center. The GLIF editor enables an easy way to create GLIF models of 
text-based CPGs. For educational purposes and usage in clinical practice the Glifview 
component and processing guidelines system were created. Several projects with a 
similar purpose have been developed all around the world recently [13, 14, 15]. The 
creation of a proper system of formalisation and presentation of CPGs is a tendency of 
using the generally accepted format (GLIF) and widening it for our needs in the context 
with our future plans.

These applications are employed in the test mode in the EuroMISE Center. In 
cooperation with the Czech Society of Cardiology and the Society of General Practice 
some of their CPGs were formalized (e.g. CPG for the Management of Arterial 
Hypertension, Guidelines for Treating Tobacco Dependence, Guidelines for Diagnosis 
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and Treatment of Acute Myocardial Infarction, Guidelines for Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Pulmonary Embolism). These applications also serve as educational tools and they 
are prepared for use with EHR.
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Abstract. Identification of prognostic subgroups is of key clinical interest at the 

early stages of chronic disease. The aim of this study is to examine whether 

representation of physicians’ expert knowledge in a simple heuristic model can 

improve data mining methods in prognostic assessments of patients with 

rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Five rheumatology consultants’ experiences of clinical 

data patterns among RA patients, as distinguished from healthy reference 

populations, were formally represented in a simple heuristic model. The model 

was used in K-mean-clustering to determine prognostic subgroups. Cross-sectional 

validation using physician’s global assessment scores indicated that the simple 

heuristic model performed better than crude data made in identification of 

prognostic subgroups of RA patients. A simple heuristic model of experts’ 

knowledge was found useful for semi-automatic data mining in the chronic disease 

setting. Further studies using categorical baseline data and prospective outcome 

variables are warranted and will be examined in the Swedish TIRA-program. 

Keywords. Knowledge engineering, Clinical Decision Support Systems, Semi-

automated Data Mining, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Mathematical models in medicine. 

Introduction 

Chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and rheumatic diseases 

constitute a large part of the disease burden in western countries [1]. Early 

identification of patients with chronic disease at risk of progression is essential, 

especially when early intervention can induce remission or retard the disease process. 
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The prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in an adult Swedish population is about 5-

7 cases per 1000 individuals [2] and the yearly incidence is 24/100,000 [3]. Identifying 

subgroups of patients with a less favorable prognosis at an early stage is therefore both 

a key clinical and public health priority. 

Much of clinical decision support research has addressed the establishment of a 

clinical diagnosis during a short-term care episode. This approach has often been 

developed using comparisons between physicians’ performances as a baseline, 

implying a replacement of the decision-maker rather than integration of the decision 

support system as a component in the actual clinical care environment. Such an 

approach has less relevance in the chronic disease context, where the diagnosis is 

already known. A more appropriate strategy here is that the decision support supplies 

the decision-maker with contextual information at different stages in the clinical 

process. This strategy is compatible with theories of distributed cognition [4], in which 

both human and machine agents are considered as being integral parts of a functional 

cognitive system, that recently have been applied in clinical environments [5]. 

A specific type of decision support is assistance with knowledge discovery in 

databases (KDD) [6]. Integration of background knowledge into discovery methods can 

improve the quality of these processes. This tactic has been used for, e.g. identification 

of new clinically interesting subgroups [7]. However, putting the medical expert in the 

center of the KDD process, described as active mining, can be time-consuming and 

also expensive. Therefore, semi-automated active mining has been introduced. This 

method has shown to be promising with regard to automated discovery from an 

incomplete data set in early detection of patient groups at risk for coronary heart 

disease [8].  

The aim of this study is to examine whether representation of physicians’ expert 

knowledge in a simple heuristic model can be used to improve data mining methods in 

prognostic assessments of RA patients. The starting point for the heuristic modeling is 

that the clinical test values for patients with a specific chronic disease differ from those 

of healthy reference populations.  

1. Materials and Methods 

The research was performed in three steps. In a knowledge engineering step, 

physicians’ experiences from the clinical use of four variables included in the 

evaluation of RA patients were elicited. In the second step, these data were analyzed 

and represented in a model that was implemented in an algorithm for the determination 

of prognostic groups. For comparison, the same algorithm was also used to develop 

groups based on the crude data set. In the final step, prognostic group validation, the 

model was validated by comparing physicians’ global assessment of disease activity 

scores (PGA (scores 0–4, where 0 corresponds to no activity and 4 represents high 

activity)) for the patient groups identified with and without the model. 

Knowledge Engineering 

The knowledge engineering was based on data from a Swedish ‘early arthritis’ 

database [9]. This resource has been built in a prospective multi-center study (TIRA) 

where 320 patients diagnosed with RA were diagnosed early and included during 1996 

– 1998. The patients fulfilled ≥4/7 RA classification criteria (95%), as defined by the 
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American College of Rheumatology 1987, or exhibited morning stiffness ≥60 minutes, 

symmetrical arthritis, and arthritis of small joints (5%). Although several prognostic 

indicators can be suggested, the interval-/ratio variables in the database were especially 

interesting for this study, because they could be used in the standard method of K-mean 

clustering. The set of variables used here included the erythrocyte sedimentation rate 

(ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP), the ‘number of swollen joints’ and the ‘number of 

tender joints’. 

Five consultants in rheumatology were interviewed. The interviews were held in a 

semi-structured manner and aimed at investigating the physicians’ perspectives on 

important variables when making prognostic judgments about patients with RA. The 

consultants had the opinion that the variables ‘number of swollen joints’ and ‘number 

of tender joints’ were not sufficient stand-alone indicators of the patient’s status. These 

were therefore omitted from further analysis. ESR and CRP, however, were both 

considered to be important and relevant indicators of patients’ status. We wanted the 

modeling of their expert knowledge to be as simple as possible to interpret and 

therefore used the notions values. We therefore modeled their views on ESR and CRP 

data by using the values they defined as low, elevated, and definitely high as limits for 

categorizations of ESR and CRP. The consultants’ perspectives on what are considered 

as low values were almost identical (ESR ≤ 12 mm for men and ESR ≤ 20 mm for 

women, CRP ≤ 10 mg/L for both men and women), with the exception of some minor 

differences regarding low values for ESR. Opinions of what are to be considered as 

elevated or definitely high values differed only slightly (an elevated value is roughly 

ESR = 60 mm and CRP = 70 mg/L, while ESR = 100 mm and CRP = 100 mg/L are 

definitely high values).  

To give ESR and CRP equal influence we transformed the ESR and CRP values to 

the interval [0, 1]. We estimated 90% of the values to be represented by values 

spanning from low to elevated (0, .9) by a linear transformation. Values ranging from 

elevated to definitely high were transformed into the interval [.9, 1) in a decreasing 

manner using Eq. (1). Values considered as low were transformed to 0 and values 

considered as definitely high were transformed to 1.
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In Eq. (1). x is the variable for which the consultants’ experience is being modeled 

(ESR or CRP), f is the modeled value, x
0
 is the ‘lower limit value’ for which all lower 

values are considered as low, x
1
 is the ’first upper limit value’, the point at which 

higher values are considered as elevated, x
2
 is the ’final upper limit value’ above which 

all higher values are considered definitely high, p is the width of the interval which [x0, 

x1) is transformed to. 

The ‘limit values’ used in Eq. (1) for ESR and CRP in the knowledge engineering 

step are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Values for model limits x0, x1, x2, and p determined in the knowledge engineering step when 

modeling consultants’ views of erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP). 

Variable x
0
 x

1
 x

2
 p

ESR (men) 12 60 100 .90 

ESR (women) 20 60 100 .90 

CRP (men and women) 10 70 100 .90 

 

Determination of Prognostic Groups  

To find different subgroups of patients, the method of K-mean clustering, was used 

on crude data, and then with two kinds of transformed data: 

• Model A – Using the transformed data. 

• Model B – Using the transformed data but with a predefined group of patients 

with values below the lower limit values (x0) for both ESR and CRP.  

To keep the results on a clinically comprehensive and not too complex level, the 

number of prognostic subgroups was limited to a maximum of four groups. The case 

with two subgroups was found trivial. Further cluster analyses were therefore restricted 

to three and four subgroups.  

Prognostic Group Validation 

In each set of the cluster analyses, the patients in the prognostic groups were 

compared with one another with respect to PGA. Subgroups, identified when the 

models were used, were compared with the results based on crude data to establish 

which method that best identified prognostic subgroups with respect to PGA using 95% 

confidence interval.  

2. Results 

Determination of Prognostic Groups 

Running K-mean-clustering using three clusters resulted in a ‘low value group’ 

(low values for both ESR and CRP), a ‘medium value group’ (medium values for both 

ESR and CRP), and a ‘high value group’ (high values for both ESR and CRP). This is 

what could have been expected since there is a positive correlation (.66) between ESR 

and CRP. The same is true for the transformed values where the correlation between 

the modeled values for ESR and CRP are positive, varying between .66 and .68.  

Running K-mean-clustering using four clusters made the situation more complex. 

As in the case of three clusters, a ‘low value group’ and a ‘high value group’ appeared. 

There were also two ‘medium value groups’. Despite minor differences in sizes and 

medium values for the clusters in the different model(s), the results were quite similar 

in this respect.  
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Table 2. Validation of derived models A and B against crude data using physicians’ global assessment scores 

(PGA) as proxy for patient outcome. Mean values (95% confidence interval) are displayed for each cluster 

(three and four clusters, respectively). 

 Crude data Model A Model B 

3 Clusters N PGA N PGA N PGA 

1 (low) 188 1.89 (1.78-2.01) 154 1.84 (1.71-1.96) 59 1.56 (1.37-1.76) 

2 (medium) 70 2.10 (1.93-2.27) 72 2.04 (1.87-2.21) 149 1.99 (1.87-2.11) 

3 (high) 21 2.33 (1.89-2.77) 53 2.30 (2.08-2.53) 71 2.30 (2.12-2.48) 

4 Clusters       

1 (low) 171 1.88 (1.76-2.00) 146 1.82 (1.69-1.95) 59 1.56 (1.37-1.76) 

2 (medium) 36 2.19 (1.98-2.41) 31 2.16 (1.95-2.38) 110 2.00 (1.86-2.14) 

3 (medium) 51 2.00 (1.77-2.23) 62 2.05 (1.86-2.23) 58 2.07 (1.87-2.27) 

4 (high) 21 2.33 (1.89-2.77) 40 2.30 (2.02-2.58) 52 2.31 (2.08-2.54) 

 

Prognostic Group Validation 

In the case of three clusters, the three patient subgroups identified using model B 

on the basis of ESR and CRP differed significantly with regard to PGA scores (Table 

2). Model A identified one significant difference. In comparison, the analyses based on 

the crude data identified no significant differences between any groups.  

In the case of four clusters, no significant differences were found in the crude data 

model with regard to PGA. Model A and Model B, however, both allowed the 

identification of significantly different groups based on ESR and CRP (Model A: 1 

significant difference, Model B: 3 significant differences). 

3. Discussion 

A knowledge engineering approach where heuristic expert knowledge was used to 

transform data by a simple procedure showed to be more efficient for identifying 

prognostic subgroups than K-mean clustering of crude data. The resulting subgroups 

passed the ‘objective’ gateway, which means that they included significant differences 

when using basic statistical criteria for cross-sectional evaluation, compared to the 

analysis of crude data [8]. The PGA score used for the evaluation is the variable in the 

TIRA database that was the closest proxy to long-term clinical outcomes. Passing the 

next, ‘subjective’, gateway’ will require that benefit is perceived when the procedure is 

used in a clinical action scenario. 

Our approach to identifying prognostic subgroups differs from most other 

approaches in subgroup discovery [10]. These procedures mainly address the problem 

of large search spaces using constraint knowledge (restricting the search space), pattern 

knowledge (focusing the search) or ontological knowledge (applying weights to 

attributes) [7]. In other words, these methods are relevant mainly for larger datasets. 

Engineering knowledge in such settings aims usually to exclude uninteresting parts of 

the database. However, our main interest was not to mine data in large datasets, but to 
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examine heuristic modeling of expert knowledge in a form usable in standard data 

mining methods. We employed cluster analysis on a medium-sized dataset (n = 320), 

but our method can also be used in other methods and on larger datasets. For instance, 

our knowledge engineering modeling of expert knowledge is possible to integrate into 

other subgroup discovery approaches [7, 8] and into other general KDD approaches. 

A main reason for using cluster analysis as the standard method for subgroup 

discovery is that understandability and interpretability of the generated models are of 

prime importance when viewing the knowledge discovery from the expert’s point of 

view. Results from cluster analysis are relatively simple to interpret and trace compared 

to the output from many other data mining approaches, e.g. support vector machines. 

The use of cluster analysis is an attempt to ‘open the black box’ of computations in 

data mining [11] for the clinician by choosing a method that is easy to understand. In 

the clinical context of chronic disease management, clinicians will be able to use our 

results in semi-automated data mining as part of the KDD processes. HEARTFAID is a 

comprehensive program that aims to improve the prognostic processes in the field of 

chronic cardiovascular disease [12]. The program has developed a similar architecture 

for an information infrastructure that is under development in the TIRA program in 

rheumatology. Our simple heuristic model fits into both of these contexts.  

An important limitation of the model in its present form is that it is applicable only 

to variables on the interval-/ratio scale. The next step in the development of the model 

in the context of semi-automated data mining will be to include the examination of 

categorical data. Further research involving prospective outcome variables is warranted.  
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Abstract. A large number of biomedical resources are publicly available over the 

Internet. This number grows every day. Biomedical researchers face the problem 

of locating, identifying and selecting the most appropriate resources according to 

their interests. Some resource indexes can be found in the Internet, but they only 

provide information and links related to resources created by the owner institution 

of each website. In this paper we propose a novel method for extracting 

information from the literature and create a Resourceome, i.e. an index of 

biomedical resources (databases, tools and services) in a semi-automatic way. In 

this approach we consider only the information provided by the abstracts of 

relevant papers in the area. Building a comprehensive resource index is the first 

step towards the development of new methodologies for the automatic or semi-

automatic construction of complex biomedical workflows which allow combining 

several resources to obtain higher-level functionalities.

Keywords. Data Acquisition, Data Capture, Classification, Indexing  

Introduction 

Over the last years, there has been a proliferation of biomedical resources, including 

databases, tools, and services. Many of these resources are publicly available over the 

Internet. They provide biomedical researchers with tools to facilitate different tasks, 

including, for instance, genetic sequence analysis and alignment, protein annotation or 

structural studies. As regards, there is a plethora of biomedical databases covering 

different areas including biomedical literature, genetic disorders, macromolecular 

structures or rare diseases. In this scenario, there is a need for novel tools to gather and 

organize all these resources. In most cases, the resources can be unknown to those 

researchers that may benefit from their use. This circumstance emphasizes the need for 

developing advanced tools to facilitate the localization and use of such resources. 

In order to disseminate and provide a unified access to these resources, it is 

required to build an index of existing biomedical resources. Such an index should not 

only contain information regarding the location, inputs, outputs and service invocation 

procedures, but also a complete semantic description of their functionalities. Currently, 

there is not such an index readily available to the biomedical community. 
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1. Background 

Numerous initiatives involving the development and availability of biomedical 

resource indexes can be found in the literature and on the Internet. For instance, the 

European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) provides through his web-site a list of 

resources sorted alphabetically and grouped into three main categories: services, tools 

and databases. Some of them are provided directly by the EBI, and other are just links 

to the actual resources hosted by other institutions. Figure 1(a) shows a screenshot of 

the index published by the EBI. As shown in the figure, it is possible to search for a 

resource based on (i) the resource’s name and (ii) type of resource, i.e. services, tools 

or databases. Unfortunately, the resources are not annotated with a semantic description 

of their functionality. Therefore, it is not possible to search for all the available 

resources needed for a concrete task – e.g. protein annotation or sequence alignment – 

in an efficient and intuitive manner. The only possibility is to manually inspect all the 

available resources to determine whether or not they meet the user needs. This is a 

time-consuming task that many biomedical researchers are reluctant to carry out. 

Conversely, Figure 1(b) shows a more detailed index of resources – called 

BioMOBY – created by the Spanish National Institute of Bioinformatics (INB). In this 

case, all the resources are offered as web services and have been classified based on 

their functionality. For instance, as shown in the figure, they provide links to different 

bioinformatics resources, including alignment, annotations, clustering, databases, etc. 

When a user clicks on one of these links, she is forwarded to a web page with 

information about the service, such as name, type of resource, short description, inputs, 

outputs or location. The main drawback of this index is that it only provides access to 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Examples of resources indexes at the (a) European Bioinformatics Institute 

(EBI) and the (b) National Institute of Bioinformatics (INB) in Spain 
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resources owned by the INB. Valuable external resources from other institutions are 

not included in this index. 

Other additional examples of resource indexes over the Internet are, for instance (i) 

the database collection mentioned by Galperin [1], and (ii) the list of resources 

available at [2]. The former reference [1] compiles a collection of publicly available 

molecular biology databases. This compilation is reviewed and published periodically 

every year. The latest version gathers a list of almost one thousand databases. The latter 

are classified into different categories according to their contents sorted in alphabetical 

order. For each database, the name, a short description of their contents and the link to 

the database is provided. The list of resources provided by (ii) is not only composed by 

databases but also tools, services and links to literature. More than two thousand 

resources have been classified into this list, depending on its functionality. In this paper, 

we present a novel semi-automatic method to create and maintain an index of 

biomedical resources. Figure 2 outlines the proposed method to create the 

Resourceome index. 

2. Methods 

A common problem for readily available indexes is that resources are annotated 

manually or they are not annotated at all. Creating or updating those indices by hand is 

a time-consuming task. Thus, it is a significant challenge to develop new methods and 

tools to facilitate the annotation and indexing of the resources. Another problem is the 

lack of standard domain models covering all required types of resources and tasks. All 

existing indexes use their own classification criteria or taxonomies that are neither 

complete nor do they use standard terminology to name their components.  

Therefore, the first step would be the creation of a domain model or ontology not 

only covering the taxonomy of concepts but also all relevant relationships between the 

concepts. Domain knowledge provided by the relationships might contribute to a better 

understanding of the functionally provided by the resources and can be useful for 

resource classification and to enhance searches. According to Cannata et al. [3], 

ontologies are a suitable tool to annotate the resources and building the index. Firstly, 

they propose the need for creating an ontology including high-level concepts, attributes, 

and standard relationships between concepts. Next, biomedical researchers must be 

provided with a mechanism to maintain and extend the ontology with subconcepts to 

better describe their resources. Finally, the index built upon such ontology should be 

disseminated, enabling software engineers to create interfaces for searching and 

managing the resources. 

First of all, it is necessary to obtain a list of the names of all the available resources 

that may be of interest for the biomedical community. Resources include databases, 

tools, and services. This list is created by an automated software agent that extracts the 

resource names from different online sources. Additional resource names can be added 

manually to the list by human annotators, if required. Once the list of resources has 

been obtained, it is necessary to extract detailed descriptions about their functionalities. 

This information can be usually found in abstracts of published papers or technical 

reports describing the resources. In many cases it is not necessary to examine the entire 

documents to extract this information, since abstracts often contain all the relevant 

information about the functionality provided by the resources. Once we obtain all the 

relevant abstracts, these are stored in a document repository. It is possible to store more  
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than one abstract for a given resource in the database thus providing a more detailed 

description of the resource. Using the abstracts database, we automatically create a 

conceptual schema that describes the domain covered by the abstract database. This 

schema includes concepts – resources and tasks – as well as relationships between 

concepts. In this schema, relationships are of a single type – i.e. they denote which 

resources are useful for concrete tasks. The schema is extracted automatically from the 

selected abstracts using an original method developed by the authors and published 

elsewhere [4]. The method, based in different Artificial Intelligence (AI) and natural 

language techniques – including tokenizers, probabilistic part-of-speech taggers and 

transition networks – has been successfully used to bridge together schema-less, non-

structured sources with relational databases. For further details on this issue see [4].  

Our method works as follows. Each abstract is subdivided into phrases which are 

treated separately. Resources names, functionalities and all the relevant information is 

extracted by applying a special transition network built for this purpose. Besides the 

conceptual schema, it is necessary to create an index collection that relates the available 

resources to concepts in the conceptual schema. Using these indices, it is possible to 

browse the generated model to search for all the available tools to carry out a given task 

or databases containing a concrete type of data. Domain knowledge provided by the 

relationships can be exploited to enhance the searches. 

Once the conceptual schema has been created, it is necessary to perform a 

refinement process to ensure the quality of the generated schema. The refinement task 

includes the removal of non-relevant concepts and relationships and naming concepts 

in the schema using a standardized terminology. To perform this task – which must be 

carried out by experts in the domain – it is possible to use widely accepted biomedical 

Figure 2. Overview of the “Resourceome” index creation method 
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vocabularies such as, for instance, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [5], 

the Gene Ontology [6] or the Human Gene Nomenclature [7].  

The refined model or ontology can be visualized by users using a graphical 

ontology viewer. We are currently developing an application programming interface 

(API) to provide access and search services for the Resourceome. Regarding the 

maintenance of the Resourceome, it is possible to incrementally update the index with 

new resources simply by adding new abstracts to the database. The system 

automatically creates the indices for the added resources. Next, the existing conceptual 

schema is automatically updated with concepts extracted from the new abstracts, not 

currently belonging to the conceptual model. Finally, experts can manually update the 

refined model – if required – to reflect the changes introduced by the addition of new 

resources to the Resourceome. 

3. Results 

In order to evaluate the model proposed in the previous section, we performed an 

experiment using a controlled input. We selected such kind of input since the AI and 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques used in the development require some 

tuning to be adapted to the biomedical domain. This tuning is normally performed 

using controlled inputs to the system. We have designed this experiment targeted to 

tune and refine the model prior to execute more comprehensive tests with different data 

sources. The starting point was the list of resources offered by the EBI through its 

official website, previously mentioned. The list is organized into three categories 

(databases, tools and services). The names of fifty resources were randomly selected 

among the three categories and they were compiled into a candidate list. For each name 

of the list, the most relevant paper describing the resource was chosen from a public 

repository. For this experiment, we have used the ISI Web of Knowledge
©

 [8] as the 

information source.  

Once all the abstracts were manually retrieved, several AI and NLP techniques 

were applied to extract the relevant information contained in the abstracts. We have 

previously worked on a similar topic targeted to database integration and information 

retrieval [4]. For the present work, we have used the same approach for concept 

extraction and index generation. The target was focused in obtaining the name of the 

resources and their functionality. In the case of the databases, the detection of the 

functionality was substituted by the type of the data contained in the records. 

Additionally, extra information such as inputs, outputs, as well as relations with other 

resources was also searched. However, such information was only detected in few 

cases. Abstracts do not usually contain complete descriptions of the resources and such 

extra extraction is not always possible. Hence, we determined that an analysis of the 

full papers would be needed. Information extracted was automatically stored into a 

database specially built for this purpose in order to facilitate data analysis. 

Some interesting results were discovered after analyzing the extracted data. First, 

the names of the fifty resources were properly extracted from the abstracts as well as 

their functionalities. A limited set of types or categories of resources has been 

established. In 94% of the cases, this category was correctly obtained from the 

functionality. Sometimes more than one category was found for a concrete resource. In 

such a case, both types were stored. These categories or concepts have been used to 

build a taxonomy for allowing the automatic classification of resources.
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4. Conclusions and Future Research 

The new model proposed is still in its early stages. Additional improvements and 

experimentation are needed. Results obtained in the preliminary experiments are 

promising and they suggest that the approach might be useful. Several information 

sources available on the Internet are currently being analyzed to be incorporated within 

the system in the next stages. Although some processes exposed before have been 

manually performed at this stage of the project, we are considering new approaches for 

automating the methods. We believe that the proposed method is an adequate starting 

point to organize the idea of a biomedical Resourceome. 

Besides annotating and organizing the biomedical resources, the Resourceome 

might be a valuable tool to facilitate the construction of biomedical workflows. A 

workflow is a loopless forward chaining graph of available resources targeted to 

achieve a complex task. Workflows are usually created manually using tools such as 

Taverna [9], or Semantic Moby [10]. These tools provide workflow designers with a 

framework to create and execute scientific workflows in a graphical and intuitive 

manner. The main drawback of the manual workflow creation approach is that 

workflow designers need to have a good knowledge of the available resources as well 

as their required inputs and outputs. This approach can be suitable for simple or ad-hoc

purposes, but it is not practical for more complex scenarios. The possible applications 

of creating automatically such workflows for the proposed Resourceome in different 

scientific areas is a great challenge for extending and applying the model presented.  
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Abstract. In palliative medicine, healthcare providers aim to provide end-of-life 
cancer patients with a plan of care to minimize pain and manage symptoms, while 
providing psychosocial and educational support to patients and their families. 
Unfortunately, it has been reported that patients often experience unnecessary 
suffering due to ineffective symptom management as they near end-of-life. Recent 
advances in health informatics have motivated healthcare institutions to take 
advantage of clinical decision support systems that assist healthcare providers with 
evidence-based decision making for pain and symptom management. In this paper, 
we present a unique clinical decision support system that incorporates case-based
reasoning and evidence-based standards of care. It is anticipated that this user-
friendly, web-based CBR system will improve decision making for pain and 
symptom management for end-of-life cancer patients. 

Keywords. Care pathways, case-based reasoning, clinical decision support 
system, end-of-life cancer care, symptom management guidelines

1. Introduction

Cancer is the leading cause of morbidity and premature death in Canada. With a 
growing and aging population, we can expect the incidence rate of cancer to steadily 
increase over time, with 38% of women and 44% of men developing cancer during 
their lifetime [1,2].

Many patients who develop advanced cancer will experience its accompanying 
symptomatology that precedes death, including physical and psychological suffering 
[3], and the array of symptoms they contend with will significantly impact their ability 
to carry out activities of daily living, overall well being, and quality of life [5].

In Canada, palliative care is an integral component of cancer care which can 
improve the quality of life of patients and their families through the prevention of 
suffering, symptom assessment, and delivery of effective treatment [3]. 

In this paper, we present a clinical decision support system (CDSS) to assist 
healthcare providers with decision-making to improve pain and symptom management 
in end-of-life cancer care.
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1.1. Symptoms Experienced by Patients with Advanced Cancer

Advanced-cancer patients frequently experience an array of physical and psychosocial 
symptoms when they near end-of-life; the most common clinical symptoms include 
pain, dyspnea, nausea, fatigue, anorexia, cachexia, anxiety, and depression [3]. To 
measure the effectiveness of pain and symptom management, healthcare providers 
have begun to adopt reliable, validated assessment tools such as the Edmonton 
Symptom Assessment Scale (ESAS) and the Palliative Performance Scale (PPS). 

2. Problem Description

Although assessment tools have been widely adopted in palliative care, 30% of 
Canadian patients with advanced cancer receive suboptimal, ineffective symptom 
management; and as a result they continue to suffer unrelieved pain and other cancer-
related symptoms as they near end-of-life [1]. According to many studies, effective 
pain and symptom control can be achieved in 90% of patients with advanced cancer 
using existing knowledge and resources. Despite the World Health Organization’s 
widely accepted goal for palliative care, substandard symptom management remains a 
ubiquitous public health problem which significantly diminishes quality of life for 
patients with advanced cancer [1].

Recent studies in palliative care have extensively explored barriers to adequate 
symptom management for patients with advanced cancer, and have found that the 
majority of these barriers implicate deficits in knowledge and attitude of healthcare 
providers as main obstacles to effective symptom management. In Canada, the four 
main barriers impeding excellent symptom management for advanced-cancer patients 
include: (a) inadequate education and practical training in symptom management and 
end-of-life care for healthcare providers, (b) inadequate standards of care (CPGs and 
clinical pathways) and lack of evidence-based practice, (c) fragmentation of palliative 
care services and limited integration of healthcare providers across the continuum of 
palliative care, and (d) failure to reliably capture a record of the quality of care 
delivered to patients with advanced cancer [1-3].

3. Methodology

Clinical practice guidelines and integrated care pathways have been successfully 
implemented to promote adherence to an accepted standard of care, while encouraging 
clinical judgement and freedom when deviation from the standard of care is deemed 
necessary [2]. Several studies have proposed that clinical practice guidelines and 
integrated care pathways could be similarly applied to palliative care to alleviate the 
common barriers which currently prevent the delivery of effective pain and symptom 
management for end-of-life cancer patients [2,3]. Furthermore, healthcare providers 
have recommended that the barriers which impede the delivery of effective pain and 
symptom management could be improved when healthcare providers adopt intelligent 
clinical decision support systems to assist with the complex task of clinical decision 
making for end-of-life cancer care [6]. 
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3.1. Clinical Decision Making in End-of-Life Care

In the knowledge intensive field of palliative care, a vast amount of information can be 
derived from clinical experience and archived in a repository for future usage. This 
collection of information is a priceless asset which can assist healthcare providers with 
clinical decision making in palliative care; however, managing this volume of 
information can be overwhelming, and certainly memorizing all the information is 
virtually impossible. To take advantage of this voluminous information, healthcare 
providers have begun to implement intelligent clinical decision support systems to 
support clinical decision making [6].

3.2. Clinical Decision Support Systems

A clinical decision support system presents healthcare providers with an interactive, 
computerized system that uses data and models to generate information to support 
clinical decision making. The three main components of a decision support system are 
a knowledge base, an inference engine, and a user interface. A knowledge base 
typically contains domain expertise which may be represented as clinical guidelines, 
decisional rules, and records of past patient cases. An inference engine is a computer 
program which processes information using systematic inference steps, similar to the 
decisional steps employed in the human thought process, and uses one or more 
reasoning methodologies [7].

Case-based reasoning is one such reasoning methodology that is proving to be 
especially valuable in mitigating error in diagnosis and patient management in 
palliative medicine. More recent advancements in health informatics, especially in the 
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques of data mining and case-based reasoning, present 
an opportunity to improve pain and symptom management through the implementation 
of case-based reasoning (CBR) medical decision support systems [7].

3.3. Research Objective

Our aim is to develop a CDSS to support clinical decision-making for the delivery of 
effective pain and symptom management for end-of-life cancer patients. The system 
will employ case-based reasoning methodology, and serve as a medium from which 
healthcare providers can leverage knowledge elicited from previously-solved patient 
cases to assist with the development of effective symptom management care plans for 
end-of-life cancer care.

4. Case-Based Reasoning System Architecture

The design of the presented case-based reasoning system was motivated by Aamodt 
and Plaza’s (1994) [8] CBR cycle, whereupon the case-based reasoner must perform 
four sequential processes: case retrieval, case reuse, case revision, and case retention. 
To enable these processes, there are four main tasks that must be employed: (1) case 
representation, (2) case indexing and storage, (3) case retrieval, and (4) case adaptation 
and learning. Below, we provide the design details of how these tasks were 
accomplished in our CBR system.
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4.1. Case Representation

In this clinical decision support system, CBR was used to support clinical decision 
making for pain and symptom management in cancer care. Patient cases are 
represented by several feature attributes that describe a problem (e.g., mild pain) and 
the solution to the problem (e.g., 200-800 mg ibuprofen). The feature attributes that 
formed the problem description were: gender, age, cancer type, palliative performance 
scale (PPS), palliative performance scale-level, and the symptoms that were 
experienced by advanced cancer patients while in the Victoria Hospice Society
palliative care unit. 

For this research, simulated case solutions were derived using collaborative care 
plans and evidence-based symptom management guidelines. These case solutions were 
vetted by physicians in palliative care services, Capital District Health Authority. The 
solution attributes (care intervention categories) which formed case solutions were: 
patient assessment, pharmacological considerations, pharmacological therapy, non-
pharmacological therapy, patient activity, psychosocial considerations, and 
patient/family education.

4.2. Case Indexing and Storage

In our system, patient cases (N = 276) were stored in a MySQL database and MySQL 
indices were created to speed-up database searching. The primary key of the database 
was the patient ID number to ensure that every patient record was unique. Indices were 
also created on the attribute columns to speed-up case comparison and retrieval. 

4.3. Case Retrieval

4.3.1. Case Retrieval using the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

In this CBR system, healthcare providers enter the feature attributes of a new patient 
case on an electronic web form, then perform a search query to retrieve the four most 
similar patient cases that are stored in the case library. The resultant set of cases is 
presented to the user in order of descending similarity. During case retrieval, similarity 
computation is calculated by applying the nearest-neighbor algorithm, Eq. (1), to find 
the most similar cases from the case library.

Similarity(T,S) = � f(Ti ,Si) x wi (1)

In Eq. (1), wi is the weighting factor of each individual feature attribute (i), Si 
represents stored cases of each individual attribute, and Ti is the target case attributes. 
Weighting factors (wi), or importance values, were determined for each feature 
attribute using Spearman’s rank correlations and discriminant analysis. Each case has a 
set of feature weights which is added to produce a weighted sum. The nearest-neighbor 
algorithm uses a distance calculation to compare the Euclidian distance between two 
feature vectors (weighted sum of the new query case with the weighted sum of cases 
stored in the case library) to determine how similar two cases are by comparing their 
features [9]. Euclidean distances have been determined using confusion matrices 
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Confusion matrix for pain and dyspnea

4.3.2. Case Retrieval using Inductive Decision Tree/Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

In the presented system, we developed a second retrieval algorithm whereby we
combined an inductive decision tree with a nearest-neighbor algorithm to optimize the
efficiency of the CBR system. The inductive decision tree is used to retrieve a selection 
of indexed cases for subsequent similarity matching by the nearest-neighbor algorithm, 
which applies a similarity metric to return ranked cases in descending order of
similarity to the target case [9].

The ID3 algorithm is used to induce a decision tree by ranking attributes according 
to their importance in classifying the data. This algorithm ranks attributes using an
entropy measure, and is first applied to the complete corpus of cases to determine the
attribute with the highest entropy. This attribute becomes the top-most decision point
of the tree and is referred to as the root node. Subsequently, this process is applied
recursively down the tree until all cases have been classified and indexed in leaves or
until there are no further attributes to incorporate [9]. 

4.4. Case Adaptation and Learning

Our presented CBR system currently does not incorporate case adaptation; however,
we are exploring the method of compositional adaptation, which is predicate
combining the most salient solution components from multiple past cases to derive a
final composite solution which is more representative of a user’s target case query. In
medical case-based reasoning, case adaptation continues to be the main challenge to
the development of a clinical decision support system which applies the complete CBR 
method. In the present system, end-users can store a new case into the case library
(case learning) using an electronic web form. Upon submission, this information is
stored as a new case in the case library, and so it would be available for future case
queries.

5. Evaluating System Efficacy and Clinical Validity of Case Solutions

In an external evaluation process, key informants from palliative care examined our
simulated case solutions for clinical appropriateness, deficiencies, erroneous care
protocols, and whether case solutions represented local best practice and clinical
practice guidelines. Future investigation will incorporate an RCT to evaluate the
clinical validity of our CDSS in several clinical environments (PCU, ICU, hospice,
home palliative care).
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6. Concluding Remarks

The Canadian Cancer Society anticipates that death due to cancer will soon surpass 
cardiovascular disease, to become the leading cause of death in Canada. With this 
trend, there will be an increasing demand for palliative care services to provide cancer 
patients with effective relief from pain and other debilitating symptoms that are often 
experienced near end-of-life. According to WHO, substandard symptom management 
remains a ubiquitous public health problem, despite the fact that effective symptom 
management could be achieved for approximately 90% of advanced-cancer patients 
using existing knowledge such as standards of care.

In this paper, we presented a unique CDSS which incorporates evidence-based 
standards of care, and takes advantage of case-based reasoning to support clinical 
decision-making in end-of-life cancer care. Currently, our prototype CDSS is still 
under development; however, we believe that full implementation of our CBR system 
could improve clinical decision-making in end-of-life cancer care, ultimately 
improving symptom management and quality-of-life for end-of-life cancer patients.

Our research warrants further investigation to explore the technique of 
compositional adaptation, and the feasibility of implementing a clinical decision 
support system using case-based reasoning to support end-of-life cancer care in 
palliative care services, Capital District Health Authority, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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Abstract.� SOMWeb is an online collaboration system based on Semantic Web 
technologies, which is used for knowledge sharing and dissemination within an 
oral medicine community in Sweden. Based on a previous study of the use of 
SOMWeb, general patterns of interaction and communicative activities involved in 
community collaboration have been identified. The patterns for one such activity, 
distance consultation, are described and modeled using techniques from the Prag-
matic Web. It is also shown how patterns could inform system design.
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1. Introduction

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) entails integrating the expertise of the individual cli-
nician with the best medical evidence obtainable from different knowledge sources [1].
Central to EBM is the externalization of clinical practice knowledge of the individual 
clinician into diffused knowledge (e.g., protocols and clinical guidelines), together with 
the possibility to exploit explicit knowledge sources [2]. Although social communica-
tion is essential for both the externalization and exploitation of knowledge, interaction 
and communicative actions are often neglected in HIS design [3]. One way to promote 
the externalization process is to provide IT-support for the communities of practice 
(CoP) [4] that is formed by practitioners of a medical domain, taking advantage of the 
practitioners’ passion for their profession, their ambition of learning how to do it better, 
and their mutual interest of advancing the level of knowledge within their domain.

A prerequisite of IT-supported externalization of clinical knowledge is the repre-
sentation of knowledge in a computer-processable manner. Within the area of knowl-
edge representation, there has been much focus on ontologies during the past ten years 
[5]. However, despite much effort, the adoption of ontologies within the medical do-
main has turned out to be more problematic and slower than many had hoped [6]. Open 
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problems include how a group agrees on how a concept should be represented and how 
an ontology of the individual can be reconciled with an ontology of the community. 
The Pragmatic Web [7] [8] is a recent extension to the Semantic Web2 in which these 
problems are addressed through the use of reusable patterns of meaning and knowledge 
flows, patterns in which emphasis is put on the context in which knowledge occurs [9].

SOMWeb is an online CoP for the Swedish Oral Medicine Network (SOMNet) 
[10]. SOMWeb is based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) of the Semantic Web, and uses ontologies for representing 
examination templates, values used in filling in templates, and for representing com-
munity data (information about users, meetings, cases, and news). In our previous re-
search, we have studied the clinicians’ use of SOMWeb, as the first step in the elicita-
tion of contextual factors and communicative activities involved in knowledge sharing 
processes in oral medicine [11]. The study suggested improvements to SOMWeb based 
on taking contextual elements related to the users, their activity, and their environment 
into consideration. We have also studied the possibility of using ideas from the Prag-
matic Web to identify pragmatic patterns within SOMNet [12]. It was shown how ac-
tivities in SOMNet could be seen as instances of the community activation pattern in 
[13]. In this paper, we describe how the pattern for a general activity within SOMNet 
can be modeled and how a specific instance of this pattern, the pattern for distance con-
sultation, can be put into use in SOMWeb.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Study Context

SOMNet functions as a community of practice within oral medicine in Sweden. As 
such, SOMNet promotes the collection of cases for subsequent analysis and harmoniza-
tion within the field. Through regularly held teleconference meetings, SOMNet pro-
vides means for distance consultations and learning for a broader audience. In this, 
SOMNet is an important platform in the interaction between oral medicine and related 
medical specialties. As of November 2007, SOMNet has about 70 members in Sweden.

SOMWeb is an online CoP for communication and knowledge sharing and dis-
semination within SOMNet. Members can add cases, with associated pictures, that are 
discussed at SOMNet meetings. The activities supported by SOMWeb include brows-
ing cases, meetings, and members of the system; looking at presentations of individual 
cases and meetings (past, current, or future); adding and administering the cases one 
owns; administering meetings; reading news; and using the discussion forum, with 
threads both associated with individual cases and topics that are more general.

2.2. Methods

Since 2004, researchers from computer science and interaction design have regularly 
observed the SOMNet teleconference meetings. An online questionnaire was also pro-
vided to the members of SOMNet. Users were polled for, e.g., perceived usefulness of 
the system for performing certain tasks and for reasons having/not having used certain 
functionality. A selection of SOMWeb users has also been interviewed.

2 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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3. Results

3.1. Collaboration Patterns in SOMWeb

Based on the study of the collaboration within SOMNET and the use of SOMWeb, we 
have identified a number of collaboration patterns that are involved in the SOMWeb 
activities that are the result of a user requesting some input on a specific case.

In general, such an activity is initiated by a member using the SOMWeb portal to 
issue a request, with the purpose of fulfilling some goal and with a specific case as the 
starting point. Figure 1 (a) depicts this activity request pattern using a conceptual graph 
notation [14]. Our study of the use of SOMWeb informs us that the goal of a member is 
seeking consultation on a case, wanting to share information about a case, or creating a 
discussion about a case.3 The case in question is part of the community resources, in 
that it has previously been added to the SOMWeb database. Every case has a member 
as its owner. The contents of a case consist of data, which in this case means examina-
tion data and photos, and a description of the case is provided in the form of a summary 
that is constructed using the template-based natural language generation component of 
SOMWeb. The case may also be supported by other resources, e.g., similar cases or 
various types of evidence. This general case pattern is depicted in Figure 1 (b). 

The result of an activity request is an instance of the activity pattern (Figure 2). As 

3 For the reason of brevity, we will not give an explicit presentation of the conceptual graph type hierarchy 
used in the presented patterns, e.g., formally defining ’creating a discussion’ to be a subclass of ’goal’.

Figure 1. The activity request pattern (a) and case pattern (b).

ba

Figure 2. The activity pattern describes the implementation of an activity request.
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was noted earlier, the resulting activity is case consultation, case sharing, or case dis-
cussion. Common to all three types of activities are that they take an activity request as 
input (including the purpose, initiator, and input case of the request), some action is 
performed by the participants of the activity, during which resources of the community 
(members and stored cases) are used, and that they result in some output, which is sup-
ported by some kind of support. In all this, SOMWeb is instrumental.

A specialization of the activity pattern is the consultation pattern, as depicted in 
Figure 3. The consultation pattern stipulates three types of participants: one moderator 
of the consultation, which must not be a novice user, one consultant, and any number 
of other participants, all of which are members of the community. The output of a con-
sultation activity is a decision. In practice, there are three types of decisions: establish-
ing a diagnosis, deciding on a treatment plan, and general advice on how to proceed 
with a case (including deciding on a follow-up meeting). The pattern also requires that 
the decision should be supported by evidence of high relevancy (and quality).

3.1.1. Patterns in Use

We describe the use of the collaboration patterns using the following plausible scenario, 
thereby also giving some hints on how the patterns could inform system design.

Consider a member, M, an expert in certain lesions of the oral mucosa that has 
added cases to SOMWeb several times before. When M wishes to add a new case for 
consultation to the system, M is presented with an input form, which is generated from 
an OWL description of the content of a case. Since the case will be the basis for a deci-
sion regarding diagnosis or treatment, the system could adopt a relatively strict policy 
regarding M entering fundamental case data. After completion of the form, the system 
could initiate a matching process to look for previous cases added by M on the same or 
similar subjects, and for identifying members within the same area of expertise. These 
cases and members become parts of the case’s supporting resources. 

When the case is added to the system, M has the option of assigning it to one of the 
upcoming teleconference meetings. However, the consultation pattern states that there 
should be a moderator of the consultation, and, by default, this will be the chairperson 
of the proposed meeting. The designated chairperson is automatically notified by email 
of M’s consultation request. The chairperson could then decide not to schedule the con-
sultation on the proposed meeting, e.g., because very few of the members that ought to 
be interested in this case can attend the meeting. When the consultation finally has been 
assigned to a meeting, invitations could be sent out to interested parties. Before the 
meeting takes place, a discussion thread can also automatically be set up in one of the 
discussion forums provided by SOMWeb, with the consultant as the moderator.

Figure 3. The consultation pattern is a specialization of the activity pattern.
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During the meeting, the system can use the consultation pattern to help guiding the 
chairperson/moderator through the discussions, towards a decision that fulfills the goal 
of M’s request. The system could also act as an advisor during the consultation activity, 
by providing reminders to the supporting cases and cuing participants that have been 
identified to be especially relevant for the case to address the meeting.

At the end of the meeting, the system could secure that a decision is being made 
and that the outcome is recorded and communicated to the community. This also en-
tails the search for relevant external medical evidence and the assessment of its quality.

4. Discussion

Patterns supporting interaction and communicative actions in clinical knowledge proc-
esses can be one part of promoting EBM. Patterns put emphasis on the caregivers’ in-
terests and needs and on the contexts and processes in which different evidence occurs, 
thereby giving the clinicians the experience that EBM services are beneficial. Thus, 
pattern-based services have the potential of being integrated into clinical practice and 
therefore offer good possibilities for long-term use and increased patient benefit. In 
addition, general reusable patterns of clinical knowledge and decision-making could be 
turned into improved health care strategies, which over time provide new evidence, 
adding to the foundation of EBM.

In [13], generic collaboration patterns are used to describe community memory ac-
tivation. In terms of our consultation pattern, the goal pattern would be to establish 
either a diagnosis or a treatment plan, supported by the best medical evidence available; 
communication patterns would include getting approval of the submitted case from the 
designated chairperson; task patterns would include recording the outcome of the meet-
ing; an information pattern would be how to search for relevant medical evidence and 
assess its quality; and a meta-pattern would describe what to do if no relevant evidence 
supporting the decision can be found.

While we find the approach of [13] to be a good starting point, it does not directly 
address the questions of the origin of patterns and on what level of abstraction patterns 
should be defined. One way forward could be to connect the elements of community 
collaboration with an ontology over organizational elements. For example, in identify-
ing and describing the goal patterns, the normative structure of the relationships that 
exist among members of an organization (e.g., values, norms, and role expectations) [2]
could be useful. Further, the behavioral structure of an organization can be described in 
terms of activities and interactions between members, and, thus, could be used for iden-
tifying relevant communication patterns. Finally, in identifying and describing commu-
nication and information patterns, the technologies (material resources as well as tech-
nical knowledge and skills of members) available are a factor to consider.

A SOMNet meeting is an example of a multidisciplinary medical team meeting 
(MDTM), where the team members meet to review patient cases, establish a diagnosis, 
and decide on the most appropriate treatment plan for the patient [15]. The processes 
associated with a MDTM system are: (1) pre-meeting activities; (2) case presentation; 
(3) case discussion, including negotiation and reinterpretation of findings; (4) deciding 
on the diagnosis and treatment; (5) recording of the outcome; and (6) post-meeting ac-
tivities. The same processes can be discerned in a SOMNet meeting. The processes 2–5
of a MDTM could serve as the appropriate level of abstraction (or granularity) for iden-
tifying and defining sub-patterns within the consultation part of the consultation pattern.
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5. Conclusions

We have described how a pattern for a general collaboration activity within a CoP in 
oral medicine can be modeled, and how a specific instance of this pattern, the pattern 
for distance consultation, could be put into use in SOMWeb, an existing online CoP. 
The case study indicates that research on collaboration patterns within the Pragmatic 
Web can be useful in this, but that it would benefit from the addition of research on 
organizational ontology and multidisciplinary medical team meetings.

The long-term objectives of our research are to identify, represent, and make use of 
recurring patterns of interaction and communicative actions in clinical knowledge 
processes within oral medicine, patterns that could inform the design of online CoP. In 
the short term, we intend to continue studying the use of the SOMWeb system. As for 
patterns, the next step is to refine the consultation pattern and formalize the conceptual 
graph representation of patterns by extending the SOMWeb ontologies. 
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Abstract. An automated personalised intervention algorithm was 

developed to determine when and if patients with chronic disease 

in a remote monitoring programme required intervention for 

management of their condition. The effectiveness of the algorithm 

has so far been evaluated on 29 patients. It was found to be 

particularly effective in monitoring newly diagnosed patients, 

patients requiring a change in medication as well as highlighting 

those that were not conforming to their medication.  Our approach 

indicates that RPM used with the intervention algorithm and a 

clinical protocol can be effective in a primary care setting for 

targeting those patients that would most benefit from monitoring. 

Keywords: Remote patient monitoring, telemedicine, e-Health, telehealth. 

Introduction 

It is estimated that there are over 17 ½ million people living with a long term condition 

in the UK accounting for over 80% of GP consultations. With an aging society these 

numbers are only set to increase further [1].  Evidence has shown that even relatively 

small reductions in blood pressure and blood glucose in hypertensives and diabetics 

reduce their clinical risk significantly [2, 3]. It is vital that healthcare services are able 

to provide these gains for patients at an affordable cost. Remote Patient Monitoring 

(RPM) has been identified as a potential tool to manage this demand for health care [4]. 

To date there have been many projects that have evaluated the technology [5], however 
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most have concentrated on detecting and managing the acute exacerbations that arise 

from chronic disease (particularly CHF) rather than determine effective ways to 

manage long term the condition itself.  This study aims to develop and evaluate 

methods that exploit both RPM in the patients’ homes and protocol-based clinical 

interventions to achieve sustained improvement in disease measurements for three 

long-term conditions: chronic heart failure (CHF); Type 2 diabetes mellitus; and 

essential hypertension. 

1. Methods

Our study was based in Chorleywood Health Centre, a medium sized general practice 

to the NW of London. From a total population of 6000 registered patients, 724 were 

determined to have CHF; type II diabetes mellitus; and essential hypertension, some 

having two or more.  173 were chosen randomly and invited to take part in the study. 

Of these 51 accepted the invitation to participate in the study. 

Each participant was provided with an RPM unit for a 12 week period, the study 

having three such cohorts over a nine month period. We had a further set of 3 patients 

having the equipment for the entire nine month period and a set of 3 patients with no 

equipment. We used a commercial RPM system that consisted of a unit with a touch 

screen device to allow manual entry of certain data (glucose) and attached peripheral 

devices to measure automatically appropriate medical values.  Those with CHF were 

given weighing scales, SpO
2
, and BP unit; those with Diabetes a glucometer; and those 

with Hypertension a BP unit. Each participant was asked to enter daily physiological 

measurements.  Targets were set for each group based on best practice guidelines [6, 7, 

8] : BP of 140/85mmHG for non diabetic patients and 130/80mmHG for patients with 

diabetes, HbA1c of 7% (8.6 mmol/L). CHF was managed by monitoring weight, BP 

and SpO
2
for significant change. 

The data was sent via the participant’s telephone line to a server held at the Health 

Centre and could be accessed and viewed via a website.  A chart of the data was 

created for each patient and this was hyperlinked into the EPR (electronic patient 

record).  The primary healthcare team reviewed each patient whose data lay beyond the 

threshold defined by our intervention algorithm at regular case conferences and clinical 

interventions were agreed.  

2. Intervention Protocol 

We developed a sophisticated personalised automated intervention algorithm within the 

project to improve the accuracy with which patients requiring intervention were 

recognised compared to existing systems based on a simple threshold. The specific 

goals were to reduce the number of false positive indications and to adapt automatically 

when a clinical intervention was made so that no further indications were given until 

sufficient time had elapsed for the intervention to take effect. 

Our approach was to smooth the raw data by using a median filter, which is 

effective at removing outlier values. We then wished to apply an adaptive threshold 

that was based on the patient’s data, responded to an intervention and would eventually 

provide an indication should the patient data remain above the long term target value. 

Such an adaptive threshold can be achieved by applying an exponential curve 

having an initial value that is 2 standard deviations above the current value, and 
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decaying over a 14 day period to the long term target value. The threshold is seen to 

model well changes in the data when the patient responded to an intervention. 

The algorithm is shown applied to a hypertensive patient in figure 1 where the 

final target is set at 140/85. The smooth curves indicate the boundaries within which 

the data should lie to achieve best clinical outcome as described in the Map of 

Medicine [9]. To avoid needless triggers and alarms the boundaries are adjusted 

upward at the beginning of monitoring and after the introduction of an intervention, the 

value being set to 2 SD above the current value. 

A case conference run with the doctors and nurses of the team reviews the 

collected data and the clinical notes. Data is observed on a daily basis but unless 

swings are extreme, data is reported on a weekly basis and reviewed for possible 

intervention every two weeks. Figure 1 shows the successful addition of a calcium 

blocker to better control the systolic blood pressure. 
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Figure 1. Personalised automated intervention protocol for a hypertensive patient

Figure 2 shows a diabetic patient unwilling to accept her newly diagnosed diabetes 

and treatment until there is eventual control of the blood sugar following repeated 

intervention. 

Figure 3 shows the daily blood glucose readings for a patient known to have long 

term management issues of diabetes. On each clinical intervention, the threshold is 

reset to a value higher than the current value and it can be seen to reduce back to the 

target value over a 14 day period. The patient refused nursing advice to rotate his 

injection site, his persistence with one site being due to his difficulty in coping when in 

his wheel chair – he is disabled because of a diabetic neuropathy – and his faith in his 

private diabetologist. Observing his results changed his thinking. The final change was 

to introduce Metformin. 
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3. Preliminary Results

After 6 months of the study, 2 cohorts have each completed the 12 week trial, giving 

data on 29 patients (mean age 70, 17 female). 11 patients had essential hypertension as 
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their primary long term condition, 8 had chronic heart failure, 7 had type II diabetes 

mellitus, 2 had chronic heart failure and type II diabetes mellitus, and 1 had all three 

conditions. 9 participants withdrew from the study before they were due to be given the 

RPM units because of clinical or social reasons and further participants were recruited 

to replace. None withdrew during monitoring. 

The algorithm has prompted clinical intervention in 11 patients (37% of the 1
st

 and 

2
nd

 cohort): 64% of patients with CHF, 18% of the Hypertensive group and 18% of the 

diabetes group.  The average time elapsed before first intervention was 47 days (SD 

21). Primarily these interventions (72%) resulted in changes to medication and health 

advice, however one hypertensive patient was referred for a pace maker after the 

discovery of a bradycardia due to heart block, and one CHF patient had two emergency 

hospital admissions during the 12 week period.  These interventions have resulted in a 

mean shift reduction of 12mmHG Systolic and 2mmHG Diastolic in the hypertensive 

group. 

4. Discussion 

The personalised threshold algorithm was developed to be based on the patient’s data, 

clinical target values and clinical interventions so that it might easily be applied 

automatically within a RPM system. When linked to their primary healthcare team, the 

need for clinical intervention is easily recognised and thus provides better and earlier 

disease management. Limiting the amount of time required to review the data by both 

reducing the number of alerts and filtering out those patients not requiring intervention 

contains work load and makes adoption of the system more likely. 

Results suggest that 4 weeks is sufficient time in which to recognise a need to 

intervene clinically and that in 12 weeks it is possible to intervene enough to affect a 

change toward target. This reduces both the disruption of patients’ lives and the cost of 

the service because the equipment can be reused quickly. 

In the UK, the GMS contract has made general practice the key organisation to 

care for chronic disease. But the clinical question remains – on whom and when should 

we intervene? A single occasional measure of a physiological parameter might fail to 

reveal poor care and deterioration in a patient’s illness. A clinical response to a single 

reading of blood pressure can lead to excessive dosages and harm. In contrast in this 

study, clinical interventions were agreed upon by the team and carried out by both 

nurses and doctors in their clinics and in the patients’ homes. The value of RPM was 

established quickly in the minds of the team as the results were reviewed and made any 

additional clinical work acceptable. The answering of clinical questions that arose often 

needed blood tests to be done; ECGs recorded; ambulatory ECG and blood pressure 

recordings made; and referrals arranged.  The combination of technology and clinical 

skills possible in general practice can do such work effectively and it is doubtful that 

other services such as the polyclinic can be close enough to the patient to make a 

difference. 

5. Conclusions

RPM used with automated personalised intervention algorithms and a clinical protocol 

was found to be very effective in the long term management of patients with chronic 

disease in this primary care setting. It was particularly effective in the case of newly 

diagnosed patients, patients needing change in medication, those unwilling to comply, 
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and those with poor long term control, as it supported an aggressive targeted strategy 

for intervention. By improving the intervention algorithm, fewer false positive patients 

were detected, giving the users confidence to act on the information.  

By shifting the focus of care away from managing acute exacerbations, clinicians 

can use RPM to recognise those of their patients who would most benefit from 

monitoring. The clinical information provided by RPM allows both healthcare 

professional and patient to confront issues together and resolve difficulties. Awareness 

of the physiological measurements and learning their value from the clinical team 

empowers patients in gaining self-determination in understanding and managing their 

own illness resulting in benefits for themselves, their healthcare professionals, and the 

health economy. 

Competing interests:  The remote monitoring devices have been in part funded by 

BUPA, although BUPA has no financial interest in the project’s outcomes. 
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Abstract. In clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) the medical information is stored 
in a narrative way. A large part of this information occurs in a negated form. The 
detection of negation in CPGs is an important task since it helps medical personnel 
to identify not occurring symptoms and diseases as well as treatment actions that 
should not be accomplished. We developed algorithms capable of Negation 
Detection in this kind of medical documents. According to our results, we are 
convinced that the involvement of syntactical methods can improve Negation 
Detection, not only in medical writings but also in arbitrary narrative texts.

Keywords. Negation detection, clinical practice guidelines, natural language 
processing

Introduction

Negation is an important part of inter-human communication. It can be used to invert 
concepts and to show refusal of opinions. The concept of negation is a universal 
concept in all languages and very important in the medical field. Detecting negations in 
natural language is a difficult task, but in the medical scope it is easier: Medical 
language is much more restricted than narrative speech [1]; a physician will not use 
stylistic elements such as double negation extensively to write reports or patients 
histories.

In the medical scope Negation Detection is currently only applied to very simple 
texts (e.g., radiology reports). In our work, we primarily focus on the more complex 
text type of clinical practice guidelines (CPGs). These are “systematically developed 
statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for 
specific clinical circumstances” [2]. In CPGs negation is crucial not only for facts that 
do not apply (e.g., patient has no pain), but also for actions that should not be 
accomplished (e.g., do not take this drug). In contrast to simpler texts, we need 
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algorithms dealing with the syntax (e.g., tenses in active and passive voice, parts-of-
speech) of the English language. 

In the following section we give an overview over existing methods of Negation 
Detection. In the main part of the work we describe and evaluate an approach of 
Negation Detection using syntactical methods tailored to the special characteristics of 
CPGs.

1. Related Work

Besides general work on negation in natural language (e.g., [3]) we will discuss 
relevant work addressing Negation Detection in the scope of medical language.

NegEx [4] is a simple algorithm for detecting negated findings and diseases in 
radiology reports. Negation triggers are classified in triggers with preceding negated 
concepts and those with succeeding concepts. After a replacement of the concepts by 
UMLS terms, the negated ones are detected.

In the work of Mutalik et al. [5] UMLS concepts are also identified in a first step. 
Then, a lexical scanner using regular expressions is applied for trigger detection and 
classification in preceding and succeeding triggers. With this information a parser 
provides the original concepts with the negation information leading to the output of 
the NegFinder algorithm.

Elkin et al. [6] use an algorithm with a rule base to decide which medical concepts 
are negated in clinical documents. Here, stop words (e.g., “other than”) determine the 
scope of a negation trigger.

Patrick et al. [7] use SNOMED CT to identify negated concepts. Thereby, pre-
coordinated phrases (e.g., “no headache”, SNOMED CT concept id 162298006) and 
concepts explicitly asserted as negative by negation phrases are identified. To identify 
the latter rule-based algorithms similar to [4] and [6] were implemented.

Huang and Lowe [8] recently developed a hybrid approach combining regular 
expression matching with grammatical parsing to detect negations in clinical radiology 
reports. 

Aronow and Feng [9] have developed a method for Negation Detection to be 
applied for document classification. Thereby, they determine the scope of negation 
triggers by conjunctive phrases. All phrases connected by such conjunctions are 
regarded as negated phrases. 

CPGs differ from medical reports or discharge summaries, which are used by the 
algorithms presented. In CPGs the language is not as restricted as it is in these other 
documents. They are more like prosaic writings, which complicate the development of 
simple algorithms. Still, they are not as complicated as free text since sophisticated 
stylistic elements such as the double negation are not used. In the following section we 
explain our approach, called NegHunter.

2. NegHunter – A Method to Detect Negated Concepts 

Our strategy when developing our method, called NegHunter, was to classify negations 
in CPGs according to identified negation types. The reason for this is that negations 
within CPGs are strongly varying from each other. It is not easily possible to keep the 
number of negation triggers within manageable limits, thus a syntactical approach was 
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used. This means that grammatical elements of the English language are used to decide 
whether a phrase is negated or not. For this purpose, the tenses in both active and 
passive voice as well as parts-of-speech are used.

The starting point of the NegHunter algorithm is the detection of negation triggers. 
Whereas other algorithms use a relatively high number of different negation triggers, 
NegHunter gets along with a rather small number of triggers. The reason for this is the 
way NegHunter handles the different negation types. We have selected a number of 
universal triggers and classified their behaviour in narrative texts. 

2.1. Negation Classes

We have come up with five negation classes according to our study of CPGs in the 
literature: (1) adverbial negation, (2) intra-phrase triggered negation, (3) prepositional 
negation, (4) adjective negation, and (5) verb negation. In the following, we will 
discuss these five classes in detail.

1. The Adverbial Negation

This is the most frequent type of negation. Triggered by “not” and “never”, 
negated concepts appear in combination with a verb. Via the tense of the verb we 
decide, whether the sentence is written in active or passive voice. With this 
information, we interpret the three preceding or succeeding noun phrases as 
negated. We use the number of three noun phrases as we receive the best results 
with it. The following two sentences show examples of sentences in active and 
passive voice, both with triggers and their negated phrases: 2

“Guideline developers do not recommend chemotherapy.” (active voice)
“Chemotherapy is not recommended.” (passive voice)

2. Intra-Phrase Triggered Negation

These are negations in which the trigger is included in the noun phrase. “No” and 
“without” act as triggers. The following sentence shows an example:

“Evidence obtained from at least one well-designed study without randomisation.”

3. Prepositional Negation

In this negation type triggers are followed by prepositional phrases, often 
introduced by the prepositions “of” or “from”. The phrases following the 
preposition are considered as negated. Here, we have the three noun triggers 
“lack”, “absence”, and “freedom” as well as the adjective trigger “free”. The result 
of the detection process could be as follows:

“Patients with good performance status, … , and the absence of systemic disease.”

4. Adjective Negation

This type of negation uses adjectives as negation triggers. We have identified, for 
example, the term “ineffective” and can interpret the first noun phrase before the 
trigger as the relevant phrase. For example:

“Recommendation indicates at least fair evidence that the service is ineffective or that 
harm outweighs benefit.”

5. Verb Negation

Some verbs are also negation triggers themselves. We identified the verbs “deny”, 
“decline”, and “lack”. The following sentence shows the effect of such a trigger:

“Information on final patient outcomes was also lacking.”

2
Negation triggers are underlined; solid frames signalize negated phrases.
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2.2. Assigning prepositional phrases

In some cases, not the entire negated information gets tagged with the algorithms 
described above. For instance, prepositional phrases (which are by themselves not 
negated) appearing after a negated phrase need to be handled apart. We proceed with 
this problem by tagging all prepositional phrases that follow a negated phrase. This 
ensures that no information concerning the negation is lost. The following sentence 
shows an output result with two prepositional phrases following an intra-phrase 
triggered negation:

“Requires availability of well conducted clinical studies but no randomised clinical trials
on the topic of recommendation.” 3

3. Evaluation

For evaluation purposes we used a Java-implementation of our algorithms. To receive 
the syntactical information from the guideline documents necessary for our algorithms 
we used the MetaMap Transfer (MMTx) program. MetaMap is “a program […] to map 
biomedical text to the [UMLS] Metathesaurus or, equivalently, to discover concepts 
referred to in text” [10]. MMTx makes this program available for researchers in an 
adaptive way. Besides the concept assignment it also provides us with the syntactical 
information such as part-of-speech. We implemented our algorithm as a Java library 
that can also be used by and incorporated in other programs and applications. In the 
following we describe the evaluation process.

3.1. Training and Test Sets

We used a set of 18 CPGs from the medical speciality oncology for our development. 
Out of these 18 practice guidelines, we used four guidelines as training set for the 
analysis of occurring negations. By means of these documents we classified the 
negations and developed our algorithms. We used the remaining 14 CPGs for the 
evaluation. 

3.2. Generation of Gold Standard Documents

We manually rated the sentences of all oncological CGPs to establish a “gold standard” 
against which the computerized algorithms could be compared. We processed 
558 sentences containing 615 negated concepts and tagged both negation triggers and 
negated concepts. At the first glance, it may be irritating to have such a little more 
number of negated phrases than sentences containing negations. This is because there 
are many sentences containing a trigger, which does not aim a phrase in the same 
sentence, (e.g., “None available.”). We do not provide detection across sentence 
borders because the result is unpredictable and are not tackled in our methods 
conceptually.

3
Dotted frames signalize prepositional information.
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3.3. Evaluation Techniques and Measures

For our evaluation, we processed the 14 guidelines with NegHunter. Afterwards, a 
hand reading was carried out to detect errors. We classified in true positives (TP), false 
positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and partially correct (PC) taggings, whereas the 
latter scored only 50 %.

Table 1. Evaluation results in the form of recall and precision measures of each negation type and their 
percentage of all occurring true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negative (FN) phrases.

To qualify our measurement we used the statistical parameters of recall and 
precision. The recall measures the number of the correctly found phrases against all 
relevant phrases according to the gold standard. The value of precision measures the 
ratio of the number of correctly detected phrases to the number of all found phrases of 
the system. Table 1 shows a detailed listing of the performance of our implementation.

3.4. Analysis of Evaluation Results

NegHunter shows its strength in the handling of the intra-phrase triggered negation, the 
prepositional negation and the adjective negation. This is caused by the simple 
structure of these negations. In the case of the intra-phrase triggered and the 
prepositional negation, the negated phrase usually follows immediately after the trigger 
so it is nearly impossible to fail it. 

The behaviour of the adverbial negation as well as the verb negation is much more 
complex. Here, it is possible that a phrase related with a trigger occurs at the 
diametrically opposite end of the sentence. In such a case, it is very difficult to identify 
this phrase, as NegHunter uses the range of three preceding or succeeding possible 
phrases for detecting the negated concepts.

Another problem is generated by MMTx itself. In some cases the part-of-speech is 
incorrectly assigned and this consecutively causes errors. For example, in the sentence

“… and interpreting studies that were not otherwise covered in existing syntheses or 
guidelines.”

MMTx recognises the noun phrase “studies” as a verb phrase, whereas “interpreting”, a 
verb phrase, is recognised as noun. This circumstance leads to a false tagging and the 
creation of both a FP and a FN.

100 83.51 67.49100Overall 100 100 100

8.16 89.47 58.622Verb Negation 2.12 3.36 4.92

0 100 1000Adjective Negation 0.65 1.18 0

4.08 100 89.470Prepositional Negation 7.66 3.36 0.82

16.33 95.1 1007Intra-Phrase Tr. Negation 23.45 26.85 0
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4. Conclusion

With our presented algorithms, negated information occurring in CPGs can be detected 
on syntactical level using grammatical information of the English language such as 
tenses and parts-of-speech. This forms a basis for subsequent processing also on a 
semantic level. Further processing on a semantic level will be absolutely necessary, as, 
for instance, a negation trigger and a concept representing a symptom or disease may 
not imply the absence of this symptom or disease. Compare also the example of [4]:

“We did not treat the infection.”
“We did not detect an infection.”

where the first sentence does not indicate the absence of an infection, but the absence 
of treating it. Anyhow, using NegHunter can support an automated structuring of the 
information in order to, for instance, decide which therapies or drug regimens are best 
applied in patients with certain diseases and which are not recommended. This helps to 
sort out the treatment options and supports the medical personnel as well as patients in 
their decision-making.

Additionally, NegHunter’s negation classification allows users to augment the 
trigger set by themselves. Therefore, new triggers need to be assigned a negation class. 
NegHunter applies its rule base to these new triggers. This makes NegHunter portable 
to be applied on other document types as well as extensible and maintainable.
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Abstract. Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) differ from other health 
information systems in their aim to directly influence the decision-making
behaviour of healthcare professionals. As a result, CDSSs face additional
challenges with respect to user acceptance. The objective of this study was to 
investigate subjective usability of a guideline-based CDSS for outpatient cardiac 
rehabilitation. The system, named CARDSS, was previously found to be effective 
in improving guideline adherence of rehabilitation professionals in a cluster 
randomized trial. To assess CARDSS’ usability, a modified version of the IBM
Computer System Usability Questionnaire was sent to all 68 professionals from 
the 28 outpatient clinics that participated in the trial. The questionnaire was 
returned by 63 respondents (93%) from 27 clinics. Factors that influenced 
CARDSS’ usability were identified using linear regression analysis. Analysis 
showed that professionals who managed to smoothly integrate the system with 
their daily routine were more satisfied with ease of system use. Furthermore, a
positive attitude of respondents towards CDSSs in general and a better agreement 
with the content of the national guidelines were positively correlated to satisfaction 
with CARDSS’ overall usability and each of its sub-domains.

Keywords. Decision support, Evidence based guidelines, Assessment-Evaluation

Introduction

Although clinical guidelines describe evidence-based best practices for specific 
healthcare conditions, adherence to guidelines in clinical practice is often found to be 
low [1]. Guideline-based computerized decision support systems (CDSSs) have proven 
to potentially be effective instruments for improving guideline adherence [2]. These 
CDSSs provide patient-specific recommendations to care professionals based on the 
guideline’s recommendations. Despite of their potential benefit, however, CDSSs are 
still not widely adopted in healthcare [3].

Poorly designed CDSSs can lead to usability problems, users’ dissatisfaction and 
may disrupt normal flow of clinical activities. So whether an information system will 
be adopted in medical practice depends, among other things, on the ‘fit’ between 
technology, user, and the tasks that need to be performed [4;5]. Evaluating users’ 
satisfaction with the usability of the system in question is important to understand if 
and how such fit was achieved [6], also for CDSSs [7]. However, it is unknown what 
influences users’ satisfaction with the usability of CDSSs [2] as CDSSs have been 
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predominantly evaluated using quantitative methods that can not explain why the 
system was or wasn’t adopted [2;3].

Guideline-based CDSSs differ from other health information systems in that they 
aim to increase guideline adherence by influencing the behaviour of professionals. This 
makes that the factors influencing users’ satisfaction with CDSS usability may also 
differ. Users’ satisfaction with CDSS usability is presumably dependent on the general 
attitude of professionals towards being advised by a software system in their daily 
practice [5]. Novice professionals, who have little experience with prevailing protocols 
and guidelines, might be more open to advice than their more experienced colleagues. 
Also care professionals’ attitude towards the guidelines underlying the CDSS may be 
critical to their satisfaction with a CDSS’ usability. CDSSs that are well integrated into 
the existing working procedures and decision-making processes of healthcare 
professionals have proven to be more effective in terms of adherence to standards [8].
One may conjecture that the underlying mechanism is usability.

In this paper we report on a usability study that was carried out with a guideline-
based CDSS for cardiac rehabilitation in the Netherlands, called CARDSS (CArdiac 
Rehabilitation Decision Support System). Cardiac rehabilitation is a multidisciplinary 
therapy that is provided after cardiac events (e.g. myocardial infarctions) and cardiac 
interventions (e.g. heart surgery). CARDSS actively guides professionals (primarily 
nurses and other paramedics) with conducting the needs assessment procedure for 
cardiac rehabilitation described in the national guidelines. This proceeds through a 
structured dialogue, prompting the professional to enter the necessary patient 
information and proposing the rehabilitation therapies that are considered appropriate 
for the patient in question (‘consulting model’, [9]). Following the recommendations in 
the literature, CARDSS also provides various additional patient information 
management services and CARDSS’ design takes into account the working procedures 
specific to multidisciplinary outpatient care [8;10].

Recently a cluster randomised trial was carried out in 34 Dutch outpatient clinics 
to evaluate the effect of CARDSS on guideline adherence. The participating clinics 
either worked with an intervention version of the system that included decision support 
functionality, or with a control version that lacked decision support but otherwise had 
the same functionalities. Initial results of this trial show that the CDSS increased 
adherence to the guideline; detailed results will be published elsewhere. 

To gain understanding in why and in what way CARDSS was effective, we 
evaluated which factors specific to CDSSs influenced our users’ satisfaction with 
CARDSS. This paper describes the results of this evaluation, which can help to 
understand which factors are important for the adoption of CDSSs in multidisciplinary 
outpatient settings aiming to influence the behaviour of non-physicians.

1. Methods

To evaluate the usability of CARDSS, a questionnaire was developed based on the 
IBM Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [11]. The CSUQ is developed 
to measure satisfaction of software users with respect to system usability, and contains 
19 items related to users’ satisfaction with ease of system use, the quality and clarity of 
information and error messaging provided by the system, and the system’s interface 
quality. Each of the items is rated on a 7-point Likert scale. We excluded two items
concerning the error handling of CARDSS in the calculation of scores for the 
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‘information quality’ subscale as we considered them non-specific to users’ satisfaction 
with a CDSS’ information quality.

To identify factors that influenced CARDSS’ usability, questions were added 
referring to the respondents’ clinical experience with cardiac rehabilitation, the way 
they integrated CARDSS in their working procedures, and the time increase per patient 
caused by using the system. In addition, questions were added to assess the 
respondents’ agreement with the content of the national cardiac rehabilitation 
guidelines (12 items) and their general attitude towards the use of CDSSs in healthcare 
(2 items). These latter items were also rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Also basic 
questions on the respondents’ age, gender, and computer literacy were included. For 
details of the entire questionnaire, we refer the reader to [12].

Questionnaires were sent to all 28 outpatient clinics that completed the trial with 
CARDSS and were asked to let professionals that worked with CARDSS fill in and 
return the questionnaire. The questionnaire took about 15 minutes to complete. 
Respondents were allowed to answer ‘not applicable’ if they felt they had insufficiently 
worked with CARDSS to answer the question concerned.

For each respondent we calculated the average scores for overall usability 
(19 items), ease of system use (subscale, 8 items), information quality (subscale, 
5 items) and interface quality (subscale, 3 items). Average scores were also calculated 
for professionals’ agreement with the content of the national guidelines and their 
attitude towards CDSS in general. To analyze which factors influenced CDSS 
subjective usability, we performed univariate linear regression analysis adjusting for 
age, gender, study arm (intervention or control), and computer literacy of the 
respondents to correct for possible confounding. To correct for multiple testing a p-
value of 0.01 was considered statistically significant.

Table 1. Summary of questionnaire results
n/a Value

Age, years (mean ± SD) – 42.8 ± 8.2
Male gender (%) – 32%
Self-judged computer experience –
    Low literacy (%) 11 (18%)
    Moderate literacy (%) 34 (54%)
    High literacy (%) 18 (29%)
Clinical experience, years (median [interquartile range]) – 5 [2.5-14]
Integration of CARDSS into clinical workflow 3
    Concurrent: use CARDSS during patient visit (%) 16 (27%)
    Serial: fill in paper during patient visit and use CARDSS afterwards (%) 44 (69%)
Time spend on needs assessment procedure per patient, minutes (median) 5 40-50
Time increase caused by CARDSS, minutes (median [interquartile range]) 9 10 [0-10]
Agreement with content of cardiac rehabilitation guidelines (mean ± SD) 3 5.07 ± 0.72
Attitude towards use of CDSSs in general (mean ± SD) 3 5.65 ± 1.26
Overall usability (mean ± SD) – 5.10 ± 0.85
    Ease of system use (mean ± SD) – 5.14 ± 1.08
    Information quality (mean ± SD) 2 5.05 ± 0.87
    Interface quality (mean ± SD) 3 5.10 ± 1.18

2. Results

63 out of 68 (93%) cardiac rehabilitation professionals from 27 (out of 28) outpatient 
clinics returned the questionnaire (18 intervention centres, 41 respondents; 9 control 
centres, 22 respondents). Table 1 presents the summary results for the questionnaires.
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For the agreement with the content of cardiac rehabilitation guidelines and the general 
attitude towards use of CDSSs a score (near) 1 indicates respectively a low agreement 
and negative attitude, while a score (near) 7 indicates respectively a high agreement 
and positive attitude. For the satisfaction with overall usability and each of its subscales
a score (near) 1 indicates a low satisfaction and a score (near) 7 indicates a high 
satisfaction. There were no significant differences in characteristics and scores between 
respondents that worked with the intervention version and those who worked with the 
control version of CARDSS.

Table 2 shows the results of the univariate linear regression analyses on factors 
influencing user satisfaction with CARDSS’ overall usability and its subscales.

Table 2. Results of univariate linear regression analyses to identify factors that influence usability
Ease of system 
use (B ± SE)

Inform. quality
(B ± SE)

Interface quality
(B ± SE)

Overall
(B ± SE)

Age, per 10 years increase -0.19 ± 0.17 -0.12 ± 0.14 -0.13 ± 0.19 -0.15 ± 0.13 
Female sex  0.05 ± 0.30  0.14 ± 0.24  0.32 ± 0.32  0.10 ± 0.23
Intervention arm  0.09 ± 0.29  0.22 ± 0.23  0.31 ± 0.32  0.17 ± 0.23
Computer literacy

    Low literacy ‡ -- -- -- --
    Moderate literacy  0.09 ± 0.38  0.34 ± 0.30 -0.06 ± 0.43  0.09 ± 0.30
    High literacy  0.29 ± 0.42  0.37 ± 0.33 -0.22 ± 0.47  0.19 ± 0.33
Clinical experience �
    4 years or less  0.78 ± 0.45  0.40 ± 0.37  0.28 ± 0.55  0.62 ± 0.36
    5 to 12 years  0.40 ± 0.42  0.54 ± 0.35  0.23 ± 0.51  0.47 ± 0.33
    more than 12 years ‡ -- -- -- --
Time increase by CDSS �
    No time increase  1.22 ± 0.39 *  0.25 ± 0.38  1.18 ± 0.54  0.83 ± 0.31 *
    1 to 10 minutes  0.81 ± 0.36  0.44 ± 0.36  1.08 ± 0.51  0.75 ± 0.29
    more than 10 minutes  ‡ -- -- -- --
Workflow Integration CARDSS �
    Concurrent use  1.08 ± 0.39 *  0.57 ± 0.34  0.75 ± 0.47  0.71 ± 0.31
    Serial use ‡ -- -- -- --
Attitude decision support �  0.48 ± 0.09 *  0.27 ± 0.08 *  0.56 ± 0.11 *  0.39 ± 0.07 *
Agreement guideline content �  0.73 ± 0.18 *  0.69 ± 0.13 *  0.97 ± 0.19 *  0.75 ± 0.12 *

�: Adjusted for Age, Sex, Intervention arm, and Computer literacy
‡: reference category
*: Statistically significant at level p<=0.01

3. Discussion

In this study we analyzed which factors were related to subjective usability of 
CARDSS, a CDSS for outpatient cardiac rehabilitation. Several statistically significant 
associations were found. 

Rehabilitation professionals that use the CARDSS system in their clinic are free to 
consult the system simultaneously with patient visits or to work on paper during visits 
and consult the system afterwards. Simultaneous consultation will often be more 
efficient as it avoids duplicate registration (on paper and electronically). Moreover, 
when the system is consulted afterwards, it may ask for patient items that were not 
discussed during the visit, creating an awkward situation. It is not surprising, then, that 
simultaneous users found the system more easy to use, as this is known to be related to 
integration of a system with users’ workflow patterns [13]. Similarly, professionals 
who reported that using the system caused no time increase were more satisfied with 
CARDSS’ ease of use. In this case, however, it is unclear whether poor workflow 
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integration caused extra time and therefore dissatisfaction with the system, usability 
problems led to poor integration and time increase, or perhaps a mixture of both 
scenarios occurred.

We also found that CARDSS users who held a positive attitude towards CDSSs in 
general, or better agreed with the content of the national guidelines, found the system 
more usable than others. These results touch upon the concepts of usability and 
usefulness. High system usability does not directly imply that users likewise would 
perceive a system as useful. In the present case, however, subjective usability and 
subjective usefulness appear to be firmly related. It should be noted though that our 
usability study was conducted after users had worked with the system for at least six 
months, and we do not know their earlier opinions. So, our results could suggest that 
users who generally perceived CDSSs as useful better appreciated the usability of 
CARDSS, but also that users who were satisfied with CARDSS developed a positive 
attitude towards CDSS in general. Similarly, agreement with the guidelines underlying 
CARDSS may have caused users to find the system more usable, but it may also have 
been the other way round.

In this study we also analyzed the relation between clinical experience and 
subjective CDSS usability as we hypothesized that novice professionals, who have 
little experience with prevailing protocols and guidelines, might be more open to 
advice than their more experienced colleagues. Although our analyses indeed show that 
the clinical experience of professionals is negatively correlated to satisfaction with 
CARDSS’ usability, this correlation was not found to be statistically significant.

A limitation of this study is that questionnaires were only filled in by users from 
clinics that completed the CARDSS trial, and not by users from clinics that dropped out 
of the trial. At the start of the trial, four outpatient clinics that were assigned to the 
control arm of our study quit their participation because they reported that the benefits 
of using CARDSS without receiving guideline-recommended therapies did not 
outweigh the effort of learning to work with CARDSS. These users worked with 
CARDSS too short a time to judge its usability. However, as their reasons for not using 
the system were related to experimental conditions of usage during the trial and not to 
properties of the system itself, we do not believe that their exclusion has biased our 
findings. 

The statistical analyses of this study assume that the points on a discrete Likert 
scale are equidistant, and that averaged responses from such a scale approximately 
follow a Normal (Gaussian) distribution. The latter assumption may be easily violated 
at the extremes of the response interval (1 through 7). Although most responses clearly 
indicate positive agreement (attitude/satisfaction), extreme responses were rare, and 
therefore these assumptions seem warranted in the present investigation.

In our study, some factors showed no statistically significant relation to the 
individual domains of subjective usability. However, the statistical power of our 
analysis is limited by our 63 respondents. Sample size calculation shows that we could 
have detected a difference between groups in subjective usability of 0.83 for CARDSS’ 
workflow integration, and 1.01 for computer literacy, clinical experience, and time 
increase by CDSS, when allowing Type I and Type II error risks of 0.01 and 0.20, 
respectively, and using the average standard deviation of 0.97. Therefore, if these 
factors do have an effect on subjective usability, the actual differences between groups 
are below one. We consider this limitation acceptable as such a difference would in 
many cases be smaller than one Lickert-scale unit.
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4. Conclusion

Several systematic reviews have tried to identify factors that are related to the 
effectiveness of CDSSs in terms of improving adherence to standards [2;8]. To be 
effective in this sense, a system must first be adopted by practitioners, but there is little 
knowledge on factors that influence CDSS adoption [3]. This study contributes to the 
understanding of such factors. 
The results of this study show that the subjective usability of an active, guideline-based 
CDSS consulted by non-physicians in an outpatient setting is related to workflow 
integration, general attitude towards CDSSs, and agreement with the content of the 
guidelines that underlie the knowledge base.
Based on our findings we recommend CDSS developers and implementers to pay 
special attention to CDSS workflow integration to increase chances on successful 
system adoption. To further improve CDSS adoption, we recommend CDSS 
implementers to develop and apply educational strategies to improve sceptical future 
users’ general attitude towards CDSSs and agreement with the guideline underlying the 
CDSS. These recommendations apply to active, guideline-based CDSSs consulted by 
non-physicians at outpatient clinics, but they may well generalize to other settings.
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Abstract. The characterisation of biomedical knowledge taking into account the 
degree of confidence expressed in texts, is an important issue in the biomedical 
domain. The authors of scientific texts use grammatical and lexical devices to
qualify their assertions. We named these markers of qualification “confidence 
markers”. We present here the results of our efforts to collect confidence markers 
from full texts and abstracts, to classify them on the basis of semantics, and their 
use within our knowledge extraction system. We propose in this study, an 
implementation of these confidence markers for functional annotation of the 
human gene Apolipoprotein (APOE) thought to be involved in Alzheimer’s disease. 
As a result, we obtain, through the extraction system, triplets: (G, F, PMID), in 
which G is the gene APOE, F is its function found in texts and the PMID of the 
article from which this knowledge was extracted. Moreover, a spatial 3D of the 
triplets, relative to each other, is proposed depending on their respective 
confidence degree.

Keywords. Data acquisition- data capture, Data analysis-extraction tools, Modeling

Introduction

Bibliographical databases, such as Pubmed1, are indexing increasingly large numbers 
of biomedical articles. They are essentially consulted by the medical, biological and 
bioinformatics communities, and the number of searches last year (2006-2007) rose to 
over 82.3 million, with 423 million page views2.

This study follows on from the automatic extraction of knowledge about genes 
from scientific articles indexed in Pubmed, based on a natural language processing 
method [1]. Loss of context limits the extraction of information about genes, such as 
their functions, the diseases associated with them and their interactions. For instance, if 
knowledge arises from an experimental procedure or constitutes a reference to another 
article, then the context allowing the recipient of the extracted knowledge to associate it 
with certain reliability and confidence is missing. There is an important issue to 
formalise this kind of additional information, to weight the extracted knowledge and 
use it more confidently.

1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez

2
NLM Technical Bulletin - June 18, 2007 MLA 2007: NLM Online Users’ Meeting Remarks 

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/techbull/mj07/mj07_mla_dg.html (last visited on Oct, 19th 2007)

eHealth Beyond the Horizon – Get IT There
S.K. Andersen et al. (Eds.)
IOS Press, 2008
© 2008 Organizing Committee of MIE 2008. All rights reserved.
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Information on the validity of knowledge is often given by a specific linguistic 
device, sometimes called “hedge”, “modifier” or “qualifier”. These linguistic 
phenomena can be referred to as “confidence markers”. They belong to different 
grammatical categories - verbs, adverbs or adjectives - and qualify the author’s 
assertions in the article. Consider, for instance, the following sentences “Copper 
deficiency is a plausible cause of Alzheimer disease (AD). This hypothesis should be 
tested with a lengthy trial of copper supplementation” (from the abstract of the article 
with Pubmed Identifier 17928161). The terms underlined are markers, indicating 
qualifications used by the author for tacit weighting of the reliability of his claim. The 
word “hedge” was first used in this area in 1972 by Lakoff [2], who described hedges 
as “words whose job it is to make things more or less fuzzy”. Hyland [3], Light [4], 
Mercer [5] later carried out qualitative studies of these qualifiers. However, they have 
neither modelled them, nor integrated their use for weighting any kind of information 
in a knowledge extraction system. In this study, we worked on the use of these 
confidence markers in scientific articles, their significance, their classification and their 
automatic detection in texts for knowledge weighting purposes. The main aim was to 
document the information so that it could be used confidently.

We first present the materials and methods used and implemented for our study, 
then the results obtained followed by their discussion and finally, a conclusion to place 
our results in their context and to describe the avenues for a further exploration.

1. Materials and Methods

Corpora. We used three corpora obtained by querying Pubmed [6]. CORP1 was 
obtained with a list of 160 human candidate genes thought to be related to AD [7]. This 
corpus is a collection of 355 abstracts, containing 817 sentences, 213,618 words and it 
is 1 MByte in size. CORP2 is composed of 68 full texts related to the abstract 
references in CORP1, available from Pubmed Central3. It contains 27,912 sentences, 
1,123,873 words and is 2.4 Mbytes in size. CORP3 is a collection of 348 abstracts 
collected from Pubmed with a query containing a list of 160 nematode genes identified 
by biologists as potentially linked to AD. CORP3 contains 825 sentences, 201,753 
words and is 1 MByte in size.

Lexical resource. WordNet® [8] is a large lexical database of English: nouns, 
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms, each 
expressing a distinct concept. This database was used in our study to enrich the 
extracted confidence markers, by identifying their synonyms.

Our method consists in collecting the largest possible number of confidence 
markers (from CORP1, CORP2, CORP3), enriching them using WordNet®,
classifying confidence markers and defining other confidence criteria. This enabled us 
to establish a confidence marker model, which was applied to our system for extracting 
knowledge concerning genes.

Collection of confidence markers. We collected confidence markers manually, 
retaining every linguistic device suggesting that the authors were placing a 
qualification on their claims, the presence of the author in the text, hints in the text 
relating to the context of the information presented, and so on.

3 http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/
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Enrichment of the list of confidence markers. The confidence markers collected 
provide a partial view of possible linguistic devices used by authors in scanned 
documents.  However, it is useful to extend these devices to morphosyntactic variations 
and their synonyms. We used WordNet® resources for synonymic extension.

Classification of confidence markers and definition of other confidence 

criteria. The markers must be classified into homogeneous subcategories for use 
within an automatic extraction tool and for knowledge weighting purpose. These 
subcategories are further graduated according to the confidence or discredit they add to
the extracted knowledge. Other criteria should also be taken into account to weight the 
extracted information: the impact factor (IF) is one of these. It is a measure of the 
frequency with which the "average article" in a journal is cited over a given period of 
time. The IF for a journal is calculated over a three-year period, and can be considered 
to be the average number of times published papers are cited up to two years after 
publication.

Modeling confidence criteria. The last step of the method involved establishing a 
model of the final set of markers. This confidence marker model must be useable 
within an automatic tool for extracting functional knowledge from texts, together with 
related information about confidence. This method is based on regular expressions (or 
graphs) constructed manually, as described elsewhere [1].

Finally, we applied this model to the context of AD and, more precisely, to 
searches for knowledge relaying to the apolipoprotein E  gene (APOE), which is 
thought to be linked to AD in humans. We built a specific corpus (CORP_APOE) for 
the application of the model. This corpus was obtained by querying Pubmed with 
APOE gene and its synonyms. We considered all biological functions of APOE,
extracted them with the knowledge extracting system to get triplets (G, F, PMID), 
where G is the gene APOE, F is its function and PMID is the Pubmed identifier of the 
article from which the knowledge was obtained. Afterwards, we detected all confidence 
markers potentially qualifying the knowledge extracted, weighted and placed the 
triplets in a 3D space according to the criteria described above.

2. Results and Discussion

In this section, we detail the results obtained for each step of the proposed method.
Collection of confidence markers. A list of 250 manually collected confidence 

markers was generated.
Enrichment of the list of confidence markers. Once collected, we extended the 

markers, using their morphological variants. We do that by searching lemmas of the 
confidence markers. For instance, we extended the identified confidence marker 
“previous study” to “previous studies” (adding plural or singular forms), and “remain 
unknown” to “remains unknown” (inflectional form of verb). This process increased 
the number of confidence markers listed to 478.

We also carried out a second type of extension in which synonyms of the extracted 
confidence markers were taken into account. For instance, we extended the confidence 
marker “we anticipate” to “we expect” (expect being a synonym of anticipate in 
WordNet®), “previous study” to “previous work” and “previous report” (work and 
report are synonyms of study). There is some debate concerning the use, sufficiency, 
accuracy and linguistic relevance of WordNet® [9] but it was considered appropriate 
for the context in which we were working. Indeed, the process of extension based on 
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synonyms used here did not modify outcomes, it simply increased the size of the set of 
confidence markers to 700. Notice that ignoring this step of acquiring variants and 
synonyms of confidence markers would have resulted in a loss of weighting 
information, as our list of markers would not have been sufficiently exhaustive.

Classification of confidence markers and definition of other confidence 

criteria. The necessity to classify the confidence markers according to their semantics 
has emerged in order to give different weights to the knowledge they characterise. We 
highlighted four different categories, described below in ascending order of confidence:

1. Interrogation or trial and error of the author. Knowledge that remains 
unproven and requires demonstration. This knowledge may also correspond to 
the author’s interpretation in the absence of conclusive proof within the article.

e.g.: “remain to be confirmed”, “has yet to be identified”, “?”

2. Distance suggested by the author compared to his assertions or the 

knowledge presented in the text. This fine distinction was suggested by 
Hyland [3]. It may also correspond to a restriction of the knowledge 
concerned to a specific context (e.g.: the context of the article or experiment).

e.g.: “our findings suggest that”, “in this case we conclude that”, ”it is possible that”

3. Studies by other researchers, references to other works, articles or 

methods. These elements are associated with a high level of confidence in the 
knowledge communicated, as we assume that if an article is cited, the 
information is assumed, or at worst simply believed to be true. This 
information therefore does not require further demonstration in the article 
concerned.

e.g.: “previous observation”, “it is now believed that”, “it has been proposed that”

4. Demonstration or proof given by the author. This corresponds to work
carried out by the author and presented in the article concerned. It involves the 
use of markers implying that the knowledge is highly reliable and based on 
demonstrations presented within the article. These markers are associated with 
the highest level of confidence in knowledge.

e.g.: “we reveal that”, “we show here that”, “our results indicate that”…

These four categories correspond to Type 1 confidence markers.

We also distinguished qualifiers, modifying confidence levels within the four 
categories described above. These qualifiers characterise subjectivity in texts, 
describing things or events that are possible but not observed or not certain. These 
qualifiers are Type 2 confidence markers. They are represented in Fig. 1, from negation 
to affirmation, i.e. from the least probable to the most probable [10].

Figure 1. Graduation of Type 2 confidence markers
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Negation indicates that the author presents a negative assertion, with the author 
considering the knowledge negated to be false. This knowledge is therefore of the 
lowest confidence (“unable”, “not”, “neither…nor”…). Must not, should not, may not 

and might not are closer to negation than the other markers to the right of the arrow 
(might, could,…) and convey more confidence than a clear negation. Might, could, 

can/may and should express increasing probabilities. Finally, must/will and affirmative 
sentences expresses the highest positive degree of certainty.
Through the use of IF criterion, we hypothesised that the IF of a journal is related to the 
reliability of the biological and medical information published. This does not imply that 
journals with a low IF publish erroneous biological experiments, but simply that 
biologists are used to give more confidence weight to information derived from 
journals with a high IF. The publication of an article in a journal can be readily found 
using the ISSN (international standard serial number) of the journal, available in the
XML format of the result of a Pubmed search, in the tag <ISSN 

IssnType="Print">0003-2697</ISSN> (the number in bold corresponds to the ISSN of 
the journal). A listing of the IF of journals can be used to weight the knowledge 
extracted from these journals.

Modelling confidence criteria for their automatic extraction. We used regular 
expressions (or graphs) [1] to retrieve information from texts and therefore modelled 
all the confidence markers in these terms. First, lemmas of each word in confidence 
phrases were defined, making it possible to detect all forms of a word, rather than just a 
single form. Second, synonyms of the markers, defined in the enrichment step, were 
collected into the same expression. For instance, confidence markers such as “we 
anticipate” and “we expect” form the expression we<have>*(<anticipate>+<expect>),
where words between < > correspond to the canonical form of the word, + corresponds 
to logic OR and * means 0 or n occurrences. When isolated markers were found to be 
synonyms within WordNet®, we included them in the same expression. This was the 
case for “we hypothesise” and “we suspect”, and, with extension for synonym, this 
created the following regular expression:
we<have>*(<hypothesise>+ <speculate>+ <expect>+<predict>+<suspect>).

Nouns, adjectives, adverbs, as well as verbs, can be extended with WordNet®
resource, as in the following expression:
<have>*<be>(previously+now)*(largely+widely+extensively+generally)*<confirm>

which picks up the sentences “have been previously confirmed” as well as “is now 

largely confirmed” or “is widely confirmed”. Through these examples, we can observe 
the capacity of regular expressions to identify the targeted linguistic events.

Figure 2. Graphical visualisation of the extracted triplets depending on their degree of confidence
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Application in the context of apolipoprotein E gene. The application of such 
extended and precise regular expressions to CORP_APOE led to the extraction of 650 
knowledge elements. These elements were extracted in the form of (G, F, PMID)

triplets, where G is the gene, F its function and PMID the Pubmed identifier of the 
article from which the functional annotation was obtained.
This information can be visualised, as in fig. 2. The knowledge extracted is positioned 
in 3D space according to the Type 1 confidence level of the biological knowledge, the 
Type 2 confidence level and to the IF of the source journal.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper describes our experience with the attempt to integrate confidence markers 
into an automatic knowledge extraction system [1] and the application of these markers 
to documents in the biological and medical domains. The markers were collected
manually from corpora of abstracts and full scientific texts extracted from Pubmed. 
They were extended with the WordNet® resource and classified into four categories of 
Type 1 or ten categories of Type2 depending on the semantics and strength with which 
they modify the knowledge reliability.

The extraction and characterisation of knowledge concerning the biological 
function of genes and their products, based on a system of this type, improves our 
understanding of the reliability of this information, particularly if the extracted 
knowledge is projected into a 3D space. We are currently working with biological 
experts to evaluate the efficiency of such a presentation.

We plan to work on the automatic detection of new confidence markers, to make 
the available list even more exhaustive. Such detection may be based on the syntactic 
category of elements within sentences and on their expected semantic role. Otherwise, 
we have observed that confidence markers may be clustered together within a sentence, 
and we will try to exploit this observation for their automatic detection. In addition, we 
plan to take into account the type of the study presented in the article, i.e. if it is an 
observational study (epidemiological), a controlled experiment, or a clinical essay.
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Abstract. Objectives: The aim of this study is to provide to indexers MeSH terms 
to be considered as major ones in a list of terms automatically extracted from a 
document. Material and methods: We propose a method combining symbolic 
knowledge - the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network - and statistical 
knowledge drawn from co-occurrences of terms in the CISMeF database (a 
French-language quality-controlled health gateway) using data mining measures. 
The method was tested on CISMeF corpus of 293 resources. Results: There was a 
proportion of 0.37 ± 0.26 major terms in the processed records. The method 
produced lists of terms with a proportion of terms initially pointed out as major of 
0.54 ± 0.31. Discussion: The method we propose reduces the number of terms, 
which seem not useful for content description of resources, such as “check tags”, 
but retains the most descriptive ones. Discarding these terms is accounted for by: 
1) the removal by using semantic knowledge of associations of concepts bearing 
no real medical significance, 2) the removal by using statistical knowledge of non-
statistically significant associations of terms. Conclusion: This method can assist 
effectively indexers in their daily work and will be soon applied in the CISMeF 
system.

Keywords. Knowledge-based systems; Terminology-vocabulary; Indexing.

Introduction

The dissemination of medical scientific knowledge to the general public, students and 
health professionals is today well and truly based on the Internet. In France and 
countries in Europe, North America, Africa and Asia, where French is spoken, there 
exist numerous web sites providing health-related information. Some sites deliver 
accredited information, the information delivered by the others is not. The former 
received their accreditation from recognized bodies such as the CISMeF gateway 
(acronym for Catalog and Index of French-language Health Resources on the Internet, 
the most important and quality-controlled source of institutional health information in 
French) [1], or the Health on the Net Foundation throughout the rest of the world [2]. 

In a system as CISMeF, for instance, the problem is to index a large corpus of 
health-related documents. Today, indexing scientific documents is conducted using 
generally the MeSH thesaurus. Researchers in this field have envisaged doing 
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automated indexing systems for French-language documents, which should achieve the 
same capabilities as those developed for English [3]. However, in the long term, other 
terminologies in addition to MeSH should be used in order to index documents other 
than of a pedagogical or scientific nature, such as clinical reports, laboratory 
examinations, etc. The VUMeF (Unified Medical French-language Vocabulary) project 
[4], sponsored by the French National Research Agency (ANR), has been working 
along these lines. Its ambitious objective was to integrate the various French-language 
terminologies into a single homogenous package. To this end, it has drawn on the 
results of another project, the UMLF (Unified Medical Lexicon for French) [5], also 
sponsored by the ANR, the aim of which was to produce an as-complete-as-possible 
French-language Specialist Medical Lexicon.

The aim of this study is to propose a method related to the development of tools 
designed to facilitate indexing a large documentary database in the health domain. The 
objective is to develop a complete automated indexing process involving two 
components: 1) an indexer that extracts MeSH terms from documents, and 2) a process 
that filters extracted terms and retains only the most informative ones. We describe in 
this paper the method we propose to implement this latter component. We use symbolic 
knowledge: the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network [6]. We also use 
statistical knowledge derived from co-occurrences of MeSH terms in the CISMeF 
gateway documentary database. The method we propose is inspired by a model of 
documents coding/indexing we previously applied on coding standardized discharge 
summaries in a French hospital [7]. We illustrate here the application of the proposed 
method to a set of records provided by the CISMeF gateway each containing a list of 
MeSH terms. This work is part of a wider project of semi-automated indexing of some 
documents in the CISMeF database: a first process extracts automatically MeSH terms 
from documents, after what our method selects some of them according to their 
computed relevance, providing indexers with an effective help system. This study 
follows previous research on the automated indexing of French-language health-related 
web resources [8]. 

1. Material and methods

1.1. UMLS symbolic knowledge

The UMLS knowledge sources we used (2007AA release) are the Metathesaurus and 
the Semantic Network. The Metathesaurus provides an inventory of the concepts used 
in the health domain drawn from the nomenclatures included in the UMLS, more than a 
hundred today, including MeSH. Each MeSH term is thus connected individually to a 
concept in the Metathesaurus. Each concept is connected to at least one type of concept 
in the Semantic Network. Binary semantic relationships are defined between the 
different types of concepts conveying declarative medical knowledge such as “causes”, 
“diagnoses”, “prevents”, “complicates”, etc. These relationships thus make it possible 
to propose meaningful connections between MeSH terms. 

In a previous study we shown how these relationships could be conveyed by 
qualifiers that are associated with the terms in order to build queries for a document 
server using MeSH for indexing purpose [9]. For instance, “a diagnostic procedure 
diagnoses a disease” associates the qualifier “diagnostic” with the term designating the 
disease. This knowledge thus enables us to propose associations of MeSH terms, some 
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of which are qualified, for comparison with the associations found in the list of terms in 
a record. Only pairs of terms having a semantic association issued from the Semantic 
Network are considered after this first step.

1.2. Statistical knowledge

Each resource is indexed in the CISMeF database with a set of MeSH terms. It is then 
possible to construct the entire set of term co-occurrences from the set of records and to 
associate a frequency to each pair of co-occurring terms. We thus obtain a set of 
distinct pairs of co-occurring terms and their frequency of occurrence.

The confidence (Conf) we have to find a term B when a term A is present is the 
ratio between the number of times that A and B, Freq (A,B), co-occurred and the 
number of times that A has occurred independently of the other terms, Freq(A):

Conf(A,B) = Freq (A,B) / Freq (A)

Confidence is the equivalent to the conditional probability of B if A in terms of 
probabilities [10]. It indicates the degree of interest of the association between A and B. 
However, confidence alone is not sufficient. 

The interest (Int) we will have to consider the association of A and B is measured 
by the ratio between the confidence of the association of A and B and the frequency of 
B:

Int (A,B) = Conf(A,B) / Freq (B)
      = Freq(A,B) / (Freq (A)*Freq (B))

Interest is the equivalent to lift as used in data mining and which is the coefficient 
by which we have to multiply the a priori probability of B in order to obtain the 
conditional probability of B, A being given. Interest measures the informational value 
of the association of A and B as compared with A and B taken separately. Thus, a high 
value of Int(A,B) means that A being given, the probability of B is high, and 
conversely.

Let us take the list of terms for a given record. Let us consider one of the terms that 
we will name A. The other terms in this same list will be named Bi. Knowing A, and 
the entire set of the ordered (A,Bi) pairs, we can obtain Conf(A,Bi) and Int(A,Bi) for 
each of the Bi. This allows us to assert, knowing A, which Bi are of interest. And 
conversely, knowing the Bi, we can suggest whether A is of interest or not. In both 
instances, it is necessary to determine the value of the interest above which the pairs of 
co-occurring terms are to be considered. This value is entirely heuristic and has an 
impact on the quality of expected results. It determines the terms to take into account in 
each record according of the relative interest they have to be associated with the other 
ones in the same record. 

1.3. Material

Each CISMeF record contains MeSH terms, with or without qualifiers, and librarians 
according to indexing rules have designated certain terms as major terms. In order to 
test the above method, we built a set of co-occurrence pairs using CISMeF records and 
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applied it to the records returned by the CISMeF gateway in response to 100 requests 
formulated by five different teams. The system replied successfully to 89 requests. We 
limited to 10 the number of responses to each request as this generally matches the first 
page of responses returned by a search engine (between 66% and 85% of expected 
results are present in the first page displayed [11]). This gave us a total of 293 
successful answers. 

Table 1 shows the number of different terms, the number of different major terms, 
and the number of co-occurrences between terms (major terms included) in the test 
sample. Co-occurrences were limited by adopting a lower threshold set at 0.5 and 1.0 
for interest.

Table 1. Numbers of terms, major terms and co-occurrences for interest set at 0.5 and 1.0.

Number of terms 1,400

Number of major terms 740

Number of initial co-occurrences 9,242

Number of co-occurrences, interest 0.5 6,962

Number of co-occurrences, interest 1.0 4,460

2. Results

Table 2 shows the average numbers of terms, major terms and proportion of major 
terms per record in the test sample. The second column of the table presents these 
values for records indexed humanely. They will constitute our standard in what follows. 
Columns 3 and 4 shows the values obtained after applying the method with an interest 
value set at 0.5 and 1.0. The results show three things.
• the average numbers of terms decreases when the value of the interest increases
• the average number of major terms is not statistically different between filtered 

lists of terms and initial ones
• the average proportion of major terms in processed records increases with the 

value set to the interest.
Even if there are no statistically significant differences, we nevertheless try to 

interpret the results. A value of interest set to 1 is too restrictive because it decreases 
too much the average number of major terms. So, considering a value of interest set to 
0.5, the average number of major terms is more or less the same than the standard value, 
and the proportion of major terms in the lists of processed records is higher than the 
standard value.

Table 2. Average number of terms, major terms and proportions of major terms per record in the test sample, 
and after applying the method with interest value set at 0.5 and 1.0

Interest 0.5 1.0

Average number of terms 8.17 ± 3.36 4.32 ± 2.41 3.55 ± 2.05

Average number of major terms 2.52 ± 1.41 1.94 ± 1.24 1.74 ± 1.11

Average proportion of major terms 0.37 ± 0.26 0.50 ± 0.31 0.54 ± 0.31
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3. Discussion

We applied the combination of symbolic and statistical knowledge successfully in a 
previous work [7]. Even if the intent was not the same (coding discharge summaries on 
one hand, indexing documents on the other one), and the implementation of the model 
was different, they both exploit the symbolic knowledge of the UMLS and co-
occurrences (of diagnoses and medical acts on one hand, of terms on the other one).

The joint use of both symbolic and statistical knowledge enables our proposed 
method to achieve an appreciable level of efficacy. Symbolic knowledge uses the 
UMLS Semantic Network to provide associations of medically significant concepts. 
The statistical knowledge built in a field of application allows taking into account a 
context for the symbolic knowledge and makes it possible to attribute a numerical 
value to the medically relevant associations. This signifies that it eliminates a number 
of terms deemed to be of lesser importance for the description of the documents 
content. Facing the challenge of a semi-automated indexing process of health 
documents, it retains the most descriptive ones. Values of Table 2 show that the 
average number of retained terms decreases when the value set to interest increases. 
This signifies that a small value of the interest is in favour of a number of terms greater 
than those retrieved with a high value of interest, due to the retained number of 
associations (Table 1). But, a small value of the interest makes the average number of 
major terms quite equal to the standard value. Lastly, we can remark that the number of 
records that the method has difficulties to fully process increases with the threshold set 
for the interest. So, we have to tune the value set to the interest according to the 
relevance of the method. In the case of this experiment our choice would be to set the 
value of the interest to 0.5. That allows discarding a notable number of terms while 
retaining the most of major ones.

Some terms, such as “check tags” (concepts of potential interest, regardless of the 
general subject content of the resource including terms such as human, animal, and 
case-report), having neither semantic nor statistical relations with other terms in 
records are discarded. Nevertheless indexers for resources indexing/retrieval purpose 
must introduce them. The method sometimes supplies a term with no qualifier and the 
same term with qualifiers. Let us consider, for instance, a record containing the 
following terms where the symbol « * » indicates a major term: hematuria;
*hematuria/diagnosis; hematuria/etiology; urology/teaching and education; signs and 

symptoms. After processing the list of suggested terms is: hematuria;
hematuria/diagnosis; hematuria/etiology. The document in question deals with 
diagnosis of hematuria and therefore there are good grounds for indicating that 
“hematuria” and “etiology of hematuria” could be considered as significant terms. The 
method discards the terms signs and symptoms and urology/teaching and education

that are important for retrieving purpose, but not significant for describing precisely the 
content of the document, as it does with “check tags”.

4. Conclusion

The proposed method aims to provide two-pronged assistance to human indexers in 
their work. Firstly, by using statistics to check that the terms indicated by an indexer 
comply with the established statistics. Secondly, in the light of the established statistics, 
by interactively submitting to indexers appropriate keywords and qualifiers according 
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to the keywords that he/she has already introduced into the record of the document 
currently being indexed. The method can also be used to check indexing quality by 
verifying terms introduced by an indexer and can then issue warnings when unlikely 
associations of terms occur.

The CISMeF team developed automated indexing tools since 2002 [3, 12]. Then it 
was decided to use them in the daily practice for most of the Internet resources. Three 
levels of indexing were defined: 1) totally manually indexed resources (e.g. 
guidelines); 2) resources automatically indexed and then reviewed by medical 
librarians; 3) totally automatically indexed resources (e.g. teaching material). The 
method proposed in this work will be soon applied to resources falling within levels 2 
and 3. The use of the method is particularly interesting in the latter case. An automated 
indexation of documents may produce a lot of terms that the method can filter to retain 
only the most descriptive ones according to statistical and symbolic knowledge bases.
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Abstract. A dataset including cases of six otoneurological diseases was analysed 
using machine learning methods to investigate the classification problem of these 
diseases and to compare the effectiveness of different methods for this data. Linear 
discriminant analysis was the best method and next multilayer perceptron neural 
networks provided that the data was input into a network in the form of principal 
components. Nearest neighbour searching, k-means clustering and Kohonen neural 
networks achieved almost as good results as the former, but  decision trees slightly 
worse. Thus, these methods fared well, but Naïve Bayes rule could not be used 
since some data matrices were singular. Otoneurological cases subject to the six 
diseases given can be reliably distinguished.

Keywords: Machine learning, Classification

Introduction

Vertigo or dizziness and other balance disorders are a common nuisance and can be  
symptoms of a serious disease. These problems are researched in otoneurology [1] to 
find their causes, to devise treatments and to pre-empt accidents originated from such 
harms. For this purpose, computational classification methods can be used to identify a 
patient’s disease and separate disease cases from each other.

There are several classification methods using various approaches to group objects 
to different classes. Traditionally, discriminant analysis, cluster analysis, nearest 
neighbour searching, Naïve Bayesian rule and decision trees have been applied [2]. 
Afterwards, new methods have been developed such as neural networks [3]. It is 
infrequently, however, studied whether these methods have different potentials to 
classify various datasets. The aim of the current study was to define how different 
machine learning methods are able to classify otoneurological data.  The general aim of 
this classification is to support otoneurological diagnostics. These diseases are often 
difficult for even experienced specialists to diagnose and distinguish from each other.

Earlier we investigated the classification of otoneurological data on the basis of 
multilayer perceptron neural networks [4,5]. We then encountered problems stemmed 
from a biased class distribution and a relatively small number of cases in the dataset. 
Small disease classes with a small number of cases were more or less lost in 
classification. In other words, large classes dominated the shares of the small classes in 
data distribution. These difficulties are fairly common in medical datasets: there are 
frequent and infrequent diseases. When the dataset included six diseases and their share 
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was not 1/6, but clearly greater or less, this biased class distribution made it difficult for 
perceptron neural networks to learn small classes. In principle, hidden nodes and thus a 
number of connections (weights) could be increased in a neural network to learn 
accurately enough the features of a dataset, but a relatively scarce number of the 
learning cases restricted this. To overcome these structural problems of the dataset, we 
later constructed a set of multilayer perceptron neural networks [5], a separate network 
for each disease class, when each network was trained employing both data of a disease 
and artificial data of its counterpart in variable space, but the process was complicated.

In the present study a comparison of machine learning methods was performed and, 
secondly, the data was preprocessed with principal component analysis (mainly for 
perceptron networks) to address problems caused by the structural features of the data.

1. Data

The dataset of 815 cases consisted of 38 attributes as replies to queries regarding 
patients’ symptoms, medical history, results of laboratory measurements and clinical 
findings. These attributes were found to be the most important of a larger attribute set 
in our earlier research [6] and infrequently contained missing values. There were 11 % 
missing values in the whole dataset. They were imputed using modes for 11 binary 
attributes and one nominal attribute and using medians for 10 ordinal and 16 
quantitative attributes. The only, four-valued nominal attribute was still substituted by 
three binary attributes to enable the use of Euclidean measure in its strictest and most 
reliable way, as this measure cannot be applied to nominal attributes, except binary 
ones. Imputation was carried out class by class being important to follow a class-wise 
distribution since it is, of course, essential that there are differences between classes, 
which is actually the footing of any classification. Using modes and medians in 
imputation is straightforward, but sufficient in this case, because, all in all, the number 
of the missing values was pretty small and we earlier observed [7] that the more 
sophisticated techniques of linear regression and Expectation Maximisation (EM) gave 
no better results while using discriminant analysis for the classification of 
otoneurological data. Another plausible cause was that the physicians who collected the 
data did not clarify some attributes seeing these less important for some certain cases.

The dataset was gathered at the Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Helsinki 
University Central Hospital, Finland. The six diseases and their frequencies are 
presented in Table 1. The subset of Menière’s disease is far larger than two small 
subsets of sudden deafness and traumatic vertigo.

Table 1. Frequencies of the six diseases in the dataset.

Disease Number %

vestibular schwannoma 130 16

benign positional vertigo 146 18

Menière’s disease 313 38

sudden deafness 41 5

traumatic vertigo 65 8

vestibular neuritis 120 15

total 815 100
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2. Methods

The following methods were examined for the comparison: k-nearest neighbour 
searching, discriminant analysis, Naïve Bayesian decision rule, k-means clustering, 
decision trees, multilayer perceptron neural networks and Kohonen networks (self-
organised maps). Nonetheless, data matrices required by the Bayesian method were 
inevitably singular since they incorporated such attributes that included purely zeroes 
for some classes and these were crucial variables impossible to eliminate. Singular 
matrices would rule out their inversions required. Thus, the Bayesian method was 
excluded. Correspondingly, discriminant analysis suffered from the similar 
complication in the situation of Mahalanobis (generalised Euclidean) or quadratic 
discriminant function. Therefore, only linear discriminant analysis was executed. All 
implementations were programmed with Matlab using various values of control 
parameters like numbers of clusters or network hidden nodes.

To test the dataset was divided into ten pairs of a learning subset (90 % of cases) 
and a test subset (10 %) in accordance with 10-fold cross-validation so that every case 
was incorporated in exactly one training set. The selection into the subsets was 
performed randomly, but in accordance with the class distribution.  Sensitivity, 
specificity and total accuracies were computed. Most of machine learning methods 
involve random initialisations. Therefore, ten runs for each cross-validation pair and, 
thus, 100 runs altogether were repeated with an exception. Two of the test subset pairs 
were discarded for discriminant analysis, because they consisted of matrices, which 
were not positive definitive. Accordingly, 80 runs were executed for it. The results are 
shown in a condensed form in the following section.

3. Results

Tests of nearest neighbour searching were computed for one, three and five nearest 
neighbours. Their average results are presented in Table 2. An increase of nearest 
neighbours k did not improve otherwise satisfactory results which is possible 
depending on data. The values of vestibular schwannoma (acoustic neurinoma) and 
benign positional vertigo varied depending on k, which partially represents that their
cases were sometimes mixed between the two classes. When the total accuracy value of 
each class was weighted with its number of the cases, mean weighted total accuracies 
were 93.5±2.3, 93.0±2.9 and 93.2±2.8 % for k equal to 1, 3 and 5.

Linear discriminant analysis executed is characterised in Table 3. This was 
exceptionally successful for the class of sudden deafness, which can be hard to 
distinguish medically on the one hand and being the smallest class on the other hand. 
The other classes were also detected efficiently. The mean weighted total accuracy of 
95.5±1.8 % was obtained.

Table 4 introduces results yielded by k-means clustering, where from several 
values of k three are given. The minimum was six because of the number of the classes. 
Apart from sudden deafness the number k of clusters between 12 and 40 produced 
approximately as high average results. For sudden deafness, 20 clusters sufficed to 
evolve sensitivities up to 89 %. Benign positional vertigo remained the poorest 
recognised class here. Mean weighted total accuracies of 90.9±3.8, 92.8±3.5 and 
92.9±3.6 % were achieved for k equal to 6, 12 and 20.
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Table 5. Means and standard deviations of decision trees in percents for 100 test runs.

Static vestibular 
schwannoma

benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis

Sensitivity 72.7±22.4 63.8±32.5 87.4±10.7 43.6±39.4 81.1±17.3 80.1±17.0

Total 
accuracy

95.3±3.5 89.0±4.5 82.6±4.8 94.9±2.4 96.6±2.1 95.4±3.1

Next decision trees (Table 5) were exploited pruning leaves to estimate the best 
tree size according to residual variance. The best size gained was 36.2 leaves on 
average. On average, decision trees were not effective for benign positional vertigo and 

Total 
accuracy

96.0±2.4 92.3±5.4 88.6±6.4 99.3±1.0 97.9±2.2 96.8±2.2

20 Sensitivity 81.2±13.3 74.9±26.0 91.2±8.1 88.8±17.5 85.7±18.4 87.2±13.6

Total 
accuracy

95.7±2.7 92.5±4.9 88.7±6.2 98.2±2.1 97.8±2.6 96.4±3.2

12 Sensitivity 80.8±13.1 71.7±28.5 93.3±6.2 68.3±40.0 87.2±16.3 86.3±14.4

Total 
accuracy

93.7±3.2 88.1±6.0 88.0±6.7 95.5±1.6 95.3±3.4 94.9±5.1

6 Sensitivity 81.2±14.2 66.2±33.4 92.8±7.3 12.0±32.7 53.8±44.4 84.8±20.2

Table 4. Means and standard deviations of k-means clustering in percents for 100 test runs.

Number k

of clusters
Static vestibular 

schwannoma
benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic 
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis

Total 
accuracy

97.5±1.5 93.2±2.4 93.4±3.1 99.5±0.6 98.8±1.2 98.2±1.7

Sensitivity 87.5±8.6 87.5±15.5 89.6±4.8 100.0±0.0 90.5±13.3 95.8±8.4

Table 3. Means and standard deviations of linear discriminant analysis in percents for 80 test runs.

Static vestibular 
schwannoma

benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic 
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis

Total 
accuracy

96.4±2.7 92.2±3.4 89.1±6.0 99.4±0.9 97.9±1.7 97.1±2.2

5-nearest Sensitivity 79.2±16.2 83.3±18.9 89.5±5.8 90.5±12.3 80.2±16.4 90.0±11.7

Total 
accuracy

96.0±2.5 91.2±4.3 89.6±5.2 99.4±1.0 97.6±2.4 96.5±2.5

3-nearest Sensitivity 89.2±10.4 77.3±23.6 87.9±5.6 92.5±12.1 78.8±16.5 84.2±13.9

Total 
accuracy

96.4±1.6 91.8±3.6 90.4±4.8 99.4±1.0 97.8±2.2 96.6±2.1

1-nearest Sensitivity 88.5±9.8 80.7±19.7 87.6±6.5 92.5±12.1 82.6±19.7 86.7±13.1

Table 2. Means and standard deviations of nearest neighbour searching in percents for 100 test runs.

Number of 
neighbours

Static vestibular 
schwannoma

benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic 
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis
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especially sudden deafness although their variances were large, i.e. some of trees were
very good but others poor. A weighted mean total accuracy of 89.4±2.5 % was gained.

Multilayer perceptron networks as such were incapable to classify the dataset 
tending to put most cases to the largest Menière’s disease class and to lose the two 
smallest classes entirely. Hence, principal component analysis was computed, results of 
which was used as input data. Every perceptron network comprised 40 input nodes 
(attributes) and six output nodes after the diseases. The only free parameter in the 
network topology was the number of hidden nodes. Adaptive learning and momentum 
coefficient were used with the backpropagation training algorithm, which was run no 
more than 200 epochs to prevent overlearning. Tests were conducted using 4-16 hidden 
nodes. The known recommendation states that the number of connections (weights) in 
a perceptron neural network should not be greater than one tenth of a training set so 
that efficient learning would succeed. Eight hidden nodes was such an upper bound, but 
the networks with 6-16 hidden nodes produced valid results (Table 6). Benign 
positional vertigo was the most difficult to detect. Mean weighted total accuracies of 
92.9±3.5, 94.9±2.9 and 95.0±3.0 % were achieved for 4, 6 and 10 hidden nodes.

Table 6. Means and standard deviations of multilayer perceptron networks in percents for 100 test runs.

Number of 
hidden 
nodes

Static vestibular 
schwannoma

benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic 
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis

4 Sensitivity 86.5±15.7 77.6±21.3 91.9±5.9 32.8±47.0 58.6±43.2 87.5±20.3

Total 
accuracy

95.2±4.5 91.6±5.1 90.9±5.9 96.4±2.2 95.3±3.1 94.9±4.2

6 Sensitivity 89.3±9.6 79.0±20.8 91.53±5.5 93.2±23.4 86.9±16.7 91.9±10.9

Total 
accuracy

97.7±1.8 93.0±4.1 91.7±5.4 99.3±1.2 98.2±1.6 97.3±2.4

10 Sensitivity 89.2±9.0 80.3±18.6 91.8±5.7 99.8±2.5 88.9±12.9 92.8±10.6

Total 
accuracy

97.7±1.5 93.5±4.0 92.3±5.3 99.7±0.5 98.4±1.4 97.6±2.0

Table 7. Means and standard deviations of Kohonen networks in percents for 100 test runs.

Number of 
nodes

Static vestibular 
schwannoma

benign 
positional 
vertigo

Menière’s 
disease

sudden 
deafness

traumatic 
vertigo

vestibular 
neuritis

3�3 Sensitivity 78.5±17.2 66.1±27.2 94.1±6.6 32.2±28.5 13.9±27.6 84.5±16.5

Total 
accuracy

94.3±2.8 86.6±4.9 87.2±7.0 93.9±2.3 91.6±2.9 96.2±2.8

5�5 Sensitivity 82.2±14.1 71.4±27.3 90.1±7.1 57.4±32.3 80.0±19.2 82.8±15.4

Total 
accuracy

95.1±2.5 91.1±5.0 88.2±5.8 96.3±2.4 96.8±2.4 96.1±2.7

8�8 Sensitivity 86.2±12.9 74.6±24.5 88.1±7.7 79.4±26.6 84.8±18.2 84.6±15.4

Total 
accuracy

95.9±2.5 91.5±5.2 88.7±5.9 98.4±1.8 97.7±2.3 96.4±2.6

Ultimately, Kohonen neural networks were assessed varying their sizes from 3�3 
to 9�9 nodes. The latter was in the nature of the maximum, since there were 81 or 82 
cases in each training set. Hexagonal neighbourhood pattern was employed as the 
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topological structure with link distance. For every network 400 learning epochs were 
completed. According to the results, 7�7 nodes were sufficient for the present data and 
as small as 5�5 for the other than sudden deafness. Table 7 includes a breakdown for 
three network sizes. Benign positional vertigo and sudden deafness obtained slightly 
poorer results compared to the remaining four classes. Mean weighted total accuracies 
of 90.3±3.7, 92.1±3.5 and 92.7±3.3 % were attained for the three sizes.

The running time (100 tests with a 2.6 GHz processor) of discriminant analysis 
was approximately 10 s. It was about 100 s for clustering and nearest neighbour 
searching, 5.5 min for decision trees and multilayer perceptron networks and 26 h 8 
min for Kohonen 8�8 networks.

4. Discussion and conclusion

By adopting the best results from Tables 2-7, linear discriminant analysis was best for 
the current data by correctly classifying with the mean weighted accuracy of 95.5 %, 
though the differences were small between the methods. After feeding the principal 
components computed from the data, the perceptron neural networks of one hidden 
layer with 10 hidden nodes reached the next highest level of 95.0 %. Moreover, nearest 
neighbour searching of 1-neighbour achieved 93.5 %, k-means clustering of 20 clusters 
obtained 92.9 %, Kohonen neural networks of 8�8 nodes produced 92.7 % and 
decision trees 89.4 %. There were statistically significant differences between the first 
three mentioned and between them and the others according to t test (0.001 
significance level). The running times favoured all excluding the Kohonen networks. 
On the other hand, the training phase was its time consuming part, which is only once 
accomplished or infrequently updated for practical purposes.

Other methods than multilayer perceptron networks did not benefit from using 
principal components as input. Perhaps this came from situation that the results were 
very good even without them. In fact, for linear discriminant analysis the results would 
be identical independent of this preprocessing for the sake of its linear character related 
to the principal component procedure. The results cannot be generalized for arbitrarily 
taken medical datasets. Still, they showed how the simple discriminant analysis was 
highly effective in accuracy and time.
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Semantic Relation Mining of Solid 
Compounds in Medical Corpora
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Abstract. In the context of scientific and technical texts, meaning is usually 
embedded in noun compounds and the semantic interpretation of these compounds 
deals with the detection and semantic classification of the relation that holds 
between the compound’s constituents. Semantic relation mining, the technology 
applied for marking up, interpreting, extracting and classifying relations that hold 
between pairs of words, is an important enterprise that contribute to deeper means 
of enhancing document understanding technologies, such as Information 
Extraction, Question Answering, Summarization, Paraphrasing, Ontology Building 
and Textual Entailment. This paper explores the application of assigning semantic 
descriptors taken from a multilingual medical thesaurus to a large sample of solid 
(closed form) compounds taken from large Swedish medical corpora, and 
determining the relation(s) that may hold between the compound constituents. Our 
work is inspired by previous research in the area of using lexical hierarchies for 
identifying relations between two-word noun compounds in the medical domain. 
In contrast to previous research, Swedish, as other Germanic languages, require 
further means of analysis, since compounds are written as one sequence with no 
white space between the words, e.g. virus diseases vs. virussjukdomar, which 
makes the problem more challenging, since solid compounds are harder to identify 
and segment.

Keywords. Terminology-vocabulary; Thesaurus-tools; Data-acquisition-data 
capture; Concept-representation; Knowledge-based systems

1. Introduction

Large text corpora in electronic form, the development and availability of large 
semantic knowledge bases, thesauri and other lexical resources as well as the lack of 
“intelligent” tools and techniques for semantically processing the data, have stimulated 
an ever increasing interest in the automatic acquisition of semantic relations even in the 
(bio-) medical domain. Semantic relations span a broad spectrum with semantic roles
and semantic arguments, which usually are verb-centred, on the one edge, and pairwise 
semantic relations between compounds, usually noun compounds, on the other hand 
([1][2][3][4][5]). The success of semantic approaches to relation mining are highly 
dependent on the structure, quality and coverage of the underlying lexical resource 
(ontology, thesaurus) and the linguistic pre-processing of the texts analysed. In this 
context, the identification and mapping of terminology from domain-specific literature, 
such as (bio-) medicine, onto a concept hierarchy constitutes a challenging and 
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important first stage of the semantic analysis of textual documents ([6][7][8][9]). In our 
work, we are particularly keen to identify the semantic relations of noun compounds in 
the (bio-) medical domain, and thus we only present relevant work related to this 
particular aspect of the problem. For this purpose, we explore the use of a large lexical
hierarchy (MeSH) and a large Swedish medical corpus (MEDLEX).

In [10] noun-noun compounds (NCs) in the medical domain are classified using a 
set of 18 classes that describe the semantic relation between the head noun and the 
modifier in a given noun-compound (e.g. purpose, material, cause). The authors 
showed that a discriminative classifier can work quite well at assigning relations from a 
pre-defined set, if training data is supplied in a domain-specific setting, 60% accuracy 
is reported. In later work, [11] classified NCs using a multi-level hierarchy of semantic 
relations, with 15 classes at the top level. They provided a semi-supervised approach 
for characterizing the relation between two nouns in a biomedical NC based on the 
semantic category (MeSH) each of the constituent nouns belongs to. For instance, for 
the compounds mesentery artery and leg vein the first word of the NC falls into the 
category MeSH A01 (Body Regions), and the second word falls into A07 
(Cardiovascular System), therefore such NCs pairs are hypothesized to express the 
same relation. By contrast, for the category pair A01-M01 (Body Regions–Persons) a 
distinction is needed between different kinds of persons and the algorithm needs to 
descend one level on the M01 side: M01.150 (Disabled Persons), M01.643 (Patients), 
M01.898 (Donors) etc. Thus, for influenza patients the first word falls under C02 
(Virus Diseases) and the second under M01.643 (Patients). From these [11] declare that 
the relation that holds between the C02-M01.643 pair is afflicted-by. Their “descent of 
hierarchy” approach achieved a precision of 90% for finding the correct level of 
generalization, but it did not assign names to the relations. In [6] context features have 
been investigated in a way they can be applied for the identification of medical 
semantic relations. The authors designed a methodology to model relations and 
determine the parameters that distinguish these relations. The authors’ test was limited 
to only two relations, treats and location-of, but their claim is that the approach can be 
generalized to other domain-specific relations.

Our work replicates the methodology proposed by [11] who used the juxtaposition 
of category membership within the lexical hierarchy to determine the relation that 
holds between pairs of nouns (in English) with the addition of predicate paraphrasing 
inspired by [12] in order to propose a list of verbal predicates as designators of the 
relationship, without at this stage explicitly naming it. The reminder of this paper is 
structured in the following way. Section 2, Material, provides a short description of the 
medical corpus we use for our experiments and the characteristics of the MeSH 
thesaurus, the lexical resource we apply for semantic labelling of noun constituents.
Section 3, Method, presents the experimental annotation of Swedish medical corpora. 
Section 4, Results & Discussion presents a qualitative and quantitative view of the 
results and discusses the findings. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the report, drawing 
some conclusions on the work done so far and presents thoughts for future research.

2. Material

2.1 The MEDLEX Corpus

The MEDLEX Corpus is the first large linguistically annotated Swedish medical 
corpus, [13]. The MEDLEX Corpus consists of a variety of text-documents related to 
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various medical text subfields, and does not focus at a particular medical genre, mainly
due to the lack of very large Swedish resources within a particular specialized area. All 
text samples (20 mil. tokens, 48,000 documents) have been fetched from heterogeneous 
web pages during the past years, including: teaching material, guidelines, official 
documents, scientific articles from medical journals, conference abstracts, consumer 
health care documents, descriptions of diseases, definitions from on-line dictionaries, 
editorial articles, patient’s FAQs and blogs etc. All texts have been converted to text 
files, and have been both structurally and linguistically annotated.

2.2 MeSH®

MeSH is the controlled vocabulary thesaurus (hierarchical terminology) of the NLM, 
U.S. National Library of Medicine. It is also a subset of the UMLS (Unified Medical 
Language System) Metathesaurus, the world’s largest domain-specific thesaurus. The 
original data from NLM have been supplemented with Swedish translations made by 
staff at the Karolinska Institute Library based on the year 2006 MeSH. MeSH is used 
for subject analysis of biomedical literature, particularly for indexing the 
MEDLINE/PubMED, a large database of research papers from various sources. In 
MeSH each atomic or composite concept is assigned one or more alphanumeric 
semantic descriptor codes corresponding to particular positions in the hierarchy, so in 
that sense the thesaurus is polyhierarchical. However, the codes have a “transparent” 
structure and each place in the hierarchy is unique, from which both the semantic class 
of a concept and its depth in the hierarchy can be inferred, most general terms at the top, 
most specific at the bottom. For instance, the terms ‘Kardiomyopati, hypertrofisk’
Cardiomyopathy, Hypertrophic with the alphanumeric code C14.280.484.150.070.160 
and ‘Hjärtaneurysm’ Heart Aneurysm with code C14.280.358, belong to the semantic 
group of “Cardiovascular Diseases” under node “C”, but the node of the second term 
lies higher in the hierarchy as its code has fewer fields, three compared to six for the 
first term. There are 16 main subhierarchies in MeSH, e.g. ‘A’ Anatomy, ‘B’ 
Organisms, ‘C’ Diseases etc. See also: <http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/2007/MBrowser.html>.

We utilize the terms from both the English and Swedish MeSH editions of 2006. 
We integrated the English hierarchy since it is fairly common that Swedish texts, 
intended both for professional and lay audience, contain portions of short or longer 
English segments, e.g. citations. Moreover, the use of English simplex or compound 
terms in Swedish texts is also common. This is probably due to the authors’ 
unfamiliarity with the appropriate Swedish translation; by the influence or 
“contamination” from the English language, particularly in orthographic variation, e.g. 
use of ‘ph’ instead of ‘f’ (e.g. lymfo-lympho) and use of ‘c’ instead of ‘k’ (e.g. 
bradycardi-bradykardi); by spelling errors that might have a direct correspondence to 
English terms, the overuse of hyphen (e.g. tetra-cyklin instead of tetracyklin), or 
possibly because of an author finding the English spelling more appropriate.

3. Method

There are at least two partially interrelated aspects of the problem of the empirical 
interpretation of NCs that makes it particularly challenging and difficult. The first 
aspect, according to [14], deals with three components of the problem. That is, the 
actual identification of the compound, its syntactic analysis (left versus right 
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association) and the interpretation of the underlying semantics. Furthermore, the other 
aspect is tightly associated with the latter, and there are several reasons that contribute 
to its difficulty. [4] mention at least four factors: (i) NCs have implicit semantic 
relations (ii) NCs’ interpretation is knowledge intensive and idiosyncratic (iii) there can 
be more than one semantic relation encapsulated in a pair of nouns and (iv) the 
interpretation of NCs can be highly context-dependent. Moreover, corpus-based 
semantic relation mining between terms stems from two main approaches: top-down or 
bottom-up. The first approach, which we also apply, consists in consulting an external 
semantic resource as a gold standard, and using this resource to determine if terms 
extracted from a corpus share a particular semantic relation, while the bottom-up 
approach is relying on statistical evidence ([15]).

We automatically annotated the MEDLEX corpus with the Swedish and English 
MeSH. Automatic compound analysis ([16]) determines the head and modifier part of 
the compounds which are then annotated accordingly. From the annotated sample we 
select all binary solid compounds, in which both constituents have been assigned a 
MeSH annotation, e.g.:

• <mesh id="C01....">tbc</mesh>-<mesh id="D24...">vaccin</mesh>; TBC vaccine

• <mesh id="C23...">blödning</mesh>s<mesh id="C23...">sjukdom</mesh>; bleeding disease

• <mesh id="B06…">kakao</mesh><mesh id="D03…">flavonoler</mesh>; cacao flavonols

If a head and/or modifier fell under more than one MeSH IDs, we made multiple 
versions of this categorization. In a N1N2 compound, N2 is usually the head and N1 the 
modfier. For instance, in the case of andningsmuskler i.e. respiratory muscles, we get 
the MeSH-annotation:

• <mesh id="G09…">andning</mesh>s<mesh id="A02.633;A10.690">muskler</mesh>
In which A02.633 stands for Musculoskeletal System and A10.690 stands for Tissue. 
In this case we make two versions of the annotated NC, namely:

• <mesh id="G09.772…">andning</mesh>s<mesh id="A02.633">muskler</mesh>
• <mesh id="G09.772…">andning</mesh>s<mesh id="A10.690">muskler</mesh>

There were a total of 85,000 compounds having two annotations1, of which 15,000 
were unique and 46,000 were the final number after making the multiple versions. 
Having identified and extracted the MeSH labelled NCs the next step was to recognize 
binary relation(s) that can exist between these semantically labelled NCs. It should be 
noted however, that there is currently no consensus as to which set of relations should 
hold between nouns in a noun compound, but most existing approaches make use of a 
set of a small number of abstract relations, typically between 10 to 50. To constrain the 
scope of the task, we have only chosen to examine a set of relations involving the 
MeSH category ‘A’, Anatomy, but the methodology should be extendable to all other 
combinations of the semantic categories. The number of compounds with an ‘A’ 
descriptor, in either the head and/or modifier position, was 11,423. The number of 
groups in which ‘A’ was at the modifier position was 10,452 (e.g. A+A 1505, A+B 158, 
A+C 3171, A+D 1404 etc.), while the number of groups in which ‘A’ was in the head 
position was 2,476 (e.g. B+A 91, C+A 262, D+A 282, E+A 83 etc.).

One way to characterize the semantic relationships that occur between the noun 
constituents is to discover the set of verbal predicates that paraphrase a NC. It has been 
shown [12] that this a promising approach, at least for English, compared to other 
forms of shallow semantic representations, such as preposition paraphrasing (i.e. N2

preposition N1, as a paraphrase of N1N2) proposed by [14] and further improved by 

1 Note that “lexicalised” NCs are not taken into consideration in the experiment. This means that solid 
compounds in MeSH, such as ‘bröstcancer’ breast cancer, are excluded from the compound analysis and 
further semantic processing.
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[17]. By applying paraphrases guided by a verbal predicate more finer-grained 
semantic representations can be compiled and captured. In order to achieve this goal 
the N1 is paraphrased as a post-modifying relative clause, e.g. bleedings disease as: 
disease that can-cause bleeding or disease that involves bleeding. Following the 
methodology proposed by [12] we extracted sentences from the MEDLEX Corpus 
containing both N1 and N2 annotated them with part-of-speech information and filtered 
out relevant contexts based on the following pattern in which N2 VERB N1 are the only 
obligatory constituents:

N2 REL-CLAUSE-INDICATOR AUX* VERB PARTICLE? PREP? ARTICLE? ADJECTIVE(S)* N1

Predicates occurring more frequent with for instance A+infection (e.g. hudinfektion 
skin infection) were: drabba affect, ta sig in get into and a large number of locative verb 
constructions such as ligga på is/lies on, sitta på be on and sitta i is/lies in, while 
predicates occurring more frequent with for instance A+bakteria bacteria (hudbakterie 
skin bacteria) were: finns på occurs/exists, infektera infect, förekomma appear,
infiltrera infiltrate, tillhöra belong, befolka inhabit. Preliminary analysis showed that 
predicates that appear in combinations across the various semantic descriptors (e.g. 
A+C, B+E, D+M etc.) do not usually have any substantial overlap between their 
members. For instance the set of predicates for B+infection (e.g. bakterieinfektion 
bacterial infection) were: för/orsakas av caused by, bero på depends on; infektera med
infect with; spridda via spreading with.

4. Results and Discussion

In the lack of suitable evaluation material, we manually determined if the identified 
verbs characterise the relationships between the descriptors at level-1 (A01, A02, A03 
etc.) or there was a need to descent at lower levels, e.g. level-2 (A01.176, A01.236, 
A02.378 etc.) under the hypothesis that the members of two distinct level-groups fall 
into the same relation. This was necessary for very few categories in the examined set 
of NCs, such as ‘M’ Persons where the descending of one level was necessary 
(njurläkare kidney physician vs. njurpatient kidney patient), e.g.

<mesh id="A05…">njur</mesh><mesh id="M01.526…">läkare</mesh>
<mesh id="A05…">njur</mesh><mesh id="M01.643">patient</mesh>

There were many cases in which a paraphrase, as previously described, could not 
identify any relevant predicates between the paraphrased constituent even for NCs that 
this was clearly thinkable, e.g. spädbarnsinfektioner neonatal infections. This is 
drawback for the approach and in the future we plan to use directly the Web as a source 
of more material and even apply other paraphrasing models. There were also some 
problematic cases of NCs in which the head and/or modifier were referring to non-
medical senses. This was particularly frequent with the noun huvud head/main as 
modifier e.g. huvuddiagnos main diagnosis annotated as ‘A01.456+E01’. The majority 
of the category pairs in hierarchy ‘A’ could fit into discrete semantic relations with 
overlapping predicate sets. For instance ‘A01+A02’ (ryggmuskel back muscle armled 
arm joint) with predicates: ligga lying, sitta sitt, finns be, stabilisera stabilize), 
‘A01+C17’ (ansiktspsoriasis face psoriasis, handeksem hand eczema with predicates:
förekomma appear, drabba affects, finns be), ‘D12/D14+A11’ (insulincell insulin cell,
dopamincell dopamine cell) with predicates: bilda build, tillverka/producera produce,

insöndra secrete) and A02+C23 (muskelvärk muscle pain, skelettsmärta skeletal pain)
with predicates: sitter sitt, uppkomma arise/originate, bero på depends on.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper we have experimented with an idea of applying the juxtaposition of 
category membership within the MeSH thesaurus to determine the relation that holds 
between pairs of nouns in solid Swedish compounds, without explicitly labelling the 
relation itself. Exploring MeSH descriptors has the effect that the data becomes less 
sparse and thus more feasible to compute statistics over occurrences of descriptor codes 
than over words. In addition, predicate paraphrasing is used in order to propose a list of 
words as designators of the semantic relation(s) of the constituents. Our work replicates 
the methodology proposed by [11&12] this time on Swedish which poses restrictions 
w.r.t. the way the compounds are constructed. Compared to English, Swedish medical 
content on the Internet is quantitatively less, but in the near future we intend to explore 
that option, than merely a sampled corpus, for support of a larger set of predicates.
Automatic extraction of semantic relationships between instances of a semantic 
resource is necessary in order to attach richer semantic metadata to documents than it is 
currently possible and can be useful for a broad range of language technology 
applications. In the future we intend to actually name the relations and experiment with 
a classifier construction for automating the process of assigning the semantic labels.
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Abstract. Well-designed medical decision support system (DSS) have been shown 
to improve health care quality. However, before they can be used in real clinical 
situations, these systems must be extensively tested, to ensure that they conform to 
the clinical guidelines (CG) on which they are based. Existing methods cannot be 
used for the systematic testing of all possible test cases.
We describe here a new exhaustive dynamic verification method. In this method, 
the DSS is considered to be a black box, and the Quinlan C4.5 algorithm is used to 
build a decision tree from an  exhaustive set of DSS input vectors and outputs. 
This method was successfully used for the testing of a medical DSS relating to 
chronic diseases: the ASTI critiquing module for type 2 diabetes.

Keywords. Knowledge-based systems, Expert systems, Evidence-based 
guidelines, Decision support, Assessment-evaluation, Type 2 diabetes, Machine 
learning

Introduction

Clinical Guidelines (CG) are useful for physicians [1]. However, guidelines printed on 
paper are difficult to use efficiently during medical consultation [2]. This has led to the 
development of decision support systems (DSS) based on the CG [3]. The ASTI project 
in France provides an example of such a system. This DSS aims to improve therapeutic 
care for patients with chronic diseases, by helping physicians to take into account the 
recommendations expressed in CG [4]. ASTI includes a critiquing module — a rule-
based system composed of a knowledge base and an inference engine [5, 6]. This 
module is automatically activated when the physician writes a drug prescription; it 
compares the treatment proposed by the physician with that recommended by the CG, 
and issues an alert if they differ. ASTI has been applied to several chronic diseases, 
including type 2 diabetes.

Before their use in real clinical situations, DSS such as ASTI must be extensively 
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tested to ensure their medical validity. Errors may be encountered at various levels: in 
the knowledge base, in the inference engine or in the system specifications. Few papers 
on the testing of medical DSS have been published, although knowledge-based system 
verification has been widely studied outside the medical domain. Preece [7, 8] 
distinguishes between two types of verification methods. Static methods do not require 
the DSS to be run. They involve the inspection of the knowledge base by an expert, or 
checking for syntactic errors, logical errors (e.g. unsatisfiable conditions) or semantic 
errors (e.g. a male patient being pregnant) in the knowledge base [9]. These methods 
may identify errors, but cannot ensure the total absence of errors [7, 10].

Dynamic methods involve the running of the DSS with a test base. The test base 
may be written manually, or using automatic methods aiming to identify the “most 
relevant” test cases [10, 11]. The intervention of a human expert is required to 
determine whether the responses of the DSS are satisfactory. These methods therefore 
cannot be used for the systematic testing of all possible test cases, as there are generally 
too many such cases for manual review by an expert.

We aimed to check the conformity of the ASTI critiquing module to the CG used to 
design it — the French CG for type 2 diabetes [12]. We present a new dynamic 
verification method for "rebuilding'' the knowledge contained in the CG from an 
exhaustive set of test cases, using machine learning techniques to construct a decision 
tree. We applied this method to the ASTI critiquing module for type 2 diabetes, and 
present the results of a comparison, by an expert, of the generated decision tree with the 
original CG. Finally, we discuss the potential value of such a method and possibilities 
of applying this method to other DSS.

1  Methods

We propose a general verification method with three steps: (1) generation of an 
exhaustive set of possible input vectors for the DSS, and running of the DSS to 
determine the output for each input vector, (2) extraction of knowledge from the set of 
(input vector, output result) pairs by applying learning or generalization algorithms, 
and (3) comparison, by an expert, of the knowledge extracted in step 2 with the original 
source of knowledge (here, the CG).

1.1  Generating Input Vectors and Outputs

It is possible to generate an exhaustive (or almost exhaustive) set of input vectors by 
considering a set of variables expressing the various elements of input for the DSS, and 
generating all possible combinations of the variables' values. Continuous variables (e.g.

glycosylated haemoglobin) are limited to a few values, corresponding, for example, to 
the threshold values expressed in the CG. Finally, the output associated with each input 
vector is obtained by running the DSS.

1.2  Building the Decision Tree

A decision tree is built from the input vectors and the associated outputs, using C4.5 
[13], a reference algorithm in machine learning. Pruning must be disabled, to ensure 
0% error in the tree. Factorization rules are applied to reduce the size of the tree: (1) if 
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all the children of a given node include the same element of a recommendation (e.g. a 
recommended drug treatment), this element of information can be included in the node 
and removed from its children, (2) if a variable can take several values leading to the 
same recommendations, the largest set of such values can be grouped together as 
“<other>”.

1.3  Comparing the Decision Tree with Clinical Guidelines

Finally, the decision tree is compared with the CG by experts. These experts should be 
medical experts briefly trained in the evaluation method and the reading of the decision 
tree. The experts must check that the treatments recommended by the tree conform to 
the CG, and should check the CG to ensure that none of the recommendations included 
in the CG are missing from the tree.

2  Results

The general method presented above was applied to the ASTI critiquing module for 
type 2 diabetes.

2.1  Generating Input Vectors

The inputs of the ASTI critiquing module are related to (a) the patient's clinical 
condition, (b) the patient's treatment history, (c) the new treatment proposed by the 
physician, and (d) efficiency and the tolerance of the current treatment. For type 2 
diabetes, these inputs correspond to the variables shown in Table 1. Doses were taken 
into account, using the following rule: if the treatment proposed is the same as the 
current treatment, the dose is understood to be modified: reduced if the problem 
identified was poor tolerance, and increased if the problem identified was low 
efficiency. A few rules were used to eliminate unrealistic combinations. For example, if 
the current treatment is diet, there cannot be drug intolerance.

Combinations of the values given in Table 1 generated an almost exhaustive set of 
input vectors. Only cases in which the patient had more than one drug intolerance, and 
cases involving quadritherapies (which are never recommended by the CG) were 
excluded. This approach yielded 147,680 input vectors.

2.2  Building the Decision Tree

The data were initially processed so that the list of valid treatments was used as the 
classifying variable, rather than the critiquing module’s output (i.e. conform, not 
optimal or nonconforming). The decision tree was then built using the C4.5 algorithm. 
Before the factorization rules described in the methods section were applied, the 
decision tree included 87 nodes. After the application of these rules, the final tree 
included only 60 nodes (see Figure 1).
For a patient with a BMI of 25 kg/m� and an HbA1c level of 7%, with a current 
treatment of diet plus metformin shown to be inefficient, the decision tree recommends 
a first-line treatment of diet + metformin (with a higher dose of metformin as the
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Variable Definition Retained values

Diabetes discovery Was diabetes discovered at an early or 
late stage ?

Early, late

BMI Body mass index <= 27 kg/m�, > 27 kg/m�

HbA1c Glycosylated hemoglobin levels <= 6.5%, > 6.5% (*)

Current type of treatment The type of the treatment currently 
administered

No treatment, diet only, 
monotherapy, bitherapy, tritherapy, 
single daily insulin treatment, 
fractioned insulin treatment

Current treatment Treatment currently administered 19 possible values, e.g.: no 
treatment, diet, diet+metformin

Problem The medical problem preventing the 
continuation of current treatment

Low efficiency, poor tolerance

Efficiency Level of efficiency of the current 
treatment (meaningful only if the 
problem is low efficiency)

Partial, null

Poorly tolerated drug The drug in the current treatment 
responsible for intolerance (meaningful 
only if the problem is poor tolerance)

Metformin, sulfonamide, glinide, 
alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, 
glitazone, very slow-acting insulin, 
delayed-action insulin

Proposed treatment The new treatment proposed by the 
physician, which may or may not 
conform to the CG

(As for current treatment)

Table 1:  The list of variables considered for type 2 diabetes, and the values retained. (*) Only two values 
were considered, as ASTI makes use of treatment efficiency to determine whether the treatment should be 
strengthened.

recommended treatment is the same as the current treatment, see section 3.1), diet + 
glinide, diet + sulfonamide, diet + metformin + glinide or diet + metformin + 
sulfonamide, and a second-line treatment of diet + glinide + alphaglucosidaseinhibitors 
(AGI), diet + metformin + AGI, diet + sulfonamide + AGI, diet + metformin + glinide, 
diet + metformin + sulfonamide or diet + metformin + glitazone.

For a patient with a BMI of 29 kg/m� and an HbA1c level of 6.8%, with a current 
treatment of diet plus metformin, and who does not tolerate the metformin, the decision 
tree recommends a first-line treatment of diet + AGI, and a second-line treatment of 
diet + glinide or diet + sulfonamide. However, decreasing the dose of the metformin is 
not recommended.

2.3  Comparing the Decision Tree with Clinical Guidelines

We asked two physicians to compare the decision tree with the original CG. The 
experts found the decision tree to be easily readable, although one of them was at first 
confused by the use of only two levels of treatment intention on the tree. The experts 
searched the tree for the therapeutic recommendations expressed in the CG, and found 
that none of them was missing. They also ensured that the various branches of the tree 
lead to the same prescription that the CG. Consequently, the experts considered the tree 
to conform to the CG.
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+--problem = low efficiency: diet+metformin OR

|   |                       (diet+glinide+AGI OR

|   |                        diet+metformin+AGI OR

|   |                        diet+sulfonamide+AGI)

|   +--BMI <= 27: diet+glinide OR

|   |             diet+metformin+glinide OR

|   |             diet+metformin+sulfonamide OR

|   |             diet+sulfonamide OR

|   |            (diet+metformin+glitazone)

|   +--BMI >  27: diet+metformin+glitazone OR

|                (diet+glinide OR

|                 diet+metformin+glinide OR

|                 diet+metformin+sulfonamide OR

|                 diet+sulfonamide)

+--problem = poor tolerance:

    +--BMI <= 27: diet+glinide OR diet+sulfonamide

    |   +--poorly_tolerated_drug = metformin: diet+AGI

    |   +--poorly_tolerated_drug = <other>  : diet+metformin

    +--BMI >  27: (diet+glinide OR diet+sulfonamide)

        +--poorly_tolerated_drug = metformin: diet+AGI

        +--poorly_tolerated_drug = <other>  : diet+metformin

Figure 1:  Part of the decision tree generated, limited to patients currently treated by monotherapy and with 
HbA1c levels > 6.5%. Treatments in brackets are recommended as second-line treatments only. Treatments 
on non-terminal nodes apply to all the child nodes. AGI = alpha glucosidase inhibitors.

3  Discussion and conclusion

The verification method proposed made it possible to test the ASTI critiquing module 
for type 2 diabetes in an almost systematic manner. It also gives an overview of the 
DSS reasoning. The knowledge extracted from the DSS was represented using rules 
and decision lists as alternatives to decision trees. Rules were more verbose than the 
tree. The decision list was a little more concise, but it was easier to compare the tree 
with the textual CG, due to the tree-like sectioning of the CG. Other algorithms could 
be used, e.g. for controlling the tree's optimality. We tried to insert errors by deleting 
arbitrary rules in ASTI's knowledge base; these errors were clearly visible in the 
decision tree and were found by the experts.

The method proposed here has several advantages. First, it permits almost 
systematic testing. ASTI was preliminary tested with a hand-written test based on 796 
input vectors. The method used here involved about 150,000 input vectors — three 
orders of magnitude greater than initially tested. Second, this method tests not only the 
DSS knowledge base, but also the inference engine. The decision tree obtained is not a 
simple conversion of the rule-based knowledge base into a decision tree. Indeed, the 
inference engine of the ASTI critiquing module includes several hard-coded generic 
rules: e.g. if the patient tolerated a drug poorly in the past, it should not be prescribed 
again, unless its dose is decreased. The decision tree took into account the knowledge 
base, but also these generic rules, including any possible bugs in the inference engine.

Finally, the method proposed considers the DSS as a black box, and thus makes no 
assumptions about its internal functioning. This method could therefore be applied to 
many other DSS, independently from the DSS reasoning method: rule-based system, 
hard-coded rules, decision tree, neural network, or any other algorithm. All DSS based 
on a human-readable source of knowledge, such as a CG, are eligible (by opposition to 
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e.g. a DSS using the k-nearest neighbours algorithm), which includes most of medical 
knowledge based DSS. To apply our testing method, one should first identify the DSS 
inputs, generate an almost exhaustive set of input vectors, and run the DSS for each of 
them. Then, one should extract knowledge from the input vectors and output data, 
using C4.5 or another learning algorithm. Finally, one should ask a human expert to 
compare the extracted knowledge to the knowledge that was used to build the DSS.

Three problems might be encountered when applying this method. First, it can be 
difficult to generate an almost exhaustive set of the DSS's input vectors, in particular 
when the number of variables is very high, e.g. for hypertension CG, or when there are 
many continuous variables. However medical recommendations usually define 
threshold values that allow to discretize continuous variable easily, as we have done for 
diabetes type 2. Second, it might be impossible to generate in a reasonable time the 
outputs for all input vectors (DSS too slow or too many vectors). Third, learning 
algorithms might be unadapted to the knowledge used by the DSS. For example, rule 
conditions such as ``if the patient has two or more risk factors from a given list...'' 
cannot be learnt by C4.5. To solve this problem, one can use more sophisticated 
learning algorithms, e.g. based on description logic, or derive input variables from the 
other variables, e.g. the number of risk factors could be added as an input variable.

In conclusion, the ASTI critiquing module for type 2 diabetes was almost 
exhaustively tested in this study, using an original black-box dynamic verification 
method. This method appears generic and therefore applicable to other medical DSS.
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Abstract. Process mining is an emerging technology in the context of Business 
Process Management with the goal to derive process models from observed system 
behavior. The global goals are: to detect previously unknown process structures, to 
implement consistent process controlling which may involve computation of 
realistic cycle times and frequency of occurrence of process pathways, or to 
quantify the conformance to guidelines. We did a detailed hands-on evaluation and 
analysis of established process-mining approaches and assessed their abilities to 
cope with the challenges of clinical environments. None of the examined 7 
approaches fulfilled all requirements, but 2 could be circle out, which are to some 
degree suitable for clinical process mining.

Keywords. Process Mining, Clinical Workflows, Evaluation

Introduction

Due to increasing financial pressure and DRG based reimbursement, executives and 
controllers in a clinical environment are interested in optimized clinical and
administrative processes. Often however, there is no knowledge about those processes 
and typical process analysis in a hospital environment is time consuming and tedious. 
Process variations are common and without rigid clinical pathways and a thorough 
deviation analysis their occurrence and frequency remains unknown. Shifts in 
workflows may go unnoticed for weeks or months. Process Mining has the potential to 
provide this kind of information by deriving process models from observed system 
behavior, like e.g. system log files. Currently, a broad variety of approaches are 
available [1-13], but the characteristics of clinical processes are challenging current 
solutions. In this paper we present a detailed analysis of existing mining approaches in 
respect to their ability to derive process models from real-life clinical data. 
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algorithm using the CT exams log
Figure 1. Mining Result of the �-

1. Method

To assess a selection of current process mining 
solutions we used data extracted from the log files 
of the radiology information system (RIS) and data 
of the hospital information system of the university 
clinic Erlangen, Germany. We examined event data 
from all ~15.000 Computer Tomography (CT), 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MR), ultrasound 
(US), and X-ray (XR) examinations performed in 
2006. In this study we used the ProM-Mining 
Framework v4 [14] with 7 up-to-date algorithms. 
We analyzed and assessed the �-algorithm 
according to van der Aalst et al. [1], the �++-
algorithm according to Wen et al. [2], the heuristic-
mining algorithm according to Weijters et al. [3], 
the DWS-algorithm according to Greco et al. [4-5], 
the multiphase-algorithm according to van Dongen 
and van der Aalst et al. [6], the genetic-mining 
algorithm according to de Medeiros et al. [7], and 

the theory-of-regions-based algorithm according to van Dongen and Busi et al. [8], as 
provided in the ProM tool. The study focused on the ability of the different approaches 
to derive correct process models from real-life clinical data and their ability to cope 
with the challenges of clinical processes. We chose clinical imaging as a research 
environment due to its high penetration with IT applications - able to deliver detailed 
logging information - and because clinical imaging processes compare well with other 
clinical processes. We analyzed and assessed the following criteria:
• Can the method deal with incomplete and noisy input data?
• Is it able to distinguish sequences, forks, and concurrency?
• Is it able to derive block-structured and arbitrary loops?
• Is it able to distinguish repeated activities from activities in loops?
• Can it deal with fuzzy process entry and end points?
• Is it able to detect different process types and variants?

To answer those questions, data was extracted from the log files and the database 
of the RIS, and transformed into a representation suitable for the mining algorithms. To 
assess the ability of an algorithm to induce complete and correct models, the improved 

continuous semantics fitness measure (ICS) [7] and the source data verification (SDV) 
methodology were used. The ICS fitness quantifies the ability of an algorithm to induce 
a model M covering the behavior given in a log L (completeness). It describes how 
good a process model covers the given behaviour. The ICS fitness assumes values 
between (-�; 1] (1 is optimum) and is defined as follows with fp =a+ b [7]:
ICS(L,M)=(|ParsedActivities(L,M)| - fp) / |Activities(L)|

a=|MissingTokens(L,M)|/(|Instances(L)|-|InstancesWithMissingTokens(L,M)|+1)

b=|TokensLeftBehind(L,M)|/(|Instances(L)|-|InstancesWithTokensLeftBehind(L,M)|+1)

To assess the preciseness of mined models the SDV methodology was used. Therefore
subgroups as e.g. routine CT or emergency CT were selected in an iterative refinement 
process and the corresponding mined models were analyzed. We checked if the mining 
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would deliver artificial pathways. We e.g. choose a process with repeated activities to 
assess the capability of the algorithms to correctly distinguish repeated activities from 
activities in loops. The same course of actions was carried out to evaluate the other 
criteria like being able to deal with fuzzy process entry and end points, etc. If the 
induced process models allowed for artificial behavior, the corresponding algorithms 
were devaluated. A comparison of mined models with a reference process was not 
realized because binding reference processes are mostly missing, deviations are 
common and the behavior given in the logs is not necessarily complete.

2. Results

The study resulted in over 120 process models derived from the source data with and 
without filtering, selecting subgroups and so on. The details will be published in [15]. 
Here we present 2 typical examples for mining regular CT examinations with the �-
(Figure 1) and the DWS-Algorithm (Figure 2). From those 2 models, which have been 
derived from identical source data, it becomes immediately clear, that some algorithms 
perform better, whereas others are not even able to detect a linear workflow of more
than two activities. The DWS algorithm in Fig 2 produced a fairly good model, 
showing e.g. that from “Create order”, most cases will go to “Document procedure” 
and to “Prefetch previous images”. In the second case the workflow will continue in 
parallel with “Store images to PACS” and with “Create report” to finish with “Sign off 
main report”. In some cases however, images will be deleted from PACS or the report 
will be edited. For such a model we would now check if all direct connections between 
any two activities did exist at least for one patient in the source data. We obtained the 
following results: Models constructed using the approaches of Wen et al., Weijters et 
al., and Greco et al. (see also fig 2) showed only elements, which are true to the reality.
The genetic miner of de Medeiros et al. – when used with heuristic initialization - did 
also produce correct models. When used with random-based initialization however, it 
showed artificial behavior under certain conditions. Though artificial elements will be 
penalized during the stepwise genetic evolution of the models, they cannot be ruled out 

Figure 2. Mining Result of the DWS-Algorithm using the CT exams log data
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completely, especially if only a few iterations are performed. We noticed artificial 
behavior also in the multiphase approach of van Dongen and van der Aalst, which e.g. 
would generate artificial process start and end points. The �- (see Figure 1) and the -
region-miner-algorithm did generate none or incomplete models. The evaluation 
resulted in the following weighted and averaged ICS values for the mined CT, US, MR 
and XR models. –1,249 for van der Aalst et al., -1,305 for Wen et al., 0,683 for 
Weijters et al. and Greco et al., -0,733 for van Dongen et al., 0,919 for de Medeiros et 
al., and –1,294 for van der Aalst and Rubin et al. All algorithms except the �- and the 
region-miner-algorithm were able to derive forks, joins, as well as sequential and 
parallel behavior from the input data. Here the problem is that the �- and region-miner-
algorithm require absolutely noise-free and complete input data, which cannot be 
assured when clinical data from log files is used, despite elaborate ETL (extraction, 
transformation and loading) methods used in this study. Four of seven algorithms (�++-,
heuristic-, DWS- and genetic-algorithm) were able to correctly detect arbitrary and 
block-structured loops. One algorithm (van Dongen and van der Aalst et al.) derived 
loops, which did not correspond with the input data, whereas the �- and region-miner 
again did not produce sensible mining results in this task. The differentiation between 
repeated activities and activities in loops is an issue for the majority of the algorithms. 
Only de Medeiros et al. propose a variant of its genetic-mining algorithm, which is 
(partly) able to handle these constructs, by using the sets of successors and 
predecessors to distinguish between repeated activities and activities in loops. This 
implies a limitation to activities and excludes repetitive sub-processes, because the 
predecessors and successors within these sub-processes are not distinguishable from 
each other. All other investigated approaches were not able to handle these constructs, 
neither repeated activities, nor repetitive sub-processes. The efficient handling of fuzzy 
process entry and endpoints is another challenge for the approaches. Again, the �- and 
region-miner algorithm did generate insufficient results. In contrast, both heuristic- and 
DWS-miner perform well in this regard by counting successor frequencies globally. 
But this straightforward computation of relative successor frequencies (using activity 

Table 1. Summary of the evaluation results (“+” for met, “-“ for unmet, and “+/-“ for partly met)
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Repetitive activities - - - - +/- - -

Fuzzy entry and end points - +/- + + + - -

Process types and variants - - - + - - -
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labels as identifiers) sacrifices the ability to distinguish repeated activities from 
activities in loops. This also holds true for the multiphase-algorithm. Besides, the latter 
generated artificial start tasks. The genetic-algorithm uses a guided evolution of 
potential process models to find the best fitting one for a given dataset. It tends to 
generate models representing the most frequent behavior of the input data and handles 
fuzzy process entry and end points well. Detection of different process types and 
variants was only possible with the DWS-algorithm. It uses a preprocessing step to 
cluster event traces based on string distance functions. The idea is, that process 
instances of the same type or variant have similar event traces. Actually, this pre-
processing step is independent from the algorithm itself, but firmly integrated only in 
the DWS-algorithm. The other 6 algorithms failed on this task. A summary of the study 
results is given in Table 1.

3. Discussion

Analysis and evaluation of 7 different process-mining approaches revealed, that most 
mining algorithms have problems when analyzing event data from clinical workflows. 
This results either in failure to construct any valid process model or in models, which 
do not reflect reality. We could obtain correct (but partionally incomplete and 
fractional) results only from 4 algorithms, namely Wen et al. (�++), Weijters et al. 
(heuristic), Greco et al. (DWS), and de Medeiros et al. (genetic). One reason is that 
even clinical log data, which undergoes a thorough ETL process, is still to some degree 
noisy and incomplete, meaning that some data parts are missing or timestamps are 
incorrect because clock time might differ a fraction between modality and RIS. Thus 
algorithms, which operate with Boolean decisions to induce dependencies between 
activities, develop problems. One single negative data item in the log (e.g. caused by 
noise or incompleteness) will prevent correct detection of a dependency despite many 
hundred correct data items. In our study the �-algorithm, the multiphase-algorithm, and 
the theory-of-regions-based algorithm were badly affected by incomplete and noisy 
data. Surprisingly, the �++ algorithm, which is also known to require noise-free and 
complete information, performed fairly well on our data set. We suspect this is due to 
the Boolean isIndirectlyFollowedBy-Relation, which is less susceptible to mine wrong 
or none edges in the presence of noise and incompleteness compared to the 
isDirectlyFollowedBy-Relation used e.g. in the �-algorithm. The heuristic-miner 
algorithm, the DWS-algorithm, and the genetic-miner algorithm produced good results 
despite noisy data. The challenge to correctly induce process models from clinical 
event data aggravates, if activities occur multiple times in the process models, without 
being part of a loop. In combination with noisy data, only the approach of de Medeiros 
et al. was capable of coping with this fact, but at the expenses of considerably higher 
computation times in the range of multiple hours for the data sets of this research. Only 
the approach of Greco et al. was able to detect process types and variants. This study 
does not cover all published process-mining approaches. The approaches from Cook 
and Wolf [9], Agrawal et al. [10], Pinter et al. [11], and Wen, Wang and Aalst et al. 
[12] were not considered, because of missing implementations or excessive information 
demands (e.g. requires explicit information about concurrency). Nevertheless, we think 
that the 7 algorithms tested in this study are a representative selection of available 
approaches, comprising the latest and most common approaches of the process mining 
research community. We conclude that none of the discussed approaches is able to 
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meet all major challenges of mining clinical processes such as noise, incompleteness, 
multiple occurrences of activities, or richness of process types and variants. The 
approaches of Weijters et al. or Greco et al. produced good results in the presence of 
noise and incompleteness combined with acceptable computation times in the range of 
minutes. Extending these approaches to enable them to cope with multiple occurrences 
of activities will be subject of future work. Apart from the fact that we considered only 
data taken from one hospital, almost every clinical information system provides such 
kind of logging data and therefore process mining can be applied. Even if ETL efforts, 
data granularity and quality may differ, the underlying characteristics of clinical 
workflows remain the same, regardless of the concrete infrastructure. Despite the 
mentioned flaws of current approaches, the concept of process mining carries great 
potential in helping to understand everyday clinical workflows and their variations. 
This will be helpful not only for process monitoring and controlling, but may 
eventually give us a better retrospective understanding of relations between diseases 
and corresponding treatment processes, once we are able to derive (partial) treatment 
process models merely by pushing a button.
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Abstract. Objective: The neighbors of a document are those documents in a 

corpus that are most similar to it. The objective of this paper is to develop and 

evaluate the related resources algorithm (CISMeF-RRA) in the context of a 

quality-controlled health gateway on the Internet CISMeF. Method: CISMeF-

RRA is inspired by the PubMed Related Citations Articles. CISMeF-RRA 

combines statistical distances with a semantic distance using MeSH 

terms/qualifiers. Material: In this feasibility study an evaluation was performed 

using 50 CISMeF resources randomly chosen. Results: Overall, 49% of the related 

documents were ranked as relevant. Conclusion: if this feasibility study is 

confirmed by another evaluation of more resources, CISMeF-RRA will be 

implemented in the CISMeF catalog 

Keywords. Algorithms; Automatic Data Processing; Catalog; Medical Subject 

Headings

Introduction 

The Internet and in particular the Web has become an extensive health information 

repository. In this context, several quality-controlled health gateways have been 

developed [1]. Quality-controlled subject gateways were defined by Koch [2] as 

Internet services which apply a comprehensive set of quality measures to support 

systematic resource discovery. 

Among several quality-controlled health gateways, CISMeF ([French] acronym for 

Catalog and Index of French Language Health Resources on the Internet) [3] was 

designed to catalog and index the most important and quality-controlled sources of 

institutional health information in French in order to allow end-users to search them 

quickly and precisely (N= 36,851). CISMeF is used by Netizens and health 

professionals mainly from the French-speaking countries (N≈ 50,000 users per working 

day).

eHealth Beyond the Horizon – Get IT There
S.K. Andersen et al. (Eds.)
IOS Press, 2008
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CISMeF is manually indexed by a team of four indexers, who are medical 

librarians. Its URLs are http://www.chu-rouen.fr/cismef or http://www.cismef.org The 

Doc'CISMeF search engine has four searches types: Simple, Advanced, Boolean, and 

Step by Step. In the Simple search, the end-user enters a query in a natural language in 

French or in English. This query is then automatically transformed by natural language 

processing tools [4] (e.g. phonemization, stemming) to map this query to the 

terminology used by CISMeF based on the MeSH thesaurus developed by the US 

National Library of Medicine [5]. The display of resources answering the end-user 

query is common to the four search types of the Doc'CISMeF search engine. Then, the 

end-user must choose the most interesting resources function of his/her context, which 

is most of the time much more complex than the one expressed in the query. 

From one resource, it is important to obtain the nearest neighbors of a resource (or 

most related resources). The neighbors of a resource are those documents in the 

database that are the most similar to it [6].  

The objective of this paper is to develop and to evaluate the algorithm "most 

closely related resources'' in the CISMeF database. The CISMeF Related Resources 

Algorithm (CISMeF-RRA) is derived from the original idea of the work performed by 

Kim et al. [7]. The Related Citations Articles (NLM-RCA) feature is available from 

PubMed, which is a service of the US National Library of Medicine that mostly 

includes over 17 million citations from the MEDLINE bibliographic database. 

CISMeF-RRA was clearly inspired by NLM-RCA, but the algorithm was modified to 

adapt it to the more heterogeneous scope of Internet resources from the CISMeF 

gateway, when compared to scientific articles from the MEDLINE bibliographic 

database. The main difference of our approach consists in combining the statistical 

distance between documents as established by Kim et al. [7] with a semantic distance 

using the MeSH terms/qualifiers and the CISMeF resources type (RT).  

1. Methods 

1.1. CISMeF Terminology 

The CISMeF terminology is exploited for several tasks: manually performed resource 

indexing, automatically performed resource categorization, visualization and 

navigation through the concept hierarchies in a CISMeF Terminology Server (URL 

http://www.chu-rouen.fr/terminologiecismef/) and information retrieval using the 

Doc'CISMeF search engine. CISMeF uses two standard tools for organizing 

information: the MeSH thesaurus and several metadata element sets, in particular the 

Dublin Core metadata set (URL:http://www.dublincore.org)[10]. The MeSH terms 

(24,357 in 2007) are organized into hierarchies going from the most general at the top 

of the hierarchy to the most specific at the bottom of the hierarchy. The "is-a'' and the 

"part-of'' relations between concepts are extracted from the MeSH files to define the 

subsumption relationships in the CISMeF terms hierarchy. 

However, the MeSH thesaurus was originally intended to index scientific articles 

for the Index Medicus and for the MEDLINE database. In order to customize it for the 

broader field of health Internet resources, we developed several enhancements [3] to 

the MeSH thesaurus, with the introduction of two new concepts, metaterms (MT) and 

resource types respectively. 
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A metaterm is a medical specialty or a biological science (e.g. cardiology, 

bacteriology), which has semantic links with one or more MeSH terms, subheadings 

and RTs. CISMeF resource types are an extension of the publication types of 

MEDLINE. As defined by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (URL: 

http://www.dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/) [10], a CISMeF RT (N=278) is 

used to categorize the kind of the content of a resource. MeSH <term/subheading> 

pairs describe the topic of the resource. For example, in the case of a clinical guideline 

about carbon monoxide intoxication, 'carbon monoxide poisoning' is the MeSH term 

and 'clinical guidelines' is the resource type. The RT controlled list is available at the 

following URL: http://www.chu-rouen.fr/documed/typeeng.html. The RT list has been 

manually built and maintained by the CISMeF team since 1997. 

Major Topics exist in the MEDLINE database and the CISMeF catalogue for terms 

and qualifiers. A term is said to be "major'' if the concept it represents is discussed 

throughout the whole document, or on the contrary "minor'' if it is referred to only in a 

few paragraphs. Major terms are marked in MEDLINE and CISMeF by a star. In 

CISMeF, Major Topics are extended to resource types and metaterms. This task is 

manually performed by the CISMeF medical librarians for resource types. It is 

automatically performed for metaterms: a metaterm is "major'' for a CISMeF resource 

if and only if at least one term, qualifier or resource type semantically linked to this 

metaterm is major for the same CISMeF resource (otherwise, the metaterm is minor).  

1.2. Similarity calculation between documents 

As mentioned by Kim et al. [7], the similarity between documents is measured by the 

words they have in common, with some adjustment for document lengths. In our work, 

the criteria allowing similarity calculation between documents are based on the 

description and indexing by the CISMeF medical librarians. There are four criteria as 

follows: Title of the document, Abstract, MeSH terms (or pairs MeSH 

term/subheading) and CISMeF resource types. These four criteria belong to the Dublin 

Core metadata set [11] and comprise the overall representation of a document.  

The concept of document and its representation play a fundamental part in the step 

of an effective computation of inter-document similarity as well as on the treatment 

level or on the relevance level. However, the most used representation is the vectorial 

representation in which a document is represented by a t-dimensional vector, where t is 

the total number of terms in the document database. The inter-document comparison 

can then be performed by a cosine measure of these two documents vectors [12].  Two 

steps may be used to reduce the space dimension: elimination of stopwords 
1

 and 

stemming 
2

 to reduce the grammatical variations of words to a possible root word.  

Having obtained the set of terms that represents every documents, the next step is 

to assign a numerical weight for every stemmed word. Thus, each word will be 

balanced with a TF-IDF weight [12], which is computed as being the multiple of the 

frequency of a term in a document  (TF) by the inverse weight of the frequency of the 

document in the collection (IDF). In this way a frequent term occurring in a small 

number of documents will have a greatest weight. In addition to the vectorial distance, 

three heuristic weightings were defined by the CISMeF team: 1) in order to give an 

additional weight to the words in the title vs. the words in the abstract  (7 and 1 

1

Words with very low discrimination values in the retrieval process 

2

We use a stemming  strategy developed in CISMeF 
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respectively), 2) to give additional weights to major MeSH terms and major CISMeF 

RT vs. minor MeSH terms and minor CISMeF RT (7 and 3 respectively), 3) to give 

respective weightings to the four MeSH relations: Hierarchy, See Also, 

Pharmacological Action, Do Not Confuse (1, 0.1, 0.1, -0.1 respectively) reflecting their 

respective importance in computing the overall semantic distance. 

1.3. Semantic distance 

In this work, the similarity between documents also has a semantic dimension in 

addition to the syntactic dimension previously defined. A word-by-word distance can 

be defined between the MeSH terms and the MeSH subheadings. The MeSH 

hierarchical relation is defined as the traditional relation that exists between the 

concepts in a tree structure. The distance in this relation will be computed in particular 

by being based on the taxonomic links “is-a'“, and “part-of“: the more distant in the 

hierarchy the two terms are, the larger the distance. There is no computation of distance 

for the three other relations, because for each relation there is a list of word pairs (in the 

relation) and they will be given a score reflecting the weight of the section 1.2. For 

example for the relation "Do not confuse'' the two MeSH terms "sunstroke'' and "heat 

stroke'' are in connection and a score of “-0.1” will be given according to this relation. 

Thus, the global semantic similarity takes into account not only the hierarchical 

relation (“is-a”, “part-of”) of both the MeSH thesaurus and the CISMeF resource types 

thesaurus but also the three other relations of the MeSH thesaurus. In this semantic 

distance computation, we are taking into account the subheading affiliation to a MeSH 

term, and the RT affiliation to a MeSH term (or a MeSH term/subheading pair) [8]. 

Contrary to NLM-RCA [7] the CISMeF-RRA takes into account Major/Minor 

indexing for MeSH terms, MeSH subheadings, and CISMeF resource types.  For the 

hierarchical relation the score is computed according to the more information that two 

terms share in the MeSH tree structure. We have chosen the Lin's similarity [9] to 

compute this information, already used to compute semantic distance [13]. 
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descendants in a reference corpus. It generates normalized similarity values between 0 

and 1. Because Lin’s similarity model relies on information content, when one term is 

the parent of another, their similarity is low when the parent term is placed high in the 

hierarchy. Conversely, it is high when the parent term is low in the hierarchy. Thus, the 

total similarity between the MeSH terms of two documents I and J will be measured by 

applying an average of the distances obtained between all their MT according to the 

four relations: 
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JI , respectively.

Finally, the total similarity between documents will be a combination of two 

measurements of similarity (syntactic and semantic). 

1.4. Evaluation 

In order to test our algorithm we extracted from the CISMeF corpus a randomly-chosen 

sample of 50 resources and we run two distance algorithms (CISMeF-RRA and NLM-

RCA) on this sample as a feasibility study. A manual evaluation was carried out a

posteriori by an expert medical librarian of the CISMeF team. (CL) She quantified the 

number of relevant results according to a qualitative Likert scale of 5 levels, her 

opinion being regarded as the reference (gold standard). The evaluation was performed 

in two steps: Step 1: For each of the 50 resources, all the resources classified by the 

algorithm as "related resources'' were rated by the medical librarian. Step 2: for each of 

the 50 resources, only the top 3 resources were rated. 

2. Results 

The results of the two-step evaluation are presented in Table 1. For CISMeF-RRA, overall 

49% of the related resources relevant were ranked as relevant (Good or Very Good) 

whereas 30% of them do not reach the average (Very Bad one or Bad). In the second 

step of the evaluation the resources considered as the nearest (first position) were 

ranked relevant (Very Good or Good) in 68% of the cases, while the resources in the 

third position were ranked relevant in 58% of these cases. 

                                       Table 1. Step 1 and Step 2 of the evaluation 

3. Discussion 

In this feasibility study, the CISMeF-RRA gave satisfactory results as overall 49% of 

the related documents were rated as "very good'' or "good'' vs. 37% for the NLM RCA. 

This feasibility study is based on a relatively small sample (N= 50). It should be 

Step1 Step2 

All 1 2 3 

CISMeF

RRA

NLM

RCA

CISMeF

RRA

NLM

RCA

CISMeF

RRA

NLM

RCA

CISMeF

 RRA 

NLM

RCA

Results by 

position

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Very

Good

Good

Average

Bad

Very Bad

33

52

32

28

24

19

30

18

16

14

17

20

7

28

38

15

18

06

25

34

18

16

05

06

05

36

32

10

12

10

16

11

03

08

10

33

22

6

16

20

14       

12

12

07

05

28

24

24

14

10

13

09

09

10

11

25

17

17

19

21

11

18

08

08

05

22

36

16

16

10

12

12

05

12

15

21

21

08

21

26
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followed by a more complete evaluation based on the whole manually indexed corpus 

(N=21,838). 

When compared to the NLM-RCA, the CISMeF-RRA has several differences. The 

CISMeF-RRA computes the inter-document similarity by using two distances. One is 

in common with NLM-RCA, which is based on a vectorial approach. Nevertheless 

CISMeF-RRA is based on a weighting of the terms by using the TF-IDF in opposition 

to the weighting derived from the Poisson model of term frequencies in NLM-RCA. 

These two weighting measures are based on a similar basic concept: most frequent 

terms in the documents will have small weights. The main innovation of the CISMeF-

RRA relies on the use of semantic inter-document distance based on Lin's similarity 

metrics for the MeSH hierarchy relation, CISMeF resource types hierarchy relations, 

and the semantic links between MeSH terms according to the three other relations 

("See Also'', "Pharmacological Action'', "Do Not Confuse''). Another difference 

between CISMeF-RRA and NLM-RCA relies on Major/Minor indexing processing, 

Major weighting differs from Minor one in CISMeF-RRA whereas the weights are 

similar in NLM-RCA. 

In the near future, we will need to estimate in a more convincing way the various 

weightings that were manually assigned by the CISMeF medical librarians. We also 

envisage to make our semantic distance algorithm more complex by implementing 

several relations coming from other medical terminologies, in particular SNOMED CT 

semantic network. We will soon benchmark the CISMeF "Related Resources 

algorithm'' vs. NLM "Related Articles algorithm'' based on the overall manually 

indexed CISMeF corpus using a blind evaluation by a medical librarian.  
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Abstract. Cervical cancer (CxCa) is currently the second leading cause of cancer-
related deaths, for women between 20 and 39 years old. As infection by the human 
papillomavirus (HPV) is considered as the central risk factor for CxCa, current 
research focuses on the role of specific genetic and environmental factors in 
determining HPV persistence and subsequent progression of the disease. ASSIST 
is an EU-funded research project that aims to facilitate the design and execution of 
genetic association studies on CxCa in a systematic way by adopting inference and 
semantic technologies. Toward this goal, ASSIST provides the means for seamless 
integration and virtual unification of distributed and heterogeneous CxCa data 
repositories, and the underlying mechanisms to undertake the entire process of 
expressing and statistically evaluating medical hypotheses based on the collected 
data in order to generate medically important associations. The ultimate goal for 
ASSIST is to foster the biomedical research community by providing an open, 
integrated and collaborative framework to facilitate genetic association studies.

Keywords. Association Studies, Integration of Biomedical Information, Semantic 
Technologies, Cervical Cancer, Biomedical Informatics

Introduction

Cervical cancer (CxCa) is the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths after breast 
cancer, for women between 20 and 39 years old [1]. Infection by the human 
papillomavirus (HPV) is considered as the central risk factor for CxCa [2]. However, it 
is unlikely to be the sole cause for developing cancer. Ongoing research investigates 
the role of specific genetic and environmental factors in determining HPV persistence 
and subsequent progression of the disease [3]. In this context, genetic association 
studies constitute a significant scientific approach that may lead to a more 
comprehensive and holistic insight on the origin of complex diseases, such as CxCa 
[4]. Genetic association studies aim to detect association between one or more genetic 
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variants (e.g. polymorphisms) and a trait, which might be some quantitative 
characteristic, a discrete attribute, or a disease [5]. A genetic variant is genotyped in a
population for which phenotypic information is available (such as disease occurrence, 
or a range of different trait values). If a correlation is observed between genotype and 
phenotype, there is an association between the variant and the disease or trait [6].

Nevertheless, association studies are most of the times inconclusive, since the 
datasets employed are small, usually incomplete and of poor quality. In this regard, the 
ASSIST EU-funded research project aims to provide researchers with an integrated 
environment enabling association studies among genetic characteristics, environmental 
agents and viral factors, which can suggest pathogenetic mechanisms that will provide 
new markers of risk for CxCa. Its overall objective is to offer a new technological 
solution that will virtually unify multiple patient record repositories (physically located 
at different laboratories, clinics and/or hospitals) containing both genotypic and 
phenotypic data, thus, enabling researchers to utilize existing patient data from several 
clinics and perform research in a low-cost and time-efficient way. 

In this paper, the overall system architecture and the underlying design 
conceptualization of ASSIST is presented, emphasising also on the medical data coding 
and the medical rules employed towards the unification of biomedical data and the 
semantic inference of medical knowledge. ASSIST’s functionality is illustrated via an 
example usage scenario, while potential extensions and remarks on its virtue conclude
the paper.

1. Rationale

The number of studies elaborating on phenotype-genotype associations for common 
diseases is rapidly increasing; however, several studies show variation in the 
underlying association between genotype and outcome between the populations 
studied, resulting in questionable findings. It is evident that reliable association studies 
require large sets of patient phenotypic and genotypic data, all provided in a structured 
format. In addition, significant drawbacks in current association studies are considered 
as the lack of standardisation in data collection, the lack of a standardised overall 
methodology, cost (mainly for genetic tests), time consumption and man power, failure 
to attempt replication of results, and the incorporation of ‘disposable’ study groups.

Evidently, this rather limited progress in the field is mainly due to the problems in 
unification and utilization of data stemming from several similar yet ‘isolated’ studies. 
Clearly, methodologies for data and system interoperability, assisted by the appropriate 
technologies, will alleviate some of the problems mentioned above. While 
standardisation of phenotypic data and clinical practices seems unrealistic, semantic 
annotation and transformations to widely agreed classification schemes may provide 
workable solutions. This approach constitutes the basis for ASSIST, which aims to be 
used primarily by biomedical researchers for the identification of new markers of risk, 
diagnosis and prognosis, and possibly treatment of CxCa via the implementation of
case-control association studies.

In essence, three types of usage scenarios are supported in ASSIST, i.e. multi-
criteria based data retrieval from the available medical archives, design and 
implementation of an association study using existing patient data from different 
medical institutions, and assessment of patient risk for development of CxCa based on 
similar available patient cases. More specifically, typical examples of use are:
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� What percentage of women who have been diagnosed with LCIN (Low grade 
Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia) are smokers?

�� Find CxCa subjects with MTHFR (MethyleneTetraHydroFolate Reductase) data.
�� What is the association of the MTHFR C/T polymorphism and smoking with the 

development of CxCa?
�� What is the risk for patients with low risk HPV infection and MTHFR C/C

genotype to develop LCIN?

Figure 1. ASSIST framework overview and dataflow between ASSIST subsystems

2. Core Technologies and System Components

From a technical viewpoint, ASSIST aims at: i) the design of a unification mechanism 
of multiple patient record repositories at the syntactic and semantic level, ii) the 
conformance to regulations and local data access policies at each participating clinical 
site, iii) the specification of an automated and transparent data retrieval mechanism to 
support datasets definition for case-control association studies [5-6] and/or the 
evaluation of medical hypotheses to assess patient risk for development of CxCa, iv) 
the development of an inference mechanism capable of statistically evaluating medical 
hypotheses, and v) the design of expressive and friendly tools to perform association 
studies. In this regard, ASSIST follows a semantic approach [7], and resorts to medical 
data virtual unification and inferencing applied on real patient data. Figure 1 provides 
an overview of the system and the dataflow between its three subsystems, namely:
�� The Medical Archives and Associated Interfaces subsystem. The Medical 

Archives that are available to ASSIST constitute research-oriented data 
repositories related to CxCa that ASSIST has been granted full access to. These 
repositories are not identical to the Hospital Information System that corresponds 
to each ASSIST site, but might contain a part of its hosted information, and 
contain only anonymised patient data, in full compliance to the legal national and 
EU medical research requirements and code of practice, that are generated by an 
anonymisation tool developed within the context of the project. ASSIST 
considers heterogeneous and legacy patient data repositories for integration. For 
each Medical Archive, the Associated Interfaces map the contained information 
to corresponding entities as defined in the knowledge model of ASSIST. The 
interfacing part between the Medical Archives and the rest of the ASSIST system 
ensures transparent and uniform access to patient data, confronting this way the 
semantic and syntactic heterogeneity of the data sources incorporated in ASSIST.

�� The ASSIST Core subsystem. It constitutes the intermediate between the former 
subsystem and the User Interfaces subsystem. Based on the information provided 
by the Medical Archives and Associated Interfaces, the Core subsystem infers 
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knowledge about patients [8], and offers retrieval (query answering) and data 
analysis (statistical) services, supporting the definition, execution and 
management of association studies. It also incorporates mechanisms for handling 
uncertainty in data retrieval as well as query expansion and validity assessment, 
while it takes into account optimisation of response time with respect to the 
inference and retrieval procedures. Equally important, it provides the query 
schema to the User Interfaces subsystem and the result schema for the Associated 
Interfaces via its Medical Knowledge Base. 

�� The User Interfaces (UI) subsystem. It enables transparent and advanced access 
to the CxCa related data repositories incorporated in ASSIST. Specifically, it 
offers query expression as well as patient data and statistical results visualisation
to the ASSIST end-users. It also incorporates modules for user profile 
management, i.e. a users’ database, profile and session management modules, 
etc., as well as the means to search for previous association studies that have been 
performed via ASSIST. In general, the UI subsystem constitutes the front-end of 
the users for accessing the ASSIST services, offering a comprehensive and 
integrated environment for conducting association studies related research. 

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of ASSIST, detailed at the modules 
level, as well as the data exchange means between subsystems.

Figure 2. ASSIST overall system architecture (detailed at modules level) and data workflow

3. Medical Data Coding and Medical Rules

Currently, ASSIST integrates patient data originated from three gynaecology clinics 
located in Belgium, Germany and Greece, resulting in more than a thousand records. 
Each data repository has its own autonomous schema and captures patient information 
related to CxCa, according to the local clinical procedures followed. ASSIST virtually 
unifies these heterogeneous data sources syntactically, by defining a common data 
schema, and semantically via a domain ontology for CxCa that encapsulates the 
appropriate medical knowledge to model the disease towards inferring its severity 
index via the available diagnostic and therapeutic information (cytology, colposcopy, 
histology and histopathology), the HPV infection results, the genetic profile based on 
putative polymorphisms for CxCa, as well as lifestyle and personal information. As far 
as the examinations are concerned, a uniform coding has been elaborated for each one, 
so that the underlying heterogeneity in each clinic site is addressed. This uniform 
classification of exam results is then employed in the context of medical rules for the 
inference part of the system. Figure 3 illustrates the heterogeneity of example CxCa-
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related biomedical data handled by ASSIST, focusing on the various coding schemes 
for cytology and the proposed ASSIST common coding (virtual unification part).

ASSIST considers polymorphisms of p53, MTHFR, CYP1A1, CYP2E1, GSTM1

and GSTT1 genes as genetic markers on the basis of their involvement in the defence 
against viral infections and tumor growth, as well as the number of published articles 
that have reported positive correlation between CxCa and genetic markers. ASSIST 
handles data on HPV types, as well as lifestyle and personal quality attributes, e.g. 
smoking, use of contraceptives, sexual activity, etc. to support the conduction of 
association studies.

Figure 3. Heterogeneity in biomedical data related to CxCa and ASSIST virtual unification

4. Usage Scenario

From a user viewpoint, association studies involve a rather complex multi-step 
procedure. In these steps, several parameterisations take place, while there are also 
several pre/post-conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to move from one step to 
the subsequent one. ASSIST provides a controlled environment to ensure the validity 
of users’ choices and offers guidance in any operation that users want to perform.

Consider a researcher wants to identify potential association of the MTHFR 
polymorphism with smoking in developing CxCa. Following an authentication 
procedure, she is granted access to the ASSIST services and selects to design an 
association study among the available options. For this operation, ASSIST provides her
with a guidance wizard consisting of consecutive steps, i.e.: i) Data Retrieval, ii) Data 
Validation, iii) Genetic Description, and iv) Association Test. Specifically, she first 
defines the features of interest in terms of both study factors (smoking, MTHFR 
polymorphism) and inclusion criteria (severity of CxCa) and performs data retrieval.
To ensure rich query expressiveness, a tree-like hierarchy was conceptualized and 
implemented in the ASSIST UI for the description of the incorporated concepts related 
to CxCa and patient data consisting of categories, such as Severity of Cervical 

Neoplasia, Diagnostic Information, Therapeutic Intervention, Lifestyle, Personal 

Profile, Patient Profile, Genetic Marker and Specimen Availability, and relevant 
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subcategories that further specify the corresponding concept. The retrieved dataset can 
be viewed either in detail, or through statistical measures and histograms (e.g. race and 
age distributions). Next step involves data validation against allele and haplotype 
frequencies of different populations by accessing reference polymorphism databases
(e.g. HapMap). Moreover, the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is extracted for the case 
and control groups and the allele, genotype frequencies are calculated for the subject 
dataset in the succeeding step (Genetic Description). The results of the statistical 
analysis (e.g. logistic regression) are presented in the Association Tests step and the 
clinical significance is evaluated through the corresponding p-values.

5. Conclusion

Lately, there is an increasing research interest in genetic association studies. Several 
projects are under development, aiming to provide researchers with more powerful 
tools for investigating associations among various types of clinical and genetic data [9]. 
The International HapMap project (http://www.hapmap.org/), being one of the most 
ambitious ones, aims to develop a haplotype map of the human genome and provide it 
as a public resource that will help researchers find genes associated with human 
diseases, responses to drugs and environmental factors. ASSIST moves in a parallel 
course and, upon successful completion, its platform aspires to function as an IT tool 
enabling association studies linked for example with CxCa research by establishing a 
collaborative environment and allowing any medical group active in this area to use its 
facilities and/or contribute their own data/results. Following a generic design, the 
ASSIST system may be expanded in terms of its underlying knowledge model in order 
to facilitate genetic association studies for other diseases, e.g. colon cancer and
cardiovascular diseases.
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Abstract. Similar urgent needs for improvement of health care systems exist in the 
developed and developing world. The culture and the organization of an 
emergency department in developing countries can best be described as a 
professional complex adaptive system, where each agent (employee) are ignorant 
of the behavior of the system as a whole; no one understands the entire system. 
Each agent’s action is based on the state of the system at the moment (i.e. lack of 
medicine, unavailable laboratory investigation, lack of beds and lack of staff in 
certain functions).  An important question is how one can improve the emergency 
service within the given constraints. The use of simulation signals is one new 
approach in studying issues amenable to improvement. Discrete event simulation 
was used to simulate part of the patient flow in an emergency department. A 
simple model was built using a prototyping approach. The simulation showed that 
a minor rotation among the nurses could reduce the mean number of visitors that 
had to be refereed to alternative flows within the hospital from 87 to 37 on a daily 
basis with a mean utilization of the staff between 95.8% (the nurses) and 87.4% 
(the doctors). We conclude that even faced with resource constraints and lack of 
accessible data discrete event simulation is a tool that can be used successfully to 
study the consequences of changes in very complex and self organizing 
professional complex adaptive systems.

Keywords: Discrete-event system simulation, patient flow, professional complex 
adaptive systems, emergency department, efficiency.

Health care systems are struggling with financial limitations worldwide. The increasing 
demand for health care leads to the so called health care crisis [1]. The problems were 
highlighted by IOM [2] prompting health care systems to be more efficient [3]. 

The public healthcare system in Trinidad and Tobago is less than ideal. Daily 
headlines emphasize its’ shortcomings including unacceptable long waits in the 
emergency departments (=ED). According to WHO ‘malfunctioning health systems are 
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at the heart of the problem’. In addition ‘countries with few resources struggle with 
creating infrastructures, inadequate financing, migrating doctors and nurses, and lack of 
basic information on health indicators’ [3]. The question is how one can improve the 
service within the given constraints? Simulation technology is a new approach that 
could be used to evaluate and craft new solutions.

1.1. Why use modeling and simulation

Decision-making at first glance seems straightforward. Define the problem, diagnose 
its causes, design solutions, and decide how best to implement it [4]. This approach had 
been tried in the ED without success. So what happens when we cannot analyze us out 
of the problem? It leaves us with experimentation. It is the process of “doing first” 
trying something so that we can learn. But this approach is not reasonable in an ED [5].

When we are unable to experiment with the ‘real world’ could experiments in the 
‘virtual world’ be the solution? Several papers all from the developed world indicate 
that simulation could be a tool [6-11]. Two elements are needed to apply simulation. 
The first is that a system has been identified for investigation (i.e. the ED) and the 
second element is that there is a problem relating to the system that needs to be 
corrected (i.e. waiting time and failure in treatment). The modeling activity creates an 
object (i.e. a model) that is used as a vehicle for experimentation – the simulation [12]. 
It is a discrete system because the state of the variables (i.e. patients) only changes at 
discrete points in time (i.e. contact with the health care staff)[13].

2. Objectives

The objectives of this paper are to evaluate the feasibility of using modeling and 
simulation as a management tool in an ED optimization effort in a developing country. 

The goal is to identify bottlenecks from the data generated by the simulation and 
test possible improvements. The evaluation of the usefulness of the simulation can be 
broken down to: (1) evaluate the method, (2) assess the information required to build a 
usable model, and (3) to determine if the data collection was worthwhile [6].

3. Methods

3.1. Software 

The model building and simulation software used was Arena v.10, Rockwell Software 
Inc.[5]. A terminating simulation over 24 hours with 500 replications was used.

3.2. The system under investigations

What kind of organization is the ED in a developing country? A holistic approach is to 
view it as one living organism – a complex adaptive system. As a collection of 
individual agents that acts in ways that are not always totally predictable, and whose 
actions are interconnected so that one agent's action changes the context for other 
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agents [14]. No agent understands everything that is going on [15]. Each agent’s action 
is based on the state of the system at the moment (i.e. lack of medicine, unavailable 
laboratory investigation). It is best viewed as a professional complex adaptive system 
[16]. Looking for solutions that recognizes this fact will be more sustainable [17;18].

3.3. The model building

The aim of the model was to mirror the day-to-day operation. A linear entry function 
and a first in / first out approach were adopted since the identifications of and 
subsequent removal of bottlenecks was seen as a mean to maximize efficiency. A 
prototyping approach to model building was adapted. 

Figure 1 Emergency department flow model

The first step was interviews with senior staff to get a description of the perceived 
flow. Available data on admission frequencies was collected. A simple prototype model 
was build. Random observations of some activities were conducted to validate the 
model. The model was way off and raised the suspicion that far more flows existed. 
Hence the second step was to conduct more detailed observations. Thirty-two patients 
were observed (118 hours of observations). Clerical staff was used as observers to 
avoid interference with clinical decision and workload. Registration of individual staff 
performance was not done. Nine principal patient-flows were identified. An improved 
model was constructed. When the simulation was run it indicated a major bottleneck in 
the flow concerning the intake and triage. A total of 20 observed patients belonged to 
this flow. The remaining 12 patients were insufficient to identify the remaining eight 
flows type. 
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The third step was to build a more detailed model of the triage process (see figure 1). 
Based on the times observed a minimum, average and maximum time spent in each 
station was calculated and applied to a triangular delay type. Each station was assigned 
only one resource (a clerk, a triage nurse, an ECG nurse or a Doctor).

4. Results

Simulations of the existing flow with a mean of 174 (range 133-230) patients seeking 
emergency care resulting in accumulated average staff contact time of 36 (range 18-54) 
minutes. Only half of the patients were processed by the existing flow.

Simu-
lation

Fully 
processed

Waiting 
time

Utilization
%

Flow N Hours 1st triage Clerk Dr ECG

Existing 87 (62-115) 9.2 (2.4 -17) 99.5 73.9 44.3 6.9
Improved 147 (129-135) 5.0 (0.6-13) 95.8 88.7 87.4 89.7

Table 1 Results: Simulation of existing and improved flow

One bottleneck originating from the activity ‘First Triage’ was identified. The nurse 
taking ‘ECG’ was only active in 7% of her time. What would happen if she could assist 
in taking vital signs? She was therefore exchanged with the triage nurse as the resource 
doing ‘vitals’. Now the simulation showed nearly a doubling of the numbers of patient 
processed. Total waiting time decreased and staff-utilization became more efficient.

5. Discussion

5.1. Evaluation of the method 

We found like Vissers[11] that the degree of process thinking in the organization has 
consequences for the way the models are developed. The concept of processes is not 
widely shared in the observed organization. If one decides on a too detailed level, the 
model may be too complex for the organization to understand. If one on the other hand 
chooses a too high level of aggregation the information generated may not be very 
useful and health care practitioners may not accept the model’s description of reality. A 
profound insight into the dynamics of the area being modeled is therefore important 
requirements for developing a successful model. 

We found that a simulation can indicate where changes in staffing could lead to 
improvement by leveling the use of resources, as is the experience from the developed 
world [9]. We conclude as Coats [6] does: that even thou the model were not an 
accurate representation of patient flow the simulation was still useful. An entry function 
that more closely matched the patient arrival pattern would increase the value of the 
simulation as a decision tool for staff planning. We found as Hung et al [9] that one 
could effectively change the model and easily simulate its effects on patient flow. 

The conclusion is that the model building and simulation process is valuable in that 
it can illuminate bottlenecks and help finding solutions to solve the problem. But it has 
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to be emphasized that it was the whole process of identifying the flows that added most 
value for the organization, since several identified flows were not officially recognized. 

5.2. Assess the information required to build a usable model

Harper et al.[7] argues that classification of patients should be included in a detailed
model just, as detailed incorporation of recourses use should be included. However in 
the present case it was not practical to obtain such information. By having practitioners 
building the model it turned out that the initial guesses on time functions and
distribution of each process were close to the ones actually observed. The prototyping 
approach made it feasible to quickly build meaningful models and incorporate updated 
knowledge as soon as it was available.  

However the time consuming analysis of the activities in the organization is 
needed. No single expert fully grasp, and no set of documents fully captures, the subtle 
ways in which individual components are interwoven with one another. One has to look 
at the ongoing activity itself [19;20]. The employees’ descriptions of their jobs 
correspond more or less to the formal procedure of the job manual. But when observed 
it is often discovered that the employees are not following those procedures at all. The 
employees rely on a rich variety of informal practice - not written in any manual - but 
crucial to getting the work done [21] but it is not necessarily efficient.

5.3. Determine if it was worthwhile to undertake the data collection needed to build a 

detailed model.

It was worthwhile to undertake the data collection needed to build the model. Nine 
performance indicators for ED[22] can be collected from the present model. That is five 
time definitions: Arrival-, MD contact-, decision to admit-, conversion- and discharge-
time. Two time intervals: Door to doctor turnaround and discharged patients. Two 
defined elements of emergency: Numbers of ECGs and simple imaging procedures 
done. Our conclusion is that discrete event simulation can be applied to any ED. The 
collection of additional data and the development of more sophisticated models seem 
worthwhile [6].

5.4. Is it worthwhile in a developing country?

We believe so. It has been argued that the model of integrated patient pathways is a 
more comprehensive concept for healthcare institutions [23]. It will have to incorporate 
evidence-based medicine. Certainly that would require well-defined patient flow to be 
clinically adequate and simulation is one obvious tool to aid this development. It can be 
argued that potential tools have to synergistically combine people, organizational 
processes and technology to enable a holistic view. Simulation is one such tool.

Vissers [11] argue that modeling based health care management ought to become 
just as popular as evidence-based medicine. Young [24] argues that because healthcare
systems around the world are undergoing redesign and refocusing on patients, there is a 
strategic role for modeling and simulation to play. The creation of strategic scenarios 
that work according to process philosophies - as used in manufacturing - could help to 
deliver high quality care to millions of people. 

As a secondary effect of the process a picture of the real flow emerged not only the 
one described in the official diagrams as discussed previously but also critical aspect of 
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the prevailing culture surfaced. We conclude that a successful application of simulation 
methodology in a Third World environment was achievable and that further potential 
exist.
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Abstract: In mass casualty events Emergency Medical Service Providers (EMS) 

choose treatment at Scene or a “scoop and run” approach. The latter requires 

clinically trained personnel at the reception site to triage patients. Current 

methodology based on Revised Trauma Score (tRTS) requires use of Glasgow 

Coma Scale, a method reliant on experience and clinical knowledge. This makes 

the system subjective and often inadequate for non-clinicians. This project 

attempts to develop a simplified outcome prediction score using an artificial neural 

network for use by a non-clinically trained EMS to aid triage. The project uses 

National Trauma Data Bank, Version 6.1. Tiberius Data Mining Software created 

Neural Network models. Variables considered were values that could easily be 

obtained during an event. Binary values were used for low SBP and low 

Respiratory Rate, coded using the RTS scoring table as a basis, and age indicators. 

A modified motor component of Glasgow Coma Score was created to negate the 

need for clinical knowledge. Best performing models, identified by Gini co-

efficient and ability to predict mortality, were with 8 and 10 neurons. On mortality 

prediction all even numbers of hidden neurons have similar performances. 

Training sets were compared to test sets, and found to be identical in Gini co-

efficient and performance. Models performed well in predicting mortality 

compared to standard outcome predictors. Possible additional variables such as 

gender or ethnicity might improve the Neural Network predictive ability. Pulse 

appears an essential variable not recorded by the NTDB. 

Keywords: Artificial Neural Networks, mortality prediction, triage 

Introduction  

When there are multiple casualties in an incident, Emergency Service teams have to 

choose between conflicting protocols. They either provide treatment at the scene, 

performing triage and sending the serious casualties first, or operate “scoop and run” 

in which they pick-up casualties regardless of injury detail and triage as they arrive.  

Triage principles whether performed in the field or at the receiving facility remain 

constant. Its role is to classify patients according to their medical need. With Field 

triage not only is it important to assess the actual severity of the injury, but location and 

distance to the local healthcare facilities must be considered. Additionally the resources 

at the disposal of the facility may affect triage decisions.  
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Following a traumatic injury there is a trimodal pattern to the deaths that occur
1

. 

Immediate death occurs within minutes of injury, often due to vascular or neurological 

damage. Treatment rarely improves outcome. The second peak occurs during the 

“golden hour”. Death usually occurs due to intra-cranial haematoma, or major thoracic 

or abdominal injury
2

 

Since time is critical, field triage requires a simple method to sort the injured. 

Standard triage is based on the Revised Trauma Score (RTS), using a simplified coded 

version - tRTS. It is determined by application of clinical experience to assess Glasgow 

Coma Score
3

 (GCS) and hard to apply for non-clinicians. Reliance on GCS, as has 

previously been argued
4

, creates a subjective system, dependent on interpretation, in 

which clinicians assess patient conditions. This dependency restricts the ability to 

obtain high correlations between injury and outcome predictions
5

. Since only clinically 

trained personnel could accurately determine true GCS, precious time can be lost 

waiting to assess injury and triage order. The Emergency Medical Services (EMS) are 

thus pressured into either adopting a ‘scoop and run’ policy or to ‘treat at scene’ until 

evacuation orders are arranged. If a new method of triage could give the EMS the 

ability to predict mortality at mass casualty events, it could ease pressure on Hospital 

Emergency Rooms while improving the survival chances of those injured. 

There are a number of systematic protocols deployed to aid in first response triage,  

guiding injury selection based on observation of three primary functions; respiration, 

pulse and mental state
6

. These protocols are known by the acronym START. The 

variables form the basis of a simplified trauma outcome score we are attempting to 

design using application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to establish predictive 

models to remove GCS scores from calculations
4

 in mortality prediction. 

The use of ANNs in outcome prediction has become increasingly prevalent in 

physiological modeling.  Mathematical models constructed on the basis of organic 

neural systems, these ANNs are flexible systems which are increasingly used in 

predictive modeling due to the ability of the ANN to learn and improve. This occurs by 

a methodology known as feed-forward/back propagation, in which the artificial neuron 

adds weights according to positive or negative deviation from a training set of data 

from which it 'learns'.  

Most models use large numbers of variables, and do not align themselves for triage 

application. Others are determined from low volumes and restrict the ability of the 

model to accurately train and test the model. Our own previous work used low volumes 

with three measured physiological variables plus binary variants of them. Its resultant 

models were not as effective at low levels of sensitivity and specificity, and 

conclusions postulated that by using increased volume might improve the model
4

.  

1. Materials & Methods 

1.1.1. Patient Population 

Study data was taken from the USA National Trauma Data Bank (NTDB), version 6.1 

Variables extracted from the Registry included patient demographics, Scene and ED 

physiological variables, and the Revised Trauma Score (ED_RTS) & Revised 

Probability of Survival (RPS) scores for comparison against the ANN derived model. 

There were no exclusion criteria. 
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1.1.2. Creating New Variables for analysis 

Neural Networks are good for classification problems, working best with data in a 

binary format. New variables thought to affect survival rates were created, and coded 

based upon the categories of the RTS, age predictors used in TRISS –Trauma Injury 

Severity Score, and ability to obey simple commands. These variables will be used to 

test for improved performance. The following variables were created as defined below: 

LowSBP – Systolic Blood Pressure less than 40 

LowRR - Respiratory rate shallow (less than 10) 

OCmd – Ability to obey simple commands: 0 = mGCS 1-5: 1 = mGCS=6 

PedAge – Age of patient class for under 16 years: 0 = >16; 1= ≤ 16 

ThirdAge – Age of Patient greater than 55 years: 0 = ≤ 54; 1= >54  

1.2. Development of the Artificial Neural Network 

This study used Tiberius software (www. philbrierley.com), operating multilayer 

perceptron (MLPs) methodology to create ANN model algorithms. The process 

consists of two steps; the forward pass, where predicted outputs corresponding to given 

inputs are evaluated, and the backward pass, where partial derivatives are propagated 

back through the network. The chain rule of differentiation gives very similar 

computational rules for the backward pass as the ones in the forward pass. The network 

weights can then be adapted using any gradient-based optimization algorithm. The 

whole process is iterated until the weights have converged
7

. 

The neural network was designed using seven input variables (three measured, two 

binary calculated and two age related) and one output variable. It consists of three 

layers, one being a hidden layer of neurons. The numbers of neurons within the hidden 

layer affect the number of degrees of freedom in the optimization process, and 

therefore the performance of the model. Adding extra neurons increases the non-

linearity of the model. Therefore a higher value can be used to extract a more 

complicated feature. For this project 85% of the data (1,217,125) were randomly 

selected as a training set, and 15% (215,899) were used as the test set. There were 5011 

records excluded due to missing outcome. 

1.2.1. ANN design 

Initial model design was based on that previously constructed for analysis of SMC data 

for eight input variables, using the respiratory rate, systolic blood pressure and mGCS 

components as recorded at Scene. Age variables were encoded as outlined above. Pulse 

was missing from the NTDB dataset, so only seven input variables were used for this 

model. Initial design started with 5 neurons in the hidden layer, and extra neurons were 

added to identify the best model as identified by the Gini co-efficient, and the 

predictive performance of the model. The Gini coefficient is a measure of equality, and 

can be employed as a means of comparison between ANN models
8

.  

Each model design was allowed 100,000 epochs minimum in which to identify the 

best training algorithm before adding an extra neuron to the hidden layer. The training 

sets were compared in each design case to their test set, and found to be identical in 

Gini co-efficient and performance.
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1.2.2. Statistical Analysis of Performance by Discrimination (ROC curve analysis) 

Discrimination is the ability of the model to separate the population into two groups. In 

this instance we discriminate between those who live or die. Receiver Operator Curves 

(ROC) are independent of outcome prevalence, and are a useful tool in the performance 

evaluation for separating two populations. An ROC plot is the graph of all observed (1-

specificity, sensitivity) pairs. Each point on this empirical plot can be represented by a 

2x2 contingency table. Two different tests on the same patient can then be compared.
9

  

1.2.3. ANN Model Analysis  

Analysis of model design was by comparison of the performance in mortality 

prediction and survival prediction. The coefficients calculated by the ANNs were then 

used to calculate the probability of survival according to the following equation
10

 

P
survival

= 1-1/ (1 + e 
b

)  

where b is calculated from: 

b = b1(lowRR)+b2(RR)+b3(SBP)+b4(lowsbp)+b5(OCmd)+b6(3rdAge)+b7(PedAge) 

Having determined the probability of survival (mortality prediction) the values, 

identified as PDT, were then plotted in an ROC graph for comparison by model and 

with standard trauma outcome measurement scores. 

2. Results 

Initial design started with 5 neurons in the hidden layer. The best performing models 

were identified by their Gini co-efficient and ability to correctly predict mortality. The 

training sets were compared in each design case to their test set, and found to be 

identical in Gini co-efficient and performance. Results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of Gini Coefficient & RMS error in ANN models  

Nos Neurons 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Gini 0.6204 0.6228 0.6284 0.6153 0.6187 0.6180 0.6228 0.6192 

RMS Error 0.1997 0.1997 0.1999 0.1999 0.1997 0.1998 0.1997 0.1998 

 

The best performing models, as identified by their Gini co-efficient and ability to 

correctly predict mortality were constructed with 8 and 10 neurons, though on mortality 

prediction all the models with an even number of hidden neurons have similar 

performances. None of the models performed as well in predicting mortality when 

compared to using the model that included values for patient pulse
4

. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of Predictive performance in ANN models  

Nos Neurons 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

% Alive 72.4 85.3 71.5 85.0 72.7 83.0 73.4 85.7 

% Died 78.2 65.7 79.8 66.1 77.7 69.4 77.5 65.2 
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2.1.1. Statistical Analysis of Performance by Discrimination (ROC curve analysis) 

For each of the best performing models (pdt8 & pdt10, 8 and 10 neurons 

respectively) probability statistics were calculated and then the ROC graph plotted, 

with the ED Revised Trauma Score and the TRISS Probability of Survival included as 

comparisons. In addition a five neuron model (pdt5) is included since previous research 

indicated that a five neuron model worked well. In comparisons it is clear that the 

models work as well as current outcome predictors in mortality prediction. 
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Figure 1. Receiver Operator Curve for artificial  neural network models and comparison mortality predictors 

3. Discussion 

Using the greater volume of data improves the ability of the ANN to train, and 

therefore apply its predictive equation to a test set. However, when compared with the 

performance of the original model determined from the SMC registry data, with a Gini 

co-efficient of 0.493 and RMS error of 0.186, we can see that predictive accuracy is 

lost when excluding the patient pulse from the equation. 

The original intent of the project was to create a model that could easily be applied 

by non-clinicians to more accurately predict mortality in a triage situation without 

requiring lots of variables to be taken into consideration. This analysis shows that while 

increased numbers improves the models ability to train, decreased variables in the 

model reduces the accuracy.  

Using the NTDB dataset could be detrimental, as large volume of data may cause 

the ANN to loose important trends that could aid in mortality prediction. It may be that 
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the size of the population cohort used to create an artificial neural network has an 

optimum level. 

4. Conclusion 

Previous ANN-based studies conducted used population-based registries, with large 

numbers of inputs
11, 12

. This study concentrated on a smaller number of factors, 

previously considered to give good correlation in survival prediction, to create an 

efficient simple method for ‘field triage’. The method was designed to require no 

application of clinical knowledge, and relate directly to physiological characteristics 

that could be measured by emergency service personnel.  

Compared to the current outcome predictors, these models performed well in 

mortality predicting. However when compared to the model which included the patient 

pulse, as previously reported
4

, none of the models performed as well. The pulse appears 

to be an essential variable in this model and needs to be recorded in the NTDB. 

Further work using multi-center data to provide sufficient sample sizes that include 

pulse should be performed to try and improve the methodology. Possible additional 

variables such as gender or ethnicity might further improve the Neural Network 

predictive ability.  Additional studies may need to be conducted to identify if 

population cohort size affects the ability of Neural Networks to predict mortality, and 

that systems designed on too small as well as too large a population dataset mask 

important trends. 
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Abstract. In medicine many exceptions occur. In medical practise and in 
knowledge-based systems too, it is necessary to consider them and to deal with 
them appropriately. In medical studies and in research exceptions shall be 
explained.  We present a system that helps to explain cases that do not fit into a 
theoretical hypothesis. Our starting points are situations where neither a well-
developed theory nor reliable knowledge nor a proper case base is available. So, 
instead of reliable theoretical knowledge and intelligent experience, we have just 
some theoretical hypothesis and a set of measurements. In this paper, we propose 
to combine CBR with a statistical model. We use CBR to explain those cases that 
do not fit the model. The case base has to be set up incrementally, it contains the 
exceptional cases, and their explanations are the solutions, which can be used to 
help to explain further exceptional cases

Keywords: Knowledge-based systems, Expert systems, Clinical trials

In medicine many exceptions occur. In medical practise and in knowledge-based 
systems too, these exceptions have to be considered and have to be dealt with 
appropriately. In our previous work, we demonstrated advantages of Case-Based 
Reasoning (CBR) in situations where a theoretically approved medical decision does 
not produce the desired and usually expected results [1]. 

In medical studies and in research exceptions shall be explained. We have 
developed a system, called ISOR, that deals with situations where neither a well-
developed theory nor reliable knowledge nor a proper case base is available. So, 
instead of theoretical knowledge and intelligent experience, we now have just some 
theoretical hypothesis and a set of measurements. In such situations the usual question 
is how do measured data fit to hypotheses. To statistically confirm a hypothesis it is 
necessary, that the majority of cases fit the hypothesis. Statistics determines the exact 
quantity of necessary confirmation [2]. However, usually a few cases do not satisfy the 
hypothesis. We examine these cases to find out why they deviate from the hypothesis. 
This approach is justified by a certain mistrust of statistical models by doctors, because 
modeling results are usually unspecific and “average oriented” [3], which means a lack 
of attention to individual "imperceptible" features of concrete patients.

1. Introduction
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Our approach starts in a situation where no case-base with complete solutions is 
available but has to be set up incrementally. So, we must

1. Construct a model,
2. Point out the exceptions,
3. Find causes why the exceptional cases do not fit the model, and
4. Develop a case-base.

So, we combine CBR with a statistical model. The idea to combine CBR with other 
methods is not new. For example Care-Partner resorts to a multi-modal reasoning 
framework for the co-operation of CBR and Rule-based Reasoning [4]. Another way of 
combining hybrid rule bases with CBR is discussed by Prentzas and Hatzilgeroudis [5].
The combination of CBR and model-based reasoning is discussed in [6]. Statistical 
methods are used within CBR mainly for retrieval and retention (e.g. [7]).

Dialysis and fitness. Hemodialysis means stress for a patient’s organism and has 
significant adverse effects. Fitness is the most available and a relative cheap way of 
support. It is meant to improve a physiological condition of a patient and to 
compensate negative dialysis effects. One of the intended goals of this research is to 
convince the patients of the positive effects of fitness and to encourage them to make 
efforts and to go in for sports actively. This is important because dialysis patients 
usually feel sick, they are physically weak, and they do not want any additional 
physical load [8]. At our University clinic in St. Petersburg, a specially developed 
complex of physiotherapy exercises including simulators, walking, swimming etc. was 
offered to all dialysis patients but only some of them actively participated, whereas 
some others participated but were not really active.

For each patient a set of physiological parameters was measured. These parameters 
contain information about burned calories, maximal power achieved by the patient, 
oxygen uptake, oxygen pulse, lung ventilation and others. There are also biochemical 
parameters like hemoglobin and other laboratory measurements. More than 100 
parameters were considered. The parameters are supposed to be measured four times 
during the first year of participating in the fitness program. There is an initial 
measurement followed by a next one after three months, then after six months and 
finally after a year. Unfortunately, since some measurements did not happen, many 
data are missing. Therefore the records of the patients often contain different sets of 
measured parameters. It is necessary to note that parameter values of dialysis patients 
essentially differ from those of non-dialysis patients, especially of healthy people, 
because dialysis interferes with the natural, physiological processes in an organism. For 
statistics, this means difficulties in applying statistical methods based on correlation 
and it limits the usage of a knowledge base developed for normal people. 
Inhomogeneity of observed data, many missing values, many parameters for a 
relatively small sample size, all this makes our data set practically impossible for usual 
statistical analysis.

2.1.Setting up a Model

We start with a medical problem that has to be solved based on given data. In our 
example it is: "Does special fitness improve the physiological condition of dialysis 

2. Incremental Development of an Explanation Model 
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patients?" More formal, we have to compare physical conditions of active and non-
active patients. Patients are divided into two groups, depending on their level of 
activity, active patients and non-active ones. According to our assumption active 
patients should feel better after some months of fitness, whereas non-active ones 
should feel rather worse. We have to define the meaning of “feeling better” and 
“feeling worse” in our context. A medical expert selects appropriate factors from 
ISOR’s menu. It contains the list of field names from the observed database. The expert 
selects the following main factors

- F1: O2PT - Oxygen pulse by training
- F2: MUO2T - Maximal Uptake of Oxygen by training
- F3: WorkJ – performed Work (Joules) during control training

Subsequently the “research time period” has to be determined. Initially, this period was 
planed to be twelve months, but after a while the patients tend to give up the fitness 
program. This means, the longer the time period, the more data are missing. Therefore, 
we had to make a compromise between time period and sample size. A period of six 
months was chosen.

The next question is whether the model shall be quantitative or qualitative? The 
observed data are mostly quantitative measurements. The selected factors are of 
quantitative nature too. On the other side, the goal of our research is to find out whether 
physical training improves or worsens the physical condition of the dialysis patients. 
We have to compare each patient with his/her own situation just before the start of the 
fitness program. The success shall not be measured in absolute values, because the 
health statuses of patients are very different. Thus, even a modest improvement for one 
patient may be as important as a great improvement of another. Therefore, we simply 
classify the development in two categories: “better” and “worse”. The changes are 
assessed depending on the number of improved factors:

- Weak version of the model: at least one factor has improved
- Medium version of the model: at least two factors have improved
- Strong version of the model: all three factors have improved

The final step means to define the type of model. The easiest model is a 2x2 frequency 
table. Our “Better/ Worse” concept fits this simple model very well. So the 2x2 
frequency table is accepted. The results are presented in table 1.

Table 1. Results of Fisher’s Exact Test, performed with an interactive Web-program: 
http://www.matforsk.noIola/fisher.htm

Improvement 
mode

Patient’sphysical 
condition

Active
Non-
active

Fisher
Exact  p

Better 28 2
Strong

Worse 22 21
<  0.0001

Better 40 10
Medium

Worse 10 12
<  0.005

Better 47 16
Weak

Worse 3 6
< 0.02
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According to our assumption after six months of active fitness the conditions of the 
patients should be better. Statistical analysis shows a significant dependence between 
the patient’s activity and improvement of their physical condition. Unfortunately, the 
most popular Pearson Chi-square test is not applicable here because of the small values 
“2” and “3” in table 1. But Fisher’s exact test [3] can be used. In the three versions 
shown in table 1 a very strong significance can be observed. The smaller the value of p, 
the more significant is the dependency.

Exceptions. Though the performed Fisher test confirms the hypothesis, there are 
exceptions, namely active patients whose health conditions did not improve. These 
exceptions should be explained. Already explained exceptions build the case base. 
According to table 1, the stronger the model, the more exceptions can be observed.

2.2. Setting up a Case Base

The case-base is set up sequentially. That means, as soon as an exception is explained, 
it is incorporated into the case-base and can be used to help explaining further 
exceptional cases. We chose a randomly order for the exceptional cases. In fact, we 
took them in alphabetical order.

The retrieval of already explained cases is performed by keywords. The main ones 
are “problem code”, “diagnosis”, and “therapy”.  In the situation of explaining 
exceptions for dialysis patients the instantiations of these keywords are “adverse effects 
of dialysis” (diagnosis), “fitness” (therapy), and two problem specific codes. Besides 
the main ISOR keywords additional problem specific ones are used. Here the 
additional key is the number of worsened factors. Further keywords are optional. They 
are just used when the case-base becomes bigger and retrieval is not simple any longer.

However, ISOR does not only use the case-base as knowledge source but further 
sources are involved, namely the patient’s individual base (his medical history), 
observed data (partly gained by dialogue with medical experts), and expert knowledge.

Expert knowledge can be used in many different ways. Firstly we use it to acquire 
rules, secondly it can be used to select appropriate items from the list of retrieved 
solutions, and to propose new solutions. 

For the problem: “Why did some patients conditions become worse, although they 
actively participated in the fitness program?” we got obtained a set of solutions of 
different origin and different nature. There are three categories of solutions: additional 
factor, model failure, and wrong data.

The most important and most frequent solution is the influence of an additional 
factor. Only three main factors are obviously not enough to describe all medical cases. 
Unfortunately, for different patients different additional factors are important. When 
ISOR has discovered an additional factor as explanation for an exceptional case, the 
factor has to be confirmed by a medical expert before it can be accepted as a solution. 
One of these factors is Parathyroid Hormone (PTH). An increased PTH level 
sometimes can explain a worsened condition of a patient. PTH is a significant factor, 
but unfortunately it was measured only for some patients. Some exceptions can be 
explained by indirect indications. One of them is a very long time of dialysis (more 
than 60 months) before a patient began with the training program. Another solution is a 
phosphorus blood level. One patient record contained many missing data. The retrieved 
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solution meant high PTH, but since PTH data in the query of the patient record was 
missing too, an artificial case was created, which inherited all retrieval attributes of the 
query case while the other attributes were recorded as missing. According to the expert 
high phosphorus can explain the solution. We regard two types of model failures. One 
of them is neglected data. In fact, three of the patients did not show an improvement in 
the considered six month but in the following, neglected six months. So, they were 
wrongly classified and should really belong to the “better” category. The second type 
of model failure is based on the fact that the two-category model was not precise 
enough. Some exceptions could be explained by a tiny and not really significant change 
in one of the main factors.

2.3. Illustration of the Program Flow

Figure 1 shows the main dialogue of ISOR where the user at first sets up a model (steps 
one to four), subsequently gets the result and an analysis of the model (steps five to 
eight), and then attempts to find explanations for the exceptions (steps nine and ten). 
Finally the case base is updated (steps eleven and twelve). 

           

Figure. 1. ISOR’s program flow

Now we explain the steps in detail. At first the user has to set up a model. To do this he 
has to select a grouping variable. In this example CODACT was chosen. It stands for 
“activity code” and means that active and none active patients are to be compared. 
Provided alternatives are the sex and the beginning with the fitness program (within the 
first year of dialysis or later). In another menu the user can define further alternatives. 
Furthermore, the user has to select a model type (alternatives are “strong”, “medium”, 
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and “weak”), the length of time that should be considered (3, 6 or 12 months), and 
main factors have to be selected. Here, the main factors are: O2PT, MUO2T, and 
WorkJ. When the user has selected these items, the program calculates the table. ISOR 
does not only calculate the table but additionally extracts the exceptional patients from 
the observed database. In the menu, the list of exceptions shows the code names of the 
patients. In the example patient “D5” is selected” and all further data belong to this 
patient. The goal is to find an explanation for the exceptional case “D5”.

In point seven of the menu it is shown that all selected factors worsened (-1), and in 
point eight the factor values according to different time intervals are depicted. All data 
for twelve months are missing (-9999).

The next step means creating an explanation for the selected patient “D5”. From the 
case base ISOR retrieves general solutions. The first retrieved one in this example, the 
PTH factor, denotes that the increased Parathyroid hormone blood level may explain 
the failure. Further theoretical information (e.g. normal values) about a selected item 
can be received by pressing the button “show comments”. The PTH value of patient 
“D5” is missing (-9999). From menu point ten the expert user can select further 
probable solutions. In the example an increased phosphorus level (P) is suggested. 
Unfortunately, phosphorus data are missing too. So, the expert has to find another 
explanation. 

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed to use CBR to explain cases that do not fit a statistical 
model. Here we used one of the simplest models. However, it is relatively effective, 
because it demonstrates statistically significant dependencies, in our example between 
fitness activity and health improvement of dialysis patients, where the model covers 
about two thirds of the patients, whereas the other third can be explained by applying 
CBR. The presented method makes use of different sources of knowledge and 
information, inclusive medical experts. It seems to be a very promising method to deal 
with a poorly structured database, with many missing data, and with situations where 
cases contain different sets of attributes.
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Diagnostic Games: 
from Adequate Formalization of Clinical 

Experience to Structure Discovery
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Abstract. A method of obtaining well-founded and reproducible results in clinical 
decision making is presented. It is based on "diagnostic games", a procedure of 
elicitation and formalization of experts' knowledge and experience. The use of this 
procedure allows formulating decision rules in the terms of an adequate language,
that are both unambiguous and clinically clear.

Key words: clinical decision making, formalization, diagnostic games, experts' 
knowledge

Introduction. Evidence-based medicine and clinical experience evidence

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) and computational Machine Learning (ML) 
approaches became very popular in the attempt to bring a scientific support to the 
practice of clinical medicine. Their role is considerable and undeniable. However, an 
important gap exists between empirical evidence and clinical practice because evidence 
resulting from randomized controlled study or from computational models is not 
directly applicable to individual patients.

Considering a typical example of a ranking system of evidence we find something 
like following: "The first level: Evidence obtained from at least one properly designed 
randomized controlled study <...> The last level: Opinions of respected authorities, 
based on clinical experience, descriptive studies, or reports of expert committees".

In this hierarchy, empirical evidence obtained from a randomized controlled study 
is listed first. Consequently, this "evidence" viewed as the "best" on which to make a 
clinical decision and supersedes clinical experience that has a lowest rank in this list. 
As noted by M.R.Tonelli [1], clinical experience "differs in kind, not degree, from 
empirical evidence and does not belong on a graded hierarchy". In accordance with this 
he suggests to view this kind of medical knowledge as complementary to empirical 
evidence. He concludes that its incorporation in EBM is "necessary to overcome the 
intrinsic gap noted above." But it seems clear that clinical experience or a specialist's 
opinion by itself is not yet what should be considered as evidence. So, what we need is 
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a formalization method that could produce a radically different type of medical 
evidence, namely, evidence from clinical experience.

Formalization of clinical experience is a sophisticated task because two 
antagonistic criteria must be satisfied: to formalize clinical concepts and features, and 
at the same time remain faithful to its deep insights and common sense. We call such 
formalization “adequate formalization”. Adequate formalization is decisive for the 
success of further mathematical processing and is the basis for the later stages of the 
work. In this paper we introduce an original experimental method aiming for adequate 
formalization of clinical experience. This method yields verifiable and reproducible 
results. The purpose of this paper is methodological; we will show the way to 
formulate and solve problems of clinical decision-making so that the results can be 
directly applicable to individual patients. The present approach was first developed in
the collaborative works of Israel M.Gelfand and colleagues with clinicians in 1970s 
[2]. In this article we pursue this line of work.

1. Problems to solve

Problems we are tackling here constitute the essential part of patient oriented decision-
making problems that emerge during the course of patients' treatment. Here are the 
typical examples of problems focusing on individual patients.

• "What is the diagnosis for the given patient?"
• "Is this drug effective for the given patient's outcome?"
• "What would the preferred treatment for the given patient be?''
• "What is the prognosis for the course of the disease for the given patient?"
All these problems are tied to clinical investigations with the aim of improving the 

treatment's results for a particular group of patients and of indicating ways to achieve 
this aim. 

The analysis and formalization of a decision-making problem in a given clinical 
setting typically will lead to another patient-oriented problem which we will consider 
as a formal decision problem of the study. We want to stress the importance of the 
relation path:

aim of clinical investigation � medical decision-making problem � formal decision problem of the study.

We emphasize that clinically meaningful evaluation of results of the study should 
include the evaluation of improvement in the treatment in precise clinical settings. This
means that the evaluation of the result should depend on to what degree the aim of 

clinical investigation has been achieved.

2. Clinical experience versus medical knowledge

Our formalization method for patient oriented clinical-decision problems extensively
uses the Diagnostic games (DG) technique [3] and statistical analysis.

Statistical methods can be applied to a group of patients. Used alone they are often 
not sufficient for patient-oriented clinical problem [e.g.4]. The reasons for this are the 
following.

• Results obtained in terms of mathematical statistics need to be interpreted in 
clinical terms that may not always be obvious and unambiguous. For example, 
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if a reliable calculation of probability of success of a surgery intervention is 
not close to 1 or to 0, then it is of little use for a doctor who has to make a 
decision for a specific patient.

• The results obtained by formal methods depend on the data they use. Clinical 
data are tied with meaning, knowledge, data processing, data organization, etc. 
This data needs to be formalized in a way so that we keep its essential 
meaning in a particular clinical situation.

• Subjective information should not be ignored. Instead, more attention should 
be paid to the formalization methods of individual knowledge.

Specialists in machine learning and probabilistic modeling dealing with clinical 
applications point out the insufficiency of machine models alone and "the risks of the 
unwary use of data sets" [5] . Druzdzel and Diez in [5] claim that "it is necessary to 
resort to human experts' knowledge".

Let us give some examples from the literature of the common uses of expert 
knowledge.

• Expert interviewed by knowledge engineer who organizes the information 
elicited from the expert into a collection of rules

• Expert estimates
• Physician giving his opinion on the significance of a specific region on the 

ROC curve [6]
• Physician taking part in defining the graphical structure of a model (in Causal 

Probabilistic Models) [5,7,8,9]
• Physician describing explicitly the reasons that led him to make a certain 

diagnosis or recommend a certain therapy [10]
Our method for adequate formalization of clinical experience extensively uses an 

original technique of DGs [3] , a powerful tool for clinical experience elicitation. We 
want to point out that the use of DGs in our method is radically different from 
traditional "expert knowledge" approach. In fact, our approach differs from all other 
proposed approaches in the following ways.

• We elicit particular types of medical knowledge - clinical experience, implicit 
knowledge, tacit assumptions - i.e. what is called "knowing-in action" [11]

• We do not just elicit knowledge from the clinician which might be ambiguous. 
Our actual goal is the construction of an adequate formalized language using 
elicited experience.

• Adequate language of this kind consists, roughly, of structural units and rules.
• Resulting formalized language is well founded both with respect to the logic

and the actual meaning of the clinical situation considered.

3. Stages of Adequate Formalization Method

The important thing to know about Adequate Formalization (AF) method is that some 
of its stages are developed in parallel and some in sequential order. DGs are used in
most of them. Because of size limitations we cannot describe here in detail all the 
stages of AF and point out their essential interrelations. We outline them below.

Formalization of a problem statement:

• A path: medical aim � medical decision problem(s) � formal decision 
problem of the given study

• Description of a group of patients
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• Source and scope of data used by mathematicians
• Predictive concepts ( elements of adequate language)
• A verification procedure for predictions
Developing of multipurpose questionnaires ( principles and requirements):

• Verification of completeness
• Verification of reproducibility of data
• Formalizations of questions and answers
Elaboration of adequate language:

• Elaboration of new concepts for patients' description
• Concepts elaboration for predictions
• Developing of reduced questionnaires
Structural units discovery:

• Two levels of description: features (lower level) and structural units (upper 
level)

• Formal transformation rules that relate these two levels.
Construction of algorithm (decision rule) based on structural units.

Verification procedure for the algorithm:

• Verification on retrospective material
• Clinical verification (prospective study)
Medical Evaluation of the result obtained.

4. Adequate Formalization in the study of the Differential Diagnosis of Purulent 

Meningitis in Infants

It is well-known that the choice of an adequate treatment of a purulent meningitis 
depends on its etiology. The goal set for the DG carried out in the early stage of this 
study was defined as followed: using clinical picture of the illness the expert physician 
had to determine the etiology of meningitis2.

Analyzing this DG it became clear that the pattern of the onset of the illness was 
relevant to its etiology. In the DGs that followed, the expert repeatedly came back to 
assessing the acuteness of the progression of illness using expressions such as "acute 
onset", "subacute progression of the illness", "undulating illness course" etc. However, 
formulating any formal criteria proved practically impossible at that point. In 
particular, the impediment to formalized assessment of illness onset lay in the fact that 
the information concerning the illness onset was communicated by patient's parents. 
Evidently, such information may have been incomplete and self-contradictory.

In order to find the formal criteria that indicate the illness onset a thorough 
application of the adequate formalization method was performed. As the first step it has 
proved important to understand and to express formally the notion "The first day of 
illness" as a formalized feature (about the two levels of formalization see [3]).

It is important to know that, in the later stages of formalization five types of illness 
onset were singled out and have contributed to the elaboration of adequate language 
concepts. These became the basis for application of the formal rules.

In the next stage four structural units have been built [2] (two of them coincided 
with two types of illness onset). The solution of the problem has been obtained in the 

2 The authors must remind that this example serves only as methodological illustration and its medical 
meaning will not be discussed in the present paper.
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form of a relatively simple algorithm based on those structural units. The prospective
verification of the algorithm and its clinical impact evaluation gave meaningful and 
statistically significant results.

Here are the structural units for determining the etiology of meningitis for infants 
during the first year of life.

1. Evident neurological symptomatology.
2. Otitis
3. Slack prodromal period with catarrhal symptoms
4. Acute prodromal period of a nasopharyngitis type
Though structural units have a simple shape some of them have complex internal 

structures. It is highly important that structural units
• are always expressed in a language that is understandable to physicians;
• do not require any additional interpretation at all;
• are formalized and therefore can be used in a computer algorithm.
These characteristics are essential for an adequate language.
The algorithm obtained in this study was formulated as a simple logical expression 

(equivalent to a Decision Tree) using structural units mentioned above. While the 
questionnaire elaborated in this work contained many dozens of low level features the 
resulting algorithm is compact and uses only 4 structural units from the adequate 
language vocabulary.

5. Novelty and originality of AF Method

Herein we list several essential features which define the novelty and originality of the 
method of adequate formalization.

• In the AF method, unlike in other approaches to formalization of experts' 
skills and knowledge, an elaboration of adequate description and discovery of 
structural units always precede construction of the algorithm. This is a 
radically different approach to formalization and modeling.

• The structure of the algorithm is usually rather simple. By contrast, the 
concepts of adequate language have often a complicated and non-trivial 
structure with respect to initial features.

• The AF method allows a drastic reduction of the feature space dimension. 
Only then, the algorithm is applied to structural units.

• The result of the algorithm coming from the AF method does not require any 
interpretation. The algorithm is formulated in terms that could be applied to 
the individual patient.

• The AF method is applicable to small size samples when the initial dataset is 
insufficient for statistical analysis.

6. Limitations

As with any scientific method it is important to indicate explicitly its limitations. The 
two most significant are as follows.

• The use of AF method is effective in those medical decision problems where 
sufficient clinical experience is available.

• Results obtained by the AF method are valid only in given clinical settings.
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Conclusion

At a first glance, it might look like the results of AF method are not so helpful for a 
high level expert since in most cases, the expert makes right decisions. "However 
people often forget what great losses are borne by doctors and patients to attain this 
level of expertise" [12, p 6]. Such is the opinion of Professor AL Syrkin (Sechenov 
Moscow Medical Academy), a high level specialist in cardiology who participated in 
our studies and DGs for long years. By using AF method, young doctors gain in 
knowledge and experience. But high-level clinicians gain also: "after collaboration 
with high-level mathematicians, the clinician attains a new level of thinking" [12, p7]. 
This is valuable for teaching purposes. It allows knowledge and experience to pass to 
the younger generations of doctors.
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Disease outbreak detection through clique
covering on a weighted ICPC-coded graph
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Abstract.  Even after a decade of increased research into the problem of detecting 
disease outbreaks, we lack a system that can limit the number of patients affected 
by a potential epidemic by recognising its existence at an early stage. In this paper 
we suggest the use of a weighted graph representing symptoms with an 
exceptionally high prevalence. Cliques with high weighted edges in such a graph 
will represent groups of symptoms that occur together more often than usual. As a 
result each clique will represent the main symptoms of a disease with a high 
incidence rate. This will make it easier to diagnose the nature of an outbreak, to 
reach the affected patients at an early stage and to distinguish between outbreaks 
occurring simultaneously. 

Keywords. Epidemiological research, population surveillance, decision support, 
algorithms, syndromic surveillance

Introduction

In the last decade, many population surveillance systems have been developed with the 
intention of detecting disease outbreaks [1,2,3]. These systems have in common that 
they analyse data from a number of people and use statistical methods to make a 
prediction about the health of a larger population. This paper argues that in order to 
make a precise prediction about the nature of an outbreak, the accumulated clinical 
symptoms of a population should be analysed as if they were experienced by a single 
person. Furthermore, we describe how this principle can be implemented using a 
weighted undirected graph. If there is sufficient information available about the 
symptoms of each single patient, it becomes possible to see how different symptoms 
relate to each other, which in turn can be used to diagnose the population. An 
identification of an outbreak should then be directly translated into actions towards the 
current patients and the potential victims of the disease.

Currently, Tromsø Telemedicine Laboratory (TTL) is working on the development 
of the Snow-system [4,5]. This system will process epidemiological Electronic Health 
Record (EHR)-data from general practitioners within a region, in order to share
knowledge about prevalent contagious diseases. The Snow-system extracts, among 
others, data in the form of International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC)-codes 
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[6,7]. These codes define a classification of symptoms and diagnoses.  To diagnose the 
population of a region as a whole, the sum of all ICPC-data can be searched for groups 
of symptoms that occur more frequently.  Such sets of symptoms could predict what 
the

Figure 1. Giardiasis in the city of Bergen, Norway 2004 

symptoms of a prevalent disease are. By considering the patient data of an entire region 
as opposed to that of one individual, there will be less distraction caused by noise.
Noise in this context could occur if only a subset of a patient’s symptoms is being 
reported, if symptoms are caused by multiple conditions or if a patient receives a wrong 
diagnosis. By only looking at groups of symptoms with an exceptionally high 
frequency, a distinction can be made between different prevalent illnesses in a 
community.

The detection of groups will be achieved by modelling the distribution of 
symptoms as a weighted undirected graph, where the nodes represent symptoms, and 
the edges represent pair wise appearance of symptoms. A clique (a set of nodes of 
which each pair shares a direct relation) with a relatively high weight in such a graph, 
represents symptoms which are not only prevalent by themselves, but also as a group. 
When comparing such graphs for different periods in time, incidence rates of different 
diseases or phases within one disease can be explored. In practice, when cliques with 
an exceptionally high weight are detected, the community does not necessarily have to 
be alerted. Any health care professional entering new sets of symptoms into an EHR, 
can get a report or visualisation informing about the status of that particular set of 
symptoms. For example, if the set that is entered is a subset of a currently prevalent 
larger clique, the health care professional could use the other symptoms in that clique 
as a guideline for further interviewing the patient.

The idea of this system can be sketched by using the example of the outbreak of 
Giardiasis in Bergen 2004 [8]. The Giardia Lamblia-parasite responsible for this 
disease generally causes symptoms of diarrhoea, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains, 
increased flatulence and weight loss. Although the last symptom is less common, a 
weighted graph of all symptoms would at least reveal higher weights on edges between 
the nodes representing the first five symptoms. The first suggestion found for these 
symptoms at Symptom Checker by WebMD [9] is indeed Giardiasis. The situation in 
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Bergen is illustrated in Figure 1 as based on the symptoms experienced by 200 
Giardiasis-patients interviewed by Steen and Damsgaard [8]. The weights on the edges 
in this figure are the expected number of patients experiencing a pair of symptoms, 
based on the probability of each individual symptom occurring. The figure displays the 
situation if the only abnormality occurring was the Giardiasis outbreak. Since the 
outbreak started in October, it is likely that there was also an increase in the number of 
influenza patients. The typical symptoms of influenza do not overlap with those for 
Giardiasis. If we would add data for influenza patients, we could see a distinction 
between the clique for Giardiasis and that for influenza.

To demonstrate this method on a real situation, we conducted a test on data from 
the Central Data from General Practitioners (SEDA)-project [10], for which patient 
records were collected from 20 GP-clinics in Norway during one month in 2001.

The algorithm described here is based on an NP-hard problem, yet an estimation of 
the maximal cliques should be sufficient to point out the most significant developments 
in symptoms in a region. Since only the symptoms are analysed and communicated, 
patients described in the graph can stay relatively anonymous. Therefore, the
information extracted from the graph can be used in many different applications.

1. Methods

The symptoms (in the ICPC-classification), as stated in an entry to an EHR, are 
encoded and sent to a regional server. Using the Snow-system [4], this data will be 
encoded with a minimal risk to the privacy of patients. At the regional server, a graph 
G = (V, E, WE) is maintained representing current sets of symptoms throughout the 
region. A node v in the graph will represent symptom v and will have a label 
representing the number of patients with that symptom. An edge (v1, v2) will represent 
the relation between symptoms v1 and v2. The weight wv1,v2 � WE  represents the 
number of patients that have recently reported at least both symptoms v1 and v2. It is 
also possible, and probably desirable to define and maintain WV for graph G, 
representing the number of patients reporting each separate symptom. Adding this 
information to the maintained data, will not increase the space complexity and more 
importantly, it could offer interesting options for research. On the other hand, if this 
would be the only function calculated, the algorithm would fail to identify prevalent 
groups of symptoms in several cases. If there is a general rise in number of symptoms, 
it would be difficult to see how they are related and it becomes more difficult to make a 
diagnosis. 

Graph G is a representation of all sets of symptoms that are interesting because 
they are prevalent. The cliques in graph G will give an approximation of the subsets 
that are common. Maximal cliques in G can correspond to disease descriptions. In a 
graph G’ representing symptoms with an exceptionally high occurrence (measured 
against graphs constructed for similar periods), a maximal clique that covers a large 
amount of patients, can indicate that there is an outbreak of some disease. Indeed, if 
symptoms A and B both occur more frequently than usual, it is slightly more likely that 
they occur simultaneously in any individual. If these symptoms are typical for a certain 
disease, i.e., the symptoms are positively correlated, they will occur together more 
often when this disease is prevalent.

Ideally, all sets of symptoms occurring should be stored and examined. Collecting 
this information would lead to the creation of a hypergraph. Such a graph would give 
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an exact picture of how groups of symptoms occur in a society. However, the storage 
and analysis of these hypergraphs and comparison between different sets is quite 
complex. Comparison is necessary because not all patients will display the exact set of 
symptoms typical for their main condition. The cliques in graph G will give an 
approximation of the subsets that are common, with a smaller space complexity.

Finding an exact maximum clique is an NP-hard problem [11]. Since we are only 
looking for approximate sets of symptoms, an algorithm that finds maximal cliques 
with a high likelihood will be sufficient for the problem discussed in this paper. In the 
experiment described in the next section, we have used an algorithm that finds some 
local cliques in linear time. This algorithm makes an approximate covering of the graph 
by removing detected maximal cliques from the graph until the weights of the graph 
have reached some minimum. It will be possible that certain false or negative positives 
occur. To account for this possibility, the results of the algorithm should be handled 
carefully. The graph should by analysed often, e.g., every minute, and in a random 
order to look at multiple possibilities. Even if an indication for an outbreak is found, 
there should be no official alarm until it is confirmed by a health care professional. The 
weight of a clique should be taken into account as an estimation of the severity of an 
outbreak. It is theoretically possible that cliques are incorrectly identified as more 
prevalent. These cases would be rare in real data, and the situations can be overcome 
by some simple adjustments to the algorithm. Due to the scope of this paper, it will not 
be possible to prove the correctness of this statement now.

To utilise the algorithm discussed here, we need to establish when a set of 
symptoms is more prevalent than usual. In the next section, we assume that this 
situation occurs whenever the value of an edge is higher than the measured average 
value for that same edge. When examining a larger set of data it will become possible 
to measure fluctuations more accurately and an edge should only be found more 
prevalent if it lies outside a range of expected values.

2. The SEDA-project

To demonstrate the algorithm as described in the previous section, we implemented a 
basic version. The algorithm will later on be implemented as part of the Snow-system. 
At the time this paper was written, the amount of ICPC-data gathered for the Snow-
project was not sufficient to create a simulation. Instead, we performed a test on data 
from the Central Data from General Practitioners (SEDA)-project [10]. This project 
was conducted in 2001 by Statistics Norway to research the possibility of shared 
statistics among general practitioners.  The data collected for this research includes 
entries to patient records from 20 GP-clinics in Norway, made in November of that 
same year. (This is real data and a substitute for the data collected with Snow.)

In most of these records, ICPC-coding was limited to describing the diagnosis. Out 
of the 30,565 records available, only 23,501 made use of the ICPC-codes and on 
average only 1.13 codes were used per record. To run the algorithm with the SEDA-
data as it would be conducted for ICPC-symptoms, the categories of ICPC (A to Z) 
were used, instead of all individual symptoms.

We used the first half of the data to obtain information about the normal frequency 
of relations. Next, we compared each day in the last part of the data to the same 
weekday in earlier weeks (with each data for one day representing data collected in the 
last week). Cliques with an increased prevalence of at least 10 cases are shown in Table 
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1. The results in the table present a prediction about the increased amount of patients 
affected by conditions with symptoms within certain categories. 

 Table 1. Sets of symptom/diagnosis-categories with increased weight in the SEDA-data

3. Discussion

The results in Table 1 show that the algorithm described in this paper can detect 
cliques of prevalent symptoms from the accumulated symptoms of all symptoms 
reported by patients over a period of time. We cannot diagnose these results yet, since 
the symptom-groups are to general. However, when inspecting for example the clique 
of A and X-symptoms more carefully, we can conclude that the amount of pregnant 
women with general complaints was high in the period from the 20th to the 27th of 
October. 

We need a data set with a higher average number of ICPC-codes to find more 
interesting results. To fully utilise the algorithm described in this paper, all symptoms 
described by patients should be documented. A possibility to overcome this problem in 
the Snow-system is described by Johansen et al. [4]. They propose to let patients enter 
their symptoms in a system while still in the waiting room. This will give patients the 
opportunity to describe their symptoms thoroughly without causing more workload for 
the physician. This method will likely cause an increase in the average number of 
symptoms per patient record.

It also needs to be noted here that one month of data is very little to extract 
reliable knowledge about patterns in the occurrence of different symptoms. Since the 
Snow-project will run for an indefinite period, it will likely provide an increased 
number of ICPC-symptoms. Experiments conducted on the data set collected by the 
Snow-system will verify whether the statements made in this paper hold for real data 
with real noise. The Snow-system will also provide us with an overview of actual 
occurrences of disease outbreak, which will make it possible to verify our findings.

Once implemented, the proposed method is non-intrusive. Only a minimal amount 
of data is needed (if only symptoms are used, the identity of individual patients is very 
difficult to trace) and data is only used to be inserted in the graph. The graph itself is 
not stored for each moment in time; it is only integrated in data representing patterns in 
the graph over different time periods. As a result, data will become more and more 
abstract over time. To get a complete picture of the health status of a community, the 
graph could be extended to describe diagnoses made or demographic information about 
patients. This would, however, make the data less anonymous and some relations 
detected could represent sensitive information. 

The methods described in this paper could potentially be used for many different 
purposes. In the introduction, we touched upon the possibility of decision support when 

Symptoms Moment of occurrence Increased number of 
patients affected

P(Psychological), R(Respiratory) October10 – 18, 2001 at least 10

R(Respiratory),S(Skin) October 10 – 18, 2001 at least 10

T (Endocrine, metabolic and nutritional), L 
(Musculoskeletal), K (Cardiovascular)

October18 – 28, 2001 at least 15

A(General), X(Female Genital) October 20 – 27, 2001 at least 10
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adding a new set of symptoms to the regional graph. This implementation will provide 
physicians with statistical data about the current situation in their region, which can 
assist them in diagnosing. Other purposes could be automatic detection, visualisation of 
symptoms and diseases within a region, distinction between rare and common 
symptoms of a disease or identification of early symptoms caused by a disease. 
Another purpose could be that of integrating graphs for different regions with each 
other to form information about the global spread of pandemics. All of these 
possibilities could be further explored once a simple version is implemented as part of 
the Snow-system.

4. Conclusions

This paper examined the possibility of exploring a weighted graph in which the nodes 
represent clinical symptoms or diagnoses and where the edges represent pair-wise 
relations between the symptoms occurring in a certain region. Though the algorithm 
proposed is based on a complex problem, we are only searching after an estimation of 
all maximal cliques. With an algorithm that can approximate maximal cliques, there is 
a high probability that prevalent cliques will be found. With these cliques a prediction 
can be made about the nature of diseases currently prevalent and a distinction can be 
made between different independent diseases. This method will not only provide us 
with information about the occurrence of a disease outbreak, but it will also give an 
outline of the set of symptoms associated with the disease. The population affected by 
the disease can be approached directly and the process of diagnosing the actual disease 
can be accelerated.
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Abstract. Few RCTs on the effect of computer applications in intensive care have 
been published. This study presents an RCT measuring time savings and score 
values after introduction of a computer based scoring tool in an intensive care unit. 
A tablet PC with a standalone scoring application for TISS, SAPS2 and Apache 2 
was supplied. We measured considerable time savings and higher score values 
when the computer application is used. 

Keywords. RCT, Information system, Intensive Care

Introduction

When the influential 1999 IOM report “To Err is human: Building a Safer Health 
System” [1] was published, it prompted considerable discussion how better patient care 
could be achieved by using more computer applications. There have been critical 
reports however, that before stating that we could save so many lives we would need to 
thoroughly evaluate our computer applications and to prove that they fulfill the 
expectations [2]. However, it is still difficult to implement good evaluation studies for 
computer applications [3] and randomized controlled studies (RCTs) evaluating 
computerized information systems remain rare [4]. There have been many publications 
about electronic support and patient data management systems (PDMS) in intensive
care units ICU [e.g. 5,6] but only few RCT’s on this topic [7,8,9,10]. A Medline search 
refined for RCTs with the MeSH terms “Information Systems” and “Intensive Care”
revealed only six publications.

This paper presents an RCT at the medical intensive care unit 1 (MICU-1) of 
Erlangen University Hospital, which was performed to evaluate a standalone scoring 
application on a tablet PC. Our goals was to assess user satisfaction (by means of a 
questionnaire), to find out how workflows changed (by workflow analysis), to measure 
time needed  to score a patient (by RCT) and to compare score values generated with 
help of computer and without (by RCT).
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1. Environment

Our university hospital has several ICUs. MICU-1 belongs to the department Internal 
Medicine 1 which specializes for gastroenterology, pneumology and endocrinology.
MICU-1 has 12 beds, 44 nurses and 11 physicians in rotational shifts. In 2005 they 
cared for 537 patients and delivered more than 48.000 respirator hours and 499 days of 
CVVH. Therapy comprises diseases like ARDS, pneumonia, sepsis, liver failure, 
gastrointestinal bleeding, severe clotting disorder, poisoning, metabolic failure as well 
as post-transplantation complications, usually combined with multi organ failure. In 
contrary to some other Erlangen University Hospital ICUs there is currently no PDMS 
available on MICU-1. At the time of this study the computing infrastructure of MICU-
1 comprised four workstations in the physician office and two more in the nursing 
office to access e.g. the Erlangen Hospital Information System HIS (Siemens Soarian) 
and to perform lab order entry (Swisslab) and radiology order entry (iSoft RadCentre).
The workstations in the nursing office support electronic drug ordering from the 
pharmacy. There is a central monitoring system for all beds at the nursing office
(Siemens Infinity). Furthermore a PACS workstation and printer are available for 
retrieval of radiology images (Siemens). The patient chart and patient record however 
are maintained completely on paper. 

German legal and reimbursement requirements [11] necessitate since 2006, that for 
each intensive care patient the scores CORE10TISS, a TISS28 derivate (therapeutic 
intervention scoring system [12,13]) and SAPS2 (simplified acute physiology score 
[14]) are collected daily. Hospitals must supply accumulated score sums for each ICU 
patient. The totaled score is mapped to the German OPS-Code (an ICPM derivate) 8-
980 which stands for complex intensive care treatment. In combination with the totaled 
respirator hours this data is used for reimbursement. Traditionally and for scientific 
evaluations MICU-1 collects daily two other scores for each patient, namely the 
APACHE2 [15] and the TISS76 [16] score. Before this study, all scoring was done 
manually on paper and the results entered in the paper based patient chart and a small 
MS-Access database application for statistical evaluation. This was a time consuming  
task. 

2. Methods

On request, the medical informatics department analyzed the current situation and 
documentation workflow at MICU-1 and offered to implement a computerized scoring 
tool as an interim solution as long as no PDMS is available. The application was 
designed for tablet PC to support bedside score documentation and programmed in 
JAVA using Hibernate 3.2 and HSQL 1.8.0 as database and the Apache FOP library for 
graphical output. It’s specifications comprised download compatibility into the existing 
Access database, easy configuration of new scores with XML template, and user 
profiling to permit each user to define his own sequence of data entry. Application 
development was based on rapid prototyping in close collaboration with clinicians. The 
scoring tool went into use in December 2006. Figure 1 shows the user interface which 
is optimized for pen entry. 

To evaluate the new scoring tool a complex evaluation protocol was defined 
combining workflow analysis, time series questionnaire technology and a randomized 
trial measuring time consumption and score values. Here we will concentrate on the 
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RCT results to answer the hypotheses “the system has changed the time needed to 
document scores” and “the system has changed the quality of score documentation”. To 
support or reject these hypotheses n=54 patient scoring events performed in March and 
April 2007 have been groupwise randomized into 27 interventions where the computer 
application was used for scoring and 27 controls where scoring was performed 
manually as before. A scoring event is defined as collecting four scores CORE10TISS, 
SAPS2, APACHE2 and TISS76 once at midnight for one patient. Time measurement 
was done manually using a stop watch. Measurement started when the paper based 
patient chart (plus tablet PC in intervention) were available and finished when the 
respective score values were written in the patient chart. In the manual group each of 
the four scores was timed separately, whereas in the intervention group we measured 
time for SAPS2 and APACHE2 combined, because the documentation workflow had 
been streamlined in the computer application. There, physiology parameters for both 
SAPS2 and APACHE2 could be documented just once and the program did allocate the 
respective score values for both (see Figure 1). For total time measurement, times to 
fetch or distribute the paper patient records were included.

Figure 1: data entry screen of score tool on tablet PC

Furthermore we collected all score values from intervention and control group. In 
order to assess the quality of the documented score values, all scores of both groups 
have been collected a second time from the researcher (author AB) using the computer 
tool. Then measurements have been collected a third time from a senior physician of 
the ward, thus establishing the presumably correct gold standard.

For statistic testing we used Mann Whitney U test assuming 5% error level.
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3. Results

Median values of scoring time measurements in seconds are shown in Figure 2. 
Documentation time for the combination of SAPS2 and APACHE2 (both times have 
been summed in the manual group) is nearly halved from 150 to 80 seconds with 
computer assistance. For TISS76 the time saving is 60 seconds on computer compared 
to 95 seconds on paper, for CORE10TISS it is 10 against 15 seconds and the total time 
is 165 seconds against 265 seconds. All time differences are significant at the 5% level.
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Figure 2. Median time values for scoring using paper or computer

Figure 3 shows score results for APACHE paper versus gold standard on the left 
(27 randomized score values measured twice) and scoring tool versus gold standard
(another 27 randomized score values measured twice). 
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Figure 3. Score values compared to gold standard, control (paper based scoring) left, intervention (computer 
tool) right
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APACHE2 scores on paper (Figure 3 left) were 10 points lower than gold standard 
(significant at 5%), compared to scores in the intervention group with computer (Figure 
3 right) which were only 4 points lower than gold standard (non significant, p=6.4%). 
Accordingly we found a difference of 6 points to the gold standard for SAPS2 when 
using paper (significant) compared to only 4 points difference when using computer 
(non significant). For TISS76, values using paper were 4 points lower than gold 
standard (significant) while computer score values were 2 points higher than gold 
standard (non significant). For CORE10TISS there were no significant differences 
between measurement and gold standard neither in intervention nor in control group. In 
summary we note a significant decrease of scoring time when using computer and 
higher score values near to our gold standard for scoring APACHE2, SAPS2 and 
TISS76 on computer.

4. Discussion

Within this evaluation we could demonstrate a significant decrease in time used for 
scoring intensive care patients by introducing a plain computer based scoring tool.
These results correspond nicely with the results of our user satisfaction evaluation 
which is beyond the scope of this paper. We identified one other RCT [7] which did 
also demonstrate time savings for computerized documentation, but did so for a full 
grown commercial PDMS and measured nursing activities. We measured physicians 
work time and our intervention was only a minor stand alone application taking less 
than 3 man months for development. 

Furthermore we could demonstrate a significant influence of computerized scoring 
on scoring quality, since manual score values for three out of four scores were too low.
It remains difficult to establish a valid gold standard for scoring ICU patients. One 
physician may e.g. consider a documented high pulse or pressure value from a monitor 
as an artefact due to patient movements whereas another colleague may trust this value 
because he had attended the measurement himself and therefore is confident that the 
peak reflects reality. Therefore our score values are not fully identical between gold 
standard (established by repeated measurements) and both computer scoring or paper 
scoring. It remains a fact however, that those differences are small and insignificant 
when computerized scoring was used, whereas values were significantly lower when 
paper was used, except for the elementary CORE10TISS score. There is one other 
study of Bosman and colleagues [17] who performed simultaneous manual and 
computerized charting using a PDMS and note, similar to our study, higher severity 
scores for APACHE2, SAPS2 and MPM (Mortality Probability Models) resulting in an 
increased predicted mortality. They do however not use a gold standard such as 
repeated scoring to confirm which values are better. In that study, physiology 
parameters were drawn directly from the PDMS for computerized scoring and from the 
paper record for manual scoring, whereas our source information was always a paper 
based patient record. Therefore we conclude that even without direct and automated 
transmission of vital signs into an electronic patient chart a computerized 
documentation  tool may alter scoring results.

However, critique to this evaluation study should be allowed. This is a small study 
with n=54 scoring events. The designer of the application took part in the evaluation of
his own program, which could lead to a Hawthorne effect. In a disruptive environment 
such as an intensive care unit, there are many interfering factors which may influence 
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an interventional study. We tried to overcome both facts by hopefully distributing
interfering factors equally among intervention and control group using a rigid study 
protocol and by measuring differences against a gold standard.

Our results suggest that ICU scoring of non trivial scores should always be done 
with computer support, not only to save time, but to achieve a higher quality of score 
values. Considering the scoring application itself we are fully aware that we have dealt 
only with one minor documentation aspect on MICU-1. We plan to support this ward in 
future with a commercial PDMS which will draw vital signs for scoring SAPS2 
directly from imported patient monitor data. But our results indicate, that we should 
increase computerized documentation in ICUs for better data quality, despite of the 
risks which arise from increased dependency of computer applications.
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Abstract. This paper describes the evaluation of a service-oriented prototype 

implementation. The prototype development aims to exploit the use of service-

oriented concepts for achieving healthcare interoperability while it also attempts to 

move towards a virtual patient record paradigm. The proposed evaluation strategy 

investigates the adaptation of the DeLone and McLean model of information 

systems success with respect to service-oriented implementations. Specific 

service-oriented and virtual patient record characteristics were empirically 

encapsulated in the DeLone and McLean model and respective evaluation 

measures were produced. The proposed theoretical framework was utilized for 

conducting an empirical study amongst sixty two participants in order to observe 

their perceptions with respect to the hypothetical adoption of the prototype 

framework. The data gathered was analyzed using partial least squares. The 

generated results highlighted the importance of information quality whereas 

system quality did not prove to be a strong significant predictor in the overall 

model. 

Keywords. interoperability, process, assessment-evaluation: IS success model, 
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Introduction 

The evolution of technology in the healthcare context consequently leads to both 

experimental and productive adoptions of new information technology (IT) standards 

in the healthcare domain. A typical field of health informatics related with such 

adoptions is interoperability. Healthcare interoperability includes several aspects under 

consideration since it is associated with a variety of concerns, perceptions and 

approaches whereas it also involves several standards, methods, stakeholders and roles 

[1].

A service-oriented prototype implementation was developed at the health 

informatics laboratory, Faculty of Nursing, University of Athens [1]. The aim of the 

prototype implementation is twofold. Primarily to investigate the adaptation of service 

oriented architectures (SOA) [2-4] for achieving healthcare interoperability. Secondly, 

to propose a homogeneous Web-based environment, capable of presenting the dynamic 
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unification of distributed patient data, through the orchestration of services from a 

diversity of applications. Consequently, the prototype implementation attempts to 

formulate a virtual patient record (VPR) approach [1]. Moreover, the research work 

exploits the use of the business process execution language (BPEL) standard for the 

design and implementation of business and technical processes that coordinate software 

services in order to achieve interoperability in healthcare organisations [2,5].  

Related work in this field includes initiatives and propositions for VPR 

implementations [6,7] and service-oriented computing in healthcare [3,4,8,9]. 

However, equal attention should be paid in the evaluation of technological adoptions in 

healthcare, in order to ensure the success and effective use of any information system 

development [10]. The work described in this paper aims to move towards an 

evaluation strategy for SOA implementations with VPR functionality in the healthcare 

domain.

The presented work is organised in several sections. Section 1 outlines the research 

model and method. Section 2 focuses on the data analysis approach. Section 3 presents 

the results obtained and provides a discussion on the methodology in terms of the 

measurement and the structural model. Section 4 provides a discussion on the results 

and the outcomes of the study. Finally, Section 5 presents future adoptions of the SOA 

prototype framework and the proposed evaluation approach. 

1. Research model and method 

1.1. Theoretical framework 

The theoretical background for conducting an evaluation of the SOA prototype is based 

on the initial proposition of the DeLone and McLean information systems (IS) Success 

model [11]. The current study attempts to utilize the IS Success model in the context of 

a hypothetical adoption, since the SOA framework under evaluation is a prototype. 

Regardless of the empirical encapsulation of SOA and VPR characteristics within the 

dimensions of the DeLone and McLean model, the objective is to observe and 

comment on the trend and the perception that such a prototype might create amongst 

participants with clinical and/or informatics background.  

In their model, DeLone and McLean define six dimensions namely system quality, 

information quality, use, user satisfaction, individual impact and organisational impact 

[11]. By definition, the dimensions of system and information quality both affect the 

dimensions of use and user satisfaction respectively. Furthermore, use and user 

satisfaction affect each other while both also affect the dimension of individual impact 

and finally, individual impact affects organisational impact [11-14]. In the context of 

the current study, the characteristics that contribute to the six dimensions defined by 

DeLone and McLean are formulated from a SOA and VPR perspective, combined with 

various relevant characteristics from the influential studies of Iivari [12] and Yusof, 

Paul and Stergioulas [15]. Thus, for each dimension, specific characteristics are 

proposed in an attempt to reflect service-oriented and virtual patient record attributes.  

1.2. Service-oriented characteristics and hypotheses 

Regarding system quality, the selected characteristics were flexibility, usefulness, 

interoperability, maintainability, scalability and reusability. The selection of the first 
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three attributes was influenced from the propositions of Iivari [12] and Yusof et al. [15] 

whereas the last three are proposed in an attempt to reflect possible SOA characteristics 

and architectural advantages [1,2,5]. Concerning information quality, characteristics 

include data completeness, data unification, semantically mapping capabilities, 

consistency of the actual content, data standardization and relevancy of the 

consolidated data. In a similar manner, the selection of completeness, consistency and 

relevancy was influenced from Yusof et al. [15] and Iivari [12]. The remaining 

attributes were selected in an attempt to reflect possible VPR characteristics. 

Continuously, the rest of the dimensions, namely use, user satisfaction, individual 

impact and organisational impact, were formulated based on a subjectivist manner.  

The dimension of use is related with attributes that attempt to measure the potential 

use of the prototype, due to its hypothetical nature. Furthermore, for user satisfaction, 

the current study attempts to include characteristics related with the understanding and 

the possible innovative nature of the overall architecture, the interest on the proposed 

model, and finally the perception regarding its capabilities for achieving 

interoperability. The dimension of individual impact introduces measures related with 

possible time saving for accomplishing individual tasks, harmonization of daily 

activities with the overall business process model in a healthcare organisation, 

usefulness of a SOA framework as both a business and technical tool and finally, 

individual perceptions regarding productivity and work performance improvement. At 

last, the dimension of organisational impact formulates a set of attributes that are 

associated with possible cost implications, business process (re) engineering and/or (re) 

design along with possible overall time savings from an organisational perspective, in 

an attempt to investigate such concepts.  

The following hypotheses were formulated: System quality affects user satisfaction 

(H1), information quality affects user satisfaction (H2), system quality affects use (H3), 

information quality affects use (H4), use affects user satisfaction (H5), user satisfaction 

affects use (H6), user satisfaction affects individual impact (H7), use affects individual 

impact (H8) and individual impact affects organisational impact (H9) [12].  

2. Data analysis 

The prototype nature of the proposed framework creates several limitations. Thus, the 

sample selection for conducting an evaluation had a limited scope. Mainly, it was based 

on past and present postgraduate students specializing in health informatics and 

healthcare services management at the Faculty of Nursing, University of Athens. The 

undergraduate background of the students was nursing or informatics science. Also, a 

minor set of participants originated from either nursing departments of healthcare 

organisations or the healthcare IT industry, and agreed to participate in the study in an 

individual basis. The empirical assessment included sixty two participants. A 

significant percentage of the sample (35.5%) was employed in healthcare organisations.  

The formulated sample provides the opportunity to obtain hypothetical, but still 

useful beliefs and perceptions regarding the proposed framework. A short introduction 

on design issues and a live demonstration scenario of the prototype were presented to 

the evaluators. Afterwards, participants were asked to complete an anonymous 

questionnaire. System quality, information quality, use, user satisfaction, individual 

impact and organisational impact were related with SYSQ (24 measures), INFQ (24 

measures), PU (2 measures), PUS (6 measures), INDV (6 measures) and ORG (6 
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measures) accordingly. All measures were modeled in a 7-scale Likert approach. In 

general, the number of measures per dimension and the scaling in the questionnaire 

were adopted from Iivari [12].  

The data gathered was analyzed using structural equation modeling, specifically 

partial least squares (PLS) which is mainly used for prediction rather than confirmatory 

analysis [12,17] and is utilized in several research works [12,13,18-20]. For the 

modelling and the data analysis, the software package smartPLS version 2.0 M3 beta 

was used [16]. The dimensions and characteristics were described as a second order 

model with two scenarios in smartPLS software, in order to adequately reflect the bi-

directional interaction between the dimensions of use and user satisfaction (use to user 

satisfaction and user satisfaction to use respectively) [12]. 

3. Results 

The generated results were assessed according to the measurement and the structural 

model [12, 13, 17-20].  

For the measurement model, individual item loadings, construct reliability (internal 

consistency), convergent validity and discriminant validity were investigated. 

Regarding individual item loadings, 66 out of 68 overall items exceeded 0.6, with 61 of 

them producing a value greater than 0.7, thus considered reliable [12,13,18-20]. Only 

two items produced values below 0.6 in both scenarios, but can be considered 

acceptable since they exceed the threshold value of 0.5 for acceptable results [19,20].  

Construct reliability assessment was based on Cronbach’s alpha and composite 

reliability. All values were considered reliable (exceeded 0.7 for Cronbach’s alpha and 

0.8 for composite reliability) [12,13,18-20], except the value of Cronbach’s alpha for 

use (0.5976). In the case of convergent validity, the values of the average variance 

extracted (AVE) were observed, as proposed by Fornell and Larcker [21] [12,13,19]. 

All constructs produced an AVE that exceeded 0.5 [12,13,18-20], except system and 

information quality (0.4048 and 0.4298 respectively), which may be explained from the 

molar nature of the model [12]. At last, for the assessment of discriminant validity, all 

constructs produced satisfactory results for the square root of the AVE [12,13,18-20], 

except interoperability (0.7792 compared to 0.8459), scalability (0.8004 compared to 

0.8233 and 0.8236), flexibility (0.7924 compared to 0.806 and 0.8063) and reusability 

(0.7973 compared to 0.8602). Additionally, system and information quality did not 

produce satisfactory results (0.6362 compared to 0.7678 and 0.7721 for system quality 

and 0.6555 compared with 0.8504 and 0.8506 for information quality in both 

scenarios).  

Regarding the structural model, a resampling technique was used, based on 

bootstrapping (500 resamples) [12,13,17,18,20]. The examination of the t-values was 

based on a two-tail test with statistically significant levels of p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**) 

and p<0.001 (***). The results are shown in Figure 1. The upper value per pair 

concerns the first scenario whereas the lower value the second scenario respectively. 

Dotted lines emphasize the paths that did not prove to be significant in both scenarios 

and consequently the hypotheses that were not confirmed. 
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Figure 1. Results of the structural model (Source: Adopted from Daskalakis [22])  

4. Discussion 

The evaluation results highlighted that system quality is partially a predictor of system 

use but not of user satisfaction. Moreover, system use did not prove to be a significant 

predictor of individual impact. On the contrary, information quality proved to be a 

significant predictor of user satisfaction and partially a significant predictor of system 

use as well. Furthermore, the bi-directional relation between use and user satisfaction 

did not confirm in the context of the current study. In addition, user satisfaction found 

to be a strong predictor of individual impact. Finally, the dimension of individual 

impact was found to be a strong significant predictor of organisational impact. Such 

findings may highlight that participants tend to focus more on the quality of the 

information provided than the characteristics that govern the technology used for the 

information provisioning. 

5. Conclusions 

A service-oriented interoperability prototype with VPR capabilities has been developed 

and evaluated, based on a hypothetical adoption. Future work in the current field 

includes the prototype adoption in real healthcare conditions. Its impact can be 

investigated by conducting empirical assessments with distinct stakeholder groups. 

Overall, the propositions described in the current paper may be potentially adjusted in a 

variety of healthcare organisations in order to promote the evaluation of service-

oriented implementations with virtual patient record capabilities. 
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Abstract. Organisational communication perspectives provide a framework for 
examining the impact of new Computerised Physician Order Entry (CPOE) 
systems on health care organisations.  The aim of this study was to utilise 
performance metrics (volume of telephone/fax calls and the management of 
unfulfilled test requests) as a way of monitoring the impact of a new CPOE system 
on the communication (synchronous and asynchronous) interface in the Central 
Specimen Reception (CSR) area of a pathology laboratory service. The total 
number of outgoing and incoming calls rose considerably after the implementation 
of the new system. The number of unfulfilled test requests initially increased in the 
implementation period and thereafter fell to below pre-implementation levels.
There were significant differences in the relative proportion of duplicate (69% -
35%) and rescheduled requests (4% - 24%) between the pre- and post-periods.  
Performance metrics, can be relevant for measuring and monitoring changes in 
communication processes.  This is important with CPOE systems whose 
introduction can have unexpected consequences requiring early detection and 
action.

Keywords. Computer order entry, Evaluation studies, Hospital information 
systems, Laboratories, Pathology

Introduction

CPOE systems automate the clinical ordering process [1], and through the 
incorporation of clinical decision support and database linkage have the potential to 
contribute to improving the efficiency and quality of health care delivery [2].  However 
their introduction into hospitals can also result in major changes to work practices 
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particularly in the way that hospital departments communicate and work with each 
other [3]. To date there has been little research into the impact of these systems on 
laboratory functioning. The existing research in this area has tended to focus on the pre-
analytical (doctor’s decision to order) and post-analytical (delivery and application of 
test results) stages of the pathology ordering process, with little attention to ward-
laboratory communication patterns and work patterns [4].  

Information processing and communications are critical features of most activities 
within an organisation. Careful and systematic monitoring of how CPOE systems are 
used and their contribution to these processes can help to maximise system 
effectiveness [5]. The aim of this study was to utilise two performance metrics (volume 
of telephone; and fax calls and the management of unfulfilled test requests) as a means 
of monitoring the impact of a new CPOE system on the communication (synchronous 
and asynchronous) interface in the Central Specimen Reception (CSR) area of a 
pathology laboratory service after the changeover to a new results reporting system 
followed by electronic ordering two months later. 

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Research Setting

The study was undertaken in the CSR department (consisting of around 20 staff) of a 
pathology laboratory service located in a large (640-bed) hospital in Sydney, Australia.
On 22 November 2005, the Cerner Millennium Pathnet system replaced the previous 
laboratory information system. This was the precursor to the introduction in January 
2006 of the Power Chart (version 2004.01) electronic ordering system which included 
some basic decision support features including prompts for essential patient 
information and notification of duplicate test requests.

1.2. Procedures

1.2.1. Telephone communications

Hospital communication data logs listing the number of incoming and outgoing calls 
for each of the existing CSR phones and fax machines were accessed. These summaries 
were grouped into five quarters beginning in June – August 2005 and ending June –
August 2006 to compare the number of calls over the period. 

1.2.2. Unfulfilled test requests

In the pre-CPOE period, CSR blood collectors visited wards to access the hand written 
requests.  They matched the hand written request with the patient, and then proceeded
with the specimen collection.  On occasions where a collection was unable to be taken, 
and after consultation with the responsible clinician, the request was either put aside for 
collection on a future round or a notation was made on the request form and then 
returned to CSR as an unfulfilled request. An unfulfilled request is therefore one where 

a blood specimen was not taken and the request cancelled.  Unfulfilled requests can 
occur for a number of reasons; it could be a duplicate test request inadvertently made 
for the same patient by different clinicians; it may have been cancelled by the clinician; 
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or it may have been reissued as a new request.  Unfulfilled request forms were stored 
for an indefinite period before being discarded.  

This procedure changed with the implementation of the new system on 22
November 2005.  The department introduced a form to record the details of the episode 
including patient identification, ward, and date, and the reason for not collecting a 
specimen. The form provided the following choices: 1) Difficult collection; 2) Patient 
refused; 3) Patient unavailable; 4) Patient aggressive; 5) Patient not fasting; 6) Other.  
The forms also required the collectors to record whether the collection was rescheduled 
or cancelled. The information from these forms was then used to either cancel or 
reschedule the test request in the electronic system. These forms, along with all 
unfulfilled requests forms prior to 22 November 2005, were made available to the 
research team to audit for the period September 2005 to March 2006. Data were 
collated and cross validated by two researchers. Data about the total number of test 
requests per month were obtained from the pathology information service.  

1.2.3. Analysis

The total and average number of incoming and outgoing calls per telephone/fax line 
were analysed by three-month (quarterly) periods. The proportion of unfulfilled 
requests to the total number of tests over each month, and of telephone calls for each 
quarter were also calculated. To aid the longitudinal overview of these data, the month 
of November (unfulfilled requests) and the Sep-Nov quarter (phone calls) were 
included as part of the pre-implementation period. However the Chi-square tests 
comparing types of unfulfilled requests during the pre- and post- periods used 22 
November 2005 as the delineator date.

2. Results

2.1. Telephone communication

Table 1 shows the number of outgoing and incoming calls per quarter alongside their 
proportion to the total number of test requests for each period. It also provides the 
average number of calls per telephone/fax line. The number of calls (incoming and 
outgoing) for each quarter doubled in the Mar-May 06 periods and remained high in the 
Jun-Aug 06 period. The average number of incoming calls over the study period 
changed considerably but with high standard deviation (SD) values. In contrast the 
averages for outgoing calls did not vary as much and the SD values were lower.  

2.2. Unfulfilled test requests

There were 4794 unfulfilled test requests for the period September 2005 to March 
2006. Table 2 shows that the number of unfulfilled test requests rose sharply from 356 
in the pre-implementation month of September 2005, to a peak of 1543 in December 
2005, and then fell to 143 in March 2006. There was a similar trend in the proportion 
of unfulfilled test requests to total test requests, rising from 0.008 in September 2005 to 
0.04 in December 2005 and then decreasing to 0.003 in March 2006. The number of 
cancelled and rescheduled requests was also compared over the pre- and post-
implementation periods.  In the pre-implementation period rescheduled requests 
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amounted to 4% (n=26) of all unfulfilled requests. This proportion rose to 24% (n=969) 
post-implementation.  Cancelled requests fell from 96% (n=672) of the total pre-
implementation number to 76% (n=3127) in the post-implementation period (�2 = 
144.1; df 1; p<0.0001). There was also a significant decrease in the proportion of 
duplicate requests from 69% (n=484) to 35% (n=1448) (�2 = 286.4; df 1; p<0.0001).

Table 1 Total and mean (with SD) of calls per telephone/fax of incoming/outgoing phone calls and the 
proportion of total requests (pre-implementation quarters shaded)

No.total 
requests

No. outgoing calls 
(Proportion to 
total requests)

Mean (SD)
No. incoming calls 
(Proportion to 
total requests

Mean (SD)

Jun-Aug 05 121290 2037 (0.02) 169.8 (95.7) 1268 (0.01) 105.7 (56.2)

Sep-Nov 05 121372 2872 (0.02) 119.7 (68.2) 4054 (0.02) 168.9 (407.6)

Dec-Feb 06 111703 3061 (0.03) 145.8 (81.5) 4871 (0.04) 232.0 (477.6)

Mar-May 06 118290 6078 (0.05) 155.9 (96.1) 10683 (0.09) 273.9 (554.8)

Jun-Aug 06 125334 5850 (0.05) 121.9 (87.5) 10678 (0.09) 222.5 (490.1)

Table 2 No. unfulfilled requests as a proportion of total requests (pre-implementation months shaded)

Month No. unfulfilled requests No. total requests Proportion

Sep-05 356 42066 0.008

Oct-05 323 39551 0.008

Nov-05 395 39755 0.010

Dec-05 1543 38129 0.040

Jan-06 1234 36559 0.034

Feb-06 800 37015 0.022

Mar-06 143 42513 0.003

3. Discussion

The results show dramatic fluctuations in the number of telephone calls and unfulfilled 
test requests from the period prior to the system changeover and extending some 
months later.  These fluctuations can impact on the synchronous and asynchronous 
channels of communication with consequences for work processes in the department.

3.1. Synchronous communication

The results of the comparison of telephone calls revealed a major increase in the 
number of incoming and outgoing phone calls associated with the introduction of the 
new reporting system in November 2005 followed by the new ordering system in 
January 2006.  This implies a rise in the level of activity within the department.  The 
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high standard deviation values for the means of incoming calls suggests that the 
increased number of calls has not occurred in a sustained way across the department, 
and are possibly concentrated in those sections which deal with enquiries from the 
wards.  Conversely, the smaller standard deviation values for outgoing calls indicate 
that the increased number of calls was more consistent across the department.  These
findings correspond with research suggesting that changes in modes of communication 
brought about by the introduction of asynchronous CPOE order channels can contribute 
to levels of disruption and dysfunction [6].

3.2. Asynchronous communication

In the pre-implementation period the recording of a reason for an unfulfilled test 
request was generally ad hoc and inconsistent. This procedure was standardised after 
the introduction of the new results reporting system on 22 November 2005.  The 
introduction of structured information allows clinicians to electronically monitor the 
status of requests. It also indicates a higher level of CSR/ward accountability.
However, the rise in the volume of telephone calls beginning with the introduction of 
the new results reporting system (November 2005) followed by the new order entry 
system (January 2006) suggests that the phone was used heavily by clinicians as a 
means of monitoring the status of test requests. This may have been a transitory 
phenomenon associated with unfamiliarity of the new system [7].  Regular monitoring 
of the situation using the metrics outlined in this study can answer this question.

While the proportion of unfulfilled requests increased dramatically following the 
system changeover on 22 November 2005, it fell away after a few months to levels 
below those found previously. This rise is possibly due to the instability associated with 
implementation.  On the other hand, the significant decrease in the relative proportion 
of duplicate requests points to the existence of a more fundamental change associated 
with the new system. This supports existing evidence that CPOE can help to reduce the 
level of unnecessary and duplicate requests [8].  

The fall in the number of cancelled requests as a proportion of all unfulfilled 
requests is more complicated.  There are instances where it is obviously necessary to 
cancel a test request.  Such an occasion occurs when a patient is discharged or a test 
request has been duplicated by mistake, or even when a doctor may decide to cancel a 
request.  However, not all unfulfilled requests need to be cancelled.  For instance, a 
patient may be temporarily unavailable or may not have fasted, or there may have been 
a situation where a collection was not possible. A patient may not be available for a 
blood collection for no other reason than they were undergoing treatment in another 
part of the hospital at the time. The decrease in the relative proportion of cancelled 
requests is therefore likely to be a consequence of the replacement of previous ad hoc

monitoring systems with improved reporting structures associated with CPOE.

3.3. Laboratory impact

CSR occupies a specific organisational role in the laboratory test process sitting 
between the clinician’s decision to make a test request and the actual processing of the 
specimen [3].  Its responsibilities include the maintenance of maximum levels of 
coordination (of information and specimens), as the preservation of the integrity of the 
test request.  This in turn involves attention to accuracy and requires high levels of 
accountability and efficiency.  The results of this study show that CPOE can impact on 
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these areas of responsibility. This can occur through the introduction of structured ways 
of entering data which can lead to improved levels of coordination and accountability. 
It can also lead to changes in the efficiency of work processes, especially through its 
ability to reduce duplication. However, these changes are not necessarily consistent.  
The increased levels of telephone/fax communication in the department associated with 
the system changeover suggest that it may also severely affect work load levels. 

3.4. Limitations:

The choice of research method, in this case the monitoring of telephone/fax 
communications and unfulfilled orders can be affected by issues of data 
comprehensiveness and reliability. This study has endeavoured to offset these potential 
limitations through rigorous attention to the accuracy and completeness of the data.

4. Conclusion

Communication within the hospital setting is all pervasive but is often overlooked or 
taken for granted.  Performance metrics, chosen wisely and used carefully, can be 
relevant to the task of monitoring changes in communication processes.  They can also 
serve as a valuable tool for identifying trends or potential problems as part of statistical
process control methods aimed at the early detection and prevention of problems [9].
This is particularly important with CPOE systems where implementation can have 
unexpected (possibly dysfunctional) consequences requiring early detection and action. 
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Development of a patient-oriented tool for 
evaluating the quality of breast cancer 

information on the Internet

HSU Wen-Chin1, BATH Peter A.
Health Informatics Research Group, Department of Information Studies, University of 

Sheffield, Sheffield, UK.

Abstract. The aim of this study was to develop a tool for evaluating the quality of 
breast cancer information on the Internet from the perspective of patients and their 
families. A specific tool, Breast Cancer tool (BC tool), was developed based on the 
information needs of women with breast cancer and their families reported in the 
literature. The BC tool and other 3 generic tools (HON, IQ tool, Discern) were 
used to assess 40 breast cancer websites. The reliability and validity of each tool 
was examined and the time spent reviewing the websites was measured. The four 
tools were shown to have acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s � >0.7), convergent 
validity, especially the BC tool which was capable of distinguishing whether a 
website offers sufficient information for women and their families. However, the 
BC tool took more time than the other tools to use, suggesting relatively low 
feasibility. The results of this study reinforce the importance of developing 
specific tools from perspectives of patients and their family members. 

Keywords. Evaluation tool, Reliability, Validity, Feasibility, Information quality

1. Introduction

The importance of developing a patient-orientated tool for evaluating medical 
information on the Internet has been highlighted [1][2]. Although numerous tools have 
been developed to guide the layperson away from potentially harmful websites [3],
these tools are usually designed to assess generic types of health information using pre-
defined quality criteria. Several criticisms have been directed at this kind of tool: first, 
even though websites score well using the quality criteria, the content may be quite 
poor [4]; second, most of these evaluation tools are designed from the perspective of 
health professionals, rather than the patients and their family members; third, there is a 
lack of consensus about quality of health information on the Internet; fourth, although 
many organizations have established quality criteria to guide and assess health-related 
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website content (e.g. HON Code, American Medical Association), the reliability and 
validity of these evaluation tools are unknown.
To overcome these problems, several studies (e.g. Bouchier and Bath, 2003 [5]) have 
suggested that there is a need to develop specific evaluation tools that assess whether 
the information meets the needs of particular groups, e.g., for patients/carers affected 
by multiple sclerosis [2], Alzheimer’s disease [5], and diabetes [6]. No tool was found 
that had been developed for breast cancer, the most common cause of cancer deaths in 
women worldwide [7]. Relatively few studies have tested the reliability and validity of 
their evaluation instruments [8]. The aim of this study was to develop and test a tool for 
evaluating the quality of breast cancer information on the Internet based on the reported 
information needs of patients and their families.

2. Methods

The purpose of the Breast Cancer (BC) tool was to determine whether the information 
provided on a website meets the needs of patients and families. To establish the 
evaluation criteria of the BC tool, a comprehensive search was conducted using five 
medical databases (Medline, EMBASE, PsycInfo, CINAHL, Web of Knowledge) using
the search terms ‘(information needs) AND (breast cancer) AND (family OR husband 

OR partner OR women OR spouse)’.for articles published in English between January 
1996 and May 2006. This period (1996-2006) was chosen because a previous review
[9] had identified the information needs of women with breast cancer and their family 
members published between 1988 and 1996. The following studies were included:
review-type articles focusing on the information needs of, or the information sources 
and providers for, women with breast cancer and/or their family members. The search 
resulted in a total of 369 articles, and each article was examined. Twenty-one articles
related to the focus of the study were identified and further classified into several 
categories to help identify whether the target websites provides sufficient information 
for people at different stages of breast cancer. These categories included information 
about the disease, symptoms and diagnosis, treatment and breast re-construction, 
recovery, etc. The items in these categories were then formulated into 47 questions for 
assessing whether a web-site contained this information. An example of one question is 
‘Does the site provide information about the stage of breast cancer?’ For each question 
a three-point scale (Yes, Partly/Not sure, No) was used to score the extent to which 
information on that specific issue was present.

Three generic tools (HON code [10], Information Quality (IQ) Tool [11] and 
Discern [12]) were selected to compare their reliability, validity and feasibility with 
those of the BC tool because they were developed by authoritative organizations and 
have satisfactory internal consistency and inter-rater reliability (IQ Tool and Discern)
or been successfully applied by previous researchers (HON code) [2][13][14]. The 
characteristics of these tools are shown in Table 1.

A search of breast cancer websites was conducted on using three search engines 
with the term ‘breast cancer’. The top 100 web sites identified from each search engine 
were reviewed, resulting in an initial sample of 300 websites, of which 260 sites (86%)
were excluded because they were either broken links, duplicated websites, provided 
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little or no breast cancer information, or a fee or registration was required for accessing 
the information. A final sample of 40 breast cancer websites was included for analysis.

Table 1: Characteristics of the tools used in the study

 

 

 

 

* The HON Code consisted of 14 questions. However, some of these questions are open-ended question (e.g. 
What/How), which are not easily applied to assessing websites. Therefore, considering the convenience of 
evaluation, the original version of the HON Code was rewritten as 17 closed-ended questions (e.g. Do/Are/Is)

Each website was evaluated in sequence using the three general and one specific 
tools tool (BC tool) by one of the authors (Hsu).  The time spent on each evaluation 
tool was recorded in order to test the feasibility of using the tools, i.e., whether they 
were too long for individuals to use them feasibly. Data were inputted into Microsoft 
Office™ Excel 2003 and imported into Statistical Package for the Social Sciences™
(SPSS) version 13.0 for statistical analyses. Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient was used to 
test the internal reliability of each tool. Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance and 
Kendall’s Tau B were chosen to test the convergent validity of the four evaluation tools.
The time spent to review each web-site across the four tools was compared.

3. Results

The time taken to assess the websites was: IQ tool (mean = 6.43 minutes; SD=2.62);
HON Code (mean = 8.24; range = 1.35-28.12; SD= 4.94); DISCERN (mean = 7.36; 
range = 3.55-16.51; SD = 2.60); BC tool (mean = 14.98; range = 8.10-34.00; SD = 
5.41). There was a significant difference among the four tools in the time taken to 
review the web-sites (p<0.05). The internal consistency of the 4 tools was as follows: 
IQ tool (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.766); HON code (0.817); Discern (0.816); BC tool
(0.876). The agreement among the tools for ranking the web-sites was significant
(p<0.001), but the degree of concordance was fair (Kendall’s w=0.426). The 
concordance among the tools reduced to w =0.301 when the BC tool was excluded. 
Kendall’s Tau B was used to examine further the agreement between each tool. The 
correlations between all of the tools was significant (p<0.05), although there were no 
strong correlations (i.e., > 0.7). The strongest correlation was between the HON and IQ 
tool at 0.504. There was moderate correlation between the following tools Discern 
and HON (0.458), Discern and IQ tool (0.448), Discern and BC tool (0.430). The 

Breast Cancer tool 

(BC tool)

Authors in this study 47 Information needs of women with breast 

cancer and their families

DISCERN University of Oxford 

and the British Library

(1997)

16 Reliability, objectivity, information

quality of treatment choice 

Information Quality

(IQ) Tool

Health Summit Working 

Group (1999)

21 Authorship, sponsorship, currency,

accuracy, confidentiality, navigability

HON Code Site 

Checker

Health on the Net 

Foundation (2006)

17* Authority, Purpose of the website,

Privacy, Referenced and dated,

Justification of claims, Website contact 

details, Disclosure of funding sources, 

Advertising policy

Title of the tool Developer
No. of 

questions
Quality Measures
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weakest correlations were between the BC tool and the HON (0.255), and the BC tool 
and the IQ tool (0.238).

4. Discussion

Feasibility refers to how long it takes to examine the websites, and whether the 
examiner had difficulty in using the tools [6]. In this study, the time spent reviewing 
the websites using each tool was measured to test for differences in the mean time 
spent reviewing the websites. The observed differences, particularly for the longer time 
taken using the BC tool, were probably because the BC tool contained considerably 
more questions than the other three tools, and because the four tools respectively 
examine different aspects of quality of the websites. The BC tool aims to examine 
whether the content of the websites meet the needs of women with breast cancer and 
their families while the others are designed to evaluate generic quality criteria, such as
accuracy and objectivity. Examining some criteria can be time-consuming, e.g., the 
question in the BC tool: “Does the site provide information about the prevention of the 
treatment’s side effects?”. In some cases, a web-site only provided information about 
the treatment’s side effects and nothing about their prevention, and consequently, 
nothing was found to relate to the question after a lot of time had been spent reviewing 
the website. Compared with the 3 generic tools, the criteria in the BC tool were also 
harder to assess, being more subjective in nature.

Although the internal consistency of each tool was satisfactory (Cronbach’s � > 
0.7) in this study, meeting the requirements for acceptable reliability suggested by 
Bland and Altman (1997) [15], there were differences in the values of Cronbach’s � for
the tools used in this study and the results reported in previous studies, shown in Table 
2. For example, the reliability of the HON code tool was higher in this study (0.817) 
than in Harland and Bath’s study of web-sites concerning multiple sclerosis (0.537). 
The reliability of the IQ tool however, was lower in this study (0.766) than in Harland 
and Bath’s study (0.842), but higher than in Ademiluyi et al.’s study of smoking 
cessation information (0.634). The reliability of the Discern tool was higher in this 
study (0.816) than in Ademiluyi et al.’s study (0.777). The reliability of the BC tool 
(0.876) was lower than that of the MS tool developed by Harland and Bath (0.930) [2].

Table 2: Comparison of Cronbach’s � of different studies

Cronbach’s �
Evaluation tools used

This study Ademiluyi et al. (2003) [14] Harland and Bath (2007) [2]

HON code 0.817 - 0.537

IQ tool 0.766 0.634 0.842

Discern 0.816 0.777 -

BC tool 0.876 - -

MS tool - - 0.930
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These comparisons are relevant because this confirmed that the result of this study 
is reliable. That is, IQ tool and Discern were separately used in previous studies [2,14],
and had shown to have acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s � >0.7).

There are several possible explanations for these differences. First, the selected
websites were different. This study focuses on breast cancer websites while Ademiluyi 
et al. [14] and Harland and Bath [2] separately concentrate on smoking cessation 
information and Multiple Sclerosis websites respectively. Second, the numbers of 
sampled websites was different. Ademiluyi et al. [14] sampled 89 websites while 
Harland and Bath [2] and this study sampled 40 websites. All of these samples 
constitute less than 100 cases, the minimum number which Kline (2000) [16] suggested 
to be essential to minimize the standard error of reliability statistics. Moreover, 
Ademiluyi et al. [14] also concluded that the sample size used in their study may be too
small to ascertain the relationships between the scales  total scores, leading to a Type
II error. The numbers of questions varies. The HON code employed by Harland and 
Bath [2] consisted of 9 questions, whereas the HON code used in this study was
formulated into 14 questions. A greater number of questions are likely to increase the 
reliability if the tool is internally consistent. Third, the evaluation procedures were 
dissimilar. Two examiners were involved in the evaluation produce conducted by
Ademiluyi et al. [14] while there was only one examiner participating in the evaluation 
produce conducted by Harland and Bath [2], and in this study. Furthermore, the 
sequence of using the tools to assess the websites may also affect the results. Fourth, 
the methods of recording the answers are different. In this study, the answers recorded 
in the HON code are divided into three categories (Yes/Not sure/Partly/No). However, 
a five-point-Likert-scale is used in Discern.

Overall, all of the four tools measure different quality concepts. The HON and IQ 
tools measure more similar concepts of quality than the other tools. The quality 
concepts that the BC tools measure appear to be very different from those of the other 
tools. This is not surprising because, basically, the BC tool measures different concepts 
of quality, regarding the information needs of women and their families, rather than the 
generic quality criteria.

Several limitations must be taken into account when explaining the results in this 
study. First, because only one reviewer evaluated all of the breast cancer websites, it is 
not possible to draw definite conclusions about its suitability as a quality assurance tool.
Second, because of the dynamic nature of the Internet the results produced in this study 
may not be generalized to current population of breast cancer web-sites. Third, while 
the BC tool was designed to determine how well the web-sites met the cognitive needs 
of women with breast cancer and their families, e.g., information for decision-making, 
they do not give a clear indication of how well they might meet their affective needs, 
e.g., for emotional support. Finally, the BC tool was designed to assess the content of 
information on web-sites, and while it may be useful as a guide for health care 
professionals to evaluate web-sites before recommending them to individuals, it may 
be less useful for individuals themselves to use.

Due to time and financial restrictions, the BC tool was only used to assess the 
breast cancer websites once, and was not refined in the light of the results. Future 
researchers could modify this tool by using factor analysis, to identify the most 
important factors contributing to information content, and thus increase its feasibility
for regular use.
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5. Conclusion

The BC tool had good reliability and demonstrated some degree of convergent validity
with other generic tools to assess the content of web-sites. The tool provides a means to 
evaluate how well web-sites meet the information needs of women with breast cancer 
and their families based on previous studies of information need in this group.
Evaluating web-sites using tools customized for specific diseases complements the use 
of more generic tools and organizations such as MedCIRCLE, which evaluate and 
certify health information on the web. More generally, this study shows how a tool for 
evaluating the quality of information provided on the websites can be developed from 
the research literature. In practice, the breast cancer tool can be used by breast cancer 
organizations and support groups who wish to evaluate web-sites before providing 
access to them for their members. The tool could also be used by organisations who 
wish to improve the quality of websites providing information specifically relevant to 
breast cancer. This approach could be applied to develop tools for other diseases. 
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Abstract: Physicians’ acceptance of Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMRs) 
is closely related to their usability. Knowledge about end-users’ opinions on 
usability of an EMR system may contribute to planning for the next phase of the 
usability cycle of the system. A demand for integration of new functionalities, such 
as computerized order entry and an electronic patient status led to redesign of our 
EMR system, which had been in use for over 8 years at the Academic Medical 
Center of Amsterdam. The aim of this study was to understand whether the 
redesigned EMR system was an improvement of the earlier EMR and which 
system aspects accounted for user satisfaction and which did not.  We conducted a 
formative pre- and post usability evaluation of our former and redesigned EMR 
system. For the assessment of both system versions’ usability, we distributed two 
standardized usability questionnaires among 150 clinicians who routinely had used 
the older EMR system and had been working with its newer version for 6 weeks. 
Though overall user satisfaction was relatively high for both EMR systems, screen 
layout and interaction structure proved less easy to work with in the newer EMR 
system. The new EMR system however was more appreciated because of its 
enhanced functionality, capabilities and likeable user-interface. The results point to 
a number of actions that might be useful in future usability improvement efforts of 
our EMR system and other EMRs. 

Keywords: User Interfaces, EPR-CPR-EM, HER, Assessment-Evaluation, Health 
professional workstation

Introduction

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) have the potential to advance the quality of care, 
patient safety, to facilitate work flow, decrease medical errors and reduce costs [1], and 
to improve communication among physicians [2,3]. The integration of order-entry 
systems and decision support further enhance their use [4,5]. At the same time, EMRs 
have disseminated slowly and many EMRs have failed their expectations, whereas 
health care organizations and their health care professionals nowadays make high 
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demands upon EMRs [6]. One of the largest barriers to EMR adoption has been
resistance from physicians [7]. Factors influencing physicians’ adoption of and 
satisfaction with EMRs have been system’s ease of use, learnability and memorability, 
error frequency, system response time, and additional work load for physicians [8]. End 
users’ adoption of and satisfaction with interactive computer systems indeed is directly 
influenced by user interface characteristics such as the extent to which the system 
functions are obvious and accessible to the user, labels and names are distinct from one 
another and follow the users’ terminology and language, recognition is promoted 
instead of recall of information, and the natural workflow of the user is supported [9]. 
But even nowadays, design and evaluation of EMRs interfaces have not received much
attention as a research area, though from the users’ perspective the user interface is the 
only visible part of an EMR. If our aim is to increase physicians’ acceptance of EMRs, 
we should know which features make EMRs usable and which should be improved. 

This study was undertaken to measure usability and user satisfaction with an EMR 
in routine clinical use in a large academic medical center. In a pre-and post-evaluation, 
we compared physicians’ user interaction satisfaction with the EMR before and after its 
redesign.  The aim was to understand whether the redesigned EMR system was an 
improvement of the earlier EMR and which system aspects accounted for user 
satisfaction and which did not.  This paper provides the results of this usability 
evaluation study. We conclude with lessons learned about end-users’ satisfaction with 
EMR design aspects and about the next phase in the usability life cycle of our EMR.

1. Background setting

This study was performed within the Academic Medical Center (AMC), a large 
hospital organization in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The AMC is a 1002 beds 
hospital including 21 outpatient clinics, 34 inpatient clinics, 5 day care units, 
employing 2200 clinicians in total. The development of an institute-wide integrated 
results review EMR was started in 1998; the ‘PoliPlus’ system. At that moment, the 
‘PoliPlus system’ was an in-house developed web-based system. Its technology was 
grounded on the three-tier architecture. Easy accessibility and system simplicity were 
the system’s primary design principles. For over 8 years, this first EMR system version 
provided financial, administrative, clinical results review and patient list management 
facilities. 

The vast majority of clinicians had used this PoliPlus system in support of 
their daily-patient care practices. Due to a demand for increase of its functionality, the 
PoliPlus system was integrated with commercially based facilities for ordering 
medications and clinical tests and an electronic patient status. On the front-end, this 
functional enhancement of the EMR required redesign of the navigational structure.  
The provision of all old and new functionalities in a logical and consistent manner was 
required in the new interface, and the proven user friendliness of the EMR system was 
to be preserved. Due to vast use of Microsoft windows, the new system version 
integrated Microsoft Windows menu-based components to realize this aim. This new 
version of the EMR system, the ‘AMC Care desktop’ was introduced hospital-wide in 
2006. Figure 1 displays an overview of the main screens of the former PoliPlus system 
(left) and the new EMR system, the AMC Care desktop (right). Clinician users were 
informed about the introduction and capabilities of the new EMR system by flyers 
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explaining the new system functions and providing a step through scenario for learning 
to use the new system. Besides, a digital demonstration video was available and 
clinicians were invited for demonstrations of the new system at their departments.

Figure 1.  Screenshots of the old PoliPlus system (left) and the new EMR system (right) to offer a visual 
overview of the changed screen and navigation layout, from button structure (left) to window based (right). 

2. Methods

We applied two standardized questionnaires to measure user satisfaction with the EMR 
system before and after its redesign: the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction 
(QUIS, see [10]), and the IBM Computer Usability Satisfaction Questionnaire [11]. 
The short-form QUIS was used to assess the EMR interface as regards overall user 
reaction to the system, user satisfaction as regards screen lay-out, terminology used, 
system learnability and system capabilities. More specifically, we were interested to 
know to what extent screen layout and navigation structure of the new EMR system 
supported the clinicians in searching for patient information. The IBM Computer 
Usability Satisfaction Questionnaire was used in addition to the QUIS to assess to what 
extent the system as compared to its earlier version was efficient, effective, responsive, 
learnable, and informative in its help functions. Both in the pre-and post evaluation 
phase of the EMR system, a group of 150 clinicians were asked to participate in the 
study via an interdepartmental e-mail explaining the purpose of the study, providing a 
web link for filling in the QUIS and IBM Computer Usability Satisfaction 
questionnaires. Additional validation and confidence of findings were pursued through 
a comparison of the quantitative questionnaires’ results by a pre- and post-survey 
among the respondents allowing them to provide additional comments and remarks 
with regard to the older and newer version of the EMR system.
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3. Results

In the pretest condition, 54 clinicians and in the posttest condition 62 clinicians filled 
out the questionnaires (36% and 41% respectively). Overlap in system respondents in 
the pre- and posttest was estimated on 80%. The pretest was organized three weeks 
before introduction of the new system. The posttest evaluation was organized six weeks 
after the introduction of the newer EMR system to give system users familiarity with 
the new system in daily clinical practice. The respondents covered all clinical 
departments within the AMC. The respondents of the pretest and posttest did not 
significantly differ in the distributions of age, general computer experience, and 
experience with the former PoliPlus system. The average age of the respondents was 44 
years, computer experience ranged from intermediate (45%) to experienced (55%). 
Eleven percent of the respondents had 3-6 months experience, 18% had 6-11 months of 
experience, 32 % had 1-3 years of experience, and 39% had over 3 years experience 
with the former PoliPlus system. Forty-four percent of the respondents had used the 
EMR system 2-10 hours per week, 28% used the EMR system 10-20 hours per week 
and 15% used it over 20 hours per week. Eleven percent of the respondents had seen a 
demonstration of the new EMR system after which they immediately had started to use 
the new EMR system. Eighty-nine percent of the respondents had read the flyer 
introducing the EMR system, of which 44 % of the respondents had learned to use the 
new system by stepping through the scenario described in the flyer and 45% had started 
using the system without stepping through the scenario. Ninety-five percent of all 
respondents were of the opinion that no further training or instruction was required for 
learning to work with the new EMR system.

Table 1 shows the mean user response for the QUIS questionnaire in the pretest 
and posttest evaluation of the EMR system. The mean user responses for each QUIS 
section in the pre-and posttest condition were relatively high, ranging from 7.0 to 7.8. 
The mean user ratings of the categories easy, stimulating and flexible of the QUIS 
section ‘overall user reaction’ were significantly higher for the redesigned EMR 
compared to its earlier version. The newer EMR however scored lower on the question 
related to the organization of information on the screen QUIS section ‘screen design 
and layout’ than the older version. Remembering names and use of commands was 
somewhat more difficult, but error messages were more helpful and correcting mistakes 
was less complicated with the new EMR system. The IBM Computer Usability 
questionnaire shed some light on the satisfaction of the users with the newer EMR with 
regard to its efficiency, efficacy, responsiveness, learnability as compared to its 
previous version. Overall, users were as much satisfied with the new EMR system as 
with the older EMR system with regard to these aspects, but significantly more 
satisfied with the interface and with the functions and capabilities provided by the 
newer EMR system.  These findings were confirmed by the survey results. Clinicians 
reported that the older EMR system was easy to work with because all patient 
information could be accessed and all system functionalities could be activated from 
the main screen. In the post-test survey, clinicians remarked that the new EMR system 
was an improvement because of its enhanced functionality, capabilities and likeable 
user interface, but was somewhat more difficult to work with because of the 
reorganization of information and functions on these screens.
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Table 1. Results of the QUIS questionnaire for assessing user interface satisfaction with the older EMR 
compared to the new version EMR on a LIKERT scale of 1-9, with 1 as lowest and 9 as highest rating.

QUIS Section Older EMR New EMR

Mean user response S.D Mean user response S.D.

Overall reaction to the system 7.1 0.4 7.6 0.2

Screen design and layout 7.8 0.2 7.0 0.2

Terminology and system information 7.5 0.4 7.4 0.3

System Learnability 8.1 0.2 7.6 0.2

System capabilities 6.7 0.3 7.0 0.2

4. Discussion/ conclusion

The pretest results suggest that prior to installation of the newer EMR system, 
clinicians overall had positive experiences with the older PoliPlus system, specifically 
with regard to its screen design and layout and the ease with which system commands 
could be memorized. Whereas the newer version of the EMR system proved to be more 
flexible and stimulating to its users, the organization of information on the screens 
proved to be less usable to its users than the former EMR version. These findings were 
not too surprising for two reasons. First, clinicians had been using the older PoliPlus
system for at least 1 year and were thus rather proficient in operating the older EMR 
system. The introduction of the new EMR system, extended with order-entry ordering 
facilities and an electronic patient status brought with it a radically changed interaction 
structure and screen layout. The lower post test ratings of screen layout and ease of 
commands use in the new EMR system might be attributed to the short time period of 
six weeks in which clinicians had to become acquainted with the new EMR system. 
This fact may also account for clinicians’ higher appreciation of error messages of and 
the way mistakes could be corrected in the new system. In learning to use the 
redesigned EMR system with its more sophisticated interaction structure, clinicians 
were probably more dependent upon these messages than in daily use of the older 
system, with which they had become very much familiar with. Despite the difficulties 
clinicians seemed to experience in learning to operate the new EMR system, they 
apparently appreciated it for its extended functionalities and capabilities, and even liked 
using the new interface more than the older user interface. What remains one of the 
greatest challenges of designing our EMR system user interface is balancing the 
clinicians’ requirements with regard to an integrated fully-functional EMR and simple 
screen design and navigational structure. In many instances, navigation and orientation 
problems in the CPR make it hard for clinicians to gain a rapid overview of the 
patient’s clinical problems [2, 12]. Too much information and functions on a single 
screen may make these hard to find and problematic when trying to perform tasks 
efficiently. Less information and functions on a single screen will require more screens 
to provide these all and thus will lead to a more complex user-interaction structure. 
Minor changes in screen designs and interaction structure can have a major impact on 
the usability of a system. The context and interaction issues discovered in this study can 
be linked back to the importance of user-centred system design. For the interaction 
structure being effective, the tasks and procedures that the user may perform with an 
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EMR system need to be structured in a logical and consistent manner. This means that 
the system functions should correspond one to one with the goals that the user sets him 
self in performing his tasks and the order in which the user wants to attain these goals. 
Also, the presentation order of information should match the order in which a user 
processes this information. And as a general rule it can be stated that information that 
has to be memorized is more easily remembered if data elements that are related are 
clustered on the computer screen [13].  

A further usability improvement of the EMR system will be necessary to 
determine how the clinicians’ needs can be even more accommodated than with our 
current version. The results of our questionnaire contribute to extensive discussions for 
modification of the system on the usability issues revealed. Understanding clinicians’ 
activities, information needs in the context of performing these activities and 
communication patterns is crucial in designing a user interface that is truly usable. 

The next phase in the usability life cycle of our EMR is to conduct extensive 
cognitive analysis studies of clinicians’ daily activities, types of information needed 
and communication patterns. We recently conducted a study focused on a detailed 
analysis of the physician-nurse communication patterns and information exchanges 
during the morning report. The results of this study and others will be used to redesign 
our EMR computerized record system that will support our clinicians in performing 
their tasks supported by the EMR system in an even more user-friendly way.
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Abstract: Although many studies have discussed the benefits of Computerized 
Provider Order Entry (CPOE) systems, their configuration can have a great impact 
on clinicians’ adoption of these systems. Poorly designed CPOE systems can lead 
to usability problems, users’ dissatisfaction and may disrupt normal flow of 
clinical activities.  This paper reports on a literature review focused on the 
identification of CPOE medication systems’ design aspects that impact CPOE 
systems’ usability and create opportunities for medication errors. Our review is 
based on a systematic literature search in PubMed, EMBASE and Ovid MEDLINE 
for relevant publications from 1986-2006. We categorized the design aspects 
extracted from relevant publications into six different groups: 1) timing of alerts, 
2) log in/out procedures, 3) pick lists and drop down menus, 4) clues and 
guidelines, 5) documentation and data entry options, and 6) screen display and 
layout. Our review shows that the manner in which a CPOE system is configured 
can have a high impact on ease of system use, task behavior of clinicians in 
ordering drugs, and medication errors. Characterization of consequences 
associated with certain CPOE design aspects provides insight into how CPOE 
system designs can be improved to enhance physicians’ adoption of these systems 
and their success. Recommendations are provided to enable CPOE system 
designers to create CPOE systems that are not only more user friendly and 
efficient but safer.

Keywords: CPOE, medication systems, medication errors, assessment-evaluation, 
design aspects, user-computer interface, usability evaluation, human factors 

Introduction

Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) systems can have a significant impact on 
the safety and quality of drug management [1;2]. The configuration of CPOE yet 
affects physicians’ adoption and usage of these systems, making these systems often 
difficult to learn and complicated to use. CPOE interface design often does not 
conform to clinicians’ decision-making and workflow processes making the 
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appropriate order entry strategy not apparent to CPOE users[3]. Poor CPOE interface 
design and lack of usability facilitates medical error and may even lead to disaster if 
critical information is not presented in an effective manner. Both quantitative and 
qualitative studies have highlighted examples of CPOE system design flaws that indeed 
lead to errors in orders.  Many adverse drug events for example result from poor 
interface design rather than from human error [4-6]. Complex CPOE systems place 
heavy cognitive demands on the users and may result in suboptimal use of features 
designed to support clinicians in the ordering process[7;8]. Use of effective external 
representations could yet facilitate the completion of order entry task[7;8]. However, 
despite the great impact of CPOE design on usability and medical errors, no literature 
reviews have focused specifically on the influence that certain CPOE design aspects 
can have on the difficulties that clinicians encounter when using a CPOE system. The 
purpose of this study was to review current evidence of the impact of CPOE design 
aspects on clinicians’ ordering behavior and opportunities for error attributable to the 
interaction process. We reviewed the literature for original studies describing a 
(usability) evaluation of CPOE systems’ design aspects and report on the preliminary 
results. Recommendations are provided to enable CPOE system designers to create 
systems that are not only more user friendly and efficient but also safer. 

1. Method

A systematic literature search in PubMed, EMBASE and Ovid MEDLINE of papers 
published from 1986-2006 was performed. These databases were searched for English-
language publications with four groups of key terms related to: (1) CPOE and 
Electronic prescribing systems, (2) Computer and electronic, (3) Prescription and, (4) 
Usability and workflow. Key terms in each group were combined by operator “OR”. 
Generally we used the following combinations in search strategies; (1 AND 4) OR (2 
AND 3 AND 4) to extract relevant studies. 

The authors reviewed the abstracts of the resulting papers independently. Articles
were included when they described an original usability evaluation study of a CPOE 
medication system in health care. In case of any doubt, full texts were reviewed.
Editorials, letters, and conceptual papers were excluded. Any disagreements between 
researchers were resolved through discussion. We clustered CPOE design aspects 
described in these papers into six groups as follows: 1) timing of alerts, 2) log in/out 
procedures, 3) pick lists and drop-down menus, 4) clues and guidelines, 5) 
documentation and data entry options, and 6) screen display and layout. Selection of 
design aspects and of their effects on CPOE systems’ usability and clinicians’ ordering 
patterns was done by both authors. 

2. Results 

Our search in PubMed and Ovid resulted in 724 papers published from 1986 to 2006 of 
which 11 papers met our inclusion criteria and were reviewed for data collection (see 
Table 1). Published studies [5;8;9] reported that alerts which show up too early or too 
late in the workflow of CPOE users ordering medication can lead to errors from which 
users cannot recover. Users may indeed search for alert information at a different 
moment in time unnecessarily hampering and prolonging the ordering process [8].
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Post-hoc alerts persuaded users to shift the responsibility of drug interaction checking 
to the pharmacist [5]. In another study [10], failure to alert in the proper time caused 
deactivation of orders and prevented users to be aware of a drug-allergy interaction.
Lack of timely duplicate checking when clinicians ordered a new dose of the same 
medication, [11] or the same medication in another form, or re-ordered medication 
prescribed earlier [4] resulted in duplicate medication orders, potentially leading to 
overdoses. Likewise, a failure to warn CPOE users that antibiotic drugs had to be 
preapproved caused delays in approval, and resulted in gaps in antibiotic therapy [5].

Inconvenient logging procedures, especially when the log-out takes time because 
of security measures, incited many physicians to order medications at computer 
terminals not yet “logged out” by other physicians [5;12]. As a result, physicians
signed orders that they did not enter themselves. Using another clinician’s logged-in 
session can yet result in either unintended patients receiving certain medications or 
patients not receiving the intended medication [5].

Picking wrong items from drop down lists and multiple choice items on the 
computer screen, and failure to differentiate look-alike patient names led to selection 
errors [7;10;11], e.g. wrong patient, a wrong drug, and wrong drug routes. Close 
proximity of selection items on the screen e.g. items on the drop down list for order 
routes may cause juxtaposition errors [9]. Lengthy lists of items in menus, with few of 

Table 1. CPOE design aspects in the relevant articles
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Frequency 3 1 1 3 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 5 2
Total 8 2 5 6 6 10

the items visible at once, are difficult  to use [13] and require  users to scroll down to 
see the other items [7;13].
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Icons on the screen reminding users of forthcoming tasks help them to organize 
and time their tasks. Nurses likewise can be confused by CPOE systems displaying 
exact times for drug administration without providing clues as to whether these specific 
times are critical or not. Horsky et.al [3] found that screens providing few clues and 
insufficient information to support users in their natural task flow necessitates users to 
perform a series of demanding estimations and comparisons required to accomplish the 
order tasks. Although automated dose calculation facilities can assist users in deciding 
on a drug dose, computations that are represented without their algorithmic basis forces 
users to calculation which complicates the interaction [8]. Obscure hierarchical 
structuring of orders require novice CPOE users to involve in a prolonged trial and 
error task causing time delay, selection of wrong drug sets and failures to find an 
appropriate drug order set [7].

Banet et.al [14] reported that documentation templates prompting users to enter 
certain information granted efficiency and standardization of documentation e.g., use of 
these templates prevented double/triple charting. CPOE interaction structure relied 
upon a cognitive model of classifying orders which the physicians did not always 
share, introducing difficulty in structured data entry and prolonging this procedure[12].
The meaning of a number of fields specially adjacent ones in a data entry screen can be 
easily misinterpreted [4;8]. These kinds of misinterpretations can, in a positive sense 
generate alerts prolonging the ordering process. One study [13] showed that the use of 
grey boxes for highlighting preferred time-slots for drug dispensing by nurses that were 
to be activated by physicians were misinterpreted by the same physicians as fields in 
which no data could be entered.  Another study [10] showed that string sensitivity of 
data fields (‘TID’ entered instead of ‘T.I.D.’) during ordering caused ordering failure.  

Several studies [4;5;7;8;10;11;13] reported on the effects of suboptimal screen 
displays of medication ordering systems. Poorly conceptualized graphical 
representations make it difficult for CPOE users to find certain information leading to 
inefficient searches for information provided by the system. Poor conceptual 
presentation of alerts likely increase cognitive effort and require users to engage in an 
extensive search for this information, unnecessarily prolonging the ordering process 
with potential for medication errors[8]. Moreover poor display of entered orders do not 
allow for simple visual reviews of these orders [8], necessitating users to scroll through 
several screens and forcing them to rely on the history of orders in their own memory 
[7], which creates opportunities for medication errors. Multiple-screen displays of a 
patient’s medications indeed prevented physicians from seeing a patient’s complete 
medication record, with medication discontinuation and selections of wrong 
medications as result [5]. Huge amounts of information displayed in one screen 
likewise forces clinicians into a cognitively exhausting and error prone task[7].
Fragmented CPOE displays for example made it difficult for physicians to identify the 
patient they were actually ordering for [5;7]. Subtle differences in lay-out and 
appearance of screen entry forms, data labels and values yet providing important 
functional differences led to erroneous interpretation of stop times for drugs [4].
Moreover, lack of an explicit indication that a laboratory result was not from the same 
day as the day of the drug order let a clinician set out another drug order, leading to an 
overdose [4]. While another study found that invisibility of dates on printouts confused 
users who assumed that two printouts for a similar medication represented a duplicate 
order whereas in reality these concerned two different orders[11]. Suboptimal labeling 
(for example for ‘package’ instead of ‘tablets’) of medication amount [10] and 
displaying drug dosages according to pharmacy warehousing and purchasing decisions 
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rather than according to clinical guidelines [5] can lead to overdoses or medication
under-dosing.

3. Discussion

The outcomes of this review shed light on design features of CPOE medication systems 
and concealed usability problems related to them. Owing to the characteristics of 
CPOE design aspects described in this paper, designers can consider them from the 
start point to avoid suboptimal CPOE usability. Our preliminary results show that in 
designing CPOE systems, the following points should be considered to avoid error-
prone CPOE designs: 1- Design interfaces that explicitly map to the workflow patterns
of clinicians, so as to keep the ordering process as less cognitively complex as possible.
2- Provide users by clues in the interface to optimally support them in medication 
ordering. These external cues in the display can fulfill a central role in controlling the 
CPOE user interaction. 3- Reduce the layers of screens (to a maximum of 3 layers) to 
facilitate users navigation in the system. This recommendation is based on insights 
from cognitive psychology[15], and consistent with the study results showing that for 
certain CPOE systems clinicians report a loss of overview when they are forced to 
navigate through too many different screens to review a patient’s current medication 
status. 4- Alerts should be timed properly in order to be displayed in a timely manner; 
that is at the moment a clinician would himself search for this information. 5- Alerts 
should also be displayed in a more prominent position on the screen, so that these are 
more easily noticeable. 6- Use consistent terms throughout the CPOE system that are 
related to task. 7- Group screen elements that are related, physically together, so that 
the layout of these elements on the screen guide the CPOE user to the information they 
are looking for. 8- Organize screen-elements into logical groups, visually separated by 
space and alignment. 9- Give enough space to user interface items to prevent users 
from inadvertently clicking the wrong options. 10- Make active and passive screen 
elements easily distinguishable by consistent use of tick boxes and pick lists. 11- Use 
colors sparingly and consistently, giving important elements (e.g. alerts) prominence 
through contrast, making it easier for clinicians to notice information intended to arrest 
their attention.

In the same way, results showed that in order to have CPOE systems aligned with 
workflow pattern of clinicians the following designs should be avoided: 1- Deep 
navigational structures in order to make the user system interaction more effective. 2-
Too close positioning of Screens elements. 3- Use of the same color for data entry 
fields and fields in which no data can be entered. 4- Long drop-down menus which 
require the user to scroll down. 5- Use of documentation templates classifying orders 
different from the cognitive model of physician ordering. 6- Use of string sensitive data 
fields especially for abbreviations. 7- Provision of too many alerts. To prevent alert 
overriding prioritize important alerts by colors. 8- The displaying of huge amount of 
information in one screen to avoid an exhausting and error prone task by physicians. 9-
Obscure hierarchies of orders and order sets. 

Since a CPOE user interface handles the communication with the end-user, 
thoughtful considering its design is crucial to produce a usable system.
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4. Conclusion 

To our knowledge up to now, this is the first review focusing exclusively on design 
aspects of CPOE medication systems and their potential for introducing error in the 
order process. Despite of our extensive search we ended up with few original usability 
studies about CPOE medication ordering systems indicating that more research should 
be done in this respect. Characterization of consequences associated with certain CPOE 
design aspects provides insight into how CPOE system designs can be improved to 
enhance physicians’ adoption of these systems and their success. We ourselves will at 
least refer to these insights as input to a usability evaluation of the CPOE medication 
system of the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in the Netherlands with the ultimate 
aim to improve its design so as to prevent medication errors.
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Decision Support System Supporting 
Clinical Reasoning Process – an Evaluation 

Study in Dementia Care
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Abstract. In this paper, a case study is presented in which an early prototype of a 
decision-support system was integrated in the process of investigating patients 
with suspected dementia and evaluated. The aims were to capture and model the 
complex target activity for the purpose of knowledge acquisition and 
formalization, and qualitatively evaluate the system’s compliance with reasoning 
and work processes as part of the development of a decision-support system for the 
domain. The results show that contextual factors such as local routines in clinical 
practice motivate further development of the support integrated in the system for 
establishing preliminary diagnoses in the investigation process. 

Keywords. Activity theory, Work analysis, Knowledge-based systems, Decision 
support, Assessment-Evaluation, Process, Compliance, Human Factors, Cognitive 
tasks, User-computer interface, Knowledge management, Dementia care

Introduction

The clinical decision-support system (CDSS) DMSS (Dementia Management Support 
System) is being developed for assisting medical personnel in the investigation of 
suspected cases of dementia [1]. The application domain is used to investigate a range 
of issues concerning knowledge acquisition, knowledge formalization and 
representation, interaction design and methods for transforming informal clinical 
practice knowledge into usable support in a CDSS. The main purpose of the system is 
to function as an extension of the individual actor’s cognitive ability and as a common 
ground for collaborative and distributed team work. The system is designed to support 
higher-level cognitive functions such as reasoning, decision-making and learning. The 
support is based on established and international clinical guidelines and classifications. 

A model of the main reasoning process is integrated in the system, which is based 
on how experts report that they proceed in the investigation of dementia. The model is 
validated against clinical guidelines and qualitatively with physicians in different 
clinical domains that are experts on dementia [1]. However, previous evaluations have 
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been limited to snap-shots of current patient cases. For the purpose of investigating the 
prototype system’s compliance with actual investigation processes, a case study was 
conducted in a clinical setting. The results of the study mainly consist of two parts; 1) a
general model of the activity in focus (investigation of dementia) as conducted in this 
particular clinic, and by the particular expert physician participating in the study; and 2) 
the formative evaluation of the system related to the activity analysis. This paper 
presents the second part, which embraces reasons for breakdown situations, and 
knowledge representation and interaction design issues to be handled before further 
evaluations are conducted.

1. Methods, Materials and Procedure

An action research approach is taken throughout the DMSS project with the cultural-
historical activity theory as theoretical framework for analysis and development [2, 3]. 
Among other tasks, the knowledge acquisition process contains the central activity of 
collaborative knowledge building (CKB). In the project, a method similar to [4] is 
applied. Reflective conceptual artifacts, sometimes integrated in prototypes, are used to 
create a common understanding of knowledge components to be integrated in the 
system. Whenever the knowledge mediated through the design of the user interface 
does not comply with the shared understanding, or the use of the system highlights 
misunderstandings, the iterative process of CKB continues. These situations are 
commonly denoted as breakdown, or conflict situations in terms of activity theory, 
which are carefully analyzed and the results are used for improving the system.     

In our case study, an early version of the prototype system DMSS was integrated 
as a prompting tool for discussions about content and design of the system. However, 
the main focus for the case study and unit for analysis was the investigation process as 
a whole. 

Five patient cases under investigation for suspected dementia were the focus for 
this work. The studies were conducted in the setting of an out-patient ward at a 
geriatric clinic which investigates suspected patient cases with cognitive diseases. The 
patients were selected by including all new cases who were willing to participate in the 
study and who were assigned a particular geriatrician from a certain date. The 
geriatrician is considered an expert in dementia care with more than 15 years of 
experience, and had participated in CKB activities before the case study. Consequently, 
the geriatrician was expected to be familiar with the purpose of the DMSS project and 
the content of the system.

We use the term investigation to denote the sum of diagnostic actions, 
interventions and follow-up actions, executed at this particular clinic. The time period 
of investigation for each patient was in the range of 3-10 months. 

The investigation process was documented in the electronic health record, and by 
observations of clinical encounters and interviews. An approach inspired by grounded 
theory was used as the method for analysis in order to identify general purposes and 
structures of activity, however, this was combined with the theoretical framework of 
activity theory. A model of the clinical activity was formed, which was used as the  
framework for interpretation in the analysis of breakdown situations that occurred in 
the use of the system. 
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Figure 1: Different levels of complexity in the process of investigating cognitive diseases. BPSD is an 
abbreviation for Behavioral and psychological symptoms in dementia, and MMSE, EEG, ECG, WAIS, 
SPECT, MRI and Behave-AD are abbreviations for examinations. 

2. Results 

The model of the clinical investigation activity consists of three parts; an activity 
system model, a patient model and a process model. The activity system model is based 
on the work of Engeström [2] and includes resources (e.g., knowledge, guidelines, 
tools) and constraints (e.g., routines, work division) built in the organisation and in 
individuals, affecting the way an activity is executed. The patient model is a semi-
formal conceptual model of the object of investigation, i.e., the patient’s health and 
well-being, based on clinical terminologies and classifications useful for the domain.

The process model of the clinical activity includes typing of actions based on their 
purposes, their relations and three main levels of complexity, which also correlate to 
three analytic perspectives on the activity. In the analysis of actions with a focus on 
their different purposes from a physician’s perspective, three parallel processes were
identified of which two constitute reasoning procedures including medical decisions. 
We distinguish between the two reasoning processes directed by different purposes 
(which correspond to Level 2 and 3 in Figure 1); 1) the physician’s examination of 
specific domains and 2) the main reasoning process. Simplified, the first purpose is to 
value functionality per se and the second purpose is to value the reasons for function or 
dysfunction in the perspective of dementia diagnosis and intervention. Further, a 
distinction is made of the logistic, or administrative process, which is imposed by the 
rules governing the whole process. These three views of the process (logistic process, 
investigation of specific domains and the main reasoning process) are executed in 
parallel, they are cross-fertilizing and dependent on each other, and are partly 
overlapping depending on circumstances in the environment. In our case study, 
conflicts between these perspectives were identified as causes of breakdowns in the use 
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of DMSS. Other causes of breakdowns were generated by conflicts within the activity 
system and within the user.

The decision-support system DMSS is primarily designed to support the main 
reasoning process towards establishing diagnosis and guide the process of investigating 
specific domains (Figure 1). The main reasoning process integrated in the system is 
based on guidelines and on domain experts’ descriptions of how they execute their 
reasoning. Investigation of certain core (necessary) features is required by the system at 
different stages in the process, while the investigation of supportive features is 
suggested when appropriate. The initial status of all features are unknown by default. 

In the case studies, the system was used immediately after the patient’s first 
encounter with the physician. In four of the five cases, the system did not guide further 
than the first step at this point, in which the existence of cognitive disease is assessed. 
The reason was that the system required, based on certain guidelines, that the 
possibility of exposure to toxic substances should be investigated and whether the 
cognitive ability was fluctuating during the course of a day, before proceeding in the 
reasoning process to differentiating between diseases. In the fifth case the physician 
concluded that the patient did not have fluctuating cognitive ability. This was based on 
that nothing in what the patient or the patient’s next-of-kin told suggested the contrary. 
The reason why the particular physician who participated in the study did not explicitly 
investigate these factors during the first encounter, was explained to be that the time 
scheduled for the encounter is limited and because the pressure on the patient and the 
next-of-kin has to be limited to what is the most important in the first visit. 

However, the analysis also reveals that although evidence is missing that these 
factors are not manifested in the patient, the physician in some cases concluded their 
absence based on that neither the patient nor the relative provided any suggestions that 
these features were present. In practice, the physician draws conclusions beyond the 
constraints integrated in the DMSS system and beyond the current interpretation of the 
clinical guidelines in the first encounter by formulating a preliminary diagnosis based 
on the limited evidence at hand.

In the case when the physician proceeded with the use of the system, the system 
suggested a typical vascular dementia, based on a certain clinical guideline. The 
physician however, assessed Alzheimer’s disease with vascular symptoms, which is a 
diagnosis in accordance with another clinical guideline. This imposes a new analysis of 
how the valuation should be done of Alzheimer’s disease vs. other dementia diseases in 
typical cases.   

The system reveals what information is missing, in order to guide the physician in 
further investigations before the reasoning process can be continued. In the case 
studies, the physician acknowledged and agreed with the response from the system, 
that no reliable diagnosis could be assessed because of the reasons the system 
presented. Nevertheless, the physician assessed a preliminary diagnosis, which was 
documented in the electronic health record. This was done without using the overview 
provided by the system of the evidence at hand, which could have been useful. By the 
time of the second encounter with the patient, further investigations had been made and 
more evidence was gathered from a neuropsychologist’s examinations and radiology 
investigations. At this point, the expert physician’s need for a decision-support system 
was minimal, since the evidence at hand was sufficient to draw conclusions of 
diagnosis and establish a plan for interventions in these particular patient cases. The 
additional investigations were used to confirm or reject the preliminary diagnosis 
assessed at the first encounter in the case studies.
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3. Discussion and Conclusions

The study presented in this paper is limited, in that only one physician participated in 
the study and a limited amount of patients. However, what can be concluded based on 
the case study is that the support provided by DMSS at the first encounter with the 
patient is limited and unsatisfactory, primarily because of the constraints of the 
logistics in the process. The establishment of a preliminary diagnosis was done without 
the supplementary support from the system that could have been provided. The reason 
for this was judged to be the system’s heavy emphasis on the missing information that 
prevented the reasoning process to proceed towards a final diagnosis according to 
guidelines, which shadowed the value of existing evidence and knowledge related to 
hypothesis building. Further, to what extent the system could provide support in these 
cases by changing the formal representation of the critical factors identified in the study 
to be absent by default, if no signs prompts the physician to investigate their presence, 
needs to be analysed in the perspective of domain knowledge. Therefore, further 
development of the different levels of reliability of diagnostic decisions is needed, i.e., 
for hypothesis building and final diagnostics.  

Another observation was that the expert physician had minimal use of the system 
at the second encounter with the patient in these particular cases, since the final 
diagnosis was established beforehand and the physician perceived all but one case as 
typical, uncomplicated cases. However, in other evaluations, expert physicians found 
the system highly useful for verifying their diagnoses in difficult cases [1]. 
Furthermore, physicians with minor experience found the system useful as a checklist 
and guide also in “easy” cases. Therefore, more patient cases and physicians with 
different expertise and amount of experience need to be included in future evaluations
of the system’s compliance with work processes in order to obtain a general view of the 
benefits of the system. Additionally, the potential the system has as a tool for 
developing expertise in clinical practice will be investigated.

Another reason why the system did not fully comply with the physician’s 
reasoning process, could be that the reasoning executed by the physician is probably 
more directed by what particular evidence is gathered at a certain time point, which 
may prompt the physician to follow lines of investigation, a behaviour commonly seen 
in experts [5]. Whether the particular lines seen in this study are limited to this 
particular expert physician remains to be investigated.

To summarise, reasons for the system’s unsatisfactory compliance with the 
investigation process actually taking place can be many-fold. One is the logistic 
routines with limited time for patient encounters and waiting time for radiology 
examinations. Second, the domain knowledge is ambiguous and can be interpreted in 
different ways, which leaves the physician to choose how to proceed on a case-by-case 
basis. The CDSS needs to be flexible and adjustable in providing support according to 
local and individual preferences of clinical guidelines, etc. Third, observed clinical 
evidence is not valued in a consistent way in all cases and in all situations by the 
individual expert physician. This is due to interrelationships between evidence, which 
affect the importance of each piece of evidence, depending on different contexts of 
interpretation. This becomes more clear by the distinction of the two-dimensionality of 
the investigation process where one dimension can be seen as the gathering of data and 
interpreting the data into information, which is a process done with the general 
perspective of (healthy) function vs. dysfunction (Level 2 in Figure 1). This process is 
orthogonal to the process of diagnostic reasoning and intervention, to which the 
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information are fed as evidence in the reasoning towards diagnosis and appropriate 
choice of intervention (Level 3 in Figure 1). Data is interpreted into evidence 
differently depending on which context is the primary context for reasoning, and a 
CDSS needs to support this distinction with appropriate formal representations and a 
well-founded design of the interactive clinical reasoning, including support for 
hypothesis generation.

Finally, some of the tacit knowledge that develops with experience can be 
expressed in sessions of knowledge building. However, some is revealed only in 
observations of daily work, as is evident in this case study. Therefore, qualitative 
studies of CDSS in clinical use as part of the development process are essential in order 
to develop decision-support systems that have the potential of becoming useful and 
used in daily practice. 

4. Summary and Future Work

A case study in a clinical practice setting was conducted in order to investigate and 
evaluate a decision-support system’s compliance with the main reasoning and 
investigation process of a suspected dementia case. The study design was qualitative 
and formative, in order to obtain results that can inform the development process and 
be reused in future evaluations as a baseline frame of reference. The model of clinical 
activity that is developed is used as a dynamic conceptual tool for assessing local 
clinical routines and practices in the development process. The model is also used as a 
frame of reference in the presented evaluation of the prototype system DMSS. 

Based on the case study, the development of DMSS continues with the integration 
of support for hypothesis generation, support for handling complex patient cases with 
rare diagnoses and/or additional behavioural and psychological symptoms, and 
extended evaluations of the system integrated and used in clinical practice.
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Abstract. Physician-centered design for computerized physician order entry 
(CPOE) systems overlooks the collaborative, multi-professional nature of medical 
work. We analyzed the compatibility of the conceptual model of inter-professional 
workflow underlying a CPOE system with real-life workflow in the medication 
ordering and administration process. We conducted twenty-three semi-structured 
interviews with key informant users and analyzed the handwritten documents and 
computerized printouts used in daily work in a Dutch academic medical center.
The interview transcripts were analyzed on the basis of three conceptual themes in 
the inter-professional workflow: division of tasks, flow of information, and task 
coordination. The CPOE system fundamentally reorganized the existing work 
procedures of the three professional groups involved, mainly by reassigning tasks 
and by reallocating areas of expertise. Although the system improved the flow of 
medication-related information from physicians to nurses or pharmacists, this flow
was only in one direction; the system did not allow information transactions in the 
reverse direction. It also failed to coordinate the medication-related tasks of 
professionals from different disciplines. To maintain the necessary level of 
coordination, the professionals had been obliged to consider additional methods of 
communication, such as phone calls or face-to-face discussion. We identified 
several workflow integration issues after the implementation of a CPOE system.
Our insights into these issues can help ensure that system design or redesign 
properly integrates all professional groups’ tasks, information, and areas of 
expertise into those of the physicians. Only then can these systems support the 
actual inter-professional workflow in the medication process.

Keywords. Computerized physician order entry, workflow, collaboration

Introduction

Implementing computerized physician order entry (CPOE) systems has proved to be 
difficult [1]. This is mainly because the deployment of these systems may disrupt
medical workflow, and possibly trigger resistance in users [2]. It has been shown that 
the workflow model embedded in these systems does not match actual workflow 
between professionals [3]. Gorman et al. criticized these systems for their linear, 
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sequential, and unidirectional model of care processes [4]. It has also been pointed out 
that a narrow focus only on physicians may overlook the collaborative, multi-
professional nature of medical workflow, which involves not only physicians but also 
professionals such as nurses and pharmacists [5]. Despite these shortcomings, the 
literature to date has nonetheless paid little attention to how well the design of these 
systems takes account of the multi-professional and interdependent nature of medical 
workflow. Neither is it completely clear which aspects of inter-professional workflow 
are most affected by CPOE systems.

To analyze the compatibility of the workflow model underlying this system with 
real-life inter-professional workflow, we conducted a qualitative study of a 
computerized medication order entry system implemented in a Dutch hospital. For this 
purpose, we examined the role of the system in integrating the work of one professional 
group with that of others in the medication process. In particular, we were interested in 
identifying areas in inter-professional medication-related workflow which are either 
supported by the CPOE system or rendered difficult by it. The resulting insights can 
help designers and implementers to consider redesigning both systems and care 
processes, thereby creating a better fit between the system and the multi-professional 
nature of the medication process.

1. Conceptual Framework

Our study was inspired by Wears and Berg, who pointed out that “many of the 
difficulties do not result from bad parts of the systems but are inherent in the 
perspectives and theories of medical work (and the role of IT in this work)” on which 
these systems are founded [6]. Drawing upon studies of medical work carried out in the 
social sciences and in the field of computer-supported cooperative work, we identified 
three conceptual themes that were relevant to the workflow between professional 
groups using information systems: division of tasks, flow of information, and task 
coordination [7-9]. The medication ordering and administration process involves 
various professional groups whose tasks are extremely interdependent. Avoiding 
possible conflicts requires an effective division of labor that not only takes account of 
different professional groups’ work domains, but also coordinates them effectively [7].

While this calls for an accurate and timely flow of information between the groups 
[8], it is not sufficient, as the ad hoc nature of the medication process can cause  
medication plan to change 
frequently. Various profes-
sional groups therefore are 
required to coordinate their 
interrelated tasks and to 
ensure a shared under-
standing of the medication 
plan [9]. Figure 1 shows the 
relationship between these 
three concepts in our 
conceptual model.

Figure 1. A conceptual model for inter-professional workflow in the 
medication process
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2. Methods and Materials

In 2001, a commercially available computerized medication order entry system
(Medicatie/EVS) was implemented at Erasmus University Medical Center, an academic 
hospital in the Netherlands. Medicatie/EVS was chosen for implementation because it 
was compatible with the hospital’s existing information systems. When physicians use 
this system for order entry, nurses receive printed medication-order-labels, which they 
stick into a paper-based, patient medication administration record (MAR). Nurses use 
the system to request non-stock drugs from the pharmacy. 

The first and the second authors conducted 23 semi-structured interviews with a 
sample of key informant users (i.e., 12 nurses, eight physicians, two pharmacists, and 
one pharmacy technician) between November 2006 and April 2007. The interviews 
were performed in the interviewee’s working environment where they could show us 
how they work with the system. The nurses and physicians interviewed were recruited 
from both internal and surgical specialties. During the interviews, we focused on the 
role of the system in integrating one group’s work with that of others. The interview 
transcripts were analyzed on the basis of the three themes discussed above. In addition, 
to examine their role in the workflow, we analysed handwritten documents (e.g., 
MAR), and system printouts (such as the patient medication overviews) used in daily 
work.

3. Results

The results are presented on the basis of the three themes. Per theme, we particularly 
focused on workflow between two or more professional groups. 

3.1. Division of tasks 

The CPOE system in our study fundamentally reorganized the existing work 
procedures, affecting the workflow between the three professional groups both 
advantageously and disadvantageously. 

By forcing strict levels of authorization for executing tasks, the system reinforced 
professional boundaries. In some cases, this was perceived as beneficial. Nurses, for 
example, were no longer questioned about the changes in orders, as, in the new
situation, changing medication orders were not considered part of a nurse’s 
responsibility. In other cases, however, this reorganization negatively affected 
workflow by reallocating areas of expertise and by reassigning tasks.

Although it removed order decryption and transcription tasks for nurses, the 
concept of physician order entry in this system enforced a central position for 
physicians. This meant that physicians were sometimes forced to decide on the details 
of orders beyond their areas of expertise. One physician, although was generally 
satisfied with the system, noted: “When you have to put 10 prescriptions, then you 
have to check for all [details], [for example] let’s go to IV: IV wide, IV peripheral, IV 
central… or just IV; it doesn’t matter… these are very specialized.” (Feb. 2007)

In turn, this centralized decision-making violated nurses’ work domain: nurses 
experienced difficulties in implementing physicians’ detailed medication orders, 
particularly with regard to time and route of administration. For example, they often 
had to adjust the time of drug administration to fit in nursing work routines. Because 
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they had not been authorized to change medication orders using the system, nurses
manually registered these adjustments on the order labels. This worked well only for
available drugs in the ward stocks. However, problems arose when such adjustments 
required nurses to request drugs from the pharmacy. For instance, before the 
implementation of the CPOE, nurses could, on their own initiative, change a patient’s
IV antibiotics to oral forms after three days of infusions. After the implementation, 
however, they had to wait for physicians to change the order in the system, because the 
pharmacy would reject the nurses’ drug requests in the absence of the electronic orders. 

3.2. Flow of information

This system improved the flow of medication-related information from physicians to 
nurses and to the pharmacy. This was especially the case due to legible and complete, 
single medication orders and could save many call-backs to physicians. However,
nurses received piles of order labels after physicians entered their orders into the 
system. This required nurses to sort the labels out per patient and put them into the 
right administration-records.

Sometimes, the uniform black and white structure of these labels caused nurses to 
mix them up for different patients. To ensure an accurate flow of information, nurses 
therefore had to ensure that they had the right medication labels for the right patients.
For this purpose, the nightshift nurses were obliged to double-check each patient’s 
order labels with a medication overview printed out from the system. 

Unfortunately, the improvement in information flow was only in one direction; the 
system did not allow information transactions in the reverse direction. Because nurses 
recorded medication-related information in the paper-based nursing records, the
medication data became fragmented in the electronic and the paper-based systems.
Similarly, because nurses and pharmacists were not allowed to input into the system, 
information flow from other professional groups to physicians through the system was 
inadequate. For instance, physicians had practically no easy access to the MAR, which 
was available in the nurses’ working station. To develop comprehensive, integrated 
patient medication information, this information therefore had to be communicated 
directly between physicians and nurses during the medical rounds.

Finally, the flow of information between nurses and the pharmacy was insufficient. 
To acquire the information they needed, both groups had to call each other.

3.3. Task coordination 

The medication-related tasks among professionals were coordinated by other methods 
of communication and not only through the system. None of the professional groups 
actually counted on the system for this purpose. While phone calls played an important 
role in coordinating interdependent tasks between professionals from different services 
(such as physicians and pharmacists, or nurses and pharmacy technicians), physicians 
and nurses who worked closely together depended most on face-to-face 
communication.

In all the specialties interviewed, physicians and nurses discussed the overall 
medication plans in medical rounds, during which the majority of the decisions on 
changing medication plan were made. For reference, nurses often made notes on these 
decisions. Without these rounds, no shared understanding of the medication plan could 
be developed; both groups therefore depended on the discussions in these rounds.
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If a change was necessary in the evening or night shifts, physicians would have to 
inform nurses directly. Relying merely on the system and on the printed labels to 
coordinate these changes was perceived as risky. In fact, if a medication order was lost 
among other papers, or if there was a printer failure, none of the nurses or physicians 
would realize on time. On the other hand, as one senior head nurse noted, when nurses 
received any new order label, they often contacted the prescribing physician: “…in 
such a case [a change in medication plan], physicians usually tell us; otherwise, if we 
see there is a controversy between the medication-label and our notes, then we [will] 
call physicians and ask for the reason”. (Jan. 2007) 

Similarly, the procurement of non-stock drugs required nurses to take extra 
coordinative steps beyond the system. Because the system was not available at the 
bedside, physicians entered the orders in their offices later on. Due mainly to the time 
pressure caused by other clinical duties after their medical rounds (such as operations 
or outpatient visits), they often delayed entering their orders. As a result, nurses were 
able to send the electronic requests to the pharmacy only later during the day. 

To notify the pharmacy technicians of new requests sent during the afternoon, 
nurses also had to call them personally, because, due to internal policy at the pharmacy, 
the technicians checked the electronic requests only twice a day: at 8 and 12 o’clock. In
order to emphasize the necessity of drug delivery for the same day, this coordination 
redundancy –referred to almost by all the nurses interviewed– had become routine. 

4. Discussion and conclusion

Our study revealed several workflow integration issues. Besides advantages such as 
legible and complete medication orders, which have resulted in overall satisfaction 
with the system implemented, we identified instances in which the system has 
inappropriately integrated professionals together by reassigning tasks and reallocating 
the areas of expertise. This system also caused patient medication-related information 
to become fragmented in both the paper records and in the electronic records, and also 
in different professional domains. Neither did the system support professional groups
in the temporal coordination of tasks, nor in making sense of new changes in the 
medication plan. To integrate work, they frequently bypassed the system or added new 
steps (e.g., double-checking the orders) and extra coordinative tasks (e.g., phone calls). 

Our study shows that the system challenged the effective integration of various 
professional groups’ work not only by reorganizing the areas of expertise, but also by 
reinforcing strict boundaries around professional domains. In fact, the workflow model 
underlying this system overlooked the overlaps that normally exist in practice. These 
findings are similar to those of other studies which have emphasized that CPOE 
systems may limit opportunities for decentralized decision-making in the medication 
process [10]. In our study, to compensate for such limitations, the professionals tried to 
bypass the system and to adjust the orders on the basis of their own work organization, 
although it was not easy to provide other parties with feedback on these adjustments.
Even in a highly advanced CPOE system, a similar lack of effective integration has 
been found between nursing processes and the computerized system [11].

Negotiation between co-working professionals is critical to creating a shared sense 
of a care plan and to adjusting the work of one professional group with that of another. 
In our study case, these purposes were served by the medical rounds, which enabled 
physicians and nurses to negotiate their overall medication plans. Nevertheless, this 
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was unhelpful with regard to the details of orders and also to the changes which were 
made beyond rounds: as stated above, extra communication methods such as phone 
calls and face-to-face communication had to supplement the system. Similar 
coordination redundancies have been reported in another CPOE study [3].

With regard to inter-professional medication workflow, implementing a CPOE 
system is a double-edged sword. Our study not only contributes to a deeper 
understanding of the interdependent nature of medication-related tasks among 
professional groups working in the same or different services, it also identifies where 
the problems lie with the CPOE system implemented. Our findings are in accordance 
with the argument of Gorman et al [4], confirming that under this system the workflow 
among professional groups is indeed conceptualized as linear, stepwise and 
unidirectional; the flow runs mainly from physicians to the other professional groups. 
In our case, the system caused the physicians to dominate other groups, whose work 
became contingent on the timely and appropriate execution of physicians’ tasks. In 
order to fairly distribute the benefits of work efficiency, these systems should support 
real-time, ad hoc, and mutual relationships in the medication process. Nurses’ and 
pharmacists’ inputs into this process should also be considered. Only then can the 
system support actual inter-professional relationships in the medication process.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the preliminary results of a systematic review of 
the literature on applied usability studies of health information systems in the 
period 1990 to 2006. Abstracts were included when they described an evaluation 
of the usability of a health information system. To gain insight into usability 
methods applied and their properties we constructed a framework to analyze the 
studies. The framework includes objectives, designs, number of participants, user-
profiles, settings, medical domain, and type of health information systems 
evaluated. Fifty-two Papers were included in the review. Findings show that from 
2002 an increasing trend can be observed of publication of usability studies. Most 
studies discuss summative usability results on working systems thereby focusing 
on systems’ adoption problems. Formative usability studies lack a uniform way to 
describe how study results contributed to the system’s iterative development cycle. 

Keywords. User Interfaces, Assessment-Evaluation, Health Professional
Workstation

Introduction

In healthcare, clinicians manage sensitive and complex information while working in a 
highly agile work environment. A critical prerequisite for computer systems to be 
successfully implemented in such settings is that their interactive user interfaces are 
streamlined to the working practices of their users and are highly usable [1]. To verify 
and optimize system usability, a variety of analytical and empirical methods from the 
area of usability engineering and human-computer-interaction have been adapted to 
and applied in healthcare system evaluation studies [2, 3]. It is argued that applying 
these methodologies to healthcare information systems design and evaluation will lead 
to an understanding of clinicians’ reasoning and processing of health care concepts 
crucial in system re-design efforts [4]. The diversity in usability methods and type of 
health care system to which these methodologies have been applied has made it 
difficult to gain a clear overview on what insights on healthcare systems development 
have been acquired and where challenges for future usability studies remain. A detailed
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investigation of published usability studies may reveal the benefits and trade-offs of 
usability methods applied in the healthcare environment and give insight into how 
information needs of targeted health care users may or may not be reached.  In this 
paper we present the preliminary results of a systematic review on applied usability 
studies on healthcare information systems. The aim is to provide clear insight into what
methodologies and study designs have been used in usability studies on health 
information system development and evaluation. Further research will focus on 
measured outcomes in usability studies and insights gained into the merits of applied 
usability studies to health information system development and implementation.

1. Research methodology

1.1. Background definitions

All definitions of computer system usability speak of multiple components [4,5,6]. As 
Nielsen states, it is important to realize that usability is not a single, one-dimensional 
property of a computer user interface alone [5]. Usability answers the question on how 
well users can use an information system’s functionality, concerning learnability, 
efficiency of use, memorability, errors and satisfaction. Kushniruk and Patel define 
usability as the capacity of a system to allow users to carry out their tasks safely, 
effectively, efficiently and enjoyably. In this review we use both definitions for overall 
coverage of studies describing a usability evaluation study [6]. 

For the definition of health information systems, the authors adopted the definition 
of Ammenwerth and de Keizer: ‘all computer-based  components which are used to 
enter, store, process, communicate, and present health related or patient related 
information and which are used by health care professionals or the patient themselves 
in the context of inpatient or outpatient patient care’ [7]. This definition includes 
laboratory information systems, decision support systems, hospital information systems, 
management information systems, medical record systems, online systems, radiology 
information systems and reminder systems. In this review we however focus on 
interactive health information systems with a computer screen; human-computer 
interaction is possible by a user-interface. Community networks, databases, 
MEDLARS and geographical information systems were excluded from the review.

1.2.  Selection procedure

MEDLINE and EMBASE were systematically searched on April 21, 2005 and May 2, 
2006 using a combination of the following Medical Subject Headings (MeSH terms) 
information system, evaluation studies and the keywords directly associated with the 
definition of “usability”. Excluded MeSH terms Community networks, databases, 

MEDLARS, geographical information systems. Additional searches with the same 
keywords were performed by searching ScienceDirect and Proceedings of AMIA and 
IEEE. Reference lists of articles were also reviewed for relevant articles. Dutch and 
English publications, published between January 1990 and February 2006, were 
included. This resulted in 212 articles. To gain insight into the general features and 
quality of the published usability studies on health information systems between 1990 
en May 2006 article inclusion was based on abstracts. The abstracts were reviewed and 
classified (inclusion, exclusion, unclear) independently by the first and second author. 
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Studies were included if in the abstract mention was made of (1) a computer system 
that complied with the stated description of interactive health information system and 
(2) an evaluation study in which aspects of system usability were assessed. After 
reviewing the abstracts 52 articles met the inclusion criteria [8]. Inclusion of more than 
one article on a single system was done if the articles described distinct evaluations
The inter-rater agreement between reviewers on the eligibility of studies for the 
systematic review was k=0.81. All disagreements were resolved by reviewing and 
discussing the complete articles (n=19) before deciding to include or exclude them. 

1.3.  Framework for article review

Each included article was first rated on general characteristics: year/ month of 
publication, authors and source/ journal. To analyze the described usability studies a 
framework was developed by the authors based on definitions from the field of 
evaluation studies and terms applicable to usability studies as described by Patel, 
Kushniruk, Nielsen, and Wyatt [4,5,6,9]. The framework includes the following 
dimensions (1) study objective(s): formative (valuation is done parallel to system 
development and implementation, results are fed back to system design) / summative,
(evaluation is done after system introduction is completed; aim is to check whether 
aims of system implementation are fulfilled), subjectivist (mostly qualitative approach)
/ objectivist (mostly quantitative approach); (2) study design (within group/ single 

group/ between group); (3) setting (laboratory, in practice, field study); (4) methods 
(observation, questionnaire, survey, interviews, logging, GOMS, pluralistic 

walkthrough, cognitive walkthrough, guideline checklists, screenshot analysis, 

heuristic evaluation, cognitive task analysis, additionally mentioned methods), (5) 
outcome measurements, (6) number of participants, (7) user-profiles (subjects 

computer expertise, subjects expertise in work domain, subjects role in workplace), (8) 
role of researcher (neutral agent, system developer, add. ); (9) medical domain and (10) 
type of health information systems described in the studies.  

The two reviewers independently extracted the information from all included 
articles. The raw agreement of extracted information was 89%. Disagreements were 
100% resolved by consensus. Extracted information was then entered in a Microsoft 
Access© database specifically constructed by the authors, based on the framework, to 
analyze the data. 

2. Results

2.1. General characteristics of included studies

Of the total of 52 included articles only 14 (39 %) were published before January 2002. 
19 (37%) of the selected studies were drawn form Conference Proceedings in 2002 and 
2004.  Of the 52 studies 7 (13%) were set as ‘field study’, 31 (60%) ‘in practice’, 5 
(10%) ‘laboratory study’, and in 9 studies (17 %) the specific study setting was not 
mentioned, nor could be deduced. Systems evaluated were web-based systems (8%), 
PACS (6%), electronic patient records (6%), electronic medical record systems (8%), 
computerized physician order entry systems (8%), decision support system (8%),
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of which the majority of systems evaluated were specialized systems such as clinical 
reminder systems, and dental systems. Of the described usability studies concerning 
health information system evaluation, 34 (65%) used a single group design, 9 (17%) 
used a between group study design, 1 (2%) used a within group study design, and 8 
(15%) only mentioned the methods applied and results without an explicit description 
of the study design. Studies were divided in formative studies (27%) and summative 
studies (73%). Table 1 specifies the studies’ objective in potential study design 
combinations; formative/ summative studies with a subjectivist (mostly qualitative) or 
objectivist (mainly quantitative) approach. If multiple usability methods were applied 
with a differing study design, this is shown by an arrow�. If the first usability analysis 
was more qualitative and the second analysis more quantitative then this is shown by 
subj. � Obj, and vice versa.

2.2. . Applied methodology in the usability study description

In only 8 (15%) of the studies, a singular evaluation method was used, of which 6 
applied a usability survey aimed at measuring end-user satisfaction with the system. 
Cognitive analysis methods such as the Think Aloud (TA), and Cognitive Task 
analysis (CTA) were combined with a heuristic analysis (Heu) (based on usability 
guidelines), logging (Log) (log file analysis) and use in real practice by observation of 
real life working situations (Obs) and (semi-structured) interviews (Int). All methods 
with exception of the ‘Cognitive Walkthrough method (CW) have been applied in both 
formative as well as summative studies. In non of the selected studies the usability 
methods: ‘pluralistic walkthrough’, ‘screenshot analysis’ and ‘usability guidelines’ had 
been applied as a usability data collection method. In 8 studies ‘focus groups’, 
‘contextual inquiry’, ‘expert evaluation’ and ‘activity analysis’, and ‘remote web-based 
usability testing’ were mentioned as complementary usability methods applied in the 

Key: Obs - observation of real life working situations, Int - interviews, Log - logging , Sur – Survey/ 
questionnaire, GoMs  Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection Rules, CW - Cognitive Walkthrough, CTA
- Cognitive Task analysis, TA - Think Aloud, Heu - heuristic analysis,Form: formative study, Summ: 
Summative study, Obj: objective, Subj: subjective.

5 3 15 13333Totals 52 15 10 12

--2
Summ./ Obj.�
Subj.

2 - - -

-12Summ./ Obj. 3 1 - 1

- - 3-10
Summ./ Subj.�
Obj.

15 6 4 6

-18Summ./ Subj. 18 5 2 4

---
Form./ Obj.�
Subj.

0 - - -

---Form./ Obj. 0 - - -

1-5
Form./ Subj. �
Obj.

6 1 3 -

416Form./ Subj. 8 2 1 1

CW CTA TA HeuGoMsSur

Table 1. Overview of formative and summative usability studies and frequency of methods applied

Objective/
design

No. 
studies

Obs Int Log
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system design phase. Most studies (73%) perform usability evaluations on working 
systems, in order to detect system errors or analyze usability issues related to end-user 
satisfaction with system use.  Table 2 shows the percentage of studies applied in the 5 
stages of iterative system development. Only 19% of the studies actually apply 
usability methods within the specification/ development phase. Non of these studies 
accurately described the collected results and how the results of the usability study 
were applied in system optimization or re-engineering.

3. Discussion

In published literature it has come to the fore that the ultimate acceptance or rejection 
of health information systems largely depends on the degree of system usability [10,11]. 
From 2002 an increasing trend can be observed of publications on usability studies of 
health information systems which indicates that usability is gaining more notice in 
evaluation research. It appears that usability evaluation studies on healthcare 
information systems indeed mostly aim at gaining insight into system aspects that 
influenced its adoption as 60% of the performed usability studies take place ‘in 
practice’ and 73% describe summative results. Though it is also widely acknowledged 
that usability studies are crucial in designing user interfaces of health information 
systems that fulfil clinicians’ needs [11] only 23% percent of the usability studies were 
performed as part of a system development cycle. It is clear that a qualitative usability 
methodology is time-consuming and integrating its results in a system’s iterative 
development cycle is difficult. However, these results seem to point out that usability
experts are called in too late in a system development process. Use of healthcare 
information systems is very sensitive in regard to health hazards of patients. The 
additional strain placed on clinicians by a new system may be a nuisance, but more 
importantly it can lead to dangerous errors. If usability experts are included from the 
beginning of the development process not only the iterative design cycle may shorten, 
more importantly new insights might be acquired on general system design aspects that 
might potentially lead to errors in healthcare. Until now, only few studies (3%) actually 
relate system usability issues to the potential of errors in healthcare caused by system 
use [3].

The rapid and continuous developments of commercially based health information 
systems make it even more important that these systems should be safe, with clear and 

Additional: system selection of 
commercially build system 

4% Comparative methods; survey/ requirement 
questionnaire 

Post-implementation analysis for 
insight into the need for system re-
engineering or end-user satisfaction

73%

Surveys/ developed questionnaires, 
Cognitive Walkthrough, Logging and 
Observation of work practices, Heuristics, 
Think Aloud

Implementation/ release phase 0% -

Specification/ development phase 19%
Heuristics, Cognitive Task Analysis, 
GOMMS

Requirements phase
4%

Think Aloud , Interviews, User-
requirements questionnaire

Table 2.  Percentage of selected studies per system design phase in iterative system engineering. 

System development phase Perc. Usability 
studies 

Applied Methods
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validated studies on their usability, preferable based on scientific insights into usability 
and general metrics on system safety aspects. 

Next to this, the performed evaluation studies which describe the assessment of 
system specific usability aspects lack a uniform description of the study and of its 
results. As most studies offer practical insights into system adoption aspects the 
potential merits of using the various methods are still unclear. For example, when does 
the Think Aloud or Cognitive Walkthrough method offer the best results? The theory 
of triangulation [12] proposes that methods and approaches should be combined for 
better validation of study results. Of all analyzed studies, 23% combined two or more 
qualitative methods and 44% combined qualitive usability methods with survey and 
interview analysis. However, a uniform description of usability study results and 
applied methods is needed in order to gain insights into general usability guidelines for 
healthcare system development.

4. Conclusion

Integration of usability in the development processes of health care IS is 
challenging. Insights into where usability has effectively been integrated in design and
evaluation may lead to the development of new metrics on which to evaluate healthcare 
user interfaces.  Future analysis of studies of the systematic review will focus among 
other things on the applied strategies of usability methods on different types of 
healthcare information system and the experiences and lessons learned of combined 
methodologies in usability evaluation studies. 
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Abstract. Segmentation of the left ventricle (LV) is required to quantify LV 
remodeling after myocardial infarction. Therefore spatiotemporal Cine MR 
sequences including longaxis and shortaxis images are acquired. In this paper a 
new segmentation method for fast and robust segmentation of the left ventricle in 
4D MR images is presented. The new approach considers the position of the mitral 
valve and the apex as well as the longaxis contours to generate a 3D LV surface 
model. The segmentation result can be checked and adjusted in the shortaxis 
images. Finally quantitative parameters were extracted. For evaluation the LV was 
segmented in eight datasets of the same subject by two medical experts using a 
contour drawing tool and the new segmentation tool. The results of both methods 
were compared concerning robustness and interaction time and intra- and 
interobserver differences. The presented segmentation method proved to be fast 
and robust and the intra- and interobserver differences are decreased significantly.

Keywords. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance, Image processing, Left 
ventricular segmentation

Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is reported as the number one cause of death globally. 
Approximately 280,000 Germans suffer from a myocardial infarction each year. The 
infarcted area of the myocardium loses its ability to contract and the remaining healthy 
muscle needs to compensate for that weakened area. This yields to left ventricle (LV) 
remodeling which is characterized by e.g. decreased LV ejection fraction. The 
quantification of LV remodeling based on volume and mass parameters is an indicator 
for diagnosis and treatment planning. In 2006, Säring et al. presented the software 
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system HeAT (Heart Analysis Tool) for the quantitative analysis of 4D MR image 
sequences [1]. The analysis was based on a manual LV segmentation where the user

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 1. 4D Cine MR sequence: 2D images in 4-chamber longaxis (a), 3-chamber longaxis (b), 2-chamber 
longaxis (c) and a sequence of shortaxis (e-j) views from the apex to the mitralvalve. Position and orientation 
of 4-chamber (red), 2-chamber (green) and 3-chamber (yellow) image in a midventricular SA slice (h) and in 
3D coordinate system (d).

has to define endocardial and epicardial structures in all shortaxis images. This 
segmentation process is time-consuming and observer-dependent.

In this paper a new semi-automatic segmentation method for the extraction of the
myocardium of the left ventricle combining longaxis (LA) and shortaxis (SA) images is
presented. Recently several approaches for the LV segmentation were published. These
approaches can be divided into intensity, shape and model based methods [2,3]. 
Generally these methods operate on shortaxis images (Fig. 1(e-j)) only. Due to the slice 
thickness of 10mm and the orientation of SA images in clinical Cine MR datasets the 
definition of the ending (mitral valve) slice is ambiguous, because of different numbers 
of SA images has a strong influence to the computed volume and mass parameters. 
Therefore longaxis images in 4-chamber, 3-chamber and 2-chamber view have to be 
included to identify the position of the mitral valve plane in 3D space (Fig. 1(a+c)). 
Goshtaby et al. [4] show the fusing of LA and SA images into an isotropic volume 
image using voxel interpolation without posterior LV segmentation. In van Geuns et al. 
[5] SA contours are generated based on LA contours using spline interpolation. Here 
the global parameters are computed using the Simpson rule on the number of SA 
contours without including information concerning the mitral valve position.

1. Materials and Methods

The goal of this work is to develop a fast and robust segmentation method with reduced 
inter- and intraobserver variability. Therefore LA information about position and 
orientation of the mitral valve plane (MVP) and the apex as well as the myocardial 
contours (endocardium, epicardium) are used to generate a 3D surface model of the left 
ventricle. Due to the fact that only 6 LA contours have to be outlined in our approach 
the time for the segmentation process will be decreased. After generation the shape of 
the model can be visually inspected and if needed manually adjusted in SA images.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Position of the mitral valve plane and SA images (a) and the intersection planes covering the whole 
LV with a slicethickness of 1mm (b)

1.1. Material

Unfortunately no gold standard for LV segmentation exists and software phantoms are
often used to evaluate new methods [6]. In this paper four datasets (D1,2,3,4) from the 
same subject but in different subject positions are acquired. The slice thickness s is 
changed in comparison to the clinical standard (D1,2 : s = 6mm, no gap; D3 : s = 8mm, 
gap = 2mm; D4 : s = 10mm, gap = 2mm; standard: s = 8mm, gap = 2mm). Two of these 
datasets Dk with k = 1; 2 were divided into subdatasets with different numbers of slices, 
different start slices and different s.

• D
1

k is built by appending all odd numbered slices of Dk

• D
2

k is built by appending all even numbered slices of Dk

In the ideal case the calculated volume and mass parameters for all datasets should be
equal. D1,2,3,4 are acquired in 4-chamber, 3-chamber and 2-chamber longaxis view (LA)
and a sequence of shortaxis (SA) views.

1.2. Methods

In this paper LA and SA images are transferred from 2D in a 3D coordinate system 
based on the DICOM header information solving a linear equation [4] (Fig. 1(d)).

The mitral valve and the apex as well as endocardial and epicardial contours are 
outlined in the LA 2D views (Fig. 2(a)). The mitral valve plane (MVP) is build in 3D 
using position information of both LA views. Then intersection planes                     
(ISPi with i = 1,…,n) with a distance of 1mm are generated automatically parallel to the 
MVP covering the whole left ventricle from the apex to the mitral valve (Fig. 2(b)). 

For each plane ISPi the six endocardial endo
j
i and six epicardial epi

j
i (j = 1,…,6) 

intersection points are calculated (Fig. 2(c)). Defining these intersection points as 

seedpoints enables the generation of smooth in-plane contours C
endo

i and C
epi

i using 
Bezier interpolation. 3D surface models for endocardium and epicardium are 

constructed based on LA contours and all in-plane contours C
endo

i and C
epi

i for i =
1,…,n. Additionally contours in the original shortaxis views are extracted by cutting the 
surface models in 3D space
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Generation of the in-plane contours based on the intersection points (a) and visualisation of the 
cutted SA contours. Intersection lines of the SA sequence with the LA images are displayed (b); 4-chamber 
view: red, 3-chamber view: yellow, 2-chamber view: green

with the image plane. These contours can be reviewed and adjusted. Mass and volume
parameters are calculated using the adjusted 3D surface models.

1.3. Evaluation

For evaluation purpose endocardial and epicardial contours of the datasets D1,2,3,4 in
end-diastolic and end-systolic phase in all shortaxis MR images are outlined by two
medical experts (obs1, obs2) using a contour drawing tool [1]. Each observer traced the
contours of each dataset two times with the manual segmentation. Therefore approx. 
500 contours have to be defined. Based on these contours five global parameters (e.g. 
enddiastolic volume (EDV), LV ejection fraction (LVEF)) were extracted for each 
dataset using the Simpson rule. Then the presented segmentation method is used to 
compute the same global parameters including LA information. For each dataset only 6 
LA contours need to be defined. If needed the shape of the generated model is 
manually adjusted. Then two comparison sets were obtained, each based on the eight 

datasets D1,2,3,4 and D
1,2

k with k = 1,2: measurements obtained by obs1 the first time 
versus the second time (Intraobserver variability) and the averaged difference of 
measurements obtained by observer obs1 the first time versus obs2 and those obtained 
by obs1 the second time versus obs2 (interobserver variability). Furthermore the 
influence of the different slice thickness (s = 6; 8; 10; 12mm) of the MR datasets of the 
same subject to the extracted parameters

2. Results

Four 4D Cine MR image sequences were obtained at the Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology from one subject in different positions using a Siemens 1.5T
MR scanner. Longaxis and shortaxis images were acquired by using 
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electrocardiographically triggered breath-hold imaging techniques according to the 
American Heart Association (AHA) scientific statement. For each slice 20 phases 

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Result of the segmentation process: Contours of the surface overlayed in SA slices and 4-chamber 
view (a). Final surface model of the left ventricle in diastolic phase (b)

provided the complete coverage of the cardiac cycle resulting in a total of 380 cardiac 
images per sequence. The inter- and intraobserver differences comparison between 
global LV function for manually and semi-automatically segmented images are shown 
in Tab. 1+2. The mean and standard deviation of the differences in [ml] and [%] of all 
parameters is decreased. In case of intraobserver comparison e.g. the mean EDV 
difference between first time and second time of obs1 is reduced from 13.7% to 2.3%.
Concerning slice thickness the mean differences of EDV (14.1% to 5.8%) and ESV 
(18.8% to 4.9%) are decreased but SV (10.7% to 20.7%) and LVEF (4.3% to 11.6%)
are increased.

Table 1. Intraobserver difference comparison of obs1 between global LV function for manually and semi 
automatically segmented images [mean difference ± std]. (EDV: end-diastolic volume; ESV: end-systolic 
volume; SV: stroke volume; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction; Mass: mass of the myocardium)

manual semi-automatic
absolute relative absolute relative

EDV [ml] 6.4 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.8 1.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.0
ESV [ml] 5.9 ± 7.5 8.8 ± 11.2 0.3 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.3
SV [ml] 5.5 ± 1.6 7.3 ± 1.1 2.9 ± 0.6 4.0 ± 0.3

LVEF [%] 4.2 ± 2.7 7.6 ± 4.5 1.5 ± 2.6 0.8 ± 1.2
Mass [g] 7.8 ± 5.3 7.5 ± 4.7 6.2 ± 6.1 4.8 ± 4.7

3. Discussion

A semi-automatic LV segmentation method has been developed that combines LA 
information and intersection planes as well as SA images. In the presented work global 
parameters including position and orientation of the mitral valve and the apex are 
extracted. The generation of intersection planes and in-plane contours covering the 
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whole left ventricle enable the construction of a surface model (Fig. 3(a+b)) and its 
quantitative analysis. The inter- and intraobserver differences can be decreased for all 
extracted parameters. Using the presented approach the time needed for the 
segmentation process is decreased from 60 minutes to 5 minutes including manual
adjustment. So the semi-automatic segmentation using LA information proved to be 
fast and robust for the quantification of LV mass and volume properties. Currently the 
presented segmentation tool is used to evaluate LV remodeling based on 4D Cine MR 

Table 2. Interobserver difference (obs1 – obs2) comparison between global LV function for manually and 
semi-automatically segmented images [mean difference ± std]

manual semi-automatic
absolute relative absolute relative

EDV [ml] 17.8 ± 11.7 13.7 ± 9.5 2.9 ± 2.1 2.3 ± 1.7
ESV [ml] 7.9 ± 8.0 11.3 ± 11.6 3.1 ± 2.0 4.9 ± 3.1
SV [ml] 13.0 ± 13.4 22.7 ± 25.9 5.6 ± 6.1 9.1 ± 2.6

LVEF [%] 9.4 ± 2.7 20.9 ± 8.2 3.1 ± 4.1 6.3 ± 8.4
Mass [g] 15.5 ± 13.7 6.3 ± 5.0 1.1 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.5

datasets of thirty patients with myocardial infarction in a baseline (acute infarction 
phase) vs. follow-up (approx. 15 month later) study. In future the variability concerning 
slice thickness has to be evaluated. Also the influence of papillary muscles and 
trabecular structures has to be analyzed to improve the quality of the extracted global
parameters. Automatic adaptation of the contours to all time points will enable the 
generation of a 4D heart model to visualize dysfunctional areas of the left ventricle.
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Abstract. Background: Physicians’ adherence to guidelines can be used for 
measuring prescribing appropriateness. We present a simple approach allowing the 
automation of this process. Design: The drug therapy is described in terms of 
treatment type, pharmacotherapeutic classes, international non proprietary names 
(INN) and doses. A rule-based engine implementing the guideline generates 
recommendations for each patient record. These are automatically compared with 
prescriptions of the same patient in three levels of detail. Participants: Ambulatory 
patients admitted for the follow-up of their type 2 diabetes between June 2003 and 
September 2004 in a university hospital in France. Results: For 574 patient records 
included in the study, physicians agreed with the guideline recommendations over 
the choice of type of treatment in 473 cases (82%). When agreement over 
pharmacotherapeutic class of drugs was also taken into account, the adherence 
ratio decreased to 448 cases (78%). Finally, when the dosage of each drug was 
taken into account, the adherence ratio dropped to 396 cases (69%). Adherence 
ratios were also dependent on the type of treatment at admission: low for patients 
on oral tritherapy, and on diet and exercise. The results also highlighted inertia of 
physicians for beginning drug therapy and the underuse of biguanides. 
Conclusions: The proposed method provides an automatable way of measuring the 
appropriateness of treatment choice, which can be used for chronic diseases.

Keywords: assessment-evaluation, compliance, quality management, data 
analysis-extraction, evidence based guidelines, decision support, prescribing 
appropriateness, diabetes mellitus, therapeutic strategy.

Introduction

Assessing the quality of drug prescriptions is an important issue for which indicators of 
the appropriateness have been developed [1,2,3]. Some of these indicators are based on 
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the contents of summaries of product characteristics (SmPC). They can be used to 
assess the safety of prescriptions, based on the number of contraindications, drug 
interactions, dosage problems, etc. However, the assessment of the appropriateness of 
treatment choice goes beyond the SmPCs and requires comparison with 
recommendations from clinical guidelines [4]. For instance, antihypertensive drugs of 
various pharmacotherapeutic classes may have the same indication (hypertension) in 
SmPCs, but the choice of a specific class is generally based on the knowledge found in 
clinical guidelines (e.g., ACE inhibitors they may be preferred in diabetic patients).

Numerous studies have shown controversial results regarding adherence to 
guidelines even for a single disease [5,6,7], and the overall adherence is known to be 
mediocre [8,9]. It remains unclear whether the differences in adherence ratios result 
from differences in practices, in methods used to measure adherence, or both [10,11]. 

In this article, we present a simple method for quantifying the adherence to a 
therapeutic guideline and for easily analyzing the situations in which recommendations 
are not followed by physicians. This method is applied to type 2 diabetic patient data. 

1. Materials and Methods

1.1. The description of treatments

We described the therapeutic prescriptions of physicians in terms of “type of 
treatment”. For example, the types of treatment for diabetes include diet and exercise 
(i.e. zero drug therapy), oral monotherapy, bitherapy, tritherapy, and insulin therapy. 
Each drug in a prescription is linked to some “pharmacotherapeutic class”, 
“international non proprietary name (INN)”, and “dose” (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The four levels of detail in a drug prescription

1.2. French clinical guidelines for the management of type 2 diabetes

We used the official guideline of the French National Authority for Health 
(FNAH) for the management of type 2 diabetes [12]. It was the national reference 
standard evidence-based guideline at the time of the study, and was widely available to 
physicians in electronic and paper forms. The guideline proposes a step-by-step 
therapeutic strategy by dedicating a section for each type of treatment. 
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Recommendations are provided by their grades of evidence. The goal of treatment is to 
maintain HbA1C inferior or equal to 6.5%. If this goal is not obtained within a step, the 
guideline recommends increasing the dose; if not possible: replacing the drug with one 
from a more efficient class; and if this is not possible: passing to the subsequent type of 
treatment. Specific recommendations are given for the obese, the elderly, and the 
patients with renal insufficiency.

1.3. Patient data

We used a database of electronic records of ambulatory patients admitted for the follow 
up of their type 2 diabetes to the endocrinology department of Avicenne university 
hospital of Bobigny, France. The patients came to the hospital for periodic control of 
their diabetes or because of its deregulation. They passed a few hours in the hospital 
during which they had a laboratory exam and a visit by a physician. During the 
consultations, physicians did not have access to patient specific recommendations but 
they could use the guideline as a whole in paper form. All admissions from June 2003 
to September 2004 were included. The database contains demographic, anthropometric, 
clinical, laboratory and therapeutic information. Parameters used by the guideline 
include age, body mass index, creatinine clearance, ketonuria, and therapeutic history.

1.4. Measuring the adherence

We checked firstly if the type of treatment prescribed by the physician was the same as 
the one recommended by the guideline. For those prescriptions that fulfilled this 
condition, we verified if the pharmacotherapeutic classes of drugs were also the same 
as recommended by the guideline. Based on the anatomical therapeutic chemical 
(ATC) classification [13], for type 2 diabetes these classes include biguanides 
(A10BA), sulfonamides (A10BB and A10BC), alphaglucosidase inhibitors (A10BF), 
and the insulin family (A10A). Two classes; namely thiazolidinediones (A10BG) and 
other blood glucose lowering drugs (A10BX) are not represented in the studied version 
of the guideline. Finally, in prescriptions that conformed to the guideline in both type 
and classes, we checked whether physicians followed the guideline in making the same 
drug dose intervals (low, moderate, high). We did not check prescriptions for 
conformity in INN names because this level is not represented in the studied guideline.

1.5. Computer methods

We developed a computer system in Visual Basic® programming language with four 
major components (see Figure 2). The first two components analyze and abstract 
prescription data that are entered by physicians. Another component implements the 
guideline in a rule-based engine which generates the type of treatment, and class and 
dose of each drug. Experts verified the results generated by this component for about 
25% of cases (selected randomly) in order to be sure of their exactness. The fourth 
component calculates the agreement between two formalized therapies: one resulting 
from the abstraction of prescription, and the other generated by the third component. 
They are calculated in three levels of type, class, and dose. In cases for which the rule-
based engine cannot generate a treatment due to a lack of knowledge in the guideline, 
the comparison engine considers the prescription as conformable.
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Figure 2. Calculation of agreement values

2. Results

Thirteen patient records containing thiazolidinedions and other glucose lowering 
drugs were excluded because the guideline lacked recommendations for these classes. 
A total of 574 patient records were included in the study and were analyzed by the 
computer system. The mean age of patients was 59.9 (SD = 11.4) years, the mean body 
mass index was 29.0 (sd = 6.0) kg/m2, the mean HbA1C ratio was 7.9 (SD = 1.7) percent 
and the mean duration of diabetes since its onset was 11.4 (SD=9.2) years.

2.1. How consistently do physicians follow the guideline?

The type of treatment conformed to the guideline in 473 (82%) cases, with a range of 
11 to 96 percent, depending on the type of treatment at admission. These values 
decrease when the class and dose are also taken into account (see Table 1).
Table 1. Agreement between prescriptions and recommendations for each group of patients with the same 
type of treatment at admission

Agreement between prescriptions and recommendations at discharge 

at three levels

Type of treatment at 

admission

Type only          

n (% in row)

Type and class

n (% in row)

Type, class and dose 

n (% in row)

Number of 

patients

Diet and exercise 18 (62) 18 (62) 18 (62) 29

Oral monotherapy 127 (86) 117 (79) 109 (74) 148

Oral bitherapy 119 (82) 112 (77) 105 (72) 146

Oral tritherapy 4 (11) 4 (11) 4 (11) 38

Insulin alone or combined with 
oral therapy 205 (96) 197 (92) 160 (75) 213

Total 473 (82) 448 (78) 396 (69) 574
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Table 2. For each group of patients with the same type of treatment at admission, the choices of physician 
are compared with those of the guideline. Ph: physician's prescription; GL: guideline.

Prescribed and recommended types of treatment at discharge

Diet and 

exercise

Oral 

monotherapy

Oral 

bitherapy

Oral 

tritherapy

Insulin alone or 

combined with

oral therapy

Type of 

treatment at 

admission

Ph GL Ph GL Ph GL Ph GL Ph GL

Number 

of 

patients 

Diet and exercise 28 19 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 29

Oral monotherapy 1 0 138 134 3 12 0 0 6 2 148

Oral bitherapy 0 0 1 0 126 139 0 0 19 7 146

Oral tritherapy 0 0 0 0 1 0 26 5 11 33 38

Insulin alone or 
combined with 
oral therapy

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 211 213 213

Total 29 19 140 144 131 151 27 5 247 255 574

2.2. What do physicians do when they do not follow the guideline?

Physicians were less likely to start a monotherapy for patients on diet and exercise. 
This is shown by the fact that among 29 patients on diet and exercise only one is 
discharged with monotherapy versus 10 patients for the guideline (see Table 2). Further 
comparisons showed that physicians were less likely to change the class of a 
monotherapy from sulfamides or alphaglucosidase inhibitors to biguanides.

3. Discussion and conclusion

We proposed a method of measuring the appropriateness of treatment choice by use of 
a therapeutic guideline. We computerized our method and demonstrated it for a 
database of type 2 diabetic patients.

Like many other guidelines, our guideline did not contain recommendations for a 
number of items such as new pharmacotherapeutic classes. Although at the moment of 
study, HAS released a new version of the guideline, we preferred working with the 
previous one in order to be sure of physician awareness at the moment of prescriptions. 
We considered prescriptions conformed to the guideline in situations where the latter 
does not provide recommendations. Although this convention is quite common in 
measuring the adherence, it does not literally mean that physician followed the 
guideline. It would be useful to ask physicians on the reasons of non-adherence. We 
did not do so because our goal was to analyze the agreement only by use of patient 
records, in a way that the procedure could be automated.

We used the types of treatments, the pharmacotherapeutic class, and the dose of 
medications as principal levels of detail in drug therapy and we based our comparisons 
on these levels. The type of treatment is unspecific to diabetes. In a variety of 
conditions, such as hypertension and dyslipidemia, patients are treated with non-
pharmacological, mono-, bi- and tritherapy. In other conditions, such as asthma, heart 
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failure and chronic infectious diseases, the therapeutic strategy often comprises several 
drug regimens, which may be considered as types of treatment. Pharmacotherapeutic 
class and dose are known concepts in therapeutics and can be applied to all 
pharmacological treatments. 

Existing approaches for measuring adherence to guidelines are often based on 
physician surveys, patient records, guideline impacts, and multi-level explicit criteria 
[14,15,16]. Our method seems to be less comprehensive than methods based on explicit 
criteria, because it does not measure the adherence to all features of guidelines, such as 
diagnostics. However, it was not among our objectives to propose a comprehensive 
tool for measuring the adherence to guidelines. 

Our method can be used both as a tool for assessing the appropriateness of choice 
of treatment, and as an educational aid for physicians. We are actually trying to 
combine this technique with data mining techniques in order to find decision-making 
pathways of medical experts.
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Abstract. Few studies have attempted to measure the effectiveness of 
computerised test-order entry systems to reduce test turnaround time and the extent 
to which improvements are sustained or continue over time. Further, a recent study 
has raised the possibility that such systems, which require significant work 
practice change, may be associated with an increase in mortality rates. Our study 
answered two questions in relation to the introduction of a computerised pathology 
order entry system in a major Australian teaching hospital: i) are initial 
improvements in turnaround times achieved in the first 12 months of system use
sustained beyond this time; and ii) did mortality rates change following the 
introduction of the order entry system? We found significant improvements in 
turnaround times 12 and 24 months following system implementation and no 
change in average number of tests per patient. The mortality rate significantly 
increased in the year following system introduction but returned to the pre-system 
rate in the second year of system use. Review of the excess deaths demonstrated 
that these were most likely attributable to a coincidental influenza outbreak and 
not to system introduction. The computerised order entry systems produced 
sustained and continuing improvements in health care delivery efficiency over a 
two year period. Associations between increased mortality rates and system 
introduction should be investigated carefully to ascertain any likely association.

Keywords. Computer order entry, Evaluation studies, Mortality, Laboratories, 
Pathology, Turnaround Time , EMR

Introduction

Turnaround time (TAT) is the speed with which a laboratory can process a specimen 
and provide a result. It is a key performance indicator for laboratories and a potential 
indicator of quality of care[1]. Reduced TATs are associated with improved clinician 
satisfaction and shorten lengths of stay in emergency departments[2]. In time- critical 
care settings the availability of information to support timely diagnostic and 
management decisions is associated with better outcomes for patients[3].  
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Computerised order entry systems allow clinicians to directly enter orders into a 
computer and eliminating administrative steps and thus hold promise in significantly 
reducing test TATs. Few studies have measured TATs before and after system 
introduction. Westbrook et al[4] demonstrated a 21% reduction in average TAT in the 
year following system implementation in an Australian hospital and Guss et al[5]
showed a similar 20% reduction in TAT six months post-implementation in a US 
hospital. We have identified no studies which have measured the extent to which initial 
gains in TAT are sustained beyond the first 12 months of system implementation.

It is now well recognised that major clinical system implementations require 
significant work practice change within and beyond the laboratories[6-8]. The 
consequences of these may produce negative effects for care delivery[9] and patient 
outcomes[10]. The most controversial of these was a reported doubling of the mortality 
rate from 2.8% before, to 6.6% in the five months following, the introduction of a 
computerised order entry system in a paediatric hospital in the United States[10]. While 
there has been considerable debate[11] regarding the contributing roles of the system 
and the associated work practice changes to the increased mortality, the study drew 
attention to the possibility that system implementation could result in increased 
mortality. There is growing acceptance of the need to adopt a multi-method approach 
to the evaluation of computerised clinical systems[12] in order to capture the multi-
dimensional changes which can be produced within complex health care settings.  
Mortality rates are a further indicator to add to such assessments.

Having published a number of quantitative and qualitative studies[4, 6-8]
evaluating the impact of pathology order entry systems during the implementation and 
early post-implementation periods, our aim in this study was to answer two central 
questions: i) are initial gains in turnaround times achieved in the first 12 months of 
system use[4] sustained beyond this time; and ii) did mortality rates change following 
the introduction of the order entry system?

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Research Setting & Study Design

The study was undertaken at a 650-bed teaching hospital. In November 2003 the 
Cerner Millennium PowerChart (version 7.8) system was implemented allowing 
clinicians to electronically order, verify and review pathology orders. The system 
linked to an existing results-reporting function & hospital patient information systems.

Data relating to discrete test assays ordered during July to August 2003 formed the 
‘before’ database. Data from July to August 2004 formed the first followup period 
(post 1) and data from July to August 2005 made up the second followup period (post 
2). TAT was defined as the time from receipt of a specimen in a laboratory to 
availability of a result. This definition is most useful in assessing order-entry systems, 
as the alternate - time from order until result - is confounded by the time taken to obtain 
and deliver the specimen. This activity is not related to the system but to other aspects 
of service delivery. Further, within the paper-based ordering system, time of order is 
inconsistently recorded, reducing accurate pre and post comparisons. Number and 
details of deaths and average number of tests per patient in each period were abstracted 
from the order entry and hospital systems. A medical record audit of a sub-group of 
these patients was undertaken to identify factors contributing to their deaths.
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1.2. Analysis

The TAT distribution was extremely skewed. While almost half of the test results were 
available within 30 minutes and around 80% within one hour, almost 2% took more 
than three hours and many of these over six hours. To normalize the distribution and 
obtain more accurate means, a log transformation was undertaken. To test differences 
in mean times between years, regression analysis was carried out using logarithm 
scores. Results plus derived 95% CIs were then converted back to natural numbers.

2. Results

2.1. TATs and  Mean Number of Tests Before, 12 and 24 Months Post System 

Both post-implementation TATs were significantly lower than in the pre-period
(Table 1). TATs continued to decline in the second year post-implementation with an 
average reduction of 12.6% overall (Tables 2 and 3). The average number of tests per 
patient did not significantly change in the post 1 (mean=109.1) or post 2 periods 
(115.5; t=0.577, df=2171, p=0.5641).

Table 1 Regression results - pathology turnaround times: 2003 compared with 2004 & 2005

Period Param. estimate Standard Error t-value p

2003 3.56534 0.00350 1019.7 <0.0001

2004 -0.20603 0.00477 -43.2 <0.0001

2005 -0.34102 0.00462 -73.8 <0.0001

All tests

R2 =0.0157   N=342625

2003 3.82078 0.00384 994.2 <0.0001

2004 -0.21153 0.00537 -39.4 <0.0001

2005 -0.32503 0.00523 -62.1 <0.0001

Business hours

(8am-5pm)

R2 =0.0172   N=224135

2003 2.93529 0.00635 462.0 <0.0001

2004 -0.02112 0.00826 -2.6 0.0106

2005 -0.16001 0.00797 -20.1 <0.0001

Non-business 
hours

(5.01pm-7.59am)

R2 =0.0047   N=118490

2.2. Mortality Pre and Post System Implementation

Comparison of the mortality rate before and in the two followup periods showed a
significant increase in deaths in 2004 relative to 2003 (Chi Sq=4.54, df=1, p=0.033). 
The rate then declined in 2005 to a rate similar to the pre-system implementation 
mortality rate. Thus when examined across the three year periods there was no 
significant increase in mortality rates (Table 4).
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Table 2 Regression results - pathology turnaround times: 2004 compared with 2005

Period Parameter estimate Standard Error t-value p

2004 3.35932 0.00325 1033.9 <0.0001

2005 -0.13500 0.00444 -30.4 <0.0001

All tests

R2 =0.038   N=244773

2004 3.60924 0.00381 947.0 <0.0001

2005 -0.11350 0.00524 -21.6 <0.0001

Business hours

R2 =0.0030   N=154511

2004 2.91417 0.00525 554.9 0.0106

2005 -0.13889 0.00710 -19.3 <0.0001

Non-business 
hours

R2 =0.0042   N=90263

Table 3 Mean turnaround times and 95% Confidence Intervals, 2003, 2004 & 2005

Period No. of tests Mean in minutes (95% C.I.)

2003 97851 35.35 (35.11,35.59)

2004 113752 28.77 (28.59,28.95)

All tests

2005 131022 25.14 (24.99,25.29)

2003 69624 45.64 (45.31,45.97)

2004 72850 36.94 (36.67,37.21)

Business hours

2005 81661 32.97 (32.74,33.21)

2003 28227 18.83 (18.59,19.07)

2004 40902 18.43 (18.25,18.62)

Non-business 
hours

2005 49361 16.04 (15.89,16.20)

While not statistically significant the increase in deaths in the first year of system 
use was of clinical significance and deemed worthy of investigation. In 2004 there
were 37 excess deaths compared to the year prior. An examination of patient 
demographics showed that 69.4% of patients who had died were over 80 years, with 
the exception of one.  Further analyses showed all excess deaths in 2004 had occurred 
among those over 80 years (Table 5). 

Examination of patients’ Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) revealed the excess 
deaths were limited to those in the DRG ‘E’ group, respiratory conditions, and again
only among patients aged 80 years or older (Table 6).
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Period No. of patients No. (%) who died Chi Sq df p

Table 4 Number of deaths before and in the two followup periods

It was hypothesised that the increase in deaths may have been associated with an
influenza outbreak in 2004. We reviewed cases of Pneumococcal disease for the State
and found cases increased from 808 in 2003 to 917 in 2004 and then dropped to 660 in 
2005, supporting this hypothesis. An audit of patients’ medical records failed to reveal
any system-related factors associated with deaths. Most patients had significant co-
morbidities, came from nursing homes or hostels and had very poor prognoses. 

3. Discussion

The use of the computerised order-entry system led to significant reductions in test
turnaround times in the 12 months following implementation and these improvements
were sustained and improved upon in the following 12 months. Further research is
required to demonstrate whether faster results enhance patient outcomes. Although the 
initial comparison of crude mortality rates suggested a link between the introduction of 
the new system and the (non-significant) rise in death rate, this rise was limited to a

80 years or 
older

Jul/Aug 2005 79 15 (18.99)

12.0037 2 0.0025

Jul/Aug 2004 94 26 (27.66)

Jul/Aug 2003 89 7 (7.87)

Under 80 
years

Jul/Aug 2005 414 16 (3.86)

0.8160 2 0.6650

Jul/Aug 2004 395 20 (5.06)

Jul/Aug 2003 516 21(4.07)

Table 6 Changes in mortality rates for patients under, and � 80 years with respiratory conditions 2003-2005

Age of  patient Period No. of patients No. (%) who died Chi sq df p

80 years or 
older

Jul/Aug 2005 706 54 (7.65)

8.1429 2 0.0171

Jul/Aug 2004 671 68 (10.13)

Jul/Aug 2003 600 35 (5.83)

Under 80 
years

Jul/Aug 2005 9394 105 (1.12)

1.2724 2 0.5293

Jul/Aug 2004 8723 113 (1.30)

Jul/Aug 2003 9163 114 (1.24)

Table 5 Changes in mortality rates among those under, and � 80 years 2003-2005

Age of  patient Period No. of patients No. (%) who died Chi sq df p

Jul/Aug 2005 10100 159 (1.57)

5.5603 2 0.0620

Jul/Aug 2004 9394 181 (1.93)

Jul/Aug 2003 9763 149 (1.53)
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very specific group of patients whose deaths could be attributed to the influenza 
outbreak which occurred coincidentally after system implementation.  

4. Conclusion

Computerised order entry systems can deliver sustained improvements to health care
efficiency. Mortality rates should continue to be examined as one evaluation indicator 
but investigated carefully. An initial association between system implementation and 
mortality rate does not equate to causation.
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Abstract: Today electronic clinical guideline systems exist, but they are not well 
integrated with electronic health records. This paper thus proposes that the 
patient’s “position” in the pathway during the patient journey should be made 
visible to all involved healthcare parties and the patient. This requires that the 
generic knowledge, which is represented in the guidelines, is combined with the 
patient specific information – and then made accessible for all relevant parties. In 
addition to the decision support provided by the guideline system documentation 
support can be provided by templates based on archetypes. This paper provides a 
proposal for how the guideline system and the EHR can be integrated by the use of 
archetypes and SNOMED CT. SNOMED CT provides the common reference 
terminology and the semantic links between the systems. The proposal also 
includes the use of a National Patient Index for storing data about the patient’s 
position in the pathway and for sharing this information by all involved parties.

Keywords: Evidence based guidelines, terminology, knowledge management

1. Introduction

Important challenges in modern healthcare are to provide continuity of care and 
evidence based care. This implies that care should be based on relevant and updated 
knowledge that is provided in a timely fashion and delivered coherent across 
professional and organisational borders. The use of clinical guidelines that describe the 
sound care pathways and are based on clinical evidence is one of the major instruments 
to achieve this.

 This paper proposes that the patient’s “position” in the pathway during the patient 
journey should be made visible to all involved healthcare parties and the patient. This 
requires that the generic knowledge, which is represented in the guidelines, should be 
combined with the patient specific information – and then made accessible to all 
relevant parties. The integration with the clinical IT systems – i.e. the electronic health 
records (EHR) – also includes the semantic interoperability, which is a substantial
challenge. However, the semantic interoperability is needed to ensure safe exchange of 
data between the guideline system, the documentation templates and the EHR.
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This paper provides a proposal for how the guideline system and the EHR can be 
integrated by using SNOMED CT and archetypes. 

2. Method 

The aim of this paper is to present a proposal for improvements of the semantic 
interoperability between electronic guideline and EHR systems. The proposal is based 
on an analysis of the healthcare challenges, providing continuity of care and evidence 
based care.

The idea is to use existing logical and technical infrastructure as a foundation. Key 
components of such an infrastructure will therefore be described – including a common 
terminology, an electronic guideline system and a national patient index.

Based on these infrastructure components, a generic solution is described. This 
contains an overall architecture, showing how the components interwork. The 
hypothesis is that this solution will support the resolution of the healthcare challenges.

3. Result

3.1. Problem and significance

Modern healthcare is specialised and many healthcare providers are involved in the 
patient journey. Coherent provision of care across professions and organisational and 
geographical borders have thus become a challenge. At the same time political goals on 
containing the efficiency and quality should be observed. The use of evidence-based 
guidelines is considered a way to achieve these goals. [1]

It has been demonstrated that clinical guidelines provided as real time decision 
support systems in daily clinical workflow will improve patient care significantly [2, 3]
and are effective instruments to decrease undesired practice variability [4]. The success 
of clinical decision-support systems requires that they are seamlessly integrated with 
clinical workflow [5]. 

3.2. Proposed solution

An overview of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 1. The idea is that a 
healthcare professional (HCP) “place” the patient at the relevant position in the 
pathway and the position in the pathway is changed when the patient is going through 
the various steps. The information about the current position in relation to the whole 
patient journey is shared by all involved HCP and the patient. Information about the 
patient journey and the correlation to the recommended pathway is collected in a 
National Patient Index (NPI). This way compliance with recommendations and 
coherence with minimum waiting times (i.e. in cancer pathways) can be monitored by 
all involved parties. The generic knowledge from the guideline system is used to decide 
the right pathway for a specific patient. The documentation templates (i.e. archetypes) 
are used to support registration of the correct data.

The specific patient information – including the reference to the step in the 
pathway – is stored in the EHR. This is reported to the NPI, which can match the
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specific patient journey with the recommended pathway. The terminology system 
SNOMED CT is used to provide exact links between the node in the guideline system, 
the documentation template and the information in the EHR, figure 1.

�

�

�

National 
Patient
Index

Pathways

EHR 
system

Documen-

tation

templates

Patient journey

Time

interval 1

Time

Interval 2

Generic knowledge Patient specific information

SNOMED

SNOMED

SNOMED

Patient contacts

SNOMED

Date Diagnose Pathway ID

Date Procedure Pathway ID

Date Finding Pathway ID

SNOMED

Figure 1. How to manage care pathways by combining SNOMED CT, archetypes and an electronic guideline 
system

3.2.1. Basic components

The basic components of the infrastructure are described below. In many countries 
these components already exist or are being implemented. Some adjustments are 
needed in the EHR systems and the NPI to handle the data from the guideline system –
however, only very few data types are needed in the basic configuration. If 
documentation templates based on archetypes are chosen, non-archetype systems 
probably need larger adjustments to make them fit the overall solution. 

National Patient Index

A National Patient Index (NPI) is in this context a common database with core patient 
data, i.e. a unique patient identifier, all contacts (consultations, encounters) with dates, 
diagnoses, procedures and an identification of the relevant node in the pathway. In 
addition, the NPI contains links to more detailed patient information i.e. findings, 
results, images etc. What information is stored centrally and what information can be 
reached by links to external sources depends on national choices and infrastructure.

Electronic guideline system, i.e. Map of Medicine

Map of Medicine [6] is an implementation of a guideline system and it is used as an 
example of an application in this paper. It is being used by the NHS in UK and it is
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evaluated in Denmark and other countries. Map of Medicine is a web based system, 
providing specialist level knowledge to healthcare professionals. The user interface is 
intentionally kept simple, displaying the pathways as boxes linked together like a 
process flow diagram. There is only one type of box for a node, colour coded for use in 
primary or secondary care setting. For each node additional information can be 
displayed, i.e. detailed guidance, checklists etc. The evidence base for each node and 
guideline is directly accessible, as are links to medical databases, Google etc. All 
pathways and nodes can be customised at a national, regional, local and personal level.

SNOMED CT®
SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) is a structured healthcare terminology, 
consisting of more than 300.000 unique medical concepts and more than 1.000.000 
terms. [7] SNOMED CT offers a terminological foundation for EHR and other health 
IT systems. The international release of the terminology is managed by The Inter-
national Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation (IHTSDO) [8]. 
IHTSDO was founded by nine countries and SNOMED CT is currently translated into 
several languages, [9] becoming the global standard of healthcare terminologies. 

Archetypes

The archetypes discussed in this paper are based on the openEHR reference model [10]. 
This is equivalent to the CEN pre-standard 13606 (EHRcom), which is currently under 
revision [11]. OpenEHR describes archetypes as “… reusable, structured models of 
clinical information concepts that appear in EHRs”. Archetypes are described in a 
formal language. Archetypes are used to create (small) clinical models of for example 
observations like blood pressure or a specific laboratory result, information related to 
the evaluation of a clinical problem, related to prescribing of medications etc.

The templates discussed are based on the openEHR concept where archetypes can 
be adjusted to local needs and connected to entry forms (documentation templates), (to) 
terminologies, language and other details relevant to the particular local use. OpenEHR 
templates can be used to design documentation templates for example hospital 
admission, where an archetype for vital signs can be combined with an archetype for 
patient history and specific entry fields i.e. for diagnoses that can be linked to a 
relevant SNOMED CT subset [12]. 

3.2.2. Linking the components

Connecting the components with semantically rich links in a real-time, dynamic 
fashion is a challenge. SNOMED CT is proposed as the mechanism to achieve this.

Using SNOMED CT in EHR systems for diagnoses, procedures and findings 
enables the SNOMED CT code to work as a parameter to perform a precise look-up in 
the guideline system. Furthermore, a specific node in the pathway may be connected to
a specific contact in the EHR or even to a specific diagnose, procedure or finding. By 
combining the contact data with a unique ID of the node in the pathway, it is possible 
to identify the patient current position and change in positions in the guideline during 
the patient’s journey.

SNOMED CT could also be the link to the documentation templates via the 
archetypes. Each archetype is intended for use in a specific clinical situation and a 
procedure selected in the EHR or in the guideline system could trigger a documentation 
template in the EHR system. The data recorded via the template will be stored in the 
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EHR according to the data structure of the EHR system. Furthermore, data entry fields 
in the documentation template may be linked to SNOMED CT via the
archetype/template definition. 

As mentioned, the patient’s current position in the pathway can be identified. By 
adding this “position information” to the patient data reported to the NPI, it is possible 
to share information concerning any progress in the patient’s journey.

3.2.3. Resulting functionality - scenarios

The generic functionality arising from the linked components has been indicated above. 
In the tables below example scenarios are listed from the healthcare professional, the 
authority/administrator and from the patient/relatives viewpoints.

Table 1. Examples of scenarios related to the healthcare professional

Decision support:  The physician is suspecting diabetes and decides to initiate a screening for diabetes. 
The procedure “diabetes screening” is selected in the EHR and this term has the relevant SNOMED CT 
code attached. When Map of Medicine is launched (i.e. with a mouse right-click), the code is used to 
search the Map of Medicine. The guideline “diabetes suspected” is presented to the physician.

Documentation support: One of the first steps in the guideline is “taking the patient history”. The 
guideline contains an extensive list of information to be collected. The node has a SNOMED CT code 
attribute, which is used to identify the archetype/documentation template to be used by the physician in 
this step of the guideline.

Process support: After the history taking and physical examination, some laboratory investigations are 
ordered. The physician registers that the patient now has reached this node in the guideline and is waiting 
for results. This status of the patient is reported to the National Patient Index together with the key 
information from the patient contact, i.e. the diagnosis and the procedure. This information is now 
accessible (i.e. via a health portal) for all involved healthcare actors and the patient.  

Table 2. Examples of scenarios related to the authorities

Core data on a patient’s treatment: Based on archetypes semantically well defined data can be reported to 
national databases. Since the documentation based on archetypes/templates gives an explicit specification 
of the information context, it is also safer to use data for secondary purposes, i.e. quality databases.

Precise positioning in pathway: By connecting the patient contact to the Map of Medicine, the various 
steps in the patient journey can be identified with high precision. This gives an opportunity for two kinds 
of quality assessments. Firstly, statistics can be made in the time interval between nodes in the guideline.
This is important if minimum waiting times exist, i.e. for cancer treatment. Secondly, systematic deviation 
from the guideline can be identified and explanations can be explored.

Table 3. Examples of scenarios related to the patient

Knowledge of pathways: The patient has an authoritative information source on clinical relevant pathways 
related to the diagnosis or treatment. This can be used for seeking further information from the physician.

Follow up on own patient journey: The patient journey is transparent(,) and the patient can follow the 
steps in the pathway. This can help to empower the patient to take action if i.e. waiting times are too long

4. Discussion

The advantages with the proposed solution are illustrated by the scenarios in table 1-3. 
The transparency of the patient journey supports the continuity of care. 

The use of SNOMED CT supports the accurate linking between general guideline 
knowledge and patient specific information. The use of templates/archetypes supports 
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documentation of the information relevant to the specific clinical situation, i.e. the node 
in the guideline. Access to core information via the NPI enables the follow-up on 
political and clinical goals and supports patient empowerment.

There are also drawbacks and barriers related to the proposed solution. Significant 
resources are needed for setting up the clinical infrastructure, i.e. development, 
maintenance, possibly translation of the guidelines, archetypes and the terminology 
system. Furthermore, resources are needed for setting up the technical infrastructure, i.e. 
the interfaces, standards, systems and services. Also a secure environment regarding 
the patient specific information has to be established. 

The system depends on the HCP registering the link between the pathway and the 
patient. This implies new work routines and maybe additional effort. It is therefore 
imperative that the systems are providing perceived advantages for the HCP, i.e. 
regarding efficiency and quality. 

5. Conclusion

By using electronic guideline system integrated with EHR there is a potential for 
providing better decision support, documentation support, process support to the HCP, 
quality improvement and improved service to the patient. The proposed solution to use 
SNOMED CT, archetypes and a NPI requires significant clinical and technical 
infrastructure. 

However, several of these components are already available. Thus, a stepwise 
implementation is possible. For instance, in Denmark where an NPI exists and the 
SNOMED CT translation is almost finalised. Furthermore, the Map of Medicine and an 
archetype methodology is evaluated to prepare for a possible implementation.
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Abstract. EHR systems are core applications in any eHealth/pHealth environment 

and represent basic services for health telematics platforms. Many projects are per-

formed at the level of Standards Developing Organizations or national programs, 

respectively, for defining EHR architectures as well as related design, implementa-

tion, and deployment processes. Claiming to meet the challenge for semantic in-

teroperability and offering the right pathway, the resulting documents and specifi-

cations are sometimes controversial and even inconsistent. Based on a long tradi-

tion in the EHR domain, on the collective experience of academic groups such as 

the EFMI EHR Working Group, and on an active involvement at CEN, ISO, HL7 

and several national projects around the globe, an analysis and evaluation study 

has been performed using the Generic Component Model reference architecture. 

Strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches as well as migration path-

ways for re-using and harmonizing the available materials are offered. 

Keywords. EHR, Architecture, Models, Semantic Interoperability, Standards, Na-

tional Projects. 

Introduction 

The requirements for safe and high quality care as well as efficiency and productivity 

of health systems under the well-known constraining conditions are expected to be 

realized by increasingly distributed and specialized health services that become 

strongly oriented on the actual personal health status and the needs of the subject of 

care. Those health services are provided independent of time, localization, and distribu-

tion of resources in a highly communicative and collaborative way called eHealth. 

eHealth or personal health must be supported by basic technology paradigms of mobile 

computing for ubiquitous communications, of pervasive computing for comprehensive, 

and of pervasive care as well as autonomic computing for adaptive personalized system 

design enabling ubiquitous care altogether. Intentional communication and cooperation 

needs shared information for deriving collaborative actions which have to be observed 

for Quality Assurance (QA) purposes starting the information cycle again and again. 

Principles and consequences considering the entire information cycle for meeting the 

semantic interoperability challenge are extendedly discussed in [1]. According to the 
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objectives and requirements of the actors involved in communication and cooperation, 

different levels for interoperability shall be provided thereby extending the interopera-

bility chain up to the subject of care as demonstrated in the personal care paradigm’s 

context [2]. Depending on the business case requiring interactions between systems, 

the following interoperability levels can be distinguished: technical interoperability 

(e.g. technical Plug&Play, signal & protocol compatibility); structural interoperability 

(e.g. simple EDI, envelops); syntactic interoperability (e.g. messages, clinical docu-

ments, agreed vocabulary); semantic interoperability (e.g. advanced messaging, com-

mon information model and terminology); organizational/service interoperability (e.g. 

the common business process). The information about status and processes directly or 

indirectly related to the subject of care has to be documented in a computer-readable 

format, and stored in repositories - the Electronic Health Record (EHR). Such EHRs 

have to be implemented in EHR systems which are sets of components for realizing the 

mechanisms for creating, using, storing, and retrieving an EHR. EHRs and EHR sys-

tems for eHealth have to be based on an EHR architecture defining a model of generic 

properties required for every EHR to be communicable, comprehensive, useful, effec-

tive, and ethically-legally binding bewaring its integrity independent of platforms and 

systems as well as national specialties over the time [3], [4]. 

1. Characteristics of Semantically Interoperable EHR Architectures 

For providing advanced and sustainable communication and cooperation, architectures 

for sustainable Health Information Systems (HIS) such as EHR systems have to be 

open, scalable, flexible, portable, distributed, standard-conform, semantically interop-

erable, service-oriented, user-accepted, applicable to any media, and lawful. Therefore, 

the following architectural paradigms have to be met: distribution; component-

orientation; a model-driven and service-oriented design considering concepts, context, 

and knowledge; comprehensive business modeling; separation of platform-independent 

and platform-specific modeling (thus separating logical from technological view); 

agreed reference terminologies and ontologies; unified development process, and ad-

vanced security and privacy services embedded in the architecture. The aforementioned 

architectural paradigms are reflected in the Generic Component Model (GCM) which 

provides a multi-model approach to any system architecture [5]. Developed at the 

Magdeburg Medical Informatics Department in the early nineties, it can be used as 

reference architecture for analyzing, designing, and implementing EHR architectures 

characterized by their components, functionalities, and relationships but also for devel-

oping migration strategies [5], [6]. 

The respective reference architecture design is characterized by three dimensions 

(see Figure 1): 

• the composition and decomposition of its components reflecting the complex 

functionality; from an enterprise viewpoint (explained in the next statement), 

it’s the business process (workflow); 

• the unified development process referring to the viewpoint of the ISO 10746 

Information Technology – Open Distributed Processing – Reference Model 

[7] starting with the extended business modeling of the enterprise view, the in-

formation view as its informational reflection, and the computational view as 

the reasonable functional aggregation of the components all three reflecting 

the platform-independent modeling and continuing with the platform-specific 
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models of the engineering view and the technology view, all five views sum-

marized as development process (e.g. the Rational Unified Process – RUP); 

• the isolation and integration of the domain touched by the EHR (medical, ad-

ministrative/organizational, legal, etc.). 

EHR systems as well 

as standards and projects 

defining them have to be 

assessed in reference to 

the GCM reference archi-

tecture. So, the usability of 

the analyzed approach, the 

gaps, and the capability for 

migration can be evalu-

ated; the respective migra-

tion paths can be derived. 
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Figure 1. The Generic Component Model 

2. EHR-Related Standards 

Currently, three different streams for specification and implementation of advanced 

EHR architectures exist that have their roots in legacy systems, traditional imagina-

tions, and methodologies: data approach (data representation), concept approach (con-

cept and knowledge representation), and process/services approach (business process 

and service representation). 

Because of their rational roots, all approaches have their -at least temporary- right 

to exist. All approaches undergo further development offering a convergence. As the 

GCM considers all aforementioned aspects, the distance of evaluated approaches to the 

GCM as well as the reflection of the presented principles allow for the evaluation of 

developed or emerging solutions as well as for description of missing characteristics. 

Regarding EHR approaches as standards, specifications, or national projects, the 

following ones have to be investigated as the most important ones: the HL7 standards 

suite [8] with the HL7 RIM, HL7 v3, HL7 HDF, CDA, etc. most of them established, 

or under establishment, in ISO TC 215; ISO/EN 13606 “Health informatics – EHR 

communications” [9]; the GEHR [10] and openEHR Foundations [11] projects; IHE 

approaches [12] but also service-oriented approaches such as CORBA components 

[13]; Web services, etc. The analysis only focuses on the architectural approaches 

ignoring national or project-specific specialties on implementation details, legal as-

pects, or priorities followed in some countries and their related projects. 

3. Results 

Using the Generic Component Model, the different standards and projects influencing 

the global EHR development have systematically been evaluated. The results are sum-

marized in Table 1. While in the study [14] all characteristics have been analyzed in 

detail, the table only reflects coarse grained quality parameters not considering either 

how the different aspects elaborated have been harmonized within the standards (qual-

ity and consistency). Due to the complexity of the ISO organization, standards might 
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be referenced responding to some of the GCM requirements not inter-relating with 

EHR specifications, however, while the HL7 standard set provides such inter-

relationships as well as formal collaboration and joint projects solving those inter-

relations between SDOs. In that context, the unified process, separations of viewpoints, 

and the completeness of referencing ISO 10746-2 [7] have to be mentioned which are 

met in HL7 but not in CEN/ISO or openEHR, even if standards such as ISO EN 12967 

[15] are sometimes miss-referenced there. 

Table 1. Comparison of available EHR approaches (availability: P-partial, Y-yes, N-no, F-future) 

YYNNYYCommercial products available

YYPNYYImplemented

YYNNYNFinal specification available

NNNNYYVisualization support

Feasibility

YYNNPPMultimedia-enabled

NYNNYNSpecialty-related

YFNFNYInclusion of medical devices

NNNPYNApplication security services

YYNNYNCommunication security services

YYYYYYReference to terminology

NNNNNYVocabulary

NNYYNNOntology driven

22221nModel multiplicity

PNNNNNDomain separation

NNNNNNDomain-independent

Multi-Domain Suitability 

YYPPPPMachine-processeable

YYNNYNSignature/Certificate-enabled

NNNNNYComposition/decomposition

NNNNYY
Open concept representation 

language

YYYYNConsistency of components

YNYYPYConcept representation

NNNNNYModel transformation framework

NNNNNPMeta model

YYYYNYReference information model

System Architecture

NNNNNYCompletion of ISO 10746-2

NNNNNPView separation

NPNNNPService orientation

NPNNNYBusiness modeling

NNNNNYUnified process

Development Process

DICOM SRIHE XDSopenEHREN/ISO 13606CCRHL7 StandardsGCM Characteristics

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

The core application EHR is in the center of considerations for all European (e.g. EC 

eHealth Action Plan) and national (UK, Denmark, USA, Finland, Australia, Canada) 

eHealth Programmes. With the move by a paradigm change from organization-centered 

to process-controlled care and even further towards personalized healthcare, compre-

hensive communication and cooperation between all participants in the process includ-

ing semantic interoperability between supporting information systems is inevitable. 

Different advanced approaches for future-proof architectures, EHR specifications, 

and the implementation of semantically interoperable EHR systems (e.g. HL7 Version 

3 Standard Set with CDA, CCD, EHR-S Functional Model, EHR Interoperability 

Model [8], GEHR [10] /openEHR [11], EN/ISO 13606 [9], and CCR [16]) have been 

demonstrated, discussed, and evaluated using the GCM as reference architecture for 

sustainable and semantically interoperable health information systems [5]. 

The HL7 Version 3 methodology in connection with the definition of system re-

quirements by the EHR-S Functional Model and the EHR-S Interoperability Model (it 
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remains a question to the author why both models have not been brought together) 

provides the best approach so far to GCM without solving domain-crossing aspects and 

the connection of non-ICT views to ICT views. Furthermore, the formal business proc-

ess specification and the dynamic behavioral/functional aspects of the components are 

still missing. The service-orientation missing could be overcome by current efforts of 

the SOA SIG in liaison [9]. Additionally, present concept representations have not been 

adequately integrated, probably due to a missing HL7 ontology. Surmounting the many 

solution islands, the complex HL7 Standards family could -in collaboration with CEN, 

openEHR and CORBA- demonstrate some progress. 

The second rather comprehensive approach to semantic interoperability is EN/ISO 

13606 [9], even if many deficiencies and inconsistencies have yet to be overcome. 

Contrary to the HL7 Version 3 approach, the problem of semantic composition / de-

composition is insufficiently solved there. The same counts for business processes. On 

the other hand, the project orientates right from its beginning to the architecture para-

digm despite of the irritating title, and it goes beyond the HL7 approach in this perspec-

tive. GEHR/openEHR [10], [11] has to be evaluated partly analogue to EN/ISO 13606 

due to the close connections and the common knowledge representation based on Ar-

chetypes. It constraints itself in essence to parts 2 and 3, however. 

These two promising approaches suffer from the complexity of the healthcare do-

main. So, it will take some time before a critical mass of model-based services (meta-

models at different levels or Archetypes, respectively, as well as tools for instantiation) 

will be available for revolutionizing health. Since 2001, different pathways have been 

followed. While EN/ISO 13606 still focuses on its architectural approach, the 

openEHR Foundation project focuses on concepts bound to the clinical process leading 

to different structural components. At the same time, commonalities with HL7 CDA 

and HL7 Clinical Templates are increasing [8]. 

Contrary to HL7 Version 3 Standard Set and EN/ISO 13606, CCR [16] provides 

an immediately applicable record solution without claiming semantic interoperability, 

however. All ways offered allow for migration using the GCM. A closer cooperation 

between standards bodies is absolutely helpful and thus required. During the evolution, 

the user community has to decide which interim solutions are acceptable. 

The necessity of meeting all paradigms of the GCM has been emphasized through 

experience from national projects in different countries the author has been involved in. 

Having been the internationally leading programme for introducing a national EHR for 

quite a long time, the Danish approach started with the underlying business processes 

in an exemplary way. The problem of structural and functional composition / decom-

position has been ignored, however. This deficiency stopped the project now resulting 

in a comprehensive restart. Other projects and standards including the ones discussed 

here ignore the business processes, at the same time providing reasonable solutions for 

the other aspects. This has adverse effects as well in case the gaps have not been sin-

gle-mindedly closed [17]. 

An important requirement for achieving semantic interoperability has been the es-

tablishment of a unified process including the definition of conformance statements as 

well as the quality assurance for specifications and implementations. Here, projects 

such as the European Q-REC led by the EuroRec Institute, and the work of the US 

Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) do push test-

ing, quality labeling, or certification, respectively, of EHR specifications and EHR 

systems [18], [19]. 
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Currently, not any single specification investigated meets from an insider’s per-

spective the requirements for semantic interoperability at service level – but this is 

what almost all of them claim to do. The maturity of the approaches is very different 

whereby history of specifications and originating organizations, the chosen paradigm 

as well as scope and objectives are of importance. Maturing and harmonizing the pre-

sent approaches in accordance with the GCM will provide the sustainable solution. 

Thereby, all architectural paradigms have to be met. Such component-based and ser-

vice-oriented approach will lead to a layer of infrastructural services supporting crea-

tion, deployment, and maintenance of EHR systems. Most of the national strategies 

promote such development. 

The eHealth Competence Center (eHCC) located at the University of Regensburg 

Medical Center is involved in most of the international standardization activities and 

national programs related to EHR. While the work in many regions of the globe is 

ongoing and -more or less- evolved, the German EHR development starting with the 

bIT4health (better IT for better health care) project that was launched some years ago 

by the German Federal Ministry for Health is comparably immature. Recently, the 

eHCC was appointed to specify the German EHR architecture. 
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Abstract. Diabetics are quite susceptible to infectious diseases and can easily 
spread them under certain circumstances. Their blood glucose levels are increased 
after infection and this can cause a hyperglycemic crisis. Our study indicates that 
this increase results in glucosylated hemoglobin elevation, even when a diabetic is 
monitored closely and his/her blood glucose is under tight control. Thus, it is 
important to detect infections at the very early stages of disease progression in 
order to aid the patient. For this purpose, an electronic Disease Surveillance 
System could be developed to collect and analyze blood glucose data. Generally, 
we could extend the use of blood glucose data to the implementation of disease 
surveillance systems for the general population.

Keywords. disease surveillance, early detection, diabetics, blood glucose.

Introduction

Over the centuries many incidents of pandemics have been reported that resulted in a
significant number of deaths. A current example is the avian influenza that, according 
to World Health Organization (WHO) reports, has caused almost 61% fatality among 
the total number of cases reported from 2003 to September 2007 [1]. Another kind of 
threat is bioterrorism, where the threat is still biological but it is caused solely by 
humans [2]. In order to confront these situations, a number of disease surveillance 
systems have been developed that utilize a variety of indicators to detect possible 
disease outbreaks.

Groups of ‘vulnerable’ individuals such as patients suffering from chronic diseases 
(diabetes, chronic heart and renal failure), elderly people and infants could be 
considered as Sensitive Population Groups (SPGs). For example, diabetics are quite 
susceptible to infections that can be easily spread under certain circumstances and seem 
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to be affected more compared to normal subjects [3, 4]. Therefore, the development of 
electronic Disease Surveillance Systems (eDSSs) for SPGs is an issue that should be 
addressed. These systems could also aid health care professionals by providing them 
with early indications of any possible infectious disease outbreak.

Infectious diseases are a common cause of high blood glucose (BG) and 
hyperglycemic crisis in diabetics [5]. Generally, infection and any type of illness,
surgery, or injury causes stress on the body that needs more energy to combat this 
situation. The body reacts by releasing counter-regulatory hormones that signal to the
liver to release extra glucose in order to provide body with the requested energy. These 
hormones also inhibit the effect of insulin, and as a result there is over a certain period 
of time an increase in BG that is more difficult to control [6]. However, the detailed 
mechanism for BG elevation after infections has not been fully described yet [5].

Glycosylated hemoglobin (HBA1c) is a reliable indicator of BG regulation, 
especially in diabetics. It represents the average BG level of the past 4 weeks 
approximately, strongly weighted toward the most recent 2 weeks. It is almost entirely 
insensitive to BG levels more than 4 weeks before. In non-diabetics, the formation, 
decomposition and destruction of HBA1c reach a steady state with about 3.0% to 6.5% 
of the total hemoglobin, but most diabetics have a higher HBA1c level. The actual 
HBA1c level can be used as an indicator of the recent average BG level. Although 
HBA1c varies among individuals with the same average BG, it is very stable for any 
given individual. Thus, a change of 1.0% in HBA1c is definitely meaningful [7].

The target of this study was to demonstrate the need for developing DSSs for SPGs 
through the diabetics’ case study. A simple system could be implemented using sensors 
for data collection, a simple network infrastructure for transmitting them to a central 
repository and an algorithm for data analysis; the same system could trigger alarms 
based on the analysis results. Given the fact that diabetics (especially type-1 diabetics) 
measure their BG daily, we claim that BG could be used as an indicator for the early 
detection of infections at the early stages of disease progression, i.e. during the 
incubation period. This period precedes symptoms onset which is the main time point 
that the subject is made aware of his/her infection. Specific indicators for other SPGs 
could be studied as well.

In order to establish a basis for further research it was considered necessary to find 
strong correlations between BG and infections. For this purpose the Diabetes Control 
and Complications Trial (DCCT) archives were used as the data source: DCCT was a 
full-scale multi-center clinical trial, which recruited 1441 type-1 diabetic patients and 
was conducted by the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases 
(NIDDK) [8]. Among the numerous detailed data that were collected, HBA1c values 
and disease data were further assessed.

Methods

In DCCT patients were randomized into two arms: the conventional and the intensive 
therapy arm; data were collected mostly during the follow-up visit that was scheduled 
every three months.

In both arms adult males and females (age �18 years) were studied separately; the 
first 48 months of their involvement was the period of interest. A patient that was 
randomized to the conventional therapy arm was considered diseased if he/she reported 
a disease of more than five days at the follow-up visit. For the second arm, the 
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recording of even one disease incident was considered adequate. Moreover, for both 
arms, it was decided that the 6-month periods before and after disease documentation 
should be free of any other disease, and women pregnant at any point during or close to 
these periods was excluded from the analysis.

Accordingly, the HBA1c values of the selected patients were assessed at specific 
time intervals: the follow-up visit of disease documentation (diseased value) and the 6-
month periods before and after this visit (non-diseased values). The non-diseased 
HBA1c values were averaged for both periods. According to DCCT protocol, HBA1c

values were collected every three months (at the follow-up visit) for the conventional 
therapy arm and every month for the intensive therapy arm. So, the non-diseased 
average was the result of two and five (the ones close to the diseased value were
excluded) values correspondingly.

Sample distribution was tested for normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test, and the 
null hypothesis that the diseased HBA1c values are equal to the non-diseased values 
was tested with paired t-test for both sexes and arms. All p values were based on two-
sided testing, and differences were considered significant at p<0.05. All statistical 
analyses were performed with SPSS software (version 14.0 for Windows, SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL).

Results

The age range for all patients was 18-39 years; some other descriptive statistics are 
presented in Table 1. Figure 1 displays information on the HBA1c grouped values (see 
abbreviations listed under the figure) distribution for both arms and sexes. The box 
plots and the outliers shown in this figure offer a quick overview for each group of 
values.

Table 2. Shapiro-Wilk test for Normality

Conventional Arm Intensive Arm

 HBA1c Grouped Values Statistic p value Statistic p value

Female Diseased 0.970 0.006 0.941 <0.001

Female Average Before 0.987 0.234 0.943 <0.001
Female Average After 0.983 0.112 0.969 0.019
Male Diseased 0.986 0.135 0.992 0.819
Male Average Before 0.994 0.796 0.992 0.840

Male Average After 0.992 0.510 0.988 0.519

*Insulin-dependent Diabetes Mellitus duration until patients’ involvement

Intensive Arm
Males 95 28.8 ± 5.8 85.7 ± 51.6
Females 101 29.0 ± 6.0 71.3 ± 50.9

Conventional Arm
Males 150 29.0 ± 5.6 64.8 ± 46.6
Females 130 28.0 ± 5.9 79.0 ± 55.7

IDDM duration (months) *

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for all patients

Number Age (years)
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CFB: Conventional Female Before, CFD: Conventional Female Diseased, CFA: Conventional Female After, CMD: 
Conventional Male Diseased, CMB: Conventional Male Before, CMA: Conventional Male After, IFD: Intensive Female 
Diseased, IFB: Intensive Female Before, IFA: Intensive Female After, IMD: Intensive Male Diseased, IMB: Intensive Male 
Before, IMA: Intensive Male After.

Figure 1. Distribution of all HBA1c grouped values for both arms and sexes.

The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that all sample distributions were normal except 
from females receiving intensive therapy (Table 2). In this case, all distributions of 
diseased and non-diseased average values appeared to be right-skewed. So, the

Table 3. The results of testing null hypothesis

HBA1c

Mean SDev 95% CI P

Diseased –

Average Before

0.288 0.719 0.163 0.412 <0.001

F
e
m

a
le

Diseased –

Average After

0.273 0.851 0.126 0.421 <0.001

Diseased –

Average Before

0.267 0.722 0.151 0.384 <0.001

C
o

n
v

e
n

ti
o

n
a

l 
A

r
m

M
a

le

Diseased –

Average After

0.225 0.681 0.115 0.335 <0.001

Diseased –

Average Before *

0.007 0.081 -0.009 0.023 0.342

F
e
m

a
le

 

Diseased –

Average After *

0.016 0.076 0.001 0.031 0.021

Diseased –

Average Before

0.169 0.450 0.077 0.261 <0.001

In
te

n
si

v
e
  
A

r
m

M
a

le

Diseased –

Average After

0.115 0.563 0.001 0.230 0.049

* normalized values
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logarithmic transformation (base-e logarithm) was used to correct the skew and 
normalize the distribution. It also appeared that the distribution for diseased females in 
the conventional arm was not normal either, but it was considered normal since there 
were only a few outliers and the dependent was quite normal, as appears in Figure 1.

The null hypothesis was tested with t-test and the results are presented in Table 3. 
All patients that were treated conventionally appeared to have increased HBA1c levels 
at the follow-up visit they reported a disease incident compared to the average values 
for the 6-month periods before and after this visit. Particularly, females had a slightly 
greater increase in their diseased HBA1c levels and a better recovery to lower non-
diseased HBA1c values compared to males.

The results for the intensive therapy arm were rather different. The null hypothesis 
was equally rejected for the male patients as well as for the patients of the conventional 
therapy arm. However, normalized diseased female values showed no significant 
difference compared to the normalized average values before but a significant decrease 
after the disease.

Discussion

Assuming that there could be some hormones pathways in adolescent subjects that 
could affect HBA1c levels, only adults over 18 years were included in the analysis. The 
same assumption was made for pregnant women, who were excluded from this study. It 
could be argued that some other factors (physical activity, alcohol consumption, food 
intake) should be considered as well, but unfortunately there were no detailed 
recordings of them. Additionally, the recorded disease data was limited only to the 
number of disease incidents per patient for the intensive therapy arm, so in this case it 
was the only criterion for assessing whether a patient was ill or not. On the other hand, 
in the case of the conventional therapy arm, the days for each disease incident were 
also recorded. So, the criterion was modified: a reported disease incident that lasted 
less than 5 days was not considered important because it would be less capable of
altering HBA1c values.

The results showed that HBA1c values rose after infection despite the tight BG 
control, and returned to non-diseased levels when the initial cause ceased. This was 
observed in all cases except the intensively treated females. 

As mentioned above, infection causes release of counter-regulatory hormones and 
this results in BG elevation, but the detailed underlying mechanism has still to be 
determined. Moreover, the exact timing of BG elevation during the disease progression
requires more clarification. It could be expected that both mechanism and timing 
follow quite different patterns in SPGs case and, especially, in diabetics who were the 
target group of this study. Particularly, a number of relevant questions could arise such 
as:

• Is it possible to observe a meaningful increase in HBA1c after infections?
• How well is BG regulated with insulin intake during disease episodes?
• Is BG a reliable indicator since it is affected by many other factors?
• What are the different patterns of BG elevation per individual and infection?

Our study indicated a meaningful increase in HBA1c after infections but this should 
serve only as a basis for further research. Ukaparol et al. [9] have partially answered 
the same question by their study in animals. Regarding the second question, there are 
findings that BG is increased in patients with postoperative infections even with tighter 
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glucose control [10, 11] (our analysis resulted in similar findings), but more targeted 
research is needed. Despite the fact that BG is affected by many other factors, such as 
food intake, insulin, physical activity and alcohol, the DCCT data analysis indicated 
that BG cannot be easily regulated after infection even when the patient is closely 
monitored for the other factors. A potential direction for future investigation is stated 
through the last question which is also our idea for the next steps in the field.

Electronic disease surveillance systems can offer early warnings for a disease 
threat and/or possible outbreaks. An eDSS for diabetics could employ biological 
sensors for collecting BG data and transmit them to a central data repository and their 
Electronic Health Record. Then an algorithm could analyze the incoming values in 
respect to each subject’s profile, identify epidemic threats for a bigger group of 
diabetics (or the general population) and trigger alarms if necessary. Naturally, the use 
of BG data and the implementation of similar systems for non-diabetics should be 
studied as well.

As stated above, the results of our study indicate that before developing an eDSS 
for diabetics more research is required. So, the next step is a pilot study with diabetics. 
The target of this study will be the collection of the necessary data that will be used in 
studying the different patterns and physiology mechanisms after infections in diabetics. 
A future plan is to investigate whether it is possible to apply the same strategies for the 
general population. Apparently the diabetics’ case study could act as the force for 
electronic disease surveillance not only for the general population but also for other 
sensitive population groups. However, a dedicated study should be performed per case 
in order to derive safe conclusions.
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Abstract: Objective: To identify factors influencing variations in clinical work in 
the care of patients with abdominal aortic aneurism. Method: Ethnographic 
observations of 26 meetings between surgeons and patients in two community 
hospitals and one university hospital. Observations data were abstracted into 
scenarios that describe the typical clinical workflow. Characterizations of features 
of the scenarios were performed. Results: When comparing the university hospital 
and the community hospitals we find large variations in patient trajectories, and in 
the relation between actors’ and roles. Conclusion: Given a clinical domain 
distinguished by an unrelenting search for new and improved surgical techniques, 
workflow system requirements should reflect that healthcare planning not only is 
conducted with the purpose of providing care  but also with purpose of  developing 
new or maintaining existing surgical skills.                                                                      

Keywords: workflow systems, clinical process, cardiovascular, decision-support

Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines are systematically developed statements that describe how 
healthcare should be enacted to comply with the principles of Evidence-based medicine 
(EBM). It is widely assumed that implementation of clinical practice guidelines will 
improve both quality and efficiency of care. Accordingly, numerous initiatives have 
been taken to develop and implement healthcare information systems aiming to 
facilitate the delivery of guideline-based care [1-4]. As part of developing requirements 
for such information systems, studies have applied methods for observing complex care 
situations to develop frameworks and concepts for characterizing the specific situations 
[5-7]. Such observations have, however, revealed that there are a number of problems 
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with guidelines. For instance, that clinicians’ practice often deviates from the actions 
suggested in guidelines, and these deviations are often well justified [5,8-9].
Accordingly, many healthcare workflow system implementations have failed when 
confronted with the complex reality at a clinical ward [4].

In this paper we present preliminary data from a study of clinical practice related 
to monitoring of patients with severe abdominal aortic aneurism (AAA) to identify 
patients eligible for surgical intervention. As of 2007, the conventional method of open 
surgery for AAA is about to be replaced with a more advanced endovascular method 
(insertion of an aortic prosthesis (EVAR)). Evaluation of AAA for inclusion to stent-
graft surgery as well as the actual insertion of the prosthesis requires the coordinated 
action of a multidisciplinary care team consisting of both radiologists and vascular 
surgeons [10-13]. The EVAR method is now accepted as superior to conventional open 
surgery [13]. Being a novel, technically demanding and technologically more advanced 
method, it is mainly practiced by vascular surgeons at university hospitals. In this study, 
we compared work practice at one university hospital with that at two community 
hospitals. We present data that illustrates variations in clinical practice, analyze which
factors might influence or induce variation, and briefly discuss the implications for 
healthcare workflow systems.

1. Materials and methods

Healthcare scenario: Meetings between patients and vascular surgeons at one university 
hospital and two community hospitals owned by Central Norway Regional Health 
Authority.
Study design:  Ethnographic observations of encounters between patients and surgeons. 
The contexts for data collection were two clinical situations: a) the monitoring of AAA 
patients potentially eligible for vascular surgery at scheduled visits, b) the decision 
making process leading to a choice on which surgical technique to use.
Data collection: A semi-structured observation protocol was used for recording 
information, including patient demographics, actors, roles, information sources, events 
and decisions. Narratives describing each observation were written based on the 
observable data and statements from the participants. These were abstracted into 
scenarios describing the typical course of events for the chosen situations. Each 
scenario was considered as an input-output process as suggested in reference [6], and a 
conceptual framework was used as a starting point for identifying typical scenario 
features [6,7].
Ethical considerations: The study was approved by the regional committee for medical 
research ethics and the Norwegian social science data services. Access to the field was 
obtained from the physicians in charge at both the radiological ward and outpatient 
vascular surgery ward at all three hospitals. Patients eligible for inclusion were 
informed about the study by letter from a coordinator or the head physician. Only 
patients who signed the informed consent form were recruited. Signed informed 
consent was also obtained from the physicians performing the scheduled visits. 
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2. Results:

2.1. Patient demographics

26 meetings between patient and vascular surgeon were observed. These included 7 
female and 19 male patients: age ranging from 57 to 94 years old. Characterizing 
features for the majority were: a) the AAA was discovered by coincidence as a 
secondary finding during examination of another disease, b) AAA diameter ranged 
from 5.0 to 6.5 cm, c) a suffering of heart- and/or lung diseases.

2.2. Characteristics of patient trajectories

As stated in the materials and methods section we recorded data like actors, roles, tasks 
and decisions. Based on the narratives we outlined descriptions of events in a) the 
principal AAA patient monitoring trajectory, and b) the decision-making trajectory.
Examples of both types of events are given in Table 1. Both were characterized by the 
surgeon performing a risk–assessment, the use of image report as a decision basis, 
information to the patient related to their particular aneurism as well as how the 
forthcoming trajectory would transpire.

Table 1. Example of patient trajectories at the university hospital and a community hospital

Event A1: Watchful waiting: university hospital.

81-year-old-man referred for monitoring of AAA. The ultrasound report showed an aneurysm diameter of 
4.7 cm.  At the clinical visit, one surgeon from the vascular surgeon team assessed the patient’s clinical 
status, performing a risk-assessment. The patient was informed about the size/growth of the aneurysm 
since last control as well as being advised about self-care. The surgeon considered the aneurysm to be 
stable with a diameter well below the treatment threshold. He informed the patient that risk of treatment 
was greater than the risk of no-treatment. A new consultation was scheduled within 6 months – this time 
with a CT exam to get an overview of the anatomic characteristics.

Event A2: Watchful waiting: community hospital.

65-year-old-man referred for monitoring of AAA. The ultrasound report showed an aneurysm diameter of 
4.6 cm, a growth of 0.5 cm since the last visit which had taken place one year earlier. At the clinical visit, 
the vascular surgeon assessed the patient’s clinical status, performing a risk-assessment. The patient was 
informed about the size/growth of the aneurysm since last control as well as being advised about self-care 
The patient wanted to be considered for EVAR treatment. The surgeon explained that the threshold limit 
for treatment was a diameter of 5.2-5.5 cm and that the patient was a bit too young for the EVAR option. 
He informed the patient that risk of treatment was greater than the risk of no-treatment. In agreement with 
the patient, a new consultation was scheduled combined with an ultrasound examination.

Event B1:  Patient trajectory at university hospital.

67-year-old man who was referred for assessment on treatment. Before the clinical visit, a CT exam was 
undertaken for an evaluation of suitability for EVAR. Decision on EVAR was done in a meeting between 
intervention radiologists and vascular surgeons, and EVAR was recommended. At the clinical visit, one 
surgeon at the vascular surgeon team assessed the patient’s clinical status, performing a risk-assessment. 
The surgeon informed about the EVAR option and discussed the option with the patient. As both actors 
agreed on the EVAR alternative, the next step was to schedule the patient for EVAR within 1-3 month.

Event B2:  Patient trajectory at community hospital.

73-year-old man who was referred for assessment on treatment. A CT exam was performed to get an 
overview of the anatomic characteristics. At the clinical visit the vascular surgeon assessed the patient’s 
clinical status performing a risk-assessment. The surgeon informed about the treatment alternatives. It was 
decided to proceed with an EVAR assessment. The surgeon would then make a request to the vascular 
surgeon in charge at the university hospital who would perform a relevance assessment and request the 
radiologist to assess the CT-exam from the community hospital as a decision basis for EVAR suitability.
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2.3. More complex decision making trajectories at community hospitals 

The principal AAA patient-monitoring trajectory was quite similar at all three hospitals. 
However, the decision making trajectories were different (figures 1 and 2). At the 
community hospitals, whenever a patient eligible for EVAR was identified, another 
partial information routing path was triggered. The local actor had to write a referral 
letter to the vascular surgeon in charge at the university hospital. If urgent, the local 
actor would in fact also consult the person concerned by phone. Then, the university 
hospital surgeon performed a relevance-assessment and requested the radiological 
department for judgement of suitability. In the case of EVAR, the patient responsibility 
would be transferred from the local actor to the vascular surgeon team at the university 
hospital. Thus, our findings indicated a more complex decision making trajectory at the 

community level with respect to the local actor enacting multiple roles, other actors to 
be involved, increased information exchange, an extra decision node as well as a 
change in patient stream.

2.4. Variations in the use of imaging technologies and in the practice of rules for 

inclusion of patients to endovascular surgery:

Looking at the practices of ordering imaging analyses, we found differences between 
the university hospital and the community hospitals. Surgeons at the former tended to 
order more CT exams as part of the screening process. Surgeons at community 
hospitals however preferred to measure the diameter of the aneurisms by use of 
ultrasound, stating the necessity of making all recordings with use of the same imaging 
technique. Another example of variation was the practice of the rule of a lower age 
limit for patients eligible for EVAR. The university hospital agreed on an informal rule 
of a lower age limit of 60, while the local vascular surgeons seemed not to recommend 
EVAR until the age of 65-70.

Figure 1. Patient trajectory at university hospital Figure 2. Patient trajectory at community hospital
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2.5. Same healthcare actor - different roles

To obtain characterizing features, we used the scenarios to extract information on the 
involved actors and their roles. For the surgeon, two main roles were identified: the 
role of being a vascular surgeon and the role of scheduling and planning at the 
department level. As for the latter, this can be exemplified with the maintenance of 
patient stream related to allocating patients to the hospital and reporting to registries. 
Regarding the role of vascular surgeon, this encompassed a role as care provider as 
well as that of a person responsible for developing new or maintaining existing surgical 
skills. The university hospital had a team-based workflow with several surgeons. The 
roles were maintained either collectively or individually. In contrast, the community 
level was characterized by an individual aspect. The local actor kept both the role as 
hospital planner and that of vascular surgeon. However, the introduction of the EVAR 
method influenced both roles: now the local actor was assigned the task of identifying 
patients eligible for EVAR thus leaving a reduced number of AAA patients to be 
treated by the conventional surgery method. To summarize, the university level had 
many actors – many roles as opposed to the community level which had one actor-

many roles.

3. Discussion:

Our findings demonstrate a more complex decision making trajectory at the community 
hospitals, variations in actor’s role and practice behaviour. The main findings are 
related to the actor–role aspect. At the community level, there is only one actor 
enacting multiple roles: The actor is both an expert in vascular surgery and a 
gatekeeper responsible for recruiting patients to the community hospital. The EVAR 
method continuously improves, and the proportion of AAA patients eligible for EVAR 
is increasing accordingly. The more patients being routed to EVAR, the fewer patients 
are left for the conventional open surgery by the local surgeon. Personnel skills are also 
important for the task of identifying candidates eligible for EVAR. It is important to 
avoid that the EVAR alternative at one hospital can be offered to patients not being 
selected as eligible candidate at another hospital. In contrast, the university hospital is 
team-based with several actors to maintain multiple roles as a collective function. 

The increased complexity in patient trajectory at community level led to a less 
streamlined patient flow. Throughout the trajectory, the responsibilities of the 
personnel changed, and actors outside the community hospital had to be engaged.
Taken together, these developments challenged the organizational principle of 
continuity of care.

The observed variations in clinical practice because of the introduction of more 
advanced treatment alternatives illustrate the complexity of the clinical process. What 
is being produced is not only healthcare but also health personnel that master a set of 
skills. The illustrated variations in work practice may have implications for the 
architecture of healthcare workflow systems and other systems tailored to the 
healthcare domain. There is obviously a need to reduce inappropriate variations in 
healthcare practice. Because of the rapid development and introduction of improved 
treatment methods, such systems must be highly flexible. To be able to assign 
healthcare tasks to the proper actors, workflow systems must distinguish between 
actors that possess a particular skill and actors that not possess but are in the position to 
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develop the particular skill. To conclude, we believe that both the production of care 
and the production of skills deserve the support from a workflow system. 

This study has several limitations. The sample size was small and we cannot 
exclude the presence of research bias with regards to the observations. We could have 
sought to verify our findings by collecting retrospective data from the physician’s 
medical record notes of the described events as well as from the registered procedure–
and diagnosis codes in the National Patient Register. However, this method would 
require special approval from the National Health Authority. We currently are 
extending the study by using a mixed-method approach thus supplementing the 
empirical data with interviews of health key personnel and patients. Data from these 
studies will be presented in separate studies.

4. Conclusion

Being a domain in rapid development, we found that the introduction of new treatment 
method introduced more complex decision making trajectory at the community 
hospitals that at the university hospital. Our findings also indicated variations in actor’s 
role and practice behaviour. This has implications for the modelling of workflow and 
the workflow systems.
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Abstract. The aim of this article is to present a design of a Medical Knowledge 
Representation System (MEKRES). The system automatically offers relevant 
formalized knowledge by extended GLIF (Guidelines Interchange Format) models 
to participants (patient, , physician, operator, …) on the basis of acquired data. 
This selection algorithm is based on key attributes and cooperation with 
knowledge ontologies.
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Introduction

Nowadays the conceptual knowledge (concepts, targets, actions,…) plays more 
prominent role. Conceptual knowledge is related to given task but expressed on higher 
level of abstraction and relatively independent of the form which is used by a 
knowledge system or expert. These factors are related to the creation and development 
of structured methodologies which support model based knowledge mining and using.

The aim of this article is to present a design of a Medical Knowledge 
Representation System which is based on GLIF models of branch knowledge. The 
GLIF models are extended by key attributes. The MEKRES offers the participants 
(patient, physician, operator,…) relevant model(s) based on acquired data.

1. GLIF model

The GLIF (Guideline Interchange Format) model is a result of collaboration among 
Columbia University, Harvard University, McGill University and Stanford University. 
The main goal of GLIF was to enable sharing of guidelines among institutions and 
across computer applications [3].

GLIF specifies a process-oriented model for guidelines representation and syntax 
for guidelines utilization in software systems as well as for their transport. GLIF 
guidelines are mostly given as a flowchart representing a temporarily ordered sequence 
of steps. The nodes of the graph are guideline steps and edges represent continuation 
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from one step to the other one (see fig.1). Guideline steps are an action step, decision 

step, branch and synchronization steps and a patient state step.

• Action steps specify clinical actions that are to be performed. It can be an 
application of some therapy, carrying out some examination or measurement 
etc. Action step also may name sub-guidelines (subgraph), which provide a 
detail for the action.

• Decision steps are used for conditional branching. There are two kinds of 
decision steps: Case step is used, when branching is determined by evaluation 
of defined logical criteria based on data items. Choice step is used when the 
decision cannot be precisely specified in guidelines themselves and decision 
should be made by the user.

• Branch and synchronization steps enable concurrence in the model. 
Guideline steps that follow branch step can be performed concurrently. 
Branches with root in branch step eventually converge in a synchronization 
step. In this step all branches are synchronized after evaluation of 
synchronizing condition.

• State step characterizes a surveyed object state after execution of the previous 
step or in the beginning of the model.

Figure 1. Graphical symbols of GLIF model

1.1. Criteria of conditions

The decision step specifies several criteria of condition for each decision option: 
• The strict-in criterion is used to specify a decision condition that could be 

computed automatically (for example if systolic blood pressure is 130 or 
greater). If a strict-in is true then the control flows to the guideline step that is 
specified by that decision option’s destination.

• The strict-out criterion is analogous to an absolute contraindication (for 
example if a patient is gouty he could not be cured by thiazides diuretics). If a 
strict-out is true then the decision option’s destination is forbidden. 

• The rule-in criteria rank a choice as the best among several options. For 
example, when there are competing diagnoses for a disease, a pathognomonic 
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condition would be a rule-in for the disease. This criterion is analogous to 
conditions favouring the use (indications).

• A rule-out takes precedence over rule-in when ranking options. If an option 
contains both a rule-in criterion and a rule-out criterion, and both are 
evaluated as true, then that option should be the last choice. This criterion is 
analogous to contraindications.

The strict-out criterion is evaluated at first. If strict-out criterion is evaluated as true the 
rest of the criteria is not evaluated. This option is forbidden. In the opposite case the 
strict-in criterion is evaluated. If the strict-in criterion is false too, the rule-in and rule-
out criteria are evaluated. The ranking of rule-ins and rule-outs is left to the users who 
may use their clinical judgment or may develop their own ranking schemes.

1.2. GLIF implementation

GLIF model is graphical so it is necessary to code it in a formal language. These 
formats are available for implementation of GLIF model and its parameters:

• GELLO (Guideline Expression Language) – the object oriented query and 
expression language for decision support [3].

• RDF (Resource description framework) – the built-in form of saved 
knowledge base in a Protége system [2]. The Protége is a development 
environment used for knowledge system design. The environment enables 
knowledge ontology construction, data inserting and user formatting of input 
and output forms.

• XML (eXtensible Markup Language) – The encoded model consists of a 
sequence of guideline steps. Some attributes of a guideline step contain next 
guideline steps. It enables sequential representation of a graph structure in the 
guideline language.

2. Knowledge ontology

Knowledge ontologies follow the development in an artificial intelligence in an area of 
knowledge representation. Ontologies are thoroughly taken in logic theories and their 
link to real objects (instances) is relatively opened. The ontology is primarily used to 
describe concepts (classes) and not to describe facts about concrete objects. Classes 
(concepts) and relations are systematically defined by a formal language [4]. 

The class is the base of the knowledge ontology and describes a set of objects. In 
some formalisms the class corresponds to a concept or a category and closely 
corresponds to a frame which is the base construction of any artificial intelligence 
systems. The ontology classes don’t contain procedural methods in opposite to classes 
in object-oriented models. 

On a set of classes there is defined a hierarchy (taxonomy). The philosophical view 
of ontology sometimes requires a strict tree structure but all of the main ontology 
languages support multiple heredity.

The individuum corresponds to a concrete object of the real world and is the 
opposite of the class in a way. The individuum can be inserted into the ontology
without a link to any class.
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3. Medical Knowledge Representation System

3.1. Knowledge Representation Model

Knowledge Representation Model (KREM) of the whole system is based on a branch 
knowledge formalisation trough the use of the GLIF model. The formalisation process, 
i.e. construction of the graphic GLIF model of knowledge contained in free text and the 
model coding into the formal language (XML)[1], is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2. Process of GLIF model construction and implementation

In the stage of a GLIF model construction from a free text it is important to find a 
logical and process structure of knowledge, all fundamental parameters and their 
interrelationships. The result of this stage is a graphic GLIF model corresponding to the 
knowledge in the text. The construction stage is the most important and difficult of all 
stages.

In the stage of GLIF model coding the graphic model of knowledge is coded into 
XML. Some steps of the encoded model contain description of next steps (next
options). It enables sequential representation of a graph structure [1].

Table 1. Key attributes of knowledge model

BID Branch identification – e.g. International Classification of Diseases (ICD)

user User of system to whom the GLIF model is primary determined (patient, 
physician, operator, …)

status The GLIF model validity

key List of keys described by the GLIF model – e.g. blood pressure, diabetes, …

key_name Name of the key

key_weight Weight of the key – the GLIF model description rate of the key

branch Branch described by the GLIF model – e.g. cardiology

Key attribute Attribute description
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The resulting GLIF model is extended by key attributes. The list of the key attributes is 
in the table 1. These key attributes are used in selection algorithm and they are coded in 
XML along with the GLIF model.

3.2. Selection algorithm

The principle of the Medical Knowledge Representation system (MEKRES) and the 
algorithm of the relevant GLIF model selection is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3. Medical Knowledge Representation System

The selection algorithm can be described subsequently:
• For every specific participant (user, patient, physician, operator, …) p and his 

attributes Ap a set of all branches (areas) exp(B) which corresponds to 
participant state (attributes Ap) is determined. This function o is determined 
using the knowledge ontology:

)exp(: BAo p� , where B is a finite set of all branches.

• For each branch )( poB�  a subset ),( BpK  of recognized attributes 

(keys) of the branch B and affected by attributes of the participant p is 
determined.

• Models Gp are chosen from a finite set of all GLIF models M thus:

{ }0))(),((_),(: ����= gPgbranchweightkeyBpKgMgGp ,

where each GLIF model contains attribute branch and a finite set P of keys 
(attribute key_name) and their weights (attribute key_weight).

• For each model Gp a general aggregate operator r is defined:
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{ } ��pGr : , where � is the set of real numbers.

The operator r can be for example defined as �
�

=
)(

)(_
gPk

g kweightkeyR . The 

participant is then offered the GLIF model with the highest relevance value 

)max( gRR =  or a list of models ordered by the value of Rg . 

4. Conclusion

Designed medical knowledge representation system is based on the GLIF model which 
is the universal method of modelling of mainly procedural-oriented knowledge. The 
system offers a relevant GLIF model or an ordered list of models from a list of 
available formal models on the basis of participant attributes. Additional information 
describing the concrete situation gives the participant possibility of better decision.
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Abstract. This paper describes the results of the KINELECTRICS project. Since 
more and more clinical documents are stored and transmitted in an electronic way, 
the aim of this project was to design an electronic version of the registry that 
contains all acts of physiotherapists. The solution we present here, not only meets 
all legal constraints, but also enables to verify the traceability and inalterability of 
the generated documents, by means of SHA-256 codes. The proposed structure, 
using XML technology can also form a basis for the development of tools that can 
be used by the controlling authorities. By means of a certification procedure for 
software systems, we succeeded in developing a user friendly system that enables 
end-users that use a quality labeled software package, to automatically produce all 
the legally necessary documents concerning the registry. Moreover, we hope that 
this development will be an incentive for non-users to start working in an 
electronic way.

Keywords. Electronic Health record (EHR), Physiotherapy, Registry, XML

Introduction

During the past decade the healthcare industry has evolved from paper-based storage of 
clinical data into the digital era. Electronic healthcare records play a crucial role to 
meet the growing need for integrated data-storage and data communication [1,2]. Since 
1998 for the software systems for general practitioners and since 2002 for software 
systems for physiotherapists (and other healthcare providers) the Belgian Ministry of 
Health, Food Chain Safety and Environment is issuing quality labels to systems that 
meet the well specified quality criteria, with an ultimate goal to improve the electronic 
record keeping for all healthcare workers in Belgium. In this context of improved 
record keeping, the KINELECTRICS project must be situated.

According to a new law issued on December 7th, 2005, physiotherapists (but also 
nurses and speech therapists) are required to keep an electronic version of the registry,
which contains all physiotherapeutic acts, starting from January 1, 2007. Up until that 
day, a paper version of the registry had to be created every month. This hand written 
(or printed out) paper version had to be provided in a bind and page numbered booklet 
containing all the acts carried out by the physiotherapist, sorted by date. This 
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physiotherapist’s registry can not be confused with the classical form of registries, like 
e.g. national cancer registries [9], where the goal is to collect, consolidate and classify 
data from different hospitals or institutes and link them to data within other registries or 
medical record systems. The physiotherapist’s registry is a legal obligation that can be 
compared with the summary records accountants have to provide, which contain 
summarized information about the produced invoices over the past year. 

The goal of the KINELECTRICS project was to come up with a suitable electronic 
version that could replace the old paper one. But electronic data storage is threatened 
by the same basic hazards as paper storage. Data can disappear; integrity can be lost, 
together with the ability to understand its content. 

The project succeeded, after an in dept analysis of the legal context and a with 
particular attention to the reporting habits within the field of physiotherapy, to come up 
with a new structure for the electronic registry. This new structure was tested during 
the certification procedure of November 2006, by means of six additional test criteria 
and a specially adapted test scenario.

1. Material and methods

The KINELECTRICS project consisted of three different phases. In a first phase, 
taking into account all legal aspects, a model for the normal flow of registered data as 
well for physiotherapist using a quality labeled software package as for those without, 
was worked out. In this stage the data-structure was firmly defined. In the second phase,  
a study was performed on two key aspect of the project namely the traceability and the 
inalterability of the registered data. In a third and final phase the test criteria and 
scenarios were developed, including the elaboration of a basic control mechanism that 
was used during the certification procedure and can be used as a basis for more 
advanced inspection tools. 

1.1. Phase 1: flow of registered data and data-structure

According to the current legal requirements, the content of the electronic version of the 
physiotherapy registry does not differ too much from the paper-based format. 
Following items were considered to be sufficient to be able to verify the process of the 
acts of a physiotherapist (for every act performed):

• Date of the act
• Name of the patient
• Nomenclature number of the act
As a data-structure for the registry we opted for an XML-message. XML has 

already proven its benefits as an electronic language for the communication of medical 
data [3,4,5]. Furthermore Kmehr-Bis1, an XML messaging schema, is already used as a 
standard in Belgium for the exchange of medical documents, such as discharge letters, 
lab results and medical prescriptions. An example of a structured Kmehr message for 
the registry is provided in figure 1.

1
Kmehr-BIS: Kind Messages for Electronic Health Records, Belgian Implementation Standard: 

http://www.chu-charleroi.be/kmehr/htm/kmehr.htm [6]
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<kmehrmessage xmlns="http://www.health.fgov.be/telematics/kmehr/schema" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.health.fgov.be/telematics/kmehr/schema ..\xsd\kmehr.xsd">

 <header>
   <standard>
      <cd S="CD-STANDARD" SV="1.0">20021205</cd> 
    </standard>
    <id S="ID-KMEHR" SV="1.0">***.***</id> 
    <date>2006-07-31</date> 
    <sender>
      <hcparty>
        <id S="ID-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">1234567890</id> 
        <cd S="CD-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">persphysiotherapist</cd> 
        <firstname>Dirk</firstname> 
        <familyname>Masseur</familyname> 
      </hcparty>
    </sender>
    <recipient>
      <hcparty>
        <id S="ID-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">1234567890</id> 
        <cd S="CD-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">persphysiotherapist</cd> 
        <firstname>Dirk</firstname> 
        <familyname>Masseur</familyname> 
      </hcparty>
    </recipient>
    <sha>
      <id S="ID-SHA-256" SV="1.0">1</id> 
<checksum>e3b0c44298fc1c149afbf4c8996fb92427ae41e4649b934ca495991b7852b855</checksum>
    </sha>
  </header>
<folder>

    <id S="ID-KMEHR" SV="1.0">1</id> 
<patient>

      <id S="ID-PATIENT" SV="1.0" /> 
      <firstname>A</firstname> 
      <familyname>EEN</familyname> 
      <sex /> 
    </patient>
    <transaction>
      <id S="ID-KMEHR" SV="1.0">1</id> 
      <cd S="CD-TRANSACTION" SV="1.0">idefix_recording</cd> 
      <date>2006-07-24</date> 
      <author>
        <hcparty>
          <id S="ID-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">1234567890</id> 
          <cd S="CD-HCPARTY" SV="1.0">persphysiotherapist</cd> 
        <firstname>Dirk</firstname> 

          <familyname>Masseur</familyname> 
        </hcparty>
      </author>
      <iscomplete>true</iscomplete> 
      <isvalidated>true</isvalidated> 
      <item>
        <id S="ID-KMEHR" SV="1.0">1</id> 
        <cd S="CD-ITEM" SV="1.0">encountertype</cd> 
        <content>
          <cd S="CD-nomenclature" SV="**">560011</cd> 
        </content>
      </item>
    </transaction>
 </folder>

</kmehrmessage>

Figure 1. An example of a kmehr-bis message for the physiotherapy registry
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1.2. Phase 2: Traceability and inalterability

One of the major concerns of the project was that the rationale behind the electronic 
registry would conform well to the common practice of the physiotherapist. Therefore 
we opted for a periodic recording of a standardized “image” of the controllable data, in 
the patient database of the software-system, into the kmehr registry messages. This 
recording is done in analogy with accountancy systems where the same method is used 
at the moment of the production of an invoice. This recording still leaves room for the 
possible corrections to the physiotherapists act within a practical time frame of 12 
weeks after the act.

These periodic recordings consist of all the acts, the physiotherapist executed over 
the past 12 week and are automatically generated every week, starting with the first use 
of the software package. Besides those automatically generated messages, it is possible 
to manually create a new recording of the registry at any given moment, which permits 
the controlling authorities to check whether these messages are created in the correct 
way.

While in the past, when a paper version was used, changes to the registry were 
fairly easy to notice. Solving the problem of inalterability of electronic files is not such 
an easy operation. To overcome this problem we decided to use the SHA-256 hash 
code as a secure fingerprint of the different files to check if the original message was 
altered. This hash code which is calculated for each message, each time it is produced, 
is then stored into a variable, together with a time stamp, within the software package 
itself.  In a later stage this code could be sent automatically to the controlling 
authorities, to fulfill complete security. 

The concept of traceability was fixed by incorporating the SHA-256 hash code of 
the previously created recording into the new registry file. This procedure is illustrated 
in figure 2. In this way two time series containing hash-codes appear, one as a variable 
within the software package, the other in the registry files itself. These two series have 
to be the same and can at every given moment be tested by manually creating a SHA-
256 hash code using freely available software. This procedure makes it possible to 
trace modifications:

• Justified modifications to the saved data concerning acts of the physiotherapist 
by making use of the content of the messages

• Possible fraud within a registry message via inconsistencies between the time 
series of the SHA-codes within the messages on one hand and the variable 
containing the saved (or in the future transmitted) SHA-codes on the other 
hand.
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Figure 2.  Use of SHA-codes in automatically generated registry messages

1.3. Phase 3: test criteria and control mechanism

The implementation of this procedure was realized by the formulation of test criteria 
that were used within the certification procedure [7,8] for software packages for the 
management of physiotherapy records, issued by the “Belgian Ministry of Health, Food 
Chain Safety and Environment”, organized in November 2006.  The following test 
criteria were used:

• Registry messages must be generated weekly on an automatic basis, but can be 
generated manually whenever suitable

• Registry messages must be stored separately for each physiotherapist using the 
software package

• The variable that contains the SHA-256 code of the last generated registry 
message, is stored for each physiotherapist and a timestamp is added

• Starting from the registry messages, the software package must be able to 
generate a list (show on the screen and print) of all acts of a specific day 
sorted by patient name or all acts for all patients sorted by date for any give 
time period.

The software packages were evaluated on the basis of (amongst others) these 
criteria by making use of a test scenario that consisted of a number of fictitious patients 
that had to be entered into a blanc system.  At certain intervals a registry message had 
to be generated. Making use of a specially developed XSLT schema, these messages 
were tested on consistency of content as well as for accuracy of the SHA-256. 

2. Discussion

With the KINELECTRICS project we developed a system that, in a fairly easy way, 
made the transition from a paper based to an electronic registry for physiotherapists 
possible. Special attention was given to the user-friendliness of the method, making 
sure that physiotherapist that are using any of the eighteen certified software packages 
will not have to worry about producing their monthly registry, this works automatically. 
This corresponds with almost 5000 physiotherapists (30% of total) who are generating 
the registry messages automatically. On the other hand, this initiative can be an 
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incentive for the non-users to start using a certified software package. Or else they must 
make the effort to comply with the digital registration requirements themselves. 

  The end result is a clearly outlined method for generating an electronic registry, 
that meets all the legal constraints, as well as enabling to control the traceability and 
the inalterability of the produced documents. At this moment the controlling authorities 
are able to check the integrity of the generated registry messages, possibly together 
with the history of the SHA-variable. Besides that the software systems are able to 
present a list of all acts per date and a list of the acts of one patient for a certain period, 
with standard XML tools. A history of all legitimate adaptations within a certain period 
can also be produced. The methodology was thoroughly checked within a test 
environment and during the homologation sessions. The next step is to perform an in-
the-field analysis of the produced messages and compare the results with the data found 
in the physiotherapist’s records.

The provided XSLT schema together with the freely available source-code of the 
SHA-256 hashing procedure form a basis that can allow the controlling authorities to 
create additional programs that will allow them to track if each the SHA-256 code in 
each produced message corresponds with the hash code of the previous message. This 
will also allow them to put together a list of SHA-256 codes originating from the 
registry messages and in a simple way check their correspondence to the history of the 
SHA-variable within the software package.
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Computer Support for Shared Care of 
Diabetes: Findings from a Danish Case
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Abstract. Shared care has been announced as an effective model for care of 
chronic diseases. In the paper we discuss various facets of IT support for shared 
care of diabetes. Based on an empirical study of a project in Denmark we identify 
various challenges involved with IT support of shared care; structural problems 
and lack of attention to general practitioners' practice and to clarify the meaning of 
shared care in the actual project. We propose the importance of reaching 
agreement as to what is shared and we suggest a distinction between two levels of 
shared care: an epidemiological level where hospital specialists and national 
authorities need to monitor the disease based on data from the general practice; 
and a operational, daily level where the professionals dealing with an individual 
patient and the patient share information to help the patient deal with his/her 
situation on a everyday basis.

Keywords. Disease mgt, Communication, Strategic plans, shared care, diabetes

Introduction

Chronic diseases are affecting a growing numbers of patients, and dealing with these 
diseases is imposing growing costs to the healthcare budgets in western countries. 
Despite the substantial resources allocated to healthcare, there is a general and growing 
dissatisfaction with the apparent lack of coordination, continuity and support in the 
care of individual patients. This is particularly the case when treatment involves several 
healthcare providers, i.e. hospital departments, outpatient clinics, homecare providers 
and GPs, which is the case with chronic diseases. On this background shared care has 
been introduced as a concept and general idea to improve the quality and efficiency of 
complex care services involving the combined efforts of a variety of healthcare 
agencies and professionals. Shared care can be defined in the following way: "Shared 
care applies when the responsibility for the healthcare of the patient is shared between 
individuals or teams who are part of separate organizations, or where substantial 
organizational boundaries exist" [1]. Other authors define the concept differently, but 
we find this definition to capture the overall ideas quite well; however it is also clear 
that the definition is quite vague and needs to be operationalized for specific programs.
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Shared care programs focus on improving coordination, collaboration and 
knowledge sharing among healthcare professionals as well as involving patients as 
active participants in these processes. Research has shown that shared care programs 
can improve the quality and efficiency of care significantly [2], but also that the 
implementation of such programs is a long-term and difficult process [3-5]. In 
Denmark, IT-supported shared care is a central part of the national IT strategy and the 
action plan with regards to the national initiatives concerning diabetes [4].

The aim of the paper is to discuss the concept of shared care in relation to dealing 
with diabetes treatment, and in particular to illustrate the challenges involved in 
designing computer support for shared care. We draw upon an empirical study of a 
Danish project to discuss some of the important challenges involved in such projects. 

1. Case Study and Methods

A case study of the implementation of SharedDiabetes2 is the empirical basis for our 
discussion of challenges involved in providing computer support for shared care in 
diabetes treatment. The system was developed and implemented in the central part of 
one of the five Danish regions and is now being spread to the rest of the region - from 
now on referred to as Region A. The system is being promoted as a system for support-
ing shared care of diabetes, i.e. containing data and functionality relevant for the 
treatment of patients with diabetes. The system is a web-based application working 
independently of the other systems of the care providers with only little exchange of 
data. The system is integrated with the laboratory system used in the region's hospitals, 
while integration with the GPs' electronic patient record systems is based on EDIFACT 
messages to the GPs' systems. At the time of our investigation the outpatient clinics did 
not have an electronic patient record and used SharedDiabetes as their main system for 
diabetic patients together with the hospital patient administration and medication 
system. SharedDiabetes is used by all outpatient clinics, a substantial part of the GPs, 
and has recently been made accessible to patients through the Danish National Public 
Healthcare Portal (sundhed.dk).

SharedDiabetes was developed in response to an action plan for diabetes from the 
Danish National Board of Health in 1994 [6]. Following this plan, a regional diabetes 
committee was established, diabetes outpatient clinics were restructured to reflect a 
team oriented care, and a need for an IT system that could help monitor and support the 
treatment as well as provide a means for quality assurance was identified. The regional 
diabetes committee established a project with a large pharmaceutical company that had 
a system under development. Later the development of the system passed to a large IT 
company. The project involved representatives from the various stakeholder groups, 
e.g. diabetes doctors and nurses from the outpatient clinics and GPs, mainly two 
diabetes practice consultants i.e. GPs who - beside their consultation - work with 
improving the collaboration between diabetes outpatient clinics and general practice. 
To understand the many stakeholders it is necessary to understand the treatment of 
diabetes in Denmark.

When a suspicion for diabetes with a patient is discovered - at a hospital or in the 
GP's practice - the patient is referred to the diabetes outpatient clinic to have the 
diabetes diagnosed properly. Here the patient upon diagnosis receives initial treatment 

2 a pseudonym.  
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with the goal of becoming well regulated, i.e. achieve a stable situation by a 
combination of medication, a changed diet and physical exercise. In the outpatient 
clinic the patient is treated by a multi-disciplinary group of specialists: diabetes doctors 
and nurses, dieticians, ophthalmologists (eye specialists), and podiatrists (feet 
specialists). 

When the patient is well regulated, typically within less than a year, the patient is 
discharged to his/her GP. This is the workflow for type 2 diabetes - by far the most 
widespread (type 1 patients are treated in the hospitals). Upon discharge, type 2 
patients are seen in the GP on a regular basis, every three months and a more thorough 
control every 12 months. Once a year the GP refers the patient to see an eye specialist 
and a foot clinic. The GP evaluates indications from these specialists as part of the 
annual status. Late complications of diabetes are serious to the individual patient and 
costly to deal with for the healthcare system. Effective care and the patient's active 
participation are central to reduce the late complications, and thereby improve the 
quality of life for the patients and lower the costs for society. 

The empirical investigation took place throughout 2006 and comprised a series of 
interviews, observations and document analyses. Interviews were semi-structured and 
lasted 45-75 minutes; they were recorded and later transcribed. In region A, three GPs
were interviewed about shared care (referred to as GP1, GP2, GP3). In addition to the 
interview, we conducted a think-aloud test with the GPs where they went though the 
system on the basis of a short consultation scenario. Further, two persons from the IT 
company and one from the regional committee were interviewed. Observations at an 
outpatient clinic were carried out over three days - in total approximately 15 hours of 
observation was documented by field notes. Interview transcripts and field notes from 
the observations were analyzed using a coding process inspired by the theoretic 
sampling technique known from grounded theory [7].

2. Results and Discussion

The project in Region A was well integrated with the regional activities of diabetes 
treatment, as evidenced by [6] and our interviews; the system is actually quite well 
designed and technically sound; and a leading medical doctor from the regional 
University Hospital has recently claimed remarkable results in terms of significantly 
less late complications to the shared care initiatives (TV2 News, May 15, 2007). 
However, findings from the study also point to a number of challenges for IT supported 
shared care, especially related to GPs' use of SharedDiabetes. Some of these challenges 
are related to structural issues, some are related to the insufficient involvement of key 
actors and some are related to our central questions of what is shared or what should be 
shared.

2.1. Structural problems and lack of attention to general practitioners' practice

A large part of the structural problems comes down to the fact that GPs are private 
businesses while diabetes outpatient clinics are part of public hospitals. In Denmark 
virtually all GPs have electronic patient records, and there are more than 20 different 
EPR systems in use in GP's clinics. Currently the Danish regions owning the public 
hospitals are developing and implementing full-scale hospital EPR systems, but when 
the SharedDiabetes project started, and when the system was first implemented in the 
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region, there was no EPR system at the region's hospitals. For that reason
SharedDiabetes was designed for use as the main system for diabetes patients, in the 
outpatient clinics as well as in the GPs.

The GPs, however, have their own EPR system as their main system. This means 
that the use of SharedDiabetes in GP's clinics is on top of their EPR system involving 
extra work and overhead. When seeing a diabetes patient the GP has to log into 
SharedDiabetes by opening a browser window, check data from previous consultations, 
register the relevant data from the current consultation, and then return to the EPR 
system. This extra work was actually acknowledged. As part of the project the services 
to be performed by GPs were regulated and included in the financial agreements 
between the GPs and the region. However, in the daily use the lacking integration 
causes frustrations, as illustrated by the following quote. "I was quite insisting on this 
matter, but it was technically not possible to do this at this point in time. I am of the 
opinion that a [shared care system] should have been developed where the application 
should be within our computers" (GP3). As noted by the GP, achieving a tight, or 
seamless, integration between SharedDiabetes and his EPR system requires a vast 
amount of resources. Given the software architecture decisions in the project this
would involve all the 20+ providers of EPR systems for GPs.

In general the GPs find that SharedDiabetes does not support their way of working. 
The system is designed for use during the consultation to facilitate involvement of the 
patient (to help the patient become active in his/her own treatment). This is how we 
observed the system being used at the outpatient clinics. However, the GPs we 
interviewed never used the system during a consultation but preferred to consult the 
system before and register the data after the consultation. "I would rather use the time –
and I might sound a little self-righteous now – but I prefer using my time with the 
patient and then use the computer either before or after [the consultation]. That’s what I 
do generally" (GP2). 

Due to the fact that the information input to SharedDiabetes is not integrated with 
the GPs' electronic records, and the fine level of granularity of data requested by the 
doctors at the outpatient clinics, using the system becomes tedious extra work in the 
GP clinic. This is reinforced by the relatively low frequency of diabetes patients in the 
general practice. Less than 5% of a GP´s consultations regard diabetes [8], which 
means that s/he typically has 50 patients or less with diabetes and only one fourth of 
them is also being treated by the outpatient clinic. What this means is that using the 
system never becomes routine, the GP always has to use extra attention - for example 
to locate a specific field.

These findings resemble experience from other studies of the uptake of clinical 
information systems, for example [9]. The implication is that by not attending to the 
GPs' professional practice regarding use of computers in their consultations, risks are 
high that GPs will only use a shared care system to an extent fulfilling the minimal 
requirements in agreements between the region and GPs. From this, one could 
hypothesize that a decreasing number of GPs would use the system as intended. We 
have not been able to test this hypothesis, as we have only been able to obtain data on 
the number of GPs having followed a course on SharedDiabetes and hence obtained a 
password to the system (more than 50% of GP clinics [6]).

Another implication from the findings could be formulated as a question: Could 
we approach some of the challenges head-on? If, for example SharedDiabetes was 
extended to include other chronic diseases, how would that affect the uptake in GP? 
We can of course only speculate in trying to answer such questions. It is clear that this 
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would address some of the challenges: the GPs would use the system more often and 
use would thus become more routine, and it would become more feasible to address the 
question of proper integration with the GPs' EPR systems.

2.2. What does shared care actually mean?

We have illustrated a tension between requirements from the outpatient clinic care 
providers towards a fine granularity of data in SharedDiabetes and the GPs' wish for 
simplicity and ease of use. From this, we could easily foresee a situation where 
diabetes specialists blame GPs for not using the system as intended, while GPs think 
that the system - with a level of detail of information and mode of interaction based on 
the outpatient clinics' situation - illustrates the privilege of resources needed to attend 
to details of care in public hospitals without attending to the practicalities of running a 
GP clinic. We suggest the tension might be more productively used to understand the 
conditions and challenges for developing and using shared care applications.

From our analysis we suggest the key is not only to understand what is shared and 

with whom, but also to reach an agreement on what kind of shared care we want to 
support. From the perspective of dealing with the individual patient as a diabetic, care 
may be shared between the primary actors involved, i.e. the GP, the various specialists 
in the primary sector and home care providers. However from the perspective of the 
GP it only rarely makes sense to talk about care as shared with the outpatient clinic. 
This means that the working interpretation of shared care applied in the project, "we 
talk about shared care when a diabetic has received treatment, or has been registered, in 
both the outpatient clinic and in the GP within the last three years [6, our translation]", 
is not anchored across all shareholders, and potentially does not represent all 
shareholders' view.

From a specialist perspective many data are relevant and valid. The data are 
needed to support a long-term level or an epidemiological level of shared care where 
hospital specialists and national authorities need to monitor the disease based on data 
from the primary sector. However to the GPs, the low frequency of diabetic patients 
and the mode of interaction with the system come at odds with their professional 
practice. In our interpretation, they acknowledge a need for support on an operational, 

daily level where the professionals and the individual patient share information to help 
the patient deal with his/her situation on an everyday basis. Many GPs state that the 
system does not contribute any new, and to them, relevant information. It is actually 
hard to find support for shared care in the treatment of diabetes as implemented in 
SharedDiabetes among the GPs in the study. Their understanding is that only seldom 
the healthcare professionals share their care across sectors; instead they see the patient 
as either being treated at the outpatient clinic or at the GP's clinic for the time being.

The diabetic patient, so to say, does not constantly move back and forth between the 
GP and the outpatient clinic.

 From this perspective, it would make much more sense to devise IT support for 
exchanging data than to talk about shared care in the strict sense seen from the GP 
when talking about providing data for an epidemiological purpose. If the system is to 
support the GPs professional practice of providing care in collaboration with the 
patients themselves, then what is shared might differ quite significantly. 
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3. Conclusion

It is clear that a more efficient treatment of diabetes is required due to the rising 
number of diabetics and accompanied risks of late complications. The case described is 
a welcomed initiative in that direction. The system is technically sound and well 
designed, and the project demonstrates that many relevant and necessary steps have 
been taken. However, from the GP's perspective SharedDiabetes supports the regional 
outpatient clinics' monitoring of diabetes and provide data for proactive actions 
towards late complications. The system does not support the GPs’ professional practice 
of dealing with diabetics due to a number of reasons: lack of need for shared care in 
terms of shared data, lack of attention to GPs medical practice, and lack of proper 
integration with the GPs’ EPR systems.

Our analysis of the case study identified multiple levels of shared care: the 
national/regional level with a mainly epidemiological purpose and a local level 
centered around care of the individual diabetic patient. Shared care in the sense of 
providing care for the individual diabetic by a group of professional actors with dif-
ferent institutional belongings is certainly feasible but would require a different set up 
from the one described with SharedDiabetes.
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Abstract. This paper describes the creation process of an electronic medical 
records (EMR) application in the Juan Canalejo University Hospital Complex 
(CHUJC). From the knowledge acquired through the observation of the traditional 
processes of managing the Patients medical records on paper a tool was developed 
which in principle was thought of to classify electronic documents associated to a 
patient and to which different functions of medical work have been subsequently 
added: visualizing clinical documents of patients, creation of new documents and 
following the development of patients.
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Introduction

People working in a hospital need to have access to clinical information of those 
patients who are under their responsibility. This information must be shown in a 
structured way so that work on it becomes easier, allowing a quick access to documents 
needed for a diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of patients.

In 2001, in the CHUJC clinical information was kept on paper, Word documents 
stored in the network directories and DBASE IV applications. All those resources had 
no link to relate clinical documents to the patient. The means used by health workers to 
diagnose a patient and to follow the development of illnesses and diseases was paper.

The need for the integration of the different documents and clinical reports of a 
patient under the same control has arisen. It is necessary to offer health workers a way 
of electronic access to patients’ records which previously only existed on a digital 
format, without being necessary to open the large number of departmental applications 
and searching for the data that the patient had in any of them.

1. Materials and Methods

1.1. Objectives

The objective was to develop software which would become the only portal for the 
hospital‘s staff to obtain information about patients’ health. Information has been 
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classified according to different criteria, allowing the staff to have access to it in a 
faster and more intuitive way than if they were visualising it on paper or through 
different applications.

On the other hand our intention was to facilitate the creation of new medical 
reports under a homogeneous format for the whole organization: the use of a single 
corporate tool, the classification of reports according to types, the production of useful 
types of reports which will represent all the medical information of the patient, the 
same templates for identical types of medical reports.

It was necessary to develop a tool for the hospital’s staff which could be adapted to 
the manner in which they work and that would make it easier tracking the diseases and 
illnesses of the patients and the communication among the different specialists, in short, 
keeping a well-structured of Electronic Medical Records.

The information to be managed by the new system of information is confidential, 
classified as High-level, the maximum level, by the Spanish Royal Decree 994/1999, 
11th June on Security Measures for Computer Files Containing Personal Data. Such 
regulation is in force as well the LOPDCP (Organic Law 15/1999, on  the Protection of 
Personal Data), and according to which access to personal data is regulated to 
guarantee the right to privacy which every person is entitled to. The system was 
designed to meet the requirements specified by those regulations and to establish two 
basic objectives:

1. Users should only have access to the information necessary for carrying out 
their work. In case they required access to another kind of information, their 
reasons for doing so should be justified.

2. Every time they have access to the personal data of the patients, this must be 
recorded. This register must be accessible to those people who are responsible 
for the security of the information services.

1.2. Technical Design of the Solution

1.2.1. Architecture of the System

To obtain a system that would fulfill the policy of software development in our 
organization and that at the same time was strong, had a high level of performance and 
was able to endure a high number of users having access at the same time, we used a 
multilayered architecture based on JEE technology:

• Data were stored in a relational database capable of storing binary documents 
and enduring a high transactional charge. 

• The layer of access to data and the logic of business were implemented using 
EJB’s technology according to the requirement of JEE 1.4.

• The layer of presentation was implemented by using standalone client 
technology. The platform on which the client should run was Microsoft 
Windows, since one of the requirements of the system was that the production 
of new medical reports had to be made by using the tool Microsoft Word™.

The first problem which had to be solved when using a of non-web client’s 
architecture was the installation of the software in every workstation and the 
distribution of the revisions that would be made with the evolution of the product. Two 
solutions were adopted:
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1. The installation of the client application in Citrix servers.
2. The use of JNLP (Java Network Launching Protocol) for the distribution of 

the revisions. The first task done by the application is to connect itself to a web 
server by using this protocol and checking the existence of changes in the 
software packages. That being the case, the new packages are downloaded to 
the local system and normal execution continues.

For the communication of clients (presentation layer) with the “Business Layer”
protocol RMI/IIOP is used. This protocol transmits data in binary system between 
client and server, which allows a more efficient communications compared to a 
solution based on Web Services.

The organisation has at their disposal a repository of users with access to those 
information systems registered in Microsoft Active Directory. LDAP (Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol) is used to delegate the authentication of the users in the 
system and the policy of use of passwords in the organization.

In order to increase the performance of the system, especially the communications 
between client and the application’s server and in the access to data, the following 
patterns of design were implemented:

• Data Access Object (DAO), for the access to databases.
• Data Transfer Object (DTO), for the encapsulation and transmission of data 

among the different layers of the system.
• Session Facade, for establishing the remote interfaces which are available and 

isolating the clients from the implementation of access to data.
• Service Locator, for efficiently locating from the clients the remote resources 

of the business logic.

1.2.2. Tools Used

A great number of tools have been used for the development and production of the 
solution:

• Borland JBuilder v.6-v.2006, as integrated development environment (IDE).
• Informix Dynamic Server v9.40 as main Database Management System 

(DBMS) for storing the information generated by the information system. The 
new system should obtain information from other DBMSs which were storing 
the patient’s medical information: Microsoft SQL Server, SyBase.

• IBM Websphere Application Server v5.1 and v6.1, as applications’ server 
J2EE for the display of the business objects (EJB’s) and access to data.

• Sun JDK 6.0 for the production of the user’s graphic interface through the use 
of Swing library.

• JFree Chart, for the production of evolutionary charts. 
• Jakarta FOP, for the production of PDF reports from XML documents and 

XSL style sheets.
• Jacozoom, for access through JNI (Java Native Interface) to native elements of 

the Windows platform. Its main use is to operate the tool Microsoft Word 
from a Java application.  
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Figure 1. Structure of Clinical History and graphical evolutions

2. Results

In 2001 the design of the application was started and the application began to be
produced at the end of 2004. The application was called “Gestión Documental”

(Document Management) since its function at the beginning was precisely that, to
manage the documents of the patients. After 12 revisions and 3 more years of
development the application became the medical workstation, electronic medical
history tool used by the professionals of the Juan Canalejo Hospital.

The main functions achieved by the application so far have been:

• Doorway of access to administrative data of patients, their medical histories
and reports of tests managed by the system or generated by other department
systems, such as cardiology, urology, radiology, pathological anatomy,
medical tests laboratories, digestive tests, nursing cares, digital medica
image… The system does not store the information from other subsystems.
When it is required by a client, the system has access to every subsystem to
verify the existence of the information required, and that being the case, it can 
recover it. The information of the patients is not duplicated. Every subsystem
stores and keeps the information which it manages. 
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• It supplies a tool for the production of new medical documents. The system 
allows to produce documents and associate them to the administrative medical 
case to which are related. To create reports a high integration with Microsoft 
Word™ (2000, Xp, 2003 and 2007 versions) has been undertaken, since this is 
the corporate text processor. The system operates the management of the 
documents: production, edition, closing, printing… Every operation done in 
relation to a document is managed by the system. Moreover there are other 
functions:
o The use of documents’ templates stored in the system and classified 

according to type of report, speciality and, in some cases, pathology. The 
system manages an unlimited number of templates.

o Automatically-incorporated data into reports utilities have been 
implemented: the patients’ administrative data and medical cases data, 
results from medical tests in laboratories, conclusions from radiology or 
pathological anatomy tests.

o Signature of the document: basic electronic signature (log in / password) 
and / or acknowledged advanced electronic signature (digital certificate 
issued by the National Mint-  FNMT).

o Documents’ versioning utilities: addenda, new version and new 
replication.

o Coding of the reports according to the diagnosis and the procedure. The 
international system CIE-9 is used. This system is used to search for 
reports according to the pathology.

• Production of graphic elements to help with the diagnosis of the patient and 
the management of the surgery waiting and medical external consultations list 
registry.

• Statistical data operating from the production of reports.
• A system of notifications has been incorporated so that the different 

professionals who use the application can exchange messages. The 
notifications can be generated manually by the users or automatically by the 
system to notify events to the users: system stoppages, new versions of 
documents previously consulted by the user…

• Medical interconsults system of management for hospitalization services. If a 
professional needs to consult another specialist, he or she could do it through 
the application: a circuit of demand, reception, reply and tracking of the 
consultation has been established.

• Module of Subscriptions to medical alerts. Doctors do no longer have to check 
when new medical information about a patient is available. After subscribing, 
as soon as new information is available, the system automatically sends a 
message indicating the new kind of information available. There are three 
different ways of notification: through the application, by using emails or 
through a SMS to a mobile phone.

• The system has been provided with a mechanism for controlling errors. When 
an error is made in any module of the system, an email is automatically sent to 
the IT department with the details of the error.
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Table 1 shows the degree of penetration of the tool in the day-to-day medical 
practice at the Juan Canalejo Hospital:

Functionality Number of items

Well-defined users within the system 2,800

Users who regularly use the system 2,200

Users that have daily acceded to the system 965

% implementation within the organization (consultation mode) 99%

% introduction within the organization (production of documents) 80%

System’s concurrent users (maximum) 400

Medical histories uploaded 6,600 – 7,000 / day

aprox. 150,000 / month

Reports produced through the tool 274 / day

6,000 – 6,500 / month

Reports from laboratory medical tests consulted 8,300 – 8,700 / day

Reports to Pathological Anatomy accessed 525 /day

Reports to Radiology accessed 600 /day

Studies of digital medical image accessed 900 – 1,100 / day

Cases of nursing accessed 600 - 700 / day

Table 1. Use of the tool (average data between 01-Feb-2008 and 28-Feb-2008)

3. Conclusion

The system which has been created provides the health staff in our organization with a 
global and structured view of the medical history of the patients, allowing an agile and 
real-time access to the information, avoiding the delays caused if the documentation 
had to move around on paper or, in some cases, if it went astray or was damaged.

Finally, we would like to indicate that the system continues developing and 
incorporating new revisions periodically (approximately once every two months). The 
improvements in the systems are not only technical, but they incorporate new functions 
demanded by the users as well as documents generated (produced) by new 
departmental systems which become integrated in the organization. 
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Abstract. With the introduction of EHR two-level modelling and archetype 

methodologies pioneered by openEHR and standardized by CEN/ISO, we are one 

step closer to semantic interoperability and future-proof adaptive healthcare 

information systems. Along with the opportunities, there are also challenges. 

Archetypes provide the full semantics of EHR data explicitly to surrounding 

systems in a platform-independent way, yet it is up to the receiving system to 

interpret the semantics and process the data accordingly. In this paper we propose 

a design of an archetype-based platform-independent testing framework for 

validating implementations of the openEHR archetype formalism as a means of 

improving quality and interoperability of EHRs.

Keywords. Computerized Medical Record Systems, EPR-CPR-EMR, Standards, 

Knowledge-based systems, Archetypes, openEHR, EHR, Testing, Semantic 

Interoperability

Background 

The innovation of two-level modelling of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and 

archetypes [1] pioneered by openEHR [2] and standardized by CEN/ISO [3] brings us 

one step further towards semantic interoperability of EHRs [4]. Instead of being hard-

coded into proprietary software by software developers, clinical content models are 

expressed in the Archetype Definition Language (ADL) [5] and authored by the clinical 

professionals themselves. Archetypes are used at runtime by EHR systems to validate 

user data entry and query fine-grained data in the EHR. Archetype-based EHR systems 

are highly adaptive and can evolve when clinical requirements change over time since 

volatile clinical requirements are captured in archetypes while software systems are 

built using only the stable openEHR information model and archetype language. 

Archetypes are expressed in a standardized formal language so they are machine-

interpretable and can be shared between systems. This makes the semantics of EHR 

data available not only to other EHR systems but also to surrounding systems.  
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Archetypes can be considered similar to software written in a declarative 

programming language. They define what should be recorded in an information 

repository, without defining procedural semantics. Both the validation and initial 

creation functions can be realized by a software component based on the Reference 

Model (RM) and Archetype Object Model known in openEHR as a ‘kernel’, using the 

semantics defined in the archetype formalism. In an archetype-based system, we can 

consider the archetypes and the kernel together as the entity providing the information 

semantics of the system. Thus, it is desirable to develop unit tests for each archetype 

that is developed according to its domain model together with the kernel to use it. 

Since a ‘kernel’ is crucial to any archetype-based system, any defects or 

misinterpretation of the specifications in the implementations could impede archetype-

based data processing and data exchange between systems. It is therefore important to 

validate the kernel implementations to ensure archetype semantics are carried out 

correctly in different implementations across platforms. Traditional hand-crafted unit 

test code in its classic form is not useful, since it is implementation- and platform- 

specific. Additionally, since archetypes are shareable and platform-independent, it 

seems reasonable to have a platform-independent way of testing archetypes and 

archetype-processing software. This leads to the following requirements of a testing 

framework for archetype-based systems:  

1) Tests are platform-independent and implementation-independent;  

2) Tests are archetype-based and preferably auto-generated.   

This paper presents a platform-independent archetype-based testing framework that 

fulfils these requirements. 

1. Methods 

In software engineering, unit testing is a procedure used to validate that individual units 

of software are working properly. It creates a ‘safety net’ for the software when it 

evolves throughout its lifespan. We used the design patterns from Beck’s unit testing 

framework [6] and applied it to archetypes system in a platform-independent way. 

2. Results 

2.1. Design overview 

The core requirement for this design is to find a platform-independent way for testing 

different kernel implementations of archetype-based systems. The scope of the test 

should cover the core functions of the kernel component, initially including archetype 

based data creation, validation and path based querying. The testing framework 

consists of three logical parts (Figure 1).  

• The first part is test fixture representation and generation. A test fixture refers to a 

fixed state in order to run a test and expect a particular outcome. In the context of 

testing archetype-based systems, a test fixture is equivalent to a state of a reference 

model object.  
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• The second part is test case representation and generation. A test case is a unit of 

testing logic for a specific test scenario. It includes references to test fixtures, the 

kernel operation to test and the expected result from invocation.  

• A test runner can load test cases and test fixtures, execute the specified kernel 

operation against a particular kernel implementation with given input values and 

compare the returned value with the expected result to decide whether the test has 

passed or not. 

Any other platform

.Net

Java

Platform-independent

Archetypes

Test Fixtures

derived from

Kernel

Implementation 3

Test 

Runner

Test Cases
test

Kernel

Implementation 2

Kernel

Implementation 1

test

test

run

derived from

Figure 1. System diagram of archetype-based testing framework 

2.2. Test fixtures 

One requirement on the design of this testing framework is that it should be platform-

independent so that it can be used to validate different openEHR kernel 

implementations on different platforms. This requires the representation format of test 

fixtures to be platform-impendent. We considered using XML for this, but due to the 

ambiguities in handling common container data structures like List and Hash, the data 

Archetype Definition Language (dADL) was used instead. Since dADL is also used to 

represent archetypes, it is expected to be supported by all archetype-based systems.     

One of the difficulties of archetype-based testing is that the number of possible 

states of RM that are valid according to an archetype can be so large that it is close to 

impossible to test all combinations. A good strategy of generating test fixtures is 

needed to have good coverage of valid states of RM and at same time not yield too 

many fixtures. A reasonable set of test data objects should at least cover typical data 

that could occur in a production EHR context, as well as some of the likely exceptions. 

One design idea is to automatically generate fixtures based on pre-defined rules. 

Rules can be specific to any type of constraint or object node. Constraints in archetypes 

can be divided into two categories: 1) object constraints, which are to do with object 

occurrences and cardinality etc; 2) leaf constraints i.e. constraints on primitive data 

types such as Integer and String. Test fixtures can be generated by examining 

constraints on each object node level. For example, one rule can exclude any optional 

attributes while another can include them. On the leaf constraint level, valid values can 

be selected by inspecting the constraints. For example, for the integer range “1..10” 

constraint, a specific rule can include both boundary values and a random value in the 
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range. The total number of auto-generated fixtures can grow rapidly depending on 

selected variations and the depth of the object tree. By choosing a good strategy using 

appropriate rules, it is possible to get a good balance between manageable size of the 

test fixture and representativeness of the data. It is possible to calculate the total 

number of fixtures to be generated using a specific set of rules in advance. This gives 

the possibility to tailor the rules so that a suitable amount of fixtures can be obtained. 

Another design idea is to combine both manually selected special instances and auto-

generated fixtures. This way, test fixtures that are known or suspected to cause errors 

can be included even if they are excluded by auto-generation rules. 

2.3. Test cases 

Each test case includes specifications for: 1) the kernel operation to test; 2) the input 

values to the kernel operation if required; 3) the expected return result from the kernel 

operation. Both the input values and the expected result can be a reference to a test 

fixture if a complex object instance is required. In order to test the kernel thoroughly, it 

is necessary to include not only test cases that expect the kernel operation to return with 

a result but also those that expect the kernel operation to abort with an error message. 

Since test fixture generation is based on archetypes, it is reasonable to group test cases 

around archetypes. It also makes sense to automate the generation of test specifications 

using existing text fixtures.  

Creation of test cases for archetype based data creation can be automated by 

inspecting test fixtures and computing the input values. For a given reference model 

object, one test case can be created to test if the same object can be created by the 

kernel using computed input values and several other test cases can be created with 

deliberately invalid values to cause a data creation failure from the kernel with 

anticipated error messages. To generate test cases for data validation, it is possible to 

use a valid test fixture as is and expect the kernel validation function to return a 

positive answer. To create a test case that causes a negative result from the kernel, the 

test fixture needs to be modified to make it invalid. This can be achieved by modifying 

the object tree in such a way that it violates certain constraints. Path-based query test 

cases can be generated by extracting all valid paths from a given fixture and then 

querying the fixture using a reference kernel implementation to obtain the correct 

values used as the expected results in the test case. 

a TestRunner a TestCase a TestFixture a Kernel JUnit

1 : load()

2 : prepare()

3 : invoke()

4 : result()

5 : delegateInspection()

6 : reportTestResult()

Figure 2. UML Sequence Diagram of a test execution 
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2.4. Test runners  

A test runner can load test fixtures and use test cases as specifications to carry out 

actual tests against an individual kernel implementation. A typical use case is as 

follows: a test runner takes a test case and loads according test fixtures with specified 

input data and expected result. Then it invokes the specified kernel operation according 

to the test case, takes the output from the kernel and compares it with the specified 

result to decide whether the test passes or not (Figure 2). The result inspection part can 

usually be delegated to the underlying unit testing framework, e.g. JUnit
2

. The parsing 

of test fixtures is done by a dADL parser, which usually exists for an openEHR system. 

Because a test runner needs to interact with a kernel component through direct method 

invocations, it needs to be platform specific. But if a kernel implementation can be 

accessed in a platform-independent way through for example Web Services, even this 

part of the testing framework can be made platform-independent. 

2.5. Implementation 

We verified this design by prototyping it using available open source components from 

the openEHR Java Reference Implementation project [7]. Test fixtures and test cases 

(Listing 1) are initially manually created based on the blood pressure archetype
3

. We 

plan to add support for archetype-based automated generation of test fixtures and test 

cases later on. A Java test runner will be made available via the openEHR Java project
4

.

Listing 1. Test case specification in XML for testing path based query 

<PathQueryTestCase>     

    <DataInstance>blood_pressure-001.dadl</DataInstance> 

    <Test> 

        <Path>/observation/data/events[1]/data/items[1]/value/magnitude</Path> 

        <Expected>120.0</Expected> 

    </Test> 

    <Test> 

        <Path>/observation/data/events[1]/data/items[2]/value/magnitude</Path> 

        <Expected>90.0</Expected> 

    </Test> 

</PathQueryTestCase> 

3. Discussion 

Compared with traditional testing frameworks, the key innovation of this design is that 

the test fixtures and test cases are archetype-based and therefore independent of any 

particular archetype kernel implementation on any computing platform. Because 

archetypes are machine-interpretable, it is possible to automate the generation of test 

fixtures and test cases based on pre-defined rules. 

One important aspect of system interoperability is to reduce ambiguity of data 

semantics. The archetype formalism has delivered on providing the semantics to EHR 

2

http://junit.org

3

http://www.openehr.org/svn/knowledge/archetypes/dev/adl/openehr/ehr/entry/observation/openEHR-

EHR-OBSERVATION.blood_pressure.v1.adl

4

http://www.openehr.org/projects/java.html
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and surrounding systems. But it is still up to actual implementations to interpret the 

archetype semantics and apply them during EHR processing. Differences between 

different archetype formalism implementations pose a potential threat to EHR 

interoperability. The archetype-based testing framework we propose in this paper can 

be used for validating different archetype implementations to help ensure 

interoperability between different systems and platforms. 

With the introduction of EHR two-level modelling and archetype methodology, we 

are entering a new era of developing health information systems. Such systems are 

more open, adaptive and collaborative than ever before. They are based on standardized 

information models, shared clinical content models and open sourced core components. 

This will not only increase the total productivity in the field of health information 

systems, but also enable us to develop more advanced clinical systems using the 

semantics intended by the original clinical content models. We believe that EHRs will 

be central to this new paradigm and their semantics, expressed as archetypes and their 

interpreters, the kernels, will be of vital importance to this. The correctness of the 

archetype implementation in different archetype-based systems is crucial to the quality 

and interoperability of EHRs. An archetype-based platform-independent testing 

framework is a first attempt to address this issue. 

The testing framework is extendable. When the kernel functionality evolves, 

support for new kernel operations can be added. This can be achieved by adding new 

operation types in the test case expression format and mapping it to the new kernel 

function invocations within the test runner. As a next step, we will explore the selection 

of the best strategy for archetype-based generation of test fixtures and test cases. It is 

desirable to have an open source implementation of a test fixture generation tool, a test 

case authoring tool and one test runner for each major computing platform.  

4. Conclusion 

The platform-independent archetype-based testing framework we propose here is 

potentially useful for validating different archetype formalism implementations as it 

can ensure that the semantics of archetypes are interpreted correctly and utilized 

faithfully across different systems and platforms. Thus this work contributes to the aim 

of semantic interoperability of EHRs.  
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Supervised Approach to Recognize 
Question Type in a QA System for Health

Sarah CRUCHET, Arnaud GAUDINAT, Célia BOYER
Health On the Net Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract. Many attempts have been made in the QA domain but no system 
applicable to the field of health is currently available on the Internet. This paper 
describes a bilingual French/English question answering system adapted to the 
health domain and more particularly the detection of the question’s model. Indeed, 
the Question Analyzer module for identifying the question’s model has a greater 
effect on the rest of the QA system. Our original hypothesis for the QA is that a
question can be defined by two criteria: type of answer expected and medical type. 
These two must appear in the step of detection of the model in order to better 
define the type of question and thus, the corresponding answer. For this, questions 
were searched on the Internet and then given to experts in order to obtain 
classifications according to criteria such as type of question and type of medical 
context as mentioned above. In addition, tests of supervised and non-supervised 
classification were made to determine features of questions. The result of this first 
step was that algorithms of classification were chosen. The results obtained 
showed that categorizers giving the best results were the SVM. Currently, for a set 
of 100 questions, 84 are well categorized in English and 68 in French according to
the type of answer expected. This figures fall to less than 50% for the medical type.
Evaluations have showed that the system was good to identify the type of answer 
expected and could be enhanced for the medical type. It leads us to use an external 
source of knowledge: UMLS. A future improvement will be the usage of UMLS 
semantic network to better categorize a query according to the medical domain.

Keywords. Model detection, Supervised classification, Medical Type

Introduction

The development of Internet places, an increasing quantity of information at our 
disposal. The main problem resides in the access to this information. How much time is 
needed for you to find the precise answer to your question? Indeed, search engines
optimised for query keywords, only provide a long list of Web documents, lists that 
one necessarily has to browse to find an accurate answer. The alternative to this 
difficulty is a question/answering system. The goal of such system is to extract precise 
answers to a question submitted in natural form rather than a list of documents. Its role 
is clearly to help users as quickly as possible towards access to required information 
instead of having to look through all documents proposed by search engines.

With the progress in the medical field and better access to healthcare, the average 
life span is constantly growing. Along with this grows the interest and concern the 
average person shows towards information regarding his health, thus creating a bigger 
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demand for information on the Internet. The medical domain is widely represented on 
the Web but how can a common user judge the relevance of medical documents?

It is to answer this double problem that the Health On the Net Foundation (HON), 
a leading organization in promoting and guiding the deployment of useful and reliable 
online medical and health information became involved in the development of a 
question/answering system specific to the medical domain, which is a complex domain 
requiring the limitation of the framework of research. This research activity is done 
within the European project PIPS (Personalized Information Platform for life and 
health Services). The PIPS Project has the main aim to create a new Health and Life 
Knowledge and Services Support Environment for protecting the health of the 
Individual. PIPS is an advanced platform for health personalized management using 
only quality knowledge sources. QA system is an alternative to usual search engine and 
can fill the gap of the PIPS ontology server and semantic engine which is limited to 
few domains and not exhaustive.

There are no QA systems applied to health available on the Internet but only 
studies found in scientific literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, by the 1960s, people were 
already attempting to come up with a direct answering system to a question submitted 
in a natural form. Two of the most famous QA systems are BASEBALL (questions on 
the US baseball league) and LUNAR (on geological analysis of rocks). Nowadays, 
general QA systems are available on the Web like AnswerBus or BrainBoost [6].

Most QA systems use pattern matching to classify sets of questions [7, 8]. 
However machines learning is known to be capable of identifying data an expert would 
not have thought of, whatever the language [3, 9]. The questions classification is the 
main issue in QA system using machine learning. Annually competitions like TREC or 
CLEF aim to evaluate such systems.

The application developed by HON is available in both English and French. In 
addition, the user is able to choose the domain of research i.e. Websites accredited by 
HON or all the websites, regardless of accreditation. By default the research is based 
on the accredited sites as the quality of the available information is paramount, far 

more so than the quantity. Figure 1
presents the architecture of the QA 
system. It is composed of five 
modules. The module 
“QuestionAnalyser” takes place at the 
beginning of the QA system. Figure 1
shows the importance of this module 
for the continuation of the treatment 
of a question. Indeed, all modules 
describe in figure 1 use its results to 
carry out their treatment to seek and 
retrieve the answer.

                Figure 1. Q&A system architecture

Our hypothesis is that its medical type and its type of expected answer characterize 
a medical question.
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The following sections present the material and methods used to classify medical 
questions and the results obtained for the supervised method.

1. Materials and methods

1.1. Corpora

Two corpora were used for this study: the first was composed of 136 questions in
English and the second, 140 questions in French. In both cases, the questions were 
collected from Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) found in forums specialized in 
health as well as discussions on the Internet. We tried to retrieve questions covering as 
much as possible of the wide spectra of the subject within the topic. The medical field 
being very vast, it was agreed to focus only on the topic diseases. The project PIPS 
targeting the diabetic’s patients, and the module of analysis of questions carried out
was also targeted on this disease. We make the assumption that this module is 
independent of the type of medical subject. The choice to study only one topic makes it 
possible to only categorize the relevant classes and not the medical topic.

1.2. Non supervised method

In a first step we preferred to classify automatically questions, with no information 
about their categories. For this task we used the software Rapid Miner which is an 
environment for machine learning. It consisted of automatically detecting clusters only 
from the corpora according to the characteristics of the questions. Moreover, according 
to the algorithm used, it is possible to fix or remove the number of classes of exits.

Initially, the questions were presented in the untreated form (called unigram form). 
Several algorithms of clusterisation were tested (K-Means, EM, DBSCAN, Kménoids, 
and Kernel-KMeans).

Following this, questions were proposed with bigrams of words or co-occurrences. 
The bigrams of words allow identifying the expressions composed. The co-occurrences 
associate the distant words within a sentence belonging to the same linguistic unit. It is 
considered that there is co-occurrence when the presence of a word in a text gives an 
indication to the presence of another word. The interest to apply such work to the set of 
questions is to locate the expressions, associations of words, which are recurring on the 
entire corpus.

Non supervised classification did not emphasize new classes of questions. 
However, we could observe that the software creates clusters according to the type of 
interrogation term. For instance, all questions beginning by “What is” were in the same 
cluster. Consequently, this work was not useless and has prepared the step of 
conception by providing distinctive structures of sentences and useful expressions.

1.3. Classification by an expert

The two sets of questions used for this study were provided by two physicians who 
classified them in two different ways: according to the type of answer expected and 
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according to the medical type of the question. For the medical questions, the medical 
expert classified the questions according to the medical language used, while focusing 
on the medical meaning of the words. The classification by categories suggested 
corresponds to topics proposed in medical text books.

Table 1 and Table 2 give this manual classification. It has brought out 10 medical 
types and 11 answer types, categories for both English and French.

According to human experts, whatever the language considered, questions most 
usually asked are related to the treatment of a disease. For the type of expected answer, 
Table 1 and Table 2 show that the most representative categories are “Boolean” and 
“Definition”. It is due to the data-gathering which is based on questions most 
frequently asked with no consideration of proportion (actually categories were 
unknown during the data-gathering).

The characterization according to the type of answer expected found in our 
research matches the one described in the literature [10, 11, 12]. However we decide to 
re-define categories because of the specificity of our study which is based on medical 
questions only.

1.4. Supervised method and criteria of judgment

Questions were gathered according to the expert classification. The tool learns 
according to this classification and generates a model. This model was applied to the 
same set of questions, following which cross validations were carried out. The five 
algorithms tested are those found in the literature for the task of classification [3]: SVM, 
NaiveBayes, Knn, ROCCHIO, Decision Trees.

This method was carried out in two phases: according to the medical categories 
and the type of expected answers. In addition, criteria of judgment were used to apply 
cross validation. The corpora were divided into two sets: the training base (90% of the 
corpus) and the one of tests (10%). Cross evaluation have been realised. This was done 
to allow us to calculate a score of performance of the automatic tools and its relevance 
for the task. Seven measures were used: macro (ma) and micro (mi) recall(R: Capacity 
of the system to report only relevant documents)/precision(P: Rate of relevant 
documents proposed by the system as compared to all the retrieved documents)/F1 and

Quantity 15 7
Procedure 4 30
Place 9 4

Person 7 4
Moment 4 6

List 7 15
Last 4 3
Factoid 6 13

Definition 47 12
Causal 17 5
Boolean 53 65

En Fr

Treatment 32 55
Symptoms 13 8
Routine 10 34
Prevention 6 8
Physiology 15 11
Evolution 12 11
Disease 25 12
Diet 18 14
Diagnostic 6 2
Causes 8 9

Table 1 and Table 2. Question repartition for the medical types and the types of answer expected.

En Fr
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the error. Macro-measures compute values of precision/recall for each category and 
make a mean on these values. Micro-measures gather data of each category in a same 
contingency table and compute values of precision/recall according to this table. The 
F1-measure is a function that is maximized when the precision and the recall are near. 
We attached more importance to the values of precision than to those of recall because 
it is necessary that the composition of the categories proposed by the classifier coincide 
with that of the human experts. Finally, this set of measures has been calculated 
according to units of treatment (unigram, bigrams, trigrams and co-occurrences of 
words).

2. Results and discussion of the supervised classification

The tests of supervised classifications have made it possible, both to validate the 
categories of questions provided by the expert and to determine the best algorithm for 
the step of implementation. It has been realized according to both categories for 
medical types and categories for the type of answer expected.

The results show that a question is better classified if it belongs to a category well 
represented in the initial corpus. For instance, 91 % of “Definition” questions (34.3% 
of the English’s corpus) are well-classified with the NaiveBayes classifier whereas it 
falls to 60% for the category “Procedure” (11.2% of the English’s corpus).

Table 3 gives results for the medical type and the type of answer expected, with 
the best classifiers and units of treatment. As results found in literature [13], the two 
algorithms which are most relevant for the task of classification are NaiveBayes and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with almost 85% of micro-precision for the type of 
answer expected in English. Moreover, results are better for the type of answer 
expected. Indeed the values of recall and precision are around 80% against less than 
50% for the determination of the medical type of the question (cf table 3). It can be 
explained by the lack of data for the medical types. Furthermore, the number of 
questions by category is better distributed for the type of answer expected. Actually 
some categories are very poor. For instance, “Diagnostic” is only represented by 2 
questions in the French’s corpus. In addition, this imbalance can be explained by the 
complexity to establish a model for the medical types. Two questions having the same 
category for the type of answer expected have a common sentence structure. It is not 
the case for questions belonging to the same medical category. For instance the two 
questions following belong to the category “Procedure” for the type of answer 
expected: “How can diabetes affect my mood?” and “How can I take care of myself if 
I have diabetes?”. They have a common structure: “How can + subject + verb+ 

* Wx = x grams of words, Med = Medical and Ans = Answer

0.66846 0.0660630.63112French
Ans type (NB W3*)

0.7744 0.68595 0.68028 0.71381

0.41354 0.0860060.62901French
Med type (SVM W2*)

0.47505 0.51217 0.46431 0.312687

0.84031 0.0265610.91934English
Ans type (SVM W2*)

0.80527 0.84569 0.81519 0.77891

0.410362 0.0780780.410362English
Med type (SVM W2*)

0.47717 0.52499 0.476617 0.69446
miF1 ErreurmiP

Table 3. Summarization of the classifiers’ results

maR maP maF1 miR
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complement”. Let’s take two questions belonging to the medical category “Cause”: 
“Am I at risk for diabetes?” and “How do I know if my kidneys are affected “. There 
are no commons structures. So the machine learning task is more difficult for 
categorizing the medical type.

Globally, the automatic classification is better for English than for French. Table 3
shows that for the type of answer expected the system is capable of 84% for English 
and 68% for French (macro-precision). It can be explained by the linguistic differences 
between French and English (e.g. conjugation).

3. Conclusion and Perspectives

For the realization of a QA system applied to health we decided to use a supervised 
method to characterize questions whereas most of the QA systems are using pattern 
matching. From set of questions and with the expert classification we have proposed a 
new taxonomy of clinical questions for QA systems whereas the non supervised 
classification of this set of questions was not efficient.

The evaluation of the Question Analyzer module for the task of classification 
confirms the feasibility of the supervised method for a QA system for both English and 
French. Indeed, SVM classifiers are highly capable of performing the task of 
classification according to the type of answer expected. 

The careful analysis of results obtained and errors explains that the less well 
recognised classes are the one that are less well represented in our learning corpora. 
Thus we have to enhance our training base for both English and French. And future 
research which overcome results obtained by the determination of the medical type will 
be focussed on the usage/integration of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 
network. This language provides precise relations between medical terms and many 
synonyms for each of them.
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Abstract . Objectives: This paper aims to study whether the application of a 
Group Decision Support System to medical collective decision committees is 
possible and to determine which GDSS specifications are convenient. 
Backgrounds: we introduce the common knowledge about GDSS and define the 
process of the collective medical decision. Methods: An experimental GDSS has 
been tested in an actual medical collective decision committee. A usability 
analysis has been performed to precise usability and acceptability of the system 
and to highlight pro and cons of the various functionalities of the GDSS.. Results:
Information sharing was conveniently supported by the GDSS. All the documents 
were available for the support of the discussion. But, the introduction of a GDSS 
in the decision committee added new constraints such as the necessity of an 
excellent preparation phase. Limits of the system have been revealed: lack of feed-
back on decision actors, lack of support to obtain the consensus and lack of 
memorisation. According to these results, we have proposed new GDSS features to 
improve the decision. Discussion-Conclusion: Using a GDSS supporting the 
medical collective decision is realistic and may support the process of the 
consensual decision. 

KEY-WORDS: group decision, medical decision, GDSS, collaborative work, 
decision committee

Introduction

Medical collective committees are necessary to manage patients with complex or 
specific pathologies, needing experts’ consensus [1]. They are mandatory in specific 
medical domains as oncology where inter-disciplinary cooperation is essential in the 
management of the decision process.

Last twenty years, the development of computer technology permitted the 
emergence of the concept of Group Decision Support System (GDSS). The features 
proposed by the GDSS (information sharing, decision process support, communication 
support, group memory) could emphasize group decision to achieve consensual 
decision. Thus, applying GDSS features to the medical pluri-disciplinary decision 
committees appears to be an interesting investigation way [2].
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The objective of this work is to experiment and evaluate the usability and efficacy 
of a GDSS prototype in an urological oncology decision committee. 

1. Background

GDSS: The concept of GDSS is issued from the confluence of two fields of the 
Computer Science: the Computer Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW) systems and 
the Decision Support Systems (DSS) [3]. GDSS is defined as “an interactive computer-
based system that facilitates the solution of unstructured problems by a group of 
decision makers” [4]. Nowadays, the use of a GDSS is widespread in business, 
government, military and professional services sectors [5]. The traditional concept of 
GDSS is the decision room or face-to-face GDSS, for real time decision making in a 
same time meeting [4]. These are electronic meeting rooms containing a large U shaped 
table with embedded computers linked through a local area network (LAN), a 
projection system and a large public screen. Multiple projection devices allow interface 
with simultaneous information sources such as a video teleconference or web pages.
The meeting is usually initiated by a human facilitator whose function is to guide the 
group and to act as an interface between the group and the devices. Participants, 
independent of each others provide simultaneously and anonymously the system with 
ideas or propositions. GDSS typically supports some aspects of the decision process 
such as brainstorming, idea organization, evaluation, prioritization, and voting. Vote is 
the mean used to reach the consensual decision. At the end of the meeting, the results 
of the information captured by the system can be delivered in a formatted report to the 
participants for immediate action.

GDSS attempts to address several negative aspects of the face-to-face group 
process, such as dominance of discussion by one participant, influence of high status 
members of the group, low tolerance of minority opinions, pressures toward group 
consensus and problem of coordination.

Collective medical decision

The collective medical decision is a very complex task and a pluri-disciplinary process 
[1]. The medical collective decision committees are mandatory in case of complex 
pathologies, needing different expertises or therapeutic processes [1]. For fifteen years, 
these decision committees have been more and more developed to assist the 
management of rare diseases (often concerning people with congenital malformations 
or dysfunctions) or life-threatening pathologies (cancer), requiring the cooperation of 
different experts issued from various medical fields.
During medical collective decision making, experts from different medical fields, 
mostly in a “same place-same time meeting”, share information and discuss to find a 
consensus: a common diagnosis and a common therapeutic decision. Medical 
information is shared through text and images. Experts comment and discuss the 
documents to refine the diagnosis. They have to discuss and to agree about a common 
decision of treatment. The discussion is often promoted by a leader (an elder or more 
graduated and experienced expert). 
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

We have studied a medical collective decision committee devoted to the management 
of patients suffering from urological tumors. This urological oncology consultation 
(UOC) was assisted by an experimental GDSS (UOC-GDSS).

Description of the decision committee 

The urological oncology decision committee (UOC) gathers different experts: 
urology surgeon, histologist, radiologist, oncologist and students (residents). Meeting 
takes place once per month. All the discussions are based on various medical and 
paramedical data issued from numerous pre-existing examinations. Information is 
made of multimedia data: histological images, CT scans and X-Rays, specific textual 
summaries of the clinical data. 

Scenario of the medical collective decision .

During a session, the experts are around a table; they have access to common 
documents. Each expert orally presents or comments the exams of his/ her speciality; 
The experts share the various medical documents, discuss then, and establish a 
consensus to propose the best decision for the patient. 

During this procedure, a physician plays the role of a scrivener. His task is to write 
on a paper the elements of decision and the final decision issued from the collective 
discussion in order to elaborate the meeting summary. 

2.2. Description of the prototype of GDSS

This system has been implemented on the concept of a local server based upon the 
peer-to-peer principle: the system checks patient’s documents on different servers of 
the hospital Information System (X-rays, histological report, letters, lab results...). If a 
document for a patient is found, it is then downloaded in the GDSS system for possible 
display. (Figure 1)

Figure 1: The architecture of the GDSS Prototype

During the meeting, the pilot chooses to display them for presentation, for expert’s 
comments and for discussion. Three different documents can be simultaneously 
displayed on a shared public screen.
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2.3. Methods

Two usability engineers trained in cognitive psychology and ergonomics from the 
Usability Lab “EVALAB” [6] have realized the “task and activity analysis” in the OUC. 
The methodology of the study was based on (i) repetitive natural observations, (ii) 
audio and video recorded observations, (iii) analysis of tracks of the activity and (iv) 
user interviews. All participants in the project were given a full report of the task and 
activity analysis’ results. 
Natural Observation of the meeting

4 meetings were observed. A meeting gathered at least five participants: one 
surgeon, one oncologist, one radiologist, one histologist and one student.
Interview of the participants

8 usual participants of the meeting have been observed and interviewed: 3 
urologists, 1 oncologist and 1 radiotherapist, 2 radiologists, 1 histologist, 1 resident. 
The medical secretaries of each involved department have also been observed and 
interviewed: they do not intervene during the meeting process but during the 
preparation task of the meeting. User interviews were individually conducted.
Activity evaluation in the Usability Lab

An activity evaluation of the different members of a multi-disciplinary meeting 
assisted by the UOC- GDSS was conducted integrating usability engineering methods 
[6] in the usability lab. 4 participants were involved in this test: one surgeon, one 
radiologist, one histologist and one resident.

3. Results

3.1. Usability study

From the usability study, we obtained the following results. Two successive phases 
compose the decision process: the preparation task and the decision meeting itself see 
(Figure 2).

The Preparation task

This first consists, in opening a new meeting session: (date, list of patient’s 
name). The collection of medical is mainly realized by the medical secretary. 
Unlike the common idea (4/8 of the interviewed physicians) that the 
preparation task is time- consuming, the secretaries found this phase really 
efficient as this task did not exceed 15 minutes.
The meeting takes place one week later.
It is a same time, same place meeting with a pluri-disciplinary expertise 
(small group of 4 to 9 participants). From the observations realised in the 
Usability Lab, it was demonstrated that the GDSS prototype fulfilled the main 
functions required by the users for the realisation of a completed session of 
pluri-disciplinary decision meeting.
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Display of documents: The modalities for displaying documents have to be 
discussed: which documents to display? In which format? It was proposed to 
display document in the 100% format and to introduce a special procedure to 
give a rapid access to various documents when they are too many.
Errors: the patient’s identity must be closely linked to the different 
documents to avoid confusion amongst the documents of various patients.
Flexibility: the display of documents must be as flexible as possible so that 
the experts can have a simultaneous access to different elements of the record 
and display them on different parts of the screen.
“Private” space for the radiologist: the radiologist wants to have a “private 
session” to prepare the images to be displayed for the other participants. This 
could avoid lack of time and d better choice of the relevant images.
Generalization: Currently, the system is available in special rooms of the 
University Hospital. To be successful, the application should be available in 
all the decision rooms within the hospitals.

3.2. Benefits and Limits

More generally, the main benefits, limits and constraints of the system are summarized 
in table 1.

Benefits

Equal access to the information for each participant by a public shared 
screen.
All the documents are available for the support of the discussion
Experts are free of any manipulation thanks to the “pilot” 
(thus they can remain focused on the discussion and decision task)

Limits and constraints

Necessity of an excellent preparation
No memorization of the results of the decision
Lack of feed back and gap of time for integrating the new information

Table 1:  Benefits, limits and constraints of the introduction of the UOC GDSS in the urological oncology 
decision committee

5a 5b

Figure 2: Experts using the GDSS in an experimental meeting
in the Usability Lab.
On the left: a resident plays the role of pilot. The 3 experts focus
on discussion and decision tasks .
On the right: visualisation of the documents on a public screen.
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Figure 2: Experts using the GDSS in an experimental meeting
in the Usability Lab.
On the left: a resident plays the role of pilot. The 3 experts focus
on discussion and decision tasks .
On the right: visualisation of the documents on a public screen.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion

GDSS are gaining widespread acceptance. Business managers spend as much as 70 to 
80 percent of their time in meetings. GDSS improve the process of the meeting by
quickly generating, organizing and evaluating large amounts of information.
Medical collective decision committees are more and more often required in the 
medical domain to help the management of patients with complex or specific 
pathologies needing experts’ consensus.

We wondered whether the application of a GDSS concept to a medical pluri-
disciplinary decision committee, could be acceptable and useful for the medical staff.

The proposed experimental GDSS has been well accepted and has successfully 
supported the information sharing. In fact, GDSS propose many features that seem to 
be convenient to the different phases of the medical collective decision process.

But the current system is unperfect and our study has pointed out some limits: this 
has led us to propose a  refined model of medical collective decision supported by a 
GDSS and to define some new specifications for the medical GDSS. Our development 
perspectives are now to improve the GDSS prototype, while being.restricted with the 
appropriate features for the medical collective decision. 

Nevertheless, new prospects remain not considered by our study of the existing. 
One could for example, take into account some possibilities of innovation, such as 
access to the Web, use of mobile tools, integration in the HIS...etc...The GDSS could 
allow to enlarge the possibilities of organisation of medical collective decision 
meetings. For example, supporting the meeting by a Web-based GDSS could make it 
possible for other distant experts to join the meeting without any displacement or to 
imagine an asynchronous mode of decision in order to avoid the problems of agenda 
synchronization.

Thus, a medical GDSS consisting in (Web-published) shared medical data bases, 
public visualization features, easy access to documentation tools, mobile voting system 
(avoiding the unlike keyboard’s use) to support consensual decision and memorisation 
features appears to be an interesting and realistic development project to support the 
medical collective decision.
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Abstract. Three years after the hospitals in one of Denmark’s five healthcare 
regions deployed an electronic medication record (EMR) four of eight main 
system facilities are used consistently by only 3%-37% of the hospital wards. 
Furthermore, four of eight mandated work procedures involving the EMR are 
followed consistently by only 13%-28% of wards. No system facility or work 
procedure is consistently adopted by more than 67%, respectively 48%, of wards. 
Barriers to adoption of the EMR include system factors, such as the EMR being 
perceived as prohibitively time consuming to use, as well as human factors, such 
as lack of knowledge, information, and training among clinicians. However, the 
prime barrier appears to be uncertainty about what the barriers concretely are and 
about the extent to which system facilities and work procedures are actually 
adopted. Three years after deployment it is apparent that time alone does not lead 
to consistent adoption. Rather, interventions are necessary to overcome the barriers.

Keywords. EMR, implementation, deployment, diffusion, compliance.

0 BIntroduction

As part of the extensive efforts to substitute electronic patient records for paper records 
at Danish hospitals, Region Zealand (one of five healthcare regions in Denmark) 
started deploying an electronic medication record (EMR) at the hospitals in 2003 and 
finished deployment in early 2006. The EMR is now used on all hospital wards and in 
some out-patient clinics by approximately 10000 physicians and nurses for maintaining 
an overview of patients’ medication. The physicians also use the EMR for ordering 
medication and the nurses for dispensing and administrating medication. The intention 
of the EMR is to help ensure that the right medication is given to the right patients at 
the right time. Several work procedures involving the EMR are mandated in the 
region’s standard operating procedures for medication. The EMR is part of the 
electronic patient record, and the implementation of the EMR and the associated work 
processes and clinical guidelines aims to improve patient safety and documentation 
quality. It is, however, a general impression in Region Zealand that these aims have not 
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been attained and that the EMR is not used as intended. Such gaps between an
organizational decision to acquire a system and the actual use of the system by people
in the organization have been termed assimilation gaps [1]. Assimilation gaps indicate 
that the actual use of a system is a separate decision, not simply a product of the 
decision to acquire the system. In this study we analyse the extent to which the 
different parts of the EMR are used and the extent to which the mandated procedures 
for using the EMR in the medication process are followed. Our interest in how 
profoundly the EMR has become incorporated in the practices of the hospital staff is 
motivated by a belief that “for a technological innovation to be truly valuable, it must 
be incorporated within the adopting organization’s operational or managerial work 
system” [2].

The aim of this study is twofold: (a) to assess the actual adoption of the EMR 
among hospital staff and their compliance with guidelines for its use and (b) to 
investigate possible barriers toward adopting the EMR and associated work procedures 
after the hospital staff had gained considerable experience with the system.

1. 1 BMethod

The data for the study were collected by means of an online questionnaire that was 
developed by the authors and administered with the survey tool SurveyXact®. An 
email requesting participation was sent to all function managers, department managers, 
ward managers, and EMR coordinators at the hospitals in Region Zealand, a total of 
430 people. Participation in the survey was anonymous and after issuing two reminders 
we received 232 responses (94 physicians, 129 nurses, 9 others), for a response rate of 
54%. The targeted clinicians were managers at the mid and lower levels. We targeted 
these clinicians for two reasons. First, contrary to end-users the targeted clinicians 
could answer on behalf of the entire unit for which they were responsible. Second, if 
the targeted clinicians’ answers revealed uncertainty about the actual adoption of the 
EMR this was itself interesting because these clinicians should according to 
organizational guidelines be able to answer the questions on behalf of their unit.

Questions in the survey concerned the adoption of the EMR and associated work 
procedures. Respondents were asked to what extent different parts of the EMR were 
used and to what extent different work procedures were followed. The response 
categories for these questions were Always, Very often, Often, Rarely, Very Rarely,
Never, and Don’t know. Respondents were also asked to describe, in free text, 
perceived barriers to using the facilities of the EMR and complying with the work 
procedures. Moreover, information about the training provided in the use of the system 
was elicited through a number of questions not analysed in this paper. The 
questionnaire comprised 59 questions in total and was estimated to take 15 minutes to 
complete.

Respondents provided 522 free-text comments about barriers to the adoption of the 
EMR and associated work procedures. These comments were analysed and categorized 
by the first and third authors through a collaborative process of affinity diagramming 
[3]. To assess the reliability of the resulting 12 categories, the second author 
independently assigned each comment to a category. The Kappa value for the level of 
agreement between the two categorizations of the comments was 0.72, which according 
to Landis and Koch [4] corresponds to ‘substantial’ agreement. Disagreements were 
resolved through discussion and a consensus was reached.
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2. Results

Table 1 shows the extent to which the main facilities of the EMR are used by the wards 
of the hospitals in Region Zealand. Though the system was designed to support the 
clinicians’ work, none of the facilities are used always or very often by more than two 
thirds of the wards, and four of the facilities are used always or very often by only 3%-
37% of wards. This partial adoption of the system facilities is particularly noteworthy 
for the three facilities, the use of which is mandated in the region’s standard operating 
procedures for medication. Furthermore, the extent to which one system facility is used 
at a ward weakly indicates that the other system facilities are used to a similar extent in 
that the average pair-wise Spearman correlation between system facilities is 0.30 (SD = 
0.15), p < 0.05 for 24 of the 28 pairs of correlation.

Questions about the use of five of the system facilities (questions 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8 
in Table 1) were also included in a survey in 2004 at the first hospital that deployed the 
system. A comparison of the responses indicates that the extent to which these five 
system facilities are used always or very often has increased about 20 percentage points 
in the three years since 2004.

Table 1. Extent to which system facilities are used, N = 232.

Use of system facilities

(tab sheets)

Always +

Very often

Often +

Rarely

Very rarely + 

Never

Don’t know Mandated

1. Overview (of ordered medication and 
its dispensing/administration)

56% 19% 3% 22%

2. Medication orders 64% 15% 7% 14% Yes

3. Regimens 37% 39% 13% 11%

4. Medication history 9% 49% 18% 24%

5. Prescription history 3% 28% 33% 36%

6. Prescriptions 21% 37% 25% 17%

7. Dispensing/administration a 67% 4% 11% 19% Yes

8. Dispensing/administration b 63% 8% 10% 18% Yes
a When medicine is dispensed, b When medicine is administered.

Table 2 shows the extent to which work procedures involving the EMR are 
followed. Apart from the use of standard medication orders all these work procedures 
are mandated in the region’s standard operating procedures for medication. However, 
none of the work procedures are followed always or very often by more than 48% of 
wards, and four of the nine work procedures are followed always or very often by at 
most 28% of wards. The extent to which one work procedure is followed at a ward 
weakly indicates that the other work procedures are followed to a similar extent in that 
the average pair-wise Spearman correlation between work procedures is 0.29 (SD = 
0.22), p < 0.05 for 25 of the 36 pairs of correlation.

Respondents were also asked to indicate the overall extent to which the standard 
operating procedures for medication were complied with. Though answers to this 
question correlated significantly with answers to six of the nine questions about the 
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extent to which specified work procedures were followed the correlations were weak, 
suggesting limited awareness of the content of the standard operating procedures. 
Furthermore, many respondents lacked knowledge of the extent to which specified 
work procedures were followed, as indicated by the high percentages of Don’t know

answers. Averaged over all nine work procedures, 31% of function managers (N = 35)
and 30% of department managers (N = 79), the subgroups of respondents formally 
responsible for their unit’s compliance with standard operating procedures, gave Don’t 

know answers. Across all 232 respondents the average was 26%. The percentage of 
respondents uncertain about the extent to which system facilities were used was 
slightly lower, but still averaged 20% across the eight questions in Table 1.

Table 2. Extent to which work procedures are followed, N = 232.

Work procedures Always + 

Very often

Often + 

Rarely

Very rarely 

+ Never

Don’t 

know

MandatedCompliance 

assessment 
a

1. Use of standard medication 
orders 

43% 38% 8% 11% 0.07

2. Dispensing of each medicine is 
signed for separately

48% 14% 8% 30% Yes 0.14 *

3. Administration of medicine is 
signed for when it is given to patient

34% 25% 10% 31% Yes 0.15 *

4. Medicine status is set when a 
patient is admitted

34% 39% 9% 19% Yes 0.32 ***

5. Medicine status is set when a 
patient is transferred 28% 42% 9% 21% Yes 0.27 ***

6. Medicine status is set when a 
patient is discharged

38% 34% 8% 20% Yes 0.38 ***

7. Administration status is set when 
a patient is admitted

27% 36% 8% 29% Yes 0.22 **

8. Administration status is set when 
a patient is transferred

13% 31% 15% 41% Yes 0.10

9. Administration status is set when 
a patient is discharged

19% 34% 12% 35% Yes 0.09

a Spearman correlation with question ‘Standard operating procedures for medication are followed’, * p < 0.05, 
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Table 3 shows the five categories of barrier most frequently mentioned by 
respondents in their free-text comments, totaling 73% of the comments. The categories 
can be divided into those related to system factors and those related to human factors. 
System factors include poor usability and overview (e.g., “Difficult to get an overview 
due to an illogical composition of the interface”) and areas inadequately supported by 
the system (e.g., it is difficult to handle infusion medicine in the EMR because the 
frequent adjustments of the infusion rate are cumbersome). Time is a system factor in 
the cases where it refers to the slow response times of the EMR or when inferior design 
is the reason for the system being time consuming to use. While most of the comments 
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about time refer to system factors, time can also be a human factor. This is, for example, 
the case when insufficient computer skills and lack of training are the reasons why 
system use takes a lot of time. The categories related to human factors include lack of 
knowledge, information, and training, but the largest human-factors category is
uncertainty about what constitutes the barriers to using different parts of the EMR.

Table 3. The five most frequent categories of barrier, N = 522.

Category Number of comments 

1 Don’t know: stating that barriers exist but not knowing what they are 132

2 Time: the system being too slow and time consuming to use 85

3 Lack of knowledge, information, and training 60

4 Inadequate support of certain work areas 55

5 Poor usability and overview 50

3. 3 BDiscussion 

Three years after deployment there is a considerable gap between mandated and actual 
adoption of the EMR and associated work procedures. This gap exists in spite of 
several attempts during the past three years to address some of the barriers toward 
using the system and complying with standard operation procedures for medication. 
Both Region Zealand and the EMR vendor have been aware of the slowness of the 
system and have tried to improve the network, the computers, and the design of the 
EMR itself. Furthermore, the regional implementation organization has established a
standard training program for new staff, and continuously throughout the last three 
years extra information and training have been provided.

Function and department managers (49% of the survey respondents) are formally
responsible for their unit’s consistent use of the EMR and compliance with medication 
procedures. Hence, these respondents ought to know the extent to which the EMR and 
work procedures are adopted, the barriers that impede consistent adoption, and how to 
address these barriers. The responsible managers are, however, to a considerable extent 
uncertain about what the barriers concretely are, complicating directed efforts to 
address the barriers. The remaining respondents display a similar uncertainty.

Several concrete barriers are, however, mentioned frequently by respondents. 
Though it may in some situations be difficult to determine whether time barriers are 
due to insufficient hardware, inefficient EMR software, or inadequately trained staff it 
is unquestionable that time is perceived and pointed out as a vast barrier by the 
respondents. It therefore has to be addressed. Similarly, the lack of knowledge, 
information, and training needs to be addressed. The previous attempts at increasing 
knowledge and information through training serve to emphasize that this barrier has to 
be addressed in a more targeted, effective, and systematic manner to achieve adoption.
A recent study of another EMR implementation in Denmark showed that three months
after deployment the actual level of use was far below the desired level of use. This 
assimilation gap was partly explained by the short period of use [5]. In our study we 
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find a similar gap after three years of use, suggesting that it may be overly optimistic to 
expect that a long period of use will lead to a gradual closing of such gaps. A candidate 
explanation for the persistence of assimilation gaps is the concept of media stickiness 
[6]. Huysman et al. [6] found that the patterns of use for a new system are developed
shortly after the system is deployed and tend to persist over time.

We see a need for an increased focus, by the responsible clinical managers as well 
as by the EMR implementation organization, on the barriers toward using the EMR and 
on ways of addressing these barriers. To overcome the barriers, this focus must be 
accompanied by activities to monitor whether the interventions that are undertaken 
have any effects and, if not, by the launching of new interventions. It would also be 
desirable with a more in depth ethnographic study to unveil unidentified barriers.

4. 4 BConclusion 

In this study we have found a considerable gap between mandated and actual use of an 
EMR and a lack of compliance with the work procedures associated with the EMR.
These findings are not a result of limited experience with the EMR but the state of 
affairs after three years of use. The EMR is fully diffused at the organizational level but 
at the level of clinicians the adoption of the EMR and its incorporation into clinicians’ 
work practices are far from the level necessary to attain the goals that motivated the 
acquisition of the EMR. A number of barriers related to both human and system factors 
enter into explaining the gap, but considerable uncertainty also exists about what the 
concrete barriers actually are. We therefore suggest further investigation of the barriers 
and experiments exploring what kinds of intervention can counteract the barriers. This 
study indicates that time alone will not lead to consistent adoption; hence, we cannot 
expect the EMR to be used as mandated unless the barriers are addressed. Hence, better 
knowledge of existing barriers and effective interventions are required. 
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Abstract. Lifelong electronic health records can supply valuable information for 
research, quality management and health politics in addition to supporting 
treatment of patients. Based on experiences with scientific data analysis in a 
university hospital environment, requirements on cross-institutional analysis of 
electronic health records in a healthcare system are discussed. The concept of 
archetypes can play a key role in this context. Archetypes can be utilized in data 
analysis for visualization, semantic linkage and finally for standardized data 
transfer.
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Introduction

Introducing standardized electronic health records (EHR) is a strategic e-Health goal in 
Europe [1] and therefore in Austria as well [2]. Implementing this important project is 
going to influence documentation, communication and analysis of patient-related data. 
Services based on standardized electronic health record architectures (EHRAs) [3] are 
intended not only to improve treatment of individual patients but also to give a fresh 
impetus for research, quality management and health politics. 

Data analysis may concern the EHRs of individual patients or may be conducted
across patients. The former case is most likely to involve a physician or patient 
screening an EHR for relevant data in the context of medical treatment. The latter case 
will normally involve a variety of EHRs analyzed by an investigator or statistician in 
an effort to identify commonalities or differences. 

The focus of the present article is to provide an analysis of requirements that a 
system for cross-patient and cross-institutional analysis should meet in a heterogeneous 
distributed healthcare system. Discussing all analysis requirements in detail is beyond 
the scope of this communication. Therefore we shall use what we consider to be the 
most important requirements for local data analysis in a hospital environment (as state 
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of the art) as departure point and focus our analysis on the additional requirements 
needed for cross-institutional analysis within a healthcare system environment.

1. Methods 

As a departure point, we take a look at data analyses in a hospital. Alongside scientific 
studies and requirement compilations such as [4] or [5], we mainly rely on the 
ArchiMed scientific retrieval system [6] for this purpose. This system allows 
heterogeneous medical data from different routine applications to be analyzed across 
patients together with data of clinical studies. The system has been used at the Austrian 
university clinics in Vienna and Graz for 10 years. Around 3000 data analyses are 
performed every year. 

The goal of our work is to specify requirements for a retrieval system in the 
healthcare environment, taking into account the recommendations of the Austrian EHR 
feasibility study [7].

Figure 1. Data analysis in a hospital environment

Figure 1 illustrates a data retrieval system in a typical hospital environment. An 
ideal system should meet the following important requirements:

(1) Data integration by adopting data from documentation systems in a 
centralized data base that allows data to be analyzed based on a generic data 
model [8].

(2) Support of the three typical retrieval steps for clinical data, characterized 
by three sequential activities: cohort formation (searching for patients with 
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specific findings), selection of variables within the selected cohort (selecting 
the patient data of interest and processing them to form a statistical matrix) 
and statistical analysis (ranging from preparatory statistical functions up to 
utilizing the complete functionality of a statistical analysis package) [6]. The 
following requirements (3) and (4) are main features of the retrieval steps 
cohort formation and selection of variables.   

(3) Analysis of the time course of a disease [9] by providing powerful temporal 
relations for selection conditions (e.g. “within 2 to 4 months after the 
surgery“). 

(4) Text analysis by using text operators for free text analysis and code systems 
such as ICD as thesaurus support. Additional algorithms are sometimes used 
to split up word compounds and to build textual roots [10] although the task of 
creating specialized textual knowledge bases has turned out to take an 
inordinate amount of time and effort. 

(5) Support of a large variety of user groups by the bandwidth of the retrieval 
functionality, ranging from powerful components for flexible ad-hoc 
specifications of individual data analyses performed by power users down to 
prefabricated adaptable data analyses for novices.

(6) Intuitive query formulation by the use of a graphic query editor. This 
alternative to conventional line-based query formulation is routinely 
demanded but its implementation has usually been confined to prototypes.

(7) Web-based analysis through a Web interface to execute prefabricated data 
analyses. This functionality is not absolutely required within hospitals but is 
frequently used in the context of multicenter studies. 

(8) Data privacy ensured by a comprehensive user and authorization system and 
anonymisation mechanisms for data export functions.

2. Results 

Data retrieval performed in heterogeneous hospital environments that have developed 
over numerous years have a lot in common with data retrieval performed inside a 
nationwide healthcare system. However, the requirement profile cannot be directly 
transferred from one to the other. A comparison between Figure 1 and 2 shows that 
even the very mechanisms of data communication involved will differ greatly. In 
hospitals, data analyses are usually performed through a centralized database. In a 
nationwide EHR system, by contrast, documents need to be accessed that are spread 
over various places.

The following discussion focuses on the adaptations and extensions concerning the 
above-described requirements for a retrieval system in a nationwide EHR system 
environment.

(1) Data integration. Communication with the distributed repositories (assuming 
a structure such as IHE-XDS [11]) should be based on archetypes based on an 
EHR information model [12]. This will ensure semantic interoperability,
which is a fundamental requirement for semantically correct data analysis.  

(2) Support of three typical analysis steps. The extended information typology 
provided by the EHR has to be used. For cohort formation and selection of 
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variables, organizational (e.g. type of healthcare provider, federal state) and 
context-related (e.g. archetype) selection attributes should be available in 
addition to patient-related ones (e.g. patient, hospital stay). The requirements 
for statistical analysis remain unchanged. 

Figure 2. Data analysis in a countrywide EHR system environment

(3) Analysis of the time course. In the EHR the temporal logic has to be 
combined more closely with components pertaining to content (context-related 
archetypes). The question arises whether or not a specific temporal sequence 
can be evaluated jointly when the individual values were collected under 
different conditions, for example routine examination versus ergometry. 

(4) Text analysis. Heterogeneity of data is increased due to the variety of data 
generators involved (e.g. physicians in private practice, university hospitals, 
laboratories). Analyses are not only focused on text parameters such as 
spelling or abbreviations but need to take into account the broader context of 
data compared to hospital environments. The use of ontologies [13] in 
conjunction with archetypes can contribute to supporting complex semantic 
analysis of medical terms. 

(5) Support of a variety of user groups. The bandwidth of users does not 
become considerable larger in a healthcare system environment. However, the 
geographical extension is such that users can hardly be supported by 
conventional training and care. The on-line help functions need to cover all 
needs for assistance. As a result, they have to meet advanced quality 
requirements.

(6) Intuitive query formulation. Due to the larger complexity of cohort 
formation and selection of variables, the options of query formulation need to 
be expanded in proper way. Symbols and metaphors are gaining importance. 
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The EHR-based query languages that are currently being developed [14] need 
to be implemented in graphic format. Visualizing archetypes can both help to 
obtain a better overview of the context into which information is embedded 
and can serve to select variables. 

(7) Web-based data analysis. Web applications are unavoidable in a nationwide 
EHR system environment. Technical challenges notably include the support of 
query formulations (e.g. by graphic means) based on Web technologies and 
performance requirements for accessing distributed data. In the 
communication domain, new possibilities arise with the introduction of 
asynchronous methods (e.g. Ajax).

(8) Data privacy. Whenever patient data leave a healthcare facility, data 
protection is a major concern. Investigators using such data inside a hospital 
frequently do so implicitly in a treatment context that will justify the analysis 
of data related to individuals. This context is usually lost once the data are 
accessed in a healthcare system environment. The data can only be analysed in 
an anonymized fashion. If identifiers are needed for complex multi-step 
queries (cohort formation, selection of variables), the requirements of k-

anonymity must be met in addition to anonymization and pseudonymization.
The requirements of k-anonymity are met if a cohort encompasses at least k
data records with the same secondary identification characteristics [15]. When 
data groups are extracted, care must be taken to avoid any inadvertent 
inclusion of secondary identification characteristics that might not be 
consistent with the described criteria of k-anonymity.

3. Discussion

Introducing a standardized electronic health record is a defined strategic e-health goal 
in Europe. In the present article, a number of key requirements have been discussed 
that systems used for cross-patient analysis in a nationwide EHR system environment 
should meet. Numerous of these aspects will also apply to intra-patient data analysis as 
conducted by treating physicians or the patients themselves. 

Naturally the requirements discussed in this paper can still be extended (e.g. to 
include result management), refined (e.g. anonymization algorithms) and examined for 
the time and effort that will likely go into their implementation. Numerous questions 
remain to be settled also with regard to data privacy as the most important aspect. 
Where should analysis steps be conducted? How can a document be opened to analyze 
the medical concepts used (archetypes) while ensuring anonymity at the same time? 

Semantic integration of data is a quintessential task. Archetypes will play a key 
role in this connection. This concept is promoted by the three most important EHRA 
sources (CEN, HL7, openEHR). Their use builds a first step to render heterogeneous 
existing data interoperable [16] and hence analysable. 

Selecting variables for analysis from complex data structures can be supported by 
visualizing archetypes with graphic user interfaces. Furthermore, semantic links can be 
used in conjunction with ontologies to extend a search through one archetype to other 
archetypes. 

For example, if an analysis of data on diabetes mellitus according to patients is 
performed by searching for specific values of the medical history and of the blood 
sugar, the archetype “diabetes” could be utilized first to find the variables “medical 
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history” and “blood sugar”. Furthermore, the search could be extended through the 
ontology section of the variable “blood sugar” to include an archetype “laboratory 
chemistry” containing the synonymous variable “blood glucose”.

4. Conclusion

The aspect of data retrieval is frequently a stepchild in comparison with the aspect of 
data collection. It is not considered until data collection has already been completed. 
By that time, it is too late to take the requirements for data analysis into account. Even 
in standards for EHRAs, the “retrieval” aspect frequently falls into the category “future 
work”. Retrieval-oriented requirements should already be considered when a 
standardized EHR system is introduced. Only then can this veritable gold mine of 
information be used efficiently for quality management, epidemiologic research and 
health politics. 
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Consent-based Access to Core EHR 
Information: the SUMO-project

Vigdis HEIMLY
Norwegian Centre for Health Informatics, Trondheim

Abstract. Lack of access to updated medication information is a challenge for 
healthcare providers in Norway. Drugs are prescribed from different sources as the 
patients GP, private specialists, emergency care, hospitals and doctors in the 
patient’s family. In order to provide healthcare providers that need access to the 
patient’s medication information fast, a project for consent-based access to a core-
EHR has been established. All major EHR-system vendors in Norway participate 
in the project that is funded by national health authorities, Innovation Norway1 and 
the municipalities. The core-EHR provides a generic basis that can be used as a 
pilot for a national patient summary.

Keywords. consent, EHR, patient summary, medication

Introduction

It is estimated that medication-related errors cause 190 deaths/year in Norway 
(population 4.5M) and that 160.000 unintended incidents occur outside hospitals every 
year. It is assumed that a considerable number of these medication-related errors are 
due to faulty or inaccessible drug information 

When the Directorate of Health and Welfare launched their strategy, Teamwork 
2007 [1] in 2003, a national municipality programme was part of the plan. A group of 
lighthouse projects were initiated and given limited funding from the government as 
part of this programme. The idea was that these projects should become examples to be 
followed by other projects, and that necessary national standards should be developed 
in relation to the projects. The projects would require extensive involvement from the 
municipalities in terms of both own workload, software development and 
infrastructure.  In order to reduce the number of drug-related unintended incidents, one 
of the national lighthouse projects had focus on this area. The project was established 
by the municipality of Trondheim in 2003. 

The directorate of health and welfare initiated 5 projects:
1. Consent-based access to core-EHR, drug-information (Trondheim)

1
Innovation Norway, prior the Norwegian Industrial and Regional Development Fund (SND), helps to 

provide or arrange financing, link customer enterprises to know-how and help them build networks for their 
innovation projects.
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2. Shared individual plans, continuity of care (Kongsvinger/Eidskog)
3. Intermunicipal telemedicine (Nord-Gudbrandsdal)
4. Extended electronic message exchange for better cooperation between 

hospitals and municipalities (Stavanger)
5. A model for implementation of EHR in community care (Sandefjord)
6. Use of secure e-mail within community care, laboratory results and discharge 

summaries from hospitals to nursing homes (Tromsø)
The sixth project in Tromsø, was already started before the programme started. 

Other related Projects

In parallel with the lighthouse-project, the ELIN-k project was established by the 
Norwegian Nursing Association and KS2. The main goal of the ELIN-k project is to 
ensure that healthworkers in community care can have access to updated health 
information from other GPs and hospitals. Information in transferred by standardised 
electronic messages. 

The ELIN-k project uses the same projectmodel as the ELIN-project that was 
initiated by the Norwegian Medical Assocation. The main goal for the ELIN-project 
was to ensure that the GPs got solutions for exchange of medical information that were 
integrated into their electronic health record (EHR)-systems and supported their daily 
work routines. A requirement for the solution was that national standards should be 
supported. Innovation Norway has partly funded the vendors of EHR-systems work 
with implementation of the needed standards. The standards have been developed by 
the Norwegian Centre for Health Informatics (KITH) based on the users requirements 
from the ELIN-project. As a result, all the vendors have implemented standards for 
communication of referrals, laboratory results and discharge summaries in their 
systems. The implementations have also been tested by the national test- and approval 
service operated by KITH.

1. The lighthouse-project in Trondheim

The project focuses on a group of mostly elderly people (age 80+) living at home 
but with an extensive need for healthcare services. In order to provide the healthcare 
providers form different organisations with updated information about the patient’s 
medication, it was decided to develop a system based on core-EHR [2]. 

The core EHR will be updated automatically when pharmacists, hospitals and 
other healthcare providers participating in the projects send information to the GP. The 
patient’s GP is responsible for the core EHR and will check all information received 
from other healthcare providers in order to detect any medication inconsistencies

The patient and his GP jointly decide what information other healthcare providers 
may need in different situations based on the patients consent. The patient may at any 
time change or withdraw his consent, and change the distribution rules.

The patient and his GP jointly decide the distribution rules to be followed:
� Distribution rules are partly based upon ENV13606-2

2
The Norwegian Association og local and regional authorities (KS) is a national organisation for 

municipalities, counties and public enterprises under municipal or county ownership,
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� Who may receive healthcare information 
� Explicitly named healthcare professionals
� Healthcare professionals having a specific role

� Why may they receive healthcare information 
� A set of standardised requests is used to specify why the requesters need 

healthcare information 
� When may they receive healthcare information

� The patient's consent is either given for a specified period of time or for a 
specific period of care

Figure 1. Core-EHR

To comply with Norwegian legislation, the core-EHR is updated by messaging. 
Access to the core-EHR can also be provided by web-services

The selected information is automatically copied from the GP’s EHR to a "core 
EHR" on separate server that handles the requests. A server-based solution has been 
chosen in order keep the core-EHR accessible outside the GP’s regular workhours. The 
core-EHR is run a server in the Trondheim municipalities net, and access from the 
Norwegian Health Net to the core-EHR will also be established.

The project uses the EHR kept by the patient’s regular GP as the main source of 
information. All Norwegian healthcare providers are obliged to give the patient’s 
regular GP relevant health information unless the patient explicitly refuses. 

Other actors who need and are will receive updated drug-information based on 
requests sent to the GP’s EHR-system. Each request is automatically checked against a 
set of distribution rules and if the request is covered by one of these rules, a message 
containing the requested information is automatically returned
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1.1. The EHR-systems that need to communicate with the core-EHR in the Trondheim 

region

The hospitals in Norway are organised within 5 regional health authorities, owned by 
the government, and Trondheim municipality mainly communicated with hospitals that 
are located within the Regional Health Authority (RHA) of Mid-Norway. All the
hospitals in RHA Mid-Norway are using the same EHR-system from Siemens. The 
EHR-systems for the hospitals are all operated at the same location, but the hospitals 
databases are separate due to Norwegian legislation, so although it would technically 
be possible to share EHR-information between the hospitals, this in not possible 
without he patient consent. 

The municipality in Trondheim has installed an EHR-system in community care 
from the vendor Tieto Enator. This system is in use at nursing homes and for homecare. 
The system is used by both for administrative workers and healthcare providers.

The GPs in Trondheim have been using EHR-systems for more than a decade. 
They do not keep paper records any more, and rely solemnly on the electronic record. 
The GPs use the EHR-system actively while the patient is in the office, and the they are 
very concerned by the fact that the EHR-system must be easy in use, and that new 
functionality must be added in a way that does not force them change work routines to 
something that is less efficient than today. There are currently EHR-systems from two 
vendors, Profdoc and Hove in use within the municipality.

1.2. Communication between the EHR-systems before the core-HER was established in 

Trondheim

By the time the projects started, there were limited possibilities for communication 
between the EHR-systems. The GPs received laboratory results and discharge 
summaries and had electronic communication with NAV, the Norwegian Labour and 
Welfare Organisation. A pilot for sending electronic referrals from GPs to hospitals and 
specialists was also established.

1.3. Infrastructure for the core-EHR

The hospitals, GPs and the caretakers in the municipality of Trondheim all have access 
to the Norwegian Health Net. The Norwegian Health net is owned by the RHAs, and 
has so far mainly been used by the hospitals, but the number of GPs connected to the 
net is rising. In November 2007, 15% of the Norwegian municipalities are connected to 
the Norwegian Health net

2. From lighthouse project in Trondheim to SUMO

Other municipalities in Norway soon also showed interest for the core-EHR, but they 
had started out at a slightly different angle than the project in Trondheim. Stavanger 
municipality wanted to use regular messaging between the actors to keep the drug 
information updated, and the Norwegian Centre for Telemedicine in Tromsø had also 
initiated a medical card project together with Tromsø municipality based on use of 
web-services.
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Figure 2. SUMO

It was soon evident that the three projects would benefit from cooperation. 
Development of common standards and implementation of the same standards for all 
EHR-vendors would be highly advisable. The project in Trondheim municipality did 
only count for 1/3 of the EHR-vendors in Norway, but all major vendors would be 
covered in a joint project with Stavanger, Tromsø and Trondheim. The three projects 
thus decided on cooperation, and the projects in Trondheim and Tromsø are now using 
the same core-EHR system, and all three projects use the same set of standards. To 
comply with Norwegian legislation, the core-EHR is updated by messaging. Access to 
the core-EHR can also be provided by web-services.

An application for funding of the EHR-system vendors development of client-
modules in their EHR-systems was sent to Innovation Norway, and was approved late 
2006. The same project model as for the ELIN-project was again used. A project to 
coordinate the vendors work, called SUMO, was established in early 2007. 

The SUMO-project has been running a number of Workshops with vendors and 
users throughout 2007. Messaging standards for administration of the core-HER, and
exchange of EHR-information, have been developed by KITH based on requirements 
from users and vendors in the SUMO-project. The new messaging standard for EHR is 
based on reusable components [3], and will probably prove to be a useful basis for 
development of future communication standards.  Requirement specifications for the 
client-modules in the vendors EHR-systems have also been developed. The vendors are 
now at a stage where they implement the standards and the client-modules in the EHR-
systems. The project is due to finish in June 2009, and the first pilots will be up and 
running in spring 2008. The core-EHR is already developed, and is being tested by 
Trondheim and Tromsø municipality.

The project works closely together with the ELIN-k project, the national 
ePrescription project run by the Directorate of Health and Welfare and the Norwegian 
pharmacies organisation. It is crucial for the vendors that larger national projects are 
coordinated and that the same set of standards can be shared and reused across projects. 
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As an example will the structure of the medication in the SUMO-project be the same as 
defined in the ePrescription project.

3. From SUMO to national core-EHR and patient summary

It is a need for a core-EHR solutions that can be used for more purposes than drug 
information. Examples are: Shared individual plans to support continuity of care, 
summary of the patient’s contacts with health providers in different organisations, and 
core-EHR information as important diagnoses, allergies and contact information. The 
core-EHR and the model from the SUMO-project can provide a good basis for a more 
general Norwegian core-EHR. The RHA’s ICT-organisation, NIKT, has now initiated a 
national project to evaluate how a core-EHR can be realised in the coming years, and 
the suggested solution for SUMO is likely to become a model for future work in this 
field in Norway.
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Abstract. Using openEHR archetypes to establish an electronic patient record 

promises rapid development and system interoperability by using or adopting 

existing archetypes. However, internationally accepted, high quality archetypes 

which enable a comprehensive semantic interoperability require adequate 

development and maintenance processes. Therefore, structures have to be created 

involving different health professions. In the following we present a model which 

facilitates and governs distributed but cooperative development and adoption of 

archetypes by different professionals including peer reviews. Our model consists 

of a hierarchical structure of professional committees and descriptions of the 

archetype development process considering these different committees. 

Keywords. Computerized medical record systems openEHR archetypes, domain 

knowledge governance, modeling, quality management.

Introduction 

The openEHR architecture for Electronic Health Records (EHRs) is a two level 

modeling approach based on ‘archetypes’ [1]. Archetypes ‘are reusable, structured 

models of clinical information concepts that appear in EHRs …’ [2]. Using openEHR 

[3, 4] means using existing and creating new archetypes. It is a central idea of the 

openEHR approach to use one archetype in as many systems as possible to reduce time 

and effort for design and to enable semantic interoperability among different systems 

[5]. However, building such high-quality archetypes, which are accepted among the 

particular domain experts, requires appropriate governed development processes [2]. 

Three prerequisites for reusable, high-quality archetypes 

To draw an analogy to other development processes, e.g. for standards or evidence 

based medicine, three conditions should be fulfilled for development or adoption of an 

archetype, which are independent from the intended area of application – either for a 

single hospital, multiple institutions or a complete country: 

• The design / modification of an archetype should consider evidence based 

knowledge and design recommendations. 
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• The design/modification of an archetype should be peer reviewed. Both design 

and review should be conducted in a flexible framework. 

• Released archetypes should be published in an open-access repository and 

evaluated in terms of their usability and professional correctness. 

The aim of our paper is to analyze the structures and processes that are necessary to 

assure these three prerequisites. Furthermore we present a model which contains the 

requested structures and processes as well as their application to enable the 

international and inter-professional coordination of archetype development and 

maintenance. 

1. Material and Methods 

The creation of our model is a design research approach [6]: We systematically 

combined field reports such as [7] with expert opinions and own experiences. 

Furthermore we considered experiences from other standards development processes 

and identified the special requirements of the archetype development process. We 

consequently carried on the work of Garde et al. who gathered ‘requirements for the 

development of an archetype repository which provides comprehensive support for 

archetype development cycles …’ [8]. They conducted workshops on archetype 

development for clinicians, for their requirement analysis. 

2. Results 

Basic components of our model are descriptions of necessary structures including a role 

concept and process descriptions based on these structures. 

2.1. Necessary structures 

1. Users / user group: Everybody who does or will use a system based on 

archetypes and everybody who designs or modifies archetypes is called a user. The 

single users have different professional backgrounds: Physicians, nurses, computer 

scientists… All users together form the ‘user group’. 

2. (Professional) Committees: To facilitate peer review, a hierarchical tree 

structure of committees has to be established. Every committee represents a particular 

division of the health domain. Committees closer to the root are more general whereas 

‘leaf committees’ are highly specialized. The root node is built by the clinical review 

board (Figure 1). 

A user from the user group can join one or more committees according to his or 

her professional background and interest. For instance a nurse in an emergency 

department might join the ‘emergency nursing group’ in the ‘nursing’ branch but also 

the ‘emergency cooperative care’ group in the ‘cooperative care’ branch. 

Every committee (including the clinical review board) has a chair and is 

responsible for a certain set of archetypes. 

3. Clinical review board: The clinical review board is a group of experts with 

different professional backgrounds representing the different subgroups of the user 

group including government representatives where appropriate. 
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4. Design committee: The design committee observes that archetypes are 

sensibly developed and modified from a design point of view. Furthermore, the 

committee offers all users a ‘technical counseling’. It assembles and provides 

information material about relevant standards and programming recommendations. 

The chair of the design committee is also member of the clinical review board to 

assist it in design and technical issues. Some members of the design committee could 

be representatives of companies developing openEHR related technology. 

5. Orphan committee: This committee takes care of archetypes which at the 

moment are not assigned to a certain professional committee. 

2.2. Processes descriptions 

Let’s assume someone needs an archetype for a certain problem: He or she first 

searches the public repository to find a suitable archetype, which works like a typical 

repository for cooperative software development (e.g. a subversion repository). In the 

long run, metadata stored in an archetype OWL ontology [2, 9] should ease that search. 

If a suitable archetype already exists, it can be directly used. If not, a new 

archetype has to be designed or, if there has been an advance in medical knowledge, an 

existing one has to be adopted. 

Usually several archetypes are necessary to establish a certain system: Every 

required archetype has to pass the described processes. 

2.2.1. Designing a new archetype

1. Choice of committee: The user who requires a new archetype has to pass a 

short description of its intended use to that committee which should be responsible 

according to his judgment. 

If no committee seems suitable, the user may pass the request to the orphan 

committee, which then assigns the request to a committee or decides to establish a new 

committee respectively. 

A user who needs a certain archetype is one possible starting point of this process; 

another could be that a certain committee sees the need of a special archetype.

Figure 1: Possible committee structure
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2. Allocation of an archetype: The requested committee has now to decide 

whether it is responsible for the archetype or not. If not, it may pass the request to 

another appropriate committee (which now has to debate its responsibility) or to the 

Orphan Committee which may assign it to a certain committee that has to accept the 

assignment.

3. Review of request: After declaring the responsibility for a request, the 

particular committee decides whether to accept the request (which means the request 

seems to be reasonable to the responsible committee) or not. If the committee declines 

the request, it informs the enquiring person about the reasons so that he or she is able to 

modify the request.

Once an archetype is accepted, the responsible committee has to complete its 

description in the metadata. 

4. Linkage of further committees / observers: There may be an additional 

committee interested, so that a link can be set. This takes place either by request of the 

responsible committee, the ‘second’ committee or the Orphan Committee.

We distinguish two kinds of links for reviewing: ‘Minor review links’ and ‘major 

review links’ (cf. step six). Additionally, the archetype is assigned to a member of the 

design committee. 

Furthermore any interested user can link himself to the archetype and becomes an 

‘observer’. Whenever an 'observed' archetype is altered, a linked user gets an email 

notification containing a summary of the modifications. When users can also link 

themselves to a certain committee they automatically become observers to all 

archetypes linked to that committee. 

5. Development and supervision: Every archetype is developed under the 

supervision of the responsive committee (certain committee members might be 

responsible for certain archetypes) and the supervision of the assigned member of the 

Design Committee. The technical development itself might be done by the user who 

initiated the request and / or by a member of the responsible committee and / or by a 

third person.

6. Review of archetype (responsible and linked committees): When the 

persons involved in the development of an archetype finished the archetype, they set 

the state of the archetype from ‘author draft’ to ‘committee draft’. That is a signal to all 

committee members to review it and to discuss problems and alternatives. The review 

of an archetype includes the generation of a validity report and compatibility checks. 

That applies for all committees, which are ‘major review’-linked to the archetype, 

Both, major and minor review links may be associated either with a particular 

archetype (=’archetype links’) or with a particular committee (=’committee links’). 

Thus, every archetype is automatically linked to all 'committee linked' committees.

If the responsible and all assigned committees agree that there should be certain 

changes, the state of the archetype is set back to ‘author draft’ so that the developers 

can implement the suggestions and start another review. 

If there are no more open issues, the archetype-state is set to ‘committee-final’ and 

the archetype is passed to the committees ‘minor review’ linked to it. They have to 

come to an agreement whether to accept the proposed archetype or to suggest 

modifications. In the second case the state of the archetype is set back to ‘author draft’ 

for revision and step six starts over. 

If all linked committees as well as the primarily responsible committee accept the 

archetype, it is passed to the superior committee. 
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If a consensus between the responsible committee and one or more linked 

committees is not possible, the clinical review board can be called to mediate. 

7. Review of an archetype (superior committees): The superior committee 

discusses the archetype and either accepts it and passes it on to its superior committee 

or, the state of the archetype is set to ‘author draft’ and the archetype is sent back to the 

primarily responsible committee for modification. Afterwards the archetype starts again 

his way up to the root node. With the notification that there is an archetype to review 

every committee gets a short summary of the changes since the last version.

If a superior committee considers a requested change as a ‘minor change’, it is 

modified by the developers and reviewed by the responsible committee without starting 

the complete way up again. It continues its way at the superior committee which 

requested the minor change. 

If an archetype is reviewed by a committee which is not responsible for that 

archetype, none of the committees which have a committee link to the current 

committee gets the archetype for review. 

8. Publication of an archetype: As soon as the archetype is accepted by the 

clinical review board, its state is set to ‘final’ and it is transferred into the public 

repository and accessible by everyone.

To ease the selection of a set of archetypes for a certain purpose from the public 

repository, a professional committee might compose a set of archetypes suitable for its 

professional field. 

2.2.2. Adoption of an existing archetype 

The process of adopting an existing archetype is in line with the design of a new 

archetype except of step one and two: As an existing archetype is already assigned to a 

committee, so that committee has just to decide if it accepts the request. 

3. Discussion 

The proposed theoretical model describes processes and structures to facilitate a 

cooperative development and extension of openEHR-archetypes including peer review 

and design control in the large. This should lead to high-quality archetypes. 

Furthermore, our model is in principally applicable to the design of other (non-

archetype) knowledge resources – for instance HL7 CDA [10]. Archetypes, however, 

offer the advantage of being formal specifications and being intuitively understandable 

for clinicians. 

Having a common, international repository of archetypes, as the model implies, 

could reduce time and effort for designing archetypes and could advance 

interoperability among different systems [11]. If introduced at an international level the 

model could for instance avoid the design of two incompatible archetypes for the same 

concept. Thus, the model could support fundamental ideas of openEHR. 

Nevertheless, the proposed model is a theoretical model, based on an idealized 

starting point. Therefore, a practical realization is necessary to check its applicability 

and to optimize the model: As the model contains cycles, infinite loops within the 

design process might occur. Furthermore, if someone has to review the same archetype 

a few times, the review quality might decrease. Rules should be established to avoid 
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structural and quality problems - for instance a limit of the maximum number of 

development-and-review iterations. 

4. Conclusion and perspective 

A cooperative and distributed development and extension of archetypes is necessary to 

reduce time for archetype designing and to improve semantic interoperability, but not 

easy to perform. The proposed model could help to realize such a scenario. To facilitate 

and coordinate the necessary communication among the committees and to integrate 

the archetype development process, simple ‘wikis’ and content versioning systems are 

not sufficient. 

As a first step sufficient tools supporting the described processes and structures 

have to be implemented and evaluated in a smaller context. Once tools and model are 

well engineered and evaluated, both should be introduced in larger (international) 

context. 
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Implementation of an electronic medication 
system and disregarded power of the record 
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Abstract. Though hospitals managers wish to have a unified medication system, 
physicians continue double registration of prescriptions. The traditions of 
prescribing both electronically and on paper, as well as the power of the medical 
record are some of the disregarded elements when introducing a computerized 
physician order entry system (CPOE). The result is that the explicit goal to 
eliminate double registrations is not fulfilled. The pattern of prescriptions 
continues unchanged and CPOE replaces the abandoned paper based medication 
card. In this case study a symmetric approach reveals how double registrations on 
one hand are considered a safety problem, but on the other hand double 
registrations intercept and prevent medication errors. 

Keywords. Computerized physician order entry system, CPOE, medication errors, 
Actor network, evaluation, organisational change, communication.

Introduction

Unintended consequences and errors in the medication process are frequent iatrogenic 
injuries [1; 2]. In 2004 the National Board of Health in Denmark received 1803 reports 
of medication errors [3]. Errors due to transcriptions are varying from 11% to 56% [1-
3]. Computerized physician order entry (CPOE) is supposed to be able to eliminate 
those errors, and that it will imply: “medication prescriptions are only written in one 

place, and all the information about the patient’s medicine will be accessible in one 

version. This will minimize the medication errors”[4]
2. There is a general agreement 

that double registration is an important factor in medical errors, and that it can be 
reduced by CPOE [2; 3; 5; 6]. This paper enlightens two issues in relation to the 
physicians’ practise of continuing double registration. Firstly it will analyse why 
physicians continue entering prescriptions in two places when they are expected to use 
CPOE only for prescriptions. Secondly it will illustrate how double registrations can be 
used as quality measure in the clinic, where a patient is treated by different physicians.
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1. Research methodology

The study is a case study [7; 8] from a Danish University Hospital. The study analyses, 
how professional traditions and history interact with the use of CPOE, and how CPOE 
interact with the medical record, when the combination of paper and computer 
characterises the daily practise. In this study physicians used a traditional paper based 
record together with a CPOE which is only used for prescription, dispensing and 
administration of medication.

Ethnographic methods as observations and interviews were used in this qualitative 
study [9; 10]. The data collection has moved from an open description to a more 
selected and focused approach [9; 10]. In the first period the data collection was 
inspired from grounded theory [11; 12]. Later it was more focused on how physicians 
use and combine CPOE with different artefacts in their daily work. 

Data collection has been conducted in three steeps: Observations, data analysis and 
semi-structured interviews with physicians and nurses. The observation guide was 
grounded in ethnographic questions such as “What is the situation?” , “Who 
participates?”,  “What do they do?”,  “Where does the act take place?” , “When do they 
use CPOE?”,  “When don’t they use CPOE?”, “What do they use besides CPOE?”.  28 
semi-structured interviews were done in 250 hours observations time. An interview 
guide had been created on basis of the selected themes from the observations [13].

2. Results

Notification of prescriptions has traditionally a twofold purpose to the physicians. The 
prescription primarily helps the physician’s memory, and act as information source for 
other physicians involved in the treatment plan. Secondly, the prescription serves as 
information and guidance for the nurses. Before CPOE implementation physicians used 
to write prescriptions on a medication card. In addition to this card, they used to dictate 
prescriptions in the medical record. After the CPOE introduction physicians have kept 
their practise to record prescriptions in two different and separate systems with two 
different purposes. Occasionally they include fewer details into the prescription, but 
apart from this the prescription process is left unaffected by the CPOE. 

The question is why the practise has not changed in direction of unified 
medication, although this had been defined as an explicit goal for the CPOE 
implementation? One physician explains: ”sometimes it is difficult to find out the 

reason for the prescription, if you don’t have the prescriptions in the record. Therefore, 

I always enter prescription in the record. I guess it is because you have to explain, why 

you do as you do”. Another physician says: “by dictating prescriptions in the record, I 

can see the medication when I see the patient again”. This quote implies he gets his 
information about prescriptions from the record and not from CPOE. The physicians 
tells that prescriptions in the CPOE officially are prevailing. Observations and 
interviews show that in practise, it is prescriptions in the record which are prevailing in 
the eyes of the physicians. The physicians argue they need to have coherence between 
the patient case and prescriptions, and state: “You have to have coherence to the 

history, so everybody can follow, what has happened to the patient”. 
Another reason for double prescription might be more tacit. It is the possibility to 

discover an error, when there is a discrepancy between record and CPOE prescriptions. 
During field work the author witnessed several situations of this kind. In most of these 
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cases the prescriptions in the paper record were correct and the prescriptions in the 
CPOE systems.

In all three examples the physician becomes aware of a medication error by 
discovering a discrepancy between the record and CPOE. This happens when the 
physician is reading the patient record and not when he is looking into the CPOE 
system. In the first two examples medication is registered in the record but missed in 
the CPOE. In example B the record note clarifies the prescription plan. This 
information is not in the CPOE. In example C the physician observes that the patient 
receives chemotherapy and should have nausea treatment as standing order and not as 
medication on demand as prescribed in CPOE. These three examples illustrate how 
physicians discover medication errors, when reading the patient history in the medical 
record and comparing the record information with the current prescriptions in the 
CPOE. 

3. Discussion 

This study has found that despite the explicit goal to unify medication prescriptions the 
physicians have not changed their way to carry out prescriptions in parallel (paper and 
CPOE). There are two major reasons why physicians have not changed this habit:

‘on demand’ to’ standing order’ was forgotten in this case. 

the first dose is ‘on demand’, and the following doses are ‘standing orders’. The correction from 

demand’. The normal procedure for nausea treatment in connection with chemotherapy is that 

is not prescribed as a ‘standing order’ in CPOE. In CPOE it is prescribed as ‘medication on 

The physician on ward round is reading the medical record. He discovers nausea treatment 

C: Observation note from ward round 

error when reading the note in the record. 

is discontinued but not resumed the day after as scheduled. The physician discovers the deviation 

continued the day after. The clarifying remark in the record missing in the CPOE system where it 

continuation note some days ago specifies how medication X is to be paused for one day and 

prescribed in the record, but in the CPOE system it is not listed as current medicine. A 

The physician on ward round is reading the medical record. He observes medication X is 

B: Observation note from ward round 

prescriptions in the record, but in the CPOE system there are four prescriptions. 

The physician on ward round is reading the medical record. He observes there are five 

Examples from observations

A: Observation note from ward round 
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• Missing compliance between the linear computerized order entry process on 
the one hand, and a non-linear, paper-based, even messy workflow in the 
clinical environment

• The power hidden in artefacts and local value, routines, and conventions.

The missing compliance is due to the designers’ need to simplify workflow 
complexity [14]. Figure 1 illustrates how designers often comprehend the medication 
process. In their eyes medication is a direct single stringed process [4]. There is no 
relation between the prescription and other patient-related information. The 
prescription process is isolated from overall patient assessment and diagnosis. This 
process model goes directly from physician to nurse to the patient. 

Figure 1 Linear and expected medication process with CPOE

In practice prescription is not an isolated process. In medical practice prescription 
is not unambiguous. It is divided in two, and it is an element in a long sequence of 
action patterns. For a physician prescriptions have different meanings and functions 
depending on the situation and context [14-17]. The prescription has a double purpose. 
It passes information to the nurses, and it also provides information to the prescribing 
physician and his colleagues. In Figure 2 the real medication process is illustrated in a 
simplified model. At ward round the physician and the staff nurse discuss the patient 
case and make a treatment plan. Then the physician prescribes medication in the record 
and in CPOE. The record prescription is information to himself and his colleagues. The 
CPOE prescription is an one-way information route directed to the nurses. If a 
prescription needs to be executed the staff nurse gives a message or a note to the nurse, 
who looks after the patient. He or she will then carry out the order. Figure 2 illustrates 
how different artefacts and several people are involved in the prescription process.

Figure 2 Prescriptions in CPOE – the complex route from physician to patient

The hidden power in the medical record is a result from long traditions. Different 
physicians cooperate sequentially when treating a patient. The medical record supports 
the physician memory and act as a communication mediator between the numerous 
physicians involved in the treatment process [16]. The structure of patient information 
in the medical record is a working practise, physicians have acquired in generations 
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[18]. “You can read from the description, why there was a change and what kind of 

change.” one of the physicians explains. Therefore the record has a very high priority 
in physicians’ mind. This is reinforced by the tradition where the record belongs to the 
physician. The record is where physicians can demonstrate their professional skills to 
their peers. This power and influence of the record is left out in the idea of CPOE. In an 
actor network perspective the strength and power of an actor (or actant as Latour calls 
it) depend on the relations they constitute in a network [19; 20]. This explains why the 
medical record and prescriptions are strongly related. 

The role of the medical record and the local traditions is forgotten or neglected 
when discussing workflow in relation to CPOE. In the view of designers the record 
appears as a black box, where there is input and output, whereas in reality the record is 
shaped in a long process of negotiations and configurations. Viewed as a black box it
contains and hides a complex network of traditions, rules, values and power [21].
When CPOE is introduced the hidden power of the record emerges by the way 
physicians do not change the way they use the record. Changes in prescription patterns
are not realized just because the management dictates it. Changes depend on the 
associations between actors. The association between physicians and the medical 
record makes the record a powerful artefact. This is one of the more implicit or tacit 
reasons for continuing the practise of double prescription. The record contains value 
and gives power to the physicians because it is their property and embraces the whole 
history of a patient.

A main rationale for CPOE is to eliminate double registrations. In this view double 
registration is a reason for errors. A more symmetric approach would insist on a 
balanced view. Examples from this case demonstrate that the prescriptions in CPOE are 
invalid. This study indicates that double registration is not an unambiguous problem. In 
different cases double registration may constitute informal and tacit quality control. 
When physicians compare the record notes and CPOE prescriptions they occasionally 
discover discrepancies which give rise to further examinations.

This study illustrates how prescriptions in the record are more accurate and up to 
date than prescriptions in CPOE. Although the CPOE is, officially, the right place for 
prescriptions, the prescriptions in the record is more reliable. CPOE prescriptions are 
considered secondary by the physicians and therefore they tend to be less invalid. The 
division of a prescription reflects the relation between the record and the medication 
card. The record has maintained or even strengthened its position as the prevailing 
information source for the physicians.

The effort to unify prescriptions has failed because physicians have a deep intrinsic 
motivation to keep information in the record valid. The record is where physicians 
demonstrate expertise and get appraised by peers. The CPOE and the previous 
medication card play a more compulsory role and act as communicating system with 
nurses. This fundamental difference in the roles and understanding of the record and 
CPOE is not addressed in the design or implementation of CPOE and this might one of 
the reasons it hasn’t changed. Even when authorities have decided, that CPOE must be 
the primary source, prescriptions in the record still are the most valid. Power is not a 
cause to act – power is a result of acts [20]. The power of the record and the way it 
interacts in practise is a result of negotiations, traditions and values – the appraisal of 
colleagues counts more than rules or evaluation from authority. 
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4. Conclusion 

This study shows that double registration helps physicians to discover medical errors, 
when they compare prescriptions in CPOE with the record. The prescription pattern is 
continued. The record is the prevailing tool for physicians to communicate to each 
other and to comprehend and form a patient case. This entails to ensure that the 
information in the record is complete. Physicians regard CPOE as a tool for nurses and 
it is not valued as high as the record. Therefore physicians continue to make two 
prescriptions – one for their peers in the record and one for nurses in the CPOE system.
This hidden value and power of the record and the complex prescription process has 
been neglected in design and implementation of CPOE. 
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Abstract. The prevalence of overweight and obesity has increased worldwide in 
the last years as well as in Germany. The goal of cyberMarathon is to increase 
daily activities and participation of children and adolescents on sport courses using 
health-enabling technologies. Our objective is to propose an approach of an 
interdisciplinary intervention program containing a concept for architecture for a 
sensor-enhanced health information system which will be evaluate in two studies. 
Using sensors and health-enabling technologies in the preparatory study daily 
physical activities increased by 7,7%. Measuring of daily physical activities, the 
feedback of the analyzed data and the deal with the own body and activity seems 
to be an effective prevention for adolescents. 

Keywords. Telemedicine, patient monitoring, systems architecture, compliance,
pediatrics

Introduction

Current studies and physical examinations in schools show an overweight of 10-12% 
and an obesity of 4-6% of children [1], [2]. Obesity in the childhood causes problems 
like hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes etc [3]. The lack of physical 
activities and excessive inactivity (e.g. caused by watching TV) might enhance 
overweight and obesity in childhood [3]. The prevention and treatment involves dietary 
strategies and being more physically active. The most effective programs are family-
based and/or school-based approaches to reduce obesity [4].

The goal of this paper is the presentation and discussion of a new approach called 
cyberMarathon which contains a concept for architecture for a sensor-enhanced health 
information system and an overweight prevention program developed by the Peter L. 
Reichertz Institute for Medical Informatics, University of Braunschweig-Institute of 
Technology, in cooperation with the Institute for Sportsmedicine, Hannover Medical 
School, supported by the Federal Sports organization Lower Saxony. 
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Using new technologies is an approach to increase transparency concerning daily 
activities to improve the self-management of children. The target groups consists of
children aged between 11 and 13 years because in this age the children leave sports 
clubs and decrease the daily physical activities like scientifically proven [5].

We considered the following research questions:
• Q1: How can health-enabling technologies increase the physical daily 

activities?
• Q2: How can health-enabling technologies be integrated in a prevention 

program?

1. Methods

Research Question Q1 is answered by describing the cyberMarathon approach. The 
intervention implemented within cyberMarathon is based on several prevention 
strategies against overweight and obesity in childhood and experiences in sensor-based 
telemedicine.

Research Question Q2 is answered by a description of the architecture for a sensor-
enhanced health information system. We propose an architectural model using the 
three-layer graph-based metamodel (3LGM2)-methodology for static modeling of 
health information systems [6]. 

For the integration of sensors in prevention program with the possibility to feed 
back the analyzed data to children, parents, physicians and coaches we had to 
accomplish different challenges. Bott et al. [7] describe the problems of an integration 
gap concerning a personalized health information system (which describes the system 
in the personal environment at home or in school) and the different institutional health 
information systems (e.g. in hospitals, sports medicine examination centers,…). They 
conclude that it is possible to increase the patient empowerment and the self-
management. Additionally there has to be a change in the personal health management 
and therefore a challenge in new ways of healthy living beside the problems of 
architectural and technical aspects. Also Mattila et al. [8] define several functions 
which have to be considered if health-enabling technologies will be implemented. The 
conclusion is that the trustful and volitional utilization of health-enabling technologies 
is one of the important challenges concerning the implementation of sensor-enhanced 
health information systems.

2. Results

2.1. The cyberMarathon approach

The goal of cyberMarathon is to increase the daily physical activities as well as the 
participation in sport courses of children and adolescents. A special attention applies 
thereby for pupils with an increased obesity risk.

New technology structures, called health-enabling technologies, are used and 
developed by computer scientists in cooperation with schools, sports clubs and 
physicians. The goals will be achieved by a new sports and movement program as well 
as by incentives to increase daily activities in combination with an improved health 
behavior. Latest sensor technology for measuring energy rates and activity is used in 
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connection with computer programs to improve the self-management of children. The 
sensor data which represent the daily activities have to be analyzed and stored in an 
electronic activity diary. Changes in energy rates and activities can be identified and 
the success could be visualized and presented to the children. 

Additionally the sports program will be offered after school. On the basis of 
entrance tests physicians and coaches develop the sports and movement programs for 
the children. A group of one or more coaches trains the children for approx. 4-6 weeks 
once a week depending upon season e.g. inliner, dancing etc. Constant practicing could 
guarantee that unsporty children learn the kind of sport in such a way that they can 
control their success and decide, whether they want to continue the sports program 
further on. After those 4-6 weeks cycles the children take part in a one-week match. 
This can consist e.g. of the fact that the children are equipped over several days with a 
sensor for measuring daily activities. In the end the group with the highest activity level 
or the best metabolic rates wins.

The cyberMarathon approach contains of two scopes (Fig. 1): 
1. The personal environment with the pupils at home or in school and different 

sensors to measure the activities and 
2. The clinical environment with physicians, sports scientists etc.

Figure 1. The cyberMarathon concept
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2.2. A concept for the cyberMarathon architecture

Figure 2 shows the 3LGM2 model of the architecture for the cyberMrathon 
approach described in the chapter before, with all entities, functions and relationships
subdivided into three distinct architectural layers: the domain layer, the logical and the 
physical tool layer.

In the physical tool layer the different devices are illustrated described in the two 
scopes. In the personal environment the measuring and data collection takes place, in 
the clinical environment we have the possibilities to analyze the sensor data and the 
storage system for the activity diary.

All data are collected by the “data collector” and will be analyzed by an “ad hoc 
module” to allow a real-time feedback. The data are transferred by a gateway to the 
diary. The “diary” and the “analyzing module” in the logical tool layer are part of the 
electronic health record used by patients and physicians. The model architecture also 
contains a second loop of feedback to the patient: beyond the real-time feedback 
another loop with reports is available via an interface, e.g. internet browser.

Figure 2: The three-layer graph-based metamodel (3LGM
2
) of the proposed cyberMarathon concept.
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2.3. Case studies

With the preparatory study we have evaluated the measuring of data and the 
possibilities to feed back analyzed data described in the cyberMarathon architecture. In 
the preparatory study our focus of attention was the compliance of the children using 
this sensor and their problems understanding the presented measured and analyzed data. 
We decided to evaluate the effects of this intervention consisting additional sport 
courses and new technologies in a 6th grade school class. 

We decided to use the sensor SenseWear Pro2 distributed by Bodymedia to 
measure daily physical activities. The multi-sensor enables a personalized 
configuration by using weight, height, age, sex, left- or right-handed and smoker or 
non-smoker for calculation. The sensor measures acceleration, temperature of skin and 
air temperature close by the body, galvanic skin response and heat flow of the skin. The 
analyzing software calculates the parameter metabolic equivalent, activity duration, 
lying down, sleeping, number of steps and activity level. Over six months we had an 
increase of daily activities by 7,7%.

A second study with a sample of 44 children was realized from September 2006 to 
July 2007. The children were randomly sampled and examined in a school nearby 
Hannover, Germany. We chose the 6th grade of school forms which corresponds to 
children aged between 11 and 13 years. The main focus of attention of the second study 
was the investigation whether sensors and sensor-enhanced health information system 
have an effect on the health status measured by the body-mass-index. Over nine 
months we had an increase of daily activities by 11,4%. The results will be analyzed 
and published soon.

3. Discussion

Self-management is one of the key aspects to increase physical activities. Nevertheless 
the integration of the family is necessary, too. The correlation between the behavior of 
children and adolescents and the behavior of their parents is very noticeable [9]. The 
described support of self-management using health-enabling technologies [7], [10] 
could exemplary be implemented with cyberMarathon. Due to the fact that the 
inactivity of parents could affect the inactivity of their children it is important to 
implement a school-based intervention with coaches, teachers and e.g. scientists to 
motivate the children. 

The cyberMarathon approach shows in a small setting that the compliance and 
acceptance of health-enabling technologies can improve healthy living. As well as 
other prevention strategies and studies like FITOC [11] or Jump-In [12] the 
cyberMarathon approach increases the physical activities. Instead of the often used 
method of increasing the number of sport lessons we have achieved this goal by 
increasing the transparency into the body and the daily activities using sensor 
technology. Bravata et al. achieved similar results using pedometers [13].

The task of prevention programs to clarify and educate children and parents as 
requested by the German workgroup for obesity in childhood and adolescence [14] can 
be supported by these technologies. Mattila et al. [8] define five categories for 
applications in pervasive computing. Among fitness and wellness cyberMarathon could 
be assigned to prevention and risk management. Subgroups of these categories are 
technical challenges described by Bott et al. [7] and challenges to prove efficiency and 
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effectiveness of health-enabling technologies [8]. Implementation of cyberMarathon 
and the results of the first study could contribute to prove the effectiveness.

4. Conclusion

There is considerable research in prevention and intervention of overweight and obesity 
in youth. Health-enabling technologies can support the different programs and studies 
concerning educational aspects. More transparency of the own body and more 
understanding about energy consumption, physical activities and the ratio of energy 
and movement increases patient empowerment and self-management of care and 
activity. The utilization of these new technologies seems to be accepted by the test 
persons over a long time period. This paper shows one possibility to integrate sensors 
and a sensor-enhanced health information system in an interdisciplinary intervention. 
Further research is needed for the optimal connection between sensor and the different 
infrastructures, the fusion of different data and the analysis algorithms.
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Abstract : We present the phase I development of an integrative platform for the 
analysis of clinical, gene expression, protein expression and pre-analytical data.  
The platform is aimed at providing transparent access and analysis tools to 
researchers investigating new biomarkers and prognosis factors in the particular 
field of lymphoma diseases. In this article, we report on the data integration phase. 
The platform’s principal advantage is its completeness as it integrates in a single 
environment clinical, genomic and proteomic data, allowing for their combined 
analysis. The architecture consists in a data warehouse including data on patients, 
clinical trials and array platforms and a DeMilitarized Zone for data exchange. A 
secure web-based platform allows any collaborative team to request the data 
warehouse and access basic statistics on integrated data. The presented system is 
currently in use. 

Keywords : Systems integration; Information storage and retrieval; Databases, 
Genetic; Cancer

Introduction

Nowadays, an increasing amount of genomic and annotation data is produced, stored 
worldwide and analyzed for better understanding of diseases and investigating new 
biomarkers. After independently studying genomic, proteomic or clinical data it has 
become clear that simultaneous analysis, by increasing the analysis power, is the next 
step. However biologists are faced with the problem of exploiting such massive 
heterogeneous and distributed data. They need systems to transparently access relevant 
data and to facilitate their interpretation thanks to appropriate analysis tools.

The BMS-Ly national research project, conducted by Rennes hospital, is devoted 
to investigating blood biomarkers and prognosis factors of the Diffuse Large B-Cell 
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non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (DLBCL) disease, more specifically predictors of answers to 
treatments. The study is based on data collected at the diagnosis, that is before patients 
received any treatment. Our contribution to this project aims at supporting 
biostatisticians by setting up an integrative platform for the analysis of all the produced 
data (clinical, gene and protein expression data and preanalytical parameters). We 
report here on the phase I development involving the data integration. Phase II will be 
concerned with the development of tailored analysis methods, based on statistics and 
data mining.

1. Background

Bioinformatics requires the development of informatics systems to facilitate the 
handling, querying and exploration of high throughput data. The largest project is 
probably CaCore [1] that provides data standards and system infrastructures for cancer 
research. Since the explosion of high-throughput technologies, many tailored data 
management systems have been developed. Some are deposit and retrieval systems for 
published well-annotated experimental data like [2] for gene expression data of any 
species and pathology or [3] for gene and protein expression data. Others are specific to 
a pathology ([4] for clinical and gene expression data of solid cancers) or a medical 
domain ([5] for gene and protein expression data for immune cells). Few integrate gene 
and protein expression data [3, 6]. Some public data repository and retrieval systems 
provide in addition online analysis tools (Array Express with the Expression Profiler 
online tool [7], ITTACA [8] with bioinformatics analysis for clinical and gene 
expression data). Only few laboratory databases include clinical, gene and protein 
expression data in their systems for complex analysis ([9], [10]).

2. Material and Method

2.1. Material

The cohort will consist in 300 patients and 150 healthy control subjects. The 
patients’ dataset is collected from the GOELAMS (Groupe Ouest-Est des Leucémies 
aigües et Autres Maladies du Sang) 02-03 and 075 clinical trials, two French 
nationwide multicenter studies launched in 2005. The local medical doctor asks the 
GOELAMS for the inclusion of a new patient. Having checked the inclusion criteria, 
the GOELAMS trial manager provides an anonymized inclusion number to be used 
from then on. The local medical doctor accesses the electronic Case Report Form 
(eCRF) online system including built-in password security. The collected data include 
clinical, demographic, biological data, received treatments, abnormal events or 
randomization information and are stored in a database in Nancy. The blood samples
collected at the inclusion stage are processed in Rennes before being sent for 
transcriptomic or proteomic analysis. 

Preanalytical data, including the delays between the sampling and freezing 
processes, are collected by Rennes to check their impact on the samples quality [11].
The transcriptomic data are produced by Montpellier Affymetrix microarray platform 
and sent to Rennes in their raw proprietary format (.cell files). They are derived from 
Affymetrix Human Exon 1.0 ST arrays Hu-Ex-1_0-st, arrays providing the most 
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comprehensive coverage of the genome, including not only well annotated regions. The 
protein expression data are produced by Grenoble Bio-Rad SELDI-TOF Mass 
Spectrometry platform. Produced spectra, detected peaks and experimental conditions 
are sent to Rennes. All experimental data are related to their patients thanks to an 
anonymization number.  

2.2. Method

As the patients’ data are distributed in different data sources, an appropriate system’s 
architecture was determined in accordance with required functionalities. The database 
conceptual modeling was developed so as not to be restricted to clinical trials, the 
investigators wishing for future use to store data from patients having the same 
pathology but not included in the clinical trial. The platform was then implemented. 

3. Results

3.1. Required Functionalities

The study involves five French research teams that will actively collaborate. Four 
teams produce the clinical, gene and protein expression and pre-analytical data. Two 
teams will investigate the data. The data will be analyzed with commercial software (on 
raw expression data files) or with tailored analysis methods (based on statistical and 
data mining methods), hence data must be available in a unique format. Finally the 
Rennes hospital requested all data to be banked for future research.

3.2. System’s Architecture

We chose to integrate all the data into a tailored data warehouse, for centralizing into a 
unique system with a unified data schema. This approach, compared to federated or 
mediation systems, ensures consistency among data, rapid queries on massive amount 
of data and fast complex analyses. The main drawback is when data updates are 
required. However in our case, only exceptional updates could be needed and all 
transactions are historically recorded in a log book. Data elements are integrated in the 
data warehouse and files of raw experimental data and experimental conditions are 
stored in a data server and linked to the anonymized inclusion numbers of their patients. 
The data warehouse includes array platforms and clinical trial information.

The platform is a secure web site accessible by all the teams (Figure 1). A DMZ
zone is used to download by secure FTPs the produced data files, for their latter
integration into the database. Gene annotations are accessible by hyperlinks to public 
databases from the probeset identifier for transcriptomic data.

Platform: PhP, HTML , javascript - Data warehouse: Oracle 9i relational database.
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Figure1: System’s architecture

3.3. Conceptual Data Modeling

The model (Figure 2) consists in six data spaces: four patient-related (clinical, gene 
expression, protein expression and pre-analytical data spaces), the clinical trials and the 
array platforms spaces. In the future other spaces (publications, gene annotations or 
biomarker results) could easily become part of the model. The modeling is generic 
enough to integrate patients not included in clinical trials. 

Hence a patient is integrated for a medical episode related to a specific disease, an 
episode consists in several stages. At each stage the patient can have treatments, exams

results, pre-analytical and expression data or events such as status aggravation. For 
instance, in the case of the GOELAMS trial, <typeEpisode> is ‘clinical trial’ and the 
first <typeStage> is ‘inclusion’ to which are associated pre-analytical parameters, gene 
and protein expression data and the clinical data collected at the inclusion stage. Pre-
analytical data are associated to expression data as it informs on the sample quality 
(Table PreAnalyticalParameters). Each TranscData is related to a probeset identifier 
(attribute id_probe), and an ArrayPlatform consists in a list of probeset identifiers as 
labelled by the manufacturer (table probesets), and general information on its design 
name (attribute nameArray), manufacturer, version and species. The raw files of each
genomic or proteomic analysis are linked to its experimental conditions (for instance 
attribute transcRawData_fileName in table TranscExperimentalConditions). 

3.4. The  Platform’s functionalities

- All data, except for proteomic data (not yet implemented), are automatically 
integrated into the database from formatted files. Clinical data must be integrated first 
in order to create the patients. The gene expression data can only be integrated if the 
corresponding array platform is registered into the database.
- Descriptive statistics of the database status are displayed according to criteria s.a. sex 
or age, allowing the analyser to check data integration over time.
- Data for patients’ groups can be exported according to clinical criteria. Hence 
combined analysis of expression and clinical data is made possible. The corresponding 
list of raw data files is produced and allows their analysis through commercial software.
- Authentication and access rights : In addition to data anonymization, the secure web 
site and the DMZ are accessible through Rennes hospital’s firewall with login and 
password authentification (Figure 1). Access rights to the web site are either for “user” 
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or “administrator”, the last one allowing to integrate data into the database, register 
new array platforms, reschedule integration of past files and check the log book.

Figure 2: Data Modeling

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The national French BMS-Ly research project was funded to discover biomarkers from 
blood samples of patients diagnosed with DLBCL. We present the data integration 
platform built to support researchers by making data access transparent regardless of 
their heterogeneity. As of today, the presented platform is in use, the integration of 
protein expression data remaining to be implemented. Security of patients’ data has 
been taken care of: anonymized inclusion numbers, firewall and secure architecture. 
Phase II will focus on the development of tailored analysis tools.
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In regards of the literature on similar platforms [2-8], by integrating pre-analytical, 
clinical, genomic and proteomic data in a unified data model, the platform’s main 
advantage is its data completeness. Indeed the majority of published platforms store 
gene or protein expression data, to the exception of [3,5-6]. Furthermore clinical data 
are usually limited in scope. Our application integrates all available clinical data from 
the eCRF system. It includes information on the samples quality that can be taken into 
account during analyses. It integrates full exon expression data not all well-annotated 
or even not annotated at all, providing finer insights. The presented data warehouse is 
aimed not to be limited to its current application but will be most valuable in the future 
for simultaneous analysis of gene and protein expression data. Furthermore, contrary to 
public applications like [8] where genomic data are stored in files and only a 
description is kept in the database, the presented platform stores data as files and as 
data elements, making the focus on specific clinical and expression data elements 
simple. GeWare [12] is a similar integrative platform, with the difference of the data 
model used (multidimensional vs relational).
The presented platform can be improved. For instance, data on experimental conditions 
will be in the future compliant to standards, such as the MIAME standard for 
transcriptomic data. The platform has several limitations. Presently, the data to be 
integrated are well formatted: the clinical data are mostly based on controlled 
vocabularies specified by the GOELAMS, expression data are stored in proprietary 
formats. The syntax variations detected for some clinical data were taken care of. 
Semantic interoperability will however have to be overcome when patient’s data will 
be derived from other sources. Ontologies like SNOMED CT, by offering the ability to 
relate concepts together, will be then most valuable. Finally the platform should 
accomodate cross-platform integration and analysis.
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Abstract: Background: Although established communication standards do exist in 
the health care domain (i.e., DICOM and HL7) the communication within 
heterogeneous information systems still shows a variety of errors. The complexity 
of these systems aggravates the identification of error reasons. A structured 
summary of communication errors and their reasons is essential for developing 
methods that support the error detection. Methods: In order to summarize 
communication errors, a systematic literature review in PubMed was conducted. 
Selected references were filtered iteratively and analyzed by applying subsuming 
qualitative content analysis. Results: The taxonomy currently contains 12 different 
problem classes that group42 problems, with in total 130 reasons. Discussion:
Although, not all selected literature references are yet analyzed, we observe a 
saturation concerning new errors/error classes. In order to increase validity and 
completeness expert interviews are in planning stage. However, the first results are 
promising.

Keywords: Classification, HIS management, Systems architecture

1. Introduction 

The correct transmission of information objects between involved computer-based 
application systems (e.g., order entry system) has become vital for processes in health 
care institutions [1]. Involved communication partners must agree upon conventions in 
order to cooperate effectively [2-4]. These conventions pertain the structure of 
information objects (e.g., as sets of identifier-attributes pairs), the meaning of each 
attribute and consequently each application system’s communication interfaces. 

Although there are established communication standards in the health care domain 
(i.e., DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine, [5]) and HL7 
(Health Level 7, [6])) the communication within heterogeneous information systems is 
still error-prone [7-9]. Even the usage of just one of the standards requires additional 
implementation efforts [10, 11]. A main reason for this is because standard definitions 
allow misinterpretations. Additionally, in case of communications including different 
standards, difficulties in matching the particular information models can lead to 
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fundamental content-related errors. Therefore, an additional framework is needed that 
coordinates the usage of the different communication standards [12, 13]. This 
framework is provided by the international initiative IHE (Integrating the Healthcare 
Enterprise).
However, integrated hospital information systems mostly are grown architectures that 
include proprietary workarounds. Changes in these systems mostly succeed because of 
experienced IT-employees. On the other side, communications which appear successful 
can still have mistakes in the exchanged content. In these cases, the underlying reasons 
are mostly difficult to identify. Further, even changes in well working infrastructures 
may cause negative side-effects which are hardly predictable (e.g. [8, 13]). Problems 
related to communication infrastructure and processes affect the quality of patient 
treatment and must be examined carefully – detecting communication errors in 
advance.

However, it seems that there is no present method that aims to assess health care 
communication processes. Existing methods mainly focus on time measurements (e.g., 
MOSAIK-M [14]) or perform reachability analyses on Petri-net based models in order 
to detect bottlenecks and best performing variations [15]. These methods either ignore
information objects or provide only simple representation per default. In the latter case, 
information objects are not defined on a formal base and thus cannot be utilized by 
automated assessment methods. Thus, a method is needed that considers the 
characteristics of information objects and their processing in heterogeneous 
information systems. Here, an important prerequisite is a concise summary of 
weaknesses which can occur within the communication between computer-based 
application systems. 

Aim of this paper: This paper presents a taxonomy of weaknesses that can occur 
within the communication between computer-based application systems. 

2. Methods

Based on our experiences from earlier projects in the area of process assessment (e.g., 
[16]), we conducted a systematic review of available literature in PubMed in order to 
collect communication errors and their underlying reasons. Figure 1 illustrates the 
inductive approach we chose: After the initial declaration of the review’s aim, we 
derived search phrases from this aim in the second step – starting with simple search 
phrases like “quality information processing” or “experience information processing”.
In steps three and four the title and abstract of all references which resulted from the 
search phrases were reviewed. In step five, we adjusted and augmented our search 
phrases according to the adequateness of the resulting references. In this way, we found 
4188 references. These references dealt amongst others with information management 
(e.g., [17]), reports on integration projects in the field of Hospital Information System 
(HIS), Radiology Information System (RIS) and Picture Archiving and 
Communications Systems (PACS) (e.g., [18, 19]). From this set we dropped all 
references which were older than 20 years, dealt with the implementation of very 
specialized software applications or dealt with organizational issues. In the sixth step, 
we performed qualitative content analyses on the remaining 426 references. Here, we 
chose a subsuming type of qualitative content analysis (according to Mayring [20])
which aims to filter the main content by abstraction and dynamic declaration of 
categories. In the sixth step, also further keywords were found which we used in step 
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seven to adjust our set of search phrases. The process stops when saturation of new 
errors is reached. 

The found weaknesses were collected in a taxonomy which is presented in Table 1 
in the Results section.
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Figure 1: Process of literature review – After declaring the review’s aim, appropriate keywords and 
references are searched iteratively. Adequate results are analyzed for communication weak points and their 
reasons. The process stops after an observable saturation 

3. Results

The found communication errors were collected in a taxonomy – a three-level-
hierarchy: It groups communication errors into separate problem classes and names 
reasons for the occurrence of each error. Table 1 shows an excerpt of the taxonomy. 
Currently, the taxonomy contains 12 problem classes. In these, 42 problems are 
grouped. For these problems 130, partly redundant, reasons were collected. 
Additionally, 49 problems with 62 reasons are already collected but not yet inserted 
into the taxonomy. However, a saturation for the problem classes and the actual 
problems is already observable. Further details regarding the taxonomy’s content as 
well as concepts of how to make use of it will be presented on the MIE conference 
2008.

Table 1: Excerpt of the taxonomy of communication errors

Incomplete 
content

Input errors See problem class "Input errors"

Acquisition errors See problem class "Acquisition errors"

Values of important 
attributes are missing

Optional / textual data fields are missing or filled with wrong values, 
important details are filled into optional data fields, missing identification 
of essential data fields, important details are passed verbally

Conversation 
errors

Mistakable conversation Not all details are transferred via electronic communication paths

Identification 
errors

Missing or wrong 
identification of information 
object instances

Incompatible identification attributes between requester and provider, 
wrong or missing assignment of identification, several systems 
inconsistently assign identifications to same information object

Input errors Wrong data entries Mistakes due to manual data entry, missing entry checking routines, no 
usage of automated data gathering routines

Problem class Problem Reason for problem
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Dataloss/ Physical data corruption System crash or improper system shut-down, sensitive storage media

Availability 
errors

Concurring access
Usage of paper-based storage media, paper-based information objects not 
available for distributes access

Insufficient network 
bandwidth

No direct connection - data must be transferred offline via storage media, 
usage of mixed storage media - necessity of transcriptions 

Incompatible/Missing or 
wrong identification 

See problem class "Identification errors"

Missing tracking of 
information objects

Multiple duplications, storages and transmissions of information object 
instances, paper-based information objects easily disappear

Acquisition/storage errors See problem class "Incomplete content", shortage of storage space

Missing authorization
No or wrongly configured authorization prohibits access, information 
objects are not stored on central servers - no distributed access

Transmission 
errors

Conversion errors See problem class "Conversion errors"

Communication with 
wrong partner

Ambiguous identification of application systems

Communication 
disruption / Incomplete 
communication

Communication partners are not connected directly (no 
synchronous comparison), peer misses to reply instantly

Malfunctions of network
No alternative network-components (missing uninterrupted power 
supply unit, switch, cable), no security redundancies

Restrictive security setup Firewall blocks legal communications

Unstable software versions Usage of unstable/experimental application systems

Missing processing rules Missing trigger for continuation of information processing 

Unsupported content
The called application system doesn't support the request type of 
information object, receiving system stores transferred information object 
differently than the original (different information model)

Unsupported services
The called application system doesn't support the requested service, usage 
of outdated application systems, new version of application system has 
other communication interfaces

Consistency 
errors

No version management Storage of incomplete versions of single information object instances

Redundant data 
management

No main repository or missing connections to established repository, one-
way connections just allow data synchronization in one direction, 
redundant data entries in one or more repositories

Delayed failure correction Defective information objects are re-sent with delays

Corrupted main repository No quality assurance procedures for main data repository

Missing data cleansing No central data repository, missing central data correction

Uncoordinated data entry See problem class "Input errors", multiple independent input-interfaces, 
multiple independent/not synchronized data bases

Conversion 
errors

Missing content See problem "Values of important attributes are missing"

Incompatible data models

Usage of proprietary information objects / dependency on proprietary 
attributes, usage of proprietary communication protocols, 
different/incompatible information models, usage of obsolete 
communication standard versions,

Incompatible value 
representation of data 
attributes

Usage of data attributes with implicit value representation, conversion error 
in communication standard, different length encodings, different data 
dictionaries, incompatible character sets
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4. Discussion

Communication processes in health information systems are complex interactions 
between multiple application systems with different and possibly diverse interpretation 
of common communication standards. Errors in the electronic communication of 
clinical documents can negatively effect patient treatment and thus must be detected in 
advance. Here, a structured summary of such errors and their reasons is the essential 
prerequisite for the development of adequate detection methods – these methods could 
then be used, for instance, by the hospital’s information management department 
during the planning stage of new integration projects but also befor updating central 
application systems. 

The taxonomy presented in this paper is meant to be such a collection. Its details 
were gathered through a qualitative content analysis on available literature that deals 
with experience reports about integration projects and the implementation of common 
communication standards (i.e., HL7 and DICOM). Although, not all selected literature 
references are yet analyzed, we observe a saturation concerning new errors/error 
classes. Thus, the taxonomy seems to be nearly finished. However, the subsuming 
qualitative approach we selected for gathering the taxonomy’s details strongly depends 
on the selected literature references. This selection in turn inherently contains a certain 
degree of subjectivity resulting from subjectively selected search phrases. Amongst 
others, this affects the validity and completeness of our taxonomy. Thus, we tried to 
reduce this subjectivity by iteratively refining the search phrases according to the found 
literature resources. Further, we are currently planning expert interviews in order to 
increase the taxonomy’s validity and completeness. However, the already collected 
results are encouraging. As far as we can see, a concise summarization of concrete 
communication such as the taxonomy is still missing – current publications (e.g., [17])
mostly concentrate on single problems or discuss them on an abstract level. 

5. Conclusion

It is difficult to understand the reasons for communication errors and to overlook
possible side-effects within integrated information systems. A structured taxonomy of 
possible errors and their reasons is an essential prerequisite for solving this difficulty.
In this paper we presented such a taxonomy which groups communication errors into 
problem classes and also names reasons for each of the errors. In order to parameterize 
this taxonomy, we currently develop a formal method. The method’s concept is 
explained in [21] in more detail. 
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Abstract. The present work aims at discovering new associations between medical 
concepts to be exploited as input in retrieval and indexing. Material and Methods:
Association rules method is applied to documents. The process is carried out on
three major document categories referring to e-health information consumers: 
health professionals, students and lay people. Association rules evaluation is 
founded on statistical measures combined with domain knowledge. Results:
Association rules represent existing relations between medical concepts (60.62%) 
and new knowledge (54.21%). Based on observations, 463 expert rules are defined 
by medical librarians for retrieval and indexing. Conclusions: Association rules 
bear out existing relations, produce new knowledge and support users and indexers 
in document retrieval and indexing.

Keywords. Data Analysis; Indexing; Terminology; Data Mining; MeSH.

Introduction

Internet is a major source of biomedical knowledge. As the access to structured 
medical information is difficult with directories or general search engines, many 
applications have been developed [1]. Since 1995, CISMeF (acronym of Catalog and 
Index of French-speaking Medical Sites) [2] has been selecting institutional and 
educational resources for patients, students and health professionals. It references 
36,247 e-documents by using Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [3]. Among many 
sources to support users, such as morphological bases, dynamic and contextual search 
tools [4], MeSH structure is exploited. To complete these sources, we propose to mine 
e-documents to discover new associations between medical concepts by data mining.

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Medical Subject Headings, Resource Types and Metaterms

The MeSH thesaurus is used by the National Library of Medicine for indexing 
biomedical resources. Its core is a hierarchical structure that consists of sets of 
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descriptors: at the top level general headings (e.g. diseases) and deeper more specific 
headings (e.g. brain infraction). The 2007 version contains over 24,357 main headings 
(e.g.: hepatitis) and 83 subheadings (e.g.: diagnosis). Together with a main heading, a 
subheading can be used to specify a particular aspect. For example, the pair 
[hepatitis/diagnosis] specifies diagnosis aspect of hepatitis.

MeSH is originally used to index biomedical scientific articles for the MEDLINE 
database. In order to customize it to the field of e-health resources resource types have 
been introduced [2]. CISMeF resource types are an extension of MEDLINE publication 
types (e.g. clinical guidelines). Each document in CISMeF is described with a set of 
MeSH main headings, subheadings and CISMeF resource types. Each main heading, 
[main heading/subheading] pair and resource type is allotted a ‘minor’ or ‘major’ 
weight, according to the importance of the concept it refers to in the resource. Major 
terms are marked by a star (*).

1.2. Data Mining

Knowledge extraction from databases or data mining in computer science [5] consists 
in discovering additional information from large structured sets of data. This 
knowledge could be used to do predictions about new data or to explain existing data. 
One of the objectives of extraction process is the generation of association rules. It is 
processed in several steps: data and context preparation (objects and items selection), 
extraction of frequent itemsets (compared to a minimum support threshold), generation 
of most informative rules using a data mining algorithm, and finally interpretation and 
deduction of new knowledge [6]. An extraction context is a triplet C=(O, I, R) where: 
O is the set of objects, I is the set of all the items and R is a binary relation between O
and I.

1.2.1. Association Rules

A data mining system may generate several thousands and even several millions 
frequent association rules, and only some of them are interesting. An association rule is 
interesting if it is easily understandable by the users, valid for new data, useful or if it 
confirms a hypothesis. It is expressed as: i1  �  i2  � … � ik �  ik+1 � … � in and states 
that if an object has the items {i1,i2…,ik} it tends also to have the items {ik+1,…,in}. 
Support represents the rule utility. It corresponds to the proportion of objects which 
contains at the same time antecedent and consequent. Support = |{i1, i2,…, in}|. 
Confidence represents precision and corresponds to the proportion of objects that 
contains the consequent rule among those containing the antecedent. Two rule types are 
distinguished: exact rule having Confidence=100%, i.e. verified in all the objects of the 
database and approximative rule. Confidence = |{i1, i2,…, in}|/|{i1, i2,…, ik}|.

1.2.2. A-Close for Mining e-Documents

The problem of the relevance and the usefulness of extracted association rules is of a 
primary importance because real-life databases lead to several thousands and even 
millions of association rules whose confidence measures are high, and among which 
are many redundancies, i.e. rules conveying the same information among them. Two 
bases for association rules are defined by A-Close [7]. These bases generate sets for all 
valid non-redundant association rules, being thus smaller, composed by minimal 
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antecedents and maximal consequents i.e. the most relevant association rules. We adapt 
A-Close to the case of e-health documents data base by considering conceptual 
indexing: the set of objects O is the set of indexed documents; the set of items I is the 
set of MeSH descriptors; the relation R represents the indexing relation between an 
object and an item, i.e. between a document and a descriptor.

1.2.3. Processing Collections of Documents

End-users are categorised in CISMeF in mainly three types: professionals, students in 
medicine, patients and lay people. Rather than extracting knowledge referring to the 
main medical specialties as in [4], we consider the three major resource types 
guidelines*, education* and patients* and two kinds of itemsets: the set of major main 
headings (MH*) and the set of major [main heading/subheading] pairs (MH/SH*).

Table 1. Description of the collections of documents. 

Resources Documents Items Min Max Mean

MH* 1 64 5.21
Guidelines* 2,727 MH/SH* 1 70 6.12

MH* 0 25 1.63
Patients* 3,272 MH/SH* 0 30 1.82

MH* 0 25 2.22
Education* 3,610

MH/SH* 0 34 2.73

2. Results

2.1. Mining e-Documents

For all contexts, minimum support was fixed to minsup=20 and minimum confidence 
to minconf=70% for the approximative association rules (Table 2). We obtain 
association rules between major MH* (resp. MH/SH* pairs). For the major resource 
types patients* and education* all (100%) association rules are between two MHs* 
(resp. MH/SH* pairs) i.e one descriptor in the antecedent and one descriptor in the 
consequent. For guidelines* 24% of the rules are between more than two descriptors. 
Characteristics of documents may explain these results: average descriptors from 1.63 
to 2.22 for patients* and education* whereas 5.21 to 6.12 for guidelines*.

Table 2. Number of rules, exact rules (ER), approximative rules (AR) and pairs.

Context:  item=MH* Context: item= [MH/SH]*

Resources Rules ER

Conf=1

AR

Conf�0.7

Pairs Rules ER

Conf=1

AR

Conf�0.7

Pairs

Guidelines* 50
12

(24%)
38

(76%)
38

(76%) 39
8

(20.51%)
31

(79.49%)
35

(76%)

Patients* 20
9

(45%)
11

(55%)
20

(100%) 19
8

(42.1%)
11

 (57.9%)

19
(100%)

Education* 23
6

(26.09%)
17

(73.91%)
23

(100%) 25
13

(52%)
12

(48%)
25

(100%)

Another experiment is carried out in the context of documents with the resource 
type guidelines* to obtain more complete association rules: we consider the descriptors 
MH and MH/SH pairs without alloted minor or major weight. An average of 12 
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2.2. Association Rules Evaluation

As defined, an interesting association rule confirms a hypothesis or states a new
hypothesis [6]. We propose here to combine background domain knowledge with
simple statistical measures used traditionally in association rules mining for evaluation.
We consider several cases of interesting association rules according to relations
between MeSH descriptors [3]. As these relations are defined between two main
headings and between two subheadings we consider only the association rules betwee
two elements. Hence, an interesting existing association rule could associate: a
(in)direct son and its father (FS); two descriptors that belong to the same hierarchy
(same (in)direct father) (B); two descriptors with See Also relation (SA). These rules
are automatically classified thanks to MeSH structure. The other rules that satisfy the
misup and minconf are then considered as «new» interesting association rules.

Exact association rules, except for collection patients*, are mostly new interesting
rules: from 62.5% to 99.86%. Therefore, existing rules are mainly from the patients*

collection: 77.77% for MH* and 75% for MH/SH*. Approximative rules, except for the
guidelines* collection with items MH and MH/SH pairs, are mostly existing interestin
rules: from 58.07% to 78.73%. New interesting rules are between MH and MH/SH
from the collection guidelines*: 99.73% for MH and 99.52% for MH/SH.

Subjective interest measures are based on the expert knowledge about the data, i.e.
here the medical librarian. New interesting rules for the contexts MH* and MH/SH*

520
(1.92%)MH/SH 27,011

6,102
(22.6%)

20,909
(77.4%)

338
(0.95%)MH 35,454

6,990
(19.71%)

28,464
(80.29%)

Pairs

0.7�

We obtain a high number of association rules with a minimum support threshold
minsup=20 and a minimum confidence threshold minconf=70% (Table 4) but onl
0.95% (respectively 1.92%) are between two MH (respectively between two MH/SH
pairs). By reducing the confidence from 1 to 0.7 the number of rules between MH
(respectively between MH/SH) growths with a factor of 5 (respectively 4.42).

Table 4. Association rules between MH and MH/SH in the context Guidelines*.

Items  Rules ER

Conf=1

AR

Conf�

301 13.541
Guidelines* 2,727

MH/SH

111 10.081MH

Max MeanMin

descriptors with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 301 descriptors compose the
documents (Table 3). As A-Close works on databases with a maximum of 12 items, we
have added a constraint on the number of descriptors. To avoid long time generati
and to have interpretable association rules, we added the maximum size of the closed
itemsets as a new parameter of the algorithm.

Table 3. Description of the documents of the Guidelines* collection.

Docs Items

py theragain/drupe � gesics/administration and dosagioids analp

breast cancer/diagnosis � mammography 

aids/prevention and control � condom

influenza vaccines�influenza/prevention and control

Turner syndrome � child � human growth hormone � growth disorders

obstetric delivery� pregnancy

prostate cancer/surgery� biopsy � prostatectomy 

amniocentesis � prenatal diagnosis � chorionic villi sampling

o

Figure 1. Some examples of new interesting rules validated by the expert
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appendicitis/surgery states that the pair appendicitis/surgery

pairs are evaluated manually. 93.75% (resp. 84.78%) of the interesting new rules with
confidence=1 (resp. confidence�0.7) between major descriptors are validated.

��� ++
MH2/SH2 states that the pair MH2/SH2 should be added to the pair

MH1/SH1. appendectomy

��� ��

radiography abdominal. Th

rule MH1/SH1

��� ��
MH2 states that MH1/SH1 should be replaced by the

main heading MH2. For example abdomen/radiography

2.3. Indexing Correction and Expert Rules

Documents are manually indexed and according to the indexing policy, the more
precise descriptor should be used, i.e. in lower level in hierarchy. However, 1,
documents contain descriptors that have father-son relation and 478 documents are
indexed by subheadings that have a relation while associated to the same keyword. For
example, a document is indexed by trisomy and chromosome aberrations, whereas
trisomy is a chromosome aberration. This may explain the proportion of existing
associations. Correction should be proposed to the indexers.

Main return on experiences of association rules extraction and evaluation is
modeling and formalisation of rules between [main heading/subheading] pairs based
observations. The pattern of the rule hepatitis/prevention and control�hepatitis vaccines is
used to model dysentery bacillary/prevention and control � shigella vaccines. 463 rules are
modeled. Formalization concerns different cases and contexts for retrieval a

indexing. The rule MH1/SH1

Guidelines*

MH/SH
6

0.1%
4

0.06%
7

0.11%
6,085

99.73%
25

0.12%
50

0.23%
27

0.13%
20,807
99.52%

MH
0

0%
2

0.03%
8

0.14%
6,980

99.86%
12

0.04%
37

0.13%
30

0.10%
28,382
99.73%

MH/SH*
1

12.5%
1

12.5%
1

12.5%
5

62.5%
3

9.67%
3

9.67%
9

29.03%
13

41.93%

MH*
0

0%
0

0%
4

33.33%
8

66.67%
2

5.26%
7

18.42%
10

26.31%
12

31.57%

Education*

MH/SH*
1

7.69%
0

0%
1

7.69%
11

87.62%
2

16.76%
3

25%
2

16.76%
5

41.66%

MH*
1

16.66%
1

16.66%
0

0%
4

66.67%
2

11.76%
6

35.29%
3

17.64%
6

35.29%

Patients*

MH/SH*
0

0%
5

62.5%
1

12.5%
2

25%
2

18.18%
2

18.18%
3

27.27%
7

36.36%

MH*
0

0%
5

55.55%
2

22.22%
2

22.22%
2

18.18%
2

18.18%
4

36.36%
3

27.27%

FS B SA

New

FS B SA

New

Existing knowledge Existing knowledge

0.7�

Table 5. Association rules evaluation according to MeSH structure.

Exact rules: Confidence=1 Approximative rules: Confidence�
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should be added to queries (or to document description when indexing) containing the 
main heading appendectomy.

3. Discussion and Future Work

There is an increasing activity in text mining in the genomic model [8]. In [9] co-
occurrences between Gene Ontology terms are analyzed and association rules are 
mined to identify pairs of related Go Terms. Association rules are more complete than 
co-occurrences measures between pairs of concepts but one of the challenging issues is 
the overabundance of associations that may be discovered as in [10]. A-Close generates 
all the valid non-redundant association rules composed by minimal antecedents and 
maximal consequents. Evaluation is processed in two steps: first the selection of the 
most informative rules and second the classification of the rules according to the MeSH 
taxonomy structure to filter existing associations. Only the most frequent rules that are 
not classified are presented to the expert for a final evaluation. This method combines 
statistical measures and background domain knowledge.

Association rules are used in retrieval by query expansion (automatic and 
interactive) and enriching users’ queries with new knowledge [4]. As exact rules
(respectively approximative rules) state that the antecedent and the consequent are at 
the same time in all (respectively some) documents, this kind of rules should be used in 
automatic (respectively interactive) query expansion. However, these expansions work 
only in the case of queries that return documents. Association rules link conceptual 
structures of the documents i.e. descriptors organised in hierarchies on which it is 
possible to make specialization and generalization. We plan to generate generalized 
association rules and to examine how other data collections such as MEDLINE will 
work with our approach. Association rules and expert rules can be translated in the 
form of automatas for processing automatic indexing of raw text documents. Finally 
formalised association rules could improve the power of reasoning based on MeSH-
OWL [11].
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Abstract. The amount of narrative clinical text documents stored in Electronic 
Patient Records (EPR) of Hospital Information Systems is increasing. Physicians 
spend a lot of time finding relevant patient-related information for medical 
decision making in these clinical text documents. Thus, efficient and topical 
retrieval of relevant patient-related information is an important task in an EPR 
system. This paper describes the prototype of a medical information retrieval 
system (MIRS) for clinical text documents. The open-source information retrieval 
framework Apache Lucene has been used to implement the prototype of the MIRS. 
Additionally, a multi-label classification system based on the open-source data 
mining framework WEKA generates metadata from the clinical text document set. 
The metadata is used for influencing the rank order of documents retrieved by 
physicians. Combining information retrieval and automated document 
classification offers an enhanced approach to let physicians and in the near future 
patients define their information needs for information stored in an EPR. The 
system has been designed as a J2EE Web-application. First findings are based on a 
sample of 18,000 unstructured, clinical text documents written in German. 

Keywords. EPR-CPR-EMR, Classification, Data analysis-extraction tools

Introduction

The amount of digital textual information in hospitals is increasing. 
Especially the implementation of Electronic Patient Record (EPR) systems, which 
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manage the patient related electronic information, have reinforced the demand for 
finding relevant information, particularly in unstructured clinical text documents. 

Steiermärkische Krankenanstalten Ges.m.b.H. (KAGes), the governing body of 
Styrian hospitals, covers 20 hospitals with about 6,000 beds and 16,000 employees for 
over 1.2 million inhabitants. In order to displace heterogeneous IT-systems of 
numerous hospitals by offering an integrative Hospital Information System (HIS), in 
2004, the roll-out of a new HIS – termed openMEDOCS – was conducted. 
openMEDOCS is the synonym for the implementation of the software packages IS-H
from SAP and i.s.h.med from GSD and T-Systems. The core of openMEDOCS is an 
EPR system which stores all documents of patients generated in KAGes hospitals. [1-2]

Considerable amounts of managed data in the EPR system are narrative clinical 
text documents. Since the roll-out of openMedocs, the amount of clinical text 
documents has increased continuously.  Since no effective retrieval tool is available yet, 
physicians spend a lot of time finding relevant information in patient records. Thus, 
efficient and effective retrieval of relevant patient-related information stored in these 
documents has gained importance.  Consequently, a project leader of openMEDOCS 
asked for a prototype of a medical information retrieval system (MIRS).

Clinical text documents like discharge letters or reports are highly relevant for 
physicians’ decision-making processes regarding patient-care. These text documents 
are often narrative, non-structured, with few metadata. Approaches for standardizing 
narrative texts have been developed with HL7 CDA [3], however, they are mostly
not implemented in clinical practice yet and do not necessarily include metadata needed 
for efficient information retrieval. Thus, text-mining may be a viable method for 
finding relevant information in non-structured documents [4-8].

In this paper, we describe an enhanced approach combining metadata generation 
by means of automated document classification with standard information retrieval

techniques, which we implemented in a prototypical medical information retrieval 
system (MIRS). 

1. Materials and Methods

In order to provide physicians with a tool to improve the search capabilities in the EPR 
system of openMEDOCS regarding efficiency and effectiveness of finding relevant 
patient-related information, this chapter describes the design of the prototypical MIRS.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall design: narrative clinical documents are stored in 
the modeled EPR system (‘EPRs’). For indexing, searching, and classification, these 
documents are gathered from EPRs by the ‘DB Component’. 

The ‘Classification Component’ trains and evaluates classification models for 
classifying unseen narrative clinical text documents into an arbitrary number of 
predefined categories (i.e. medical fields). 

The ‘Index Component’ extracts index terms from the documents and stores them 
together with additional metadata like document name, date of last modification as well 
as medical fields predicted by the ‘Classification Component’ in the ’Index’.

Physicians define their information needs using the ‘User Interface (UI) 
Component’. The user question (search string and metadata) is analyzed and terms are 
extracted. Furthermore, the medical field categories generated by document 
classification can be used influencing the rank order of retrieved documents. In the 
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following, a query is written including this information. The query is used to search 
within the ‘Index’.

Finally, a ranked document list with snippets of the document content is returned 
to the user. If the snippet of the document presented to the user has aroused interest, the 
original document may be opened.

Figure 1. Overall design of the MIRS.

1.1. EPRs/DB Component

A simplified EPR system was modeled for the prototype to store and process text
documents extracted from openMEDOCS’ EPR system. 18,000 narrative clinical text 
documents written in German were extracted. The extracted set comprises 26 different 
types of clinical documents (e.g. discharge letters, reports) from eight medical fields 
(surgery, vascular surgery, casualty surgery, internal medicine, neurology, anaesthesia 
and intensive care, radiology and physiotherapy). Documents were provided as plain 
text. Each document can be associated with a specific patient. 

1.2. Classification Component

For the purpose of classifying documents in medical fields, a multi-label text 

classification system [9] using the open-source data mining framework WEKA [10] 
was developed. The classification system was trained with a sample of 1,500 text 
documents manually classified by a domain expert (physician). 

Four different classification models were compared for the classification task: 
J48 – a tree based classifier, SMO – an implementation of support vector machines, 
k-NN – an instance based classifier, and Naïve Bayes – a classifier based on 
probabilistic theory [11-14]. For each model, a 10-fold cross validation was conducted. 
The F1-measure [15] was used as comparable evaluation measure. 

Multi-label classification was used because information in a document can refer to 
multiple medical fields. For example, a person who had had an accident and had 
broken her leg was first in the radiology to X-ray her leg. Afterwards, she had an 
operation in the medical department of casualty surgery. All stages of treatment were 
documented in a single document generated by the department of casualty surgery but
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the information in the document refers to the medical fields ‘radiology’ and ‘casualty 
surgery’. Multi-label classification allows classifying a document in multiple medical 
field categories.

1.3. Index and Search Components

The open-source information retrieval framework Apache Lucene [16] was used for the 
implementation of the indexing and searching components of the medical information 
retrieval system (MIRS) prototype. Apache Lucene allows setting a ‘boost factor’ 
which influences the relevance score of retrieved information. If the user retrieves 
information with particular attention to specific medical fields, documents classified in 
these medical fields will have a high relevance score pushing the documents to the top 
of the results list. 

1.4. J2EE Web Application

The system was designed as a J2EE web application which has the following 
advantages: (1) Platform Independence, (2) Multi-Access, (3) Modularity/Re-usability, 
and (4) Data Security. For future applications, the design allows patients to access their 
own medical records with an ordinary web-browser. 

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Automated Document Classification

Four different classification schemes have been compared for the classification task: 
J48, SMO, k-NN, and Naïve Bayes. Since evaluation showed J48 classification model 
to achieve best results with a F1 measure of 0.89 [9], it has been used to classify 
clinical documents in the developed MIRS prototype. 

2.2. Sample Application of MIRS

In the following, a sample application of the MIRS prototype and especially the effect 
of ‘relevance boosting’ will be illustrated. 

A physician is interested in particulars about medical treatments of the ‘herz’ 
(heart) of a patient with ID 12019922. The user enters the user query ‘herz*’ into the 
search mask. The use of the wildcard ‘*’ expands this term to all words which start 
with ‘herz’. Additionally, the physician is particularly interested in documents which 
belong to the medical fields ‘Chirurgie’ (surgery) and ‘Innere Medizin’ (internal 
medicine). Therefore, the user sets the medical field booster to ‘Chirurgie’ and ‘Innere 
Medizin’.  

After the submission of the query settings, the MIRS prototype first looks for all 
documents which contain at least one word which starts with ‘herz’. In a second step, 
‘relevance boosting’ applies, i.e. the MIRS calculates relevance scores for found 
documents resulting in higher scores for documents which were classified as 
‘Chirurgie’ or ‘Innere Medizin’ and lower scores for those which were not classified in 
those classes. The corresponding list of results shows documents ordered by relevance 
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score in descending order. It is important to note that documents which were not 
classified into one of the two classes are not excluded from the list of results because 
the classification might have been erroneous or incomplete. They can be found at the 
bottom of the list of results. 

Figure 2 shows an extract of the list of results. The document at the first position in 
the list was classified as ‘Chirurgie’ and ‘Innere Medizin’, which results in the highest 
relevance score. The following documents were assigned just to one of the chosen 
classes resulting in lower relevance scores. On the bottom of the list (not shown) are 
documents which are not assigned to any of the classes chosen by the physician. 

Figure 2. Snippet of the resulting document list of ‘relevance-boosted’ documents.

In a first evaluation, four searching tasks – conducting two tasks with and two 
tasks without ‘relevance boosting’ – were given to five clinicians who are using 
openMEDOCS in their practical routine. Qualitative feedback emphasizes that the 
MIRS could improve search speed and search quality in clinical text documents. The 
clinicians also underlined that ‘relevance boosting’ speed up searching, especially in 
patient records with many text documents.

The implemented prototype shows an approach to influence the rank order of 
retrieved document using automated multi-label document classification. Therefore, 
documents have been classified into medical fields with good results. 

As the implementation of MIRS is prototypical, functionality is restricted to basic 
search and index functions. Neither structured data, like diagnosis codes, nor other 
media like X-ray radiographs were considered. Moreover, profound evaluation of the 
prototype regarding usability, retrieval quality, and response time was left for future 
work. 
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3. Conclusion

The increasing number of narrative clinical text documents demands for natural 
language processing techniques like information retrieval or automated document 
classification [4]. Based on well established open source frameworks, this paper 
presents an enhanced approach combining both in one medical information retrieval 
system.
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Abstract. Aim of the study was to check the validity of the electronic patient 
record for hospital-acquired pneumonia and to estimate its reliability. Reviewing 
23,356 inpatients with admission from the 1st April 2005 and discharge up to the 
30th September 2005 we identified 211 cases with hospital-acquired pneumonia in 
the electronic patient record whereof 70 cases taken at random were included in 
the validation. A second random sample of 130 cases under risk was used to 
calculate its completeness. For hospital-acquired pneumonia, the latest version of 
the definition of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) was 
applied. In 64.3 % of the cases hospital-acquired pneumonia was confirmed in the 
paper-based patient record (45 cases, 95%-confidence interval 51.9 % - 75.4 %). 
Beside 10 cases with pneumonia already existing with admission 15 cases remain 
where even pneumonia could not be confirmed in the paper-based patient record. 
Completeness was calculated as 42.9 %. Estimation for the University Clinics 
Essen revealed a true rate of hospital-acquired pneumonia of 1.32 % (308 of 
23,356). The estimated true rate was higher than the measured rate of 0.90 % (211 
of 23,356) which is covered, nevertheless, from the 95%-confidence interval. Data 
from the electronic patient record seem to be sufficient to forecast the true rate of 
hospital-acquired pneumonia, for example, for questions of infectious disease 
epidemiology. However, it is not sufficient enough for special claims of the 
supervision, clinical hygiene and prevention for which an optimization of the data 
quality is required.

Keywords. Centers for disease control and prevention, computerized patient 
records, hospital, incidence, nosocomial infections, paper-based patient record, 
pneumonia, routine data

Introduction

Pneumonia is one of the most frequent hospital-acquired infections and an important 
issue of patient safety [1]. It occurs at least 48 hours after admission to a hospital or 14 
days after discharge. Main risk factors of hospital-acquired pneumonia are tracheal 
intubation, restricted consciousness, chronic lung disease, abdominal or thoracic 
operation, aspiration of fluid, and an age of more than 70 years [2]. The most important 
risk factor is a mechanical ventilation of more than 1 day at an intensive care unit. 

1 Corresponding Author: Jürgen Stausberg, MD, PhD, Kordulastr. 13, D-45131 Essen, Germany; E-mail: 
stausberg@ekmed.de.
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Hospital-acquired pneumonias carry harm for patients and an economical burden 
for the health care system. A continuously surveillance is a main mean in its prevention. 
Prevention is considered as the most effective procedure to reduce the mortality related 
to hospital-acquired pneumonia. About one third of hospital-acquired pneumonias are 
regarded as preventable [3].

The use of routine data available in an electronic patient record (EPR) has got 
great attention in quality control and surveillance [4]. It could be shown that the 
secondary use of routine data is one possibility to improve quality of care through the 
introduction of information and communication technologies in health care [5]. Regular 
feedback can support a weakness analysis [6]; a timely notion of adverse events can 
trigger protocol guided actions [7]. Nevertheless, the quality of data recorded 
electronically in parallel to a paper-based patient record is discussed controversially [8]. 
One can assume that the data are tailored to the tasks supported by each type of record, 
e. g. legal issues with the paper-based type and reimbursement with the electronic type. 
In case of functional overlap it might be the user who decides about the particular type 
of record used for the storage of a single item.

In the University Clinics of Essen patient safety is an issue of high priority, e. g. in 
the field of pressure ulcer [9]. Focusing on hospital-acquired pneumonia the question 
rose, whether the quality of the data available in the EPR is sufficient enough to 
estimate the frequency of hospital-acquired pneumonia. In the following we will 
introduce the study design and its results.

Material and Methods

We included inpatients admitted from 1st April 2005 and discharged not later than 30th 
September 2005. The definition for hospital-acquired pneumonia in the electronically 
available routine data was as follows: a code for pneumonia from the German 
adaptation of the ICD-10 (ICD-10-GM 2005) AND NOT a code for pneumonia as 
admission and/or principal diagnosis. The period prevalence rate was then calculated as 
number of inpatients with hospital-acquired pneumonia as numerator and the total 
number of included inpatients as denominator. For the paper-based patient record we 
used the definition of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [10]. The 
estimation of the true period prevalence rate is based on a combination of a) the period 
prevalence rate from the EPR adjusted for length of stay, b) the correctness of the EPR 
adjusted for length of stay and c) the completeness of the EPR. For the completeness 
we calculated the 95 %-confidence interval. The paper-based patient record was used 
as gold standard. Correctness and completeness were calculated as proposed by Hogan 
and Wagner [11].

For the calculation of correctness we took a random sample of inpatients with a 
hospital-acquired pneumonia in the EPR. Because we wanted to detect a difference of 
20 % for correctness with an a priori figure of 80 %, sample size calculation leads to 70 
inpatients (�-error 0.05, �-error 0.1). A priori we expected a completeness of 50 % and 
a true rate of hospital-acquired pneumonia of 20 % in a population at risk with a length 
of stay from at least 15 days and discharge from the Department of Anesthesiology, 
Department for Bone Marrow Transplantation, and the Center of Internal Medicine. 
The sample size calculation leads to 130 inpatients (�-error 0.05, �-error 0.1). Due to 6 
inpatients present in both samples, 194 paper-based patient records remain for 
retrospective review concerning the presence of a hospital-acquired pneumonia 
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according to the CDC-criteria. The analysis of the paper-based patient records was 
done without notion of the EPR-status. All records could be retrieved. 

The EPR at the University Clinics of Essen is used in parallel to the paper-based 
one. It includes for example lab results, radiology reports, and clinical data needed for 
reimbursement with the German diagnosis related groups. For the latter, diagnoses and 
procedures are coded with legislatively obliged classifications by physicians and/or 
documentation specialists. The paper-based patient record is still the legislative obliged 
archive of all relevant data. Due to missing mobile computers it is used at the point of 
care as well. Therefore, electronically generated data like lab results are printed out and 
stored in the paper-based record.

Results

From the sample of 70 inpatients, 45 hospital-acquired pneumonias were confirmed in 
the paper-based patient record. The correctness is 64.3 %. This is significantly lower 
than the expected rate of 80 % (p=0.002). 10 inpatients presented pneumonia already at 
the time of admission, in 15 inpatients pneumonia could not be confirmed at all in the 
paper-based patient record.

Within the high risk sample of 130 inpatients we identified 28 with hospital-
acquired pneumonia. From these, 12 were already identified in the EPR. The 
completeness is 42.9 % (95 %-confidence interval 24.5 % - 62.8 %). Thus, 
completeness confirmed the expected range.

The estimation of the true period prevalence rate is shown in table 1. First, we 
calculated the correctness for each group of length of stay. Then, we estimated the 
number of inpatients for each group by multiplying the number of inpatients identified 
in the EPR with the correctness figure (i.e. for group 1: 41 inpatients x 0.083 = 3.4 real 
cases). The resulting number of 132 inpatients (rounded) is combined with a 
completeness of 42.9 % (95 %-confidence interval 24.5 % - 62.8 %) leading to 308 
(210 - 539) true inpatients suffering from a hospital-acquired pneumonia, i.e. a true 
period prevalence rate of 1.32 % (0.90 % - 2.31 %).

Table 1. Calculation of the true period prevalence rate.

Short stay 

(1-5 days)

Normal stay A 

(6-10 days)

Normal stay B 

(11-20 days)

Long stay 

(> 20 days)

Inpatients 14,614 4,765 2,609 1,368

Inpatients with hospital-acquired 
pneumonia EPR

41 29 51 90

EPR period prevalence rate 0.3 % 0.6 % 2.0 % 6.6 %

Random sample 12 9 21 28

Confirmed in the paper-based 
patient record

1 3 16 25

Correctness 8.3 % 33.3 % 76.2 % 89.3 %

Estimated true number of 
inpatients with hospital-acquired 
pneumonia

3.4 9.7 38.9 80.4
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Discussion

In the case of hospital-acquired pneumonia, the EPR is a reliable estimation of the 
period prevalence rate in comparison with the paper-based patient record. False 
positives and false negatives countervail each other, so that the rate of 0.9 % from the 
EPR lies within the 95 %-confidence limits calculated for the true value of 1.32 % from 
the paper-based patient record. This supports the potential of the secondary usage of 
electronically available routine data, as recently pointed out by Einbinder and Bates [5]. 
They stated that “... the secondary use of clinical data - including structured 
documentation, unstructured narrative, laboratory results, and administrative data - may 
help drive measurement, improve quality, and help manage populations of patients, 
even when they are not face-to-face with a provider”. The estimated true rate of 1.32 % 
lies in the expected range of 0.5 % - 1.5 % published for acute hospital care [12]. The 
rate seems stable over time, taking into account the results from Leu et al. from 1989 
with a period prevalence rate of 0.86 % [13]. External reference values are not 
available at the moment, because national as well as international quality indicator 
programs focus on appropriate treatment of pneumonia in outpatient care (cf. [14]). 
Nevertheless, the quality of data present at the University Clinics of Essen is sufficient 
for external quality control of hospital-acquired pneumonia as well.

In contrary, a correctness of 64.3 % and a completeness of 42.9 % underpin, that 
the ICD-10-coded diagnoses in the EPR at the University Clinics of Essen are not 
qualified for the daily support of patient care. The literature shows similar results. For 
example, Massanari et al. published a rate of 57.05 % of recorded nosocomial 
infections [15]. It seems realistic for Germany, that only half of the complications are 
at the moment coded in the electronically available routine data. Own experiences with 
other adverse events at the University Clinics of Essen are comparable, as in the case of 
pressure ulcer [16] and fall (unpublished). We argue that the insufficient completeness 
of adverse events in the EPR is to some extend caused by the minor role of the EPR at 
the point of care. As long as the control of the clinical processes is supported mainly by 
the paper-based patient record, the electronic one will not reach the necessary attention 
and consequently will lack in data quality. Additionally, our results confirm the 
conclusion of Mikkelsen and Aasly [17] that “parallel use of electronic and paper based 
patient records has resulted in inconsistencies” and “documentation is missing in both”. 
This is a late recognition of Burnum’s warning in 1989 [18], who argued that “medical 
record information has become less reliable than ever before despite the electronic 
information revolution in medical care ..”. Burnum presumed a decrease in 
confidentiality induced by the electronic storage of data. Mikkelsen and Aasly point to 
the need of a systematic life-cycle-management of the EPR and adequate data-quality 
procedures.

Especially for the comparison of clinical data for a single individual one must be 
aware of a couple of relevant methodological difficulties as uncertainty of clinical 
reasoning, ambiguities of the definition of hospital-acquired pneumonia, and a weak 
reliability in diagnosis coding with the ICD-10 [19]. But, substantial difficulties are not 
specifically relevant for the EPR, they are as well apparent in the paper-based patient 
record.

For the University Clinics of Essen, the EPR is a reliable source for the frequency 
of hospital-acquired pneumonia, but not suitable to drive the care for an individual 
patient, e. g. in accessing appropriate guidelines. This supports the notion that 
electronically available routine data could be used within quality control programs. But 
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as long as they are recorded in parallel to the paper-based patient record they could not 
be easily incorporated into the process of health care. Regarding hospital-acquired 
pneumonia, a more precise definition and a merging with other data sources as lab 
results and radiology reports will improve correctness and completeness for both issues.
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Abstract. A number of applications based on personal health records (PHRs) are 
emerging in the field of health care and wellness. PHRs empower patients by 
giving them control over their health data. Health data for PHRs can be supplied 
by patients, wellness providers and health care providers. Health care providers 
may use the PHRs to provide medical care. Unfortunately, the quality of the health 
data in PHRs cannot be guaranteed in all cases. For example, consider cases where 
non-professionals such as patients and wellness providers supply data. To address 
this problem, we present in this paper a system that provides health care 
professionals with an indication of the quality of health data in a PHR. This 
indication is based on the reputation of the supplier and on metadata provided by 
measurement devices. The proposed reputation system mimics the way in which 
trust in health data and their suppliers is built in the real world. The system 
introduces minimal overhead for health care providers and patients.

Keywords. Quality management, EPR-CPR-EMR, telehealth, security

Introduction

For years, patient information has been maintained in paper-based records. Paper-based 
systems bring many disadvantages [1]. They have to be carried or faxed from one place 
to another, resulting in lack of availability of the records. Furthermore, illegible 
handwriting in paper-based records may lead to loss or misunderstanding of important 
health data [2]. Because of these disadvantages, paper-based systems are being 
replaced by electronic health record (EHR) systems. These EHRs are maintained by 
health care providers. Next to these EHR systems, personal health record (PHR) 
systems are developed [3,4,5]. The PHR is a health record maintained by the patient 
instead of the health care provider. PHRs empower patients by providing them control 
over their health data. The patient can manage and share his health data in his PHR at 
his own discretion. After sharing, the health data in the PHR can be used by health care 
providers and wellness providers to improve the patient's health. 

Health care providers are most often the only parties providing health data for 
EHRs. However, health care providers are not the only parties that can provide health 
data for the patient's well-being. Patients (as well as people that are not ill, but are 
concerned about their health) may want to collect health data for their health records. 
Think for example of weight, heart rate and blood pressure information collected by the 
patient. Furthermore, as wellness providers such as fitness clubs and weight control 
clubs are professionalizing, they may want to use and provide relevant health data for 
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the patient's health record (see [4] as an example). This data is valuable information 
that can help a health care provider when treating the patient. The need of health care 
providers to use PHR data has been recognized by several standardization 
organizations that are already developing standards to enable exchange of information 
between EHRs and PHRs (e.g. IHE XPHR [6] and Continua xHR interface [7]).

For health data in a PHR, it is unknown how accurate and trustworthy this data is. 
This is because health data in a PHR is different from health data in an EHR. Health 
data in an EHR is always supplied (or at least reviewed) by a professional and may 
therefore be considered accurate and trustworthy. In contrast, health data in a PHR can 
be supplied by professionals as well as non-professionals. To be able to use the health 
data in a PHR, health care providers need to know whether this data is trustworthy and 
accurate. 

The problem of assessing the reliability of websites is related to the problem of 
assessing the quality of PHR data. Assessing reliability of websites is done by 
measuring characteristics as completeness, accuracy and consistency. However, as 
measuring the quality of the measurement process for health data is very complicated 
we need a more general measurement for quality. 

In this paper we propose Hedaquin, a system that provides a quality indication on 
health data in personal health records. This quality indication is based on the reputation
of the supplier of the health data and on metadata provided by medical devices. 

1. Approach

In order to have an indication of the quality of health data in a PHR, we design a 
reputation system that mimics the way in which trust in health data and their suppliers 
is built in the real world. To determine the quality of health data, the reputation of the
supplier is used as a quality indication. In our approach, to determine the reputation we 
consider the following factors:

Credentials of the supplier: persons who have successfully completed a course of 
study are issued a diploma or certificate for that. Similarly, a credential may serve as a 
proof of quality or competence for a certain task. Diplomas, certificates and credentials 
are supplied by a trusted authority that is entitled to do so. For example, a person that 
has an academic degree in medicine has successfully completed a medical school. 
Therefore, the person can be expected to provide high quality health data. 

The quality of previously supplied data: in case a non-professional supplies 
health data, a health care provider can state a judgment (i.e. give a rating) about the 
quality of the health data. The health care provider can do this if he observed the 
measurement process or if he verified the health data. The rating is later used in 
calculating the supplier’s reputation. 

Metadata: aside from the reputation, valuable information about the quality of 
health data can be supplied by medical devices. Medical devices can provide two types 
of metadata (information about the data supplied by the device). The first type of 
metadata is metadata on how the person uses the device (e.g. whether the device was 
used in a proper way). This type of metadata can be used to determine a rating that can 
be used in reputation calculation. The second type of metadata is metadata concerning 
the device itself (e.g. device model or calibration data). This type of metadata can be 
used to determine a quality indication of the data, but it does not influence the 
reputation of a supplier.
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2. System Design

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of Hedaquin. The reputation engine takes ratings 
(local, global, aggregation and rule ratings) as input and calculates a reputation for a 
health data supplier, based on these ratings. Each rating is accompanied by a certainty 
level. The reputation engine is constructed in such a way that ratings with low certainty 
are given less weight than ratings with high certainty. 

A reputation is a judgment on a supplier based on his past behavior. To represent a 
reputation, we use Jøsang’s belief model [8]. We model a reputation as an opinion of a 
health care provider about a health data supplier. An opinion is a tuple (b,d,u) where b
represents the belief in a statement, d represents the disbelief in a statement and u

represents the uncertainty of a statement. An example of such a statement can be ‘The 
person supplies high quality health data’. The reputation of the supplier, as calculated 
by the reputation engine, is used by the health care provider as a quality indication on 
the health data.

The aggregation engine calculates ratings based on the comparison of 
measurements and the rule engine creates ratings based on certificates of the supplier.

2.1. The Reputation Engine

The reputation engine calculates the reputation of a supplier of health data using 
available ratings. Suppose a health care provider calculates the reputation of a health 
data supplier. We distinguish four kinds of ratings that can be used in the calculation of 
the reputation:

Local ratings: ratings the health care provider himself has given to a certain 
supplier. 

Global ratings: ratings that other health care providers have given to a certain 
supplier. There is a subtle difference between global ratings and local ratings. Because 
global ratings were not given by the health care provider himself, the certainty 
associated to these ratings must be decreased when calculating reputation. After all, a 
health care provider has less trust in other health care providers than in himself.

Aggregation ratings: there are some cases in which the quality of health data can 
be determined by comparing different sets of health data. If this is the case, a rating can 
be calculated automatically. 
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Rule ratings: a rule rating is based on the supplier's possession of certificates 
issued by independent organizations. Rule ratings are determined by the rule engine.  

In order to calculate the reputation, we do not only consider the ratings themselves. 
We use additional information that is available on the rating and on the health data. 
This additional information determines the weight that is given to a particular rating. 
The following additional information is used:

The certainty of the rating: a rating with a high certainty should be given more 
weight than a rating with a low certainty. The certainty is supplied by the health care 
provider and indicates to which level he is certain about his rating.

The time of a rating: as the time between the creation of the health data and the 
calculation of the reputation part increases, the rating should be given less weight. 
After all, if a health data supplier performed good (or bad) a very long time ago, there 
is no guarantee that he will do so now. Wixted suggests that humans forget memories 
according to a power function [9]. Therefore, a power function should be used to 
mathematically capture the fact that reputation decays over time.

The order of the ratings: health data suppliers may start behaving better (or 
worse) over time. Therefore, recent ratings should be given more weight than older 
ratings. The last rating should be given the highest weight, the one before slightly less 
weight, etc. The weight assignment is done using a similar function as for the time of 
the rating.  

The similarity in scopes: a scope relates to the task a health data supplier can 
perform, e.g. taking blood pressure measurements. If not enough ratings are available 
for a certain scope, ratings for similar scopes can be used. We use a scope function to 
assign high weights to ratings for similar scopes and low weights to ratings for 
dissimilar scopes.

Due to space limitations, the model and supporting formulas are not presented in 
this paper. We refer the reader to [10] for more technical details.

2.2. The Aggregation Engine

The aggregation engine automatically calculates aggregation ratings that are used to 
compute reputation. An aggregation rating is computed by comparing measurements 
from different suppliers with a small time difference. If two health data suppliers (e.g. a 
doctor and a patient) take the same measurement on the same person and these 
measurements are similar, then the reputation of both suppliers can be increased. If two 
suppliers take the same measurement on the same person and the measurements are not 
similar, then the reputation of both suppliers must be decreased. The amount with 
which the reputation should be increased or decreased depends on the reputation of the 
suppliers that take the measurements. Therefore, in the case of a doctor and a patient 
taking the measurement, the reputation of the patient is much more influenced than the 
reputation of the doctor.

2.3. The Rule Engine

The rule engine determines rule ratings that can be used by the reputation engine. 
These rule ratings are determined based on the certificates the supplier for which the 
reputation is calculated possesses. The rule engine uses a predefined mapping to find 
the rule ratings associated with a certificate. Examples of certificates are medical 
diplomas or certificates for completing courses.
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3. Application of Hedaquin in a PHR System

3.1. Integrating Hedaquin in a PHR system

Figure 2 depicts the integration of Hedaquin in a PHR system. A data store indicates 
presence of health data and a star indicates presence of ratings. In the depicted instance, 
ratings are stored centrally in the PHR system, which is efficient and secure. The 
interactions between the patient and the PHR system and between the wellness 
provider and the PHR system are adapted such that the health data that is sent to the 
PHR system by these suppliers can be accompanied by metadata. For the health care 
provider the interactions with the PHR system are adapted such that they can obtain 
reputations and supply ratings. Hedaquin can be integrated in PHR standards, such as 
the XPHR integration profile of the IHE framework [6], by embedding the reputations 
and ratings in the messages.

Figure 3. Sliders for entering ratings

Figure 4. Representation of a reputation 
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3.2. Integration in Clinical Client Software

While entering numerical values is an easy and convenient way to provide ratings, 
health care providers may prefer a graphical method for entering ratings. A simple 
solution is providing the ratings by means of sliders (Figure 3). The value of the ratings 
is entered by sliding to the right (for a high rating) and to the left (for a low rating). The 
slider for entering the certainty of the rating can be used in a similar way.

Recall that a reputation is represented by an opinion of the form (b,d,u). The 
advantage of using an opinion is that opinions are normalized (i.e. b+d+u=1)
Therefore, we can represent an opinion by a bar where the values of b,d and u

determine the look of the bar. The belief b determines the size of the green part of the 
bar, the disbelief d determines the size of the red part of the bar and the uncertainty u
determines the white part of the bar (Figure 4). By visualizing the reputation instead of 
showing numerical values, the quality indication is much faster and easier to 
comprehend.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to use a reputation system and metadata provided by 
measurement devices to give a quality indication for health data in personal health 
records. Therefore, health care providers can use health data supplied by non-
professionals, such as patients and wellness providers, in a much safer way. This also 
results in reduced costs and higher quality of health care.

The purpose of a reputation system is to build trust in online environments and to 
provide an incentive for good behavior. Therefore, using a reputation system to make a 
quality indication of health data is a natural choice. It also mirrors real practice, in 
which a health care provider builds trust in patients and the health data they supply.

All in all, Hedaquin gives health care providers the opportunity to make an 
informed decision on the quality of health data that is supplied by patients and wellness 
providers. For patients and wellness providers there is no overhead in using the system.

Future research will concentrate on testing the concept in a medical setting and on 
the use of metadata to determine health data quality and ratings for health data quality.
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Abstract While the need to ‘involve the user’ in information technology (IT) 
development is almost a mantra amongst information systems specialists, 
numerous IT projects continue to fail because of an inability to capture user 
insights or respond to users needs. Although there are clearly practical difficulties 
in addressing and responding to the heterogeneous requirements expressed by 
different users, marginalizing these views ultimately is to the detriment of the 
systems built. This paper describes the development of an electronic clinical 
handover system at the Department of General Internal Medicine (DGIM), Royal 
Hobart Hospital (RHH). More specifically, the paper aims to highlight how to 
engage meaningfully with clinicians in the development of a sustainable system. It 
is anticipated that by drawing attention to the importance of users and by outlining 
the practical experience of dealing with the diversity of requirements and views 
expressed, the paper can contribute to a stronger recognition within the domain of 
eHealth for a user-centred systems approach to IT development.

Keywords. Socio-cultural systems, clinical handover, information communication 
technology, health informatics, patient safety

Introduction

It has previously been reported that 75% of large IT projects in health care fail [1]. This 
astonishingly high figure is at least partially attributable to a failure on the part of 
developers to understand the workflow of health professionals and to meaningfully
involve users in the design, development and implementation of these systems [2].

Information Systems (IS) has traditionally bridged this divide between end-users 
and technology developers. As a discipline it is founded on recognition of the 
importance of user involvement in systems design, implementation and evaluation. In 
recent years, a variety of approaches have been developed to support user involvement 
including user-centred design; participatory design; prototyping and joint application 
design and human factor engineering. All of these approaches have been used to 
improve information systems analysis, design and implementation processes [3].
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This paper describes the development of an electronic clinical handover system at 
DGIM at the RHH and describes the value of involving clinicians, particularly junior 
medical officers (JMOs) in all stages of system analysis and design. More specifically, 
the paper aims to outline the methodological approach of involving and empowering 
clinicians right from the start of its development. This approach aims to acquire an in-
depth understanding of the clinical handover process and to ensure the enfranchisement 
in the development process.

1 Project Background

The RHH is Tasmania’s main tertiary referral public hospital, operating within the 
acute care service division of the Tasmania Department of Health and Human Services 
(DHHS). The RHH utilises traditional project management methodologies which 
advocate the use of committees involving major stakeholders in decision making 
processes [4]. However, the traditionally hierarchical nature of medicine often means 
that if any clinicians are invited to be part of a committee they are usually senior 
consultants rather than actual users of the proposed system [5]. Unfortunately, as in 
many other jurisdictions, this can result in JMOs who are often in the frontline with 
regard to the use of hospital IT systems rarely being asked for direct input or feedback 
on the system [6]. As research has revealed these approaches often lead to problems 
when systems are implemented as they fail to fit into existing workflow practices of 
JMOs. This often becomes a hindrance to clinical routine [7].

While ICT developers are often keen to build state-of-the-art systems, utilising 
cutting edge technologies, with multiple user interfaces, wireless accessibility and high 
levels of system functionality, experience suggests that the utility of these systems for 
clinicians’ daily practice remains debatable. Although system functionality and feature 
complexity is of interest to designers, it is imperative in the health domain that there is 
an acknowledgement that many end-users continue to have difficulty in incorporating 
basic information systems functionality into their activities. This suggests not only a 
need for training but also for user involvement at all stages of the system development 
life-cycle. Critically, there is a need for more practical examples of how to support this 
user involvement amongst clinicians.

This paper examines these issues in the context of the development of an electronic 
clinical handover tool and illustrates how JMOs and senior management were both 
actively involved in the decision-making processes. The paper argues that this 
approach provides significant benefits for implementation of the system.

2 Methodology

2.1 Stakeholder endorsement

This project commenced by acquiring endorsement from all stakeholders involved to 
ensure support at all levels. More specifically, this meant endorsements from DGIM of 
RHH, School of Medicine and School of Information Systems, University of Tasmania, 
as well as DHHS, Tasmania State Government. 
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At a practical level, this involved researchers interacting closely with all levels of 
clinicians at the hospital from interns to consultants via observations, interviews and 
focus groups in an iterative manner. All levels of clinicians were invited to participate 
in the early stages of the project regardless of their clinical seniority. While the focus 
was on JMOs as the primary end-users, comments, insights and experiences were also 
captured from senior clinicians. These processes ensured that user requirements were 
identified and that system functionality could be trialled and tested directly with users. 

The information systems (IS) researchers were not medically trained and initially 
had to deal with resistance from some clinicians who initially perceived the project as 
an effort to introduce technology for ‘policing’ their clinical practice. There were also 
some concerns expressed that an IS researcher would not understand clinician practice 
due to a lack of medical knowledge. As a consequence of this initial resistance there 
was a need for time and energy to be expended in building rapport with many of the 
JMOs through informal chats and attending informal gatherings and social activities. 
This resulted in building trust between clinicians and the research team – a critical 
factor in ensuring that user requirements could be captured accurately.

2.2 Familiarisation with Clinical handover

The research team utilized two main data collection techniques in the process of 
familiarisation with the actual practice of clinical handover. Firstly, 30 observation 
sessions were carried out during the morning handover and night handover over three 
extended holiday periods where staff numbers were down to their minimum and 
adequate handover was extremely important for patient care. Field notes were obtained 
and typed into the computer at the end of the observation sessions independently by an 
information systems researcher and a clinician. Secondly, semi-structured interviews 
were conducted individually with four groups of clinicians: experienced interns, 
inexperienced interns, registrars, and consultants. 

The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Analysis of the transcripts 
was conducted using open, axial and selective coding drawing on the principles of 
grounded theory [8]. The data from the observations and interviews were then 
reconciled to obtain an in-depth understanding of the clinical handover process. This 
in-depth understanding was then again discussed with clinicians at the hospital.

2.3 Systems Development

The first step in determining the requirements for systems development involved an 
analysis of 50 handwritten clinical handover messages provided by the clinical
handover leader. This was done to identify the minimal field data set required for 
effective clinical handover.

A series of 6 workshops drawing on the principles of participatory design [9] were 
then conducted to work through the minimal data set and IT specifications. The 
workshops involved clinicians of all levels but were aimed primarily at JMOs as they 
were to be the main users of the system. Clinical examples were used and opinions 
from participants regarding the data requirements, presentation and delivery were 
documented. The documented opinions from the clinicians were then analysed and a 
simple template drawn up which was representative of the final IT system. This 
template was then distributed to end-users in both electronic form and printed form for 
comments and further discussion and analysis. 
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 “Mythical” vs Actual clinical handover process

The analysis of the data collected through observations and semi-structured interviews 
revealed that there was a significant difference between what was thought to be the 
handover process and what actually happened at handover. Interviews conducted with 
consultants revealed that clinical handover was an efficient process with a well 
formulated structure facilitating adequate information exchange and was attended by 
all involved and at times included an education component for JMOs.  Observations 
sessions however, revealed that there were multiple factors, including cultural, 
environmental, human and other factors that determine the structure, attendance and 
efficiency of the clinical handover process. Furthermore, apart from the primary 
function of information exchange, there were other functions embedded within the 
clinical handover process eg. Seeking a second opinion, a reminder to check test 
results, seeking supervision and debriefing of difficult and stressful situations. 

Our experience of identifying a “mythical” and an actual clinical handover process 
closely mirrored the description of the problem explained by Norman [5]. Domain 
experts have little insight into their own work and they are often divorced from actual 
use [5]. Our study has validated Norman’s argument in the clinical handover setting 
that observations by trained professionals are important in understanding workflow.

3.2 Building the electronic clinical handover system

Given the difference between the “mythical” handover process and the actual handover 
process, a decision had to be made as to whether the system was built to address the 
needs of the “mythical” handover or the actual handover process. A decision to build 
an IT system to support the “mythical” handover process would risk failure because it 
would not fit in with what was actually done at handover. A decision to build an IT 
system to support the actual handover process would risk failure because some 
clinicians might feel that their opinion was not taken into consideration.

Following further discussion, it was agreed that a system be built to support the 
actual work processes as this had the strongest support and the best likelihood of 
adoption by JMOs. The IT project team understood fully the different approaches 
utilized in clinical handover by different clinicians in actual workflow. The 
formalisation of the clinical handover process through IT program implementation 
trajectory will only be productive if this is aligned with the organizational change 
trajectory [2]. Therefore, during the implementation process, educational and 
leadership program for clinical handover will be implemented simultaneously.

3.3 Data field determination

Once the decision is made to build a web-based IT system to support clinical handover, 
data fields needed to be determined. In moving forward with the development, the 
written clinical handovers notes were analysed. This provided the project team with the 
following minimal data fields for clinical handover program: 1. Patient unique 
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identifier number, 2. Patient’s demographic details, 3. Location and treating team, 4. 
Background issues and 5. Action required.

Minimal data fields for clinical handover had been published by others recently 
[10], [11]. Bernau et al provided an expert opinion on the minimal field requirement 
[11], while Cheah et al identified minimal data fields for surgical handover but did not 
mention the method utilised to identify these data [10]. We found that more data fields 
were required to provide adequate clinical handover compared to those expressed by 
Bernau et al [11]. We further identified background issues and actions required as 
separate fields while Cheah et al. grouped them into free-text [10]. In our opinion, the 
separation of issues and actions required is important and we see the implementation of  
the electronic handover system as a good opportunity to drive the changes to separate 
the two data fields to improve the effectiveness of clinical handover. 

A series of workshops, with emphasis on the primary users – JMOs were then 
conducted. These workshops not only reconfirmed the minimal field data, but also 
addressed the issues of delivery, information presentation, resource requirements as 
well as additional features – automated display of pathology results, to support the 
workload of junior staff. While we acknowledge that having greater clinician 
participation might not help [2], we believe that having the right clinician participation, 
i.e. the primary users of the system will help not only with the design, but also with the 
feeling of ownership of the program. 

3.4 Safety feature design

In order to improve the clinical handover process and to improve patient safety, we 
added a few in-built safety features with the electronic system. These safety features 
have been described elsewhere [12]. The emphasis on safety is essential. More 
importantly, we believe that a clear communication of the safety features of the system 
is important to improve sustainability. Clinicians are intrinsically driven by the virtue 
of “saving lives”. By aligning the strategic aims of the electronic clinical handover to 
both organization change trajectory and personal intrinsic desire of clinicians, we 
believe that it forms a force of empowerment that will drive sustainability. 

3.5 Create motivation and sustainability

While the researchers acquired numerous comments, insights and recommendations 
from the JMOs regarding the features they wanted out of the electronic clinical 
handover system, it was noticeable that these were very different as compared with 
those acquired from senior clinicians about the system. JMOs emerged as eager to 
utilize the system and believed that the system would provide genuine benefits. They 
also indicated their preferences for complicated technologies, such as bar-coding for 
user identification and wireless mobile technologies. On the flip side, most senior 
clinicians indicated their preference for forms that could be printed out so that they can 
make their own hand-written notes on them. That internal conflict is balanced out by 
taking a middle ground by the research team, communicating clearly that a plan for 
version management is in place if the uptake of the program is encouraging. We 
believe that this approach creates an incentive for sustainability. 

The research team also identified proponents and opponents for system changes 
and considered this clear dichotomy of views regarding the IT system and the value of 
process improvement. The research team included both these perspectives into the 
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design phase and opened up discussions on these issues to acquire further feedback. 
Noticeably, it was revealed that opponents of the process improvement actually 
provided some of the most valuable input into the design specification.

The researchers utilized the opportunistic reflective learning as a method to 
empower clinicians and to create an environment of readiness for change. By providing 
clinical examples in the workshop, clinicians could better relate to the need to improve 
the process and the potential benefits of this IT project. Additionally incentives for 
clinicians to use the system were also included. These incentives were identified 
through interviews and observations and built into the IT design. We believe that the 
above methods of education and training, listening through group workshops, obtaining 
feedback and good communication, version management and utilization of self-
reflective learning will empower clinicians for IT sustainability in healthcare.  

4 Conclusion

This paper has outlined the mechanisms used by IS developers to involve clinicians in 
the process of developing an electronic clinical handover system. It has examined the 
practical decisions that have been made in dealing with heterogeneous inputs from the 
interactions with a diverse range of perspectives and attitudes towards the system to be 
developed. The paper reveals that in working towards the development of a sustain-
able system it is important to engage all stakeholders, obtain first hand data (i.e 
observations), involve clinicians throughout in the development phase, align the IT 
project trajectory to organisation change trajectory and provide clinicians with 
opportunity for self-reflection and self-actualisation.
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Abstract. The current healthcare delivery model will not meet future healthcare
demands. The only sustainable healthcare future is one that best leverages
advances in technology to improve productivity and efficiency. Information
communication technology (ICT) has, therefore, been touted as the panacea of
future healthcare challenges. Many ICT projects in healthcare, however, fail to
deliver on their promises to transform the healthcare system. From a technologist s
perspective, this is often due to the lack of socio-technical consideration. From a
socio-cultural perspective, however, there is often strong inertia to change. While
the utilisation of user-centred design principles will generate a new wave of
enthusiasm among technologists, this has to be matched with socio-cultural
changes within the healthcare system. Generation Y healthcare workers might be
the socio-cultural factor required, in combination with new technology, to
transform the healthcare system. Generation Y has generated significant
technology-driven changes in many other industries. The socio-cultural
understanding of generation Y healthcare workers is essential to guide the design
and implementation of ICT solutions for a sustainable healthcare future. This
paper presents the initial analysis of our qualitative study which aims to generate
in-depth conceptual insights of generation Y healthcare workers and their view of
ICT in healthcare. Our results show that generation Y healthcare workers might
assist future ICT implementation in healthcare. This paper, however, argues that
significant changes to the current healthcare organisation will be required in order
to unleash the full potential of generation Y workers and ICT implementation.
Finally, this paper presents some strategies to empower generation Y workers as
change agents for a sustainable future healthcare system.

Keywords. Socio-technical integration, qualitative research, organisational culture

Introduction

The healthcare system is at a cross-road. Advances in technology over the last few
decades have improved the delivery of care and signif icantly improved life expectancy.
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This legacy, however, is now the biggest challenge in maintaining a sustainable, high
quality healthcare system. Our patient population is ageing rapidly and the care
deliveries of patients with multiple co-morbidities have rapidly increased in complexity
[1]. In the coming decades, the healthcare system will have to undergo the biggest
transformation of any industry in history in order to deliver best quality care to the
community [2]. Furthermore, the increasing emphasis and utilisation of
multidisciplinary care creates the need to improve communications and information
exchanges among various healthcare professionals [3]. As resources to deliver care are
not unlimited, the current healthcare delivery model will not be sustainable in the near
future. The only sustainable future for healthcare delivery is one that best leverages
technology to improve productivity and efficiency.

ICT implementation in healthcare, however, has not so far delivered on its promise
to improve efficiency and safety of healthcare delivery [4]. Significantly, many
information technology projects in healthcare fail [5]. When the failures of ICT are
analysed in detail, it becomes clear that the problem is not related to the technology
itself, but the lack of socio-technical consideration [6]. There has been a recent
proliferation of various user-centred design techniques which claim to achieve better
socio-technical integration [6] [7]. Future emerging technologies, armed with socio-
technical integrated design, will likely lead to a level of renewed enthusiasm in the
electronic transformation of future healthcare [8].

From the socio-cultural perspective, there is an equally powerful force which will
transform the healthcare system: the entry of generation Y clinicians. Generation Y is
commonly defined as those born after 1978 [9]. This generation of young workers has
created big impacts in other industries [10]. Their entry and the impact of their entry on
the healthcare system are slowly being acknowledged. Their familiarity with
technology is likely to influence healthcare organisation to embrace the digital future.
Is generation Y the socio-cultural answer to the prayers of enthusiastic health
information technologists? Will the combination of emerging technology and
generation Y healthcare workers create the momentum necessary to drive us towards a
sustainable healthcare future? It is therefore essential and timely for us to investigate
the impact of generation Y workers on ICT implementation in healthcare.

The paper firstly describes our qualitative methodological approach to generate in-
depth understanding of generation Y healthcare workers. The results to date are then
presented. This paper presents the argument that generation Y phenomenon is the
golden opportunity to propel electronic transformation of the healthcare system. There
are, however, many challenges that healthcare systems will need to face in order to best
leverage the potential of generation Y workers. This paper aims to contribute
significantly to the health informatics field by presenting some potential solutions
through the lens of generation Y to empower this generation of healthcare workers to
contribute to the sustainable digital future healthcare.

1. Methodological Approach

Given the new socio-cultural experience created by generation Y in other industries [9],
it is imperative that the healthcare system takes generation Y seriously. Firstly, the
future design and implementation of ICT within the healthcare system needs to take
generation Y into account. Secondly, and more importantly, as generation Y slowly
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replaces the ageing healthcare workforce, an in-depth socio-cultural understanding of
generation Y is required in order to create a sustainable healthcare future.

Given the scanty literature available on this topic, the main aim of this pilot
exploratory study is to generate in-depth socio-cultural understanding of generation Y
doctors within the current healthcare setting. This research project has the following
objectives:

To generate an understanding of the impact of generation Y on healthcare.
To understand the perception of ICT in healthcare among generation Y-ers.
To generate guiding principles to involve generation Y as change agents for ICT
implementation in healthcare.
In order to obtain a holistic understanding regarding the socio-cultural issues of

generation Y, we deploy qualitative research methodology, applying interpretivist
epistemology as our research philosophy. We use a three-stage approach in order to
generate complex socio-cultural contextual insights. Given the technological
orientation of generation Y, the researchers take this opportunity to explore the
possibility of undertaking technologically-supported qualitative research. The data
recorded are analysed using Giorgi s descriptive phenomenological method [11].

The detail description and justification of our research methodological approach
has been published elsewhere [12]. Multiple steps have been built into our
methodological approach in order to answer the call for improved rigors of qualitative
research [12]. A brief description of our research methodology is provided here.

1.1. First Stage; Familiarisation Phase

This phase of the research carried out in 2006, involved the utilisation of ethnography
and semi-structured interviews techniques. One of us had the privilege to work with 15
generation Y doctors and especially had the privilege to work closely with five of these
doctors at different period of time as a team to deliver healthcare services. These five
doctors became the key informants and the other ten doctors became informants of this
phase of study, at which social interactions and interviews were documented;
especially when it was perceived that these generation Y doctors exhibit certain
behaviours to display their cultural believes. The thick description method described
by Clifford Geertz was utilised in the event-triggered documentation [13]. These field
notes, taken over the 12 months period in 2006, were then analysed using Giorgi s
descriptive phenomenological method [11].

The researcher then carried out ten semi-structured interviews with final year
medical students. Field notes were taken during the interviews. The interviews were
recorded if the interviewees agreed to the process. The transcript of the interviews were
analysed using the Giorgi s descriptive phenomenology methodology [11].

1.2. Second Stage: Longitudinal Semi-Structured Email Interviews

The second phase of the study involves a longitudinal follow up study of generation Y
doctors in 2007. All generation Y interns at the Royal Hobart Hospital who are willing
to participate in the study were sent weekly emails for the first month and then monthly
emails for 12 months. Each email contained five open-ended questions as essential
questions. The first response to the email will be screened for the need for clarifications
and probing. The analysis of the answers will be carried out within three days and
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clarifications will be sought from responders if needed. The data collected will be
coded and analysed using Giorgi s descriptive phenomenological method, by
generation Y doctors [11].

1.3. Third Stage: Traditional Interviews at Two Separate Sites

Phase three of the study will be carried out at two separate sites late 2007. All
generation Y interns at the Royal Hobart Hospital will be invited to participate in a
face-to-face interview. These interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed. This
same process will be carried out at a different site to a different cohort of generation Y
medical doctors by a separate generation Y researcher. The same research questions
and techniques will be used. The data will be coded, analysed and interpreted by the
two researchers separately.

2. Results

We have completed the phase 1 study and in the process of carrying out phase 2 and
phase 3 of the study. This paper will present results from phase 1 and part of phase 2
data. Our results identify five key characteristics of generation Y doctors, which will
affect future ICT design and implementation in healthcare.

Firstly, generation Y doctors are technology savvy. Generation Y doctors are not
only familiar with technology but also have strong belief in their ability to rapidly
adapt to technology. They, however, prefer to use technology that they are familiar
with, rather than cutting edge technology. Generation Y doctors welcome new
technology implementation as it provides the necessary simulation and challenges that
are vital to the perception of job satisfaction for generation Y. Secondly, generation Y
doctors gather information on a PRN basis they want on-demand information and
education relevant to what they are doing right now. Electronic means form the most
common way of information gathering and obtaining decision support. Google is
included in the list of resources that junior doctors learned the most from during their
internship year! Online resources provide the bulk of resources used in everyday work
and for ongoing education. The expectation of gen. Y doctors is that these resources are
made available to them by healthcare organizations. They want these resources to have
efficient search engines to provide fast, reliable, relevant, sufficiently detailed and up-
to-date information. In generation Y terms: U get info U wnt 2 ur mates only. :) .

Thirdly, our results suggest that one of the top priorities for Generation Y doctors
is a well-balanced lifestyle with plenty of life experience. They thrive in environments
that are highly stimulating and those which will challenge them. Generation Y doctors
are likely to move regularly from one institution to the other in search for better
education, training and life experience. While they acknowledge the current ICT
systems are different at different institutions, they do not believe that they need training
to adapt to new ICT. They believe that the system design should be user-friendly
enough for them to adapt to without training.

Fourthly, generation Y doctors have very high expectations for ICT in healthcare.
They expect that new ICTs continue to be designed and implemented to improve
workplace efficiency and to reduce their workload. Furthermore, Generation Y doctors
expect well-designed ICTs to be available for utilisation in their working environment;
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in their terms user-friendliness just like google, you don t need to learn and yet you
can find what you want.

Finally, generation Y doctors expect the organisations they work for to provide
them with adequate hardware and software. They expect desktop computers to be
available in sufficient quantities and in appropriate locations, each with high-speed
internet access. They also feel that healthcare institutions should provide them with
personalized, portable computers such as Personal digital assistants (PDAs) with
wireless technology. More importantly, despite their very high expectations and
demands regarding ICT, Generation Y doctors dissociate themselves from the design
and implementation of new ICT. They do not believe that they could participate and
assist in the socio-technical integrated design of ICT, nor do they see it as their role.

3. Discussion

Generation Y healthcare professionals have many characteristics which makes them
powerful change agents within the healthcare sector for ICT implementation. They are
not only technology savvy, but they have great confidence in technology. Generation
Yers are confident in their abilities to adapt to new technologies, and they welcome
new challenges. Generation Y doctors will demand and expect organisations to provide
them with well designed ICT solutions to support their work. This will generate
significant momentum to fasten the pace of ICT adaptation and implementation within
the healthcare system. As significant shortage of healthcare professionals continues to
spread across the world, employers have to be creative in recruitment and retention of
staffs. It seems likely that one of the strategies to recruit and retain generation Y
doctors is the implementation of ICT to automate many routine tasks.

Generation Y will move from one institution to another in search of new
experiences and a better lifestyle. The biggest challenge faced with different
institutions is the acquisition of tacit knowledge to effectively fulfill their roles. The
fluidity of generation Y workforce combined with their desire for technology will
motivate institutions to implement better ICT supported organisational tacit knowledge
management strategies.

The more important effect of generation Y in the healthcare, however, is the ripple
effect generated by the combination of generation Y doctors and well designed
technology. The enthusiasm of Generation Y doctors using new technologies to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of healthcare delivery will affect the
perception of ICT implementation by senior clinicians. If this powerful combination is
leveraged appropriately, a bottom-up approach to ICT adaptation will ensure.

The concept that generation Y professionals might be the change agents for ICT
implementation in healthcare is very attractive to health informatics professionals. This
concept, however, faces some steep challenges in real-world. Firstly, generation Yers
have high expectations of potential benefits of technology. The current available
technology might not fulfill the expectation of generation Y professionals. Furthermore,
Generation Y professional cannot fulfill the role of effective change agents within the
current healthcare organizational structure. The healthcare system is traditionally a
hierarchical organization with senior members making critical decisions and the junior
doctors providing the bulk of patient care. The technology gap and generation gap are
widening between generation Y doctors and senior clinicians. More importantly,
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organizations, with strong hierarchical tradition will likely to expect generation Y to
conform to the culture rather than embrace new changes.

This might explain our observation that generation Y doctors are reluctant to
participate and assist ICT design as they lack the autonomy and authority required to be
heard. There is a strong need to re-engineer the healthcare hierarchical system in order
to best leverage the potentials of generation Y workers. Generation Y workers need to
be given the necessary autonomy and be involved in every step of the design and
implementation process. In fact, some generation Y healthcare professionals should be
encouraged to become leaders to assist ICT design and implementation. Our approach
of utilising generation Y doctors as researchers in order to conduct and present research
through the lens of generation Y highlights one of these strategies to empower
generation Y healthcare professionals for a sustainable digital future!

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our views of changing socio-cultural factors in healthcare.
We presented our methodological approach to investigate this socio-cultural change:
the entry of generation Y into the healthcare system. We presented our results to date
on the potential socio-cultural impact of generation Y on ICT implementation in
healthcare. We argued that generation Y workers carry with them many characteristics
which allow them to be engaged as change agents for a sustainable digital future. There
are many challenges in engaging generation Y in ICT implementation. The most
important challenge of all is the hierarchical medical tradition, which prevents them to
effectively fulfill that role. There is an urgent need to re-engineer the healthcare
system in order to empower generation Y and listening to our view is a good start!
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Abstract.  The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of a hybrid 
electronic-paper patient record environment upon health professional information 
seeking (i.e. amount of information accessed, choice of key sources of information, 
type of information and use of information seeking tactics).  A within group, 
laboratory, experimental study was conducted using two simulation environments 
(i.e. a paper patient record and a hybrid or electronic-paper environment).  Thirty-
five novice nurses participated in this within group, laboratory based study.  
Findings revealed significant differences between the paper and hybrid 
environments in terms of their effects upon information seeking.  Subjects: (1) 
accessed less data in the hybrid than the paper environment, (2) accessed more 
non-electronic sources than electronic sources of information in the hybrid
environment, and (3) used more passive information seeking tactics in the hybrid 
than the paper environment. Findings from the cued recall data revealed subjects 
experienced increased cognitive load in the hybrid environment.  Implications for 
the design of hybrid environments are discussed.  

Keywords.  EPR-CPR-EMR, Health professional workstation, human interfaces

Introduction

Health services and health informatics researchers are recognizing that the ability of 
clinicians to acquire, interpret, and use patient information is a critical aspect of 
clinician [1-3], team [5] and organizational decision making [4,5].  Yet, even as the 
process of information seeking remains a critical aspect of health care work [10], 
clinicians spend a considerable amount of their time seeking information [1,11].  
Research suggests up to 70% of clinician information needs relevant to patient care 
decision making are unmet [1, 6].  Furthermore, up to 42% of workers accidentally use 
the wrong information, and 57% of workers go to many information sources to obtain 
needed information [4, p. 1].  Given the urgency associated with providing timely and 
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relevant information to clinicians, information seeking has become an important area of 
concern for health care organizations.   

1. Literature Review

Health care organizations are investing in information technology (IT) to support 
clinician information seeking [2, 4].  A number of differing types of IT are being 
deployed in health care organizations to support clinician information seeking, among 
them the electronic patient record (EPR) [2, 4, 7]. Health care organizations are 
implementing EPRs incrementally (i.e. implementing components of the EPR over a 
period of years)  [7, 8].  Even in technologically advanced countries where greater than
50% of EPR components have been implemented, the evidence suggests that a high 
proportion of organizations are implementing hybrid (i.e. electronic-paper) 
environments in their progression towards a full EPR.  This has led some researchers to 
conclude that a full EPR may be difficult to implement, that paper may continue to 
exist, and that hybrid environments are best suited to the clinical setting [9].  As a 
result, some researchers have concluded the vision of a full EPR will be replaced by a 
hybrid environment.  Similar conclusions have been made by researchers in other 
industries (e.g. banking) who have noted that it may not be possible to migrate to a 
fully paperless environment [10].  

The discussion of hybrid environments in the research literature and their impact 
upon clinician information seeking has been limited.  In studies, where there has been 
some attention drawn to aspects of information seeking (e.g. information needs) 
involving patient records, only full EPRs have been studied and not in the context of a
clinical environment [11-12].  Furthermore, research has largely been descriptive, 
outlining the information needs of clinicians rather than studying the effects of the EPR 
upon information seeking.  These studies have also failed to include other sources of 
information that are present in a typical clinical environment (e.g. textbooks, health 
professionals).  Lastly, no attempts have been made to test for differences in clinical 
behaviour between paper and hybrid environments.  Therefore, the purpose of this 
study was to investigate the effects of a hybrid environment upon health professional 
(i.e. clinician) information seeking (i.e. amount of information accessed, choice of key 
sources of information, types of information and use of information seeking tactics).     

2. Methods

2.1. Sample and Materials

Thirty-five novice nurses participated in a laboratory based, experimental study (power 
= 92%; effect size = 93 for the primary outcome variable: information accessed). In this 
study, two representative, hospital-based environments were simulated.  One was 
paper-based (i.e. all of the information in the environment was provided to subjects in 
paper form).  The paper environment represented a nursing station where subjects are 
provided with paper-based information (i.e. a paper patient record, health professional 
reference texts, a communication book and a list of health professional colleagues that 
could be contacted by phone). The second simulated environment or the hybrid 
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environment (i.e. electronic-paper) provided subjects with access to a patient record, 
where part of the patient record was electronic and accessible via a workstation and the
other part was paper-based and accessible via a paper chart.  Patient demographic 
information, doctor’s orders and documentation records were in the EPR and all other 
parts of the patient record and sources of information were paper-based (e.g. reference 
texts, a communication book and a list of health professional colleagues).    

Two patient records were used in the study (i.e. A and B).  The patient records 
were taken from a hospital during a time period when the hospital was fully paper-
based.  The patient records represented patients who were early in their hospital stay 
and had been admitted to a medical unit for one day (i.e. there was a high degree of 
uncertainty associated with their conditions to stimulate information seeking) [14].  
Both the patient records represented older adults diagnosed with multiple chronic and 
acute illnesses.  The patient records were selected by a Masters prepared, expert nurse 
who deemed them to be typical patients a novice nurse would encounter.  Each record 
was in paper form and was also recreated in hybrid form for the hybrid environment.  
Both environments (i.e. the paper and hybrid) were evaluated for their ecological 
validity (by six experts: three health informatics and three clinician) and were deemed 
typical of the types of environments that are present in North American hospitals [8].  

2.2. Study Design

A within group, laboratory, experimental study was conducted using the two simulated 
environments (i.e. paper and hybrid).  Subjects were asked to perform the task of 
assessment and planning of a new patient’s care involving the review of a new patient’s 
record at the beginning of a nursing shift.  Assessment and planning involving a review
of a patient’s chart stimulates nurse information seeking [13].  Subjects were presented 
with a paper and then a hybrid environment.  Research has demonstrated the presence 
of long term carry over effects following the use of EPRs [12].  Therefore, subjects 
were block randomized to receiving either patient A’s or B’s information first (i.e. AB 
or BA) to prevent learning, order effects and effects associated with differential 
difficulty between the patients.  Subjects were video and audio taped “thinking aloud” 
in both environments.  Subjects participated in a cued recall session following the
simulations.  During the cued recall session, subjects were asked to clarify their 
verbalizations and/or their actions [14].   

2.3. Data Analysis

Protocol analysis was used to code the data [14].  “Think aloud” data from the 
simulations was transcribed, and divided into segments according to natural pauses in 
speech.  The data (i.e. audio and video) was then coded using Transana® according to 
information seeking concepts defined by Miller and Jablin’s [3] and Johnson’s [2] work 
(See Table 1).  The unit of analysis for the data consisted of utterances, words, phrases, 
sentences, paragraphs, and video frames (i.e. the smallest unit of information that could 
be understood [11, 14] and could be represented by concepts defined by Miller and 
Jablin [3] and Johnson [2]).  Ericsson and Simon refer to this coding approach as 
Model Based Coding [14].  A Kappa of 0.914 was calculated, indicating high in-coder 
agreement.  The coded audio and video data from the simulations was then quantified 
[12]. The numbers of occurrences of each code were counted for each subject in both 
environments.  Paired sample t-tests were conducted to test for differences between the 
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environments for the amount of information accessed, type of information, sources of 
information and use of information seeking tactics (i.e. aspects of information seeking).  
This method has been used by researchers who have quantified “think aloud” data to 
conduct inferential statistics [e.g. 11-12, 14].  

Table 1. Coding Scheme for Theoretically Based Concepts

Code Definition

Data Accessed Item of data “attended to” or “heeded” by the subject [14].

Types of Information

Referent Information that “tells the worker what is required of him or her to 
function successfully in their work” [14, p.48].

    Relational Information that “tells the worker about the nature of their relationship 
with others” in the workplace [14, 1978].

    Appraisal Information that “tells the worker how well they are functioning” at work 
[14, p.48]

Information Seeking Tactics

   Active Tactics Active information seeking tactics involve direct interaction with the 
information source or target (i.e. overt questions) [2]

   Passive Tactics Passive information seeking tactics involve indirect interaction with the 
information source (i.e. testing, indirect questioning, surveillance, 
observing, disguising conversations, third party questioning [2].

Sources of Information

   Paper A paper source of information (e.g. a paper patient record, a text book) [7]

  Electronic An electronic source of information (e.g. an EPR) [7].

3. Results

There were a number of statistically significant differences in terms of subject 
information seeking between the two environments.  In terms of the primary outcome 
variable (i.e. information accessed), subjects accessed less information in the hybrid 
than the paper environment. The eta squared statistic for information accessed was 
calculated as 0.3 which indicated a small to moderate effect size.  Paired t-tests were 
conducted to test for differences between the paper and hybrid environment for subject 
use of referent, relational and appraisal information.  There were no statistically 
significant differences between the two environments in terms of the use of these types 
of information.  Subjects accessed more non-electronic than electronic sources of 
information in the hybrid environment.  Tests for differences in subject use of active 
and passive information seeking tactics in both environments were also conducted.  
There were no statistically significant differences in active information seeking 
between the two environments.  Alternatively, there was a statistically significant 
difference in passive information seeking.  Passive information seeking tactics were 
used more frequently in the hybrid than the paper environment (See Table 2 for more 
details).  
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Table 2. Results

Aspect of Information Seeking Environment Mean P value

Data Accessed Paper

Hybrid

276.91

184.51

0.001***

Types of Information

Referent Paper

Hybrid

12.34

 9.57

0.17

Relational Paper

Hybrid

8.34

6.37

0.1

Appraisal Paper

Hybrid

0.17

0.20

0.90

Information Seeking Tactics

Active tactics Paper

Hybrid

18.60

18.46

0.92

Passive Tactics Paper

Hybrid

1.09

1.11

0.04***

Sources of Information

Electronic versus Non-electronic Electronic 

Non-Electronic

7.58

4.09

0.001***

*** indicates statistical significance

Cued recall data suggested 25 subjects’ (i.e. 74%) experienced increased cognitive 
load or difficulty integrating information from differing sources of information (i.e. the 
paper patient record, the EPR, textbooks, communication book and/or a list of health 
professionals that could be contacted) in the hybrid condition.  Subjects described the 
experience of obtaining information from information sources in the hybrid 
environment as “frustrating” and “confusing” when going back and forth between the 
EPR and the paper record and other paper-based information resources; for example:

I would like to have all of my information in one place then I am not 
transferring back and forth.  It was frustrating to have to check on the computer.  
Check everywhere on the computer.  Oh it is not there. Then go back to the chart 
and oh its not there either and then try it again [29, Cued Recall]

In summary subjects accessed more information in the paper environment.
Subjects also accessed more non-electronic sources of information than electronic 
sources in the hybrid environment.  Lastly, passive information seeking tactics were 
used more frequently in the hybrid environment than the paper environment by 
subjects.  74% of subjects experienced cognitive load in the hybrid environment.

4. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to determine if hybrid environments can influence 
aspects of clinician information seeking. In order to determine the effects of a hybrid 
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environment upon information seeking, two typical hospital environments were 
simulated.  Study findings revealed the hybrid environment altered the amount of 
information accessed by information seekers.  Subjects accessed less information in the 
hybrid than the paper environment.  Cued recall data suggested subjects may have 
experienced increased cognitive load arising from the need to consult more sources of 
information in the hybrid environment.  This may have placed excess demands upon 
subjects’ cognitive processes such as memory causing them to access less information.  
The implications of this work are significant.  Health informaticians will need to take 
into consideration the way they implement and train health professionals to use hybrid 
environments as such environments may lead to increased cognitive load and the use of 
less information involving patient care.  Future research needs to explore how the order 
of implementation of the components of the EPR impact upon cognitive load and 
clinician ability to seek information in hybrid health care environments.
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Abstract. We present a methodology based on Business Process Management to 
guide the development of a speech recognition system in a hospital in Spain. The 
methodology eases the deployment of the system by 1) involving the clinical staff 
in the process, 2) providing the IT professionals with a description of the process 
and its requirements, 3) assessing advantages and disadvantages of the speech 
recognition system, as well as its impact in the organisation, and 4) help 
reorganising the healthcare process before implementing the new technology in 
order to identify how it can better contribute to the overall objective of the 
organisation.
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1. Introduction

It is well-known that healthcare practice produce large amounts of documentation. 
Researches conducted by the American Medical Industry Transcription Association in 
2006 and by the Giga Information Group in 2004 estimate that around 12.000 millions 
dollars a year are spent in transcription of medical report only in the USA [1;2]. The 
process of dictating and transcribing these reports and delivering them through the 
hospital and to patients is a slow and troublesome task. Nowadays, the most 
generalized way to fill these reports is the following: the doctor records an audio tape 
that it is transcribed by administrative staff. The doctor, who revises and signs it, then 
examines the output of this transcription. In this way, it can take several days to 
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complete the medical reports, which may delay patients’ treatment. This problem is 
becoming more critical due to several factors, including the following: 
�� The aging of the population, since a bigger amount of reports, tests and 

treatments are required[3] , and
�� the increasing need of having electronic documentation that can be shared [3].

Medical practitioners need to get the patient information in an immediate and 
exact way to ensure optimal results [2].

To solve this problem, speech recognition systems have been proposed as a new 
technology able to automate the capture of the information, thus allowing its 
distribution in a nearly immediate way. Speech recognition systems can eliminate 
problems derived from transcriptions, the verbal communication, or communication 
through manuscript notes between professionals [1-12].

The implementation of speech recognition systems may imply an important 
reorganization of the resources in the hospital, as it serves to reduce or eliminate 
subcontracting external services and to release the internal administrative staff of the 
tedious tasks of typing [2; 11]. To carry out this implementation, a description on the 
way that doctors conduct their work and their technical needs is required in order to  
adapt the technology to their environment. Every Medical Unit may work in a different 
way and every doctor acts according to his/her experience, knowledge and habits, 
therefore the elicitation of these processes is very difficult, particularly for the non-
medical staff in charge of the deployment of the speech recognition system.

To overcome these difficulties, in this paper we propose the application of 
Business Process Management (BPM) techniques. BPM aims to improving the 
efficiency of a system by means of modelling, automating, to integrating, and 
optimizing business processes in a continuous manner. There are several goals behind 
BPM, including creating new and better processes, understanding what is done well or 
badly, process automation, and creating and supporting value chains [13; 14; 15].

The first step in BPM is modelling the processes, i.e. developing a formal 
description of a system and the activities carried out (the so-called 'as-is' process). By 
modelling the process, the existing interrelationships among different activities, events, 
stakeholders and resources are depicted so existing problems can be identified and 
possible improvements can be suggested. Next, a model incorporating these 
improvements (the so-called 'to-be' model) is built. The construction of the 'to-be' 
model allows analysing its potential advantages with respect to the 'as-is' model by 
means of discussions with stakeholders in the process, discrete-event simulation, etc. so 
an 'a priori' evaluation of the model can be conducted [16].

In industry, BPM is regarded as a very efficient tool, ensuring the success in a high 
percentage of the companies and organizations where it has been used [17]. BPM 
capabilities will enable care delivery organizations to improve efficiency and reduce 
medical errors [16]. Although not very known in the health care domain prior to 2001 
[18], nowadays there are well-documented applications, such as e.g. the choice by the 
Veterans Health Administration (VHA) of a BPM platform as its technology solution 
for Case Management of VHA Benefits Eligibility. 

This paper describes the experience of the application of BPM within the 
development of the VOZENEC (VOZ EN Estación Clínica – Voice in a Clinical 
Station) project. This project consists on the deployment and integration of a speech 
recognition system to convert speech to text within the Hospitales Universitarios 
‘Virgen del Rocío’, the largest hospital in Andalusia, Spain. Several pilot Units were
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selected for the project, i.e. Radiology and Pathological Anatomy, Respiratory Diseases 
Unit, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Unit, and Endocrinology and Nutrition Unit.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: next we summarize the methodology 
and describe the output of our experience, focusing on the benefits gained by the 
application of the BPM methodology. We conclude presenting areas for future work. 

2. Methods

The methodology adopted for process modelling is taken from ARIS (ARchitecture of 
Integrated Systems). The choice of the ARIS methodology has been based on a 
previous analysis of the existing methodologies for business process modelling, being 
this one the methodology that more closely feels the needs presented in the healthcare 
processes. Among them, it is worth to note the fact that it allows the description of both 
the processes that specify each activity and the underlying processes structure, the flow 
of objects and its relations [21].

The core of the methodology consists on the following phases:
1. Process definition: In this phase, the healthcare processes to be studied are 

established together with a definition of its limits, inputs and outputs, Units 
involved in the execution of the processes, selection of the staff in charge of 
assisting during the modelling process and in the validation of the models.

2. Building static 'as-is' models: The output of the phase is a detailed graphical 
representation of the process in terms of a formal modelling language named 
Event-driven Process Chains or EPCs. In our case, it refers to the processes 
before the implementation of the speech recognition. The 'as-is' models were 
obtained through an iterative process of design and verification  until their 
validation by the staff in the different Units.

3. Building dynamic 'as-is' models: By extracting data from the Hospital 
Information systems data as well as data provided by the staff in the different 
Units, discrete-event simulation models of the 'as-is' processes have been built. 
The results of the simulations have been analysed and validated by the staff.

4. Building 'to-be' models: In our case, it consists on the expected final state after 
the implementation of the speech recognition system. These models can be 
simulated so the impact of the technology in the process can be evaluated, thus 
allowing detection of potential problems, estimation of benefits and 
disadvantages, identification of new activities that should be improved in the 
future, etc.

3. Results

Several advantages have been identified by driving the deployment of the speech 
recognition system by the BPM methodology discussed in the previous section. We 
group them into three types:

� Development of the to-be model. By involving the key staff within the units in 
the modelling processes (see steps 2 and 3 in the previous section), they have 
now a clear picture of all relevant processes in the unit, not only of those 
under their direct responsibility. As a result, they gained a bigger knowledge 
of the clinical practice in their units and they were able to detect points for 
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future improvements they were not aware previously. This is a widely-
discussed characteristic of BPM of particular interest in the healthcare sector, 
as the strong specialization of the clinical staff has lead to the fragmentation of 
the healthcare processes into small areas of responsibility where (local) 
improvements may not be reflected in the (global) process. As a result, some 
practices have changed in view of the implementation of the speech 
recognition system. For instance, in the Pathological Anatomy Service, the 
macroscopic report used to be sent to the pathologist’s consulting room while 
waiting for the laboratory’s results. In the new process, the report is sent to the 
laboratory together with the specimens. When the results are obtained from 
the laboratory, then both the report and the results are sent to the 
corresponding pathologist for diagnosis. With this organizational change, 
administrative (non-value added) time has been saved with respect to the 
previous situation. Also, by means of the study and modeling of Macroscopic 
processes in the Service of Pathological Anatomy it is chosen to use digital 
tape recorders instead of using microphones connected to PCs, as the hands of 
the staff were occupied for most of the time.

� A priori evaluation of the new technology. The BPM methodology employed 
here has served to make an a priori assessment of the technology to be 
implemented regarding both time and cost. By simulating the processes and 
analyzing the output, important time reductions regarding document 
generation have been anticipated. For instance, the time reduction in document 
generation was estimated to be about 89% with respect to the previous 
situation in the Endocrinology and Nutrition Unit. These estimations proved to 
be fairly accurate when the technology was implemented, as well as the costs 
reductions estimated by the simulation of the processes.

� Finally, process modeling has eased the deployment of the speech recognition 
system in the different Units, as the documentation and analysis of the process 
gained through process modeling have made the IT professionals in charge of 
the implementation of the speech recognition system to exactly know the 
requirements and daily practices of the medical practitioners, thus reducing 
both the time for deployment and its degree of success. Also, a number of 
documents and templates have been obtained, being the most relevant a 
reference model of the BPM methodology so its different phases are 
described, as well as the participants implied in the different stages. Finally, a 
glossary of terms has been developed. Both the reference model and the 
glossary have been validated and tested through practice, so they constitute 
useful tools to help deploying more efficiently the speech recognition system 
in the rest of the units in the hospital

4. Conclusions

A speech recognition system allows reducing the time devoted to transcribing the 
reports, and thus the time to complete the whole healthcare process from the patient’s 
viewpoint may be accelerated. It also serves to automate and to centralize the process 
of documentary generation [1; 2; 4-8; 11; 12; 16; 17], which in turns facilitate the use 
of Electronic Clinical Records. On the other hand, a speech recognition system 
involves the introduction of a new technology in an organization, which it turn may 
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imply an important reorganization of the resources in the hospital, as it serves to reduce 
or eliminate subcontracting external services and to release the internal administrative 
staff of the tedious tasks of typing [2; 11]. In order to efficiently cope with the 
organisational change required by the implementation of such a system, we suggest a 
methodology based on BPM. The proposed methodology is general in the sense that it 
can be employed for evaluating and driving the deployment of any kind of Information 
Technology. The results show that the application of this methodology has been useful 
and beneficial, and we have been able to fulfil the aforementioned needs.  In addition, 
we must highlight the satisfaction of the clinical staff in the Units, who have gained a 
comprehensive knowledge of their units via their involvement in helping to model the 
processes.

The experience and positive results obtained in this project have revealed a 
number of issues worth of further research. One of the most prominent is the possibility 
of applying this technology to facilitate the procedure of codification of the Electronic 
Patient Records, i.e. to develop a system that could codify automatically the clinical 
information that is generated from the interface of the speech of Clinical Station. The 
BPM proposed methodology could be used then to identify the requirements posed by 
the different actors in the process.
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Abstract. The area of affective computing has received significant attention by the 
research community over the last few years. In this paper we review the underlying 
principles in the field, in an effort to draw threads for possible future development 
within medical informatics. The approach is lead by considering the three main 
affective channels, namely, visual, audio/speech, and physiological in relation to e-
health, emotional intelligence and e-learning. A discussion on the importance of 
past and present applications together with a prediction on future literature output 
is also provided.
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Introduction

Emotions play a significant role in the expression of human intelligence [1]. The 
arguments in support of the significance of emotions introduced a new area of 
“emotional intelligence”, defined as “the capacity to understand emotional information 
and to reason with emotions” [1]. Emotional intelligence is covered by the broader area 
of affective computing (AC), which represents “computing that relates to, arises from, 
or deliberately influences emotions” [2]. It introduces new domains and applications 
that can provide beneficial advancement of current technologies in healthcare and 
medical informatics, among others.  

In the everyday interaction with computers, people exhibit emotions that in certain 
manners might influence their health. These emotions are communicated through three 
channels:  audio (speech), face and body gestures (visual) and internal physiological 
changes (blood pressure, heart beat rate, respiration, skin sweating etc.). Identification 
of the human emotional displays by the computer requires for it to monitor the user, 
and based on certain parameters, classify/recognize the current emotional state. Each of 
the three channels of emotional interaction by the user and the computer has its own 
characteristics and applications in the healthcare domain. 

This paper provides a summary of the research and the state of the art in affective 
computing and its impact to human health. The following section describes the relation 
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between emotions and health, as the chief reason for the recent focus into the area of 
affective computing by the medical informatics society. Furthermore, there is an 
explanation of how each of the three channels of affective computing is applied in the 
current medical technologies and the resulting benefits. The fourth section examines 
the significance of affective computing for the emerging and advanced technologies. 
Finally, there is a general discussion of the present status of affective computing in the 
healthcare domain and future directions for its advancement.      

1. Emotions and Health

It has been a known fact that emotions have an un-bound relation with human health. 
The impact emotions have on it has been reported for centuries, even in religious 
writings: “The joyfulness of man prolongeth his days”, (Bible, Ecclesiasticus.30:22) or 
by ancient Greek philosophers and scientists, such as Socrates and Hippocrates, who 
considered emotion as a determinant of human health and diseases [3]. The 
advancement of technology has led to major changes in a human’s life, a more dynamic 
lifestyle, with more unpleasant stressful situations, frustration, irritation, depression and 
other emotions with strong negative impact to the human health. It has been noted in 
[4] that helplessness and negative emotions such as stress or depression weaken the 
human immune system. Stress causes faster and harder heart pumping, which can lead 
to the amount of blood reaching heart through the coronary arteries not to be enough to 
support the faster work of the heart, or a condition known as myocardial ischemia [6].  
Defence mechanisms are essential for an individual’s ability to cope with negative 
emotions such as depression and anxiety [7]. Stressful emotions can have an enormous 
impact on an individual’s mental health and therefore the strong adaptiveness of 
defence mechanisms can protect from the negative health effect.   

Positive emotions highly contribute to physical and mental health. Laughter 
generates positive emotions, which in turn help in the improvement of the functioning 
of the immune system [8]. Humour and laughter act as a primary defence in stressful 
situations and research has shown that individuals that are able to preserve their 
positive mood with humour have stronger immune systems [9]. Positive emotions can 
also act as a medicine for cardiovascular diseases. Middleton & Byrd [10] state that 
elderly patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases, that were happier than others, 
had a lower number of readmissions to hospitals. Mental and physical health are 
influenced by self-esteem and self-efficacy [11], while optimism can speed up recovery 
from heart surgery and breast cancer [12], enhance greater social integration by 
increasing the positive “self-view” and happiness, prolong life and assist in coping with 
stressful situations [13]. 

The awareness of the significance of emotions and their impact on human heath 
has boosted the motivation for improvement of the research in this field. Together with 
the advancement of affective technologies in the last two decades, a new paradigm for 
health has emerged; a paradigm that we feel may enforce the field of medical 
informatics to seriously take into consideration AC technologies and the evident benefit 
of their applications.      
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2. Affective Speech 

Emotions in speech can be expressed semantically and through speech prosody. While 
semantics (what has been said) is a more obvious way of identifying one’s emotional 
state, prosody can provide more detailed information. The term prosody combines 
nonsemantic cues in spoken language, such as: fundamental frequency (pitch), rhythm, 
loudness, intonation, formant structure of speech sounds etc.

Research into emotionally expressive speech is very significant for people with 
Asperger syndrome. Despite normal early language development, individuals with AS 
are often characterized by abnormal prosody and impaired semantics and pragmatics as 
well as poor social skills and emotional behaviour [14]. 

Affective prosody has been employed as a feature for studying the Williams 
Syndrome (WS), as well. The effects of WS are low non-verbal IQ, impairments in 
planning and problem solving, uneven cognitive profile linguistic disabilities etc. [15]. 
Reilly et al. have examined the affective vocal prosody on children with WS through a 
story telling experiment. It was noticed that the same level of expressiveness was used 
by the adolescent speakers with WS, regardless of the number of repeats of the story 
telling or the number of the audience.

An extensive number of studies, concerned with the Parkinson Disease (PD) have 
reported that patients with PD fail to recognize the emotional content in prosody [16].
Therefore, experiments have been performed where affective speech has been used to 
further investigate this impairment [17]. 

3. Affective Psychophysiology 

Most of the disturbance caused by a certain emotion influences the internal physiology 
of the human body (increase of the heart-beat rate, palm sweating, increased respiration 
rat etc.). Monitoring of these types of emotional expressions requires employment of 
specific sensors such as Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electromyogram (EMG), 
Electrocardiogram (ECG), sensors measuring Electrodermal Activity (EDA) etc. The 
usage of physiological signals in identifying a user’s emotional state has became 
popular in recent years due to the advanced development and availability of 
unobtrusive sensors that can provide constant and reliable monitoring of a user’s 
internal emotional reaction [3]. Physiological sensors have been successfully integrated 
into clothing and jewelry; skin conductivity sensor in shoes, blood volume pressure 
sensor in earrings, respiration sensor in a sports bra and numerous others [18]. These 
sensors have enabled monitoring of users under various every-day conditions. Haley 
and Picard have conducted experiments for monitoring drivers' physiologic reactions 
during real-world driving situations under stress in normal every day surroundings [19].  
Bamidis et al. have proposed a Multi-channel framework for experimenting with 
physiological sensing of human emotions [20]. 

Monitoring of patients’ emotional state using physiological signals has been a 
primary feature of the existent and emerging applications in tele-home healthcare and 
ambient assistive living (discussed further in the remainder of this paper).    
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4. Affective Facial Expressions and Gestures

Facial expressions are mostly used by humans in identifying certain categories of 
emotions due to the distinct facial differences for the “universal” human emotions such 
as happiness, anger, sadness, surprise, fear and disgust [21]. The computer needs to be 
able to recognize human facial emotions as well as express them in the most natural 
way possible. The latter can be accomplished through artificial robots or through virtual 
human characters (avatars) that can mimic the human facial expressions. Some of the 
most characteristic applications are concerned with the ability of the computer to 
respond to user frustration by expressing empathetic emotions through facial 
expression of an avatar [22]. Apart from the above-mentioned affective speech, 
emotionally-expressive avatars have also been used in therapies and learning 
experiments for autistic people [23]. 

5. Affective Computing in the Medical Informatics Domain

Once equipped with such sensors, the computer is capable of identifying/recognizing 
emotions or emotion categories. The latter sets the base for the general vision of the 
benefits of AC in medicine – What can computers do and how can they be of help, 
once they have detected the correct emotional state of the user? Researchers have only 
recently started to think of possible answers to such questions and there is already a 
significant progress in several medical areas. 

Tele-home health care (THHC) is one of the areas that have received great 
attention by the AC community. Internet-based communication technologies have 
enabled patient monitoring without the need of physical presence by the caregiver. 
Current systems facilitate collection of vital sign data remotely, such as ECG, blood 
pressure, oxygen saturation, heart and breath sounds, verification of compliance with 
medicine regimes, assessment of mental or emotional status and more [25]. 
Communication between the caretaker and care recipient through emotional channels in 
such environments has shown to be of vital importance to the patient [26]. Existing 
systems employ multi-modal interface including avatars (able to express emotions), to 
remind the patient for a medication, show empathy to the user when certain negative 
emotion is detected etc [27]. 

AC, recently, has been included in the research in the area of Ambient Intelligence 
(AmI), also referred to as Pervasive or Ubiquitous Computing. Picard considered AmI 
as one of the most important emerging technologies that will be interrelated with 
affective computing in the future [3]. The significance of AmI, together with AC, has 
been reported in the final report by the IST Advisory Group (ISTAG) regarding 
“Scenarios for Ambient Intelligence in 2010” [28]. Moreover, Riva examines the AmI 
implications on the future of health technologies, stating that AmI has enormous affect 
on technology, ergonomics, project management, human factors and organizational 
changes in the structure of the relevant health service [29]. Recent research attempts in 
AC have been concerned with the learning and education fields. The basic idea behind 
this initiative is the influence of emotions and mood on the learning performance and 
decision-making process. Picard and the Affective Group are working on Affective 
Learning Companion1 project that uses software-based interactive application that will 

1 http://affect.media.mit.edu/projectpages/lc/
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recognize the affective and cognitive state of the learner and respond in an appropriate 
manner (e.g., can adjust the pace, difficulty, complexity). The existent affective 
technologies such as virtual agents that can visually express emotions, affective speech 
synthesis and recognition etc, enable the successful application of AC in e-learning. 

6. Discussion

Research has shown that the medical community has started realizing the crucial role 
emotions play in the preservation of human’s mental and physical health. As reported 
in this paper, there is an enormous increase in studying the relation between emotions 
and health (medicine) in recent years. According to [4], the interest in emotions and 
health has been highly increased since 1991, and especially in the last 10 years. We 
have made an effort in adding statistics for the 2001-2007 period and estimation for the 
overall 2006-2010 period. In 1991, there were 2000 searches on the “emotion and 
health” topic, while in 2006 we have nearly 6000. The estimation is constructed 
linearly by taking into consideration the growth of the previous statistical data, and the 
number of around 3000 publications from 01/01/2006 until 10/2007. However, it has to 
be noted that this estimation is rather simple and cannot be considered as completely 
accurate; it merely illustrates the growing awareness and interest on emotions by the 
medical community. Additionally, even though the quantity of published papers cannot 
by itself be an accurate indicator of the importance of this emerging area, the boost in 
the published research works might indirectly indicate that researchers have decided to 
pay more attention into this field and, therefore, it definitely shows potential for future 
applications.

Since its emergence in the late 90’s, AC has provided the medical community with 
technologies that help with better understanding of emotions, identifying their impact
on health, and offering new techniques for diagnosis, therapy, and treatment of 
emotionally-influenced diseases. This paper has provided insight into the most 
representative affective technologies and their current practice into medical informatics. 
Moreover, we have mentioned the tele-home healthcare, ambient intelligence and e-
learning as areas where the potential of AC has already been realized and initial 
applications have emerged. Ambient assistive leaving, which incorporates both tele-
home and ambient intelligent technologies has been included in the ICT FP7 Work 
Programme under Challenge 7 – ICT for Independent Living and Inclusion2. However, 
utilization of AC in medical practice is only in its infant phase. Many domains are yet 
to be explored. For, instance medical education, through the area of e-learning can 
benefit form AC. Affective speech synthesis and multi-modal emotion expression 
through virtual characters have started to become popular in virtual community 
applications for elderly people or even children with certain impairments. The number 
and variety of AC applications in the medical domain is dependent on the development 
pace of AC technologies. Therefore, with advances in each of the three sub-areas of AC
(speech, face and gestures expression, physiology), we can expect an enormous 
increase in the interest for emotionally-intelligent applications in the medical 
informatics domain.  

2 http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/
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Abstract. Medical visual information retrieval has been a very active research area 
over the past ten years as an increasing amount of images is produced digitally and 
made available in the electronic patient record. Tools are required to give access to 
the images and exploit the information inherently stored in medical cases including
images. To compare image retrieval techniques of research prototypes based on 
the same data and tasks, ImageCLEF was started in 2003 and a medical task was 
added in 2004. Since then, every year a database was distributed, tasks developed, 
and systems compared based on realistic search tasks and large databases. For the 
year 2007 a set of almost 68’000 images was distributed among 38 research groups 
registered for the medical retrieval task. Realistic query topics were developed 
based on a log file of Medline. This log file contains the queries performed on
Pubmed during 24 hours. Most queries could not be used as search topics directly 
as they do not contain image-related themes, but a few thousand do. Other types of 
queries had to be filtered out as well, as many stated information needs are very 
vague; for evaluation on the other hand clear and focused topics are necessary to 
obtain a limited number of relevant documents and limit ambiguity in the 
evaluation process. In the end, 30 queries were developed and 13 research groups 
submitted a total of 149 runs using a large variety of techniques, from textual to
purely visual retrieval and multi-modal approaches.

Keywords. Content-based image retrieval, classification, medical image retrieval, 
benchmarking, topic development

Introduction

The availability of large amounts of medical images in the electronic patient record and 
their use by clinicians who are often no specialists in radiology creates a need to 
develop new tools. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique that aims at 
retrieving images based on their visual content instead of textual metadata [1]. In the 
non-medical domains this technique is frequently used to access and browse in large 
visual information repositories. It is used to complement text-based search particularly 
when little metadata is available. In the medical domain image retrieval has been 
discussed as important for a fairly long time [2,4]. It was used for image classification 
[3] as well as for retrieval with a large variety of visual features such as shapes, colors, 
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and textures [4,5,6]. First clinical tests also showed that diagnosis performance can be 
increased, particularly for non-specialists by making available additional data [7].

As medical image retrieval is in the process to transform from research prototypes 
towards real applications it is important to separate good techniques from techniques 
performing poorly. For this goal of technology assessment, benchmarks have existed in 
domains such as information retrieval for a very long time (i.e. TREC1, Text Retrieval 
Conference). In image retrieval, benchmarks have started to develop from 2002, only. 
First benchmarks include TRECVid that started in TREC and has the goal to evaluated 
mainly video retrieval and ImageCLEF2 that is part of the Cross Language Evaluation 
Forum (CLEF3). Since 2004, ImageCLEF has a medical retrieval task with the goal to 
evaluate medical visual information retrieval. An overview of the ImageCLEF medical 
task can be found in [12]. Once databases are available for participants, one of the 
hardest parts in organizing such a retrieval benchmark is the development of realistic 
search topics based on which the systems can be compared. For other domains the 
visual information retrieval behavior of user aws described in several articles, for 
example journalists searching for visual information to illustrate articles [9]. 

For ImageCLEF, several approaches of query topic development have been 
applied: In 2004, a domain expert defined search tasks that were typical for him; in 
2005, topics were developed based on several surveys performed among image users 
[11], and in 2006, the topics were based on the log files of a medical image search 
engine on the Internet [10]. Topic development has several constraints. The goal is to 
have specific and non-ambiguous information needs and facilitate the job of relevance 
judges to judge for relevance or non-relevance. If the number of relevant images is too 
high, a comparison of several techniques becomes more difficult, because participating 
systems only submit a limited number of images and many images can lead to a strong 
variation by chance. On the other hand an information need has to correspond at least 
to a few relevant images in the database to allow for an evaluation at all.

These constraints make the topic development task often hard and time-consuming. 
Having an image retrieval system in clinical use and use such a system’s log file would 
be the easiest option but currently no such system is available for us.

1. Methods

1.1.  Base data used

The base data used includes a full day of queries performed at the Pubmed4 web side 
during 24 consecutive hours. The log file contained 2,689,166 queries. A more detailed 
analysis of this log file can be found in [8]. Most queries are in no connection with the 
visual field, and thus we discard them. Only information needs regarding visual content 
are of interest for us. Taking into account the large number of queries in the log file a 
manual analysis is not possible for the entire set but only for a subset of the data.

1 http://trec.nist.gov/
2 http://www.imageclef.org/
3 http://www.clef-campaign.org/
4 http://www.pubmed.gov/
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1.2.  Rules for filtering

Obtaining only image-related topics is difficult. The easiest way is filtering for queries 
in connection a modality. We filtered out queries containing the following key words: 
(image, video, media, xray, x-ray, CT, MRI, PET, tomography, ultrasound, ultrasound, 
endoscopy). Before applying these filters all plural forms were normalized to singular.

Among the frequent results of this filtering we made sure that at least two, or better 
three of the four following axes are fulfilled to result in topics that are specific enough:

• anatomic region;
• modality;
• pathology;
• visual observation (such as an enlarged heart).
Candidate topics that were obtained after these steps were subsequently used to 

perform test queries with several systems to make sure that at least a few results images 
are available in the data. Finally, the queries are ranked with respect to their visualness, 
meaning how much they seem to correspond to a visual search system or a text search 
system. Final goal is to develop 30 topics, ten of each category visual, textual, mixed.

1.3. Finding images corresponding to the query topics

In ImageCLEF, all query topics are created from a task description in three languages 
(English, French, German) with at least two accompanying images. After 30 query 
topics were identified, we needed to find at least 2 images per topic that correspond to 
the information needs and that can be used as input for visual search systems. We used 
Google image search to find such images and made sure that the copyright allows at 
least for a use in a non-commercial research environment. For a few of the topics it 
turned out to be hard to find query images and thus these queries were discarded.

2. Results

2.1. Most frequent queries

Table 1. The most frequent queries overall in the log file.

Query Frequency
Finasteride 3601
Ibuprofen and toxicity not gastrointestinal 3421
One and a half syndrome 1751
#1 and #2 1242
Hypertension 801
Osteoclast tab12 767
Influenzae 765
Diabetes 640
Cancer 552
Heart 481

Table 1 shows the ten most frequent queries in the log file. It can easily be seen that 
none of the queries corresponds to a visual information need. This underlines the need 
for filtering. It also becomes clear that there is an extremely large number of different 
queries performed with  Pubmed. Even the most frequent queries are rare compared to 
the overall number of queries performed. Most queries are very specific.
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2.2. Image-related topics

Table 2. The most frequent queries containing topics related to visual information needs

Query Frequency
MRI 58
Ultrasound 42
Otitis media 37
fMRI 33
Cardiac MRI 20
Endoscopy 20
Walsh CT 18
Lung ultrasound 15
Capsule endocopy 15
Ultrasound for thyroid disorders 15

Table 2 shows the most frequently found query entries that contain the keywords that 
were chosen for filtering of visual topics. Again, it can be seen that only a few of them 
could actually be used for a retrieval benchmark making further processing necessary. 
This further processing is manual, going through the long list of visual queries and 
filtering out those containing at least two of the axes mentioned above. Frequencies of 
image-related terms are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Overall number of queries with image related terms.

Term Frequency
Image 1275
Video 298
Media 4774

Xray/x-ray 822
CT 230752

MRI 5578
Ultrasound 2140
Endoscopy 571

2.3. Final topics

Finally, 30 topics were distributed among the participants of ImageCLEF, divided into 
 
 

     

     

     

 </TOPIC>

 <ID>S9</ID>

<EN-DESCRIPTION>medial meniscus MRI</EN-DESCRIPTION>

<DE-DESCRIPTION>MR des medialen Meniskusses</DE-DESCRIPTION>

<FR-DESCRIPTION>IRM du ménisque interne</FR-DESCRIPTION>

 </TOPIC>

the categories visual, semantic, and mixed topics depending on whether they seem
adapted for visual or textual retrieval systems. The classification was performed by a
domain expert familiar with both techniques. 

Figure 1. A visual query topic
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Figure 1 shows an example for a visual topic and Figure 2 and example for a 
semantic topic more aimed at textual search engines. It can be seen that in the first case 
results images are expected to be rather homogeneous whereas in the second car the 
visual variety among the results can be extremely high.

      <

      <

      <

2.4. Outcome of the benchmark

38 research groups from all continents and over 20 countries registered for the medical 
retrieval task and obtained access to the data and query topics. 13 groups finally 
submitted results that were compared. In total, 149 runs were submitted in the 
benchmark and evaluated by the organizers.

Several performance measures were calculated and compared to show various 
aspects of the systems. Lead performance measure is as in many other benchmarks 
Mean Average Precision (MAP). For the first time in 2007, best results were obtained 
by a fully textual retrieval system. On the other hand, for the first time, a fully visual 
system had extremely good results. This shows that mixed media retrieval has still a 
very large potential and that much can still be learned in this domain (combining the 
best visual and textual techniques did lead to a significantly higher result). Mixed 
media approaches also had by far the best results in early precision, which is most often 
the performance measure really important for a system user. More on the outcome of 
the medical benchmark in 2007 can be found in [13].

3. Conclusions

Benchmarks have become an extremely important part of many research domains, 
particularly in fields where basic research is transforming into applied research and 
where several prototypes are available. In these fields, a benchmark can focus research 
work into certain directions and objectively compare several techniques on the same 
bases, something that is otherwise most often impossible.

ImageCLEFmed has shown its importance through a large participation from 
worldwide research groups that is increasing every year. Only through realistic search 

Figure 2. A semantic query topic

TOPIC>

ID>s9</ID>

<EN-DESCRIPTION>pulmonary embolism all modalities</EN-DESCRIPTION>

<DE-DESCRIPTION>Lungenembolie alle Modalitäten</DE-DESCRIPTION>

<FR-DESCRIPTION>Embolie pulmonaire, toutes les formes</FR-DESCRIPTION>

/TOPIC>
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topics that correspond well to the available databases it is possible to motivate a large 
number of participants as they need to see an important advantage to participate in such 
an event and spend their time on the proposed tasks. The evaluation of a log file of the 
Pubmed search engine allowed us to develop 30 search topics that were subsequently 
used to compare the results of the participating groups. It is clear that most searches in 
such a log file are not for visual content, and even those information needs that contain 
visual requirements are often too vague to be used directly. Much manual intervention 
is necessary to obtain realistic and usable information needs. Tests with the data base 
are necessary to make sure that images corresponding to these needs are present.

In the end, such realistic query topics can help to create acceptance for visual 
retrieval techniques in medical institutions by showing their performance. Good 
techniques can be identified and compared with other techniques based on realistic 
tasks. Once first systems are in routine use in clinical institutions, their log files can 
even lead to topics better-adapted to real visual information needs.
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Abstract. The EuroMISE Center focuses on new approaches in the field of 
electronic health record (EHR). Among others, the structured health 
documentation in dentistry in the form of an EHR is being systematically studied. 
This paper describes the evolution of the EHR developed at the EuroMISE Center 
named MUDRLite and its graphical component for dentists called DentCross. The 
summary of features of the DentCross component is followed by a brief 
description of automatic speech recognition and an ASR module. The problems 
with data insertion into EHR during examination of a dental patient lead to further 
research in the area of the automatic speech recognition in medical practice. 
Cooperation of engineers, informaticians and dental physicians resulted in an 
application called DentVoice which is a successful application of the ASR module 
and the DentCross component of the MUDRLite EHR. The junction of voice 
control and graphical representation of dental arch makes hand-busy activities in 
dental praxis easier, quicker and more comfortable. This will result in a better 
quality of the data stored in a structured form in dental EHR, thus enabling better 
decision making and use of decision support systems.

Keywords. automatic speech recognition, electronic health record, dental 
medicine

Introduction

Patients’ health data are an integral part of dental healthcare documentation and they 
are constantly becoming more important. Besides insurance companies, information 
about patient’s health status is required in practice in order to improve health care 
quality and decision making. There are still some obstacles that have to be surpassed.

One of them is the lack of rich structured data in dental medicine. Information still 
appears in the form of free-text-based documentation. Data structuring is on a relatively 
low level, mostly limited to tables, containing more or less standardized symbols (e.g. 
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"/" for caries, "-" for pulpitis, or "x" for a tooth to be extracted), placed in the section 
corresponding to a particular tooth. The main disadvantage of using such a system is 
the loss of detailed information on the localization, the size and the character of hard 
dental tissues defects. Further information on an oral cavity is not sufficiently 
structured as well. Information concerning changes of oral cavity mucosa, periodontitis, 
orthodontic anomalies, preventive oncological examinations, etc. is described in a 
limited space of one line of the form or together as other findings in the form of a free 
text.

It has been a common situation in dental practice that during check-up the dentist 
dictated patient’s data to a nurse, who filled out paper based forms. Nowadays, 
computerization in dental practice brought major changes in data entry. Nurse enters 
patient’s data into a specialized computer application. As an example of a dental 
application used in Czech Republic we can mention the PC Dent software by 
DialogMIS [1]. The PC Dent is a medical information system for dentists, containing 
textual patients’ records, support of scheduling and a graphical tool for dental status 
check-up and treatments. The PC Dent is one of the most elaborated medical software 
systems in dentistry available on the Czech market and is received quite well by its 
users.

Entering data into a computer during the examination of a patient requires either 
costly changing of sterile gloves, which is also time-consuming, or the participation of 
a nurse, entering the dictated data. These problems could be possibly overcome by use 
of the automatic speech recognition in EHR. Voice commands usage has been 
examined since 1990’s [2], [3] as a convenient replacement of computer keyboard and 
mouse. Necessity of using human voice to control a computer or other device arose in 
typical hands-busy environments such as surgery [4] or dentistry [5].

1 DentCross Component and Automatic Speech Recognition in MUDRLite 

EHR for Dentistry

1.1 MUDR EHR and Dental Knowledge Base

Several European projects, international standards and long-lasting cooperation with 
physicians helped us to develop a pilot EHR system called MUDR (MUltimedia 
Distributed Record) [6], [7]. It is based on the three-tier architecture with an unusual 
data-storing approach based on two main structures described by tools of a graph 
theory, named knowledge base and data-files.
In the years 2004 and 2005 the dental knowledge base was created. Dentists and 
informaticians from the joint workplace of the EuroMISE Center produced a model in 
the form of a knowledge tree as a part of the knowledge base of the MUDR EHR. The 
knowledge tree comprised of basic information about patient, family history, social 
history, personal history, information about medication and exhaustive information 
about patient’s oral cavity status form the dentist’s point of view. Approximately 1000 
dental concepts were structured during this process. The knowledge tree served as a 
model basis for further dental EHR created at the EuroMISE centre.
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1.2 MUDRLite

The MUDRLite is an EHR inspired by the MUDR EHR. Its architecture is based on 
two layers. The first one is a relational database. Currently, MS SQL server versions 7 
and 2000 are supported. The second layer is a MUDRLite User Interface (MUDRLite
UI) running on a Windows-based operating system using Microsoft .NET Framework.

The database schema corresponds to the particular needs and varies therefore in 
different environments, as opposed to the fixed database schema in the MUDR data 
layer. MUDRLite universality is based on a different approach. The core of 
MUDRLite – MUDRLite Interpreter – is able to handle various database schemas. This 
feature often simplifies the way of importing old data stored with other databases or 
files.

All the visual aspects and the behaviour of the MUDRLite UI are completely 
described by an XML configuration file. The end-user can see a set of forms with 
various controls placed on them by appropriate XML elements. MUDRLite operates as 
a kind of commands’ interpreter; it processes the instructions encoded in the so called 
MLL Language as described in [8] and manipulates the database layer as well as the 
visual aspects of the MUDRLite UI.

1.3 DentCross Component

To gain MUDRLite’s user-acceptance in the field of dental medicine we have 
developed an advanced component representing the dental cross, which is a crucial part 
of healthcare documentation in dental medicine. Its development was motivated by 
clinical practice in the dental medicine domain. The DentCross component was 
included dynamically into the user interface in a form of user-defined custom 
component.

Figure 1.The DentCross Component – a Case Study Example and the Corresponding Tomograph Picture.

The DentCross component is implemented as a stand-alone library DentCross.dll,
completely developed for the .NET Framework platform using the Microsoft Visual 
Studio .NET 2003 development tool.

A user-defined component is inserted by the custom element of the MLL 
Language with the following mandatory attributes: “dll” specifying the name of the 
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assembly the component is implemented in, and “class” specifying the name of the 
main class of the included component.

For the end user, the DentCross component looks like a kind of a dental panoramic 
tomograph. This component is fully interactive and enables to record fully structured 
dental medicine information that can be inserted user-friendly by mouse or keyboard. A 
dentist can choose among about 60 different actions [9], treatment procedures or tooth 
parameters that are displayed graphically and lucidly.

The Figure 1 depicts a screenshot of the DentCross component showing dental 
status of a case study patient and X-ray image representing the same situation. 
Apparently, the graphical representation of the dental arch produced by DentCross 
component is as illustrative as the X-ray image and acceptable by the patient. Modern 
dental chairs have an integrated monitor that can be viewed by both the dentist and the 
patient, thus improving mutual trust and as a result lessening patient’s stress.

1.4 Automatic Speech Recognition Module

The automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine was implemented by the Department 
of Cybernetics, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen [10]. The module was 
implemented as a standalone application, running in server-mode in background.

The server communication protocol is proprietary, running on the top of TCP/IP 
stack. The communication protocol enables the startup and shutdown of the recognition 
process, the run-time configuration of the recognition task and also receiving the
recognized phrases by a client.

The ASR system is speaker-independent and is based on a statistical approach. The 
goal was to implement a recognition module featuring high accuracy yet able of very 
fast operation. It comprises a front-end, an acoustic model, and a decoding block as can 
be seen on Figure 2.

DentCross

Component
Front-end Labeler

(Acoustic Model)
Decoder

ASR Server

TCP/IP

Figure 2. Automatic Speech Recognition functionality.

1.4.1 Front-end

The speech signal is digitized at 8 kHz sample rate and converted to the u-law format. 
Then the pre-emphasized acoustic waveform is segmented into 25 milliseconds frames 
with 15 ms overlap. A Hamming window is applied to each frame and static PLP 
cepstral coefficients (PLP_CCs) are computed. Moreover, the delta (first order 
derivatives) and the delta-delta (second order derivatives) coefficients are computed
and appended to the feature vector.

1.4.2 Acoustic Model

The acoustic model is based on modeling of triphones. Each individual triphone is 
represented by a three state left-right HMM (Hidden Markov Model) with a continuous 
output probability density function assigned to each state. Each density function is 
approximated as a mixture of multivariate Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices.
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The number of mixture components for each state was obtained experimentally. Since a 
variety of noise sounds (e.g. loud breath, click on the microphone and noise of an audio
channel) can appear in every utterance, a set of noise HMM units was developed and 
trained.

1.4.3 Decoder Block

The decoder uses a Viterbi search technique together with efficient beam pruning [11].
The search is performed on a crossword context dependent HMM state network. The 
state network is generated from EBNF (extended Backus–Naur form) metasyntax 
notation described in JSGF (Java Speech Grammar Format) format. The whole 
recognition network is constructed from one or more together connected grammars.

To improve the robustness, the decoder contains a rejection technique to refuse 
incoming utterances that are not accepted by the grammar (or grammars). In this case 
the ASR engine informs the client that the utterance was not successfully recognized.

2 DentVoice Application

Interconnection of the ASR module and the DentCross component of the MUDRLite 
EHR resulted in an application called DentVoice. Junction of voice control and 
graphical representation of dental arch makes hand-busy activities in dental praxis 
easier, quicker and more comfortable. Dentists were involved in the whole 
development process; therefore manipulation with the DentCross component was 
designed to be as easy as possible.

The prototype application consists of a DentCross component with integrated 
TCP/IP client of the ASR server and a voice commands definition file. The ASR client 
uses a DentCrossHandler class that implements all functionality of the DentCross 
component.

The speech recognition is activated immediately after DentCross component start-
up. The recognition process can be paused or stopped by a special voice command or 
using the user interface. Voice commands can be divided in two groups: global 
manipulating commands and context dependent commands.

Global commands are always available and are designed to manipulate the 
recognition process (pause, resume and stop) and to close message boxes opened by the 
application to warn the user.

Context dependent commands rely on the current state of the DentCross 
component and can be further divided into 33 command groups because it can fall into 
one of 33 states (e.g. tooth treatment, caries placement, caries type, root canal treatment 
material).

3 Discussion

First experience with the DentVoice application showed that the need of abbreviated 
form of commands is inevitable. Since the main goal of the voice controlled approach 
is to make the data entry easier and faster, further shortcuts should be found. On the 
other side, some minimal length of commands should be kept, as the length of 
commands (the longer the better) plays significant role in improving the recognition hit 
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rate. Abbreviated forms of positions on the tooth such as D for distal or B for buccal, 
are very similar from the phonetic point of view and therefore easily mistakable by the 
ASR module. Further improvement of the accuracy of the ASR module has been 
achieved by having voice commands separated in state dependent groups, thus limiting 
the number of possible commands in a particular state.

Forthcoming development regards usage of computer synthesized speech. The 
DentCross will read the actual status of the patient’s teeth stored in the database and the 
dentist will just check if the information corresponds with reality. If so, the check-up 
ends without any necessary action, otherwise, the reading process is paused and the 
dentist dictates the divergence he or she found. In order to continue the check-up the 
reading process is resumed. The synthesized computer voice will serve as a feedback to 
the dentist that can stay focused and look in patient’s mouth only to validate the 
correctness of the stored data.

DentCross component has been successfully used in forensic dentistry [12] to 
improve identification of disaster victims. Voice controlled version of the DentCross, 
DentVoice application, will be getting further improvement in data entry during the 
dead corpses inspection.
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Abstract. The scope of the project was to assess the value of using high-resolution, 

very large displays in a hospital setting. We applied a scenario informed 

prototyping method and user-involvement in order to do this. Initial results suggest 

that the technology could prove very useful in clinical conferencing settings like 

the communicating process between the radiology department and the other 

hospital departments using their services. The possibility of bringing more visual 

information simultaneously to the audience is especially intriguing. However, 

issues such as floor control – who administers the (extra) information space and 

information-overload, are imminent in interface design and our prototype suggests 

that the clinicians do want functionality that stresses these issues.    

Keywords: human computer interaction, large, high-resolution displays, radiology, 

user informed design 

1. Introduction 

The renaissance of very large, high resolution and (relatively) low-cost displays have 

been foreseen and expected for some years already. The transition from CRT monitors 

to LCD display panels and plasma screens with increasingly more pixels and larger size 

have to some degree already met those expectations, and video projectors are also 

reaching ever new heights in terms of image quality and resolution. However, even 

though technology, like large high-resolution plasma screens and LCDs have been 

introduced into clinical environments, like surgery, radiology and others (i.e. [1]), 

technology like a display wall (see Figure 2) has not been studied in such an 

environment before. The affordances of large, high-resolution displays have been 

studied for some years already [2], but not in terms of clinical use.   

Jonathan Grudin stated in his 2001 study of multi-monitor use [3] that a typical 

large display only occupies about  ten percent of your visual field we have when only 

moving our eyes. In the natural world we probably feel quite restricted by such a 
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narrow field of view. Large, high resolution displays allow us to both enlarge the image 

viewed and to be able to move close to it – without losing detail as you would with a 

regular projector. Recent research suggests that large display surfaces do provide 

certain benefits for the users [4],[2]. However, the large physical display provides an 

excellent common workspace for people to collaborate as well. A fair body of research 

within this context has been done in the last decades (see. i.e. [5] for an overview on 

this topic) and it is within this paradigm we believe that the major benefits from large 

displays truly lies. We have used a user-centered approach, including observations of 

users in real work activities, to inform the creation of a crude interface prototype for 

selected clinical conference situations. 

2. Methods and materials 

In our study we have used a scenario-based prototyping approach combined with 

observations of work activities at the Radiology Department to inform design and 

possible use of large, high-resolution displays in teamwork settings at a hospital. 

The display wall is created from 28 projectors and an equal number of cluster 

nodes running the RedHat Linux operating system. The 28 projectors create, through 

hardware and software technology, a more or less seamless image that is 7168x3072 

pixels – approximately 22 megapixels (see Figure 2). The Display Wall is 

approximately 220’ across.   

We conducted some initial observations at the University Hospital of Northern-

Norway (UNN). Based on the findings from those observations, one case was selected 

as the basis for design of a prototype. User-involvement was invoked on the level that 

the users were introduced to the capabilities of the display wall and the purpose of the 

demo was discussed. The Radiology department, being the selected case, then chose a 

patient case for the prototype and the image material along with textual information 

noted on the patient case was handed to the design team. Imaging material that was 

selected by the Radiology Department the patient case, consisting of DICOM formatted 

images and textual information was used to create a prototype interface for the display 

wall. We conducted a demo of the prototype where potential benefits of using a high 

resolution display like the display wall in a medical setting at the Radiology 

Department was highlighted and discussed. The main objective was to assess the 

qualities of a large high resolution display wall as a collaborating mechanism in the 

context of a typical radiology demonstration setting (scenario). Hence, the demo was 

thoughtfully planned to provoke discussion and reflection on what such technology has 

to offer. We videotaped the demo and comments were transcribed. Results from this 

demo are our primary findings. 

In designing the prototype we had image material like CT, MR, CT-angio stitched 

together to a large enough image to fit the wall (22 mega pixels). For this purpose we 

used ImageMagick
1

 and borrowed the familiar interface from the current image viewer 

at the Radiology Department as a “frame” around the images (see Figure 2). We used a 

parallel image viewer, developed at the Computer Science department, capable of 

viewing images across the cluster of computers running the display wall in order to 

have a very responsive interface that do not require several seconds of loading when 

zooming and panning along the large images on the wall.  

1

 www.imagemagick.org 
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To describe the prototype we built we use the framework that Houde and Hill 

presents in [6]; role, look-and-feel and implementation. Our prototype is developed 

along all the three dimensions. The role of the artifact is investigated by regarding the 

display wall as the communicating medium for the radiology team and staff from any 

other department in the hospital. Look and feel component is medium to high fidelity 

and resolution. We provide an actual looking interface on a real display wall. On the 

implementation side, this is a prototype with limitations in fidelity and resolution of the 

interface elements. We developed the scenario subsequent to the observations done at 

UNN. The scenario was not explicitly shared with the user group (radiologists), but 

was for internal use among the designers. The scenario: “A Radiologist is presenting a 

patient case to another department. The latter department has requested the images. The 

radiologist is using a 22 megapixel; the equivalent of 28 ordinary displays.” It is a very 

ambiguous and general scenario, although it describes the specific use of the artifact. 

3. Findings 

3.1. Findings from the observation 

The observational studies performed were mainly done in order to look at the presently 

available equipment in the hospital and only to a limited degree to focus on how the 

tasks are actually performed. The first observation was performed at an oncology 

department at UNN. We observed a morning meeting at the oncology department and a 

weekly teleconferencing-educational seminar between the current Tromsø department 

and an off-site part of this department located in the city of Bodø
2

. Using a display-wall 

for this scenario, we could i.e. expect a more sense of presence from the remote site at 

the local site having the display-wall 

[7] in the video-conference. However – 

we decided cooperatively with the 

oncology department not to pursue this 

scenario as a candidate for our 

prototype. The second observation was 

at a conference room located at the 

Pathology department of the University 

Hospital. We were given a demo of the 

equipment and an unstructured 

interview with one of the leading 

pathologists at the department was 

conducted. The conference room we were shown had room for approximately 40 

people and is typically in use for conferences on for instance brain tumors, urology, 

mammography cases and gynecology. The equipment used in this facility was a 2-

projector lineup with two screens, where one screen typically displays variable content 

depending on the case studied while the right displays the pathology image being 

selected by the person handling the microscope. We agreed that the pathology 

conference room was interesting for our scenario and that the pathologist would 

provide input to the prototype and be present at the demonstration. The third 

observation session was at a radiology meeting with a group of neurologists. Based on 

2

 The oncology department is one administrative unit, but is physically divided by 1000km 

Figure 1 
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the previous meetings and the discussions we had both before the meetings, during, and 

afterwards we already knew that the clinicians are used to large displays and a two-

projector setup. That meant that we could advance somewhat and start looking for 

particular needs for the kinds of features the display-wall technology offers. We were 

looking for situations where additional information about patient was requested and 

where image material was browsed through, for instance where the method of scrolling 

through image material was used. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the setup at the radiology 

board. Notice the very typical setup of three computer screens for a radiology station 

and the two ceiling-mounted projectors used to show the images from the patient and 

communicate findings. The arrows from the computer screens illustrates that the image 

from these screens are shared to the audience. Typical here is that the imaging data is 

the only one being shared visually. If any other data is requested it is typically read out 

loud by the radiologist controlling the workstations PCs. A typical patient presentation 

proceeds like this: (1) the radiologist reads from the patient journal/charts relevant 

information. (2) Images are loaded and selected to be put onto the projector screens, (3) 

the patient and the findings are discussed in the group. The discussion is in general 

involving 2-4 people including the radiologist.  

3.2. Findings from the Demo/Focus group 

The patient selected by the radiologists was one with substantial image material of 

several modalities. The patient data was anonymized and transferred in its original 

DICOM format. The demo of the prototype was an intimate setup at the display wall 

lab at the computer science department. Present were the design team, the current head 

of the radiology department, a former head of the radiology, now head of clinical IT-

systems at UNN, a visiting senior radiologist and a chief physician at the pathology 

department. The demo itself was a series of interface examples taking advantage of the 

large display area. In their comments on the prototype they are generally comparing it 

to the two-projector setup in Figure 1.  

The participants liked the extra space and immediately suggested that patient 

information and history could be available. They suggested that the display should be 

divided into three parts, where one of the three could be dedicated patient information, 

while the two remaining could be used to imaging, as they are today. Figure 2 shows 

pictures from the demo of our prototype. 2 a) shows a complex of images and image-

modalities including pathology 2 b) shows 4 selected images from the image set on the 

left in the image, where one physician moves closer to study details. One of the main 

hypothesis before the demonstration of this prototype was that the ability to view more 

information simultaneously would be the main interest in the large display. This is the 

reason for stitching many CT and MR images together on the different slides. However, 

even though facilitating the overview- and detail concept proved to be highly 

successful among the audience, the displaying of many images at the same time seems 

to provoke the conception that this is a step backwards – that this is what everyone 

thought when digital imaging was introduced with PACS some years ago. One of the 

comments during the demo illustrates this point: 

“ … historically, in the development of PACS, one thought that one would recreate what 

we had with analogue x-rays, where we had large displays with many images hanging in a 

rack. The bigger surface on which to hang images, the better it was – we thought. In the first 

implementations of PACS they thought that the more images they could view – on as many 
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displays as possible, the better. (…) Then the breakthrough came, when someone was thinking 

simple and noticing that ‘you never look at more than one image at a time. You only need the 

option of choosing one image out of several and look at that more closely’ ”. 

Furthermore, one of the participants felt he was “drowning in information” when all the 

images were sequenced over the entire wall. Another comment was that it could be 

useful to have certain kinds of information available all the time on the screen (static), 

while the rest could change. An example of static information was patient information 

like name, address and which department the patient belonged to. 

As for the collaboration aspect of the large display there was a couple of issues 

that came up during the presentation. One was tied to the fact that the potential “added” 

information pieces that would be on the wall is not currently shared – or at least not 

visually with the audiences in such settings. As mentioned before, the textual 

information, patient history, etc. are currently shared only orally and so the presenter 

has the possibility of “screening” this information before it reaches the audience 

(selecting and omitting pieces information as he/she finds relevant). Furthermore, this 

material is not authored today with visual sharing in mind, and changing this might also 

change how the content is created. This might for instance mean that whom ever is 

presenting might use longer time in preparing (and in the first place – writing) this 

information for presentation. This is, of course, related to how the presentations are 

prepared today – which needs to be studied. The other related issue was that of floor 

control: who selects and manipulates the displayed information on the wall? A quote 

from one of the participants: 

“ (…) if you take mammography, for instance – there are three things in use: x-ray 

images, EPR and pathology. Is it so that one person can control the x-ray images, one can 

control the EPR and a third can control the pathology? It has to be like that (…)” 

    

The issue of whom and how one controls the presentation and what goes onto the 

screen is an important one, and a real challenge for the interface design. There were 

also quite a lot of questions regarding the tiling of the screen and whether this could be 

better done in a finished system. The audience seemed to agree that the difference in 

coloring between the projectors would have to be reduced. 

Figure 2 
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4. Conclusions, discussion and further work 

Although information overload seems to be the basic concern that is provoked by our 

prototype, we believe that this issue needs to be counter-balanced by the fact that the 

large display technology is not - in this context - meant to be used by a single 

individual alone. The large surface and high resolution provides a novel situation where 

much more information could be made visible simultaneously. We have experienced 

that the re-introduction of cascading images on the large display may not be 

particularly useful, even if it is a tempting way of utilizing the extra display area. 

Instead, the cues are thus far, that the extra screen real estate should be configured so as 

to bring more diverse information that facilitates the collaborate problem-solving and –

decision making process that clinical conferencing is about – not more of the same 

information.  A consequence of this matter is the problem how to highlight what 

information is in focus at any time – or how to select or “frame” the relevant 

information at any time [8]. The first and most obvious thought is to present overview

(i.e. a collection of the generally perceived most important, diverse pieces of 

information on the patient) by default and to enable selection of detail on an ad-hoc 

basis. The effects of the large, high-resolution displays remains to be seen in real use 

by clinicians, which we hope to achieve through iterative development of a radiology 

interface for the wall and subsequent opportunities for clinical testing. 
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Abstract. We report from three usability evaluations of health information 
systems that illustrate the value of seeing usability as a context dependent property 
of a product. We show how the definition of usability in ISO 9241-11 can be used 
as a guiding principle in the evaluation, specification and design of such systems. 
The contextual view on usability is particularly important for health information 
systems because of their great diversity concerning user groups, tasks, and work 
environments.
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Introduction

Compared to other fields of informatics, medical informatics has been relatively late in 
adopting a focus on usability. This can be seen both as a drawback and as an 
opportunity. A positive consequence is that the field can draw on 25 years of research 
in human-computer interaction (HCI). One important sign of a mature research field is 
that it has developed a shared set of well-defined concepts. Within HCI, one of the 
most central concepts is usability. Since its infancy in the early 80s, the HCI field’s 
understanding of usability has changed from a focus on efficiency and “user-
friendliness” to a mature definition made explicit in the standard ISO 9241-11 [1].An 
important shift in the understanding of usability has been from seeing it as a property of 
the software as such to see it as a relation between the software and its context of use.
This has important consequences for how software should be designed, evaluated and 
implemented. The heterogeneity of the use situation for health information systems 
makes awareness of the contextual nature of usability particularly important for such 
systems. We will illustrate the relevance of a contextual perspective on usability for 
health information systems with findings from three recent research projects.

1. Related Work

Already 15 years ago Jakob Nielsen [2] discussed the relation between usability and the 
overall system acceptability of a product. He argued that other factors such as price, 
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compatibility, and social acceptability are important. More recently, it has been argued 
that aesthetics and “desirability” are just as important as usability [3].
It has been empirically shown that the technology acceptance of a product can be 
predicted with technology acceptance models such as UTAUT [4]. Such models list 
usability (“ease of use”) as one of the most important factors affecting the user’s choice, 
thus showing the importance of a focus on system usability.

The definition of usability in ISO 9241-11 has been the basis for ISO 25062 [5],
which specifies a common industry format for reporting the results from usability tests.

2. Usability Defined

ISO 9241-11 defines the usability of a product as “the effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in particular 

environments”. The ISO standard defines usability in terms of three measures: 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, and three aspects of the use situation: the 
users, their goals and the use environment. The use situation as a whole is referred to as 
the product’s context of use.

Effectiveness is the most important measure. It is the extent to which the goals of 
the users are achieved. In usability tests this is often measured as task completion. 
Efficiency is about the resources necessary to achieve the goal. In usability tests this is 
often measured as completion time. Satisfaction is about the user’s subjective 
assessment of the product. In usability tests, user satisfaction is often measured with 
standardized questionnaires. Together, these three measures give an indication of how 
“usable” the product is. Experience from empirical research shows that these measures 
can not be reduced to one single measure, and that all three should be reported when 
usability tests are done [6].

The ISO definition of usability differs from many other ISO definitions by being
context dependent. It says that the usability of a product cannot be measured as a 
property of the product as such, but only in relation to a specific context of use. This is 
different from context independent definitions as the Kilogram.  The weight of a laptop 
PC is independent of its user, its purpose of use and its use environment. 

The ISO definition of usability refers to three aspects of the use situation: (1) 
Specified users require that the users are identified. For usability evaluations of systems 
in actual use, the specified users are the actual users. For usability tests it is necessary 
to characterize the future users to such an extent that it is possible to select a 
representative set of test subjects. (2) Specified goals are about the users´ purpose when 
using the product. In usability tests, the users´ goals are defined through the tasks that 
the test subjects are asked to carry out. (3) The environment is the physical and social 
conditions of the use situation. This includes physical aspects, such as furniture and 
noise levels, and ergonomic aspects such as placement of equipment. In usability tests 
it is necessary to imitate the environment to the necessary level of detail. 

3. Usability is Contextual

Let us illustrate the ISO standard’s definition of usability with an example from 
medical informatics. Many electronic health record (EHR) systems currently offer 
access through wireless personal digital assistants (PDAs). Let us focus on such a 
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system’s function for retrieving lab results for a patient. For the current purpose, let this 
function be what the ISO standard refers to as the product. The effectiveness of this 
product is to what extent the users (i.e. the doctors and the nurses) are able to get access 
to the lab results for a given patient. Given that the users are able to complete their task, 
the efficiency is about how much effort they have to put in to achieve it. The efficiency 
can be quantified as time used on the task, need to consult written material, and help 
from colleagues. One way of measuring the user satisfaction could be to ask the users 
questions about how they like the system on a scale from 1 to 5.

Let us assume that the specified users for our hypothetical EHR system are 
doctors and nurses. This would then exclude patients, hospital administrators, visitors 
or any other person present in a hospital who might want to look at lab results. If a 
patient picks up the PDA, fails to get access to his lab results, and complains about the 
usability of the product, he has misunderstood what usability is all about. This product 
was not intended for patients, and it is therefore meaningless to talk about its usability 
for users outside of its intended user group. Our hypothetical product could have been 
designed to allow for access by patients, but that would have made it a different 
product with a different intended user group, and consequently with different criteria 
for evaluation of usability.

A similar argument goes for the specified goals. If a user criticizes the system for
not allowing for text messaging, that is not a statement about the usability of the EHR 
lab result function, but a wish for some new functionality. Such statements are of 
course legitimate, and feedback of this sort should even be encouraged in the dialogue 
with the users, but they say nothing about the usability of the product. 

Let us, in a similar fashion, assume that the intended use environment for our 
hypothetical product is specified to be within the walls of the hospitals and in good 
light conditions. The fact that the PDA will be useless in the badly lit back of an 
ambulance far away from the hospital wireless network is consequently irrelevant in a 
discussion about the usability of this product, as long as ambulances are not included as 
one of its intended use environments.

4. Context-of-use Illustrated with Three Cases

We will illustrate the relevance of a contextual perspective on usability from three 
recent usability studies performed in our usability laboratory. The usability laboratory 
at the Norwegian National EHR Research Center (NSEP) in Trondheim has an 80 m2 
room with movable walls that allows for full-scale simulations of situations from 
hospitals. That makes usability tests possible with a number of users simultaneously.

4.1. Case A: Getting the User Group Right

In cooperation with the system vendor, we did a usability test of an eHealth service for 
primary care that allows patients to communicate with their doctor through a web 
interface. The web service allows the patients to make appointments, send requests to 
their doctor, and ask for renewal of prescriptions.

One of the most critical usability problems found was related to SMS codes sent 
by the system to verify the identity of the user. These codes had to be read from the 
patient’s mobile phone and typed in on the PC. The codes were random sequences of 
digits and letters, e.g. “Bq7cP8”. For a number of users this became a major obstacle. 
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We observed that this was particularly true for users with pain and on strong 
medications. This observation led us to question the validity of the usability test, as one 
might expect that a considerable number of eHealth users will be pain patients. To test 
if pain and medication actually has an effect on the patient’s ability to use the system, 
we did a controlled experiment where a group of cancer patients (N=14) and a matched 
control group (N=14) were exposed to the eHealth system. The study showed a 
statistically significant difference in completion rate between the two groups [7].

The lesson learned from this case is that one has to be very precise in the definition 
of the user groups for health information systems. Large between-subject variations in 
test results are indications that one might have to split the user group into subgroups. 

4.2. Case B: Getting the Physical Environment Right

A number of new hospitals now install bedside terminals for the patients. Such 
terminals are currently to a large extent used for entertainment and web browsing. In 
cooperation with one of the vendors of these terminals, we explored the potential for 
letting doctors use handheld devices (PDAs) as input device for the bedside terminals. 
Seven different prototype user interfaces were implemented. They were tested on a 
scenario where a doctor uses a bedside terminal to show X-ray images to a patient [8].

Due to patient safety and privacy issues we were not allowed to test the prototypes 
in situ. The usability tests were done in our lab with a replication of a patient room with 
a hospital bed, a touch screen and a PDA. The tests were run with pairs of doctors and 
patients. After having tried out all versions, the doctors and patients were asked to rank 
the different solutions by sorting cards representing the alternatives. They were asked 
to give reasons for their ranking. Figure 1 shows to the left the recorded video from the 
test, and to the right a combined video with the bedside terminal and the PDA.

Figure 1. The doctor uses his PDA to select which X-ray image to show to the patient.

An analysis of the factors that influenced their ranking showed that the usability of the 
different design solutions were to a large extent not a result of the usability of the 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) as such, but of how each design solution affected the 
dialogue between the physician and the patient. These factors included free eye contact, 
the ability to have a shared view, and distance to the screen. A “desktop” usability test, 
focusing only on the system’s GUI, would for this case have given misleading results. 
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The lesson learned from this case, is that for usability tests of health information 
systems it is necessary to imitate the environment to a high degree of realism.

4.3. Case C: Getting the Scenario Right

We are currently involved in the usability testing of a new version of a hospital EHR 
system with new modules for computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and lab 
result access. The current version only works on stationary computers, while the new 
version will also work on laptop PCs with WLAN access. The version to be tested is in 
a beta release, and due to patient safety and privacy issues we are not allowed to test it 
in situ. Five persons were involved in each test: a doctor, a nurse and three actors 
simulating patients.

To ensure the realism of the usability test, a portion of a ward has been replicated 
in our lab, including meeting room, corridor, patient rooms and patient beds. To get the 
scenario right, it was necessary to do field studies of actual work practice and include 
health workers in the specification of tasks and goals. It was also necessary to give the 
patients in the tests realistic medical histories, so that the doctors and nurses had goals 
that mimicked those in real life. The first phase of the project was a baseline test where 
pairs of doctors and nurses performed a pre-round, round and medication scenario with 
the current combination of stationary EHR system and paper-based ordering and lab 
results. Figure 2 shows the wall setup of the laboratory and a scene from the test.

Figure 2. Laboratory configuration and a scene from the usability test.

To check the validity of the baseline test, the video recordings from the test were 
compared with field notes from an actual ward. The comparison revealed a number of 
differences related to the scale of the social unit being tested. We had not included any 
interruptions in the scenario, while the field notes showed that medical work to a large 
extent is event driven, with many interruptions and with many tasks going on in 
parallel. We used this knowledge in the planning of the next phase of the test, by 
introducing unexpected interruptions in the scenarios. Interruptions included physicians 
being paged due to emergency and nurses being called to other patient rooms.

The lesson learned from this case is that medical work is very complex, and to get 
valid test results the use scenarios must replicate the tasks and goals of the health 
workers in great detail. Domain experts should be included in the design of the 
scenarios, and tests should be compared with observations from real life.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

Our experience from doing usability tests of health information systems shows the 
importance of taking into consideration the contextual nature of usability as it is 
defined in ISO 9241-11. The medical domain is highly specialized, with a number of 
different professions and patient groups, a large number of different activities, and 
many different work environments – all within the walls of the same hospital. Some 
systems have only one user group, while many health information systems have a 
number of user groups, often with different tasks and work environments. It is 
consequently meaningless to talk about the usability of a particular information system 
without being very specific about its intended user groups, tasks, and work 
environment.

This has consequences for the usability evaluation of such systems, but also for 
the specification and design phase. Due to the complexity of the context of use for such 
systems it is important that user groups, tasks and work environments are defined in 
great detail before a new system is being designed. If one or more of these factors are 
not well defined, the development project runs the danger of making a product that 
might have a high usability for the project team’s imagined context of use, but not for 
the actual context of use.

The Human-Computer Interaction field has produced a number of design 
techniques, such as contextual inquiry [9], personas [10], and scenario-based design 
[11] that can help in the identification of the correct context of use. Properly used, such 
techniques can enable developers of health information systems to not only “make the 
thing right”, but also to “make the right thing”. For this purpose we suggest that the 
ISO definition of usability can be a powerful guiding principle.
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Abstract: OPTISAS is a visualization method that allows describing very 

precisely a patient with Sleep Apnea Syndrome. Using the events scored by the 

physician, our method gives a set of graphs that are a detailed representation of the 

condition, sleep stage and position, in which the events occur. This helps for the 

diagnosis.  This is possible thanks to the application of Generalized Caseview 

method. The method proceeds in two steps, defining the reference frame and using 

this reference frame to visualize data. The reference frame is built by using a 

supin/unsupine binary criterion, a six type event criterion and a sleep stage ordinal 

criterion. The main result is the visualization of the indexes (average number of 

events by hour) associated with the events. This allows a more accurate diagnosis 

showing the precise influence of the position and of the sleep stage on the events. 

Keywords: Generalized Caseview; Information visualization; Sleep Apnea 

Syndrome; Polysomnography; Diagnosis; Signal Processing 

1. Introduction  

Sleep Apnea Syndrome (SAS) is a real public health problem. The sleep apnea – 

hypopnea syndrome occurs in 2-4% of the middle aged population [1], causing daytime 

sleepiness, cognitive deficits and road traffic accidents. Its association with increased 

cardiovascular [2] and cerebrovascular morbidity [3] has been clearly recognized. 

Young and colleagues estimated that 2% of women and 4% of men meet the criteria for 

the clinical syndrome of sleep-disordered breathing. Caring of these patients at an early 

stage is very important for treatment efficiency and complication prevention. The main 

existing exploratory means is the polysomnography. This examination is an overnight 

multichannel recording dedicated to the accurate diagnosis of sleep disorders. Due to 
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their multimodality, the generated data are complex to analyze, forming a typical 

relevant problem for information visualization methods application. 

The method used is the Generalized Caseview method (GCm). This method is a 

pixelization method [4] that has proven its efficiency in processing complex data [5-7]. 

The point of this paper is to show the contribution of the GCm to polysomnographic 

characterization of the SAS. As a matter of fact this method allows the OPTImisation 

of the care of patient with SAS (OPTISAS). In the methods we will explain the main 

parameters of a polysomnography and the basis of the GCm, then in the result the main 

images obtained when applying the method to the data of a patient will be presented. 

Finally an evaluation of the method will be proposed thanks to its application to a set of 

patients.

2. Methods 

The polysomnography (PSG) is the medical examination used to detect the sleep 

disorders. It consists of simultaneously recording many neurological and respiratory 

parameters, during a night. Among the sleep disorders, we can define some breathing 

events [8]. The apnea is a clear cessation of breathing during sleep lasting at least ten 

seconds. The hypopnea is a clear amplitude reduction of a validated measure of 

breathing during sleep (between thirty and fifty percents from baseline) that is 

associated with an arousal or an oxygen desaturation larger than three percents. If there 

is still an effort to breathe, objectified by an increase of the activity of the respiratory 

muscles, the apnea is obstructive; in the other case, it is central. If the apnea begins as a 

central apnea but towards the end there is an effort to breathe without airflow, the 

apnea is mixed. The results of the analysis of a PSG are given by indexes that are 

defined as the average number of events that occur every hour during the sleep.  Thus, 

the Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI) indicates the severity of the Sleep Apnea Syndrome 

(SAS).  But to make a diagnosis, the physicians need to see a temporal representation 

of the patient’s night, with the sleep stages, the position (figure 2) and the scored events. 

Then, it is necessary to know the main respiratory events and their type. Each specific 

event is measured thanks to a specific index. Moreover, the duration of the events is 

also important, in particular the duration of the longest event. Two other events are 

important: those are the desaturations and the micro-arousals, which are measured 

thanks to their respective indexes. 

There are still a large quantity of key numbers that are used by the physicians to 

make their conclusions and the diagnosis. They are not detailed here but it is important 

to know that they are presented in tables of numbers lying on ten A4 pages: the source 

data come from the polysomnographic  report generated by Somnologica developed by 

Medcare [9]. 

The Generalized CaseView is a pixelization method [4,5,6,10] that gives a visual 

representation of data tables that point out groups very clearly; they are next very easy 

to identify. In that aim, the data are structured and localized on a 2D-map using three 

criteria: firstly, the data are separated in 2 groups using a binary criterion; each group is 

taking place in one side of the map. Then, they are separated in many groups, 

according to a nominal criterion; each group has to take place in a raw on the graph. 

Each data is finally placed using an ordinary criterion. This gives the order of the data 

from the central axis allowing defining a symmetry. Every cell contains a data and its 

background is colored by defining a color scale (these cells are called “infoxel” [4]). 
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Figure 1 The three criteria of the reference frame of the GCm 

Our method is to draw a set of graphs in order to visualize quickly all the 

information and have a precise conclusion and precise diagnosis, considering all the 

indexes given by position of the patient and sleep stages. Every graph shows the data, 

aggregated by the position and/or the sleep stage. The first graph shows all the data 

recorded during the night (Somnologica usual representation); the next graphs indicate 

the indexes of the events for each couple of position and sleep stage. In that purpose, 

we propose to use the generalized CaseView method. As binary criterion, we use the 

position, supine position versus unsupine position. The ordinary criterion is the sleep 

stage ordered by depth (S3-S4, S1-S2, REM). As nominal criterion we use all the 

scored events, which correspond to a respiratory or neurologic state. 

3. Results 

The approach of the method is to translate basic data into aggregated data. This 

translation allows extracting the semantic content of the data. 

The first graph is a temporal representation of the events during the night. This 

graph is necessary to see the architecture and fragmentation of the sleep and to have a 

first idea about the type of events and their severity. In some case, it is possible to 

detect some correspondences between an event and a position and/or a sleep stage.  

                         

Figure 2 Usual representation of a polysomnographic data 

Thus, the figure 2 shows that the patient has many obstructive apneas during sleep, 

a few hypopneas, associated to desaturations and microarousals. The patient has two 

periods of intensive apneas while he is sleeping in supine position. He changed of 

position many times during the night and awoke for 2 hours in the night. However he 

slept about 7 hours that is enough for giving conclusions.  
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Figure 3 Visualization of the indexes using the generalized Caseview method (GCm) 

Figure 3 was drawn using the GCm. The infoxels contain the indexes for each 

scored event in the corresponding position and sleep stage. The colour scale is shown 

on the right. We can see the indexes depending on the position and the sleep stage.  It is 

clear that the patient has an obstructive apneas syndrome depending on the position. 

The dark color indicates that the SAS is severe. The apneas are associated with 

desaturations and microarousals. There are many apneas in deep sleep, which is not 

common.  

Figure 4 Visualization of the indexes using the GCm 

Figure 4 is almost the same as figure 3, except the width of the columns is 

proportional to the time spent in these conditions. The patient clearly slept just a very 

few minutes in REM-sleep. This figure confirms the supine feature of the SAS.  

Figures 5 and 6 allow completing the analysis by showing other parameters. 

Figure 5 Visualization of the average durations of the events using the GCm 

In term of average length, the figure 5 shows that the apneas are mostly not very 

long. We already know that apneas were more frequent in supine position. Figure 5 

shows that they are also longer. It appears that in unsupine position, the patient has a 

normal profile, the disorders occur when the patient sleeps in supine position.   
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Figure 6. Visualization of the durations of the longest events using the GCm 

The figure 6 represents the duration of the longest event for each condition. They 

are quite long. Some apneas last more than 60 seconds. Once again, in unsupine 

position, the events are not severe.  

As review, the patient has a severe obstructive apnea syndrome. The main 

respiratory events are obstructive apneas. These apneas are related to supine position. 

The apneas are averagely not very long but some last more than 60 seconds, which is 

very long. Our method points even out that in unsupine position, the patient has a 

normal profile considering the frequency and the duration of the events. 

4. Evaluation  

The results were analysed by the chief physician of the sleep laboratory. We 

randomly chose a set of 13 patients with SAS.  The expert had to give his conclusions 

concerning the existence of a link between the SAS and a sleep stage and/or a position 

by looking at our set of graphs.  Our method was better for 7 patients considering the 

sleep stage and for 4 patients considering the position. Globally for 8 patients (62%), 

our method offered extra information.  

5. Discussion 

We studied other methods that analyse sleep data. The mainly used visualization of 

the PSG is a polysomnogram that is a temporal linear representation of all the 

recordings used in diagnosing sleep disorders. 

Fernandez-Leal and Moret-Bonillo [11] proposed a new method based on temporal 

knowledge analysis of the PSG. Their method is an AI approach. The main interest 

seems to be that their method enables “the temporal quantitative, qualitative and causal 

constraints to be represented and processed”. An important result is like ours, a gain in 

diagnosis accuracy. Compared to our method, their method is analytical when ours is 

global, i.e. visual. 

Fred et al [12] presented an expert system used to build the most plausible 

diagnosis in all sleep disorders, regarding polysomnographic and clinical data. In this 

tool, a graphical user-interface helps to control every step of the diagnosis. Like 

OPTISAS, the goal of the graphical representation is to resume the patient's data for the 

expert to understand what underlies the conclusions. The aim is even different as ours 

is to point out any dependences of the SAS to sleep depth or position, letting appear 
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some hidden aspects of the SAS that the patient suffers whereas Fred et al just illustrate 

all the rules that made the expert take his decision.  

Guimarães et al [13] classified patterns by using several 2D and 3D graphical 

representations in the framework of Self Organizing Maps, processing then them with 

AI methods to discover hidden information in polysomnographic data.  On the contrary, 

OPTISAS draws a simple image that is then analyzed by a human expert able to 

identify patterns describing accurately the patient.  

OPTISAS mixes a simple processing with an accurate description of the patient. 

6. Conclusion 

Our method gives a brief but exhaustive synthesis of common indicators used to 

diagnose a SAS, letting know in particular very easily the type and the severity of the 

SAS but also any influence by a position or a sleep stage, what was confirmed in 62% 

of cases in the evaluation. Such a formalization of the data permits to have an accurate 

diagnosis and to adapt the treatment.   

We are working on a more accurate and formal evaluation and validation of 

OPTISAS and we are implementing it in the daily activity of the physicians of the sleep 

laboratory. This study can thus be considered as the first step of a larger project that 

aims to establish groups of patients depending on the results obtained in our method.  
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Abstract. Demographic factors have been shown to be moderate predictors of 
preterm birth in prior studies which used hospital databases and epidemiologic 
sample surveys.  This retrospective study used de-identified 2003 North Carolina 
birth certificate data (n=73,040) and replicated the statistical and computational 
methods used in a prior study of an academic medical center’s data warehouse.  
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves were used to compare results 
across methods.  Due to differences between the data collected for birth certificates 
and the original clinical database, five of the seven demographic variables in the 
clinical database model were available for model testing (maternal age, marital 
status, race/ethnicity, education and county).  Even with a reduced model, multiple 
methods of statistical and computational modeling supported the earlier findings of 
demographic predictors for preterm birth.  The reduced model AUC results were 
acceptable (logistic regression = 0.605, neural networks = 0.57, SVM = 0.57, 
Bayesian classifiers = 0.59, and CART = 0.56), but lower than in the prior study as 
might be expected for a reduced model.  On a population level, these results 
support a prior demographic predictor preterm birth model generated from a 
clinical database and the use of computational methods for model formation.  
Additional testing for stronger predictor models within birth certificate data is 
suggested as birth certificate data is a parsimonious population dataset already 
routinely collected.  

Key Words.  Premature Birth, Health Services Research, Modeling, Obstetrics & 
Gynecology, Nursing

Introduction

Worldwide, preterm birth and/or low birth weight contribute to 24% of neonatal deaths 
[1].  In the United States, preterm births (birth prior to 37 weeks gestation) are the 
leading cause of neonatal deaths not related to congenital birth defects [2] . Rates of 
preterm birth have been increasing in the United States and in 2003, the national 
average was 12.7% of all births within the United States [3], but rates among some 
racial and ethnic populations such as African Americans (18.3%) in comparison to 
among non-Hispanic white mothers (11.4%) [3].
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Preterm infants who survive are at increased risk for developmental disabilities, 
cerebral palsy, mental retardation, blindness, chronic lung problems, and other lifelong 
conditions which add to the pain and suffering families may experience with the birth 
of a preterm baby.  The annual financial toll for initial hospital care of preterm infants 
is estimated to be US$15.5 billion [2] each year, with additional costs for children with 
special needs going well beyond this already astronomical amount.  Small increases in 
gestational age are also associated with lower mean hospital charges.  In one study, the 
mean hospital charges for full term infants was US$4,788 compared to US$10,561 (33 
– 36 weeks), US$55,792 (29-32 weeks), and US$239,749 (26 – 28 weeks) for preterm 
infants [4]. Clearly, strategies are needed to find solutions to this important preterm 
birth problem.  Complicating the search for effective preterm birth prevention 
interventions is a lack of an adequate and reliable preterm birth prediction model.

Exact etiology of spontaneous preterm birth is not known at this time and is likely 
to be the interaction of multiple risk factors [2, 3].  The literature is replete with 
contradictory research findings that yield minimal guidance for perinatal practitioners, 
and there is no scientifically validated framework for preterm risk factors.    As an  
example, despite the prior widespread use of a preterm risk scoring tool, this tool was 
later found to be ineffective in accurately identifying most preterm births [5].

More recent modeling for preterm birth prediction has used medical records to 
investigate the role of personal health behaviors, history and demographics in preterm 
birth.  However this approach has also resulted in inconsistent results.  Goodwin, et al. 
[6] used multiple data mining techniques to study 19,970 racially diverse pregnant 
women and found seven demographic variables produced 0.72 area under the curve 
(AUC).  It is interesting to note that in contrast to their results using seven variables, 
using all 1,622 variables available in the dataset produced only a slight increase in 
AUC (0.04) when predicting birth outcomes.  In using receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) techniques, chance prediction would be 0.50 AUC and perfect prediction would 
be 1.0, so 0.72 is a respectable prediction that suggests demographic data are important 
but, obviously, improved predictive accuracy is needed for clinical decision support.  

Other studies have supported several of the demographic variables noted in the 
Goodwin model including:  maternal age; marital status race and/or ethnicity [7].
Other research has also found personal income and neighborhood income 
characteristics to be important demographic predictors of preterm birth [8].

Sampling in these prior studies potentially could have affected the resulting 
preterm prediction models.  Researchers have noted considerable variation in socio-
demographic variables as well as preterm birth outcomes in comparison of a study 
sample drawn from local clinics and the local population characteristics [9].  As the 
Goodwin et al. [6] model was based on the medical records of academic medical center 
patients during years 1986 to 1995, this sample may have also affected the resulting 
prediction model. Patients receiving care in an academic medical center may represent 
higher acuity patients and not be representative of the population as a whole.   Further 
testing of this prior model with either a broader sample or with population records was
needed.
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1. Methods

1.1. Research Design

This study was a retrospective, secondary analysis of North Carolina birth record data.  
The purpose of this study was to examine if a demographic preterm prediction model 
previously generated by data from academic medical center’s clinical database could be 
applied to a population database.  Following approval by the Health Sciences 
Institutional Review Board, we attempted to replicate a prior demographic preterm 
birth prediction model [6] with birth certificate data.  Variables within the birth 
certificate data were as closely matched with the variable definitions from the prior 
model as possible.  Two variables, mother’s religion and payor source were not 
available within the birth certificate file and therefore omitted from the replication
model.  Preterm birth for this study was a dichotomous variable defined as a birth prior 
to 37 weeks gestation.

1.2. Sample and Data Source

The data source for this project was the publicly-available, de-identified, birth 
certificate records for North Carolina for 2003 [10].  These data were the most recent 
data available at the beginning of the study.  The North Carolina birth records were 
chosen as the prior study was based on medical records from an academic medical 
center located in North Carolina, but this study’s dataset (2003) did not contain any 
records from the previous study’s birth dataset (1986-1995) [6]. This study’s data set 
contained 120,168 live births and included maternal, paternal, infant and health care 
system variables.  As state law requires birth certificate completion for all births, this 
data set is estimated to represent 99% of all births [3]. The exact number of 
undocumented births is unknown though likely small in number. When filtered for out-
of-state births, induced or stimulated labor or multiple births, the data set contained 
73,040 birth records.

1.3. Analysis

This study replicated the statistical and computational methods used in the prior study:  
logistic regression, neural networks, classification and regression trees (CART) and 
also included Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Bayesian classifiers for model 
comparison.  This project used the Matlab® Neuronal Networks package and the SVM 
classifier implemented in the Matlab® Statistical Package.  The Bayes classifier was 
coded in Matlab® by one of the authors (MP).  Receiver Operating Characteristics 
(ROC) curves were used to compare results across methods.  

Logistic regression was chosen based on the primarily categorical data being used.   
The response variable was binary (preterm or not preterm).   With the exception of age, 
all the data were categorical.  From the birth certificate data, the variables were 
categorized in the same manner as the original study.  For example, in the birth 
certificate data, education is listed as the number of years of education.  We put these 
education data into categories to match the variables used by the previous study.   Our 
raw data also had ethnicity and race as distinct categories, which was not done in 
Goodwin et al.’s study [6].  Therefore, we had to combine these two variables from the 
birth certificate dataset in order to match original study definitions.  
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The NN structure consisted in N input binary inputs, 2N hidden layers and 2 output 
nodes, one for each class (preterm or term).  The number of inputs, N, varied according 
to the number of variables used and the discretization of the continuous variable such 
as maternal age.  For the case when N was large (for example, the county variable) we 
used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the input 
space.  The training of the NN was performed on 2,000 records from the 2004 North 
Carolina birth certificate data. 

The Bayes classifier was implemented in a simple fashion by using the class mean.  
An unknown pattern was assigned to the class with the closest (using Euclidean 
distance) mean. More sophisticated Bayesian approaches did not seem to improve the 
classification result.

ROC curves are used to give a graphical representation of results of prediction.  It 
is a graph of sensitivity versus specificity (true positives vs. true negatives) given a 
binary classifier.  The area under the curve (AUC) represents predictive accuracy of the 
model.  At 0.5, it means the results can be explained by chance.  The ROC curve was 
useful for comparison in this study, as we had a binary classifier (preterm vs. not 
preterm) and all the methods gave us an AUC value.  Even with the AUC values, it is 
helpful to compare the visual representation of the curves, which is done in Figure 1.

2. Results

Table 1:  Comparison of Results across Studies

Due to differences between the data collected for birth certificates and the original 
clinical database, five of the seven demographic variables in the clinical database 
model were available for model testing (maternal age, marital status, race/ethnicity, 
education and county).  Even with a reduced model, multiple methods of statistical and 
computational modeling supported the earlier findings of demographic predictors for 
preterm birth.  The reduced model AUC results were acceptable (logistic regression = 
0.605, neural networks = 0.57, SVM = 0.57, Bayesian classifier = 0.59, and CART = 
0.56), but lower than in the original study.

Support Vector Machines (SVM) Not used 0.57

Bayesian classifiers Not used 0.59

Rule induction 0.67 Not used

CART-based Custom Classifier Software 
(Goodwin, et al., 2001)/Classification & 
Regression Trees (CART)

0.72 0.56

Neural networks (NN) 0.64 0.57

Logistic regression 0.66 0.605

Method Original Study (Goodwin, et 
al., 2001) AUC Results

(n = 19,970)

Current Study AUC 
Results

(n = 73,040)
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Figure 1 compares the ROC curve results among the different statistical and 
computational analyses.  As illustrated, the results of this model are consistent across 
multiple statistical and computational models.

Figure 1: Comparison of Receiving Operator Characteristic (ROC) Curves by Computational and Statistical 
Methods

3. Discussion

The results of this study yielded lower AUC results than the original work; however 
this was not unexpected as two of the original variables in the model were unavailable 
in the new dataset.   Although the direction of these results do support the original 
demographic model proposed by Goodwin et al. [6], these results also suggest that 
further refinement of this socio-demographic model is needed.  The birth certificate 
data set contains other variables not available to the original research team in the 
clinical database.  These variables include paternal demographic factors, maternal
health behaviors and maternal medical history which may be important and should be 
incorporated into future socio-demographic model research.  Of particular note, the 
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birth certificate data set contains measures of prenatal care adequacy:  the Kotelchuck 
Index and the Kessner Index which were not available in the prior clinical dataset.  
Previous research has suggested that adequacy of prenatal care can affect preterm birth 
outcomes [11].  These measures should be tested in further refinement of a socio-
demographic preterm prediction model.  

4. Conclusion

The significance of demographic predictors in a pregnant population center around 
opportunities for intervention where socio-economic and geography factors can be 
mediated to prevent preterm birth and other pregnancy complications.  Refinement of a 
socio-demographic prediction model using existing population data sources is the next 
step. Future models can be used in the design of clinical decision support systems.  
Additional research will need to examine how well subsequent socio-demographic 
models predict birth outcomes geographically in order to identify communities most at 
risk and target interventions effectively.
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Abstract. p53 gene is a central hub in a network that have the role to protect the 
cells against carcinogenesis. A lot of research work has been done in this field, a 
huge amount of data was collected and many experiments have been performed. 
For a better understanding of the processes and for the help of experiments design 
some mathematical models were proposed in the literature. In this paper we make 
a brief overview of these models, pointing out their strong points and weak points. 
Some improvements of the models were also presented with some graphical 
representations of numerical simulation. Finally some conclusions were made 
regarding future prospects of p53 network modeling.

Keywords. Mathematical models in medicine, Human genome related, Modeling, 
Numerical simulation, p53.

Introduction – biological aspects

P53 gene was identified in 1979 by Arnold Levine, David Lane and Lloyd Old, but it 
took ten years after, until 1989, to be found its key role in the cell as tumour suppressor 
gene. From that moment, the research activity grow up very quickly, in other ten years 
were published more than 17,000 articles and over 10,000 tumour-associated mutations 
in p53 have been discovered, in organism ranging from humans to clams. In this 
moment, a Google search returns more than 8,600,000 results related to p53.

The gene’s name, P53, is due to its protein molecular mass: it is in the 53 kilo 
Dalton fraction of cell proteins. The gene also gets a surname as “Guardian of the 
genome” due to its vital role that it plays in protecting the cell against tumor 
degeneration.

P53 activity can be described as the main defense mechanism against genetically
mutations. The gene starts its job only when DNA damage occurred, otherwise it is in 
dormant stage [1]. Its main two actions are related with its protein concentration in the 
cell nucleus and here there are: a low or a brief increase in concentration determines 
cell cycle arrest, but a high or prolonged elevation of P53 concentration shifts the cell 
to apoptosis [2]. Taking into account these two opposite outcomes it is now clear that 
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the P53 concentration should be kept in tight control. Here appears mdm2 gene that is 
in charge for this, resulting a negative feedback loop between p53 and mdm2 [3].

It was noticed that in almost all cancers p53 gene is inactivated [4]. The main 
mechanisms are: Amino-acid-changing mutation in the DNA-binding domain; deletion 
of the carboxy-terminal domain; multiplication of the mdm2 gene in the genome; viral 
infection; deletion of the p14ARF gene; mislocalization of p53 to the cytoplasm, 
outside the nucleus [5].

A recent hope for a therapeutically solution appeared after Xue W et al. 
experiments published in the paper Senescence and tumour clearance is triggered by 

p53 restoration in murine liver carcinomas, Nature (445: 656-660, 2007).
The paper is organized as follows: section 1 provides a brief overview of the main 

models from the literature pointing out their weak and strong points; section 2 deals 
with the improvements of the models biological as well as mathematical, including as a 
novelty a new type of activation function; finally, section 3 gives some direction for 
future research in the field.

1. Models from the literature

In this section, we will briefly present some models developed until now, with their 
strong points and weak points. The intention is to cover almost all was done in this 
field, in order for the reader to get a general idea about the challenging of p53 
modeling. 

From chronological point of view, the first model is assigned to the Bar-Or et al. 
(2000) [6]. The variables of the model are: designating P53, Mdm2 and I, where I is a 
hypothetical intermediary state of p53. The key finding was that under certain 
conditions p53 and mdm2 undergo damped oscillations. A weak point was the 
complexity of the model due to the relationships between the components. Totally there 
are 13 parameters that have to be estimated for only three components. The 
hypothetical intermediary I could be seen both as a weak and strong point; a weak point 
because it real existence cannot be justified and a strong point because helped another 
authors to create a better models. This hypothetical intermediary can now be explained 
as a sum of a time lag and the inclusion of active p53 in the models that followed this 
first model. Another good point except the generation of oscillations was the 
introduction of two functions in the models, signal and threshold. The signal function 
in recent models are denoted by the ATM protein and the threshold function is 
explicitly taken as a Hill function or, not so common, as a step-wise function.

In the same period another model which came out with new features appeared. It is 
the model developed by Mihalas et al (2000) [7]. The strong points of the model are 
that it can show different type of behavior such as: rapid evolution towards steady 
states, damped oscillations and sustained oscillations. The model also introduced the 
time delay and has two types of activating function: continuous using a Hill function 
and discontinuous- threshold using step-wise function. The weak point of this model 
lies in the simple approach of the p53 network, it taken into account only P53 and 
Mdm2 proteins and their corresponding mRNA. Another weak point can be the 
numerical simulation using non-specific software written in Pascal combined with the 
lack of practical experiments.

Tiana et al.(2002) [8] developed a two equations model which came out with a 
new type of function for p53-mdm2 interaction and proved that the time delay is an 
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essential ingredient of the system that has a robust behavior. The weak points are: not 
mathematical demonstrations, the numerical simulation with non-specific software and 
not taking into account ATM protein.

One year later in 2003 Monk [9] created a model with three equations using as 
variables except P53 and Mdm2 proteins, the mdm2 mRNA. He also used a time delay 
describing the transcription process and combined this delay with a Hill function. He 
obtained a behavior according to experimental data but it was unclear from the model 
how the cell stress would affect the system; as the experiments suggest it is important 
that, at equilibrium, the oscillations do not occur and they are seen only a certain 
amounts of damage.

In 2004 Lahav et al. [10] made an experiment using MCF-7 cells in which suggests 
that the response of p53 network to DNA damage is similar to a digital clock behavior. 
In a few words, the increasing of the DNA damage will not increase the amplitude of 
pulses but their frequencies. This experiment triggered the development of many 
models in the next year.

Ciliberto et al. (2005) [11] proposed a model to explain this behavior. As variables, 
it took into account the DNA damage, 3 forms of p53 and 3 forms of Mdm2. The 
model addresses for the p53 the degradation part of the protein as two of variables are 
the mono- and poli-ubiquitinated form. Another strong point was the consideration of 
two compartments for the system: nucleus and cytoplasm. Further more, besides the 
classical negative feedback loop between p53 and mdm2, the model considered also a 
positive feedback loop involving PTEN and Akt. In this manner the model behavior 
was in accordance with the experiments from [10]. We have to mention that in some 
living cells and especially in MCF-7, PTEN is not induced by p53 and therefore the 
model is not quite appropriate as the experiments were performed on MCF-7 cells. 

Ma et al. (2005) [12] proposed a more complex model who’s behavior was also 
similar to experimental findings. For the first time it was introduced the concept of 
three modules for p53 network modeling. Those are: DNA damage module, ATM 
switch and p53 oscillator. For the first module it was used a Monte Carlo method for 
simulation of the stochastic process related to DSB generation. In the second module 
three types of ATM forms were took into account and in the third module activated 
form of p53 was also considered as a distinct variable. The model in this form could 
not be a subject for a rigorous mathematical analyze.

Wagner et al. (2005) [13] based on the model from [9] and the concepts from [12] 
created a model which can exhibit a behavior similar with the results from [10] and 
also can support a fully mathematical approach. Nevertheless the model has only 4 
variables, therefore is quite simple.

Based of the modular concept from [12] a more complex model was created by 
Chickarmane et al. [14]. In the first two modules besides DNA damage and ATM also 
Nbs-1, a repair protein, was considered. In the third it can be found 10 variables, the 
new ones are Arf, Siah, �-catenin and their interaction products. The model lacks the 
time delay but regarding its complexity can be seen as a forward step in p53 network 
modeling.

Geva-Zatorsky et al. (2006) [15] also performed a practical experiment using 
MCF-7 cells which showed undamped oscillations. They also proposed not a single 
mathematical model but six, trying to cover all the aspects of p53 network modeling 
including time delay and ATM. The models are simple but they are in accordance with 
experiments. 
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Recently, Bose et al.(2007) [16] proposed a model that take into account a parallel 
pathway that leads to arrest of G2/M transition. The p53 network was studied from a 
biological perspective. The findings dealt with the apoptotic response of the cells and 
some experiments were suggested to be performed in order to prove the theoretical 
results.

2. Improvements of the models

All the models presented before can be improved; some of the improvements were 
already accomplished. The improvements can be split into two categories: biological 
improvements and mathematical improvements.

The biological improvements were achieved by adding new components of p53 
network into the model - described for every model presented, explicitly introducing 
the time lag or, addressing the role of ATM-mediated p53 activation in initiating and 
regulating oscillations.

Regarding the time delay this was explicitly introduced in the models from [7], [8], 
[9], [13], [15] and [17]. The model from [7] was further improved by our team in [18] 
by introducing three delays corresponding to the transcription, translation and transport 
times. Other type of biological improvement of the models was taking into account the 
role of ATM. This was done in the models from [12], [13], [14], [15], [19].

Mathematical improvements were not so extended in the models presented here. 
We can mention the introduction of Poisson distribution for a better describing of 
DNA-damage module in [19], engineering approach using Laplace transforms in [17]. 
Other mathematical related improvements can be time-dependent noise in protein 
production rates found in [15] and the replacing of Monte Carlo method used in [12] 
for simulation of DSB production with the simulation in Matlab [19].

In this field our team has come with an important contribution. The mathematical 
improvements made by us rely on introduction of distributed time delay, delay kernel 
and step-wise function for activation. The step-wise function was introduced in [7] and 
we manage to use Maple for numerical simulation [20].

The introduction of the distributed time delay was performed for the model from 
[7] and the results can be found in [21]. The biological reasoning for this was that the 
processes described by the model are continuous, therefore an integral form for delay is 
more appropriate. 

The next step in building a model with time delay was made by using the delay 
kernel. The classical delay found in other models is just a particular case of kernel
delay (Dirac distribution). In this manner we can analyze the system behavior with 
other types of distributions such as normal distribution, Erlang and exponential. The 
results were presented in [22] and [23].

The mathematical improvements were not only limited to introduction of the new 
features in models but also consist in a full mathematical investigation which is 
materialized in a working procedure. The steps are: (1) establishing the mathematical 
model; (2) looking for the stationary states of the model from Step 1; (3) investigation 
using classical methods of the local stability of the positive stationary states by 
analyzing the corresponding transcendental characteristic equation of the linear system 
associated to the model from Step 1; (4) finding of the conditions for the delay kernel's 
parameter, for which there is a Hopf bifurcation; (5) determination of the Poincare 
normal form associated to the system using the central manifold; (6) analyze of the 
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limit cycle using the Lyapunov coefficient; (7) numerical simulation of  the limit cycle 
in the neighborhood of the stationary state using Maple 11 with the discussion of the 
results. We have to emphasize that the numerical simulations performed used small 
programs written by the authors.

With this procedure was analyzed the model from [7] with the details in [24], 
model from [8] with the details in [25] and also all the other models which had as basic 
model the one from [7]. The details can be found in [21] and [23]. Numerical 
simulation using Maple 11 were performed also for the model from [13].

The model from [13] was improved with the change of Hill function with a step-
wise one. The step-wise function is a more realistic one for biological processes as 
many of them obey the law “all or nothing” but creates difficulties because it is a 
discontinuous function. One solution to overcome this was the use of a Hill function 
which can approximate the step-wise function and more than that it is a continuous one. 
Until recently we also used a Hill function but now we manage to deal with a step-wise 
function.

Other improvement that was performed is the use of a signal function in order to 
describe the behavior of p53 network not only in a single cell but also in a population 
of cells. The details can be found in [26].

It is not least of importance to mention that all the numerical simulations 
performed with Maple 11 were in accordance with those presented by the authors of the 
above models and also with the practical experiments.

In the end of this section we propose a new type of activation function using a 
fuzzy function for the models from [26] in order to achieve a smoother approach of the 
biological process. In addition, for all these models, Lyapunov exponents can be 
analyzed taking into account the time delay. In this manner can be assessed the 
behavior along the orbits of the systems in order to see if the behavior is chaotic or not. 
The full-mathematical proven and the graphical representations will be done in future 
papers.

3. Discussions - Future prospects

The target of the p53 network modeling should be the development of a new model 
which will be able to reflect all the major aspects in this field. This new model should 
incorporate the three modules concept from [12], two compartments: nucleus and 
cytoplasm and mono- and poli-ubiquitinated form of p53 as in [11], should take into 
account other p53 components as E2F1 and Arf as presented in a doctoral thesis by 
Daniel Brewer and Siah, �-catenin and MRN repair complex as in [14]. Also other 
pathways as PTEN [11] and chk [16] should not be omitted and also the major target 
genes of p53 [5] should be included in order to address the p53 main action as cell-
cycle arrest and apoptosis. Last but not least, a delay kernel should be taken into 
account as the biological processes are not instantaneous.

The model should be a robust one, having the ability to permit parameter variation 
in order to fit the wide range of behaviors encountered in human cells. This will lead to 
a very complex model that will be the base for new simulation software with the target 
oriented towards personalized health care. 
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Abstract. This paper describes the analysis of the impact of a medication 
administration system on clinical workflow. The methodological framework 
employed was based on in-depth analysis of simulated user interactions with a 
medication administration system. The approach involved the collection of rich 
data consisting of audio and video recordings of interactions between 16 subjects 
(5 nurses and 11 physicians) as they interacted with a medication administration
system. Methodological considerations and issues in conducting such studies are 
discussed. The study indicated that use of the system would have a significant 
impact on nurse and physician workflow and that this impact could be accurately 
identified using simulation approaches prior to widespread release of such systems 
in real clinical environments.

Keywords. Human interfaces, user interfaces, EPR-CPR-EMR

Introduction

Simulation methods have been used in biomedical informatics to study aspects of 
human computer interaction in a number of health research domains including human 
factors, usability engineering, doctor-patient interactions involving technology, health 
professional decision-making, and new device testing [1-5].  In this paper we describe 
application of a new approach towards evaluating the effects of health information 
systems upon clinical workflow.  The system under study was a medication 
administration system that was integrated with bar-coding technology. The system 
allows the doctor or nurse to scan an RFID bracelet to identify the patient and to scan 
labels on medication bags to verify and document medication administration.
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1. Background and Motivation

Health information systems can have a significant impact upon clinician work.  The 
impact of health information systems upon clinician work has been both positive (e.g. 
reducing medical error, length of stay) and negative (e.g. altering traditional workflow 
patterns that promote clinician communication and coordination of work).  This has led 
a number of researchers to theorize about the socio-technical implications (i.e. task-
technology fit) between health information systems and real world clinical 
environments [6].  More specifically, some researchers have suggested many of the 
difficulties experienced when implementing health information systems arise from a 
poor fit between clinical tasks and technology, leading to unintended clinical practice 
and workflow effects [6-7].  Over the past decade considerable researcher effort and 
energy has been directed towards documenting the unintended effects of technology 
upon clinician workflow using observational approaches in real life settings well after a
health information system has been deployed.  More recently, researchers have been 
advocating the use of simulations as a methodology for assessing the potential impact 
of health information systems upon clinician work [5].  Simulations allow clinicians 
and informaticians to determine the impact of a system and improve workflow changes 
before the system is deployed in a real world context. Specifically, we explore the 
value of using simulations that involve users interacting with information systems and 
devices in simulated clinical environments as they perform tasks in order to determine 
their impact before system release.

2. Methods

Subjects: Sixteen subjects participated in this study: 5 nurses and 11 doctors. All were 
employed at the hospital where the system under study was to be implemented.

Simulation Environment:  The study was conducted in a real hospital room. Equipment 
included a laptop computer on a cart running the commercial medication administration 
system under study. The “patient” consisted of a dummy (i.e. a mannequin). In the 
room there was a medication cart with IV bags and medications.

Recording Equipment: To record the human-computer interaction in its entirety, the 
commercially available screen recording program Hypercam © was installed on the 
laptop on the cart running the medication order entry system. Hypercam© allows 
computer screens to be recorded digitally as movie. In addition, a microphone was 
placed on the cart to pick up subjects’ verbalizations while they interacted with the 
system and the patient. A Sony mini-DVD camcorder (mounted on a tripod) was used
to record the physical activities of the subjects (e.g. nurses and doctors) as they 
alternated between working on the computer and interacting directly with the patient.  

Task and Procedure: The subjects were instructed to log into the medication order 
entry system, scan the patient’s identification wrist band (to confirm their identity) and 
then carry out a range of medication orders indicated for that patient (involving 
administration of intravenous medications as well as interactions with the medication 
order entry system to obtain orders and confirm their completion). This included 
routine tasks such as  administering a once a day oral medication to a patient to more 
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atypical tasks such as mixing a series of intravenous (IV) medications and then 
administering via an IV pump.     At the end of completing the set of medication 
administration tasks (which were recorded in their entirety) a semi-structured interview 
was conducted with the subject. The prompts used in the interview included the 
following: (a) Did you have any difficulty with the task? (b) Did you have any 
difficulties with the barcode reader? (c) Did you have any difficulties during the work 
process? 

Data Analysis:  The audio portion of the simulation session containing verbalizations 
from the subject were transcribed in their entirety. The audio portion of the simulation 
were then uploaded to a research video annotation program known as Transana © 
which allowed for the audio portion of the session to be linked to both video views (i.e. 
of the computer screens as captured using Hypercam © and the physical view of the 
subjects captured using the camcorder). This allowed for both views of the simulation 
to be viewed, time stamped, coded and analyzed simultaneously (as shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1. Integrated views of the computer screens and of the subject’s physical interactions.

Applying a usability coding scheme, modified from Kushniruk and Patel [2], the 
researchers watched the video and annotated the corresponding transcripts and post-
task interviews to identify:  (a) human-computer interaction actions, such as selection 
of patients from a drop-down list and confirmation of orders, (b) physical activities, 
such as hanging an IV bag etc., (c) potential problems in the workflow, and (d) 
conceptual themes regarding impact of the system on workflow.

3. Results

Each hour of video data took approximately 2 hours for two experimenters to code and 
analyze. The coding was reviewed by the two experimenters with minor disagreement 
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being resolved during subsequent discussion. An excerpt from the coded transcript of a 
nurse while carrying out the required tasks is given below (along with the post task 
interview). The numbers in the example correspond to the actual time elapsed on the 
video counter. Annotations and codes are given in caps:

MEDICATION ORDER INFORMATION OBTAINED BY NURSE

00:14  NURSE SEARCHES FOR PATIENT ON THE COMPUTER
00:45  NURSE VIEWS ORDER LIST ON THE SCREEN
00:51  NURSE SELECTS MEDICATION ORDER FROM LIST
00:55 VERIFICATION SCREEN APPEARS

NURSE WALKS OVER TO PATIENT TO CHECK IDENTIFICATION

00:59  NURSE TALKS TO PATIENT - “Nice to meet you. I will now give you an IV 
drip”
01:09  NURSE SCANS PATIENT IDENTIFICATION (FROM PATIENT’S WRIST 
BAND)
01:10  VERIFICATION SCREEN AUTOMATICALLY UPDATES

NURSE WALKS BACK TO COMPUTER

01:25  NURSE VIEWS EXECUTION INFORMATION ON THE COMPUTER

NURSE WALKS OVER TO PATIENT AND SETS MEDICATION BAG

NURSE WALKS BACK TO COMPUTER

03:15  NURSE CONFIRMS ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICATION ON THE 
COMPUTER

POST-TASK INTERVIEW:

Experimenter:   Did you have any difficulty with the task ?
Subject:   I’m used to this operation, but sometimes it is hard to use the barcode reader 
when the barcode is not clearly printed.
Experimenter:  Did you have any difficulties with the barcode reader?
Subject:  In today’s operation there were no problems. But in the real situation, 
sometimes the scanner doesn’t respond to the barcode. Also, sometimes the cord of the 
scanner is too short to reach the patient.
Experimenter:  Did you have any difficulty during the work process?
Subject:  In general, I want a more simplified system for the verification process. The 
more patients there are, the more difficult the verification would become. 

4. Observational Data and Emergent Conceptual Themes

This section will present the findings from our simulation from both the observational 
component of the study (i.e. from analysis of the video recordings of the subjects while 
carrying out tasks) as well as from thematic analysis of the post-task interview 
transcripts. From this analysis, we identified 6 potential issues described below.

4.1. Sequence of Workflow Activities

The analysis of recordings of the users’ interactions and activities indicated that the 
system imposed a fixed and relatively rigid sequential order of activities (that could not 
easily be deviated from) in order to document the medication administration. As 
illustrated in the excerpt given above, the user of the system proceeds from viewing the 
order list, verifying the patient, selecting an order, verifying the medication, scanning 
the medication bag, administering the medication, confirming the administration and 
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then proceeds to another medication. In addition, the interview data indicated that the 
majority of subjects felt the verification process could be simplified. 

4.2.  Response During Urgent Situation

A recurrent theme that emerged from the analysis of the post-task interview transcripts 
indicated concern by subjects of how the system might affect workflow during periods 
of urgency where the physician or nurse might need to leave the prescribed sequence 
imposed by the computer system to deal with emerging clinical situations. In 
considering the ordering of tasks that the system imposed for entry of all medications, 
one nurse subject stated that “sometimes in the emergency we have to skip one of these 
procedures due to its time-taking process and someone might need urgent help, but 
with this system I don’t think I’d be able to do that”. 

4.3. Increased Work Activity

In conducting the simulations, as the number and complexity of medications to be 
entered increased, as the workflow imposed by the system is sequential (without 
potential for parallel activities) there would appear to be an incremental increase in 
work activity in dealing with long lists of medications that might be detrimental to 
patient care (e.g. ten or more medications). One subject stated that “in the first part of 
the experiment, the patient has few records so the screen will show up in about 10 
seconds, but the real patients with a long history of their admissions have lots of 
records so it takes a minute or more to open. It would be acceptable if we had only one 
patient, but in real case we have 10 or more patients so I think this process is really 
burdensome for us”.

4.4. System Response Time

It was noted by some subjects (during the interviews) that system response time might 
become a problem, with patients having long histories requiring longer for the 
information needed to appear on the screen. From the observational data it appeared 
this could be compounded by situations with multiple patients requiring complex 
combinations of medications. One subject stated that “I have to access many screens, 
which takes more time”.

4.5. System Lock

It was noted by one subject that during occasions when another health professional may 
be accessing the patient’s record that they would become locked out of that record (i.e. 
inability to access medication information when the patient’s record is completely 
“locked out” by other users of the system who are accessing the system at the same 
time). 

4.6. Potential Need for System Override

Several subjects commented that under circumstance of increased work activity, 
complex medication administrations and emergency conditions (as described above) 
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that there might be the need for a way to override the lock-step sequencing of activities 
required by the system under emergency conditions.

5. Discussion

In this paper we have described our work in applying a simulation approach to 
evaluating the impact of a new health information system upon clinician workflow. 
This was based on analysis of user interactions involving a range of routine and 
atypical clinical tasks. The approach builds on previous work in the area of simulation 
[3] as well as usability testing [2] and led to collection of a rich set of observational and 
interview data. It should be noted that although the simulation could be considered 
“high fidelity” (in that it was highly realistic, being conducted within a real

environment) the cost of running the study was minimal with recording equipment 
costing under $1000 Canadian dollars and analysis costs under $2000 Canadian dollars. 
The study found that in addition to identifying potential sources of specific problems 
that would arise from implementation of the new system, it was observed that 
introduction of the computer would likely lead to a major change in the process of 
medication administration. It should be noted that this was discovered prior to 
widespread implementation of the system and based on the results of this study the 
hospital informatics staff were able to fine-tune and customize the system to minimize 
the problems. Using realistic clinical simulations, such as the one described in this 
paper, to assess both intended and unintended consequences of introduction of 
information technology is urgently needed in healthcare in order to reduce possibility 
of error and increase both user acceptance and satisfaction with systems [8-9]. 
Knowing the impact of systems before they are released can also greatly inform system 
modifications and customization as well as preparing organizations about what to 
expect prior to widespread system implementation.
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Abstract. In a competitive health-care market, hospitals have to focus on ways to 
streamline their processes in order to deliver high quality care while at the same 
time reducing costs. To accomplish this goal, hospital managers need a thorough 
understanding of the actual processes. Diffusion of Information and 
Communication Technology tools within hospitals, such as electronic clinical 
charts, computerized guidelines and, more generally, decision support systems, 
make huge collections of data available, not only for data analysis, but also for 
process analysis. Process mining can be used to extract process related information 
(e.g., process models) from data, i.e., process mining describes a family of a-

posteriori analysis techniques exploiting the information recorded in the event 
logs. This process information can be used to understand and redesign processes to 
become efficient high quality processes. In this paper, we apply process mining on 
two datasets for stroke patients and present the most interesting results. Above all, 
the paper demonstrates the applicability of process mining in the health-care 
domain.

Keywords. Data analysis-extraction tools, Process, Event-based systems

Introduction

Nowadays, Health-Care Organisations (HCOs) place strong emphasis on medical and 
organisational efficiency and effectiveness, to control their health-care performance 
and expenditures. The aim of the HCOs is to provide the highest quality services at the 
lowest cost [1]. Consequently, it is of the utmost importance to evaluate existing 
infrastructures, and the services offered by these organisations. Therefore, it is crucial 
to explore and process the data collected by HCO systems. These data can be process 
logs from a process management system, or databases from the electronic clinical chart 
system, or unstructured data. In fact, in modern day organisations, information and 
communication technologies are becoming pervasive and there is an immense growth 
of their use. Contemporary Information Systems (IS) have no existence of their own, 
but they act in the context of an organisation and its business processes [2]. Such 
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systems, driven by process models to enact and manage operational business processes, 
are referred to as Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) [3]. BPMSs record 
the data of the executed activities in form of event logs. An event log is like a history of 
what happened in the information system. This recorded data can be helpful to gain a 
clear picture of the underlying business process.

BPMS now also focus on Business Process Analysis (BPA), which covers 
functions of diagnosis and simulation of business processes. One of its emerging areas 
is Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), which typically focuses on performance issues 
without considering causal and dynamic dependencies in processes and organisations.  
This is where process mining techniques can be employed in order to extract process 
related knowledge (e.g. process models) from event logs [4]. Process mining has been 
applied in many domains, mainly the service industry, but also in the health-care 
domain [5,6,11]. In this paper, we applied process mining to discover the procedures 

for treating stroke patients in different hospitals. Additionally, we analysed the patient 

related events from stroke onset till arrival in the hospital.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. An overview of process 

mining is presented in Section 1. Section 2 presents the data used for our analyses. In 
Section 3 we present and discuss the obtained results. Conclusions and future work are 
presented in Section 4. 

1. Process Mining and the PROM tool

Process mining addresses the problem that most organisations have limited information 
about what is actually happening. In practice, there is often a significant gap between 
what is prescribed or supposed to happen, and what actually happens. Only a concise 
assessment of reality, which process mining strives to deliver, can help in verifying 
process models, and ultimately be used in system or process redesign efforts. The goal 
of process mining is to extract process related information (e.g., process models) from 
process logs, i.e., process mining describes a family of a-posteriori analysis techniques 
exploiting the information recorded in the event logs. Typically, these approaches 
assume that it is possible to sequentially record events such that each event refers to an 
activity (i.e., a well defined step in the process) and is related to a particular case (i.e., a 
process instance). Furthermore, some mining techniques use additional information 
such as the performer or originator of the event (i.e., the person/resource executing or 
initiating the activity), the timestamp of the event, or data elements recorded with the 
event (e.g., the size of an order).

Process mining is applicable to a wide range of systems. These systems may be 
pure information systems (e.g., ERP systems) or systems where the hardware plays a 
more prominent role (e.g., embedded systems). The only requirement is that the system 
produces event logs, thus recording (parts of) the actual behaviour. Usually, hospitals 
have a wide variety of systems that record events. For example, in an intensive care 
unit, a system can record which examinations or treatments a patient undergoes and 
also it can record occurring complications for a patient. 

Traditionally, process mining has been focusing on discovery, i.e., deriving process 
models, organisational context, and execution properties from enactment logs. It is 
important to mention that there is no a-priori model, but, based on an event log, some 
model, e.g. a Petri net, is constructed. However, process mining is not limited to 
process models (i.e., control flow) and recent process mining techniques are more and 
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more focusing on other perspectives, e.g., the organisational perspective, performance 
perspective or the data perspective. For example, there are approaches to extract social 
networks from event logs and analyze them using social network analysis [7]. This 
allows organisations to monitor how people, groups, or software/system components 
are working together. Also, there are approaches to visualize performance related 
information, e.g. approaches that graphically show the bottlenecks and all kinds of 
performance indicators, e.g., average/variance of the total flow time or the time spent 
between two activities.

To be able to understand whether the HCOs under study achieve their goals of 
providing timely and high quality medical services, we conducted several experiments 
using the Process Mining tool called ProM, extensively described in [8]. ProM is a 
platform independent open source framework which supports a wide variety of process 
mining and data mining techniques, and can be extended by adding new functionalities 
in the form of plug-ins. The ProM framework can read event logs that are in the 
MXML format. With the ProM import tool, data from various systems, such as MS 
Access, can be converted into the MXML format.  

2. The data used for process mining

Two data sets are available. One refers to the clinical course of stroke patients from 
their hospital admission to discharge (clinical data set), and the other one refers to the 
pre-hospital phase (pre-hospital behaviour data set). 

2.1. Data set 1: Clinical data set

Data on 368 consecutive subjects with a confirmed diagnosis of first-ever ischemic 
stroke have been collected using an electronic clinical chart, developed with the 
relational database management system MS-Access and shared by the neurological 
departments or the stroke units of four Italian hospitals. Data, that comprehend 
diagnostic and treatment procedures, complications, etc., are labelled according to the 
time elapsed from the symptoms onset: the first 6 hours are the acute stroke phase (110
patients arrived in the hospital in this phase), and the subsequent period, up to 7 days 
after stroke, was considered as the sub-acute phase. In the past, this data set has been 
analysed to investigate the relationships between compliance to clinical practice 
guidelines and stroke outcomes, in terms of both survival and cost [9,10].  However, 
those analyses have been carried out through classical statistical procedures, while this 

paper shows that kind of new insights can be achieved using process mining techniques.
Although it is mostly a "classical" medical database, some process information can be 
derived, due to the availability of timestamps for diagnostic, therapeutic and clinical 
events, e.g. hospital admission and discharge. More specifically, these timestamps 
represent the actual dates of when the associated activities occurred. 

2.2. Data set 2: Pre-hospital behaviour data set

In the pre-hospital behaviour data set, collected through direct interviews with 234 
patients, we find all events which occur from stroke onset till the patient's arrival in the 
hospital. The data set contains temporal information about the actions taken by patients, 
their relatives and general practitioners (GP). More specifically, as detailed temporal 
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data exists for each event, this offers the opportunity for discovering a model showing 
several performance indicators, like bottlenecks or time spent in between events.  

3. Results

Due to the lack of space, we only show the most significant results of our analysis that 
highlight the potential of process mining. 

Clinical data set results - Process mining can be used to construct process models 
for a whole data set, or parts that are of particular interest. One result that we would 
like to highlight in this paper is obtained by partitioning the data set on different 
hospitals for patients that arrived in the acute phase. In Figure 1, we only show the 
treatment process for hospital 1 and 2. The models are obtained by using the Heuristics 
miner and only show the main flow (relationships between events) of the process and 
only for the frequently occurring events. Events are depicted by boxes. The numbers in 
the activity boxes indicate the occurrence frequency of the activity, e.g. admission 

occurs 31 times in the log of hospital 2. The upper number on the arcs indicates the 
reliability of the relation between the activities, e.g. for hospital 1 the reliability of 
admission followed by neuroprotection is 0.917. The lower number on the arcs 
represents the number of times this activity pattern occurred in the log. The reliability 
of a relationship (e.g. event i followed by event j) is not only influenced by the number 
of occurrences of this pattern in the log, but is also (negatively) determined by the 
number of occurrences of the opposite pattern (j followed by i). 
By comparing the obtained process models we observed a difference in treatment 
strategies between different hospitals. Most notably, hospital 2 performs hypertension 
therapy earlier and much more than the other hospitals. It is known that 
antihypertensive treatment is a common practice, although not always justified by 

Figure 1. The treatment processes mined for the two hospitals H1(left)  and H2(right). With respect to 
the original output, to facilitate the reader, labels "A" and "S" have been added indicating events 
belonging to the acute and subacute phase respectively. 
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scientific evidence.  Hospital 1 seems to be more "research-addressed", since it adopts 
therapeutic protocols such as neuroprotection, and also is more compliant with the 
more recent guidelines, that recommend early physical therapy. Physicians can benefit 
from these results and look for motivations behind these differences.

Pre-hospital behaviour data set results - Pre-hospital data are useful to discover 
the population attitude versus stroke, motivations for possible delays and to indicate 
efficient pathways to reach the hospital. The question is interesting because stroke is, as 
a medical emergency, similar to a heart attack. But, opposite to heart attack, stroke is 
not well-known within the population, and signs and symptoms are often under-
estimated by patients, their relatives and even GPs. As a result, often patients arrive in 
the hospital when their temporal window for effective treatments is over. In the pre-
hospital behaviour data set we find detailed temporal data for each event, which offers 
the opportunity for discovering a model showing several performance indicators, like
bottlenecks or time spent in between events.  

Figure 2 shows a performance analysis plug-in of ProM which projects timing 
information on places and transitions in a Petri net. It graphically shows, for a part of 

the discovered Petri net of the pre-hospital process, the bottlenecks and all kinds of 
performance indicators, e.g. average/variance of the total flow time or the time spent 
between activities. In particular, bottlenecks can be identified by searching for places 
which indicate a high waiting time to the next non-black transition. In Figure 2, places 
coloured blue, yellow or purple represent respectively a low (<6 hours), medium (<12 
hours and >=6 hours) and high average waiting time (>=12 hours) in that place.  
Amongst others, what can be derived from the picture is that after occurrence of the
events 'waiting' (patient stopped waiting), 'arrival relatives' and 'arrival GP' on average 
it still takes considerable time before the next action occurs. Note that the time in 
between stroke onset and the arrival in the hospital is on average 28 hours and has a 
standard deviation of 45 hours. Possibly, this is due to underestimation of the stroke 
symptoms by patients/relatives/GPs. At the same time, a great variability among people 
is shown. This can be derived from Figure 2 which shows the most frequent paths 
followed after the occurrence of an event. For example, after stroke onset, 27% of the 
patients decided to wait instead of calling relatives (18%) or calling a GP (22%).

Clearly, different kind of performance indicators can be obtained for the 
discovered Petri net. Moreover, once such a Petri net is available, simulations with 

Figure 2. The Petri net representing the pre-hospital process. White transitions represent an event 
while black transitions are not linked to any event and are only added because of routing purposes.
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different parameters can be run to see what the consequences are after removal of a 
bottleneck, e.g. change in throughput time. 

4. Conclusion and future work

This work showed that process mining techniques can be applied successfully to 
clinical data to gain a better understanding of different clinical pathways adopted by 
different hospitals and for different groups of patients. It is interesting to analyse the 
differences, to establish whether they concern only the scheduling of the various tasks 
or also the tasks themselves. In this way, not only different practices may be discovered 
that are used to treat similar patients, but also unexpected behaviour may be 
highlighted.

Also, we have visualized the pre-hospitalisation pathways and identified 
bottlenecks. Even more interesting results could be found if additional data would be 
available from other health-care units involved in stroke management, like emergency 
rooms and rehabilitation clinics. But this requires high integration of the information 
systems involved, which is not (yet) the case. We believe that making health-care 
administrators aware about the potential of process mining can foster them to promote 
this kind of integration. 

In this paper, we have applied process mining from a discovery point of view. An 
interesting future development would be to apply conformance testing. This would 
enable the comparison between (formal models of) medical guidelines and the 
execution in practice, i.e. the analysis of non-compliances. 
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Abstract. The aim of the present paper is to describe the process of developing an 
e-learning system for continuous medical education in the field of occupational 
medicine, with special focus on usability. The following steps are described: the 
needs analysis of the potential users; the prototype of the system that has been set 
up; the usability evaluation of the prototype by a sample of ten users; the analysis 
of the potential improvements; the evaluation of the revised system. The results of 
the usability tests point out that investing in improving usability was useful, even 
when they have not been recommended as mandatory. Only data collected from 
real active users will provide a more exhaustive evaluation, nevertheless it can be 
considered that positive results can be expected..

Keywords. e-learning, usability, education, occupational medicine

Introduction 

As a consequence of the continuous technological and organizational changes of 
industrial production activities, occupational medicine ever increasingly needs a 
systematic and timely realignment of its scientific basis and intervention methods.

Moreover, in the last few years, occupational medicine physicians have been 
facing supplementary tasks, with respect to the clinical ones: they have the role of 
being consultant for risk assessment and management, information and education of 
workers, and the management of bureaucratic and legal issues. E-learning tools could 
support physicians to keep up to date with these dynamic changes. Continuous medical 
education (CME) through the internet has become popular [1] in some countries. 
Literature reports an interesting project [2] in the occupational medicine field, even 
though it was aimed at undergraduate students. In Italy, there is at present a certain 
drive in order to make e-learning for CME to take off. Even though a normative 
framework for distance CME has not been completely defined yet, some experimental 
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projects are on-going with a twofold aim: the first, obviously, to support mandatory 
continuous medical education, and the second to try to overcome healthcare personnel 
skepticism as to e-learning.

When dealing with the introduction of computer based systems for healthcare 
personnel, user acceptance is often quoted as a critical issue, and e-learning systems are 
not an exception [3]. System usability and user acceptance are in direct causal 
relationship. 

The aim of the present paper is to describe the process of developing  and 
implementing an e-learning system for continuous medical education in the field of 
occupational medicine, with special focus on usability evaluation. The steps that have 
been undertaken in order to provide an e-learning tool that could be appreciated, and 
hence widely used, by the healthcare personnel are here described. In particular, the  
paper deals with: the needs analysis of the potential users; the description of the 
prototype of the system that has been set up; the usability evaluation of the prototype; 
the analysis of the identified criticisms and the evaluation of the revised system.

1. Methods 

1.1. Needs analysis and educational model identification

ISO (International Standards Organization) defines usability as “the extent to which a 
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”. 

From this definition, the identification of the needs of the target user group 
represents the mandatory starting point of the project itself, in terms of both topics to 
be treated as well as goals to be achieved. For this purpose a focus group, composed of
experts in the field of occupational safety and health, has been created. The discussion 
inside the focus group led to the definition of a 15 item questionnaire, containing the  
topics related to both risk factors (mechanical vibrations, noise, carcinogenic agents, 
etc.) and specific aspects of the routine activity of an occupational physician (job 
suitability, communication, legal issues, etc.). 

The questionnaire was distributed to 300 potential users to obtain the necessary 
information about the perceived educational needs and preferences. The analysis of the 
answers provided the identification of a subset of risk factors to be dealt with by the e-
learning system. At the same time it revealed, as expected since the target group is 
composed of adults, a specific interest for real problem solving oriented issues, more 
than issues of acquisition of knowledge per se.
Consequently, the educational model has been designed in order to provide:

• Information transfer via self-learning modules for free navigation.
• Schematic representations of guide lines based behavioural paths, through 

hyper-flowcharts to improve knowledge transfer into clinical practice [4].
• Ad hoc case studies. They are particularly effective [5] in order to reinforce 

the learning process. Here they are aimed at testing the knowledge and the 
acquired ability in solving specific problems addressed by the above 
mentioned behavioural paths.

• Evaluation of the results of the learning process through traditional tests 
(questions with multiple choice answer).

Excluding the possibility of direct face to face interaction between teacher and learner, 
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but considering communication as a must in self-learning models, the figure of a tutor 
has been introduced into the educational model. He or she has the specific tasks of 
supporting the continuity of the learning process, and of giving further explanations 
and details according to the learner’s requests.

1.2. The system

The e-learning system [6] has been developed using the course management system 
Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) [7] that is an open 
source package, designed using sound pedagogical principles, to produce internet-
based courses and websites. Moodle uses SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference 
Model) compliant modules [8].

The course list page shown in Figure 1 provides general information about the 
available courses  with information and indications about the use of the system. After 
the registration to the website, users can enrol themselves into the proposed courses 
that are composed of different modules: tests, information modules, schematic 
representations of guide lines and ad hoc case studies. While test functionalities are 
embedded in Moodle, the other SCORM compliant modules have been implemented 
using different e-learning courses authoring tools, in particular WBTExpress for 
information modules, Saba® Publisher for case studies and Microsoft Visio for guide 
lines representation. More information is provided in [9].

1.3. Usability testing

Usability has been evaluated in two phases: analysis of ease of use and intelligibility of 
basic functionalities (BF) and inspection of the subjective usability perception (SUP). 

As far as BF is concerned, 10 users (occupational physicians, mean age 45, range 
29 - 58) were enrolled for this evaluation. Two issues were assessed: intelligibility of 
provided information, and the ease to complete the tasks . The test was performed by 
the users in absence of any previous information about the system. A usage test was 
structured in order to:

• Verify that the users have understood: role of the pre-test (IT), how to earn 
CME credits (IE) and get general courses information (IG); the effects of web 
site registration (IR), relationship between web site and course registration 

Figure 1. A snapshot of the e-learning system
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(II).
• Check the accomplishment of the tasks as to: course registration (TR), 

visualization and printing of one hyper-flowchart (TS), interaction with the 
tutor (TM), visualization of the educational offer (TC) and of the course 
content (TI). Only one attempt was allowed.

During the usage test session, each user, , filled in a specifically prepared form in 
order to verify the completion of the tasks and the correctness of the information he or 
she had understood. In the meantime, an experienced observer recorded the comments
of the user as well as personal observations.

As to SUP, the Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI) [10] has been 
used. It is a consistent tool to assess the quality of use of a software product from the 
user’s point of view. It consists of 50 statements that the user has to answer.  SUMI 
contains five sub-scales: Efficiency - support for the user to enable the user to get their 
work done; Affect - likeability, stress-free usage of the product; Helpfulness - degree of 
information about the product in the product itself; Control - amount of transparency as 
perceived by the end user; Learnability - ease with which a user can pick up how to use 
the software; and a Global scale. The raw scores obtained from the users are compared 
to the appropriate normative tables by SUMISCO software. In general, if some of the 
sub-scales are equal to or below 50 then they are poor in usability in that aspect. Sub-
scales equal to or below 40 indicate the need for remedial action. Good software will 
achieve scores of 60 or more in most of the sub-scales.

At the end of the previously described BF usage test, each user has been asked to 
fill in the SUMI questionnaire.

2. Results 

Figure 2 shows the rate of success for each dimension of the BF usage test,. Figure 3 
shows the SUMI scores results. All of the SUMI sub-scales, except “helpfulness -
degree of information about the product in the product itself”, had a mean value equal 
to or greater than 50, and hence, according to SUMISCO, remedial actions were not 
strictly necessary. On the other hand, the BF test results showed some heavy criticisms,
particularly as to TS, TM, IG, and II. 

A further revision effort has been planned based on both the results of the BF test 
and of the expert recorded observations, therefore four kinds of remedial actions have 
been identified:

• Lexical related actions (L) – for example: to change the word “indice 
(contents)” into “contenuti (topics)” when referring to the list of contents.

• Layout related actions (S) – for example to change the column order in the 
table containing the course list.

• Procedure related actions (P) – for example to let the learner get in touch with 
the tutor during course navigation, instead of from the course list. 

• Poor information related actions (I) – for example add specific information to 
improve the explanation of images and symbols.

In total 34 – respectively 13 (L), 4 (S), 10 (P) and 7 (I) – interventions have been 
identified as potentially useful.

The BF and SUP tests were performed again, using the same sample of users, on 
the revised system in order to quantify the improvement. 
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Figure 4 and 5 above show the final results: SUMI scores have reached values 
typical of “good software”. An improvement of the system is documented also by BF 
test results, even though some of the percentages of success are lower than 100%.

3. Discussion and conclusions

The evaluation presented here shows that the efforts aimed at improving usability of 
the prototype software has led to good results. However further remarks are necessary.
First of all the dimension of the sample: a sample of ten users is reported as “adequate” 
for usability studies [10, 11], but a larger group of test users would be desirable to 
attain more comprehensive results and to assess differences related to age, familiarity 
with computers, and so on. 

Second: within the BF second test, rates of success for IG and TS were still quite 
low: for both cases it is suspected  that this is due to misinterpretation of the question 
rather than to a problem of the system itself. In the case of TS for example, the task 
was “Open and print the schema of the diagnostic pathway for occupational asthma”. 
Many of the users didn’t accomplish the task at the first attempt because they used the 
“print” icon of the browser instead of the proper “print the schema” button available 
within the page. This occurred again even  after the button had been moved to a more 
visible position, and the description had been changed to a more intelligible one. In a 
real situation, when a user opens the schema, probably he/she spends some time 
looking at the page content, and hence has the possibility to realize that there is a 
specific print button. The right task description should have been “Open the schema, 

Figure 2. Initial success percentages Figure 3. Initial SUMI scores

Figure 4. Final success percentages Figure 5. Final SUMI scores
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answer a question related to the content, and print the schema”. 
Third: Only the usability of the basic functionalities of the system have been 

evaluated. An evaluation on a wider scale is advisable, but this study was primarily 
focused on preventing the user from abandoning the system at the very first phase
because of unexpected difficulties or uncertainties. Similarly, the e-learning platform 
“back office” functionalities have not been taken into consideration in this study. 

Fourth: the SUMI questionnaire has given good results and has proved to be a  tool 
to quickly inspect subjective usability perception, but many users have had 
uncertainties when answering some items that did not seem be not pertinent. The 
median score values are comparable with the ones reported in other studies [12]. 

Finally: Comments, even by initially very skeptic users, have pointed out a 
positive attitude to use the e-learning system.

In conclusion, investing in improvements of usability has proved to be useful, even 
when not recommended as mandatory. In the present paper we have described the 
process we have followed to overcome one kind of obstacle for the use of e-learning 
systems, although this one is probably the most critical. The e-learning system is 
intended for a very wide variety of people, not known in advance, where the first 
impression do make the difference between “using or not using” the e-learning tool. 
Only data collected from real users will allow a more exhaustive evaluation, 
nevertheless positive expectations seem to be reasonable.   
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to clarify the benefit and loss for the 
pharmaceutical companies when they adopt introducing pharmacogenomics in 
their clinical trials (in the following description, clinical trials by using
pharmacogenomics is called "pgx clinical trial"), that is, when they use genetic 
information in their clinical trials. Particularly, the benefit for the pharmaceutical 
companies in terms of following two points is analyzed. 1. Development cost of 
new drug and period of clinical trial can be reduced because a clinical trial needs 
less subjects, 2. The new drug can be placed on the market earlier because the 
development period can be shortened. A survey conducted by Japan 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association revealed that the pharmaceutical 
companies in Japan are interested in "pgx clinical trial". Specifically, 95% of the 
member companies (n=19) of the Association replied that the establishment of a 
guideline for pgx clinical trial by regulatory authorities are highly desirable. 
However, 65% of them (n=13) also replied that pgx clinical trial is difficult for the 
time being .It can be concluded that the pharmaceutical companies are positive 
about pgx clinical trial, but they cannot take a step towards it for several reasons:
some of them may be worried their sales for non-responders will be reduced, poor
understanding of pgx among the concerned parties, and not matured methodology 
of pgx clinical trial. This study shows that the advantage of pgx clinical trial 
outweighs its disadvantage. The sales may decrease because the drug is not used 
for non-responders, however, the number of subjects necessary for a clinical trial 
can be reduced, study period can be shortened and the drug can be marketed earlier.  
Furthermore, adverse events (AE) and adverse drug reactions (ADR) during the 
clinical trial and post-marketing phase can be markedly reduced. This represents a 
great benefit for the patients, pharmaceutical companies and thesociety as a whole.
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Introduction

In the current system for drug approval, a new drug is approved when the response rate 
of the drug is significantly higher than that of existing drug or placebo. In a clinical 
trial during development of a new drug, the drug is approved and allowed to be 
marketed if it can successfully show statistically significant effect compared to a 
placebo or a control drug (existing treatment). In the current method of a clinical trial, 
the drugs are compared between "groups" of subjects, that is, between a new drug 
group and a control group. The difference between responders and non-responders is 
often explained in terms of difference in subjects' profile. When the subjects have 
largely similar profiles, the difference is explained by a term called "constitution".

 On the other hand, the importance of "personalized medicine" is emphasized 
where a suitable treatment is selected according to the "constitution" of each patient.  In 
the near future, it is expected that the drug and dose can be determined based on the 
genetic information including SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) of each patient.
According to the survey conducted by Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 
Association in its member companies, 14 companies (70%) were afraid of reduced 
market size because the drug cannot be used for non-responders when genetic 
information is taken into account.  13 companies (65%) replied that pgx clinical trial is 
difficult because IRB (Institutional Review Board) does not approve pgx clinical trial 
(n=6, 30%), Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare has not established a guideline yet 
(n=11, 55%), and pgx is not fully understood by patients and other relevant parties 
(n=17, 85%).  However, given that 95% of the companies (n=19) replied that the 
establishment of a guideline for pgx clinical trial by regulatory authorities are highly 
desirable, the companies are not negative about pgx clinical trials itself [1].  It can be 
inferred that the pharmaceutical companies are interested in pgx clinical trial, but they 
cannot take action for several reasons: profit may decrease, pgx is not fully understood 
by concerned parties, and methodology of pgx is not mature.

The purpose of this study is to clarify the benefit and loss for the pharmaceutical 
companies when they adopt "personalized medicine", that is, when they take advantage 
of genetic information in their clinical trials. Particularly, the benefit for the 
pharmaceutical companies in terms of following two points will be analyzed. 1.  
Development cost of new drug and period of clinical trial can be reduced because a 
clinical trial needs less subjects, 2. The new drug can be placed on the market earlier 
because the development period can be shortened. Further purpose of this study is to 
appeal economic effect of the pgx to the pharmaceutical companies, and to advocate 
importance of the pgx and necessity of official guideline for pgx clinical trial to the 
regulatory authorities.

1. Examples of Personalized Medicine

For example, Herceptin is an anticancer drug by Roche used for prevention of 
postoperative recurrence or metastasis of advanced breast cancer. The drug is 
prescribed only for patients showing abnormal amplification of HER 2 gene (3+, highly 
positive), (2+, moderately positive). And after 90th, the study of the relations between 
drug metabolizing enzyme and drug metabolic rate has progressed. This study clearly 
shows the clear existence of Extensive Metabolizer (EM) and Poor Metabolizer (PM) 
which decided the differences of SNP of drug metabolizing enzyme. In case of 
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CYP2C29, PM rate is only 3% in white, but 20% in yellow race. If we can judge the 
drug metabolic rate by using the differences of SNP’s information between the races, it 
will lead the globalization of the clinical trials and be able to reduce the trials held in 
each country. In this study, the design of clinical trial is examined in which the patients 

are screened according to genetic information, and thus decreasing the total number of 
subjects. Table 1 shows comparison between current clinical trials and personalized 
clinical trials.

2. Methods

2.1. Principle of sample size estimation in conventional clinical trial

Generally, the sample size of a clinical trial is calculated according to an equation as 
follows, for example. [1][2][3]

{ }

In case of chi-square test for the difference in ratio between two groups
N: Number of necessary samples
P1: Response rate in investigational drug group
P2: Response rate in control drug group
Z�: Value calculated from significance level (typically 1.96 at 5%)
Z�: Value calculated from power (typically 0.84 at 80%)

Difficulties of Recruiting 
the subject

Have to get consent from 
test subjects

Have to get the other consent for genomic 
information. 

Cost of Clinical Trial Usual recruiting cost Temporarily increased because of the Genetic 
test

Risk of Adverse Events Unknown adverse event Can be minimized based on information on 
causative gene and minimization of drug 
doze.

Medical expenses Rises due to unnecessary 
administration to non-
responders

Can be cut because unnecessary 
administration to non-responder can be 
avoided (pharmaceutical companies may lose 
their sales for non-responders )

Determination of the 
number and profile of 
subjects to be enrolled

Determined using sample 
size estimation equation

Can be selected and response rate can be 
improved based on relevant genetic 
information

Determination of usage 
and dose

Effect and ADR are 
determined based on the 
average.

Can be optimized for each patient according 
to the patient's capacity of drug metabolizing 
enzyme (e.g., CYP2C29, CYP2D6)

Table 1. Comparison of clinical trials.

Items Current Personalized 
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For example, when the response rate in the investigational drug group is estimated 
to be 70% and that in the control group is estimated to be 60%, the sample size of each 
group is n=356 according to above equation. Similarly, when the response rate in the 
investigational drug group is 90% and that in the control group is 60%, then n=32.       
That is, if there is a large difference in response rates, thus small sample size will be 
sufficient. The size is calculated based on significance level (typically �=0.05) and 
power (typically �=0.80) specified in the protocol, and estimated drug response rate 
and difference between the groups.  The calculation differs depending on the test 
method used.

2.2. Principle of pgx clinical trial using genetic information

Figure 1. shows an example of response rate and necessary sample size. By extracting 
and excluding non-responders based on SNPs information, the response rate of the 
investigational drug can be raised by 10%, e.g., from 70% to 80%.  Then, the sample 
size of each group can be cut by 274 (356 to 82).  In total, this means 548 cases will be 
unnecessary. When the rate is raised from 80% to 90%, 82-32=50 cases can be reduced 
in both groups.  This means the total of 100 cases will be unnecessary. This effect is 
more apparent when the response rate is low. Thus, this approach is highly useful in 
clinical trials in which only little difference in response rate is estimated between 
groups such as clinical trials of psychotropic drugs. In a pgx clinical trial, additional 
cost is necessary for genetic testing before the clinical trial.  Therefore, the total cost 
will be initially higher.  However, if the sample size can be reduced by 548 in total, the 
cost and the study 
period as a whole will 
be less than the trial 
according to the 
existing method.  
Furthermore, the cost 
of genetic testing is 
decreasing and the 
banking and database 
of genetic information 
are expanding day by 
day.

                                             Figure 1. Response rate and necessary sample size (Control vs Investigational)

2.3. Reduction of risk of adverse events

When any known adverse event (AEs) is anticipated due to causative gene, the patients 
concerned can be excluded from the investigational drug group.  Thus, the risk of 
adverse events can be reduced.

Assume that a clinical test of a drug of which response rate is estimated to be 60% 
to 70% is planned for Japanese.  When CYP2C19 is involved in the drug metabolism, 
20% of the 712 subjects are estimated to be poor metabolizers (PM), so that the number 
of PM in the study group is 712 x 0.2=142.  If ADR appears 10% of them, 14 subjects 
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will suffer from ADR, and if it appears 20% of them, 28 subjects will be affected.  In a 
pgx clinical trial, PM can be screened out in advance, thus ADR can be avoided at the 
stage of clinical trial.  If the screening cost is not covered by health insurance and the 
cost is 40 thousand yen (350 dollars) per a subject [3], the extra cost for screening is 40 
thousand yen x 712 = 28.48 million yen (about 240 thousand dollars).  However, 
should ADR occur, compensation about 120 million yen (1.1 million dollars) per a 
subject would be necessary in the case of death, and compensation about 490 million 
yen (4.3 million dollars) would be necessary in the case of permanent disability [4].  
The extra cost of screening is not high compared to these expenses.  When screening is 
conducted at Phase II (Ph2), ADR in Phase III and post marketing phase can be 
markedly reduced, which can compensate for the extra money used at the earlier stage.  
For the pharmaceutical companies, ADR can be avoided, thus, the compensation for 
the cost of hospitalization and treatment can be reduced.  For the society as a whole, 
medical cost can be markedly saved.  Cost of ADR is far from negligible.  In the 
United States, more than 2 million patients have to be hospitalized due to ADR a year.  
100 thousands deaths occur among them. The cost incurred by ADR exceeds 20 trillion 
yen, and 18 trillion yen of it is used for hospitalization (174.3 billion dollars).  Medical 
cost for treatment of ADR amounts to 70 billion dollars a year [5].

3. Conclusion

As shown in Figure 2, the profit-cost structure of clinical trial is much improved in a 
pgx clinical trial compared to a conventional clinical trial. According to our estimation, 
a clinical trial that takes advantage of genetic information is superior to a conventional 
clinical trial in terms of cost and profit. In the above example, the development cost can 
be reduced directly by 1.6 million yen 2 /subject x 548 subjects =87.7 billion at the 
clinical trial stage.  Furthermore, the development period can be shortened due to less 
subjects.  The days necessary for one subject are 3 to 4 days in average [6].   Thus, if 
median 3.5 days is used for calculation, 584/3.5= 157, that is, total 157 days can be 
reduced.  The management cost and monitor dispatch fee during 157 days is hard to 
calculate, but these costs are reduced as well, further contributing to the reduction in 
the development cost [7]. 

On the other hand, the extra cost of screening and loss in profit due to smaller 
market can be calculated as follows.  Cost of screening is 40 thousand yen x 712 
subjects = 28.48 million yen (about 240 thousand dollars).  Days necessary for the 
screening can be estimated to be 10 days3.  Thus, the days actually saved is 157 -
10=147 days. Besides, the entire sales for non-responders is lost, which represents a net 
loss.  However, the drug can be placed on the market 147days earlier than the 
conventional method because less subjects are used in a trial.  Thus, the sale expected 
in these 147 days represents a net profit for the pharmaceutical company.  
Consequently, it can be concluded that the profit expected in the pgx clinical trial 
outweighs the extra cost and loss of the pgx clinical trial.   Although Lipitor with the 

2  Excerpts from the material of "6th symposium of Kitasato University-Harvard School of Public Health"
held on October 25, 2005. Mean cost per a sample in 29 clinical trials conducted in Japan by 17 member 
companies of Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association from April 2004 to March 2005.  The cost 
includes fee for subjects, dispatch fee of monitors and management cost.

3 When the gene testing is contracted out to other company specialized in the test, 3 to 10 days are 
necessary for the test regardless of the sample size.
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sales of about 1.5 trillion yen (13.7 billion U.S. dollars) is an exception, the sales of 18 
drugs exceed 100 million yen (0.9 million dollars) a day [8]. Furthermore, the 
screening of relevant SNP can markedly reduce the AE and ADR during a clinical trial.  
This is a great benefit for the pharmaceutical companies given that the compensation 
for ADR is huge (hospitalization, death), and accompanying loss of credit is heavy for 
the company.  What is more, the medical cost of the society as a whole can be saved as 
well.  Thus, it can be concluded that pgx clinical trial is highly beneficial for the patient, 
company and the society. 

For medical informatics, pgx clinical trials present a special challenge.  Without 
appropriate security system for handling of genetic data, patients may be reluctant to 
participate in trials in fear of leakage of their data.  Medical informatics may assume 
responsibility for establishment of security system crucial for pgx clinical trials.

Figure 2. Profit-cost structure in conventional clinical trial and clinical trial using genetic information

In a clinical trial using genetic information, temporary increase in process and cost 
may be inevitable.  But, when genetic testing comes to be widely used, the cost will 
drop.  Additionally, as the databases of genetic information are growing, it is apparent 
that the genetic testing will be simplified. We expect the regulatory authorities to 
appreciate the advantage of pgx clinical trial, to establish well-defined guideline, and to 
conduct enlightenment activity for the people.  Also, we expect the pharmaceutical 
companies to actively facilitate pgx clinical trials.
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Abstract. This paper identifies a mechanism for specific professional registration 

in order to sustain a holistic community fit to practice in informatics to support the 

health domain. It considers risks and opportunities that have an international 

resonance, and comments on the areas where multi-national activity could provide 

additional impetus to improvement of the quality of the profession of health 

informatics overall. It puts the case for the over-arching term health informatics to 

be used to maximize synergy and drive up quality, whilst still recognising the 

specificity and place for more focused descriptive terms. Whilst grounded in the 

contemporary UK environment, the principles explored in this paper are currently 

being considered for adoption internationally. 

Keywords: Managing change, professionalism, collaboration, capacity, 

competencies, maturity. 

Introduction   

From a low base in the 1960s, operational and academic ‘computing for health’ have 

developed in many ways across management and clinical disciplines, now commonly 

grouped as ‘informatics’. The informatics domain encompasses technology, 

information management, application functionality/usage, information governance and 

information quality. Many professional staff, clinical and management, have 

involvement in information handling, system specification, testing and training. This is 

in addition to those formally with computer science or health informatics (HI) 

qualifications and specific HI roles. Distinctions between competencies/knowledge 

experientially gained, and that achieved from formal study diminishes as careers 

lengthen. The challenge is to define an identity for a ‘health informatician’ that is 

acceptable whatever personal development route was taken.  

Variations in definition from ‘computer services for health’ to specific sub-domain 

specialisms like ‘clinical informatics’, ‘compunetics’ [1] and ‘e-health’ arose over time, 

and can confound the cohesion of the domain. There are also nuances between 

countries, even in generic terms; from the all-inclusive medinfo2001 definition : HI is 

‘..concerned with the systematic processing of data, information and knowledge in 

medicine and healthcare. The domain covers computational and informational aspects 

of processes and structures, applicable to any clinical or managerial discipline within 
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the health sector whether on a tele (remote) basis or not. Health informatics is 

delivered by operational health practitioners, academic researchers and educators, 

scientists and technologists in operational, commercial and academic domains’ to the 

succinct NHS in England phraseology : ‘knowledge, skills and tools that enable 

information to be collected, managed, used and shared to support delivery of 

healthcare and to promote health [and wellbeing]’ which has been adopted by the 

professional accreditation body, the UK Council for Health Informatics Professions [2].  

There is no de facto standard term so specialist terms compound the apparent 

domain fragmentation. Adoption of the IMIA scientific topic map [3] and the ‘Otley’ 

definitions of core theories and concepts [4] which is currently being extended to 

include synonymic terms, will help to clarify what HI - by any of its names - actually 

embraces.

1. Discussion 

1.1. Health Informatics Practitioners 

The community of practice is also eclectic by virtue of many career routes into it; 

typically by academic qualification, experiential route after school, by qualification in 

another discipline then migrating into HI, or by making a conscious sea-change in 

career after qualifying and working in computing in a non-health domain, health 

management or clinical specialty. Traditional computer science routes also fragment, 

into specialised areas such as multi-media or AI. In view of scarcity of specialist entry-

point jobs, those graduating from niche areas frequently are required to enter generic 

informatics in the first instance.  

Trans-national movement is already observed, some based on multi-national 

academic courses like Erasmus [5] but as yet opportunities are limited. Standards such 

as [4] will stimulate much improved mobility opportunities over time.  

Situations in individual countries are different; mobility depends to a large extent 

on local workforce positions, external attractions and personal travel aspirations. 

Factors explored in this paper arose from assessing the UK situation, but from 

international discussion [6] are known to have overall relevance. 

1.2. Professionalism 

Professionalism is defined by Benson [7] as operating to a code of conduct, within 

ethical rules, and to public benefit whilst also giving leadership in a field of learning. 

Professionalism also needs clarity of what constitutes ‘fitness to practice’, formal entry 

requirement(s) and a commitment to career-long continued personal development to 

maintain skills, knowledge and awareness of innovation in relevant technologies and 

the domain. Bunker [8] considers that ‘self-regulation’ (or ‘self-policing’ as Freidson 

[9] calls it) results in reduced individual autonomy in the medical profession. At this 

stage of development HI needs to take this step to contribute to maturity across the 

community and generate some harmonization across the range of actual roles within HI. 

The UK recognized (2002) that a significant proportion of (mainly) non-clinical 

professionals in the NHS were involved for a substantial part of work-time in 

informatics-related tasks; such as information governance, knowledge management, 
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information analysis, training, research and operational support to care management / 

delivery. The UK Council for Health Informatics Professions (UKCHIP) was 

established to register and recognise those whose information-related activities could 

have a negative impact on patient safety if carried out unprofessionally. By 2006, the 

voluntary register became open for public scrutiny, having over 10% of the domain-

active professionals on its books. In 2007, UKCHIP is developing strong employer 

recognition and incorporating accreditation, including of the emerging multi-

professional shared Health Information Services that support care delivery, into its 

remit.  

1.3. Meeting projected demand, addressing a potential resource gap 

The eSkills Council for the information technology sector in the UK, in a recent survey 

[10] predicted demands for HI-competent staff escalating dramatically before 2010. 

Even entry level courses, addressing fundamental health informatics, such as Uclan 

Foundation degree [11] take two years. Realisation of benefits from the new generation 

of HI solutions, such as English implementations [12], is in jeopardy from the potential 

lack of enough skilled people to utilize the promised new functionality.  

School leavers exit with extensive computing competency from study and/or the  

ubiquity of home computing / gaming. However clinical sensitivity of personal health 

data requires further training and induction in information governance, ethical handling 

and operating specific functional solutions. Moves such as [13] need to be put in place 

now, so a larger HI professional pool becomes available to avoid expanding domain-

knowledgeable resource gaps mid-term.  

1.4. Synergy between sectors 

Health informatics is ‘multi-disciplinary’ as Morris states [14]. Care providers (public 

and private); academic institutions who teach and develop students and also carry out 

research; and commercial vendors of solutions and services such as call centre support, 

outsourcing, facilities management and remote hosting have common interests and core 

requirements.  

Frequently, contracts are required for additional external resources to provide 

specialist services and manpower. These resources must have domain sensitivity and 

knowledge in order to ensure that informatics is provided as non-invasively and 

effectively as possible. All staff including those employed by external contractors must 

demonstrate an understanding of how the health domain works. UKCHIP[2] 

exemplifies recognition of such knowledge, and its principles and processes are under 

consideration internationally. Registration or accreditation (with strong employer 

recognition) can stimulate domain cohesion, create an identifiable pool of sustainable 

resources and drive up quality, and ultimately will bring the factions / sectors closer 

together, potentially under a portmanteau term ‘health informatics’.   
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1.5. Accommodating eclectic sub-domain descriptors, such as e-Health 

If HI is defined as per [2] then ‘eHealth’ can sit comfortably within it; as also proposed 

by Oh et al [15] even given its ‘range of meanings encompassed by the term’. Full 

acceptance will be indicated when it is no longer felt necessary to write ‘e-health’ but 

the ‘e’ is assumed as integral. Similarly ‘clinical informatics’ may characterise players 

as clinicians; whilst ‘bioinformatics’ shifts granularity from a patient level to a 

molecular or similar level and ‘compunetics’ recognises interactions between 

consumers and care givers and connections between computers and networking. The HI 

domain can be thought of as analogous to a ‘salami’ – it can be sliced in many 

directions and prepared in various ways but will always retain its original identity as a 

spicy sausage! 

1.6. Risks of a collective term 

The collective term proposed ‘health informatics’ may result in all projects being 

coloured by success or failure of generically similar activities. For example, in England, 

there is much tension surrounding the NHS National Programme for IT [16]; tending to 

subsume recognition of any other worthwhile HI from any other source; a phenomenon 

compounded by the media. 

HI has moved from the crude original description of ‘doing computing for 

hospitals’ but runs a similar risk of genericising individuals, leading to public mis-

conceptions of their specialist capabilities.  

Adoption of a collective term has two main aims – to facilitate the recognition of 

the whole community of practice as worthwhile; respectable, recognisable and 

operating in a professional manner. Secondly to provide a framework to activity that 

will more rapidly, and on a wider basis, create an understanding of what can actually be 

done for and by the health domain and what are the likely outcomes downstream from 

informatics-related actions.  

Within the UK where IT professionalism per se is also being promoted [17], 

distinct registration as fit to practice in health needs to be retained, in a similar manner 

to registration of every doctor under the General Medical Council [18] rather than as a 

gynaecologist or cardiac surgeon. Longevity of accreditation bodies like UKCHIP will 

be assured when the HI community achieves a critical mass. 

An inclusive community who understand the sensitivity of the health sector may 

be disenfranchised if ‘IT people and Information Managers’ only came together; and 

could put patient safety at risk.  

 Many traditional professional registration bodies such as medicine, financial 

services and plumbing trades developed a large range of registrant’ services 

commensurate with higher fees. HI cannot offer similar until it is a recognized, mature 

profession with a viable (financial) basis.  

1.7. Benefits of a strong brand image 

As ‘domain-knowledgeable registration preferred’ is emerging in job advertisements 

and role specifications, those registered will have the edge over others applying for the 

same jobs. Utilising the generic HI term in specifications will increase the likelihood of 
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individuals being considered for a post which is different from their current role, 

especially career enhancing posts. It will also be likely to widen the quality of the pool 

of applicants who might consider the post. 

To be a member of a distinct community is reassuring in times of tension and 

challenge. Peer group guidance, empathy and synergy can add considerably to 

professional stability (through accepted occupational standards), negotiation of career 

(contractual) terms and continuing personal development, especially in a workplace-

based context. Communal recognition creates pride and loyalty and has been proven to 

generate better retention of staff [19], thereby increasing value from any organisational 

investment in training and development of staff who work within that organisation. 

2. Actions in train 

Adoption of the generic ‘health informatician’ will form the basis for introduction of 

HI in countries that currently do not have numbers or distinct identities for those 

involved. Countries will be able to map their requirements to those of other areas 

transparently, developing a common currency for expression and evaluation of skills, 

competences and experience. Standards of practice and job descriptions can then be 

shared. Even if then customised to local situations, core comparability can be 

maintained. Personal movement between countries will then become relatively easier. 

Policy bodies will be able to profile both available resource and anticipated future 

requirement at an aggregate level to develop credible strategic plans based on proven 

skill sets and workforce descriptors. Such profiles can feed into research plans, 

academic course developments and vocational projections, reducing likelihood of 

missed targets and limited exploitation of opportunities to innovate. 

Where multi-national professional groups (e.g. IMIA and its regional groups or the 

Council of European Professional Informatics Societies and its national learned 

societies[20]) operate collectively, scientific mapping of concepts and the professional 

specification of requirements can over time be harmonised.  

Academic institutions are also playing their parts in developing HI – with further 

education offering clear pathways from entry to higher education; with formal 

entry/exit points along the pathways. 

3. Conclusions 

Once sharable descriptors of competence, workforce requirements and standards of 

practice are rolled out, it will be possible to distil a distinct brand identity for health 

informatics not existing presently. In a rapidly changing world we cannot passively 

wait for this to emerge. Cooperative working can develop, share and agree the metrics 

that define our domain; in parallel to initiatives to recognise ourselves as professionals.  

In such a collaborative manner, a sustainable capability to deliver technology-

based solutions enhancing efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy of healthcare delivery 

can be preserved. Continued international activity provides a cohesive impetus 

necessary for this focus to be maintained. 
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Abstract. A significant problem with current health information technologies is 
that they poorly support collaborative work of healthcare professionals, sometimes 
leading to a fragmentation of workflow and disruption of healthcare processes.
Objective: This paper presents two homecare cases, both applying multi-
disciplinary thematic seminars (MdTS) as a collaborative method for user needs 
elicitation and requirements specification. Methods: This study describes the 
MdTS application to elicit user needs from different perspectives to coincide with 
collaborative professions’ work practices in two cases. Results: Despite different 
objectives, the two cases validated that MdTS emphasized the “points of 
intersection” in cooperative work. Different user groups with similar, yet distinct 
needs reached a common understanding of the entire work process, agreed upon 
requirements and participated in the design of prototypes supporting cooperative 
work. Conclusion: MdTS was applicable in both exploratory and normative 
studies aiming to elicit the specific requirements in a cooperative environment.

Keywords. Needs Assessment, Human Factors, Change Management, 
Organization, Process, User-Computer interface, Collaboration

Introduction

Homecare staff requires both information at the point of care and insight into other care 
professionals’ work and documentation [1]. To develop ICT systems that actually 
support cooperation and coordination of homecare work, there is a need for a 
development process that focus on the entire care process and all professions involved 
[2, 3], as opposed to conventional methods working with one care profession at a time.

To meet the demands from integrated healthcare organizations for design of new 
ICT systems, we have developed a multi-disciplinary thematic seminar (MdTS) 
method. It differs from conventional requirements engineering methods as it implies a 
thorough investigation of the entire interdisciplinary cooperative work, and it supports 
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rapid transformation of the agreed user requirements into technical specifications in 
order to develop appropriate ICT for the variety of occurring work situations.

To validate the method, MdTS was applied in two different homecare cases. This 
paper describes the various contexts and analyzes the differences of the application of 
the method.

1. Methods

The first author participated in both cases and could therefore describe the 
interventions and the contexts in which the interventions occurred [4] as an intrinsic

case study (when the researcher has an interest in the case) [5] (cited in [6]). Sources 
relevant to the study were participant and direct observation, documentation and 
physical artifacts [4] e.g. the prototypes developed in the cases.

The MdTS method is based on established theories from the Human-Computer 
Interaction fields of Participatory Design (PD) [7, 8] and Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work (CSCW) [2, 9], and is thoroughly explained in [10]. In short, MdTS 
consists of a seminar series of twelve seminars with set themes (figure 1) and work was 
to be performed in multi-disciplinary working groups. 

Figure 1. Thematic seminars performed in multi-disciplinary working groups.

Two types of multi-disciplinary seminars were held; (1) intra-professional 

seminars where focus was on one healthcare profession, and (2) inter-professional 

seminars where the cooperative aspects of work were handled. Two perspectives of the 
multi-disciplinary work were covered in the seminars; (1) a holistic perspective aiming 
to reach a common understanding among the participants and a holistic view of the 
entire cooperative work process, and (2) a detailed perspective in which results from 
the holistic perspective were further elaborated. The detailed perspective included 
examining “points of intersection” and specific details for each profession, items that 
were necessary for development of a health information system supporting integrated 
care. 
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The seminar series was preceded by pre-seminar work in form of field 
observations and interviews [11] carried out by health informaticians with knowledge 
in usability issues (i.e. HI-U specialists) [10, 12] at different workplaces to gain an 
understanding of the work performed and to capture users’ tacit knowledge. 

Analyses of the users’ needs and translations into more technical specifications 
were performed by the HI-U specialists after every theme handled in the seminars. The 
structured analyses of the requirements were iteratively fed back to the multi-
disciplinary working groups and agreed upon, as it was essential to validate the system 
specification during evolution. After every detailed seminar, the validated results, in 
the form of task analyses and use cases, were handed over to the developers.

2. Results

The MdTS method was developed in case 1, OLD@HOME, [13] and applied as an 
explorative study. All 12 themes were realized. In case 2, VIHO [14], aiming for 
normative results, the six holistic themes were applied (Table 1).

Table 1: Comparison between the cases, OLD@HOME and VIHO

Case 1: OLD@HOME Case 2: VIHO

Total project time Fall 2002- fall 2005 Fall 2003- spring 2004
Type of study Explorative Normative
Pre-seminar work 17 days during 3 months, working 

within 3 professions
-

Thematic seminar series 6 months 6 months
Seminars performed Holistic: No 1-6, Detailed: 7-12 Holistic No 1-6.
Hours/theme Holistic perspective: 1 day/theme, 8h

Detailed perspective: Each group 
worked for 4h/theme, c.f. iterations.
Technical workshops lasted 2 days.

Holistic perspective: 1
day/theme c.f. iterations.
Technical workshops lasted 2
days.

Frequency of seminars and 

meetings between different 

professions in the project

Seminars ~every two weeks
“Homework” assignments in between, 
HI-U’s also had an office next to HHS

Seminars ~once a month
“Homework” assignments 
from one seminar to another.

Iteration of themes - No 9; Detailed information needs 
- Topic: integrated care planning

No 6; Future work perspective
was repeated.

Field work during the seminar 

period

6 days, 2/each profession 2 days, one day with the home 
care nurse, one day with HHS

Participants in multi-

disciplinary groups

(Start-up and progress 

presentation meetings)

Participants from stakeholders as 
buyers/owners, project managers, 
operational services, (HI-U) 
designers, developers and users [15]

Participants from stakeholders 
as buyers/owners, (HI-U) 
designers and users were 
present

Participants in inter-

professional working groups 

for holistic themes

(same people during the 

entire seminar series)

One group containing: 3 HHS (i.e. 
assistant nurses), 2 DN, 1 GP, 1 care 
planning specialist, 2 HI-U specialists.
Other stakeholders received 
continuous progress reports.

One group containing 3 HHS,
1 home care nurse and 2 
assistant nurses in elderly care, 
1 HI-U specialist, 2 HCI
researchers, 1 team 
work/organization specialist. 
Buyers/Owners received 
progress reports.

Participants in Inter- & Intra

professional working groups 

for detailed themes

3 professional groups; 2 DN / 3 HHS/ 
2 GPs work together (or separately) 
guided by 2 HI-U specialists

-

Overall outcome Evaluated working prototypes, a final 
prototype: the Virtual Health Record.

Prerequisite documentation for 
requirements specification 
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In Case 1, OLD@HOME, the objective was to develop prototypes for inter-
organizational ICT systems in homecare in order to provide a seamless and consistent 
information and communication flow between different professions caring for elderly 
living in private homes. Two groups of care professionals from different care providers
jointly participated in the seminars. Those were general practitioners (GP) and district 
nurses (DN) in a primary care group from the County Council of Gävleborg, and a
home help service (HHS) group i.e. 14 assistant nurses from the municipality of 
Hudiksvall. Three of them participated in the seminar series, and the entire group tested 
the prototypes during a period of five months [13]. The primary care group consisted of 
seven members, GP and two DN participated in the seminar series while an additional
four others (two DN and two GP) participated in testing the prototypes. In the inter-
professional seminars, participants from all user groups were involved.

The researchers (i.e. HI-U specialists) conducted all pre-seminar work, seminars 
and transformation of user needs and agreed requirements into use cases and technical 
specifications. Furthermore, a technical group was involved in coordinating technical 
infrastructure, architectural design, software development, technical implementation, 
and support.

The resulting system was evaluated in different ways, e.g. in a usability lab and 
through heuristic evaluations [16, 17]. In short, results indicated that information 
needed at the point of care was available to the users and presented in an 
understandable manner. Consequently, the MdTS method succeeded in elicitation of 
the correct user needs and in transferring the requirements to the system developers [1].

Case 2, VIHO in Kortedala, Göteborg, was a normative study, using a perspective 
of five years for envisioning work practices in homecare. Working ICT prototypes 
were not expected as result, but a proposal of future elderly care in terms of aspects of 

future work [18]. The VIHO working group consisted of five assistant nurses (three 
HHS and two working in an elderly care centre), and one homecare nurse. Four 
researchers, two HCI (human computer-interaction) specialists, a HI-U specialist and 
an expert in team work and organizations, provided input to the discussions and 
compiled the results for further reflections and analyses of the aspects of future work.

2.1. Analysis

Both projects resulted in valuable documentation on how cooperative work in 
homecare is currently performed and how it should preferably be performed in the 
future, as well as specific and detailed needs and requirements regarding information 
and communication handling in integrated homecare.

In case 1, extensive fieldwork was carried out, 17 pre-seminar days during 3 
months containing work within three professions. Additionally, the HI-U specialists
obtained an office in the HHS building and consequently spent an extensive amount of
time with the staff, sharing their daily work problems at informal meetings or coffee 
breaks. This fieldwork was of great value for both projects. Understanding of current 
work situations, knowledge about problems and difficulties in cooperative work, as 
well as staffs’ thoughts about their work created a common ground and facilitated for 
communication between HI-U specialists, researchers and healthcare participants in 
both cases. 
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In both cases, the MdTS was conducted during a period of 6 months. Case 1, 
OLD@HOME, used the MdTS method to acquire and analyze user requirements in 
cooperative work with the objective to develop a virtual health record (VHR). As the 
results were iteratively refined in the second part of the seminar series, a working 
prototype of the VHR for integrated homecare was developed, allowing for information 
access and documentation at the point of care. [13]

In case 2, VIHO, the seminar work was considered finished when a prerequisite 
for requirements specifications for future work in homecare was accomplished. Case 2 
iterated seminar 6, Future work perspective to finalize the work accordingly. Analyses 
were performed out of results from the holistic seminars and no analyses focused on 
details in order to develop a system, as in OLD@HOME. Accordingly, the total work 
load was lower in VIHO; staff participated in six holistic seminars and spent one 
day/theme. Case 1 needed more detailed descriptions about the information needs (no 
9) and how the care planning process was performed. As required, case 1 performed 
much more detailed analyses. User requirements elicited in the holistic seminars were 
transformed into VHR prototypes and the conformity was verified in user tests, 
performed during the detailed phase of the seminar series. Consequently, additional 
time (4h/detailed seminar) was demanded.

When considering details in daily work activities studied in the two cases, the tasks 
contained few differences and on a general level the user needs specifications were in 
accordance. As a second case, VIHO validated the method developed in OLD@HOME
and verified the results from the MdTS by briefly testing the prototypes developed in 
case 1. During development and evaluation of the prototypes, several flaws were found 
and adjusted, thoroughly described in [1].

3. Conclusions 

MdTS is specifically adapted for cooperative work, to support gathering of 
requirements from different perspectives to coincide with different staff’s work 
practices. However, we consider the MdTS method to be generally applicable. It can 
e.g. be used for single profession analysis if the inter-care professional seminars 
number 8 and 10 are removed, and it can be applied to other domains than healthcare.

To develop a system that supports cooperation and sharing of patient information 
between different care professions, both the holistic and the detailed part of the multi-
disciplinary thematic seminars are needed. For other purposes, e.g. activity and 
information needs analyses or normative studies, application of the holistic part is 
sufficient. Application of the method resulted in a holistic view of the entire work 
process achieved by the various participants and specifications of goals for future 
cooperative work and ideas of adequate ICT support. The detailed part specifically 
took into consideration the inter-care professional aspects of work and focused on 
details needed to develop usable HIS for cooperative work. The detailed phase was 
consequently regarded as mandatory as the objective was to develop an ICT tool, to 
ensure that it actually supported integrated care practices. 

Despite different objectives, the two cases demonstrated that the method 
emphasizes the “points of intersection” and benefits both healthcare participants from 
different professions and system developers in the delicate phase of eliciting user needs 
and creating system requirements as well as ICT tools for integrated care. 
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Abstract: Evaluation of adult candidates for kidney transplantation diverges from 
one centre to another. Our purpose was to assess the suitability of Bayesian
method for describing the factors associated to registration on the waiting list in a 
French healthcare network. We have found no published paper using Bayesian 
method in this domain. Eight hundred and nine patients starting renal replacement 
therapy were included in the analysis. The data were extracted from the 
information system of the healthcare network. We performed conventional
statistical analysis and data mining analysis using mainly Bayesian networks. The 
Bayesian model showed that the probability of registration on the waiting list is 
associated to age, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, serum albumin level, 
respiratory disease, physical impairment, follow-up in the department performing 
transplantation and past history of malignancy. These results are similar to 
conventional statistical method. The comparison between conventional analysis 
and data mining analysis showed us the contribution of the data mining method for 
sorting variables and having a global view of the variables’ associations. Moreover 
theses approaches constitute an essential step toward a decisional information 
system for healthcare networks.

Keywords: Data analysis-extraction tools; Decision support; Organization; 
Bayesian network; Healthcare network; renal transplant waiting list

Introduction

Incidence and prevalence of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) requiring renal 
replacement therapy (RRT), i.e. hemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis or kidney 
transplantation, are still increasing [1]. Kidney transplantation is associated with longer 
survival and lower long-term cost [2]. But, given the graft shortage, transplantation 
with a cadaveric donor kidney before start of RRT is not commonly achievable. On the 
other hand, all patients are not equally suited for transplantation and there is a body of 
evidence showing that selection criteria of the potential transplant recipient diverges 
from one centre to another [3]. Ideally, placement on the waiting list should be based 
solely on medical factors, in accordance with medical guidelines. However, previous 
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studies showed that blacks, Hispanics, women and elderly were less likely to receive a 
renal transplant in some countries. Moreover, distance from transplantation department, 
and private ownership of dialysis facilities have been associated with poor access to 
kidney transplant waiting lists [4-6]. The network of care NEPHROLOR was set up in 
the French administrative region Lorraine to improve quality of care of all patients with 
chronic kidney disease (CKD). NEPHROLOR has set up a Regional Health 
Information System in order to collect patients’ data at first RRT and during the follow 
up. These data are potentially useful for optimizing organization in NEPHROLOR. 
Indeed, Access to renal transplant waiting list is one key point to achieve optimal care. 
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility and suitability of 
Bayesian networks for detecting factors associated with registration on the waiting list. 
These methods have been already used to predict survival of liver[7] or lung [8]
transplant patients but we have found no published study using Bayesian approach to 
evaluate access to renal transplantation.

1. Material and method

1.1. Organisation of care for CKD in Lorraine region

The NEPHROLOR network of care was set up, in Lorraine, in 2002. It combines the 
public and private for-profit facilities, operating dialysis units in Lorraine. In Lorraine 
as in most French regions, renal transplantation is performed at the University hospital 
nephrology department which is the only transplant centre of the region.

1.2. Study population

Since June 1997, all adult patients living in Lorraine and starting RRT (dialysis or pre-
emptive transplantation) in a NEPHROLOR facility were progressively registered in a 
regional database [1, 4]. For the present study, we included the incident patients 
between July 1, 1997 and June 30, 2003. The patients having missing data were not 
included. In order to identify all ESRD patients living in Lorraine and placed on the 
waiting list, the list of patients registered on the French national waiting list between 
January 1, 1996 and December 31, 2004 was extracted from the CRISTAL[9] database 
and the list of transplanted patients from the database of the transplantation department 
of Lorraine.

1.3. Data collection

For each inclusion of a new patient in the NEPHROLOR database, a standardized form 
is prospectively filled out at the initiation of RRT [1, 4]. Three categories of variables 
possibly related to registration on the transplant waiting list were studied. 
The first included social and demographic data: age, sex and residence at first RRT. 
The distance between the patient's residence and the department performing 
transplantation was calculated in kilometers. In France, legal regulations prohibit 
considering ethnic differences in the French ESRD registry. However, we know that, in 
Lorraine, almost all patients were Caucasians, with a significant proportion of natives
from Italy, and North Africa. In the French ESRD registry, descriptions about income 
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or education were not available [1]. The second category included clinical, 
anthropometric and biological data at first RRT: existence of diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease (coronary artery disease, peripheral vascular disease, congestive heart failure 
and cerebrovascular disease), respiratory disease, hepatic disease, psychiatric disorder 
(severe depression or other psychiatric disorder) and past history of malignancy. 
Patients who were confined to a wheelchair or were bedridden were considered to have 
physical impairment of ambulation. Body Mass Index was categorized in <20 kg/m�, 
20-24.99, �25, hemoglobin in <11 g/dl, �11, and serum albumin in <3 g/dl, 3-3.49, 
�3.5. The third category included data related to medical follow up in the 
NEPHROLOR network: ownership of nephrology facility where the first RRT was 
performed: public, or private. We also took into account the effect of a medical follow-
up in the department performing transplantation versus 12 other facilities without 
transplantation.

1.4. Statistical analysis

As the oldest patient registered on the waiting list was 78 years old, we decided to 
exclude patients older than 80 years on the first day of RRT from statistical analysis.
A conventional statistical analysis was done using descriptive method and statistical 
tests. Impact of baseline characteristics on registration on the waiting list was 
univariately analyzed using the �2 test. Subsequently, all variables univariately 
significantly associated with registration with p of 0.10 or less were presented stepwise 
to a multiple logistic regression model to assess their independent value for registration. 
Within each step, significant risk factors were selected with a forward strategy using 
the likelihood ratio statistic, with p of 0.05 on the criterion level of selection. These
analyses were performed with SAS software (version 9.1; SAS Institute Inc, cary, NC). 
We performed also a Bayesian network [10] analysis with BAYESIALAB Software 
(version 3.3; Bayesia SA). A Bayesian network describes a system of interest by 
specifying relationships of conditional dependence between its variables. These
relationships are represented by a graph, in which, the nodes represent the variables and 
the arcs represent relationship between variables. The thickness of the arc between 2 
variables is proportional to the contribution of their relationship in characterization of 
the network. The brightness of square represented in a node is proportional to the 
contribution of this node in the characterization of the target. The Bayes’ rules can be 
described with the following formula:

Where P(R = r | e) denotes the probability that random variable R has value r given 
evidence e. In these models, a simple representation of a complex problem is possible.
The analysis were performed in three steps: learning step (SopLEQ method)[11-13],
analysis of associations, inference in order to characterize registration on the waiting 
list (target node). We used the parent-sons model to characterize the target node. These 
models allow us to deduce which variables are directly related with the target node.
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2. Results

2.1. Patients’ characteristics

Eight hundred and nine patients were included in the study. Their mean age was 62.1 ± 
14.2 years; 482 (59.6%) were male, 279 (34.5%) had diabetes, 358 (44.2%) 
cardiovascular disease and 90 (11.1%) respiratory disease. One hundred and fourteen
(14.1%) had a past history of malignancy, 158 (19.5%) physical impairment and 48 
(5.9%) psychiatric disease. Two hundred and twelve (26.2%) of them were registered 
on the transplant waiting list.

2.2. Logistic regression results

Table 1 presents factors associated with registration on the waiting list using a logistic 
regression model. The younger the patient, the more frequent was the registration on 
the waiting list. For example, compared with a patient older than 65 years, a patient 
younger than 44 years was 39 times more likely to be placed on the waiting list. 
Among co-morbidities, psychiatric disorders, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, past 
history of malignancy, and respiratory disease were independent factors associated with 
non registration. Patients with serum albumin greater than 3.5 g/dl were 2.7 times more 
likely to be placed on the waiting list, compared to those having serum albumin less 
than 3 g/dl. Patients followed in the nephrology department performing transplantation 
were 85% more likely to be registered.

Table 1. Factors associated with registration on the waiting list (multivariate logistic regression analysis, n= 
809 patients). For the co morbidities, presence of pathology represents the reference modality.

Characteristics OR 95% CI

Age categories 

� 65 years

55 – 64

45 – 54

18 – 44

1

11.50

33.00

38.99

6.10 – 21.68

16.62 – 65.53

18.57 – 81.89

Psychiatric disorder 7.37 2.23 – 24.37

Cardiovascular disease 3.26 1.89 – 5.61

Serum Albumin

< 3 g/dl

3 – 3.49

� 3.5

1

1.54

2.74

0.76 – 3.11

1.46 – 5.16

Diabetes 2.97 1.67 – 5.28

Past history of malignancy 2.73 1.29 – 5.79

Respiratory disease 3.50 1.16 – 10.56

Medical follow-up in the department 

performing transplantation

No

Yes

1

1.85 1.15 – 2.98
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2.3. Bayesian model results

For the learning step, we used the SopLEQ method to build the network (Fig. 2)The 
graph of the variables showed that the probability of being registered on the waiting list 
(target node) is directly associated with 6 variables: age, diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease, past history of malignancy, serum albumin level and follow up in the 
department performing transplantation. The Parent-Son relationship (Fig. 3)
demonstrated that one node appears to be highly related to the target node. This node 
is the ‘Age’ node. Diabetes, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, physical 
impairment, serum albumin level, past history of malignancy and medical follow-up in 
the department performing transplantation were also related to registration on the 
waiting list. Relative contribution of the variables to characterization of the target node 
were as following: Age: 1.0000; Cardiovascular disease: 0.3387; Diabetes: 0.2016; 
Albumin: 0.0837; Respiratory disease: 0.0762; Physical impairment: 0.0504; Follow up 
in transplantation center: 0.0423; Past history of malignancy: 0.0395.

Figure 2 - Bayesian Network (SopLEQ learning method)

Figure 3 – Parent-Son relationship
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3. Discussion

The results of the conventional analyses and the Bayesian methods were similar. It 
appears that in Lorraine, access to transplant waiting list is primarily associated with 
medical determinants. Differences due to sex, ownership of dialysis facility, and 
distance to transplant centre that have been identified in other studies [5, 6] were not 
found in Lorraine region. Conventional statistical analyses enable the clinician’s 
hypothesis to be tested and this can produce results with statistical and clinical 
significance notions. Conversely, data mining methods allow a complex universe to be 
untangled. While, data mining methods represent a global view of relationships 
between variables instantaneously, it is necessary to spend much more time to obtain 
the same conclusion with the statistical analysis. Moreover, the relationships between 
variables are provided without prior hypothesis. The sample of data ‘speaks for itself’ 
and illustrates alone which variables are associated with the others. The inference power 
offered by Bayesian network is well accepted by physicians and comprehensive.
Furthermore, it allows the experts to imagine other relationships or to test impact of 
events for a diagnosis or a disease.

4. Conclusion

Bayesian networks allowed us to describe the determinants of access to renal transplant 
waiting list. Furthermore, compared to conventional statistical method, it provides a 
global view of variables associations. Data mining constitutes an essential step toward a 
decisional information system for healthcare networks. Indeed, the result of our study 
can be used for optimizing renal transplant registration process in NEPHROLOR.
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Abstract: Objectives: To verify the usefulness in terms of robustness of a 
specific User Requirements Specification Document (URD) approach in a 
contractual context. Methods: The URD was specified in the users’
terminology and in a hierarchical structure (strategic, tactical and operational 
requirements). The organisational setting concerns the purchase of a LIS for 
6 laboratories, anticipated being taken into operation May 2008. Results: An 
immediate description of the observations is that: i) amazingly few contract 
amendments or other changes have been necessary, ii) the budget is kept 
except for the labour resources within the user organisations, caused by the 
vendor’s delayed final delivery, and iii) the functionality at present is judged 
to fulfil the functional needs of the user organisations. Conclusion: The 
recommendations were helpful in the users’ quality assurance of the purchase 
and implementation process: The contractual foundation as well as the budget 
were indeed very stable despite several years of delays, presumably because 
it is based on a purpose-oriented and hence fairly timeless URD.
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1. Introduction

The present paper reports from a long-term follow-up evaluation study on 
conclusions and recommendations from an in-depth case study. The paper outlines 
the essence of the approach and the outcome of applying the recommendations.

The European Union is regulated by law to enhance competitiveness, implying 
that public institutions must have an open tender process for tenders over a certain 
size. Almost all dedicated IT-based solutions for the healthcare sector exceed the 
threshold size, thus emphasising the role of a User Requirements Specification Do-
cument (URD). This again enforces concerns related to preparation of a detailed 
URD and the completion of a tender, with built-in assumptions and inherent prob-
lems in formulating a URD, like i) the user’s difficulties in expressing their require-
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ments correctly, completely and in accordance with the technological possibilities, 
and ii) that things often work differently than users specify them, to some degree 
disabling certain user requirements approaches. See the discussion in [1], p. 21.

In the mid to late 1970’ies a major and 1st generation system development was 
accomplished, implementing a Laboratory Information System (LIS). The system 
was tailor-made based on a formal system development approach with extensive 
user-participation and involvement of consultants on the user site. Despite the 
contract and the warranty both being fulfilled, it was clear that the system had 
problems in operation. A thorough case study explored the causal relations behind 
the operational problems, through investigation of the daily operation, the historical 
documents of the development project, and the organisational and contractual 
relations that led to the end result. The conclusion was that a major share of the 
main problems identified was closely related to the approach and role of the URD, 
[2]. The subsequent recommendations were among others: 1) the URD should be 
prepared in the users’ terminology and on their conditions; 2) The URD should be 
purpose-oriented (rather than solution-oriented) and structured according to 
strategic, tactical and operational aspects. We have previously shown that preparing 
a URD in this way [3] is a huge advantage in the preparatory URD phase and in the 
selection of the vendor; see [4] and [5]. The objective of the present study therefore 
is to verify the usefulness of the recommended approach as regards how the URD 
approach works in a contractual context. In the present study this is concerned with 
whether the URD was sustainable (robust) – that is, whether or not the URD could 
cope with the given conditions for the case at hand. 

This follow-up study reported is concerned with the implementation of the 3rd

generation LIS at the same premises as the first LIS, but now meant to serve 6 
federated laboratories for 6 hospitals in a corporation of hospitals, and with the 
chief physician of the original case study laboratory as chairman of the steering 
committee: An ideal case for assessing the validity of the recommendations in [2].

2. Study Context

The first author served throughout the purchase project in an action-research case 
role as consultant, however subordinate to and somewhat marginalised by the pro-
ject management, and hence the role compares somewhat to the second approach to 
action research outlined in [6]: the researcher operates through informed action and 
reflection, but with no control of the process. The second author served from the 
start until mid summer 2007 as chairman of the Steering Committee of laboratory 
directors, etc., in close collaboration with the project management.

2.1. Organisational Setting

The health organisation where the system is being implemented comprises six
independent hospitals and their biochemistry laboratories in the Capital Region of 
Denmark (in short: RegH). Two of the laboratories are accredited according to ISO 
15189, one according to ISO 9001, and five of the hospitals are accredited 
according to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations.
Especially the ISO 15189 enforces special demands as regards the quality control of 
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the LIS system itself, its ability to operate with the laboratory practice in general, as
well as on the relation between the laboratories and their vendor or subcontractors.

2.2. The LIS

The LIS project has the purpose of replacing the existing five LIS for the six
hospitals in RegH, essentially with the same functionality as the old LISs: 1) CPOE
functionality to support online requesting of laboratory service orders as well as
their reporting within the clinics and ambulatories. 2) Within the laboratories, the
LIS supports and enables the entire laboratory production from the ordering to
phlebotomy, over the analytical production to quality management of the analytical
production, and to securing appropriate reporting. General practitioners and
collaborating commercial laboratories communicate requests and reports th
EDIFACT messages directly with the LIS. 

The call for tender was international and aimed at purchasing an existing
product. Only two of the six bids were from Danish or Scandinavian vendors. Site
visits and a dedicated investigation showed that the functionality of a LIS is fairly
common in the Western culture. The LIS purchased is an existing, commercially
available LIS product that has dominated the Danish market for some 20 years.
However, the version offered comprises a re-implementation of that LIS on an up-
to-date technical platform. The delivery of the LIS is seriously delayed because of
delays in the technical development. Today the implementation process is at the end
of an exhaustive long-term verification of the functionality’s compliance with the
contract and at the same time validation against today’s practice in the 6 different
laboratories. At present there are no signs predicting a failure as regards the daily
operation based on the functionality known today; the main risks being technica
aspects, like performance plus a few missing pieces of the functionality. In the
moment of writing a final acceptance trial is planned for late February 2008 with
anticipated operation of the hospitals anticipated beginning Autumn 2008. 

The LIS was taken into operation mid 2006 and late 2006, respectively, at two
smaller customer sites in Denmark each also with a set of hospitals and laboratories

2.3. The historical progression

The purchase process started in the Hospital Corporation of the Copenhagen, H:S,
but as per 1st of January 2007 H:S was merged with three counties to form RegH.
One of these three counties had similarly accomplished a call for Tender shortly
before the fusion, based on an almost identical User Requirements Specification, so
the two contracts were merged. The third county has an old, American LIS serving
three hospitals, while the fourth county has still another LIS. Organisationally, the
management of the LIS project was transferred from H:S to RegH’s IT Directorate.

3. Methods and materials

The User Requirements was prepared as recommended by the initial case study [2],
for details see [3]: it was specified in the user terminology while adopting a hierar-
chical structure (strategic, tactical and operational requirements). This description
addresses the organisation, its mission and conditions, and the functionality that the
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LIS must serve at increasing details. More detail and several examples are provided
in [3]. The end result was a total of 387 individual requirements.

Elicitation of the URD was carried out – roughly – in 2000; and was synthe-
sised, extended and adapted from and handful of existing LIS URD’s, of which one
was from Norway (the preferred one) and one from Ireland, while the rest were
from Danish colleagues. The tender process, selection of a vendor and negotiation
of a contract were accomplished in 2001. The URD was discussed carefully and de-
tailed with the vendor, item per item, resulting in addition of annotations where
relevant to make further specifications or clarification from either side prior to sig-
nature. Anticipated daily operation at the first hospital was February 2003. 

Evaluation of how well the URD approach served as a contractual document is
measured by means of deviations from the original contractual agreement. There
are two types of deviations: contractual amendments and less formal agreements.
These deviations were analysed for implication and causal origin. A synthesis of the
quantity and nature of these deviations constitutes the basis for judging how we
the URD approach served its purpose in a contractual context. 

4. Results

The total number of formal contractual amendments is 31 plus one in process to
handle the latest delay. The number of less formal agreements with implications for
the functionality is 20. Of the 31 formal amendments, none addresses changes or
additions of the user / application-oriented functionality, except for a couple of
options that were decided to become included. Most of the amendments address
timing issues, and/or hardware and basic software changes to cope with
performance problems, or follow-up on technological advancements (like screen
resolution and Internet Explorer version).

The 20 less formal changes were a mixture of no longer relevant requirements,
postponed details in the functionality, evolution of the national legislation
respectively the organisational structure, and accepted constraints on narrow and
specific details. Two changes were deliberately and explicitly chosen / signed away.

Moreover,
� the original budget is kept, except for labour resources within the user

organisations. The anticipated cost containment inherent in the new LIS
functionality was timely harvested as the vendor took over maintenance
and operation of the old LISs on the originally agreed delivery date 

� the user consensus as regards the functionality at present is that the
functionality is anticipated to fulfil the needs of the user organisations

The LIS project is in the middle of negotiating anew with the vendor
specifically with respect to timing and remaining issues like performance.

5. Discussion

A learning cycle is at its end: recommendations derived from lessons learned at an
in-depth case study served as the hypothesis for verification in a second case study,
in a stepwise fashion. The first step was successful as described in the Introduction.
The present study deals with step two: did the URD fulfil the users need in practice
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in a contractual context? It is however, a pilot study, as the final conclusion has to
await the outcome of an analysis of the daily practice during operation.
     The fact that the URD was purpose-oriented rather than specific in its 
requirements made it timeless and impervious to the change demands that usually 
follow some 7-8 years of evolution, technologically as well as in the application 
domain, including the change of two laboratories accreditation from ISO 17025 to 
the newly established ISO 15189. Further, our interpretation from the observations 
is that the nature of the URD conceivably made it too hard for the vendor to handle 
the customer’s rights according to the contract. The URD has been used with minor 
modifications by three other Danish counties out of six with recent LIS tenders.

The vendor’s knowledge of the domain and the specific market no doubt has 
influenced the extent of required changes as regards the functionality, but our own 
investigations have shown that the differences between laboratory practices in 
Europe are actually pretty small. So, this cannot explain the findings alone.

The budget was stable, and the type and relatively low number of contractual 
changes, indicating that the URD approach was strong – that is, the users have had 
no need to negotiate continuously at the level of the solution during the realisation 
of the project, but could support the vendor with the fine details of state-of-the-art 
practice that is normally below the details of an enterprise model exchanged. The 
reason for this stronghold may be dual: 1) the characteristics of the URD, and/or 2) 
the high computer literacy of the users involved, of course realizing that the two are 
closely related. Thus a weakness of the approach may be its generalisability: It is 
judged generalisable for other types of systems and other application domains with 
a similar type of user organisation; the weakness being that the users in this study 
are highly computer literate with 3rd respectively 4th generations of LIS in the 
organisation, so they are experienced with the functionality needed. It is therefore a 
question to be verified by a future project whether the URD approach is as 
successful for de novo IT developments and for computer illiterate users. 

The strength of the study was the convincingly small number of contract 
amendments and the stable budget despite the prolonged implementation time. 
Given that the study is of a pure observational kind, with data collected over a 
seven-year period – interpreting what is – there is no unexpected events, little 
chance of confounding factors or other types of biases. The type of action-case role 
of the consultant literally being without control of the legal process in this study 
context was an advantage, because the historical process was allowed to unfold 
itself beyond the consultant’s control. The URD/contract approach obviously is 
strong, but is it too strong – putting the vendor out of control of his developments, 
because it enables continued and elaborated interpretations, where user adaptation 
might work as well? These are points that need further exploration as well. 

Up to date approaches used for elicitation of user requirements are enterprise 
modelling, use cases and scenarios, see overviews in [7] respectively [8]. The URD 
in the present study includes a traditional, yet high-level enterprise model, however, 
not of either of the two types and never explicitly dealt with within the LIS project. 
The difference is that the two mentioned approaches attempt to describe the 
(unknown) future, while the present approach describes the actual enterprise and the 
needs for support in this respect. So, novel is that the enterprise model serves as a 
supporting means rather than as the focus within the contractual relation. This is 
why it may not be generalisable for de novo IT developments, as discussed above.
Similarly, it may be feasible only when the vendor has extensive domain insight.
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Ideally, the present conclusion should be verified and further elaborated during 
operation of the LIS by a follow-up study of events and deviations from desired 
operation followed by a causal analysis of these events and deviations, the same 
way as the original study in [2]. Preferably this should take place at the first major 
hospital taken in operation, for instance, during the early (e.g. 6 months) operation.

6. Conclusion

The recommendations were helpful in the users’ quality assurance of the purchase 
and implementation process: The contractual foundation as well as the budget were 
stable even over a contractual period of now almost 6 years with many delays, 
presumably due to the purpose-oriented approach and hence fairly timeless URD.
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Abstract. This paper presents how ICT is expected to be used by Norwegian 
Healthcare by the end of year 2012. The main forces influencing the ICT 
development are identified and the resulting set of new features is presented. 

Keywords. Vision, ICT, healthcare

Introduction

As a partner with the central health authorities and as a consulting agency for the 
national IT healthcare sector, the Norwegian Centre for Informatics in Health and 
Social Care (KITH) needs to be up-to-date on the current development concerning the 
use of information and communication technology (ICT) in healthcare. In order to 
provide the best advice, we need to distinguish the forces that influence this 
development, establish how the various new features are interrelated and 
interdependent and identify any critical activities as early as possible.

For this purpose, KITH has performed a study in 2007 on how Norway will 
advance and integrate ICT in healthcare by the end of 2012. The expected new main 
features are identified and presented in this article.

1. Background

A vision is not a plan, but a visualisation of what is expected to happen. Like a plan, 
the final result may not be exactly as expected or occur at the scheduled time. In our 
case, we were to predict the status of ICT in healthcare by the year 2012.

Five years ahead is not any distant future. We would expect most of the 
development to be influenced by features that exist today. On the other hand, we know 
that revolutionary features may appear out of the sky and possibly have significant 
influence beyond that which we predicted.

Today, ICT is used in all parts of the healthcare environment from management of 
personnel and equipment to sophisticated technical instruments. For the purpose of this 
study, we have focused on the use of ICT in treatment processes and work flow of 
healthcare services more than on advances within technical equipment and 
management. This division is, however, not always obvious. We have also focused on 
the functional solutions that will be available and not on the specific technical and 
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organisational details that have to be in place. While ICT is important, we realize that 
organisational and other initiatives often are needed to achieve the full effects.

2. Method

In this study, in order to identify the upcoming new features, we have tried to identify 
the forces that are behind the development of ICT for use within healthcare. 

2.1. Medical, Social and Political Development

New medical knowledge allows for treatment of increasingly more diseases, but such 
treatment typically requires the joint effort of several specialists due to increased 
medical specialisation. ICT is crucial for managing the increased communication 
resulting from this specialisation. Increased knowledge of an individual's genetic 
composition is also influencing the treatment.

The social factors that will affect development in 2012 are characterised by 
increased globalisation, an increased interest in one’s own health and an increase in the 
elderly population. ICT helps people to stay in their own home and ICT is a 
prerequisite for globalisation.

The political development in Norway pertaining to healthcare is expressed as 
political decisions concerning healthcare services in the future. This is published in a 
national plan for healthcare services [1], a plan for how to provide care for, mainly, the 
elderly people [2], a report on how to provide continuity of care in healthcare services 
[3] as well as a report on the future use of ICT, in general, in Norway [4].           

2.2. Technical Development

The technical development continuously produces new possibilities, but healthcare is 
often reluctant to use them. Much of the development that is expected to be further 
developed, are improved communication solutions and access of information on the 
internet.

Other technologies will allow things to be done in a new way, such as service 
oriented architecture (SOA). There is also an increased focus upon semantic 
interoperability compared to technical interoperability, which has been in focus for a 
long time. Computer assisted decisions (CAD) and system biology are also techniques 
that are expected to be of increased importance.

New technologies include gene-technology, intelligent information systems, 
semantic web and nanotechnology. Use of nanotechnology is expected to have 
significant effects within medicine, although probably not before 2012.

2.3. Development in Other Countries

We have performed an internet study on what is being developed in other countries. 
Most of the information available is not specifically related to the use of ICT, but to 
healthcare in general. In addition, a large portion of the information is also from 
countries where healthcare services may not be directly comparable to Norwegian (or 
North-European) healthcare.
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The information available indicates a very coherent view on this immediate 
development. Common features include, among others:

• Focus upon EHR as well as patient summaries
• Web-access to EHR for authorised personnel, including the patient 
• Increased focus on patient services, including self-treatment
• Centralised web access points for various services ("Portals")
• Definition of integrated treatment sequences
• Information exchange, including ePrescribing

However, we identified significant deviating views of opinion in two areas:
• Some parties intend to register structured information in the EHR while others 

propose to enter free text and to extract the information using data mining.
• Some parties plan to make patient information available from a central 

repository of all EHRs while others propose to make this information 
available from where it is originally registered.

3. Expected Main Features

3.1. Infrastructure

Use of ICT Equipment. ICT-equipment will become available everywhere and the 
physical size will continue to decrease. By the end of year 2012, a combination of 
various wireless communication methods will allow ICT-equipment units to be 
connected to a network everywhere: bedside in the hospital, at home, during travel, etc. 
making all needed information always available.

Better Coordination between Actors. Modern medicine requires the cooperation 
of several healthcare workers and medical specialists. ICT will not only provide the 
means to transfer the information between the actors, but will increasingly be used to 
keep track of the logistics in this cooperation involving all involved resources, such as 
personnel, facilities and equipment.

Improved Access to Patient Information. Authorised healthcare personnel 
involved in the treatment of a patient will have access to all relevant information 
related to the task the actual person is performing. This access will be provided 
everywhere, irrespective of the organisation of healthcare services and how the EHR is 
being stored. Increased availability of medical information reduces the need for storing 
duplicate copies by all parties involved in the treatment of a patient; each actor may 
access the information when needed from the original source or alternatively a central 
store.

Access Control. Increased availability to patient information requires a 
sophisticated access control system. All users have to be authorised by an official 
health authority. Access is granted only for selected parts of the total medical record 
related to the task the actual person is performing (dynamic role) and the patient's 
actual medical problem. Rules are being defined concerning which information has to 
be available for different healthcare workers in various parts of medical diagnostics and 
treatment.

Surveillance of Access by Patients. With increased access to patient information, 
the patient has to feel safe about the use of his/her own medical data. At any time, the 
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patients can access their own information on the web at "My Page"1 and see which 
information has been accessed, when and by whom. As a side-effect, this will also 
allow the patients to follow the work that is being done by healthcare personnel 
concerning their own treatment.

Information Exchange. Information exchange using messaging (EDI) is still 
being used for operational tasks such as requests for services and reporting of status. 
However, the transfer of copies of documents from the patient's medical record is 
reduced since this information is available on demand from the original source.

Individually Adjusted Working Pattern. Various application systems2 have been 
around for more than 30 years providing a more or less uniform user interface. These 
systems will be increasingly adjusted for the tasks to be performed by the actual user 
and will also provide guidance according to the user’s wishes. Intelligent process 
support warns the user when abnormal situations are detected. 

The user is also allowed to specify his/her user preferences concerning 
presentation and registration of information and which information elements this user 
wants to be available.

On-line Telemedicine. Traditional on-line telemedicine services like video-
conferences are still being used to a limited extent for special purposes. However, the 
use of commonly available units like PCs and mobile phones with cameras are being 
used as an extension of the ordinary telephone consultation with GPs and specialists.

3.2. Electronic Healthcare Record

Increased Structuring of Information. Within the next 5 years, the information in the 
EHR is increasingly stored as structured information allowing application systems to 
use these information elements for more than just storage and presentation. 

Dictation and voice recognition, used for inputting of large text blocks, are being 
replaced by intelligent, structured registration performed by the actual healthcare 
worker himself. The application system guides the data collection based upon the 
actual problem of the patient and asks for crucial, missing information. Combined with 
the features of individual user preferences, this way of entering information 
significantly increases the quality of the diagnostic process.

Intelligent business processes allow the application to propose relevant diagnoses 
based on all available information (including results from laboratories and other service 
departments as well as current best practice) and correspondingly warn the user when
non-standard or potentially dangerous procedures are being initiated. This provides 
significantly increased safety for the patients.

Consistent Presentation of Information from Different Sources. Since 
information, to a larger extent, is being kept at its original location, the application 
system accesses these locations and presents the merged information as if it all should 
have been collected from the local storage.

Intelligent Presentation of Information. The storing of structured information 
allows for better presentation of information. The application system allows for easy 
navigation throughout the complete medical record of the patient only limited by the 
access granted for the actual purpose. The system is able to present chronological 
views of all contact episodes or to present the development of specific clinical 

1 "Min Side" in Norwegian.
2 Such as PAS, HIS, RIS, etc.
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parameters. The user may, at any time, select an item and ask for additional 
information. The information presented can be in graphical format or consist of 
pictures, videos, etc.

Overview of Ongoing and Scheduled Activities. The traditional patient summary 
of earlier episodes of disease and current treatment is supplemented with an overview 
of ongoing and scheduled activities in general also including such activities during 
hospital stays. This allows for coordination of planned activities and better information 
to the patient about ongoing treatment.

3.3. Medical Diagnostics and Treatment

Evidence Based Medicine. National guidelines for adequate medical treatment based 
upon evidence based medicine is published and made available to the vendors of 
medical software to incorporate in decision support, both inside hospitals as well as in 
primary care services.

Integrated Treatment Sequences. Complex medical problems require the 
assistance of various specialists in a predefined sequence. These integrated treatment 
sequences are also defined as a part of the national recommendations allowing the 
whole sequence of activities to be performed as a single procedure in a scheduled way, 
once started.

Individually Customised Treatment of Patients. Patients are treated more 
individually based upon, among others, their ethnic background. The genetic 
composition of patients is used to adjust the incidence of various diseases in diagnostic 
procedures, for evaluation of laboratory test results as well as for the dosage of 
medication.

Increased Patient Safety through Decision Support. The structured information 
in the EHR allows for continuous decision support in all patient processes. Decision 
makers, such as physicians and nurses, are guided in their work and warned if a 
decision is deviating from either the national recommendations or the patient's genetic 
composition, providing increased safety for the patient. 

3.4. Use of Technology for Diagnostics and Treatment

Sensor-technology. Use of sensors will allow for better surveillance of patients and 
make it possible to start treatment as soon as an abnormal situation is detected.

Use of Simulators. The use of medical simulators for the training of medical 
personnel may be of special interest in Norway where personnel may not get the 
necessary training for complex situations, due to the limited population and geographic 
distribution. Such simulators are used for surgical procedures, medical emergency 
procedures, anaesthesia as well as other complex situations.

3.5. Patient Services

Self-treatment. The "modern" patient is much more interested in his/her own health 
and expects to participate in the medical decisions. By the end of year 2012, new 
application systems help the patient handle the enormous amount of information 
available on the internet and to evaluate the relevant information related to the patient's 
situation. The use of a personal electronic health record can be part of such tools or be 
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used separately. Personal electronic records ease the communication between the 
patient and involved health care personnel and participate to better treatment.

Electronic Communication between Patient and Healthcare. Secure e-mail is 
used for communication between the patient and assigned healthcare personnel. Simple 
questions may be solved without a physical consultation and pictures and videos may 
be attached. The ability to get in touch with qualified personnel, at any time, allows the 
patient to feel more comfortable so that the patient copes better with the situation. 

Electronic communication is also used for scheduling appointments and for 
managing prescriptions through the web service "My Page". Here, the patient may also 
access his or her own medical record, view the patient summary, including on-going 
and scheduled activities, as well as get an overview of the usage of his/her medical 
record by others. 

3.6. Auditing and Reporting

There is an increased interest for being able to monitor the effects of various health-
related initiatives. The structuring of the EHR and the use of standardised definitions, 
allows managers to obtain national conclusions without having to establish a new 
national registry. The same feature allows for an improved and more up-to-date 
management of activities and costs, both locally, regionally and nationally.

4. Conclusions

The evolution is a continuous process and hopefully most of the expected new features 
will be operational by the end of 2012. However, wide-spread uptake of new 
technology is a fairly slow process and we, therefore, do not expect all features to be 
used by everybody by this date. In spite of this, we expect increased use of ICT in 
healthcare, by 2012, to provide, among others, increased service to patients and 
healthcare personnel, increased patient safety, better continuity of care as well as better 
diagnostics and treatment.
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Abstract. Transinstitutional information systems support collaboration beyond the 

borders of single health care institutions. Information management in health care 

networks aims at establishing systematic information processing in order to 

contribute to the network’s strategic goals. Health care networks can be 

characterized by complex and even conflicting goal systems. Our objective is to 

propose a framework, which describes organizational characteristics of health care 

networks. The framework is used to deduce effects of network characteristics on 

information management. Concluding, we present an architectural approach of a 

management platform for health care networks. The framework as well as the 

management platform are parts of our MedoCom approach.     
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Introduction 

The advancement of medical knowledge and medical technologies are leading to 

increasing functional differentiation in modern health systems. On the other hand, the 

coordination of health care activities between professionals, organizations and sectors 

is conceived as a key requirement for efficient and effective health systems [1], 

especially with regards to chronic diseases [2]. The concept of integrated care describes 

a principle of care organization, that encompasses continuity of care, shared care and 

seamless care [3]. Full institutional integration, i.e. the fusion of health care institutions 

to large hierarchical firms, has shown decisive drawbacks in providing integrated care, 

caused mainly by inflexibility and bureaucracy [4]. Therefore, in many countries 

efforts have emerged to achieve integrated care in health care networks, which consists 

of legally separated actors [1, 4-6]. 

Transinstitutional information systems, i.e. information systems that span the 

border of at least two legal independent health organizations, have been characterized 
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as a key requirement for integrated and patient-centred care [3, 7, 8]. Given the 

relevance of information processing in health care and the complexity of organizational, 

technical and legal requirements, information systems should be managed 

systematically [9]. A central task of information management is the alignment of 

organizational goals and the respective information system architecture [10, 11]. In 

health care networks, which are characterized by mutual dependencies, complex goal 

systems and non-hierarchical governance forms [4, 12, 13], the coordination of 

collective network interests and interests of the individual network members with 

regards to information management remains an unsolved problem. Together with the 

Institute of Technology and Management of Technical University of Berlin and the 

OFFIS Institute for Information technology, we started the research project “IT-based 

management of integrated care networks” in September 2006. Part of the project is the 

development of an IT-based management platform that is named “MedoCom”. 

The goal of this paper is to contribute to the development of transinstitutional 

information management, i.e. the management of transinstitutional information systems, 

in health care networks by presenting current results of our research. The following 

questions are addressed: 

− Q1: How can health care networks be classified in a systematic description 

framework? 

− Q2: How can network characteristics affect information management? 

− Q3: How can transinstitutional information management be supported by IT? 

1. Methods 

Research question Q1 is answered by presenting a description framework for health 

care networks. The development was based on a literature review of publications from 

the field of health care and from other fields, such as economics and publications with 

a focus on organizational effects of transinstitutional information systems. Furthermore, 

we conducted empirical case studies in health care networks, which comprised 

modeling of central transinstitutional processes (using UML-activity diagrams) and the 

current state of the transinstitutional information systems (using the 3LGM
2

 metamodel 

[14]). Research question Q2 is answered by analyzing the effects of network 

characteristics on decision making in health care networks. Schematic illustration of 

the architecture design is presented by a UML component diagram showing the most 

important modules and interfaces of the prospective architecture. Since the 

implementation of MedoCom is in a very early stage, Q3 is answered in the discussion 

and outlook sections. 

2. The MedoCom description framework for health care networks 

Health care networks can be defined as “autonomous units that have joined together to 

achieve a common purpose” [4]. We consider the autonomous units as individual 

persons, while the abstraction level can be varied to organizational units or whole 

organizations. Our framework aims at systematizing network characteristics that 

describe the relationships between the network members.  
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Transinstitutional relationships can be examined from various perspectives [15-17]. 

Similar to other approaches of organizational modeling, we therefore discriminate three 

interdependent levels of analysis: the management level, the process level and the 

infrastructure level (see Table 1).

Table 1: Levels of analysis in health care networks 

Focus of analysis 

(network)

Focus of analysis 

(network member) 

Focus of analysis 

(relationships)

Management 

Level

structure of management 

system 

management 

competencies 
managerial dependencies 

Process Level process system 

process elements assigned 

to network member 

interweavement of process 

elements 

Infrastructure 

Level

architecture of 

transinstitutional

information systems 

property rights regarding 

information resources 
information dependencies 

The management level focuses on the governance system of a health care network. 

The network members are described regarding their management competencies, i.e. 

their competencies of setting goals as well as planning, directing and controlling the 

network processes. The relationships between the members are conceived as 

managerial dependencies. The process level describes the collaborative process chain 

of the health care network. Network members are analyzed with regards to their 

assigned process elements. Relationships are interpreted as processual dependencies. 

At the infrastructure level, the architecture of the transinstitutional information system 

is observed. Network members are examined regarding their rights to use, to change or 

to control (i.e. their property rights) information resources. According to [14, 18], we 

consider information resources, as application components or physical data processing 

Table 2: Centrality and intensity as characteristics of health care networks 

Centrality Intensity 

allocation of managerial authority extent of managerial influence 

Management 

Level

low: managerial 

authority is equally 

shared

high: managerial 

authority is 

concentrated on 

one or few 

members 

low: managerial 

influence on 

collaboration is 

weak

high: managerial 

influence on 

collaboration is 

high

allocation of processes quantity of process execution 

Process Level 

low: processes are 

assigned equally

high: processes are 

mainly assigned to 

one or few 

members 

low: processes are 

executed

infrequently

high: processes are 

executed

frequently

allocation of information resources quantity of resource usage 

Infrastructure 

Level

low: information 

resources are 

controlled equally 

high: information 

resources are 

controlled by one 

or few network 

members 

low: information 

resources are used 

infrequently

high: information 

resources are used 

frequently
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components that support the execution of activities. The relationships between the 

network members are conceived as dependencies that result from varying allocations of 

property rights. Using our framework, we developed characteristics that help us to 

specify different forms of health care networks. Two of these characteristics are 

centrality and intensity (see Table 2). Centrality is a network characteristic that 

describes the structure of a network regarding the allocation of power between the 

network members. Intensity describes the extent of actual network activities.  

3. Effects of networks characteristics on information management 

Transinstitutional information management can be defined as the sum of all planning, 

directing and monitoring activities with regards to a transinstitutional information 

system. In health care networks the goal of information management is systematic 

information processing that contribute to the network’s strategic goals [9, 19]. 

The effects of decentralization on information management in health care networks 

can be summarized as follows: due to the legal autonomy of the network members, no 

hierarchical structures exist. Hence, mechanisms for the coordination of multiple goal 

systems have to be developed. This includes not only activities during the planning 

phase but also during the directing and monitoring phase. Second, the extent of 

decision implementation is self-governed by each network member. With decreasing 

network intensity, i.e. with decreasing relevance of the network, the willingness of 

implementing network decisions will decrease as well. Therefore, the relevance of the 

network for the individual member as well as the relevance of the member for the 

network has to be evaluated. Third, due to the voluntariness of network membership, 

the network composition will change dynamically. Therefore, information management 

must be adaptable to the current network situation. In figure 1, management decisions 

in centralized and decentralized networks are compared.  

Management in centralized 

networks

Management in decentralized 

networks

implementing 

decisions by 

hierarchical 

power

centralized 

decision 

making

decentralized 

decision 

making

optional, 

autonomous 

implementation 

of decision

Figure 1: Management decisions in centralized and decentralized networks 

4. Discussion 

Our empirical research showed that the current structures of health care networks are 

often very informal. Although most of the collaboration problems are connected to 

information problems, the need for systematic information management is not always 

perceived. The preceding framework suggests a methodology for systematically 
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describing health care networks considering network characteristics at different 

examination levels. It is our starting point for the development of MedoCom, an IT-

based platform for cooperative management in health care networks. 

The next development step of MedoCom will be the extension as well as the 

formalization of the description framework. This includes measurable and comparable 

parameters for describing networks, e.g. centrality and intensity. Since organizational 

modeling has been subject of several research approaches before, we will adapt suitable 

modeling approaches, e.g. Business Process Modeling Notation [20] for process 

modeling and 3LGM
2

 [14] for architectural modeling. We are confident that our 

approach of characterizing health care networks will contribute to the development of 

transinstitutional information management.   

However, MedoCom has yet to be introduced and evaluated in real health care 

networks. A prototypical implementation of our concept is planned for spring in 2008. 

In the outlook section, our architectural concept of MedoCom is presented.      

5. Outlook 

Figure 2 depicts the architectural approach of MedoCom and shows the component 

diagram of MedoCom architecture design consisting of primary modules and 

communication interfaces of the application. Currently, the network model consists of a 

static network view and the business process view. Since the network model will serve 

as the base for management decisions, it is necessary to update it constantly. Therefore, 

the model will be linked to operative applications based on web services (eServices). 

At the present time, service oriented architecture (SOA) approach is most promising 

and broadly approved in order to address problems related to the integration of 

heterogeneous applications in distributed environments [21]. 

MedoCom network modeling application

business process

view

network view

network model

XML import/

export

orchestration 

engine

process

definition

service

definition

<<update>>

MedoCom web application

web service A

web service B

...

<<update>>

Figure 2: Architectural approach of MedoCom 

Thus, the modelled activities will be coupled to an executive component and could be 

requested and accessed by the users over the internet or web-based transinstitutional 

information systems. Running the web applications by network participants would 

mean the initiation of activities for one particular user, who supplies new data to the 

model by passing the process steps. The additional information would be fed back to 

the application and auto-generate a new adapted network model.  
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Abstract. Communication and co-operation processes in healthcare and welfare 
require the involvement of all parties involved, including health professionals as 
well as patients. Generally, professionals can and will easily communicate via 
trusted health networks. To enforce both communication and co-operation between 
professionals and patients and to guarantee the required degree of involvement of 
patients in shared care environments, smart cards are widely used. They serve as 
person identifiers on the one hand and as security token on the other hand. Acting 
as storage media and portable application systems, patient data cards enable 
patient-controlled exchange and the use of personal health data for specific 
purposes such as prescription and disease management. Additionally, patient status 
data such as the emergency data or the immunisation record may be stored in and 
communicated by patient data cards. 

Keywords. Health Network, Health Cards, Security, Infrastructure, Patient Data 
Cards, Policy, Electronic Health Record System, Patient Integration

Introduction

Knowledge accumulated in the recent decades proved that information that flows 
within a domain and its transfer between domains is the very basis of human progress. 
Professional knowledge becomes more valuable when shared with other professionals. 
This is also true for healthcare and welfare. In order to increase quality and efficiency
of healthcare, health systems in developed countries throughout the world tend to move 
towards distributed collaborative and coordinated care of patients in the sense of shared 
care. Additionally, health care administration and management focus more and more on 
preventive care which the citizen himself/herself is responsible for. Regardless whether 
integration of information is considered for domains like bio-informatics, biomedical 
engineering, applied and clinical informatics, or for information systems and 
informatics education, it is always collaboration and exchange of knowledge that 
counts [1].
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Patient empowerment and patient involvement in the healthcare and welfare 
processes are important pre-requisites for achieving the positive outcomes hoped for.
Health cards can play an important role. They allow developing an integrated eHealth 
environment by integrating medical informatics, health informatics, patient integrity, 
and patient integration. Keywords to foster these processes are card, security token, and 
card technology. The role of the card in the process of patient integration and the
security functionality for data integrity and patient integrity and the problems 
concerning access rights, and related data protection and privacy aspects are also vital 
[2].

1. Patient Empowerment and Patient Involvement

From the aforementioned point of view, healthcare systems will increasingly profit 
from engaged citizens while engaged patients will have better outcomes. New health 
policies, increasing patient needs and decreasing health budgets necessitate 
empowerment of the patient. The involvement has to take place at different levels 
within the healthcare process at the level of care as well as at the political level [3]. At 
the level of care, the interest in citizen engagement is presently changing from past 
practices where the patient’s involvement meant that the patient had to go along with 
the physician’s advice- to a collaborative partnership where the citizen is considered a 
partner within the medical workflow. At political level patient group representatives 
are increasingly considered valuable allies [4], [5].

Patient empowerment means that citizens have to take on responsibility. Citizens 
have to realise that healthcare is a concern of theirs even when they are not in need of 
it. This means they have to understand the system. Only if they understand the system 
and know how to influence the healthcare process, will the citizens build up the 
necessary confidence in the new system and will be ready to accept any change of 
behaviour that might be required. Health care providers and politicians, on the other 
hand, have to realise that healthcare systems and services can only be improved with 
actively participating citizens.

A dedicated patient health card (PHC) as a means to strengthen the role of the 
citizen has multiple functionalities [6]. It can be used for purely administrative reasons, 
but also support the communication between care providers and improve data security. 
In either case the patient has to support this process – at minimum – by presenting the 
card whenever required. This means that the patient has to be involved but is in the 
same time empowered. However, this kind of involvement asks for a certain level of 
process understanding (awareness, confidence, acceptance), too [7]. How can a card 
support this?

2. Patient Empowerment by Standardization in the Patient Health Cards Domain

Open, interoperable and scalable solutions for empowering and involving citizens and 
patients worldwide especially if they are to include respective cross-border activities
must be based on international standards [8]. Otherwise a French health professional,
for example, will not be able to read the health card of his/her German patient and vice 
versa.
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Regarding the aforementioned requirements for interoperable patient data cards, a
series of standards have been specified at international level by ISO TC 215 “Health 
Informatics”. After having identified both needs and requirements for such cards, the 
standardization experts defined a framework of card-related specifications of medical 
and administrative content. ISO TC 215 does not intend to standardise the card-related 
technology itself but only the health-related structures of such types of cards.

Person-related data carried on a data card can be categorised into three types: 
identification data (of the device itself and of the individual the data it carries relates 
to), administrative data related to the card owner, and the respective medical (clinical) 
data. It is important to realise that a given healthcare data card "de facto" has to contain 
device data and identification data and can contain, in addition, administrative and 
clinical data (see figure 1 below). Furthermore, patient data cards may support the 
collaboration with network-based systems. For that purpose, any type of link 
information was specified. Person-related cards can also enable the use of established 
security infrastructure services. 

Developed under the rules of the so-called “Vienna Agreement” for allowing the 
European Standardization Body CEN to easily adopt existing ISO standards, ISO TC 
215 WG 5 “Health Cards” has started developing standard 21549 “Health Informatics –
Patient health card data” [9]. This new standard has started replacing the former 
European pre-standard ENV 12018 adopted by CEN in 1995. ISO 21549 consists of 
eight parts describing structures and roles within a common framework.

3. International Standard ISO 21549

A data card essentially provides specific answers to definite queries whilst at the same 
time there is a need to optimise the use of memory by avoiding redundancies. Figure 1 
shows the overall structure for patient health card data according to the described 8 
parts of ISO 21549 [9] using a UML Class Diagram.

Figure 1.  ISO 21549 Data Set

3.1 Part 1 – General Structure

The first part is more or less an overview on what needs to be tackled by such a series 
of standards (see figure 1). Part 1 is the introduction to the multi-part standard that 
defines data structures kept on patient health cards compliant with the physical 
dimensions of ID-1 cards as defined by ISO/IEC 7816. Therefore, this part does not 
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apply to multi-application cards. It defines a general structure for the different types of 
data, which are defined in the other parts of the standard, using UML notation. ISO 
21549 Part 1 has been in place since May 2004. Several countries are basing their 
national health card implementation strategies on this standard.

3.2 Part 2 – Common Objects

Part 2 is dedicated to data items and structures that need to be present on each and 
every single health card to be addressed and accessed. Thus, part 2 establishes a 
common framework for the content and the structure of common objects used to 
construct other data-object data held on patient healthcare data cards, or references 
thereof. This part specifies the basic structure of the data but does not specify or 
mandate particular data-sets for storage on devices. The latter will be done in the other 
parts. Part 2 of ISO 21549 has been in place as a standard since May 2004.

3.3 Part 3 – Limited Clinical Data

Part 3 defines and describes the limited clinical data objects used in, or referenced by, 
patient-held health data cards using UML, plain text and abstract syntax notation 
(ASN.1). Part 3 specifies the basic structure of the data contained within the data object 
“Limited Clinical Data” but does not specify or mandate particular datasets for storage 
on devices. In particular, the data contained within the data objects in “Limited Clinical 
Data” are intended to aid the delivery of emergency care, but are by themselves neither 
intended, nor suitable, for the provision of all information required. ISO 21549 part 3 
has been in place since May 2004.

3.4 Part 4 – Extended Clinical Data

Part 4 specifies the basic structure of the data contained within the data object 
“Extended Clinical Data”, but does not specify or mandate particular data-sets for 
storage on devices. In order to facilitate interoperability, whenever an application is 
built for use in the healthcare domain in compliance with this standard, data items 
required for that application shall be drawn from a defined list of objects. These shall 
then be used in conjunction with other data defined in other parts of this standard.

3.5 Part 5 – Identification Data

Part 5 establishes a common framework for the content and the structure of 
“Identification Data” of the device-holder held on healthcare data cards. It specifies the 
basic structure of the data, but does not specify particular data-sets for storage on 
devices. Its structures can accommodate suitable data objects specified elsewhere

• Security functions and related services which are likely to be specified by 
users for data cards depending on their specific application, for example 
confidentiality protection, data integrity protection, and authentication of 
persons and devices related to these functions;

• Initialization and issuing processes (which starts the operating lifetime of any
individual data card, and by which the data card is prepared for the data to be 
subsequently communicated to);
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• Access control services which depend on active use of some data card classes 
such as microprocessor cards.

3.6 Part 6 – Administrative Data

Part 6 specifies the basic structure of the data contained within the data object 
“Administrative Data”, but does not specify or mandate particular datasets for storage 
on devices. In order to facilitate interoperability, whenever an application is built for 
use in the healthcare domain in compliance with this standard, data items required for 
that application shall be drawn from an existing list of objects (some of which are 
extensible). These shall then be used in conjunction with other data defined in other 
parts of ISO 21549. For delimiting the administrative data set of this standard from the 
identification data set of ISO 21549-5 the administrative data set shall contain health 
insurance data only.

3.7 Part 7 – Electronic Prescriptions

Part 7 specifies the basic structure of the data contained within the medication data
object. It defines the structure for electronic prescriptions. This is on top of the priority 
list of most European countries as this use case seems to be the most promising 
concerning acceptance and cost savings [10].

3.8 Part 8 – Links

Part 8 is of specific importance for the future use of health cards as this part intends to 
bridge card and network. Cards will not be able to bear complete information (plain 
text, structured information, images, other multi-media information, etc.) regarding a 
patient’s health status. Networks will easily communicate this information within a 
very short time. Cards will therefore act as keys to this information. To allow for all 
these functions, links and other pointers need to be stored on the card (URL, URN, 
tickets, etc.). Part 8 of ISO 21549 will define and standardise this kind of structure and 
both EFMI WG “CARDS” and EFMI WG “Electronic Health Record” will play an 
important role in these processes [11]. Draft versions of Part 8 have been extensively 
discussed during 2007.

Shared care solutions all over the world have to be based on trustworthy 
communication and application security services. Patient Identification Cards (PIC), 
Patient Data Cards (PDC), and Health Professional Cards (HPC) will play an important 
role; either as personal ID token, as professional ID token, or as health data carriers.
Cards have an impact on the related security infrastructure, the certification of 
processes, on process interoperability (workflow), and on the certification of state and 
relations of principals in longer terms. This is especially true for the upcoming 
developments on Electronic Health Record (EHR) architectures, their requirements, 
their design, their policy details, and their instantiation and implementation strategies. 

4 Conclusions
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Citizen involvement and patient empowerment are based on awareness, 
confidence, and acceptance. An adequate level of awareness can be achieved by the
respective level of information, education and training measures. This will lead to 
confidence with regard to shared care, the new healthcare paradigms but also the health 
card. With the regular use and based on the patients’ respective behaviour, the level of 
acceptance is going to grow leading to an even higher level of awareness at the end of 
the day. Additional applications like the electronic signature, as a first step towards a 
real multi-application card, can foster these processes.

The more information citizens and patients do have regarding different procedures 
and processes in healthcare and welfare, the more they are able to significantly play 
their dedicated role within this partnership. Cards can and will contribute by allowing 
citizens and patients to get controlled access to administrative and medical data stored 
either on a card or in the network but also to determine who else shall have access to 
this data.
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Abstract: The purpose of this EU funded project is to describe a short and 
medium term Research and Deployment Roadmap for Semantic Interoperability in 
e-health. It started by defining 4 levels and 3 dimensions for Semantic 
Interoperability. The vision is to reconcile the needs for the direct patient care 
safety, biomedical and clinical research and for public health by the reuse of direct 
care data.: from gene to individuals and populations. The methodology is 
presented and preliminary results and milestones for the short and the long term 
are set. We conclude by statements on the main characteristics and needs of the 
roadmap to sustain better health for individual and populations in the changing EU 
health care systems..

Keywords: Semantic Interoperability; Public Health; Electronic Health Record; 
Ontology; Multilingualism; 

Introduction

Semantic Interoperability (SIOp) is widely considered a key ingredient for meeting 
present and future challenges of health systems such as ageing populations and 
increasing medical costs. The open challenges for SIOp result both from the clinical 
settings perspective of seamless care provision across all elements of the health care 
value system (like patient safety, multiple carers locations of health care delivery),
from the research perspective of integrating life sciences and clinical information and 
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knowledge, and from the public health perspective of policy monitoring based on data 
from direct patient care settings. Chapter 2 of this paper describes the chosen 
methodology to create the roadmap, chapter 3 gives outlines preliminary results with an 
overview of the various levels of interoperability and chapter 4 briefly outlines the 
initial roadmap.

1. Methodology of the Roadmap 

The roadmap follows the requirements of the technology roadmap program as 
presented in [1] [2] [3]. It is designed to uncover the key issues that hamper efficacious 
SIOp in the health care system. For some problems the solutions are obvious and 
require adequate planning for implementation. Others do need more (basic) research to 
elicit a proper solution. This means different time scales for achieving different levels 
of SIOp. The roadmap project produces medium- and long term recommendations for 
research and deployment. We have defined five types of realistic use cases. A roadmap 
has three stages: preliminary activities, development, and follow-up [1][2][3]. 

2. Preliminary Activities

In the preliminary stage, the project (a) has ensured that the essential conditions for 
start-up were met, (b) has found the leadership and participants, and (c) has defined the 
scope and boundaries for the roadmap. 

The literature and practice in SIOp has been reviewed. The outcome of that 
exercise is presented in Deliverables D1.1, [4] D1.2 [5], D2.1 [6], D3.1 [9], D5.1[7],

D7.0[8] and RIDE deliverable D4.1.1 [10]. It provides the baseline (common 
conceptual framework, inventory of existing initiatives, technology and socio economic 
issues, public health issues) for the roadmap development. Stakeholder buy-in was 
sought to ensure a wide participation of key interested parties in the road mapping 
effort. This was done in several workshops involving Member States representatives 
(e-Health Stakeholders Group, the Continua Alliance, e-Health Interoperability 
Expert). Some have been dedicated workshops organised by SemanticHEALTH, and 
others have been sessions run in parallel with larger scale or focussed events, in order 
to maximise the range of inputs obtained.

3. Development of the Roadmap

The development of the roadmap rests on a careful consideration of enabling techno-
logy. The analytical dimension covers both technical and socio-economic aspects of 
SIOp [4][5][6][8]. The application dimension focuses on 3 specific application fields: 
The direct patient care with Electronic Health Record (EHR), the public health electro-
nic record and the research dimension on ontology and multilingualism. The different 
steps have been processed and the final recommendations will  be available in the 
middle of 2008: a common conceptual framework based on the vision statements of the 
purpose and goals of the defined SIOp in Deliverable D1.1 [4], an inventory of the 
national and international e-health initiatives and assessment of their SIOp performance 
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in Deliverable D1.2[5], the enabling factors: legal, political agreements, financial, 
social, organisational in Deliverable D3.1[9],technologies and products with their 
critical and secondary specifications to be developed by industry in Deliverable D2.1 
[6], definition of 5 major categories  of use cases (patient care, public health, research 
and translational medicine, support for diverse markets and cost drivers) in Deliverable 
D7.1[11], a scenario-based planning.(developed by the e-Health Interoperability Expert 
Group for implementing Large Scale Pilots: patient summaries and e-prescribing[5],
identifying the gaps against real situations in Deliverables D4.1[12], D5.1[7] and 
D6.1[13] and the major areas of technology and enabling factors to be mobilised and 
their milestones . 

4.  Follow-up

The group of experts who developed and drafted the technology roadmap is relatively 
small. To enable a broad acceptance of the roadmap and to ensure future action, critical 
assessments - validated and accepted by a large audience including clinical bodies - is 
of utmost importance. To avoid the process coming to a halt over the course of the 
roadmap definition, all participants agreed to develop an action plan advocating 
investment decisions and setting out the means and time lines for implementation. 
Finally, since both the needs and the technologies are constantly and rapidly evolving, 
the implementation plan includes provisions for the periodic review and update of the 
initial roadmap. This activity was developed with the involvement of the RAG
(Roadmap Assessment Group).

The roadmap document has been distributed to a large group of stakeholders 
representatives, who will thoroughly evaluate it and validate it or possibly suggest 
modifications. These reviewers will be asked to address specific questions such as the 
following: 

1. If the recommended alternatives are developed, will the targets be met? 
2. Are the technology alternatives reasonable? 
3. Were any important alternatives or enabling factors missed? 
4. Is the roadmap clear and understandable? 
5. Are the recommendations feasible? 
6. Can the recommended actions be completed in the required time frames?

5.  Preliminary Results

As a specific support action, SemanticHealth is based on real existing implementations, 
or implementations planned for the near future. It distinguishes 4 levels of interopera-
bility, 2 of them allow for semantic interoperability. To explain and distinguish the 4 
different levels, consider the following scenario: 56 year old Pádraig recently moved 
from Ireland to Spain to take up his new job in a multinational IT company. A few 
weeks after arriving, he falls ill, consults his local (Spanish) GP and his being trans-
ferred to the next hospital for further tests.

• Level 0 (no interoperability at all) – Pádraig has to undergo a full set of lengthy 
investigations to find out the cause of his severe pain. Unfortunately, results 
from the local GP as well as from his Irish GP are not available at the point of 
care within the hospital due to e.g. the missing technical equipment.
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• Level 1 (technical and syntactical interoperability) – Pádraigs doctor in the 
hospital is able to receive electronic documents that were released from the 
Irish GP as well as his local GP upon request. Widely available applications 
supporting syntactical interoperability (such as web browsers and email clients) 
allow the download and provide immediate access. Unfortunately, none of the 
available doctors in the hospital is able to translate the Irish document, and
only human intervention allows interpreting the information submitted by the 
local GP for adding into the hospitals information system.

• Level 2 (partial semantic interoperability) - The hospital doctor is able to 
securely access via the Internet parts of Pádraig Electronic Health Record 
released by his Irish GP as well as the local GP that he visited just hours 
earlier. Although both documents contain mostly free text, fragments of high 
importance (such as demographics, allergies and medical history) are encoded 
using international coding schemes, which the hospital information system can 
automatically detect, interpret and meaningfully present to the attending 
physician. Within the notion of partial SIOp, the term degree is being used to 
identify the degree of SIOp, e.g. 40% or 90%. A degree of 0% partial SIOp de-
scribes a situation where no SIOp is available whereas 100% identifies full 
SIOp. Two subcategories have been identified to distinguish between 
unidirectional semantic interoperability (level 2a) and semantic interoperability 
of meaningful fragments (level 2b).

• Level 3 (full semantic interoperability, co-operability) - In this ideal situation 
and after thorough authentication took place, the Spanish hospital information 
system is able to automatically access, interpret and present all necessary 
medical information about Pádraig to the physician at the point of care. Neither 
language nor technological differences prevent the system to seamlessly 
integrate the received information into the local record and provide a complete 
picture of the Patients health as if it would have been collected locally. Further, 
the anonymised data feeds directly into the tools of public health authorities 
and researchers. 

6. Initial Roadmap

The roadmap shall show the road for the deployment of the different solutions to the 
requirements of the European e-Health policies on: the interoperable structured patient 
summaries, intermediate interoperable EHRs, fully interoperable EHRs and regional 
public health data bases from interoperable EHRs.

The roadmap shall use the technical standards when they are available: EHR inter-
national standard (ISO), common nomenclature and agreed equivalence among medical 
products, the setting of an international infrastructure to support interoperation of 
ontology-based multilingual terminologies and the definition of a public health 
metadata from an EHR.

Finally the roadmap shall comply with legal rules when they are available: liability 
and responsibilities of the actors involved in the exchange of EHRs, legal transparency 
and liability concerning the e-Prescription, data protection compliance to patient 
privacy. The overall representation of the preliminary roadmap is illustrated below.
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Fig.1 The overall representation of the preliminary roadmap

On a 10 years time line we represent the three levels of SIOp corresponding to the three 
deployment required by the eHealth policies. The three dimensions (analytical, 
application and research) are represented by the three horizontal stripes.

On the short term (5 years) the level 1 SIOp can be achieved with the 
implementation of patient summaries and ePrescription subject to compliance with 
legal rules (responsibilities of actors and legal organisation of e- prescription), and to 
the approval  by ISO of the EHR standard and to an agreement on a common  
nomenclature of medical products. 

On the medium term (5 to 7 years), if Level 2 SIOp is to be achieved it is 
necessary that legal rule on data protection compliance to patient privacy within an 
interchangeable EHR environment and a definition of the public health metadata from 
EHR are set. 

Finally on a 10 years perspective the Level 3 SIOp can be achieved when an 
international infrastructure based on an ontology repository supporting multilingual 
terminologies and on repositories of structured EHRs is set.

7.  Conclusion

The SemanticHEALTH roadmap is based on three statements, an environment 
framework and four types of actions:

1. SIOp is necessary for (a) translational medicine, (b) speed, and (c) coping with 
knowledge magnitude, not a goal of itself. The efforts needed to promote SIOp 
shall be aligned on scalable goals and realistic time schedule before showing 
the positive impact. There is a significant net social gain from SIOp, i.e. the 
benefits exceed the costs for quality, access, cost effectiveness paradigm, 
communication in healthcare between all actors including the citizen, care 
transfer and safety.

2. An environment framework is needed to initiate a paradigm shift from 
technical products to sustainable processes and structures (including legal 
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requirements, economic analysis and policy management), to design a 
dynamic, language-independent, sustainable reference repository of 
terminology , a cost benefit model  allowing to decide the level of desirable 
SIOp and of scalability and a step-by-step test of conformance to SIOp.

3. Four types of actions shall be planned: (a) adoption of existing solutions, (b) 
wide-scale evaluations, (c) investment in development and (d) further research.

We are convinced that the proposed roadmap offers a viable option for better health in 
the currently changing health care systems.
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Abstract. The concepts and architecture underlying a large-scale integrating 
project funded within the 7th EU Framework Programme (FP7) are discussed.  
The main objective of the project is to build a tool that will have a significant 
impact for the monitoring and the control of infectious diseases and antimicrobial 
resistances in Europe; This will be realized by building a technical and semantic 
infrastructure able to share heterogeneous clinical data sets from different hospitals 
in different countries, with different languages and legislations; to analyze large 
amounts of this clinical data with advanced multimedia data mining and finally
apply the obtained knowledge for clinical decisions and outcome monitoring.
There are numerous challenges in this project at all levels, technical, semantical, 
legal and ethical that will have to be adressed.

Keywords.  Infectious disease, patient safety, semantic inter-operability, 
multimedia data mining, decision support, clinical outcome monitoring

Introduction

Building a safer and more efficient care system has become the most shared goal of all 
actors involved in healthcare.  From a historical perspective, there has been an 
impressive shift towards awareness of the impact of errors in medicine in the last 25 
years.  In the early nineties, research papers and reports about patient safety, incident 
reporting and initial order-entry systems were published, mostly originating from 
academic settings.  At about the same time, the first reports of the US Institute of 
Medicine (IOM) on computerized patient record systems stressed the ability of ICT-
based solutions to improve the quality of care [1].  Ten years later, by the end of the 
nineties, a famous report of the IOM called attention to the wide prevalence of errors in 
healthcare [2].  While medical errors are under the spotlight, (re-)emerging infectious 
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diseases are becoming major challenges. Among them, the rapid development of anti-
microbial resistances [3], the spread of nosocomial and other infections [4], the 
inadequate care and missing appropriate tools to lead the care system facing these new 
emergent problems [5] are major concerns. The issues around infectious diseases are 
strongly interrelated and have immediate and important effects on safety, quality of 
care and efficiency.  In half a century of antibiotic use, new challenges have emerged: 
fast emergence of resistances among pathogens, misuse and overuse of antibiotics. 
Antimicrobial resistance results in escalating healthcare costs, increased morbidity and 
mortality and the (re-)emergence of potentially untreatable pathogens. 

1. The project

Dedicated to infectious diseases, the DebugIT (Detecting and Eliminating Bacteria 
UsinG Information Technology) project aims at (1) detecting patient safety related 
patterns and trends, (2) acquiring new knowledge and (3) using this for better quality 
healthcare.  A consortium of eleven partners has been built in order to gather scientific 
competencies in all domains involved, as well as to assure access to specific 
information of more than 2 millions clinical records. 

Table 1. Consortium

Belgium Agfa HealthCare

Bulgaria GAMA/SOFIA Ltd.

Czech Republic IZIP - Internetov� P�istup Ke Zdravotním Informacím Pacienta

France
Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale

(with  European Hospital George Pompidou)

Germany empirica GmbH

Germany University Medical Center Freiburg

Greece Technological Educational Institute of Lamia

Sweden Linköping University

Switzerland University Hospital of Geneva

Switzerland University of Geneva, Computer Science Department  

United Kingdom University College London

The project has a strong clinical lead guaranteed by a Clinical Advisory Board and 
a Scientific Advisory Board with European and American experts of the infectiology 
field and the scientific domains involved.

Outcomes and benefits, in clinical and socio-economic terms, will be measured. 
Results will be integrated into Clinical Information Systems (CIS) of participating 
European hospitals, industry and their clients, and become available globally through a 
European or global Disease Control Centre/Public Authority, also as Open Source 
solution. Advanced ICT applications and innovations concern the virtualization of the 
Clinical Data Repository through ontology and terminology binding and mediation, 
advanced data mining techniques, the use of machine reasoning related to real, point-
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of-care patient data, as well as consolidation of all these techniques in a comprehensive 
but open framework. Output will be applicable to other clinical fields.

The concept developed as foundation for the DebugIT project addresses all of 
these issues in an operational manner with the ultimate goal to develop a new, highly 
advanced and pre-eminent tool aiming at producing a new and efficient weapon for the 
war against infectious pathogens across all health system actors and levels.

The overall project outcome will not only be a theoretical work and proof of 
concept, but also a practical implementation of a highly improved and advanced 
computerised system in the field of infectious disease treatment and antibiotics usage. 
This application, which, due to its generic conceptual base, should be easily expandable 
and adaptable to other similar medical application fields, will initially be evaluated by 
participating project partners, but should be made publicly available to other healthcare 
organizations soon after.

2. The Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework of this project is an ever continuing iterative cycle, 
implementing the principle of translational medicine and true Evidence Based 
Medicine (EBM). Translational medicine makes the connection between medical 
research and clinical care by providing to research clinical data and providing the 
results of the research – the medical knowledge – as input for clinical care. While 
medical research is often focusing on prospective and tightly controlled studies, 
retrospective studies with access to huge amounts of data, just waiting to be analyzed, 
are a welcome addition to clinical research.

The framework can be broken down into several distinct steps (figure 1):
1- Collect Data. Clinical data will be collected and aggregated across different 

hospitals, countries, languages, information models and legislations, via 
advanced and commonly agreed data models (minimal data sets), standards 
and mapping algorithms. 

2- Learn: Advanced data mining techniques on multimodal, multi-source, 
structured and unstructured data will detect patterns, relevant for patient 
safety and the treatment of infectious diseases such as: resistance of 
bacterias, adverse events and operational practices. This will result in new 
knowledge and new evidences for existing knowledge.

3- Store Knowledge: This knowledge will be stored, visualized, validated and 
aggregated together with pre-existing medical and biological knowledge 
(guidelines, regulations) to achieve a consolidated view on the needed 
knowledge, to be applied in the next step

4- Apply: Software tools will be integrated into the available clinical and 
public health information systems. Decision support tools will apply the 
generated knowledge and help the clinician to provide clinical care (choice, 
dose and administration of antibiotics for example). The knowledge will 
also be used to monitor the ongoing care activities and even predict future 
outcome to give additional feedback, both on individual patient and cohort 
level. This will allow healthcare providers and decision makers to take 
appropriate actions at various level of the healthcare system, including 
point-of-care, management or policy, and subsequently influence the future 
development of our health systems. Integration in existing CIS will enable 
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to record activities and results and thus make sure the necessary data are 
generated for a next cycle.

Figure 1. The Conceptual Framework

3. Technology and Architecture

To achieve his goals, the DebugIT project will make extensive use of clinical and 
operational information originating from running Clinical Information Systems (CIS) 
across the EU.  The processes and entities are described in figure 2.  Clinical data are 
accessible through a virtualized, fully integrated Clinical Data Repository (CDR). 
The CDR will feature transparent access to the original CIS and provide data 
aggregations in local stores. The CDR is specifically tailored for knowledge discovery, 
featuring ethically sound, transparent access to data at or from the original CIS and/or 
collection and aggregation of data in a local data store. 

Multimodal Data Mining (MDM) will have a strong focus on new fields of 
research doing mining on distributed storage, using highly advanced new text, image 
and structured data mining on individual patients as well as on populations. 

New knowledge will be fed into a Medical Knowledge Repository (MKR) and 
mixed with domain knowledge coming from external sources (guidelines and scientific 
evidence). Innovative and user friendly knowledge representation paradigms will be 
developed in order to enable not only knowledge engineers but also clinicians to use 
the repository

After validating, this knowledge will be used by a decision support module (DSM) 
and monitoring tool in the clinical environment to prevent patient safety issues and 
report on them, both at the population and at the patient level for direct care.

Co-ordination and steering of both the analysis and the care process will be done 
by a performant and versatile reasoning engine.
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Figure 2: Overview of the project

4. Privacy

Strong attention is given to privacy concerns, taking into account the various legal and 
ethical frameworks to be met.  Therefore, privacy is made a central part of the project 
by design, using a virtualized data repository without dealing directly with the original 
data.  Identification elements provided by the clinical data repositories can be carried 
all along the process, blindly, in order to allow the original clinical information system 
to feed back decision support without need for patient identification.

5. Conclusion

There are huge challenges in the concepts and architecture, needing new and 
original solutions.  Building a shared and distributed data repository with a common 
semantic infrastructure, dealing with privacy, etc, which will have to be addressed? 
The infectious model disease has been chosen as it allows addressing these issues with 
a pretty well defined domain of medicine. Infectious diseases have commonly fast 
course, identified causes and symptoms and well-defined treatments.

The DebugIT project is focused on using large existing and heterogeneous clinical 
datasets covering hundreds of thousands of patients from several clinical information 
systems in different European countries. DebugIt proposes to build an interoperability 
platform to populate a pertinent dataset about the infectious domain to achieve a very 
large common shared virtualized clinical repository that enables knowledge-driven data 
mining. This “semantic mining” will be based on innovative methodologies to deal 
with the characteristics of real world clinical data. A knowledge repository will drive 
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the data mining and serve as storehouse for the results. Finally, a decision support 
engine will exploit the aggregated knowledge to loop-back to the real world.

To achieve this system, several aspects will have to reach the frontiers of current 
state-of-the-art and beyond. Two strategies can be chosen for that. The first one is to 
invent something radically new. The second one consists of using all existing 
knowledge and methods, putting them together, and trying to build upon this base. For 
most of its research, the second strategy is the one chosen in this project, because
operational results for clinical information systems must be available and sustain the
DebugIT outcomes after the end of the project.

In order to meet these requirements, the project has been organized according to 
architectural component-based considerations: 

• Interoperability Platform (IOP);
• Clinical Data Repository (CDR);
• Multimodal Data Mining (MDM);
• Medical Knowledge Repository and associated Knowledge Authoring Tool 

(MDR)
• Decision Support and Monitoring engine (DSM);
• Clinical applications.
This scientific and technical framework, associated with access to large amounts of 

clinical databases and led by experts in the medical field will lead to a serious advance 
in building a large IT infrastructure aiming at creating new knowledge in the field of 
monitoring, surveillance and efficient measures to fight infectious diseases.
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Abstract. In Lille (a large city in northern France), the municipal council has set 
up an Health Observatory in order to provide health information on the city's 
population, promote educational health policies, foster the development of 
preventive actions and improve access to the healthcare system. The Observatory 
works with agencies involved in health in France, such as the CPAM ("Caisse 
Primaire d’Assurance Maladie", the state health insurer). The purpose of the 
present study was to describe care consumption by the inhabitants of Lille's 12 
districts on the basis of data supplied by the local branch of the CPAM. By using 
principal component analysis and a hierarchical classification tool, we established 
a typology of districts according to care consumption. The results of this study can 
be used to improve decision-making, elaborate better health policies and promote 
social actions.

Keywords: evaluation, decision support, classification, healthcare system, 
insurance, reimbursement

Introduction

Studies have shown that for some citizens, financial difficulties and casualization are 
obstacles to care access and continuity [1]. There are many disparities worldwide in 
terms of the consumption of medicines, and this is also the case in France. For example, 
narcotics consumption is twice the average of other European countries. In the Nord-
Pas de Calais region (northern France), the rate of use of medicines for alcohol 
addiction is considerably higher than in the other French regions [2,3]. It is clear that 
care consumption and use of care services is not homogeneous. In Lille (a large city in 
the Nord-Pas de Calais region), an Health Observatory has been installed and works 
with local and national health agencies with a view to providing the health information 
that decision-makers and practitioners need in order to improve health policies. To date, 
studies performed on these topics have been confined to specific issues [4, 5]. This 
paper seeks to describe care consumption in various districts with different sociological 
profiles and establishes a typology of districts on that basis by using multivariate 
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statistical analyses (principal component analysis [6] and cluster analysis [7]). This 
method can play a useful role in elaborating health policies and social actions.

1. Method

1.1 Data collection

Data were supplied by the CPAM of Lille (the state health insurer). The study concerns 
persons affiliated with the general health fund and who were resident in the locality of 
Lille in 2004 and 2005. These inhabitants were spread across twelve districts. 
Originally, 154647 beneficiaries who had not changed address between January 2004 
and June 2005 were included in the study. After an initial descriptive analysis, 114 
beneficiaries were excluded from the study because they presented aberrant data. The 
study thus concern a total of 154533 beneficiaries, for whom the following information 
was supplied : sociodemographic data (age, gender, status in terms of special access to 
care and the latter's type), the number of consultations and visits to the doctor (both 
general practitioners (GP) and specialists), the amount spent on dental treatment 
(prostheses, orthodontics) and the number of reimbursed boxes and prescriptions for all 
delivered medicines. Moreover, four specific medicines were identified according to 
the following therapeutic classes [8] : antibiotics, narcotics, tranquillizers and 
medicines for alcohol addiction.

1.2 Generation of indicators

Data were first aggregated by district and the following indicators were computed: 
• the percentage of persons within a district having accessed a given type of care 

(dental treatment, prostheses, specialists, etc.), the percentage of persons having 
received at least one reimbursement of any type of medicine and the percentage of 
persons having received at least one reimbursement of the four specific drug classes 
indicated above.

• the mean level of care consumption for the inhabitants of each district (20 
indicators): number of consultations with a GP, specialist or dentist ; amount spent on 
protheses, orthodontics or dentist's fees and the number of reimbursed boxes and 
prescriptions of medicines received by the persons concerned.

• the mean age of the inhabitants in each district, as well as the percentages 
receiving a guaranteed minimum welfare allowance ("RMI"), free state health 
insurance ("CMU"), state medical aid for non-French citizens ("AME") or a chronic 
disease allowance ("ALD").

In all, we used 39 indicators to generate a summary of care consumption and the 
use of care services for each district. We then perform principal component analysis 
(PCA) in order to select the most relevant indicators. This analysis enabled us to select 
20 indicators for the remainder of the study.
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1.3 Typology of districts using cluster analysis

A hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was performed to group together districts in
which the inhabitants displayed similar behaviour in terms of care and medicines
consumption. The HCA is a multivariable statistical method based on the calculation of 
distances between the districts; the goal is to identify clusters of districts having closely
related characteristics for the 20 analyzed parameters. The number of clusters was
determined by using a consensus between three statistical parameters: the cubic
clustering criterion (CCC), the pseudo F and the pseudo t� (the SAS cluster procedure).
In addition, we performed a factorial discriminant analysis (FDA) in order to check the
quality of cluster separation. The mean values of the indicators were calculated and
used to compare the clusters in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). These two analyses
(FDA and ANOVA) enabled us to identify the indicators which best separated the
clusters.

1.4 Radar charts

We used radar charts to represent the mean differences between the districts and the
clusters, according to the indicators. Each indicator was transformed into a z-score,
which is the current indicator value minus the overall mean divided by the standard
deviation. The mean values for the overall population are thus always equal to 0.

2. Results

Given that use of care services differs strongly between children and adults, the results
presented below concern the 125265 inhabitants over the age of 15. The mean age of
this population was 42. In this population, 3% received the  guaranteed minimum
welfare allowance ("RMI"), 9% the chronic disease allowance ("ALD") and 12% the
free state health insurance ("CMU").

2.1 District-by-district analysis

We analyzed twelve districts in the city of Lille. Figure 1 presents the results obtained
for one district, called District 1, a residential area with approximately 20000
inhabitants. This district is characterized by very high unemployment rate (over 20%)
and a high proportion of low social classes (35%). Many of the area's inhabitants are
first-, second- or third-generation immigrants (over 25%). Radar charts enabled us to
characterize this district in terms of care consumption and the use of care services.
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Figure 1 : Radar charts for the District 1

The percentage of the district's inhabitants receiving medicines (85%) was higher 
than that of the general population (81%) but the mean number of prescriptions 
delivered was very similar (18.2 versus 18.3 in the general population) (Figure 1.a). 
The percentage of persons having consulted a GP was also higher (82.6% versus 78%), 
as was the mean number of consultations (12 versus 11). In contrast, the percentage of 
persons having consulted a specialist was much lower than in the general population 
(42% versus 51%) and the mean number of specialists consulted was lower than in the 
general population (1.7 versus 1.9). The percentage of the district's inhabitants 
receiving reimbursed antibiotics was higher than in the general population (59% versus 
54%), as was the mean number of prescriptions delivered (3.2 versus 2.9). 

Figure 1.b concerns reimbursed prescriptions of narcotics, tranquillizers and 
medicines for alcohol addiction in District 1. In this district, the percentage of persons
taking treatments for alcohol dependence was the same as in the general population 
(0.9% versus 1% ) and these individuals did not consume more than the inhabitants of 
the other districts (4.23 delivered prescriptions in District 1 versus 4.26 in the general 
population). District 1 featured a higher proportion of persons taking narcotics than in 
the other districts (1.54% versus 1.33%) and these individuals received more 
prescriptions on average than those in the other districts (16 versus 13.7). In terms of 
tranquillizers, District 1 has the same percentage of consumers as in the general 
population (29% versus 28.7%) but these individuals receive fewer prescriptions on 
average than in the other districts (10.3 versus 12.2).

The mean amount spent on dental treatment by District 1 inhabitants was well 
below the average for the general population (�374 versus �421 for dental treatment, 
�774 versus �843 for the orthodontics and �668 versus �836 for prostheses) (Figure 

1.c). Nevertheless, the level of use of this type of care service was the same as in the 
other districts and was even higher for orthodontics (1.9% versus 1.4%).
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2.2 Typology of districts using the hierarchical cluster analysis

Using the above-described method, the 12 districts of Lille were distributed into three 
clusters (Figure 2.a). ANOVA and FDA enabled us to determine the 11 indicators 
which were the most effective in separating the clusters. Figure 2.b shows the radar 
chart obtained for the three clusters. One can note that the reimbursed medicines and 
the use of care services differ greatly from one cluster to another.

Figure 2 : Results

The above-described District 1 is part of cluster 3, formed by 3 districts which 
differ significantly from the general population. Firstly, the percentage of the 
inhabitants consulting a GP was higher than in the general population (81% versus 
77%), as was the mean number of doctors consulted (13 versus 11). In contrast, few 
persons consulted a specialist (44% versus 51% in the general population) and the 
mean number of specialists consulted by these individuals was lower than that in the 
general population (1.5 versus 2.0). The mean amount spent on dental treatment was 
lower than for the overall population (�753 versus �836 in the general population for 
prostheses and �776 versus �841 for orthodontics). Lastly, the percentage of persons 
having been reimbursed for prescriptions of antibiotics (56.4%) and the mean per 
capita number of prescriptions delivered for these individuals (3.1) were higher than in 
the general population (with 2.6 delivered prescriptions and 52.8% by person 
respectively). The percentage of people having been reimbursed for prescriptions of 
medicines for alcohol addiction was higher than in the general population(1.4% vs 1%).

3. Discussion – conclusion

Although (in France, at least) municipal councils do not have direct administrative 
responsibility for the provision of healthcare services, an increasing number are 
becoming more and more concerned in the field of public health. Here, we have 
presented a method for characterizing use of care services and healthcare professionals 
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for the inhabitants of 12 districts in the locality of Lille. This method also allowed us to 
group together districts having similar characteristics in terms of use of care services 
and consumption of medicines. 

This decision-making tool enables us – in the short-term – to draw up an objective 
overview of the nature and the extent of disparities in term of care consumption. 
Concretely, it informs all the decision-makers of the needs in health care. The impact 
of this kind of information is not immediate because it needs a reflection of the local 
actors to ensure its interest and its relevance. In the mid-term, it will be a question of 
developping a local plan in public health and of planning programs of intervention. For 
example, our study reveals that in some districts, people use less dental treatments. To 
level this disparity, an information and detection campaign could be done in the 
schools of this district to detect a lack of hygiene or dental problems.

This kind of database contains information on reimbursement of all care (other 
than during hospitalization) for all individuals, making it possible to obtain relevant 
information about care consumption. However, the study is limited by the nature of the 
data, especially for medicines : the fact that the cost of a prescription has been 
reimbursed to an individual does not necessarily mean that the individual has actually 
taken the medicine. Furthermore, (non-reimbursed) self-medication is not taken into 
account.

In terms of the causes of the observed inter-district differences, this study raises 
more questions than it resolves. A factor which is often put forward is casualization. 
People with the lowest income are generally more likely to suffer from certain diseases 
(for example, 11% of the poorest people suffer from tooth decay, versus 6% for the rest 
of the population [9]). Low-income individuals are also less likely to visit the doctor in 
general and specialists in particular. The method described in this paper could be a way 
of answering this question : the same type of study could be performed by replacing the 
districts by the level of casualization.
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Abstract. Introduction of eHealth tools and applications denotes the new era in 
health care sector and especially in health care networks. The telemedicine 
applications in cross-border areas, referred as a Cross-Border Health network, 
serve the improvement of the quality of life for the population in cross-border 
areas. In this work a framework for such a network concerning the collaboration 
between Greece and FYROM is described. The network is in the first phase of 
design and is expected to be implemented within the next year. The requirements, 
the restrictions and the design of the network has been defined by the healthcare 
professionals and it staff that participate in the project. The results, so far, reveal 
the acceptance of the system from the staff of the healthcare organizations, while 
detailed results for the performance of the system will be available in the first 
quarter of the next year. The work denotes the successful efforts for the 
development of Cross-border Health Networks.

Keywords. eHealth, Cross-Border Health Network, Telemedicine

Introduction

eHealth tools and applications that improve the performance of health care 
organizations are the chronic disease management, eBooking, eLearning, ePrescribing, 
Electronic Health Record, Hospital Information System and other. eHealth applications 
that improve the services of several cooperating healthcare organizations are Cross 
Border Health Networks, Regional Network, National Network, Telecare and 
Telemedicine [1]. Within the scope of the cross border collaboration that serve the 
INTERREG III program is included the effort of the 3rd Regional Health Authority 
(RHA1) of Greece to apply eHealth applications in order to serve the collaboration of 
Greece and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) in the axe of 
improving the quality of life and health care provision.

1
Abbreviations used in this paper: RHA stands for 3rd Regional Health Care System Authority of 

Greece, COPD stands for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.

 Border collaboration between Cross-
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3rd Regional Health Authority manages 17 hospitals, 17 Health Units and 166 
district health units. Penetration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
infrastructure in hospital is extensive as there is Management Information System 
(MIS) in almost all hospitals. The Greek public network for providing internet access 
and telephony service has recently installed in most of the health units. Most 
importantly the 3rd RHA runs a project for the “Integrated Regional Health Information 
Network” [2] to implement information system supporting administrative and clinical 
services in hospitals, health units and Regional Health Authority.

On the other hand, INTERREG III is a Community initiative which aims to 
stimulate interregional cooperation in the EU [3]. It is financed under the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The initiative is designed to strengthen 
economic and social cohesion in the EU and special emphasis has been placed on 
integrating remote regions and those which share external borders with the candidate 
countries. Greece and FYROM are such two countries that share external borders. 

eHealth projects introduce innovative technologies that enhance the cross-border 
collaboration of the two countries and enhance the level of health services for the 
population of border districts. With the aim to develop infrastructure for medical 
diagnosis and treatment along with collaboration of medical professionals of the two 
countries the framework of the project has been designed. The framework could be 
applied to ehealth projects that support collaboration of regions and lead to the 
development of Cross-border Health Networks. The proposed network concerns the 
collaboration of health institutions of Greece and FYROM, for the confrontation of 
asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and other chronic 
respiratory illnesses. The telemedicine services concerns medical diagnosis at distance, 
education and prevention of illnesses.  Moreover, the creation of a web portal for the 
education of patients on issues regarding asthma is included. The work will also focus 
in the preventive medicine to people with respiratory diseases that are found in district 
regions. The project is in the first phase – including the requirement analysis – and by 
the end of the first quarter of the next year detailed results of the project will be 
available.

1. Background

Primary health care provision is of paramount importance in Regional Health Care 
Systems. GPs and other doctors support the health care provision. However, health 
units do not provide medical services regarding specific medical specialities such as 
pneumonologists or other. E-health provides the technical means for the GPs to be in 
conduct with doctors with medical specialities in hospitals either with tele-monitoring 
or tele-consulting and other applications of eHealth. The ICT infrastructure gives the 
means to the patient or to the doctor to collaborate with the expert, avoiding the patient 
flow from rural areas to the urban.

In 2004 the 3rd RHA has engaged a survey regarding the attitude of staff of four 
health units towards the use of ICT and the results were positive. The received 
questionnaires were 90 and the staff that participated in the study included doctors, 
nurses, administrative personnel and other. 41.83 % of the staff had already used 
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) software, 66.67% accomplished part of their work 
using Internet, 27.78% used Internet for commercial transactions like banking 
transactions. As a conclusion most of the staff regarded that the use of ICT 
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infrastructure would make their work easier, would improve the performance of the 
provided services and generally would provide a reliable way of working. Based on the 
positive attitude of personnel along with the benefits of the usage of eHealth tools to 
improve the health care services, the 3rd RHA has accomplished successfully some 
telemedicine projects and is developing some others. In the next paragraphs, short 
descriptions of two of those are given.

A telemedicine project included the integration of GPs in five rural Health Units 
with General Hospital and Expert Doctors for the need of following up the chronically 
ill citizens located in remote regions in Region of Central Macedonia, Greece had 
implemented successfully. The implementation has been based on the Mobinet service 
[4]. Communication of health centers and hospital was achieved by micro-telemedicine 
devices, it-telecom components (mobile phone etc), wireless communication networks 
and cellar telephony network. The Clinical Records (EMRs) were kept in a web server 
and access provided to physicians, patients and hospital staff. The EMR is enriched 
with vital signs like ECG, sets of pulmonary function parameters, heart rate, diastolic 
& systolic blood pressure, SPO2 and blood. 

The results were impressive concerning the adaptation of doctors and patients to 
the usage of the system. Although none of the doctors had previous experience using 
telemedicine systems, they were all well-educated both in the ICT infrastructure and 
the usage of mobile medical devices. They all used the system for approximately 6 
months and 981 sessions were accomplished. Each session included the patient data 
entry to the mobile device and the transmission of data via GPRS to the expert doctor. 
Expert doctors received the data from each session and send the clinical note either via 
the web-based application and internet or sending sms message to the GP. The system 
was used by the doctors several times per week as it was used for the follow-up of 
chronic disease patients or for children with the suspicion of asthma. GPs spend 
approximately 6.5 minutes per session for the usage of the system. However the expert 
doctors spent much time on the results of medical act in order to give his opinion.

Another project that is under development is the tele-psychiatry that is within the
framework of project of “Integrated Regional Health Network” of the 3rd RHA [2]. In 
this project a tele-consultation scenario for psychiatric patients has been designed and 
developed. The scope of the project is to provide means for the follow-up of psychiatric 
patients from the remote health centers during their rehabilitation along with tele-
consultation services for patients visiting the health centers. Within the range of the 
project is the communication of medical personnel of two hospitals in the region of 
RHA, six district health centers and units and two mobile units. The project has not yet 
finished and results are expected to be announced within the next year.

Several other telemedicine projects has been designed or implemented by the 
health organizations of RHA. However, a cross-border eHealth project has not 
implemented so far. 

2. Requirements and design of the system

The healthcare organizations that participate in the Cross-border Health Network 
system include the two hospitals of Thessaloniki, namely the General Hospital of 
G.Papanikolaou and General Hospital of Papageorgiou and more specifically their 
pulmonary clinic. In one of them the telemetry central station will be settled and will be 
in coordination with the system located in the 3rd RHA head office. Five health units 
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and district units from the region of Central Macedonia will also participate in the 
system as the remote units for the project. One the side of FYROM a hospital with 
three local points will also act as remote units for the project. The requirements are 
expressed with the scenario that is going to be implemented in the project and is 
presented in this section. 

The proposed services concern the education of patient, via specialised web portal, 
where educational material will included for the confrontation of asthma and chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The content of the portal will be available in 
three languages and it will be also used by the population of the regions that participate 
in the work. Also, the services concern the follow-up and convenient confrontation of 
any crises of chronic patients with respiratory diseases.

A central station of the telemetry service will provide the services to all remote 
units of the cross-border network. Hospitals and health units will be equipped with 
suitable devices (pcs, spirometers etc) for measurement of vital signals of patients. In 
the remote units the medical personnel will record the measurement of violent expiry 
(FVC) of patients with suitable appliances and then the measurements will be 
dispatched via telecommunication network (telephone, GPRS, etc) in the telemetry 
central station. In the case of chronic illness the health care professional in 
collaboration with the patient will establish a plan of follow-up of his health. At the end 
of installation of equipment and the test operation of services, the education of 
personnel to the use of equipment will follow. At the same time, the system will be 
installed in neighbouring municipality of FYROM, aiming to exchange of know-how 
and scientific knowledge for the joint confrontation of asthma and COPD. The hospital 
of FYROM will provide local points to use the service of telemetry. The healthcare 
organizations of Greece and FYROM will present the results of the use of the telemetry 
system in the regions and will study and make a comparative analysis of results.

The restrictions of the system supporting the cross-border network are: (1) lack of 
specialized personnel to the usage of telemedicine systems, (2) lack of personnel to 
support the central station at a 24hour base, (3) bureaucracy in the procedures to deploy 
extra personnel and (4) integration of EMR with other eHealth systems [4] that are 
installed in health units or hospitals. Under those restrictions that apply to many 
telemedicine or generally eHealth projects, the framework of the system was design as 
is briefly described in the next section.

3. Framework

The system that is designed is shown in figure 1. In figure 1 the personnel is shown 
along with the equipment that the personnel is going to use. The personnel could be 
public officers or external contractors. For the needs of the project the external 
contractors of the system will be the following: (1) consultant of technical support: for 
administrative, educational and other issues (Actors1), (2) health care professionals to 
support the telemetry central station and the doctors in primary health units (Actors2), 
(3) health care professionals and it staff to coordinate and support the creation of 
educational material for the web (Actors3), (4) administrative personnel to support the 
processes (Actors4) and (5) IT companies to provide and support the project  (Actors5)

We are going to refer to each of the above groups with the description shown in 
parenthesis. For example Actors4 is the shortcut name for the group of administrative 
personnel to support the processes of the system. Actors2 and Actors4 can be public 
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officers and not external contractors. The phases of the project are five: (1) PHASE A: 
Requirement analysis and design of applications, (2) PHASE B: Development, 
parameterisations of applications, tests and integration of applications, (3) PHASE C: 
Supply and installation of equipment (pcs, microdevices etc), (4) PHASE D: Period of 
Pilot Operation - Education of users, (5) PHASE E: Period of SLA (Service Level 
Agreement). Several deliverables by the external contractors and public officers are 
included in their work. The most important include the actions in Table 1:

The citizens that can profit from the proposed service of telemedicine are those 
with chronic respiratory diseases, as well as those with particular needs of follow-up of 
of their health as: a) Children with asthma b) Old men that should watch the 
development of their health, g) Persons with special needs, e) smokers d) persons with 
heart failures. The scientists of two regions might examine joint incidents that need 
investigation, while at the same time is created a medical database for the populations 
of cross-border regions, allowing thus the conduct of comparative studies and statistical 
analyses.

Figure 1: The personnel and equipment of system

Actors1, Actors3

Reliability model of the telemedicine system

Dissemination Reports including:

Acceptance of the system by users, patients, doctors

Financial Planning Cost-benefit analysis report Actors4

Architecture of the 
cross-border network

Design of educational material Actors2, Actors3
Actors5

Actors1, 

Actors2,

Design of architectural model of telemedicine 
services

Technical characteristics of infrastructure

Organizational matters

Educational needs Actors2, Actors3
Functional requirements Actors3, Actors5
Organizational matters Actors 1, Actors4

Actors1

Table 1: The actions and actors in the system

AXIS Actions in the axis Involved Actors

Reports including: 

Legislation for security and other matters
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4. Discussion and Future Work

In the cross-border area, efforts are made to cooperate in matters of improvement of 
quality of life. Increased cooperation in the sector of new technologies (especially as 
far as health is concerned) will lead to the establishment of new ways to tackle local 
problems affecting the region’s development.  

The integration of telemedicine in the sector of public health through the proposed 
work promotes the level of provided services of health and contributes in the quality of 
life of population and exchange of knowledge for health care professionals. The 
proposed service of telemedicine ensures the provision of specialized medical services 
of patient near the place they live, avoiding frequent visits in the urban centre - hospital.

Cross-border network offer the opportunity to people using the tools of eHealth to 
be evaluated by specialised doctors.  Patients avoid frequent visits in the urban centre -
hospital. Patients also undertake a more active role in the follow-up of their health. The 
doctors having data from their patients frequently can offer better treatment. The 
hospital ensuring reliable control of patient from distance can decrease the 
hospitalisation per year, decreasing the incidents that need internal hospitalisation, 
decreasing the disposal of resources. Also, the hospital is able to offer medical services 
in wide teams of population, which could not previously approach because of 
geographic restrictions. Moreover, the forecasted cross-border action and diffusion of 
results of work in adjacent regions will contribute in the assimilation of technology and 
promotion of proceeding of telemedicine, demonstrating the effect of eHealth in 
primary care.

The expected results are summarised in the followings: overcome geographic 
restrictions for diagnosis by distance, improvement of quality of provided services of 
preventive diagnosis and medical care, reduction in the costs of resources, reduction of 
expenses of patients, reduction of time and costs of hospitalisation.
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Secure dissemination of electronic 
healthcare records in distributed wireless 

environments
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Abstract. A new networking paradigm has emerged with the appearance of 
wireless computing. Among else ad-hoc networks, mobile and ubiquitous 
environments can boost the performance of systems in which they get applied. 
Among else, medical environments are a convenient example of their applicability. 
With the utilisation of wireless infrastructures, medical data may be accessible to 
healthcare practitioners, enabling continuous access to medical data. Due to the 
critical nature of medical information, the design and implementation of these 
infrastructures demands special treatment in order to meet specific requirements; 
among else, special care should be taken in order to manage interoperability, 
security, and in order to deal with bandwidth and hardware resource constraints 
that characterize the wireless topology. In this paper we present an architecture 
that attempts to deal with these issues; moreover, in order to prove the validity of 
our approach we have also evaluated the performance of our platform through 
simulation in different operating scenarios.

Keywords. Telematics, Distributed systems, Networks, Security.

 Introduction

Wireless technologies have gained wide acceptance while they have been integrated in 
many environments our everyday life. As mobile devices become more powerful, they 
are integrated as a non high-cost solution in many environments. Among other reasons 
for their wide acceptance we can distinguish their relative easy integration in many 
types of environments as well as the continuous raise in computational power of 
handheld devices. The medical domain can suffice a lot by their deployment, since the 
use of handheld devices may provide doctors with accurate information from every 
place within a wireless environment which usually covers the clinic in which they 
belong to. Therefore, in contrast to past practices, the doctors do not need to approach a 
steady point (for example their office) and get access to medical data (concerning their 
patients) using their pc and by accessing a specific application or by logging to a portal; 
instead while carrying their wireless device they can use it to acquire on site and in 
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timely accurate manner access to medical information, realizing thus the anytime-
anywhere access to medical information paradigm. 
Among the main design and implementation challenges we can distinguish: 

• The capability to provide information to doctors independently of their exact 
location;
• Achievement of information integration using interoperable standards for 
medical information storage and exchange;
• The ability to ensure that no sensitive medical information will be disclosed to 
unauthorized parties. 
In this paper we present an architecture that allows authorized medical personnel 

to access medical information while moving within their clinic; therefore they can gain 
access to their patient’s medical records using an architecture that utilizes standardized 
technologies for processing, storage and exchange of information. Lightweight yet 
robust encryption and authentication techniques ensure that no breach of confidentiality 
happens. For our specific design choices, we measure the information payload of HL7 

describe our benchmark methodology through which we have determined the effect of 
performance issues such as determination of the maximum number of concurrently sent 
HL7 messages, considering at the same time the encryption overhead. The rest of the 

simulation results are outlined, by which our approach is evaluated and validated. 

1. Related Work

Electronic health records management attracts increasing interest and sets the scenery 
for the establishment of ubiquitous acquisition of medical information, achieving thus 
the provision of improved health services. Lately several projects have focused on 
providing efficient solutions to various aspects of medical records management, 
leading also to the development of improved e-health services [7][9][10].

Wireless mediCenter [3] is a system for management of electronic medical records 
and delivery through secure LANs or high-speed wireless connections. It provides 
different portals for doctors and patients in order to achieve classification of access 
permissions. The restriction though to connect through the portal is a serious burden to 
the user.

The m-Care project [4] aims at providing secure access through a WAP based 
architecture. Users and access rights related information is kept in an MS-SQL Server 
database. In our approach we have enabled a policy based approach which facilitates 
interoperation with other systems while it also provides a highly distributed nature to 
our system. PatientService [8] is a trust-based security architecture that enables medical 
records management in pervasive environments. In this approach access to medical 
information is provided to a set of users which hold a PDA that keeps the policy in a 
smart card. In our approach we issue the request form the PDA while the policy 
evaluation is not performed by the PDA itself. Moreover we attempt to evaluate our 
approach by performing simulation experiments. 

paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents related work in context. Section 2 
describes in brief the main design principles which rule our approach. Section 3 

messages and perform simulation tests that show the validity of our approach. We also 

presents our architecture, and an overall usage example scenario. In Section 4 

Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides the directions of our future work.
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2. Design requirements for wireless medical infrastructures

Pervasive infrastructures are characterized by rapid changes in their topology. Devices 
on the other hand, are characterized by the low computing resources and power. 
Medical information on the other hand is highly sensitive; thus, we have to design our 
system so as to demand as less processing and network bandwidth resources, without 
though decreasing our strict privacy requirements. Among the main requirements for 
our architecture we can distinguish: 

• Privacy preservation. Unauthorized disclosure of medical information may 
lead to disastrous results. EU and US legislation force towards privacy 
preservation of medical data. Except from protecting appropriately medical 
databases, transmission of medical information should also be performed in a 
reliable and secure manner. We have thus employed efficient encryption 
techniques based on both symmetric and public key cryptography methods, so 
as to achieve data protection without demanding excessive processing power. 
In order to transmit data wirelessly we first exchange a shared key using 
strong encryption based on singing the messages with the private keys of the 
two parties, and then continue using shared key encryption so as to achieve a 
lightweight implementation. 

• Network topology instability: Pervasive infrastructures are characterized by 
node mobility as well as node failure; In order to enable constant connectivity 
for as long as possible, we have decentralized many of our processing and 
communication tasks avoiding thus the existence of points of failure. Towards 
this direction we have adopted the DLS (distributed lookup server approach) 
[5] according to which a number of nodes act collectively as a centralized 
node. When a node is about to stop transmitting, it passes all of its information 
to its neighbors.  

• Access control management: In order to apply access control, we have 
adopted the Role Based Access Control Model (RBAC), due to its simplicity 
and wide acceptance as a security standard. Access Control is performed in 
the medical database using a policy based approach [6]. A policy approach 
allows determination of privileges according to business roles, accordingly 
these privileges may be encoded in a suitable policy language and each 
request is directed towards special purpose modules, which reason over a 
specific request and either authorize or reject the request. 

• Interoperability: In order to enable interoperation of our system with other 
medical systems and architectures we have adopted the HL7 standard for 
information encoding and exchange. For secure transmission and in 
compliance with the guidelines of the HL7 that instruct the use of secure
protocols, one of the IP Security protocol (IPSec), Secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP) or Secure Socket Layer Protocol (SSL) can be used for 
encrypting medical records.

3. System Utility Scenarios

We can consider the following scenario: A doctor within the ward he/she belongs 
approaches a patient’s bed and wants to access some basic information regarding the 
patient’s medical history. The doctor sends a request from his/her PDA to retrieve the 
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data from the medical database. The medical database is kept in a device with more 
processing power which acts as a medical server. In order to avoid single point of 
failure we have adopted a distributed approach considering caches per sub-domain. 
Moreover, in order to lower the network resource consumption we have adopted the 
use of ontologies one per sub-domain (fig. 1). Thus, when a device from one domain 
wants to query for specific information it firsts examines the ontology of the domain 
under consideration. For example if we are interested in medical records concerning 
hematological data and the ontology of the domain does not specify such terms, then it 
is useless to query the medical servers for information of that kind regarding a specific 
patient. When a request is sent to the server, in order to authorize or not the request, the 
server needs to identify the doctor’s identity as well as to evaluate the permissions 
which have been granted to the doctor. First it requests a validation of the doctor’s id. 
This can be done using public key encryption techniques. The doctor’s private key is 
stored in a smart card inserted in the PDA. Using the doctor’s public key and the 
server’s private key, the two parties may authenticate each other and they can exchange 
a (shared) session key which will be used to encrypt all further communications. This is 
being done since use of private key encryption techniques for the transmission of all 
messages would demand a lot more computational resources. The doctor’s device also 
is able to identify whether it resides within the clinic or whether it resides in an 
unknown environment with the aid of a beacon which sends signed messages 
identifiable by the doctor’s device when compared to a number of stored signed (within 
the smart card) messages. Thus, we prevent unauthorized transmission or reception 
from the device when it resides outside pre-settled space boundaries. After 
authentication has been performed and the session key has been exchanged, all 
communication can be encrypted end to end from the medical database to the doctor’s 
device using SSL. When a new request is sent to the medical database, the policy 
module is invoked, which examines the request, the requester’s role and the privileges 
which have been recorded in the policy. This procedure is supported by most of 
modern devices which handle effectively at least 128-bit encryption. 

Figure 1. Pervasive medical domain overall architecture. The presence of a beacon on each domain can 
notify the device about the local policy enforced and direct easier user-authentication. Devices of higher 
processing power may work as a medical server. In the figure we see also PDA’s of doctors participating in 
the wireless framework. 

4. Performance Evaluation

In order to test the validity of our approach we have evaluated its performance through 
simulation in Pamvotis WLAN simulator [1]. We assume an IEEE 802.11 wireless 
channel of 1Mb/s, which is capable of covering a range of up to 300m of indoor 
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environments. The IEEE 802.11 protocol is suitable for HL7-based applications, as it 
supports high data rates and combines the advantages of mobility and packet switching, 
making it suitable for IP-based mobile devices such as PDAs and 3G/4G mobile 
phones.

Considering an average HL7 message, we assume that the application packet
payload size obeys a uniform distribution with a mean value of 280Bytes. Concerning 
the packet overhead added from the SSL protocol, this is about 16% of the packet 
payload [2], meaning 48Bytes. Adding the TCP overhead (32Bytes with timestamps 
included) and the IP overhead (20Bytes), we have an IEEE 802.11 MAC datagram of 
380Bytes. Finally, we assume that the number of messages each doctor sends obeys a 
Poisson distribution with a mean of one message every two minutes. The simulation 
results concerning the above configuration are outlined in the rest of this section. 2
depicts the aggregate traffic (system throughput) generated by HL7 messages for a 
network consisted of 600 users.
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Figure 2. Aggregation traffic versus simulation time.

As we can see, the traffic is minimal compared to the wireless channel capacity. 
Hence, if other applications run on the same network (e.g. medical image downloading 
or interactive applications such as VoIP), our proposed architecture does not affect 
their performance.

Figure 3 depicts the service delay for a network consisted of 600 users. What we 
mean by service delay is the delay from the moment a user sends an HL7 message until
the moment he receives another HL7 message from the database server, containing the 
information requested. Note that the processing delay (e.g. delay faced on the database 
server for performing the database transaction) is not taken into account.
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Figure 3. Service delay versus simulation time.

We observe that the service delay is less than a second, even for the best effort
class considered in our case. Finally, Figure 4 depicts the service delay versus the HL7 
message size in ASCII characters. 
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Figure 4. Service delay versus message size.

As we can see, the delay is low for messages up to 1500 characters, allowing a 
large amount of information to be contained in the messages. For messages up to 1500 
characters the system gets saturated and the delay increases significantly. For example, 
the service delay for a message consisted of 17196 characters is about 7.5sec.

5. Conclusions

Pervasive environments offer new possibilities for efficient and better e-health services. 
Still, the nature of medical environments imposes many restrictions and demands 
consideration of several factors, such as: considering the limited computational, power 
and network bandwidth resources and of course security. In this paper we have 
presented an architecture that allows authorized medical personnel to access 
information from anywhere within a wirelessly covered area using portable wireless 
enabled devices. We have presented our selection choices in order to deal with the 
hardware specific problems and described our policy based approach for access control 
enforcement. For interoperability issues we have selected the HL7 standard for 
codification of HL7 messages; in order to ensure confidentiality of messages we have 
used combination of public and shared key encryption techniques. We have also tested 
the validity of our approach by performing simulations in which we have estimated the 
number of queries and the resource consumption measuring the ability of our platform 
to respond. 

We intend to apply our scenario to a wider extent and to measure our platform’s 
performance through extensive testing and recording of efficiency parameters.
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Abstract: When dealing with medical image management, there is a need to 

ensure information authenticity and dependability. Being able to verify the 

information belongs to the correct patient and is issued from the right source is a 

major concern. Verification can help to reduce the risk of errors when identifying 

documents in daily practice or when sending a patient's Electronic Health Record. 

At the same time, patient privacy issues may appear during the verification process 

when the verifier accesses patient data without appropriate authorization. In this 

paper we discuss the combination of watermarking with different identifiers 

ranging from DICOM standard UID to an Anonymous European Patient Identifier 

in order to improve medical image protection in terms of authenticity and 

maintainability.  

Keywords: Watermarking, Medical Imaging, Unique Patient Identifier, 

Authenticity, maintainability.  

Introduction  

The evolution of medical information systems, supported by advances in information 

technology, enables information to be shared between distant health professionals and 

manipulated and managed more easily. However, at the same time, more attention 

should be paid to information protection. For example, though the control of access to 

information has become tighter, when access is given, it is still difficult to guarantee 

that the information concerning a particular patient remains gathered in one place. 

When dealing with information protection, we must distinguish between security 

and dependability. Security can be defined in terms of confidentiality, availability, 

integrity and authenticity [1]. In this paper, our interest concerns first of all 

authenticity; that is, providing proof that the information belongs to the correct patient 

and is issued from the right source. As we will discuss later, authenticity requires the 

creation of a code to identify one document uniquely and to establish a link between 

one document and one patient. This authentication code needs to accompany the 
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information it is associated with. Dependability mostly concerns the computing system. 

It can be described as a composite of availability (of a service), reliability (continuity of 

service) and maintainability (ability to undergo modifications and repairs). In this paper, 

we will discuss how maintainability with regard to medical images can be achieved 

using authenticity mechanisms.  

Recently, watermarking has been proposed for medical information protection. 

Even though most of the work on watermarking has concerned medical images in order 

to verify image integrity or improve confidentiality [2], watermarking also provides a 

new way to share data. Basically, watermarking is defined as the invisible embedding 

or insertion of a message in a host document, an image, for example. In that way, 

watermarking is similar to steganography which means hidden (“stegano”) writing 

(“graphy”). However, contrary to steganography, with watermarking the dissimulated 

message is related to the host document and the presence of the message in the host is 

known to the users. As we will show later in this paper, watermarking makes it possible 

to introduce new security and management layers much closer to the host data: at the 

signal level. To our knowledge, very few studies have been devoted to authenticity 

control of medical images. For this purpose, we discuss in this paper ways to combine 

watermarking with different authenticity codes ranging from the UID of DICOM [3] to 

the European Identification Number introduced by Quantin et al. in [4].  

1. Watermarking in healthcare  

In this section we recall the relevance of watermarking as a complementary security 

mechanism for medical data within medical information systems.  

1.1. Embedding data in host image data  

A general chain of watermarking is depicted in figure 1. At the embedding stage, the 

message (stego-message) is inserted by modifying the host document in an 

“imperceptible” way. Such a host can be a signal, an image, a video, a text as a data 

base. “Imperceptible” means that the watermarked document can be used instead of the 

original document without interference.  

             

Figure 1. A general chain of watermarking. 

Applied to an image; embedding consists in slightly modifying its pixel gray level 

values to insert the message. Two approaches are usually distinguished. A first set of 

methods, spread-spectrum-like methods, embeds one bit of the stego-message by 

adding a random sequence to some pixels of the image. This random sequence of gray 

values, which can be called a pattern, is derived from the secret watermarking key. For 

example, the key can be the seed of a pseudo random sequence generator. As a 

consequence, each bit of the message corresponds to the modification of several pixels 

in the image. The insertion can be viewed as the addition of a signal, a watermark w, to 

the image I. The watermark w corresponds to the set of random sequences, or patterns, 
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that encode the stego-message. At the reception of the image, extraction of each bit of 

message relies on the detection of each modulated random sequence in the 

watermarked image I
w
 through a correlation measurement. To improve imperceptibility 

of the watermark, “psychovisual masking” is used to determine maximum amplitude of 

the watermark that can be performed before this watermark becomes visible.  

In the second type of method (such as Quantization Index Modulation [5]), an 

element from a dictionary is substituted for the original information. For example, one 

can substitute the least significant bit of the image with those of the stego-message. In 

this case, the dictionary creates the correspondence between the bits of the message and 

the parity of the gray levels (ex.: 255�1, 254� 0, 253�1, …). One simply has to read 

the image and interpret the observed gray values using the dictionary to decode the 

message. For more details about watermarking, the reader may refer to [5].  

1.2. Applications in healthcare  

1.2.1. Methods for watermarking medical images 

Because modifying gray levels of a medical image may interfere with its interpretation 

and consequently with the diagnosis, specific methods have been proposed. These 

methods are based on the same principles as the methods previously described. One 

class of methods is based on reversible or lossless watermarking schemes. Once the 

embedded message has been interpreted, the watermark can be completely removed 

from the image, thus enabling the original image to be retrieved. Figure 2(a-c) gives an 

illustration of such a method [6]. In another method, an unimportant area of the image, 

the black background, for example, is watermarked. Such an approach leaves the 

information of interest for the diagnosis intact.  

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Illustration of the reversible watermarking method [6] used in a Magnetic Resonance Image of the 

Head (256x256 pixels, encoded on 12 bits), (a) Original image, (b) Reversible watermarked image (c) Signal 

of difference, it is the watermark w whose amplitude equals +/-1 or 0. 

1.2.2. Interest in medical imaging  

In medical imaging, it has been shown that watermarking can improve data protection 

and content enrichment. The insertion of meta-data facilitates data management [7][8]. 

For example, the medical knowledge illustrated by the content of one image can be 

summarized in a “knowledge digest” and shared with the image attached to its pixel 

values [8]. For medical image protection most applications have been devoted to 

integrity control and confidentiality. Regarding confidentiality, it is often considered 

that embedding makes it more difficult for unauthorized persons to gain access to the 

information [9]. In fact, it is more difficult to gain access to the embedded message 

than to an ancillary message. Integrity control can be achieved in different manners [2]. 

One simple way is to embed a digital signature of the image in the image itself. The 
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verification process will extract the embedded signature and compare it to the 

recomputed one. Any differences between the two signatures will state loss of image 

integrity. To our knowledge, few applications cover the issue of authenticity. However, 

watermarking could be of great help not only to verify authenticity but also to improve 

the maintainability of medical data (see section 3.1). 

2. Watermarking for authenticity and maintainability of medical images  

2.1. Authenticity and maintainability through watermarking  

As defined, authenticity is based on proof that the information belongs to one patient 

and has been issued from the right source. This proof corresponds to an authenticity 

code (AC) associated with one image. The authenticity of an image can be verified in 

different ways with watermarking. If the AC of one image is known a priori (for 

example stored in the header of the image file) one approach is to verify the AC 

validity. To achieve this, one can embed in the image the sequence of bits which 

corresponds to its AC. As illustrated in figure 3a, the verification process will extract 

the AC and compare it with the one contained in the header. One constraint to be 

considered here is that in order to exploit the watermarking method it must be possible 

to insert the binary representation of the AC in the image. An alternative to this scheme 

is illustrated in figure 3b where the AC is used to generate the watermark signal (a 

random sequence, see section 2.1) which is then added to the image. In this case, 

authenticity verification relies on the detection of the watermark in the watermarked 

image. If the AC is not known a priori, this alternative requires testing all possible AC 

values and retaining the AC which provides the greatest correlation measurement, 

which is much more complex than with the first approach.  
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Figure 3. Verifying the authenticity of an image (a) the binary representation of the AC is embedded in the 

image (b) a watermark derived from the AC is added to the image.  

As it becomes possible to retrieve the AC from the signal itself, watermarking can 

also be used to repair the link between one image, its origin and the patient it belongs 

to. This situation may occur after a change of the image file format, for example, when 

the original file header information is lost or altered. Hence, the embedded message 

simply has to be extracted from the image in order to recover the image’s AC. In this 

way, it can help ensure system maintainability. However, the method should guarantee 

that the embedded AC can be retrieved exactly, which requires a watermark that is 

sufficiently robust to resist possible image alterations. The question of confidentiality 
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arises when verifying that the information belongs to the correct patient. How can we 

ensure privacy? This question has to be considered when structuring the AC.  

2.2. Codes for authenticity  

For images, an authenticity code is the combination of image and patient identifiers.  

2.2.1. DICOM Image identifiers codes 

DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) is the standard of 

reference for medical images. This standard is developed by the American College of 

Radiology and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, in liaison with other 

standardization organizations such as the CEN TC251 in Europe and the ANSI in the 

USA. DICOM technically guarantees data confidentiality, authentification of data 

origin, data integrity and digital signature through its international standards [3]. 

DICOM makes use of Unique Identifiers (UIDs) to uniquely identify DICOM objects 

such as images. These UIDs are based on the OSI object Identification as defined by 

the ISO 8824 standard. One UID, which can be defined privately, is constituted of two 

parts: <org.root>.<suffix>, each composed of a number of numeric components. The 

prefix <org.root> identifies an organization and is issued by a registration authority (ex. 

USA ANSI). The <suffix> is defined by the organization itself which has to guarantee 

uniqueness of the <suffix>. Consequently, and as stated by the standard, a UID only 

ensures uniqueness of one DICOM object. It cannot be parsed as it does not contain 

any semantics. As it is, such a UID is useful in the unique identification of an image. 

However, the issuing organization must not include information about the patient in the 

suffix as this data could jeopardize privacy once the suffix structure is known. 

2.2.2. Patient identifiers (Id) 

Several methods for patient identification have been developed. For example, DICOM 

proposes a method which seems complete and exhaustive, reliable and accurate. This 

method is based on a “Patient Module” that contains patient-related data such as: 

Patient’s Name, Birth and Gender, Mother's Birth Name, Country and Region of 

Residence, Ethnic Group, Patient’s Religious Preference and so on. Concerns related to 

DICOM data confidentiality with regard to the sensitive nature of the data can be raised. 

For example, the French authority for personal data protection has forbidden the 

communication of information such as Patient's Ethnic Group and Patient's Religion. A 

solution would be to render anonymous such patient information. However, there is no 

guarantee that this solution would be authorized by French authorities. To overcome 

this issue, and given that today there is no international harmonisation context for the 

patient identification [10], our view is to propose another patient identification method. 

In Europe, patient identification methods vary from country to country. Most of the 

North European Countries (Finland, Denmark, Luxembourg,…) use the national 

identity number for health purposes. In some countries, a specific national patient 

identification number is used, like in the United Kingdon, or planned like in the 

Netherlands and Ireland. In southern European countries, patient identification is based 

on regional specific patient identifiers. France and Belgium are developing a project 

related to specific healthcare national patient identifiers rendering anonymous the 

social security number. To guarantee interoperability of these different patient Id, we 

suggest keeping the national health numbers and combining them with an anonymized 

“pivot” Id, such as a family-based identifier referring to family medical records [4]. A 
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pivot Id ensures the link to the identifiers of other countries. Identifier calculation 

makes use of cryptographic hash function to ensure anonymity applied to a family-

based identifier which is composed of nine key variables (last name, first name and 

date of birth of the patient, the patient’s mother and the patient’s father). The reader 

may refer to [10] for more details. This system has been validated by the French 

authority for personal data protection and patented (see international patent n° 

11/683,003). The efficiency and accuracy of the method we propose for authenticity 

verification of images relies on: the incorporation of this anonymous patient identifier 

with the DICOM UID into an Authentication Code and, integration of the paired up 

identifiers into the image with watermarking. Patient information confidentiality will 

be ensured because the identifier is truly anonymous. This new method may allow 

medical image managers to gather the data of the same patient everywhere, anytime 

without knowing the true identity of that patient. With regard to management, 

utilization and secure access, it is very difficult to gather scattered data of the same 

patient. Our method thus provides a solution to these issues, while ensuring privacy. 

3. Conclusion  

Access to or sharing of an isolated medical document requires that the document can be 

identified. Watermarking can be used to provide proof of the authenticity of medical 

images, that is to say that the medical information belongs to one patient and has been 

issued from the right source. The possibility of inserting a watermark in a document to 

identify the patient, without interfering with the document's usefulness, will be a real 

step forward if the paradox of cryptic patient identification can be solved (anonymous 

for un-authorized users and accessible and available for those who are authorized). The 

quality of authentification also depends on the codes used. The DICOM proposal 

appears to be one of the best methods for the identification of the image and its source, 

but the user has access to the identity of the patient. The sensitive nature of some 

patient information obliges us to develop alternative methods. Our proposal combines 

an anonymized pivot number identifier with national patient identifiers so as to 

guarantee privacy and interoperability. This method may also provide a solution to the 

problem of the identification of lost medical documents.  
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Abstract. Setting up networks among physicians and other health professionals in 
virtually any medical discipline is an important part of establishing eHealth world-
wide. Medical research strategies nowadays advance diagnostic and therapeutic 
knowledge and guidelines allowing patients to benefits. Patient data and samples 
are among the most sensitive information and must carefully be protected accord-
ing to rules of ethics and professional discretion as well as national and interna-
tional privacy legislation. A lot has been said about “patient involvement, patient 
empowerment”. What about health professionals? How can they be involved and 
empowered to address the paradigm shift towards a personalized health service 
provision? Information and communication technology (ICT), medical devices, 
and software applications are not among the topics health professionals typically 
deal with while being theoretically and practically trained to diagnose diseases and 
treat patients. An ICT-based training and information provision is required to up-
date the ICT skills of health professionals. The German CAST association pro-
vides such an information platform where health professionals attend applied 
computer security education events. This article aims at describing how ICT and 
security education is provided to health professionals, and how these training 
courses are designed, structured, performed, and assessed.

Keywords: ICT, security, awareness, education, training, health professionals

Introduction

Information and communication technology (ICT) is the backbone of companies, re-
search institutions, and the public sector structures. ICT infrastructure is an essential 
part of the organizational infrastructure as such. More and more, ICT gets important for 
small business and privateers regardless whether they typically search for reliable in-
formation on the Internet, write or receive emails, or use online shops. Any violence of, 
or attack to, such an ICT may cause unauthorized access to, and modification of, sensi-
tive data, loss of data, loss of availability of services, and loss of respective perform-
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ance. Such threats must be analyzed, risks must be validated, countermeasures must be 
implemented in order to minimize the probability that such situations occur. It’s not 
only a financial loss; it’s often a loss of reliability, trustworthiness, and creditability.

ICT security is thus of high and even growing importance in virtually any society 
sector or business domain. But security itself can only be guaranteed in case the re-
sponsible parties (user, administrator, chief information officer, IT security officer, data 
protection and privacy ombudsperson, etc.) are aware of threats and risks, and are keen 
on identifying and applying countermeasures. This requires awareness, security educa-
tion, and permanent security training. A slogan that really gets it to the point is “Secu-
rity is not a product - it’s a process” [1]. It means one can’t buy the perfect security 
solution just from the stock. Security is a permanent, dynamic process rather than being 
a static product. Security policies and procedures need to dynamically respond to im-
mediate changes in security infrastructures as such (e.g. new medical devices, applica-
tions, updates, upgrades, patches, and migrations) and a related different threat and risk 
potential caused by the modified ICT environment situation. Advanced education and 
training is a must to keep even security-aware personnel permanently updated [2].

1. General ICT Security Experience and Expertise Requirements

Healthcare and welfare around the globe in developed countries, developing countries, 
and countries in transition is turning towards the paradigm of shared care providing an 
integrated care approach. The underlying paradigm change is bound to an extended 
communication and cooperation network between different specialized healthcare pro-
viders involved in patient’s care. Challenges of increasing quality and related effi-
ciency and efficacy requirements in the respective domains need to be met not only by 
local and regional providers but increasingly by existing and emerging national and 
even European networks of healthcare establishments and health professionals.

Advanced health networks including those bridging between persons have to be 
established and managed from different viewpoints. Legislation and administration 
needs to be addressed. Another important aspect deals with the domain of technologies 
with especially the industry and the responsible standards developing organizations 
(SDO) being in the driver’s seat. Last but not least, the societies shall be addressed by 
the European Commission, the Member States, and the different stakeholder communi-
ties. Special attention needs to be paid to ethics, history, and culture. So networking 
among stakeholders within and between domains is of growing importance for estab-
lishing a stable collaboration and cooperation across national and domain boundaries.

Security requirements in the medical area are technically not that different from 
other application domains. Apart from a very demanding and dynamic privilege man-
agement and access control policy, medical solutions (hospital information systems, 
public health information systems, radiology information systems, laboratory systems, 
GP office software, and many other applications) base their security solutions on 
proper authentication (identification and verification), identity management, confiden-
tiality, integrity, authenticity, availability, and accountability [3], [4].
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2. ICT Security Experience and Expertise among Medical Professionals

ICT knowledge and awareness for ICT usage needs to be ranked high in medical pro-
fessionals’ daily routine. First approaches of a permanent working group called “Qual-
ity and Security in the dermatological office” in Germany to improve ICT security in 
practice were made back in 1993. A list of possible pitfalls was circulated among 
medical professionals immediately after an accidental distribution of confidential pa-
tient data by an ICT service engineer. The following investigation of the case clearly 
showed that no written service and confidential policy agreements were common in 
practice up to this time. As a first step, the working group established a mailbox system 
to distribute important findings regionally to dermatologists. In 1996, this service was 
integrated into a First Class Server based solution with high level security. This did 
lead to an intensive discussion on quality and security objectives in medical profes-
sionals’ work. In 1998, after having started an intensive cooperation with the German 
Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics (IGD) and its security experts, the gained 
experience was integrated as valuable block of knowledge into the in the meantime
established Competence Center for Applied Security Technology (CAST) [5].

2.1. Networking and Security Expertise

As of today, most physicians are not really familiar with modern and advanced security 
technology. The physician’s Internet Service Provider (ISP) is considered responsible 
for all related security measure. Nevertheless there exists almost no educational proof 
and no quality test (service certification, quality labeling) to assure that a certain level 
of experience is guaranteed to be achieved by that service provider. The decentralized 
location of medical treatment makes it difficult to provide a defined quality region-
wide. The forthcoming implementation of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems 
and the frequent exchange of sensitive medical data via the open and policy-free Inter-
net make strong and high-level quality and security control measures necessary. Net-
works of medical professionals start making use of advanced ICT solutions [6].

Telemedicine is more and more being accepted by the medical community world-
wide. The secure and reliable exchange of data and images of a patient whose life de-
pends on the correct diagnosis at the right place right in time makes the strongest avail-
able security efforts inevitable. The screening of moles in high risk patients, e.g., is a 
live-long process which makes consequent and secure data storage and exchange abso-
lutely necessary. As a well-known procedure now being applied in medicine as well -
the central storage of important data in high security server plants- has to seriously be
discussed with all its legal, ethical, and technical advantages and drawbacks. The reli-
able and liable exchange of administrative and medical (clinical) patient data becomes 
indeed effective and more reliable by using the much faster DSL technology. Disaster 
scenarios and emergency concepts are well known in military and civil services all 
over the world, and have increasingly to be applied in the field of medicine.

Assessment studies and reports on domain-independent security training for do-
main specialists (like medical professionals) have clearly shown the need for specific 
education and training concepts comprehensively addressing the domain needs [7], [8].
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2.2. ICT Expertise

Permanent training and further education is essential for medical professionals to be 
aware of both legal requirements and technical solutions for advanced ICT security. To 
address these aspects, the current eLearning initiative in medicine in general and espe-
cially in dermatology was launched about five years ago. Meanwhile, the first course of 
tele-dermatology concerning the diagnosis of early stages of malignant melanoma is 
under way. In cooperation with University of Brisbane, Australia [7] and University of 
Graz, Austria [8], dermatologists from different countries world-wide train the exact 
and early cancer detection in a course of high level web based education. The Armed 
Forces Institute of Pathology, USA, uses the Internet for exchanging medical expertise 
with, and between doctors from all over the world for years [9]. Their seminars are 
highlights in international pathology diagnosis and learning. International networks and 
discussion groups are supported by services such as SKYPE [10]. Nevertheless, the 
contact between patients and their doctors is ameliorated, e.g., by using a calendar of 
symptoms, by exchanging images and digital photos demonstrating the healing process 
after surgery, or simply by the coordination of visits in the physician's office. All these 
aspects need to be addressed while establishing advanced ICT in the medical domain.

Security is one of the basic principles of modern ICT in medicine. It is a part of the 
obligatory quality management bases for medical institutions. Therefore all parts of 
such initiatives should undergo a deep and intensive testing procedure before being 
rolled out nation-wide. Experience and pitfalls have to seriously be evaluated. The 
influence of ICT industries and their need to foster effective processes supporting eco-
nomical interests must not lead to a speedy implementation of unreliable or even inse-
cure technology. Especially an independent forum like CAST is able to independently
evaluate best practice procedures for ICT security in medical practices and hospitals to 
avoid health system collapses by hazardously applied techniques and technologies.

3. The CAST Concept

The Darmstadt-based Competence Center for Applied Security Technology (CAST) 
was established in 1999 [5]. It aims at bringing security expertise to user communities. 
One way doing so is a series of workshops. These workshops address a specific secu-
rity area or topic. Experts introduce recently researched security developments and 
present their chances and challenges. Intensive discussions with the audience validate 
requirements and conclusions. In collaboration with the Darmstadt Center for ICT 
Security (DZI) [11] at the Darmstadt Technical University (TUD) [12], CAST is able 
to offer a complementary a high-class scientific education and training stream. Within 
four semesters, ICT employees are entitled to undergo an advanced security course 
finally awarded with an academic certificate on “ICT Security” after having success-
fully completed a certain number of academic modules and workshops. CAST and DZI 
offer this certificate in a joint effort including regular courses at TUD. Specifically 
designed and developed materials even increase the knowledge on ICT security as 
course participants are entitled to specific additional training and practice courses. 
CAST workshops typically provide up-to-date information on hot ICT security topics.

The CAST workshops can meanwhile be considered a backbone of German ICT 
security education. Workshops typically base on knowledge provided in tutorials, and 
offer state-of-the art experts knowledge in addressed field of interest. In terms of a 
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Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), e.g., the tutorial offers basic information about public 
key (asymmetric) encryption, electronic (digital) signatures, policies, establishment of 
Trusted Third Party (TTP) services, and advantages / drawbacks of existing and emerg-
ing PKI solutions. The workshop itself highlights current technical developments and 
software / hardware solutions in this domain. Tutorials and related workshops shall be 
seen as a package thus providing real up-to-date information on the addressed topic.

The list of CAST workshop topics is quite comprehensive and covers application 
areas ranging from cryptography, biometrics, protocols, privacy, and data protection to 
security engineering, network security, public key infrastructures, and mobile security. 
Workshops on security levels and related evaluation as well as on identifying specific 
security threats complete the spectrum. Complementary workshops address specific 
business domains like, e.g., security management, electronic payment, identity man-
agement, electronic procurement, email, cyber crime, and -last but not least- the medi-
cal domain with a yearly MED-CAST workshop. Participants are, e.g., ICT security 
experts, ICT administrators, ICT managers and decision makers, politicians, end users, 
SMEs, medical professionals, health professionals, and data protection ombudspersons.

4. The MED-CAST Concept

Medical and health professionals do not spend much time in identifying security threats 
and risks. Thus, one of the CAST workshops aims at inviting medical professionals and 
ICT specialists involved in healthcare application development for about 6 years now
[5]. MED-CAST addresses different stakeholder groups like people working in 
healthcare, eHealth experts, ICT employees in healthcare, developers and suppliers of 
medical devices, security experts, medical and technical safety experts, and many other 
groups. The number of domain participants is promising (2002: 49, 2003: 61, 2004: 55, 
2005: 52, 2006: 32 attendees). The workshop itself consists of 8 to 10 presentations 
with discussions addressing different aspects of the topic, followed by a panel discus-
sion with an active audience interaction. The feedback is very positive in general.

CAST performs for all workshops an extensive assessment to address awareness 
and acceptance as well as satisfaction of the attendees and ideas for future events. 
MED-CAST ranges among the best-assessed workshops. Presentations are evaluated 
regarding their scientific / educational values and their clarity in presentation. Despite 
of their basically limited ICT security knowledge, they rated most of the presenters 
quite high and appreciated workshops as such (for rating details see Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. MED-CAST 2004 Evaluation Figure 2. MED-CAST 2006 Evaluation

MED-CAST started back in 2002 with an introductory workshop on ICT security 
aspects in healthcare and welfare. The 2003 workshop addressed infrastructure security 
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for the medical domain whereas the events in 2004 and 2005 highlighted the impor-
tance of secure solutions for applying health cards and health records in Germany and 
beyond. The 2006 workshop tackled challenges and solutions for secure medical mul-
timedia data storage and exchange including images, audio and video streams. In 2007, 
the organizers prepared, for the first time at least partly in English language, an event 
on national security infrastructure experience in Germany and its neighbor countries. 
The 2008 topic (on April 17th) is related to ICT security in medical imaging.

Over the year educational measures and training courses have increasingly been 
considered important for medical professionals with speakers from different domains 
and viewpoints highlighting various exciting new topics of applied security technology 
in the medical domain. Several field studies concerning the secure transport of visual 
information were performed meanwhile in cooperation with CAST and IGD.

5. Conclusion

Medical professionals typically have many different tasks others that dealing with ICT 
security. It’s the treatment of patients that count. So in terms of advanced ICT solu-
tions, they need service providers. But in order to validate and evaluate the quality of 
the services offered, even medical and health professionals need to have a basic under-
standing of security and safety in ICT. Threats and risks have at least to be known to 
them. Awareness of security and safety threats as well as confidence in applied security 
solutions leads to a higher acceptance level for advanced and secure communication 
and technical collaboration. The MED-CAST workshops held once a year in Darmstadt 
have been accepted by the expert community as a forum where speakers from different 
points of view highlight various exciting new themes and topics of applied security 
technology. Lots of users and scientists have visited the annual symposia meanwhile. 
MED-CAST is well established in the domain of health-related advanced applied secu-
rity knowledge provision. The authors will therefore keep the concept of MED-CAST 
workshop series running. The 2008 topic is related to ICT security in medical imaging.
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Abstract. Healthcare is an increasingly collaborative enterprise involving a 
broad range of healthcare services provided by many individuals and 
organizations. Grid technology has been widely recognized as a means for 
integrating disparate computing resources in the healthcare field. Moreover, Grid 
portal applications can be developed on a wireless and mobile infrastructure to 
execute healthcare processes which, in turn, can provide remote access to Grid 
database services. Such an environment provides ubiquitous and pervasive 
access to integrated healthcare services at the point of care, thus improving 
healthcare quality. In such environments, the ability to provide an effective 
access control mechanism that meets the requirement of the least privilege 
principle is essential. Adherence to the least privilege principle requires 
continuous adjustments of user permissions in order to adapt to the current 
situation. This paper presents a context-aware access control mechanism for 
HDGPortal, a Grid portal application which provides access to workflow-based 
healthcare processes using wireless Personal Digital Assistants. The proposed 
mechanism builds upon and enhances security mechanisms provided by the Grid 
Security Infrastructure. It provides tight, just-in-time permissions so that 
authorized users get access to specific objects according to the current context. 
These permissions are subject to continuous adjustments triggered by the 
changing context. Thus, the risk of compromising information integrity during 
task executions is reduced.

Keywords: Grid portal application; process; security; role-based access control 
(RBAC); managing change.

Introduction 

Healthcare delivery is a highly complex process involving many individuals and 
organizations [1]. Providing readily access to integrated healthcare information at the 
point of care remotely requires a system architecture that enables collaboration and 
coordination among healthcare services and facilitates the mobility of healthcare 
professionals. To this end, a prototype Grid portal application, namely HDGPortal,
has been developed that provides pervasive access to process-based healthcare 
systems [1]. This paper focuses on the security mechanism incorporated into the 
HDGPortal.
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HDGPortal is a portal application that is used to run healthcare processes 
implemented in the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). These processes 
invoke Grid database services, while on execution, in order to provide integrated 
access to healthcare information scattered on a Grid computing infrastructure. As tight 
matching of permissions to actual usage and need is essential in healthcare 
applications, one important security requirement in HDGPortal is adherence to the 
least privilege principle. Its enforcement requires continuous adjustments of user 
permissions to ensure that users assume the minimum sets of permissions required for 
the execution of each task of a healthcare process selected. To this end, changes in 
contextual information should be sensed during task executions and relevant actions 
should be fired in response to these changes.

In the last few years, there has been a trend towards using BPEL for Grid service 
composition [2]. Security aspects, such as authentication and access control, are not 
standardized through BPEL, but are left to the implementation of BPEL compliant 
process engine [3,4,5]. In turn, grid middleware, namely Open Grid Services 
Architecture - Data Access and Integration (OGSA-DAI) [6], that facilitates data 
federation and distributed query processing through the use of grid database services  
provides relatively simple and static mechanisms regarding authorization and access 
control [7]. Several studies have been conducted regarding both the enforcement of 
access control in BPEL [3,4,5,8] and the enhancement of access control mechanisms 
used by Grid middleware services [7,9]. Most of these studies argue that both BPEL 
and Grid middleware services can benefit from incorporating properly enhanced role-
based access control (RBAC) mechanisms [15]. However, they are not concerned 
with access control in the context of a pervasive process-based healthcare system 
build on a Grid infrastructure.

This paper is mainly concerned with situations, often occurred in healthcare
delivery, where the information requested by an authorized user needs to be available 
when and where needed. Thus, a context-aware access control mechanism is proposed 
that incorporates the advantages of broad, role-based permission assignment and 
administration across object types, as in RBAC, and yet provides the flexibility for 
adjusting role permissions on individual objects during a BPEL process enactment 
according to the current context. During the execution of a workflow instance,
changes in context information are sensed to adapt user permissions to the minimum 
required for completing a job. Relevant access control policies are enforced at both 
the BPEL task level and the Grid database service level.

1. Motivating Scenario    

To illustrate the main principles of the security architecture incorporated into the 
HDGPortal, a sample integration project is described which is concerned with the 
automation of a cross-organizational healthcare process spanning a health district. 
Typically, a health district consists of one district general hospital (DGH) and a 
number of peripheral hospitals and health centers. As patient referrals are usually 
made among various healthcare providers within a district (e.g. for hospitalization, for 
outpatient consultation or for performing specialized medical procedures), there is a 
need to ensure authorized access to the tasks comprising the relevant healthcare 
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processes and, then,  to patient information required through the execution of these 
tasks.

Suppose that a healthcare process is concerned with a radiological request issued
by  physicians   on  a  ward  round,  for  their   patients.  The  radiological  department

        
Figure 1. Radiological request process model using IBM WebSphere Workflow

receives each request, schedules the radiological procedures requested and sends a
message to the requesting physician notifying him/her on the date and time scheduled 
for its performance. On performing the radiological procedure requested, the 
radiologist accesses the relevant part of the patient record and issues a radiological 
report, incorporating both the radiological images and the associated assessment, 
which is send to the requesting physician.

Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the healthcare process using IBM Websphere 
Workflow build-time tool [10]. In this business process the hospital organizational 
units involved are the clinical department and the radiology department of a hospital 
and the roles participating in the healthcare process are physician and radiologist.

From an authorization perspective, the healthcare process of Figure 1 surfaces 
several requirements with regard to task execution and Grid database services 
invocation. These requirements include the following:

• Restricted task execution

In certain circumstances the candidates for a task instance execution should 
be dynamically determined and be either a sub-group of the authorized users 
or only one, specific authorized user. For example, a request for performing a 
radiological procedure on a patient (e.g. CT or MRI), issued by a physician, 
should be routed only to the sub-group of on-duty radiologists who hold the 
relevant sub-specialty and the radiological report, issued by the radiologist, 
should be routed only to the requesting physician.

• Restricted grid database service invocation

Given that a role holder can execute a specific task, he/she should be allowed 
to exercise a dynamically determined set of permissions on certain data only 
which are accessible via the associated Grid database services. For example, 
during the execution of the “IssueRadRequest” task, the relevant Grid 
database services invoked should allow a physician to write and read patient 
record data and to issue (write, edit and send) radiological requests only for 
his/her patients while on duty and only within the hospital premises.

The above requirements suggest that certain permissions of the healthcare process 
participants depend on the process execution context. In particular, contextual 
information available at access time, such as proximity, location and time, can 
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influence the authorization decision that allows a user to perform a task and, given 
this permission, to invoke the associated Grid database services. This enables a more 
flexible and precise access control policy specification that satisfies the least privilege 
principle.

2. Access Control Architecture

Access control constitutes a major research issue in traditional and pervasive Grid 
environments [1]. Figure 2 shows a high-level view of the security architecture 
implemented in HDGPortal. This is described by a two-tier model consisted of a 
global access control service, residing on a server at the DGH site, and one local 
access control service, residing at each healthcare organization within the health 
district.

2.1. Access Control Mechanism

In the HDGPortal prototype, access control is provided at two levels: the BPEL task 
level and the Grid database service level [1]. Hence, a middleware-based access 
control mechanism has been developed which is employed to mediate between 
subjects (healthcare professionals) and objects (BPEL tasks and Grid database 
services) and to decide whether access of a given subject to given object should be 
permitted or denied by taking into account the current context. In particular, the Java 
Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS) [11] was used for the development 
of an external to the BPEL engine access control service that regulates user access to 
tasks, and an external to OGSA-DAI, access control service that enhances its 
mechanism by adding context-awareness features.

The developed mechanism is certificate-based as it relies on Community 
Authorization Service (CAS) certificates issued to healthcare professionals by a CAS 
server residing at the DGH site. These certificates specify user-to-role assignments in 
the form of security assertions, expressed in Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML) [12,13]. CAS certificates accompany every request (either for task execution 
or Grid database service invocation) issued through HDGPortal. The roles used in the 
certificates are functional and, hence, they remain unchanged until the certificate 
expires as they are independent of the constraints held at the time of attempted access.

The mapping of the aforementioned roles to the relevant permissions is 
performed by means of access control policies expressed by using the RBAC profile 
of eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [13]. These policies are 
specified at the site where the target object (task or Grid database service) resides 
(tasks are hosted on the BPEL engine at the DGH site and Grid database services are 
hosted on the web servers at the hospital sites) and assist in the derivation of the exact 
permissions a subject should acquire for performing a task. In particular, on issuing a 
request for a task execution, the roles contained in the CAS certificate accompanying 
the request are extracted and their relevant permissions regarding access to BPEL 
tasks are specified using a file storing the XACML policies [13]. This file resides on 
the same server of the DGH site with the BPEL engine. Then, during task execution, a 
request for invocation of the underlying Grid database services is issued which is 
accompanied by the same CAS certificate. The roles extracted from this certificate are 
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used in order to specify the relevant permissions regarding Grid database services 
using XACML   policies   stored   in one  file at each  Grid node  (i.e. healthcare 
     

Figure 2. Security architecture in HDGPortal

organization) providing the portion of medical information requested. Permissions on 
both BPEL tasks and Grid database services are dynamically adapted by the 
constraints imposed by the current context.

2.2. Context Information Management

In the HDGPortal prototype, the contextual information is determined by a pre-
defined set of attributes related to the user (e.g. user certificate, user/patient 
relationship), to the environment (e.g. client location and time of attempted access) 
and to the data resource provider, namely to the healthcare organization (e.g. local 
security policy). For example, the permissions of a physician using HDGPortal on 
his/her PDA, are adapted depending on his/her identity (included in the CAS 
certificate), location and time of access as well as the security policy of each 
healthcare organization where a portion of the requested information is stored.

Context information is collected by a Context Manager which has been 
implemented as a multi-agent system. Thus, the Context Manager consists of two 
kinds of agents, developed in JADE [14]:
�� Service Integration Agent: it is hosted on a server at the DGH site and manages 

user permissions on BPEL tasks
�� Grid Resource Agent: it is hosted on a server at the site of each healthcare 

organization participating in a healthcare process and manages user permissions
on Grid database services.

Each agent uses middleware context collection services to monitor context and 
interacts with a state machine that maintains the permission subset of each role. The 
state machine consists of variables that encode state (permissions of each role), and 
events that transform its state. At the time of an attempted access (either to a task or to 
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a Grid database service), the relevant agent generates an event to trigger a transition 
of the state machine. Changes in user and environment context are sensed by both 
agents, whereas changes in resource context are sensed and dealt with by the Grid 
resource agent lying at each Grid node.

3. Concluding Remarks

Development of pervasive applications that provide readily access to integrated 
healthcare information at the point of care, introduces security risks especially with 
regard to authorization and access control. Hence, relevant mechanisms must be in 
place that can conveniently regulate user access to information while providing 
confidence that security policies are faithfully and consistently enforced within and 
across organizations residing in a health district. In particular, when adherence to the 
least privilege principle is considered a prominent feature of a system, the 
incorporated access control mechanism should provide tight, just-in-time permissions
so that authorized users get access to specific objects subject to the current context.
The access control mechanism presented in this paper meets the aforementioned 
requirements and is embedded into a Grid portal application, namely HDGPortal. In 
particular, the mechanism ensures authorized execution of BPEL tasks and invocation 
of relevant Grid database services in accordance with the current context. Thus, a 
tight matching of permissions to actual usage and need is ensured.
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Abstract:  This paper describes foundational work investigating the protection 
requirements of sensitive medical information, which is being stored more 
routinely in repository systems for electronic medical records.  These systems have 
increasingly powerful sharing capabilities at the point of clinical care, in medical 
research and for clinical and managerial audit. The potential for sharing raises 
concerns about the protection of individual patient privacy and challenges the duty 
of confidentiality by which medical practitioners are ethically and legally bound.  
By analysing the protection requirements and discussing the need to apply policy-
based controls to discrete items of medical information in a record, this paper 
suggests that this is a problem for which existing privacy management solutions 
are not sufficient or appropriate to the protection requirements.  It proposes that a 
knowledge management approach is required and it introduces a new framework 
based on the knowledge management techniques now being used to manage 
electronic medical record data.  The background, existing work in this area, initial 
investigation methods, results to date and discussion are presented, and the paper 
is concluded with the authors’ comments on the ramifications of the work.

Keywords:  Security, legal issues, compliance, repository system for medical 
records, knowledge management, ethics, patient identification, distributed systems, 
sharing personal data, personal privacy, confidentiality

Introduction

Research into establishing shareable, clinically meaningful and accurate Electronic 
Medical Records (EMR) has been continuing for about fifteen years to improve the 
provision of information resources for effective medical care.  This research has 
produced several examples of repository systems for medical records across the world 
[1] [2], which facilitate disease management, decision support and patient monitoring 
for millions of individuals.  These repositories can also support medical research, 
where information about large numbers of patients is made available to help improve 
care provision.  The sharing of larger quantities of data is made easier by the 
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international standardisation and use of information models (from Health Level 7 [3], 
EN / ISO 13606 and openEHR [4], amongst others), and the use of Archetypes to 
“provide the common basis for ubiquitous presence of meaningful and computer-
processable knowledge and information” [5].

There are legal and ethical responsibilities to protect this information: the rights of 
the subject of information are considered in law to be paramount, and this gives rise to 
constraints on how clinicians and researchers may behave with respect to the 
information so that no harm comes to individuals as a result of the increased 
accessibility. The constraints exist in the form of legislation and standards (summarised 
in Section 2), which inform institutional and research governance in the form of 
policies [6] [7] at the level of both research institutions and healthcare authorities: these 
policies may have different human interpretations and are often difficult to implement. 

The security literature recommends the use of policy-based controls to manage the 
protection requirements (as per ISO 17799, discussed in section 2), but this requires 
interpretation in the same way as legislative controls. The use of roles-based access 
control (RBAC) is a keenly researched methodology for computable policy 
implementation, but the process of interpreting and operationalising each policy 
remains manual, loses much of the semantic sense when put into computable form (as 
Becker illustrates [8]), and relies on the use and configuration of generic software 
solutions. These are not holistic in scope, have insufficient structure, syntax and weak 
semantics, and are under-specified for individual classes of EMRs.

This paper proposes a knowledge management framework to meet the 
comprehensive needs of managing policy-based controls governing a repository system 
for medical records, and advocates that this framework uses similar techniques to those 
that manage EMR knowledge (i.e. – Archetypes). This approach is expected to 
complement existing solutions so that their manual configuration and risks of human 
fallibility in policy specification can be alleviated.  

1. Methods Used for Initial Investigations

The methods for investigating this problem space have included literary reviews of: 
legislation (including the UK Data Protection Act 1998, Human Rights Act 1998,
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and National Health Service Act 2006 (sections 251 
and 252) as well as European Equivalents); informatics knowledge management 
techniques (including the standards work for information models, construction of EMR 
repositories [9] [10]); commentaries on the sharing of information and associated risks 
of centralising information [11]; and existing solutions (including the Ponder Policy 
Specification [12] and Cassandra [8] amongst others). Standards reviewed include 
Information Security Management ISO 17799; the draft ISO 27799 for healthcare 
information security management; and the draft ISO 22271 for constructing EMR 
repositories for research.  The academic literature is being continuously reviewed for 
indications of issues that have arisen and lessons learned in the deployment of EMR 
repositories.

Formal and informal interviews have been conducted to support the literature 
reviews.  Medical practitioners and researchers are particularly useful in helping to 
explore current working practice, levels of knowledge and awareness of information 
protection issues and difficulties raised by the legislative and governance requirements.  
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Figure 1. Information Flow and Management in EHR Supported Services

Wider discussions with legal experts, legislators and security experts have helped to 
refine the requirements of protection and policy setting.

There are often examples of the needs of the informatics community at more 
general conferences (particularly MedInfo 2007) and meetings that illustrate concepts 
for tooling and working practices. Further investigation of the protection requirements 
has been undertaken through the practical experience offered by the Clinical eScience 
Framework project [13]. The results of these reviews and discussions have been used to 
establish a set of preliminary requirements for the protection of sensitive data in EMR 
repositories.  These requirements have been refined to model current working best 
practice in managing EMRs and proposed best practice.

2. Results

The reviews and discussions to date have yielded some preliminary conclusions about 
the process of protecting information stored in and shared by EMR repositories.  Figure 
1 illustrates current good practice in terms of managing the storage and retrieval of
EMRs by Archetypes, assuming an EN 13606 or related scenario; the protection 
measures are included in the diagram and are labelled as ‘MANUAL CONTROL’.

The requirements for the protection measures show that there is a need for 
individual patient consent to use the information, but gaining such consent is not a 
scaleable activity, especially in the case of medical research where thousands or 
millions of patients’ records can now be accessed.  The de-identification of patient 
information, where identifying attributes such as names, dates of birth, hospital identity 
numbers and postcodes are removed, is considered by medical ethics practitioners and 
in law to be a reasonable means of assuring some level of confidentiality where consent
cannot be (or is not) gained [14], but it is very hard to facilitate in practice [11]. 
Furthermore, complex patterns of roles and data-uses have started to emerge as the
sharing of medical information in different contexts of use becomes easier.
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Figure 2. Application of knowledge management component for information security control - Secutypes

It is clear that security controls need to be applied to individual data items, and 
those controls need to be asserted based on details about who is accessing the 
information, for what purpose and under what circumstances: when accessing EMR 
repositories for point-of-care uses, there may be consent and governance requirements 
that allow only named clinicians directly responsible for care to access details, whereas 
in the case of research queries an ethics committee may only allow access to data about 
deceased patients where the data has been anonymised or partly anonymised 
(pseudonymised).  

Archetypes allow for the modelling of knowledge about discrete classes of data 
and may also provide a suitable foundation for applying security controls.  There is a 
need to capture the policy specifications for the protection of those discrete data items,
and it is proposed that this can be managed by the construction of a knowledge 
management framework.  Part of the requirements analysis has led to the initial design 
of a new formalism, based on the theory that reusing the information model and 
Archetype approach will meet the protection requirements and policy based controls.
This formalism is known as the Secutype.  The function of the Secutype will be to bind
policy-based control information to Archetypes, and allow that information to be used 
to assert those controls to software tools, some of which will require construction for 
the purpose (a de-identification component, for example).  Figure 2 illustrates where 
Secutypes operate in the management of an EMR.  On the next page, Figure 3 shows 
the structure of a Date of Birth Archetype with the encapsulated data value for the date 
of birth; Figure 4 shows a depersonalisation Secutype with the controlled data values 
that will be released, based on examples of policy that exist in the CLEF project.

An overhaul of existing editing tools for Archetypes will be required to support the 
new Secutype capabilities, and this is being conducted as part of a doctoral work by the
first author. The results of analysing the working patterns of the informatics community
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Figure 3. Date of Birth Archetype Figure 4. Depersonalisation Secutype

are significant: international collaboration on building information models and 
Archetypes appears to be popular and essential based on the work of communities such 
as the openEHR Foundation (www.openehr.org) where commentary by interested 
parties on Archetypes occurs via email.  Another community developing models for the 
United Kingdom National Health Service has adopted a Wiki approach to collaboration 
(see http://www.ehr.chime.ucl.ac.uk/display/nhsmodels/Home), where any party (even 
outside the editing team) is permitted to leave comments in support or criticism of the 
current specification. However the Wiki used is a standard one that does not provide 
editing support for Secutypes in particular.  The planned new Secutype editor uses a 
highly generic model for the capture of definition statements, and a Web application 
that provides a more focussed collaborative, editing environment is being developed 
for this.  The model and application is being created based on the protection 
requirements and the needs of the informatics community already outlined.

After the model and application are completed, it is anticipated that there will be 
issues of practicality when they are applied to EMR systems, particularly when scaled 
to thousands of patients’ records.  These issues and possible solutions will be 
investigated as another part of the doctoral work, where Secutypes will be added to an 
advanced implementation of the EN / ISO 13606 record standard.  Comparisons of 
system performance will be run with the Secutype components enabled and disabled 
across increasing numbers of patient records to discover the impact that Secutypes will 
have: once the practical issues have been established, potential solutions can be 
proposed, implemented and evaluated. Additional future research will explore how 
large, diverse and granular a set of Secutypes is needed within one healthcare 
organization or region. 

3. Conclusions

This paper has proposed that a knowledge management approach is reasonable for the 
assertion of the required policy-based controls, and that a new formalism called 
Secutypes, based on the design principles of information models and Archetypes, can 
be used to capture the required details of policies and facilitate control assertions where 
needed.  The paper has also identified anticipated issues of scalability and performance 
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once the Secutypes are applied to a running EMR, and indicated the proposals of 
further doctoral work on this subject.

Further research will provide a means to share details about security requirements 
for EMRs in the different use environments in which they can operate. A contribution 
of this work is anticipated to be the foundation of a library of Secutypes that might in 
the future facilitate consistent good practice across medical repositories within a nation 
or health system in which most policies ought to be the same. This will also support the 
widespread reuse of controls that already exist for managing access control, audit and 
data integrity, which currently require manual configuration based on a human-
readable policy.  It will allow for modularisation of the security in existing EMR 
servers so that policy can be automatically applied to fine-grained discrete data items, a 
requirement of modern data protection controls. Finally, there will be investigation into 
the performance impact of applying this control mechanism, and whether it is scaleable 
to the millions of patients’ EMRs in the distributed computing environments used for 
large scale, national information technology projects.
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Abstract. e-Health requires the sharing of patient related data when and where 

necessary. Electronic health records promise to improve communication between 

health care providers, thus leading to better quality of patients’ treatment and 

reduced costs. As highly sensitive patient information provides a promising goal 

(e.g., for attackers), there is an increasing social and political pressure to guarantee 

patients privacy. This paper presents the new system PIPE (Pseudonymization of 

Information for Privacy in e-Health), that differs from existing approaches in its 

ability to securely integrate primary and secondary usage of health data.  

Keywords. Privacy, e-health, Security, EPR-CPR-EMR, Smart Cards  

Introduction  

The discussion of privacy is one of the fundamental issues in health care today and a 

trade-off between (i) the patient’s requirement for privacy as well as (ii) the society’s 

need for improving efficiency and reducing costs of the health care system. Electronic 

health records (EHR) were introduced over the past several years as a method for 

improving communication between health care providers and access to data and 

documentation, leading to better clinical and service quality [10]. The EHR promises 

massive savings by digitizing diagnostic tests and images. A study by the non-profit 

research organization Rand Corporation found out that adopting the EHR could result 

in more than $81 billion in annual savings in the US, if 90% of the health care 

providers used it [5]. However, highly sensitive data is stored and handled in 

nationwide or european-wide medical sys-tems that are often available over the Internet 

and hardly protected. As a result of the high sensitivity of medical data and due to an 

almost endless list of security breaches revealing patients’ data (cf. [2]), there is an 

increasing social, legal and political pressure to prevent the misuse of health data.  

It is the patients right to demand privacy, because the disclosure of medical data 

may cause serious problems for the patient. Insurance companies or employers could 

use this information to deny health coverage or employment. Therefore, legal acts 

demand the protection of health data (HIPAA [22], Directive 95/46/EC [6], Article 29 

Working Party [7], Article 8 [3] of the European Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, domestic acts, e.g., the Austrian Data 

Protection Act [15]). This paper evaluates existing privacy enhancing techniques 

(PETs) used for securing medical data and presents a novel approach for granting 

privacy through encrypted pseudonyms and authorization via encryption named PIPE 
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(Pseudonymization of Information for Privacy in e-Health). This new system differs 

from existing approaches in its ability to securely integrate primary and secondary 

usage of health data. By showing new concepts for data sharing, authorization and data 

recovery in case the user loses her access key, it provides a solution to security 

shortcomings of existing approaches.  

1. Background 

The increasing fear of data abuse as well as the need for compliance to the legal de-

mands lead to the development of a variety of techniques for protecting patients’ 

identity and privacy. In order to protect patients’ privacy when using and transferring 

medical records a variety of approaches is currently used (cf. Figure 1 for a comparison 

of existing approaches regarding secondary use):  

• Anonymization (cf. [14,12,21]) is the removal of the identifier from the medi-

cal data. It is realized by deleting the patient’s identification data and leaving 

the anamnesis data for secondary use. As this approach does not establish a 

link be-tween the anonymized data and its associated individual, it is the most 

secure way for granting privacy. Although this approach is often used in 

research projects due to its simplicity, it has the major drawback that primary 

use cannot directly profit from the results made in the research project (e.g., 

patients cannot be in-formed about actual findings such as newly developed 

medical treatment or major changes in the healing progress).  

• Depersonalization (cf. [14]) is a technique similar to anonymization and com-

prises the removal of as much information as needed to conceal the patients’ 

identity.

• Encryption (cf. [17]) assures patients’ privacy by encrypting the anamnesis 

data with the patients’ private key. As medical data tends to be very large (e.g., 

the image size of a x-ray is 6 MB, for a mammogram 24 MB or for a computer 

tomography scan counts up to hundreds of MB) encryption is a highly time-

consuming operation. Beside that, encrypted data cannot be used for research 

projects (secondary use) without explicit allowance by the patient who has to 

decrypt the data and, thus, discloses his identity.  

• Role-based access control (RBAC) (cf. [16]) can be used for restricting the 

data access to authorized persons. However, role-based access control models 

can be by-passed or compromised and persons with administrative roles still 

have un-restricted access to the whole database. Therefore, this technique does 

not pro-vide enough security for protecting sensitive health data, because 

attackers - no matter if working inside the system or getting access from 

outside the system -could get full access to the database including the relations 

between patient’s identifiers and their medical data.  

• Pseudonymization (cf. [11,20,4,8,13,12,19]) allows an association with a 

patient only under specified and controlled circumstances. It is a technique 

where iden-tification data is transformed into a and afterwards replaced by a 

specifier which cannot be associated with the identification data without 

knowing a certain secret. Existing approaches have shortcomings such as the 

concealment of the applied algorithms or the use of centralized patient-

pseudonyms lists. Relying on a list is not secure, because an attacker, who 

gains access to this list, could establish an unauthorized relation between the 
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patient’s identifier and his medical data. Existing approaches also neglect to 

provide efficient and secure fall-back mechanisms for recovering the key in 

order to re-establish access to the data if the patient lost his smart card and 

often depend on a single pseudonym.  

Figure 1. Comparison of existing approaches  

2. Pseudonymization of Information for Privacy in e-Health 

The goal of our architecture is to gain the optimal trade-off between security on the one 

hand and usability and performance on the other hand. PIPE comprises the following 

components: The Storage is divided into two separate storage systems (e.g., databases), 

where one is related to identification data and the other one is related to pseudonymized 

data as well as the associated pseudonym PSN. The central logic (e.g., a server) pro-

vides an interface between the central storage and the clients for the purpose of saving 

and loading the data. Note, that all private keys are identified as e (e.g., the patients’ 

inner private key will be named e’A) and all public keys are denoted with d. The patient 

(A) has full access to his data via the central logic by using his security token (e.g., 

smartcard with a PIN). The patient may provide relatives (B) with his inner private key, 

which will then be encrypted with the relative’s symmetric key. By doing this, the 

relative gets access to all data of the patient, until the patients’ inner private key is 

changed. A health care provider (C) can be authorized by the patient to access a subset 

of his anamnesis datasets. The health care provider may also share one or more entries 

in the pseudonymized database with the patient. The research lab has only access to the 

concealed data CD on the server system via the central logic for the purpose of analysis 

needed for improving the efficiency of clinical trails, the medical treatment, or 

medication. The operator(-team) (O) holds secrets on behalf of the system. This role 

assures that if a patient loses or destroys his smartcard, the access to the system can be 

restored by a team of operators.  
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Figure 2. The Hull Architecture of PIPE  

Figure 2 shows the hull architecture of PIPE. In the most outer layer (user permis-

sions layer) every user possesses a security token (e.g., in our prototype we used smart 

cards as security tokens) to access the secrets of the next inner hull. The anamnesis data 

is stored pseudonymized in the most inner hull (concealed data layer).  

Any medical dataset is associated with one or more unique pseudonyms. As the 

patient is the owner of the data, she is the only person who holds the so-called root-

pseudonym PSN
0
. All other pseudonyms PSN

j
 are disjunct for any patient, health-care-

provider and anamnesis combination. If, for example, two health care providers have 

been authorized to access a specific anamnesis CD, three pseudonyms (PSN
0
, PSN

1
 and 

PSN
2
) exist. All of these pseudonyms are stored encrypted with the particular users’ 

inner symmetric keys, whereas the plain-text medical data is associated with the plain-

text pseudonyms. Thus, the pseudonymization can be reversed by using the patient’s 

inner symmetric KA or any authorized health care provider’s C inner symmetric key K
C
.

To get access to these particular keys, the authorized users’ inner private key has to be 

used. If a patient A shares her secret of the inner hull, she consequently provides access 

to all her data, if not additionally revised by an access control model. We define two 

main roles which may hold an encrypted copy of the patient’s inner hull secret, her 

inner private key e’A. Firstly, a relative B may encrypt the patient’s inner private key 

with her inner public key d’B. Thus, she is also able to decrypt the patient’s inner 

symmetric key, until the patient would change it.  

Secondly, as a user’s smart card may be lost, destroyed, stolen, compromised or 

just worn-out, there is the need to keep a backup of the user’s inner private key, 

because otherwise the user’s data would not be accessible any more. This backup 

keystore has to be secured and protected against fraud. In our prototype we applied 

Shamir’s threshold scheme for securely sharing secrets [18] between a set of operators 

O, who are randomly assigned to hold a part of the users’ secrets. Since users need a 

fall-back mechanism in case they have lost their smart card, operators O hold the users’ 
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inner private keys on behalf of the patient. To avoid misuse of these rights, we applied 

a two-step variant of Shamir’s threshold scheme [18]. Following Shamir, two 

parameters can be defined for sharing a secret, (i) the number of shares n and (ii) the 

amount of shares k, that are necessary to re-establish the certain secret. The higher the 

number of issued shares compared to the number of shares in total, the higher the 

security, assuming the operators are randomly assigned, each holding one share. Of 

course, decrypting operations conducted by humans cause higher costs than performed 

by machines. To decrease the costs for establishing a backup keystore, we propose a 

combination of human operators and machine operators, for example Hardware 

Security Modules. Secure authorizing is another vital function of our system to assure 

that the users are in full control of their actions at any time. If there is for example the 

need to authorize an additional user for an anamnesis, another pseudonym has to be 

linked with the certain anamnesis, which the data owner and the additional user hold 

together.  

3. Conclusions  

Health care providers require the sharing of patient related data (e.g., using EHRs) in 

order to provide efficient patients treatment. The implementation of EHRs does not 

only promises a higher level of service quality for the patients, but also reduces costs 

for social insurance systems and therefore for the society. As highly sensitive and 

personal infor-mation is stored and shared within these highly interconnected systems, 

there is increas-ing political, legal and social pressure to guarantee patients’ privacy. 

This paper gave an overview of the shortcomings of existing approaches, such as their 

dependence on a cen-tralized patient-pseudonyms list, a life-long pseudonym or the 

concealment of the used algorithm. Based on these shortcomings this paper presented a 

secure architecture for the combined primary and secondary usage of health-related 

data. Relying on the encryption of the systems relations, PIPE assures that the patients 

are in full control of their data. The approach provides research organization with data 

for improving medical treatment or clinical paths. The proposed fall-back mechanism 

allows recovering the patient’s secret key in case he lost his smart card. Workflows that 

demand the authorization of one of the systems’ participants demand a the use of a 

secure viewer (cf. [9,1]) in order to guar-antee confidentiality, integrity and non-

repudiation (e.g., that only the intended person is authorized). The information about 

the person that should be authorized must be pre-sented to the user without any 

manipulations (e.g., committed by a man-in-the-middle). Therefore, further research 

will extend our concept by integrating a secure viewer mech-anism and present the 

results of some case studies. The case studies will focus on the integration of our 

concept into existing workflows and systems in the health sector in compliance with 

legal requirements.  
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Mobile Health Requires Mobile Security:
Challenges, Solutions, and Standardization
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Abstract. Extended communication and advanced cooperation in a permanently 
growing healthcare and welfare domain require a well-defined set of security serv-
ices provided by an interoperable security infrastructure based on international and 
European standards. Any communication and collaboration procedure requires a
purpose. But such legal purpose-binding is definitely not the only aspect to care-
fully be observed and investigated. More and more, aspects of security, safety, 
privacy, ethics, and quality reach importance while discussing about future-proof 
health information systems and health networks – regardless whether local, re-
gional or even pan-European networks. During the course of the current paradigm 
change from an organization-centered to a process-related and to a person-
centered health system, different new technologies including mobile solutions 
need to be applied in order to meet challenges arising from both legal and techni-
cal circumstances. Beside the typical Information and Communication Technology 
systems and applications, the extended use of modern technologies includes large 
medical devices like, e.g., MRI and CT but also small devices like sensors worn 
by a person or included in clothing. Security and safety are on top of the priority 
list. The paper addresses the identification of some specific aspects like mobile 
technology and safety when moving both IT and people towards mobile health 
aiming at increasing citizens and patients awareness, confidence, and acceptance 
in future mobile care - a world often still beyond the horizon.

Keywords. eHealth, mHealth, Personal health, security, safety, mobility.

Introduction

Advanced information and communication technology (ICT) solutions are an important 
pre-requisite for establishing today’s integrated care solutions. Disease management 
programs (DMP), public health and surveillance systems, and personal care settings are 
other aspects to be addressed in this context. The ICT infrastructure is hereby a crucial 
part of the organizational infrastructure as such. While the healthcare and welfare sys-
tem undergoes the paradigm change from shared care to personal care, the infrastruc-
ture needs to undergo a similar migration. It’s not 1970s monolithic dinosaur systems, 
it’s not 1980s decentralized systems, and it’s not PC-based application environment 
that may help responding to new challenges. It’s the new world of mobile, and mobiliz-
ing, sensors, devices, services, systems, patients and health professionals. The paper 
aims at addressing mobile health technology security and safety problems.
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1. Current Healthcare Requirements

The healthcare and welfare systems in all countries around the globe are faced with 
similar problems. Citizens and patients express increasing expectations while available 
resources from health funds decrease permanently. In order to cover this funds short-
age, patients are obliged to pay more and more services from their own pocket. For an 
advanced cooperation and collaboration, health networks are established crossing not 
only borders of domains but increasingly also national boundaries. The society experi-
ences a paradigm change from “Shared Care” towards “Personal Care” requiring ad-
vanced communication infrastructures [1]. The care process itself is typically organiza-
tion-centered meaning that all treatment processes are organized by exactly the hospital 
or GP the patient has visited. Information exchange is rather rare in this context. Some 
countries have already started developing a concept of process-oriented care. It’s not a 
single organization; it’s the disease itself that is in the center of processes including 
information storage and exchange. All health professionals involved in patient’s care 
regardless of their affiliation have access to, and provide, case-related medical data 
items. To meet the comprehensive paradigm of Personal Care, care provision needs to 
be further developed towards a patient-centered (or rather person-centered) approach 
moving the citizen into the center of all care processes [2].

This new and enhanced approach needs to invite and incorporate not only health 
professionals and patients (citizens) but also many new stakeholder groups like, e.g., 
health politicians, standardization experts, large as well as medium and small (SME) 
enterprises, professional and citizen associations, chambers, and other organizations. In 
this respect, eHealth is considered advanced and extended health telematics based on 
new telemedical technology requiring an extended communication and collaboration. 
The personal(ized) health (pHealth) provision itself obviously addresses the citizen 
(patient, client, consumer) being moved to the center of all processes requiring an ex-
tended personal and personalized communication among all principals. Mobile health 
(mHealth) fosters processes to be performed in mobile environment meaning that the 
network beside traditional applications and systems increasingly contains mobile com-
ponents (wearable sensors, RFID tags, micro-technology as well as self-organizing 
components and systems). Communication in mHealth is mainly performed in a mobile 
network environment [3].

2. Materials and Methods

So what does mobile mean in this respect? What does mobility mean? Is there a suffi-
cient level of awareness, confidence and acceptance among all principals involved for 
the new levels of health-related security and safety requirements in a speedy world that 
gets more and more mobile? Is there a technology in place that is promising enough to 
fulfill or at least strongly support the advanced mHealth requirements?

2.1. Mobile Technology and Mobile Devices

In the virtual world of mHealth, communication and collaboration partners typically do 
not know each other personally. Increasingly, such communication is performed via 
protocols for the mobile world (e.g. UMTS). One of the basic requirements is that of a 
secure, trustworthy, reliable communication using insecure connection means and 
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media like, e.g., the open and policy-free Internet. Trustworthiness is mainly based on 
technical mechanisms and algorithms providing communication security services such 
as identification, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation of origin (authenticity) and 
receipt, availability and confidentiality as well as application security services such as 
confidentiality, privacy based on privilege management, authorization, access control, 
anonymization, pseudonymization but also integrity, accuracy, accountability, audita-
bility and traceability. Identity management (IDM) is a crucial service for most of the 
aforementioned ones. It includes any actors (persons, organizations, systems, devices, 
etc.). Other infrastructural services needed are policy and role management.

Devices are among the top priorities in advanced mobile environments. There’s 
almost no application area in healthcare and welfare without having applied appropri-
ate mobile devices technology. From emergency to treatment to rehabilitation to home-
care, personal(ized) medical devices consistently help, among others, treating and 
monitoring patients at risk or patients at home (see Figure 1).

Emergency 
Car

Emergency 
Ambulance

Observations 
Investigations

Diagnosis 
Decisions

Monitoring

Further 
Treatment

Reha

Home 
Care

Figure 1. Medical mobile devices apply in almost all treatment phases

Quite often especially in the mobile domain, proprietary solutions, outdated ap-
proaches, and traditional principles are still in routine use for communicating sensitive 
information. The awareness level of principals is not significantly high, so real and 
potential threats and risks are often not addressed. The respective security and risk 
management is therefore quite weak. Standards like ISO/IEC 17799, ISO/IEC 27799 or 
the ISO 27000 family are often not known even by professionals [4], [5].

2.2. Patient and Citizen Requirements

The aspect of an active citizen and patient involvement and patient empowerment in 
the healthcare and welfare processes is an important pre-requisite for achieving the 
success expected by many developed countries. Health cards and other trustworthy and 
secure (personalized) devices do play an important role in this process. They allow 
developing integrated eHealth environments involving health informatics and patient 
integration. Keywords to foster these processes are health card, secure token and de-
vice-related technology but also the role of these tokens and devices in the process of 
patient integration, their security functionality for data, process and actors’ integrity, 
the problems concerning access rights, and related data protection and privacy aspects.

From the aforementioned point of view, healthcare systems will increasingly profit 
from engaged citizens; and engaged patients will have better outcomes. New health 
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policies, increasing patient needs and decreasing health budgets necessitate patient 
empowerment. Patient involvement has to take place at different levels within the 
healthcare process -for example- at the level of care but also at the political level. At 
the level of care, the interest in citizen engagement is presently changing from past 
practices -where patient involvement meant that the patient had to go along with the 
physician’s advice- to a collaborative partnership -where the citizen is considered a real 
partner within the medical workflow. Also at the political level patient group represen-
tatives are increasingly considered valuable partners [6], [7].

2.3. Applied Security Requirements

Secure and reliable communication in a mobile world has applied security require-
ments coming from different viewpoints. The first one is the “traditional” security 
domain. Mobile communications address both communication and application security 
services. But getting mobile definitely brings some important additional requirements 
addressing, i.e., also electrical, mechanical, and personal safety aspects.

Parameters like, e.g., robustness 
and self-adaptability is a major key 
for usability and usefulness in mobile 
terms, as it is power consumption as 
well as availability and distance of 
communication. Mobile devices need 
to be simple, efficient, handy, and 
scalable. They need to be safe from 
electrical, electronic, and personal 
standpoint. Medical mobile devices 
need to address these issues, and 
some other requirements on an even 
higher quality and reliability level.

Figure 2. Mobile Device 
for Iris Scan (Biometrics)

Figure 3. Mobile device for 
Fingerprint Scan

2.4. Technical Security Approaches

Mobile communication requires the same -or at least a similar- level of security as 
ordinary communication using typical infrastructures like LAN or MAN. Thus, mobile 
security solutions can be based on well-known and well-established symmetric (DES, 
3DES, IDEA, AES) and asymmetric (RSA) cryptographic algorithms as well as key 
traditional exchange protocols, e.g., following the Diffie-Hellman approach [8]. On the 
other hand, the specific security aspects of a reliable wireless communication require 
specific modifications in the related protocols, mechanisms, and algorithms. Among 
others, data to be transferred are typically pre-processed and comprised in order to save 
time, bandwidth, and power consumption. Micro-technology is therefore used as one of 
the preferred technologies for advanced security and safety solutions in the context of 
eHealth, pHealth and especially mHealth.
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3. RFID and NFC as a new Chance and Challenge

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) and Near Field Communication (NFC) are 
technical solutions to be applied in healthcare and welfare. Information systems com-
bine ordinary information services with the use of RFID for identifying either goods 
(drugs, tools, tissues, samples) or even persons (health professionals, patients). Data is 
exchanged between passive RFID tag and readers in a few centimeters range.

From the health safety point of view, RFID is considered to possibly cause certain 
health problems. The ubiquitous presence of electromagnetic fields (EMF) is often 
expected to cause effects of electric or thermic nature to biological systems. In reality, 
RFID-related EMF values have a considerably low influence on humans. Side effect, 
however, can appear and shall specifically be considered when pace makers, brain 
stimulators or other implants are applied. In general, health and personal safety are not 
affected by RFID and NFC. Nevertheless, technical solutions need specific healthcare 
and welfare profiles to comprehensively address the health-related safety aspects.

But there’s indeed a problem with RFID as such. Micro-technology is able to de-
liver RFID tags that are small enough to be provided in liquid even without be noticed 
by the persons. This is an application area that combines safety aspects and privacy 
aspects because unexpected and unwanted profiling (tracking) and monitoring will be 
possible which affects the privacy rights of the persons.

Applying technical standards from other domains in eHealth and mHealth is a 
challenging task. The US NIST standard, e.g., aims at describing, among others, the 
applied use of RFID technology in a healthcare environment [9]. Different application 
fields are identified. They cover asset management, tracking, authenticity, matching, 
process control, access control, and payment. So many different domains -applying 
advanced RFID technology- work together forming a supply chain.

4. Discussion of Results and Strategies

Mobile communication often suffers from limited bandwidth. Algorithms pre-process 
and comprise recorded data. Proprietary protocols do have different serious weak-
nesses. New protocols and services like, e.g., WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), WPA2, 
and Bluetooth still base on the family of IEEE 802.1x standards but address some of 
the weak points of the standards themselves and try to overcome the most important 
drawbacks and pitfalls. Adding a real authentication service (RADIUS) allows for 
achieving a security level that is (almost) the same compared with ordinary LAN secu-
rity solutions. The old-fashioned WEP standard is out, WPA und WPA2 address the 
minimum requirements for a secure mobile communication. These tendencies in the 
mobile world have significantly influenced the further development of the IEEE 

Figure 4. Typical size RFID tag Figure 5. RFID tag chip Figure 6. Micro-size RFID tags
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802.11i standard. It’s still a long way to go; the fast application of wireless technology 
(PDA, UMTS, biomedical devices) has by far not reached its final level.

5. Conclusions

Enhancing mobility has a manifold meaning. It’s not just the use of mobile phones for 
health-related purposes, and it’s not just the mobility of both patients and health profes-
sionals. A mobile environment contains self-organizing systems and components along 
with mobile devices, tools, sensors, and much more. Patient empowerment means they 
have to take on their share of responsibility. Citizens have to realize that healthcare is a 
concern of theirs even while they are not in need of it. This means they have to under-
stand the system. Awareness, confidence, and acceptance range high in future care 
settings. Standardized and standards-based mobile technology needs to support these 
processes. Security and safety supports application of new technologies.

The paper addresses awareness of security, safety and quality requirements and so-
lutions in ubiquitous health settings based on the pHealth paradigm. Basic services 
such as ID management and privacy aspects have been discussed, while services such 
as policy bridging a still under development. 
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Abstract. Access control is a key feature of healthcare information systems to 
protect the privacy of patients and to ensure access to information as required by 
healthcare professionals. A problem with many existing access control 
mechanisms is their static nature. In this paper we propose combining workflow 
information from medical guidelines, observations and audit logs to create 
dynamic access rules that are adapted to the actual workings of a hospital. Our aim 
is to help minimize the use of “break the glass” access.
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Introduction

Access control is one of the key features of health care systems. Access control is about 
restricting as well as ensuring access to information. These are two inherently different 
viewpoints. For privacy it is important that access is only granted when there is a 
legitimate need. For availability it is equally (some would argue more) important that 
access is granted to all information required to provide the best possible care. The goal 
of the work presented here is to narrow the gap between these viewpoints, by proposing 
a method for dynamic access control rules that adheres to the actual flow of work and 
responsibilities in a hospital setting. 

1. Access Control Concepts

Access control is about enforcing rules on which operations a user is allowed to 
perform on a resource (eg. information) in a system. There are several different access 
control models. The most common ones are mandatory access control (MAC), 
discretionary access control (DAC), and role-based access control (RBAC) [1]. RBAC 
is the preferred model used in many implemented access control mechanisms in health 
care systems and serves as the foundation for the ideas presented here.
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1.1.Role Based Access Control

The concept of Role Based Access Control [1] has gained increasing popularity over 
the last decade. In RBAC a set of roles is created that corresponds to job functions in 
an organisation. Each role consists of a set of access rules. Rather than assigning access 
rules directly to a user, a user is linked to the role and thus has all the access rules 
associated with that role. Several users may be assigned to the same role, and one user 
may take more than one role. A typical RBAC role in a health care system would be 
that of a nurse. The nurse role consists of access rules that correspond to the 
information access a nurse needs to perform his job.

The main advantages of RBAC are ease of administration, flexibility, and 
scalability.  RBAC is considered a good fit when there are considerably fewer roles 
than employees in an organisation. When a new nurse is hired there is no need to create 
a specific access profile for him – he can simply be assigned to the existing nurse role. 
This scales well as it is easy to add more nurses as an organisation grows, and it is 
flexible because changing the access rules for all nurses only requires changing one 
role.

Some health care systems [2] combine a role with the user’s place of work to make 
access decisions. In short, this means that a nurse only has access to users that are 
currently admitted to the ward where he works. Dynamic RBAC is extended to assign 
roles temporarily, according to work shifts or work processes.

1.2.Optimistic security

In [3] Povey proposes the concept of optimistic security. The key feature in an 
optimistic security mechanism is the use of retrospective control. There are no access 
rules that are enforced when a request is made. The concept relies on the ability of 
someone to examine the logs later and determine if the access was legitimate. Auditing 
and traceability therefore are keys to enforcing optimistic security. Povey argues that 
optimistic security is well suited for systems such as healthcare where there may be 
situations when a user needs to exceed his normal privileges.

Optimistic security exists in many healthcare systems as a “break the glass” 
mechanism intended to be used in emergency situations. A study [2] has looked into 
use of the “break the glass” mechanism in a system where normal access control is 
enforced as a combination of role and workplace as explained earlier. In the study audit 
data was collected for one month’s use of the system at eight hospitals. The study 
found that 54% of the patients admitted in this time period had their record accessed 
using the “break the glass” mechanism. Out of all accesses made in this period, 17% 
were performed using the “break the glass” mechanism. These findings strongly 
suggest that the rather static approach to access rules (role and ward) does not perform 
very well in a dynamic hospital setting. 

The 17% accesses resulted in almost 300 000 entries in the audit logs. The study 
also found that there were no automatic audit analysis tools in place. The amount of 
audit trails and the absence of tools make the task of analyzing audit trails for 
retrospective control impossible. A condition for optimistic security to work, is that the 
amount of use is minimal so manual review is realistic.

In health care there will always be situations where availability of information is 
crucial and “break the glass” mechanisms are needed. One example is emergency 
situations when there is no time to properly register the patient in the administrative 
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systems, which often is a requirement for normal access rules to apply. The goal is 
therefore not to completely eliminate the use of “break the glass”, but to reduce the use 
to an amount where it is feasible to perform retrospective control. One approach 
towards this goal is developing access control mechanisms that are better adapted to the 
actual workings of a hospital and are dynamic in the sense that they are able to change 
and adapt as situation and context change. We will explore this idea further in this 
paper. 

1.3.Dynamic access control – related work

As stated earlier, a problem with many access control rules in health care is the “define 
once – use always” approach and the lack of dynamic properties and adaptability. 
Several extensions to RBAC have been proposed to include dynamic properties. 
Examples include role delegation [4] and context-sensitivity [5]. Role delegation
allows a user to delegate her role to another user to transfer responsibilities either 
permanently or time-limited. In the proposed context-sensitive RBAC models, context 
is used to activate and deactivate roles. A user may have a large pool of assigned roles 
and only a subset of these may be activated at any given time. Context properties may 
be used to regulate the activation of a role. E.g info about work schedule may be used 
to activate roles depending on time and place of work. 

Though some propositions have been made on how to make RBAC more dynamic, 
a discussion of exactly what properties or values may be used remains. In the 
remainder of this paper we propose combining established best practices (medical 
guidelines), collected observational data, and audit data to learn patterns of information 
used in healthcare and apply these patterns to create access control rules that will help 
minimise use of «break the glass» access.

2. Workflow knowledge

Medical guidelines, work plans, observed behaviour, and audit data all contain 
information about workflow in healthcare. While medical guidelines are the idealised 
version of the medical activities related to a problem, observational and audit data 
reflects what actually happens [6]. Moreover, guidelines do seldom assign roles or 
resources. However, by combining theses sources of knowledge we can create a 
coherent view of enacted workflows in healthcare, with an emphasis on information 
access requirements that may be utilized for access control.
In this section we discuss medical guidelines, observation data and audit logs 
separately and provide motivational examples of how this information may be used for 
access control purposes. 

2.1.Medical Guidelines

A medical guideline (MG) for a given diagnosis contains information about best 
practice course of treatment developed by experts in the field. Guidelines may exist 
both as an informal collection of information and in a more formalised, structured 
manner. MGs often include temporal and event information that implies information 
needs that may be utilized for access control purposes.
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An example of a guideline for treatment and observation of Gestational Diabetes 
Mellitus (GDM – a form of diabetes found in pregnant women), encoded in the Asbru
language for computer-interpretable medical guidelines, is available at [7]. Use of the 
guideline is initiated if a glucose tolerance test in the third trimester shows a blood 
sugar level between 140 and 200 mg/dl. The guideline consists of three main parts: 
glucose monitoring, nutrition, and insulin therapy.

The Asbru guideline for GDM contains both temporal and contextual information 
that may be used for access control:

• Periodic information needs: visits to physician while under treatment every 1-
4 weeks (specific value set for a patient). The EPR does not need to be 
accessible to the physician in-between visits.

• Events that trigger information needs: when blood sugar readings are too high 
the patient needs to visit her physician and review treatment. The patient 
record should be made accessible to the physician when too high readings 
occur. 

2.2.Observational data – empirical grounding of guidelines

Guidelines are constructed by experts and represent idealized treatment processes –
what is expected to happen given a diagnosis. In reality, each patient and care process 
is unique; furthermore, a complex problem will require that different guidelines are 
combined. A guideline may serve as a starting point, but will often need to be adapted 
to the specific situation at hand. In [6] the authors discussed how to use methodical 
observations of clinical care situations to improve guideline implementation. 

An observational study was carried out in the summer of 2005. Two medical 
students observed clinicians at work in the pre-rounds meeting and ward rounds. They 
took detailed notes of who were present, the subject of discussion (patient), information 
sources (written/electronic and oral), and specifics about what type of information was 
used. In each observation session they followed one clinician and from her viewpoint 
they noted who else were present and what role they had in the situation. We have 
reviewed these data to construct an example of how observational data may be used to 
create patterns of information\needs, shown in Figure 1.

Due to space limitations, Figure 1 shows only the first few interactions in the pre-
visit meeting, but it is sufficient to serve our purpose as an illustrative example. In this 
case they are discussing patient NN. The patient is new to the doctor so the nurse fills 
him in on some background info. Several information sources are used – some are 
paper-based (the patient list and the patient chart) and some are computer-based 
information systems (the electronic patient record (EPR) and the radiology imaging 
system (IDS)). The figure illustrates communicative acts between the actors present 
and the actors and the information sources they use. Roles are used to label the actors. 
This figure illustrates how observation may be used to uncover information needs in 
specific situations with a specific diagnosis (in this case heart failure), and link these to 
roles. Though not shown in Figure 1, the observational data shows that the diagnosis 
changes as test are being done and test results received and reviewed, as is very 
common. Through observational studies we can examine these transitions and study
transfer of responsibilities and access requirements related to this.
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Figure 1 – Information needs in pre-rounds meeting

Even if observations provide real-world examples that may be collected over time, 
generalized, and used to improve guidelines, they still only give us a relatively high-
level view. To complete this picture and get detailed and accurate information about 
information accessed and actions performed, we turn to the audit logs.

2.3.Usage patterns from audit logs

Most health care systems keep complete history; of changes in information and of user 
actions. The purpose is to always be able to roll back to a previous state, and to have 
complete traceability. This means that there exist audit logs with very detailed traces of 
user actions: the user's role at the time, what information was accessed, for which 
patient and what actions were performed [2]. From these audit logs it is possible to 
create generalized usage patterns per role. If a system allows “break the glass” access, 
it is also common to require the user to provide a reason for doing so and keep a log of 
these reasons as well [2]. We suggest utilizing this information for access control by:

 1. Examine the reasons for using “break the glass” – any reasons that occur often 
should be considered as candidates for inclusion in the access control rule set.

 2. Look for common usage patterns that describe workflows inwards. Examples 
include:
Temporal patterns

If action X occurs – then action Y occurs within Z time.
Responsibility patterns

If action X is performed by Role A – then action Y is performed by role B.
Location patterns

If action X is performed at ward 1 – then action Y is performed at ward 2.
Situation patterns

Role X is in situation S in a guideline, and requires specific information.
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3. Discussion

“Break the glass” access is necessary to handle unexpected situations, but it constitutes 
a security risk and may be misused. The ideas presented here aim at minimizing the 
need for glass-breaking and making retrospective control feasible. 

In access control, the main concern is privacy, where access should only be 
granted to the information required by an actor in any situation. Clinicians may well 
disagree with this from the viewpoint that it is better to have broad access. In this paper 
we therefore suggest an approach to access control that combines guidelines and 
learning from observations and logs. The goal is to take another step towards the goal 
of having access mechanisms that support the work of care providers, while protecting 
the privacy of patients.
The approach presented here is not another “do once – use forever approach”. It is 
fundamental to this idea that observing, learning, and improving should be a 
continuous process, allowing access rules to adapt to a dynamic, ever-changing 
environment.

4. Conclusion and future work

In any clinical situation, the information about a patient can be ordered along a 
continuum from highly relevant, via interesting, to irrelevant, and at the other extreme; 
illegal according to laws of privacy. Being able to sort correctly may mean life and 
death. The main problem facing today’s busy clinician is avoiding irrelevant 
information and at the same time getting access to relevant information. In this 
perspective, relevance ranking and access control depend on the same knowledge about 
situation, role, guideline, and care process. We believe that optimistic access control, 
based on analysis and learning from practice as intended and as enacted, is a first step 
towards both effective relevance ranking and optimal access control.
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Abstract. The developing of innovative solutions in the emerging eHealth market 
requires strong economic efforts which may be justified only in presence of 
particularly suitable boundary conditions. Among the factors retained of primary 
importance for the development of eHealth, a correct approach to id-management
is unanimously considered fundamental. Three  keywords in the id-management 
context appear particularly important: standardization, security and safety. 
Standardization may contribute to increase the size and duration of the eHealth 
market, while security and safety may encourage all the stakeholders to trust in a 
appropriate and safe management of all the very sensitive personal data involved 
in the eHealth applications. The aim of the present paper is analyzing some 
security and safety issues in eHealth from the particular prospective of the identity 
management and standardization. The paper highlights the mission of the EU 
funded “BioHealth” project whose mission is to increase the stakeholders’ 
knowledge about existing and emerging standards in eHealth with particular 
reference to identity management [1].

Keywords: eHealth, Security, Safety, Ethics, Biometrics, RFID, Standardization

Introduction

The healthcare and welfare domains, in both developed and developing countries, are 
turning towards an extended interaction among different stakeholders. A significant 
part of this intense communication consists of very sensitive personal information and, 
therefore, appropriate measures have to be adopted to protect data.  If patients are not 
confident that their data will be acquired, transmitted and stored in a secure and 
confidential way, they will not be forthright and reveal accurate and complete 
information. On the other side, if healthcare providers themselves are not confident that 
the organization responsible for the management of the records will keep them secure 
and confidential, they will probably limit the disclosure of data. Having assessed that 
security and privacy represent two fundamental factors in eHealth, there are other 
issues that play important roles, with particular reference to id-management procedures 
which represent one of highest level key factors of eHealth. 
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Many experts suggest that biometrics and RFID (Radio Frequency Identifiers), 
will find always more a proactive integration with eHealth but, on the other way, some 
concerns regarding the safety these technologies are raised. For example, in some 
particular contexts, despite of the large and growing diffusion, iris recognition give 
sometimes rise to suspects for a potential damage of the eyes and the same RFID 
identifiers are under investigation because of the electromagnetic pollution. Sticking to 
the existing safety standards and informing the users of a perfect compliance may 
represent a valid answer to the concerns.

1. Materials and methods

Advanced concepts of eHealth place the citizens in the focus of a net-centric 
architecture in which the peripheral is represented by cards and tokens that can bear 
medical data, improve accessibility to information on services and data, or just serve as 
authentication token. Since they enable a high-level healthcare data and services access 
and provision, aspects like security, safety, ethics as well as underlying and supporting 
technologies need to be clearly addressed before establishing a technical solution. The 
preferred way to deal with the future challenges of modern healthcare requirements 
shall be a well-balanced combination of mobile personalized security devices and 
advanced health networks for both information and services provision. The identity 
management for all principals (persons, systems, applications, devices, components, 
etc.) is the key for all further security and safety services. Thus, concepts of security, 
safety, privacy, quality, and ethics play an important role in the framework of advanced 
health services. Technologies like biometrics, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
and Near Field Communication (NFC) are able to technically support the legal, 
political, and social requirements for such advanced healthcare and welfare service 
provision [2], [3], [4].

2. Security and safety requirements

The security requirements in the medical area, technically speaking, are not particularly 
different from those required in other domains. Apart from a very demanding and 
dynamic privilege management and access control policy, medical and health 
applications (like in hospital, diagnostic images, laboratory information systems, 
General Practitioners office software and many other software solutions) base their 
security functions’ provision on available proper mechanism and algorithms for 
authentication (identification and verification), identity management, confidentiality, 
integrity as well as availability and accountability [5], [6]. Additionally, aspects related 
to mechanical, electrical and electromagnetic safety, and play a crucial role in eHealth 
because safety of patients overrules virtually any other legislation, both in normal and 
emergency operations. Every technology applied in healthcare needs to strictly and 
comprehensively address these security and safety requirements derived, e.g., from 
respective legislation and ethical rules [4].
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Figure 1.  The eHealth “Good Practices” Triangle 

2.1. Security requirements towards advanced technologies

Security technologies are frequently used for enabling trustworthy communication and 
application security services [5]. With reference to Object Management Group 
(OMG)’s definition of “principal” [7] a basic security principle reflects a certified 
binding of a principal to its electronic unique identifier or assigned properties, rights 
and duties, also called attributes of that principal. Application security services deal 
with authorization and access control to data and functions. Besides, they also cover 
accountability of principals, audit track and auditing of these principals and services 
ensuring integrity, confidentiality of data and functions. Communication security 
services concern the identification, authentication, and verification of communicating 
principals. In an end-to-end secure communication environment (object security), these 
services are used for authentication and control of access rights of principals 
communicating as well as integrity, authenticity, confidentiality, and accountability 
including non-repudiation of origin, receipt, and information exchanged. For such 
security objects, security-aware principals are needed [2], [5].

Integrity and confidentiality of communicated data may also be provided at a 
system level transparent to the application and to the user following, but not requiring, 
the user’s awareness for those security measures (channel security). Another important 
requirement for both communication and application security concerns the availability 
of information and services. More information regarding the different security 
categories, services, and underlying mechanisms can be found in [5], [6].

2.2. Safety Requirements towards Advanced Technologies

In the development of advanced technologies particular attention should be paid to 
safety requirements. With reference to the e-health context a specific interest is 
represented by some authentication devices such as biometric sensors or RFID.

2.3. Safety Requirements in Identity Management

There are two main sources of concerns for safety in the domain of the biometric 
authentication. The first is represented by the possibility of being infected touching the 
sensors (e.g. hand-geometry or even fingerprint readers). Even if this possibility may 
be considered equivalent to that arising in touching a door knob or a telephone, it is 
anyway true that hospitals represent high-risk locations. Hospital-acquired infections 
(HAIs), also known as healthcare associated infections, encompass almost all clinically 
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evident infections that do not originate from a patient's original admitting diagnosis [8]. 
Nosocomial infections are caused by viral, bacterial, and fungal pathogens. Therefore 
also the use of a sensor may result in a potential exposure to risk.

Other concerns may arise from the use of biometric sensors which use the eye as a 
source of information. Iris recognition systems use LED (Light Emitting diodes) which 
diffuse near-infrared light (NIR) to improve iris detail with dark irises. Unlike UV, IR 
does not have the energy to produce photochemical damage but NIR illuminators may 
pose safety issues since the eye does not respond to NIR and does not protect itself as 
with visible light by means of pupil contraction, avoidance or blinking.

As it attains safety standards or iris recognition systems, LED Eye Safety 
Standards apply and therefore the following standards and regulations (for references 
see the respective organizations’ homepages):

• ANSI Z136.1 “Safe Use of Lasers”
• American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) 

'Threshold Limits Values', 1994
• ICNIRP (1996) laser guidelines for exposure limits (ELs)
• IEC / EN 60825-1
• International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection. Guidelines 

on limits for laser radiation of wavelengths between 180 nm and 1,000 mm. 
Health Phys. Defined in 71:804–819; 1996

• International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection. Revision of 
guidelines on limits for laser radiation of wavelengths between 400 nm and 
1,400 nm. Defined in Health Phys. 2000

While biometrics is used for persons, RFIDs have a primary role in e-health since 
they improve dramatically the identifications and traceability of materials. Some 
concerns because of the pollution induced and some documents highlight the necessity 
of further investigation. Main safety standards for RFID are:

• EN55022 Class A equipment (EN61000-6-3:2001) for emissions
• EN61000-6-2:2001 for industrial immunity
• EN60950:2000 safety standard for Information Technology Equipment

3. Technical Challenges and Solutions for Security and Quality

Healthcare does not allow any kind of compromise in terms of confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, accountability, authenticity or reliability and therefore require an 
particularly safe management of data since, compromising the rating of a hospital’s IT 
assets, is very likely to have an unfavorable impact, including the risk of a significant 
financial loss. Consequently, there is an increasing and critical need to protect 
information and to manage the security of information and communication systems.

While the original motivation for introducing IT security measures has often been 
security enhancements, appropriate security solutions also offer substantial potential 
for cost savings and for accomplishing new business opportunities. The ISO/IEC 20000 
standard benchmarks the capability of organizations in delivering managed services, 
measuring service levels and assessing performance. The implementation of ISO/IEC 
20000 will reduce operational exposure to risk, meet contractual and tendering 
requirements, demonstrate service quality and deliver the best possible service. 
Accordingly it can result in cost savings for users, large or small organizations as well 
as increased productivity and improved customer service. Regarding software asset 
management, the implementation of  “ISO/IEC 19770-1:2006, Information technology 
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– Software asset management – Part 1: Processes”, enables organizations to benchmark 
their capability in delivering services, measuring service levels and assessing 
performance. Until now the application of these business processes has been arbitrary, 
and relatively few organizations have been able to implement a comprehensive 
software asset management strategy with the potential of massive savings in license 
costs and maintenance fees.

4. Discussion of Results and Strategies

Although everyone recognizes the importance of sticking to standards in the design of 
eHealth applications, its intrinsic interdisciplinarity represents an evident factor of 
complexity. Moreover, even if all stakeholders of a project have a sufficient knowledge 
of the technical and standardization domains, some aspects, such as privacy related or 
ethical issues are difficult to approach both due to their uncertain boundaries both 
because of the different perception at the international level. In the course of the 
BioHealth project, such aspects have been clearly individuated but, at the same time a 
certain difficulty has emerged in promoting standards in eHealth. Three major issues 
seem to have priority: (i) make a selection in the domain of stakeholders to find the 
most appropriate ones for the relevant application, (ii) adopt user-friendly approach, 
such a as multimedia (video, animation, simulation, etc.) to highlight the benefits of 
standardization, and (iii) propose a centralized approach, at a EU level, to manage the 
identity management problems concerning technical and ethical issues [3], [4], [5].

5. Conclusion and outlook

A reliable and secure identification is the basis for all advanced security and safety 
concepts. This is particularly true for health information systems and applications 
which require an empowerment of all parties (principals) requiring a secure and 
trustworthy way of communication and collaboration. Moreover they depend strongly 
on common acceptance which, in its turn, is strictly correlated to privacy and ethical 
issues [8], [9], [10].

Different technologies including biometrics and RFID, allow for guaranteeing 
high-level security and safety services addressing proper identification of both human 
beings and goods but diffusion of standards in these fields is still away from a 
satisfactory level. Projects such as BioHealth, promoting the knowledge and 
dissemination of standards, may be extremely useful in supporting eHealth applications 
but, at the same time, they often require a time frame that exceeds the duration of the 
project.
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Brunel University, UK

Abstract. This paper describes the process and outcome of the efforts to develop a 
new standard for Personal Health Data (PHD) based on the existing 11073 family 
of standards for medical devices. It identifies the requirements for a standard that 
is to be applied to small devices with limited resources of processor, memory and 
power and that will use short range wireless technology. It describes how existing 
components of 11073, such the Domain Information Model and nomenclature 
have been used and adapted to create the new standard.

Keywords: Standards, telehealth

Introduction

The 11073 family of standards for medical devices [1, 2, 3] has existed for many years 
but its use has been limited. This has variously been explained, but that it was designed 
for plug and play for intensive care unit (ICU) devices has been a major influence. 
Such devices normally are mains powered, are connected to wired networks and have 
high quality processing capability. The protocol, based on OSI, is often criticized as 
being heavyweight and complex. In its current form, it did not appear appropriate to be 
used as the basis of a new standard for personal health data (PHD) devices. However, 
with the expected rapid increase in the demand for health devices in the home with 
capability to communicate results, a standard capable of operating in this environment 
is essential. 

The 11073 family of standards is partitioned into a set of standards covering the 
many aspects of communicating the semantics of medical data from device to manager. 
This includes a Domain Information Model (DIM), nomenclature, device 
specializations, device behavior, communication transports, and communication 
protocol. The 11073 family of standards has also acted as an umbrella for medical 
device standards.
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1. Background

1.1 The IEEE 11073 PHD Working Group

The IEEE 11073 PHD Working Group (WG) was established to develop a new medical 
standard that would be used for the typical PHD device. It was accepted that any new 
standard would need to be implemented within the limited resources of such devices. It 
was also expected that the standard would align with current developments in the 
Bluetooth SIG and USB SIG to develop health profiles. The work group has set the 
task to develop a common base protocol that will work with an initial set of seven 
device specializations (pulse oximeter, pulse/heart rate, blood pressure, thermometer, 
weighing scale, health/fitness and blood glucose).

1.2. The Standards Process

Initially four proposals were submitted to the group for consideration as a basis for the 
standard. However no one proposal satisfied all the requirements and a process to 
develop a combined proposal was adopted. This included identifying a template of a set 
of minimum requirements, a set of preferred requirements, and a set of mandatory 
behavior. Proposals were compared and strengths of each identified to inform the final 
proposal.

The final proposal was mainly based on the 11073 standard but included important 
changes to accommodate the resource requirements of PHD devices and to incorporate 
advantageous characteristics of the other protocols.

2. The Protocol

2.1.  Protocol Overview

The work of the IEEE PHD 11073 is defined by the framework as shown in figure 1. 
The overall task is concerned with defining the protocol at layer 7. The transports 
which provide layers 1-6 are defined elsewhere and are outside the scope of the work 
of the group, although there is close liaison with groups such as Bluetooth SIG to 
ensure compatibility. However note that the group has set an objective to make the 
protocol transport agnostic.

The existing 11073 standard uses OSI layer 7 and utilizes existing functionality of 
CMISE and ROSE. It was quickly apparent that an optimized exchange protocol was 
required. This would provide the same functionality as OSI layer 7, but implement it in 
a lightweight fashion, eliminating any redundant features, and be fully defined in the 
new standard 20601, which would simplify implementation. 
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2.2. Domain Information Model (DIM)

The existing DIM of 11073 was used, but it was simplified for PHD devices by 
constraining the scope of the model and restricting and flattening the hierarchy. 
Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN.1) is used to describe the model, and this may also 
form the basis of definitions of data structures for other languages.

The current optimized DIM for the PHD has five objects: the Medical Device 
System (MDS); the Numeric; the Real Time Sampled Array (RT-SA); the scanner; and 
the persistent metric store (PM-Store). The MDS has as attributes all the information 
pertaining to the device and its operational status, such as unique device ID, device 

Figure 2.  Optimized PHD DIM. Figure 3.  Fixed and Variable Data Formats.

Figure 1.  Overview of the IEEE PHD 11073 Framework.
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configuration, and time functions. Attributes also contain product specification in text 
form. Attributes may be determined by using the GET method defined in 20601.

Numeric objects relate to the physiological parameters and have as attributes the 
mechanism to obtain an observed value and its status such as units and the timestamp. 
The numeric object is defined to permit intermittent observations to be reported. 
Observations may be reported using four methods: the manager may make a specific 
request for currently available data; the manager may request data to be reported as 
they become available for a specified time; the manager may request data to be 
reported as they become available for an unbounded period of time; the agent may send 
an unsolicited observation. The RT-SA is optimized to report an array of observed 
values as a single data transmission, which reduces protocol overhead and would be 
used for real time streams with high data rate and requiring low latency, such as the 
plesythmogram.

The protocol is further optimized by allowing for fixed and variable format of data 
transmission (figure 3). In variable format, each observation carries its attribute ID, the 
length of the entry and the numeric value. If a stream of observations is established, 
each having the same attributes, then the common attributes can be defined in advance 
of the transmission so that only the values need to be reported each time. This is 
common attribute list is defined as the Observed-Value-Map is applied to each set of 
values reported and will reduce the transmission burden. The idea is further extended to 
the concept of defining standard devices with standard configuration. In this case there 
may be no need to define the Observed-Value-Map in advance, so reducing 
transmission burden during association further. A device may define itself as 
supporting extended functionality and use the variable format to allow flexibility.

The scanner object provides an optimized mechanism to report the observed values 
and attributes of several objects. It extends further the concepts of the attribute map of 
figure 3 to include the attribute maps of several objects in an optimized format.

The PM-Store has been provided to store large amounts of data whenever the agent 
operates without connection for later retrieval. To suit simple agents, the PM-Store is 
designed with only two levels of hierarchy, so that there can be multiple PM-Segments 
within multiple PM-Stores. This simple model should be able to model most practical 
situations. The PM-Segment is accessed to retrieve the actual data using PM-Store 
actions. Each PM-Segment contains a homogeneous set of elements, and multiple PM-
Segments may be used to model and store different aspects of the data of a device.

The Medical Device Encoding Rules (MDER) [3] are used to convert ASN.1 
structures to binary transmissions. Although essentially the same as DER, they apply 
some optimizations to the protocol by having fixed size coding and removing some of 
the features, and so aligns with the needs of PHD devices. Note that network byte is big 
endian.

2.3. Communication Model

The communication layers have been assumed to be a point to point link and provide 
the mechanism to transfer data from peer to peer device. It is further assumed that 
whenever the transport indicates a connection, the state machine (figure 4) moves to the 
connected state and the agent is placed in the unassociated state. The agent will initiate 
the association between itself and the manager by issuing an association request and 
will enter the associating state. The association request will contain configuration ID 
and allow the manager to determine if it should accept the request and if it already has 
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configuration information from an earlier association. If the manager does not have 
configuration information it must request that configuration information is sent by the 
agent prior to entering the operating state. The configuration information sent by the 
agent will include information on the objects in the device and a handle number by 
which they may be accessed. This step is bypassed if the configuration is already 
known and assumed unchanged. Manager and agent will then enter the operating state. 
An association release and its response will take manager and agent back to the 
unassociated state, and this is the preferred method to disconnect devices.

3. Conclusion

The IEEE PHD WG has focused on producing a protocol for medical devices that is 
optimized for low capability agents that have limited resources of processing power, 
memory and power for communication. It has reduced the size and complexity of the 
existing 11073 standard by reducing the data transmission sizes through defining a 
lightweight application layer, removing the session and presentation layers of OSI, and 
making assumptions of the transport layer. The DIM has been constrained and its 
hierarchy flattened to create simplified models more appropriate to PHD devices. An 

Figure 4.  Association State Machine.
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optimized reconnection protocol can remove the need to transmit the configuration of 
an agent already known to a manager or for standard devices. The protocol aligns with 
the existing DIM and utilizes the existing nomenclature to leverage the 11073 
standards and to provide a framework for extensibility. At this time the standards are 
currently draft status.
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Abstract. In this paper a unified method for integration of departmental systems 
into the main systems of a healthcare organization is described. The approach is 
based on combining Business Process Modeling (BPM) and Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) methods and technologies. A top-down approach is used for 
modeling the care process and supporting care services which in turn are 
decomposed down to such a level of granularity that they can be described and 
implemented as web services described with Web Services Description Language 
(WSDL) documents. Then a bottom-up approach is used for wrapping the existing 
departmental systems and their interfaces into web services using Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB). Finally the orchestration of the services is described using 
executable Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) code.

Keywords. Modeling, Process, EPR-CPR-EMR, Interfaces, Systems architecture,
Clinical information systems, Application Integration, Service Oriented 
Architecture, Enterprise Service Bus

Introduction

The core applications of most healthcare organizations are patient administration 
systems (PAS) and electronic patient record (EPR) systems. In addition to them, 
applications which are used within clinical departments for some specific purposes 
such as diagnostics are increasingly and rapidly emerging. These applications need 
patients´ demographic data and they produce resulting data of examinations performed 
to the patients. Today most of these departmental systems are not well integrated into 
the PAS or EPR resulting in a need to re-enter the data or inability to share the resulting 
notes and images in digital format. Healthcare organizations need to integrate the 
departmental systems with the core systems of the organizations in order to support the 
care processes and flow of information. The integration solution should be reusable and 
unified to save costs and to speed up the integration efforts. Approaches such as Health 
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Level Seven (HL7) messages and Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) documents 
[1] are often not used in a uniform way or their focus has been to integrate applications 
between organizations.

1. Methods

This work was conducted to support the emergent integration needs of departmental 
systems within the hospital district of Satakunta in Finland in collaboration with the 
SerAPI project of University of Kuopio [2, 3]. The practical approach taken for this 
task combined a top-down modeling of care process and service processes based on 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [4] with a bottom-up approach which wraps the 
applications to web services using an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [5]. Such an 
approach is necessary to enable the improvement of care processes while also utilizing 
the information and functionality of existing systems [3]. 

2. Results

2.1. Workflow of a department using a departmental system

The objective was to develop a unified approach for the integration of departmental 
systems in the hospital. The endoscopy department and their Endobase system were 
chosen as the pilot project. More than ten other systems to be integrated were also 
analyzed, such as Retinal Image Screening, Dermatology, Audiogram, ECG etc. The 
common need for all the departmental systems was identified: The patient data should 
come automatically from the PAS to the departmental system and the resulting data of 
the examination should go automatically from the departmental system into the EPR.

The conclusion was that there is a need for an abstraction layer on top of the actual 
systems which would hide their technical details and give a unified interface for 
transferring patient data from PAS into the departmental system and resulting data out 
of the departmental system into EPR. 

2.2. Care processes and care services

A service in SOA can be a process, a sub-process or a process step [4]. The aim was to 
model and decompose the processes and services down until such a level of granularity 
that the services can be implemented as web services [3]. Using this top-down 
approach the process depicted in Figure 1 was modeled. 
In the model the care process is the most central process of the hospital, and contains 
only such steps that are related to the actual care. The model is a generic one and 
covers all the different specialties and patient cases [6]. The customer of the process is 
the patient. The owner of the process is the doctor in charge of the unit. The instance of 
the process (an episode of care) is triggered by an event which is the arrival of a 
referral or the arrival of the patient for emergency care. 

The care process is a consumer of several care services which can be invoked in 
any step within the care process. The service requests are made by the doctor in charge 
of the patient. Typical services are diagnostic tests or examinations such as lab tests, 
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radiology examinations, endoscopy examinations etc. Typical services are also orders 
for treatment such as medication, surgery operations, therapies etc. Not so evident 
services include logistical arrangements such as visit to an outpatient clinic, episode 
within a ward or an appointment for an endoscopy examination. In this last case the 
requestor of the service may be actually the same doctor as the provider of the service. 

Figure 1. Care process and care services

These care services consist of process steps which are executed according to a 
predefined logic and which may invoke other services. An example of a service which 
is relevant for the purpose of integrating departmental systems is an examination 

service. In the abstract model all requests for examinations are served by this 
examination service. In the example it invokes the endoscopy service although all the 
other examinations may be invoked in a similar fashion. The endoscopy service returns 
the results of the examination which in turn are delivered to the electronic patient 
record by invoking the EPR service.

2.3. Modeling Web Services

The model has reached the level of granularity where identifying potential web 
services, their operations and messages can be started. Potential web services are 
shown in Figure 2 using an interaction diagram.

A web service (box) in Figure 2 corresponds to a pool in the BPMN model. A web 
service contains operations which are shown beneath the service. An operation sends a 
message to another service or receives a message from another service as described 
with the arrows between the services. 

The web services were described using WSDL (Web Services Description 
Language) documents. WSDL defines abstractions of services, their operations and 
messages and a binding to a concrete protocol and network address as an endpoint 
providing the services.
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On this level different types of services and their realizations using different 
applications and systems can be identified. 

• Care Service is a notification type service. It is implemented on top of the 
existing PAS so that whenever a request for an examination is entered into the 
PAS this service will send a notification message containing that request.

• EPR Service is an entity-centric service. It provides operations for reading, 
querying and managing patient records. The example displays only one one-
way operation for receiving result data from examinations to be included in 
the EPR. These services are implemented on top of the existing EPR system.

• Endoscopy Service is a task-centric service which is implemented on top of 
the existing Endoscopy application. It receives requests for examinations and 
asynchronously returns their results when they are ready. Modeling the 
endoscopy system as a web service helps to avoid the double data entry which 
is done today. Other departmental systems can be modeled in a similar fashion 
to provide a unified way for their integration.

• Examination Service is a service whose function is to orchestrate the 
invocation of other services in order to carry out the examination and store its 
results. This orchestration service is implemented with BPEL (Business 
Process Execution Language) code executed at run time using a BPEL Engine.

BPEL code defines the partners and their roles participating in the orchestration 
and also the process execution logic. A modeling tool was used to generate the initial 
BPEL code based on the WSDL descriptions and the straightforward logic of the 
Examination Service process.

2.4. Implementing Web Services

After modeling a unified way to send the request for an examination and related 
patient data to the departmental system and later to receive the results of that 
examination, there is one remaining question to be solved: How can the differences in 
protocols and formats of the various departmental systems be hidden? A middleware 
solution which will help us in this question is called the ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) 
[5]. In this case it provides the following functionality:
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1. It provides the web service endpoints described with the WSDL documents using 
the addressed locations, operations and messages.

2. It has an intelligent routing capability between the web service address and the 
physical address of the actual system.

3. It connects to the respective systems using their native protocols and message 
formats, such as HL7 V2.

4. It provides message content transformations between XML and different other 
formats, such as HL7 V2.

A logical structure of the ESB is shown in Figure 3. In the setup it consists of an 
Intersystems Ensemble message broker and transformation services needed to abstract 
the native interfaces of different departmental systems into unified services described 
with the WSDL documents.

ESB

PAS
Endo -

scopy EPR

WSDL

Other

services

Orches -

tration

Dept.

app
Dept.

app

ESB

Endpoint

Application

Interface

WSDL WSDL WSDL WSDL WSDL WSDL WSDL

BPEL

Figure 3. Enterprise Service Bus (adapted from [5])

3. Discussion

The departmental systems were abstracted to be providers of unified web services so 
that the integration of those systems can be done in a unified way using their native 
interfaces. The essential idea was to make a clear distinction between the abstract care 
process and supporting care services, which in turn may be consumers of more fine 
grained services.

Also a conceptual model and data model were defined to provide unified reference 
model for holistic information integration. The ideal solution would be that the ESB 
communicates using unified XML data formats, unique identifiers for all entities and 
common code sets and vocabularies. The examination results could be translated into  
nationally used HL7 CDA R2 formats [2] using capabilities provided by the ESB.

The modeling of care processes on higher level using care services may lead to 
discover quite new ways on organizing care using networks of different service 
providers. In general, this kind of abstraction and architecture forms a basis for systems 
which can adapt to inevitable structural changes in health services delivery. 

This generalization, however, also poses challenges to the modeling and 
implementation: as the generic requests are not delivered directly to the specific 
service, the service-specific models need to be supported by the process controller or 
the generic request formats. In addition, directory services could make logical 
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deductions and choose a proper examination service based on data entered into the 
PAS. The definition and division of these responsibilities in a highly distributed 
architecture is not a straightforward task.

Another challenge is related to the acquisition of systems: There is a need for 
vendors who would be responsible for the orchestration and integration of the services. 
In addition, the end-to-end testing of the care processes and services so that they 
produce the expected results in all situations need further research.

In relation to standardization, this work aligns with SOA-driven standardization 
efforts for healthcare (such as Healthcare Services Specification Project [3] where the 
authors have been involved). There are also other service-labelled healthcare IT 
standards such as CEN HISA which will be assessed in relation to the SOA principles 
[4] in the future.

The generic process model of the approach also supports generic EHR models 
such as [6]. Similar service-oriented approaches have been used for patient portals [7] 
and integration between clinical and public health information systems [8], but without 
considering the enterprise service bus as an enabler.

4. Conclusions

Service oriented architecture gives a new approach for connecting different 
systems in a standardized way, although they may have their own proprietary 
interfaces. An abstraction of the care process and supporting care services hide the 
richness of different patient cases and combinations of how care is actually delivered. 
This abstraction and categorization of services are essential to promote reuse and 
utilization of generic models and infrastructures and to prevent complex and costly 
point-to-point definition of solutions. The benefits of a unified and reusable integration 
solution are reduced amount of work, cost savings and more rapid implementation. In 
the future Satakunta Health District is considering using this approach for integration 
of all new departmental systems. 
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Abstract: Supporting the process of medication selection and electronic 

management of prescriptions is a high priority issue in the eHealth strategies of 

many countries today. Procuring such systems can be quite difficult, especially if 

one should encourage suppliers from different countries to participate. The new 

ISO Technical Report 22790 [1] provides a new approach to facilitate this process 

by giving an international basis for specifying the functional characteristics desired. 

The paper describes the content of the report and discusses the procurement 

process in the light of the European public procurement directive and patient 

safety.

Keywords: procurement, prescriber support systems, decision support, ISO, 

management, standards, patient safety, risk management, EU-directives 

Introduction 

Health care is a complex system with high quality and safety demands, hence the need 

to be supported by high quality information systems. 

Medication is an effective means of improving health though the use of medication 

is costly and introduce risks to patient safety. Many countries have listed information 

systems to improve the processes related to prescribing as a top priority for health IT. 

In order to get the best products at the lowest possible cost, it is important that the 

procurement of such systems can work effectively on an international or at least 

common European market. In the case of a publicly financed entity, procurement of IT 

support as other things must in the EU comply with the common legislation aiming at 

providing equal opportunities for industrial suppliers mainly SMEs from all countries. 

Also, for completely private health care organizations and restricting oneself to one 

country, procurement of complex IT systems is not easy.  

A procurer may need to spend a lot of time and costs to define and express all the 

requirements on the product which for international competition may need translation 

to usually English (at least in the small countries). The suppliers need to spend a lot of 

time to try to understand and respond to the differently formulated requirements from 

each customer. In the end many functional features are described by the suppliers in 

their own jargon and comparisons of the different offers is a difficult task.  

In many other fields, there has been a long term effort to develop technical 

standards that defines various product characteristics in order to facilitate the 
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procurement process, for both suppliers and customers. However, in the rapidly 

changing eHealth field such standards are rare. The great differences between countries 

regarding information on medicinal products and various degrees of maturity and 

strategies for national eHealth systems has made it difficult to develop international 

standards defining agreed requirements for all the relevant aspects of prescriber support 

systems.  

ISO, the International Organization for Standardization has developed the new 

Technical Report ISO/TR 22790 Health informatics - Functional characteristics of 

prescriber support systems. This is not an international standard with normative 

provisions. It takes another approach. This informative document provides an agreed 

description of the various functionalities and information used in a common 

terminology which is intended to be helpful for procurement processes. The procuring 

organization (and possibly national bodies) will select among the many possible 

requirements from the ISO/TR according to local prerequisites and priorities. The 

advantage is that it is much easier to choose from existing well formulated 

requirements and most importantly, the suppliers also international ones can be familiar 

with all expressed requirements which speeds up and adds quality to the process. It has 

also been an objective of the ISO group that some requirements that are formulated 

here will provide important inspiration for suppliers to develop better products and for 

procuring organizations to demand functionality they may not have considered. 

1. Methods 

This study is based on a literature study of several basic documents on public 

procurement legislation in the European Union:  

(http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/legislation_en.htm).and in particular the 

"Public Procurement Directive [2]. 

It is also based on the legislative situation as regards Medical Devices in the EU 

(http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newapproach/standardization/harmstds/reflist/meddevic.html) in- 

cluding the basic Directive 93/42 [3].

Regarding the standards development, the author has participated in the relevant 

working groups of SIS and of ISO/TC 215. 

The development of the standard for Functional characteristics started in Sweden 

in 2001 with a working group for Medication under the Health informatics committee 

and SIS, the Swedish Standards Institute. The results were published as SIS/TR 2 in the 

Swedish language in 2003.  

In the ISO/TC 215 Health informatics committee, a working group 6 for 

medication related issues was created and it was proposed to start the work towards an 

international publication on the same subject. This was approved in 2005 and the 

Swedish document was translated and much enhanced in numerous discussions in the 

working group with experts from Europe, Japan, Korea, Canada, Australia and the 

USA and following the international formal ballot and review during 2006. The revised 

final version was agreed in the meeting in Montreal in March 2007 and after review 

and final editorial corrections published by the ISO central office in Geneva, November 

2007 in both French and English languages. 
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2. Results 

2.1. The European legislation and prescriber support systems 

The general provisions of the public procurement directive [2] has been implemented in 

national legislations within the European Union and apply when publicly funded health 

care institutions procure IT systems for prescriptions. These provisions aim to ensure 

that there is a fair an open market ensuring that suppliers from all countries should be 

able to offer their products. This is partly ensured by stipulating rules for the technical 

specifications in a call for tender that preferably refer to European standards or in their 

absence to international standards. The technical report from ISO is not mandatory to 

use yet but it is in line with the general principle to use such documents to facilitate the 

understanding of the requirements. 

In many areas which affect safety of persons, there are also other common European 

legislative requirements applicable for procurement and then not restricted to public 

bodies. In this field of information systems for health care use, the Medical Devices 

directive [3] applies and depending on the class of device various provisions apply and 

in many cases detailed technical standards from the European Committee for 

Standardization CEN or CENELEC in the electrotechnical field applies. There has been 

an ongoing discussion between the member states and the European Commission on 

how to classify and control the market for information systems that have no direct or 

indirect contact with the patient but still are used for health care purposes. In at least 

the first ten years of the life of this directive, such systems were not regulated. 

However, in recent years there has been a change of opinion gradually and even if it is 

at present unclear exactly how, the interpretation in many member states is moving to 

include products like prescriber support systems in the controlled area. In view of this it 

is quite possible that the application of reference documents like the ISO/TR 22790 

will become mandatory in a not so distant future. In this year of 2008, the European 

standard organizations are developing a new work plan in response to a formal mandate 

from the European Commission to develop new standards as required for eHealth. 

Prescriber support systems are likely to be considered in this context. However, at this 

point in time the ISO/TR should be considered a valuable possible help for procurers 

but without formal requirements to use it from a European legal point of view. 

2.2.  The ISO/TR 22790 approach 

The technical report ISO/TR 22790from 2007 is intended to be used in the interaction 

between procurers and suppliers of systems to support the prescriber in all the different 

aspects. It provides a common conceptual model of information management related to 

the process of prescribing or ordering medication. The report provides a set of optional 

business requirements that could be selected by the buyer in a procurement process to 

be responded to by a tendering supplier. The report does not provide any mandatory 

requirements but as an informative document gives a common expression of various 

possible functions meeting different objectives for the health care system. 

This document is intended to be used as a guide for a specific organization in 

formulating and priortising a subset of characteristics tailored to national or local needs. 

The complete list of requirements of the ISO report is thus not intended to be a 

minimum set of requirements that all systems must comply with.  
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This report contains an introduction to the necessary concepts with agreed 

definitions and recommended terms and an overview of the relationships between 

different actors and information flows. The report also provides a functional model 

based on the objectives of the health care system: 

2.2.1. Assessing the patient’s need for medication 

The main method is using access to Electronic health records 

2.2.2. Selecting a medication that can give an optimal result for the patient and 

current problem 

A system can facilitate the use of Clinical guidelines for diagnosis and therapy 

recommendations. Systems may also provide advice on dosage and information on 

risks for adverse effects 

2.2.3. Making cost conscious selections that can contribute to the cost containment of 

the insurance or publicly funded health care system as well as patient costs  

This includes prices and comparisons of prices and recommendations of local drug 

committees. Also the consequences of the regulations for reimbursement 

Examples: Positive list of allowed products, Negative list of disallowed, Reference 

pricing information or fixed pricing information. Also selection of packages sizes to 

minimize costs 

2.2.4. Issuing a complete prescription in a time efficient manner 

E.g. Easy renewal from medication history and using templates for complete 

prescriptions or dosage only 

2.2.5. Transfer the information to a pharmacy  

Via printed paper form 

Patient data card 

EDI via structured messages or other form of direct electronic communication. This 

can be direct to a pharmacy or via central prescription store or relaying agent 

2.2.6. Communicating with the patient 

Printing of patient medication list. Electronic communication  

2.2.7. Communicating the medication orders to other health care professionals 

Process support to medication administration and shared medication histories 

2.2.8. Follow up 

Functions to periodically follow up the total prescribing by the prescriber and/or unit in 

this system 
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2.2.9. Information resources needed to achieve the requirements 

The TR defines a set of resources (databases) needed for the prescriber support systems 

to work. Many of these could be considered as part of a national information 

infrastructure that should be put in place to allow development and operation of such 

systems. 

2.2.10. List of detailed characteristics to select from in a procurement process 

This is the core of the ISO/TR 22790 and for each of the 90 plus requirements it is 

intended that the procurer indicate (in a call for tender document) how the customer is 

viewing each of these requirements: 

Not important = 0 

Desirable = 1 

Shall be available later at a defined time = 2 

Shall be available at delivery = 3 

In the intended use of the standard the supplier indicate for each requirement the 

availability of the desired characteristics as: 

The function is not available = 0 

The function can be delivered at a defined time to be specified = 2 

The function is available at delivery = 3 

3. Discussion 

Standards from ISO and other formal standards bodies such as CEN, the European 

Committee for Standardization are used in many sectors to facilitate procurement 

including cross-border trade. In eHealth the major focus on standardization activities 

has been on interoperability specifications and they certainly have the potential to be of 

great importance although much of this potential has not yet been transferred to real 

implementations. This partly because many purchasing organizations have been 

unaware of them and also due to the fact that some interoperability standards require 

additional specification to be made in the form of a profile, often for national use, 

restricting optionalities and making the specification more concrete and hence allowing 

testing of compliance of products. A study performed for the European Commission 

during the eHealth Standardization Focus Group [4] demonstrated that many 

stakeholders are unaware of the fact that the current legislation in Europe actually 

mandates the reference to primarily European but in the absence of such, international 

standards in public procurement. 

The new ISO/TR 22790 is one of a few international standards that address 

functional characteristics that are not only related to interoperability bur also serving to 

provide optimal quality of the system used locally. The ISO/TS 18308 [5] is another 

example but the procurement aspect was not in the main focus of this publication as 

with the present standard report on prescriber support systems. 

There are many advantages to provide some degree of common international 

framework as in this new publication even in a situation where there are strong 

differences between countries. It can lead to a more sound market situation and also be 
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the basis for further work also on a European or International level aiming to go further 

in defining minimum characteristics. 

The legislation on medical devices in Europe, the directive from 1996 has been 

considered to exclude requirements on much of the eHealth systems that are not 

directly connected to a device which directly influences the human body. However, this 

directive is currently under revision and governments are planning for a much 

increased control of all types of medical software in order to improve patient safety. It 

will be necessary to support such efforts with specific requirements in technical 

standards for different types of systems. We will most probably see an increased 

number of such standards in a near future but the whole process of improving software 

quality will take time. It also requires the building of appropriate certification schemes 

ones the basic standards to test against will be present. In a first round most actors 

agree that a system with self declaration by the market authorization holder against an 

established formal standard is much better than no clear statements. This does not 

preclude that in some areas third party testing and certification may be needed. 

It is sometimes claimed that publications from standards organizations are complicated 

and too technical to be possible to understand, especially by health care professionals 

participating in a procurement process. This is clearly not the case for the specific 

technical report described in this paper. This technical report is a means of facilitation 

and quality assurance of the procurement process. The report has been developed by a 

working group within ISO representing different relevant stakeholders. The 

procurement of IT-systems for health is often regarded as a business to be handled by 

the engineers. Using tools like this report, this does not need to be the case but active 

health professionals can easily understand and express their requirements. Other 

technical interoperability specifications will need to support some of the claims.  

So far there is very little experience to report on actually using this new standard 

since it was published only a few days ago. Hopefully we will gain more experience 

from different countries in a near future. 

4. Conclusion 

A document such as the ISO/TR 22790 on Functional characteristics of prescriber 

support systems can be a great facilitator of procurement of such systems, contribute to 

the better functional of the international market and provide a basis for developing 

better and better solutions for enhanced patient safety in relation to medication. 
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Abstract. Several current healthcare standards support semantic interoperability. 
These standards are far to be completely adopted in health information system de-
velopment, however. The objective of this paper is to provide a method and neces-
sary tooling for reusing healthcare standards by exploiting the extensibility 
mechanisms of UML, by that way supporting the development of semantically in-
teroperable systems and components. The method identifies first the models and 
tasks in the software development process in which health care standards can be 
reused. Then, the selected standard is formalized as a UML profile. Finally that 
profile is applied to system models, annotating them with the standard semantics. 
The supporting tools are Eclipse-based UML modeling tools. The method is inte-
grated into a comprehensive framework for health information systems develop-
ment. The feasibility of the approach is exemplified by a scenario reusing HL7 
RIM and DIMs specifications. The approach presented is also applicable for har-
monizing different standard specifications.

Keywords: Standards, semantic interoperability, profiles, reusability, UML, HL7

Introduction 

Especially in the context of long-term usable eHealth applications such as Electronic 
Health Record (EHR) systems, at least two basic requisites for semantic interoperabil-
ity have to be met: i) agreement on a standardized set of domain-specific conceptual 
models, and ii) agreement on standardized terminologies associated with controlled 
vocabularies [1].

Several healthcare standards defining domain models currently exist, such as ISO
HL7 21731 “Health informatics- HL7 version 3 Reference Information Model” (RIM), 
ISO EN 13606 “Health Informatics –EHR communication”, OpenEHR Archetypes, etc. 
These standards are far to be completely harmonized and adopted, however. Apart from 
political reasons, lack of tooling, methodologies, bridging between the domains in-
volved, guidelines, completeness, conformance mechanisms, harmonization, etc., are 
principal barriers for their adoption.

Commonly, Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) use their own notation, 
and underlying development paradigm to describe their standards. UML, the de-facto 
industry standard for software modeling, has been used for many of them as language 
to formally represent the standards semantics. Using UML provides several advantages 
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such as tooling support, widely spread use, graphical notation, exchangeability, exten-
sibility, code generation, etc. Unfortunately, UML has not been consistently used in 
healthcare standards development and – without appropriate adaptation – presents 
some limitations to describe specific domain concepts. 

The objective of this paper is to provide a method for reusing healthcare standards 
by exploiting the extensibility mechanisms of UML, by that way supporting the devel-
opment of semantically interoperable systems and components. If systems were based 
on standard information models (e.g. specifying the platform independent model), this 
model would be easily transformed into different implementation platforms supported 
by the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach. The resulting systems and com-
ponents implement the information structures and behavior described in the standard. 
As a result semantic interoperability at functional and services level is supported.

1. Definitions and Methodology

Profiling in software engineering is commonly defined as a mechanism for extending 
existing meta-models to adapt them for different purposes. In health informatics, the 
term profile has been extensively used in different ways. HL7 for example uses profiles 
to constrain and extend HL7 specifications such us the RIM, Domain Information 
Models (DIMs), services specifications, etc. The objective of profiling HL7 specifica-
tions is to use them in particular environments and/or defined community of users (e.g. 
specific requirements in some countries). The IHE (Integrating the Healthcare Enter-
prise) initiative defines Integration Profiles to describe the solution to a specific inte-
gration problem (use case) in different domains, e.g. IHE profiles for cardiology, radi-
ology, IT infrastructure, etc., thereby reusing existing standards. OpenEHR defines the 
Archetype Profile which is a mechanism to specify custom Archetypes for certain kind 
of information models.

The concept of profiling deployed in this paper has been defined in the UML stan-
dard [2] as a formal mechanism to specialize a reference meta-model in such a way that 
it is possible to adapt that model to a specific platform or domain. Profiles are defined 
as UML packages which contain stereotypes representing the meta-classes of the meta-
model that can be extended. The stereotype is represented as a UML class along with 
its attributes, and is represented adding the tag <<stereotype>>> before the class name 
or using a customized shape (see class diagram in Figure 2). A profile is formally de-
fined as a UML model enabling to interchange profiles between tools (using XMI), 
together with the models having been applied.

The method proposed to support the development of Health Information Systems 
(HIS) based on healthcare standards, is supported through the Health Information Sys-
tems Development Framework (HIS-DF) [3]. HIS-DF is a comprehensive and custom-
izable methodology for the architectural analysis of HIS based on the Generic Compo-
nent Model (GCM) and deployed as a specialization of the Rational Unified Process. 
An instance of the HIS-DF for the specification of integration between public health 
and clinical information systems has been previously discussed by the authors [4].

2. Formally Profiling HealthCare Standards

The paper describes a method and necessary tooling for identifying and creating UML 
profiles to health care standards, and applying them to existing UML models. The 
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method is integrated as guidance artifact into the HIS-DF Eclipse configuration. The 
method is summarized in the following subsections.

2.1. Identify Standard Models and Tasks in the Software Development Process

HIS-DF is the proposed framework for using profiles in an HIS development project. 
The task within the HIS-DF process is called standards harmonization. It can be de-
fined within any of the three RM-ODP viewpoints described in the process. In the En-
terprise Viewpoint, the task Business Use Cases can for example extend the HL7 pro-
files defined for the use case models, activity diagrams, business rules, storyboards, 
and other artifacts of the HL7 Development Framework (HDF). In the information 
viewpoint, profiles can be defined to formally describe the system analysis model 
based on HL7 RIM, DIMs, Refined Message Information Models (R-MIMs), Common 
Message Element Types (CMETs) or Templates. Finally in the computational view-
point, profiles can be defined for HL7 services specifications, application roles, trigger 
events, interactions, and messages specifications.

2.2. Implement the Standard as a UML Profile

After having identified the models and the processes in the HIS-DF methodology 
where a standard can be reused, it is represented as a UML profile. The classes and 
properties of the information model of the standard are described as stereotypes and 
tagged values respectively. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) can be also used to 
constraint the profile. In this stage, UML tools are necessary to build the UML profile. 

2.3. Apply the profile to System Models

The previously defined UML system models are annotated with the standard models by 
applying the profile. Conformance to the standard is assured because the UML profiles 
impose certain restrictions on how the UML model can be modified, excluding further 
changes to the profile. These restrictions should be supported by the UML tooling, 
however. A mapping (applying rules manually or tool-assisted) describes which classes 
from the original model corresponds to the base classes in the profile. Using model 
transformations it is possible to automate the mapping process.

2.4. An Example using HL7 Profiles 

In order to exemplify how the previously described method is applied to an HIS devel-
opment project, a public health information system example is used. A similar scenario 
has been described in a previous paper [4], but especially focusing on the use of the 
HIS-DF methodology. In that work, the information models were manually extended 
using HL7 Visio tools. That approach didn’t follow the UML profiling mechanism, 
resulting in HL7 models incompatible with the UML 2.0 standard.

2.4.1. Identify Standard Models and Tasks in the Software Development Process

The method in this example supports the informational viewpoint described in the HIS-
DF, concretely the system analysis model. The main diagram in the model is a UML 
class diagram describing the system information entities, its properties and relation-
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ships. Figure 1 describes the analysis model for the public health surveillance system as 
a UML class diagram. The main classes in the domain are represented: Citizen, Event-
Place, Public Health Authority and the Health Service Provider, all being associated to 
a Public Health Event. 

Figure 1. An Analysis Model for a Public Health Surveillance System

Following the harmonization process defined in the HIS-DF methodology, each 
one of the classes in Figure 1 are mapped to classes, attributes and data types defined in 
HL7 information models. Table 1 summarizes the mapping to classes in the HL7 RIM 
and successive refinement to classes in the Notifiable Condition Report R-MIM 
(PORR_RM100001UV01) as part of the HL7 v3 Normative Edition 2006.

2.4.2. Implement the Standard as a UML Profile

According to the mappings found in Table 1, UML profiles for the HL7 RIM and the 
Notifiable Condition Report R-MIM are necessary. The UML profile for the HL7 RIM 
is imported from the HyperModel tool [5], whereas the R-MIM profile is created using 
the IBM Rational Software Architect tool. The structure of the R-MIM profile is shown 
in the “Project Explorer” view in the left frame in Figure 2. A UML stereotype is cre-
ated for each entity, act and role of the R-MIM, along with its attributes. The profile is 
made available for reuse as an Eclipse plug-in and an XMI file.

Table 1. Mapping the Surveillance System model to HL7 Information Models

Sivigila Classes RIM Core-Classes HL7 RIM Classes R-MIM Classes 

SivigilaEvent Act Public HealthCase PublicHealthCaseEvent
Health Service Provider Role RoleHeir AssignedEntity
Citizen Entity Person InvestigatedPerson
EventPlace Entity Place EventPlace
Public Health Authority Role RoleHeir TerritorialAuthority
Address Attribute Person.addr InvestigatedPerson.addr 

Age Attribute Person.birthTime InvestigatedPerson.birthTime

2.4.3. Applying the Profile to System Models

Figure 2 (main frame) shows the analysis model for the public health system, after hav-
ing applied the HL7 profiles. For each class in the model, the applied stereotype is rep-
resented, along with the HL7 attributes and data types extended from the HL7 RIM and 
R-MIM information models. For example the SivigilaEvent class extends the <<Publi-
cHealthCase>> and <<PublicHealthCaseEvent>> stereotypes defined in the RIM and 
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R-MIM profiles, respectively. The classes are colored using the HL7 functionality pro-
vided by the HyperModel tool.

Figure 2. The Public Health System Information Model using the HL7 Profiles

3. Discussion

Few approaches suggest the use of UML profiles to support the development of seman-
tically interoperable systems. In [6], a method for profiling healthcare standards using 
UML is proposed. The method is not integrated into a development process, and the 
creation of ad-hoc profiles is enforced. Carlson [7] developed a tool for MIF to UML 
transformation. While UML profiles for HL7 HDF and RIM have been developed, they 
have not been used for HIS modeling. CaCORE [8] provides an infrastructure to se-
mantically annotate UML information models with specific domain standards and vo-
cabulary, but not exploiting UML profiling mechanisms.

The proposed method for identifying and creating UML profiles to healthcare 
standards provides the following advantages:

�� Support for Semantic Interoperability. System models are annotated, extending 
standard information models and intrinsic vocabulary. HL7 information models 
are at the moment the recommended set of standards to be reused because they
cover a wide spectrum of clinical information, along with business processes, 
and services partially covering the business, informational and computational 
viewpoints defined in the HIS-DF methodology.

�� Formal Mechanism for Models Specialization. An UML profile provides 
mechanisms for specializing healthcare standards in such a way that the special-
ized semantics does not contradict the semantics of the generalized standard. 
The profile establishes restrictions on how the standard should be specialized; 
avoiding changes in the meta-class definitions. 

�� Standard and Shareable Models. UML is the standard de-facto language for 
software systems modeling. UML models and profiles can be created and shared 
using the XMI standard. Most UML tools support the implementation of profiles.
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� Support of Model-Driven Development. The UML system models described are 
platform independent information models. They can be transformed into plat-
form specific models and code (Web Services, J2EE, and CORBA) using UML 
transformations. Profiles can also support transformations (mapping) between 
standards. 

The major limitation of using existent UML modeling tools (even using the IBM 
Rational family) is that functionalities to specialize reference information models are 
not completely supported. Visio R-MIM Designer provides such functionality, but the 
resulting models can not be processed by conventional UML tools, however. Further 
limitation results from incompatibility between existing tools. For example, in the tools 
used for this study despite being Eclipse based tools, incompatibility between the latest 
versions of the HyperModel and the IBM Software Architect occurred due to incom-
patibilities between the Eclipse SDK distributions. It can be expected that with HL7’s 
tooling migration towards the Eclipse platform, the R-MIM Designer will be extended 
by functionalities to process UML models and profiles.

4. Conclusion

Analysis and design of health information systems, especially the underlying business 
and informational models describing basic concepts, business and relation networks, 
have to be based on standards. The paper describes a method and necessary tooling for 
reusing standard healthcare information models, by that way supporting the develop-
ment of semantically interoperable systems and components. The approach is based on 
the UML extensibility mechanisms by defining profiles. Using UML provides several 
advantages such us tooling support, graphical notation, exchangeability, extensibility, 
code generation, etc., deployable in the next generation of HL7 tools.
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Abstract. The use of both, retrospective and prospective data obtained from the 
health care process in biomedical research meets with problems related to the 
respective data structures used in different health information processing systems. 
This issue is explored in an exemplified clinical registry for antiviral resistance. 
Essentially, the data structure used in clinical systems or data capture systems 
conflicts with the requirements of many established methods of statistical analysis. 
To resolve this problem efficiently, a set of generic transformations is proposed.
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Introduction

Biomedical and health care research often relies on retrospective and prospective data 
obtained from the health care process rather than fully controlled clinical trials. While 
this is in part motivated by the high costs of clinical trials, many scientific questions 
cannot be addressed in trials for a plethora of different reasons, including ethical 
considerations and even practical issues. However, clinical trials and clinical routine 
constitue vastly different processes, resulting in both, different conceptual data 
structures and data modeling schemes. In addition, using the Internet for conducting 
clinical research projects has gained popularity because of the increased effiency of 
communication [1,2,3,4]. Yet, this new technology has (re-)introduced an old 
paradigm, i.e. the hierarchical structure, because web documents are basically 
structured in this way.

Current health information processing systems are often based on relational 
databases or even simpler forms of tabulated data. Hence, the applied modeling 
schemes are often closely related to the entity-relationship paradigm at the conceptual 
level. The most common schemes are summarized in Figure 1. The standard object and 
attribute tabulation model (A), where each attribute of an object, e.g., a patient or trial 
subject, is explicitly included in the relational representation. There is at least an 
implicit assumption that most positions in the table are filled, i.e. that more or less all 
attributes are available for all objects. Because of this, it is also the form most 
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commonly used for statistical analysis. The Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) of 
the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) constitutes an effort  to 
standardise this approach[5]. While the standard tabulation model can also be used in a 
clinical research for capturing a concise and invariable data set, it is quite impractical 
for clinical registries and even more so for hospital information systems, because these 
systems must accommodate a large number of different possible attributes while each 
individual instance usually provides but a few of those attributes. Hence, the majority 
data capture systems employ the object-attribute-value or entry-attribute-value (EAV) 
scheme (Figure 1B). 

Figure 1: Common data modeling schemes in health information processing: 
Standard object tabulation with attibutes (A), Entry-attribute-value (B), and 

hierarchical using XML (C)

The third scheme depicted in Figure 1C is not a relational one, but instead 
comnsists of a hierarchic structure. Specifically, this scheme is used in modern web 
technology via the standard extensible markup language XML and has also received a
significant amount of attention in the standardisation efforts of HL7 [4]. It should be 
noted, however, that XML can also be restricted to resemble a tabular structure

This paper explores the data structure available from an example registry, the 
European registry for the surveillance of antiviral resistance in hepatitis, and proposes a 
methodological approach for reconciling those structures with the requirements of 
statistical analysis via a set of generic transformations.

1. Methods

The focus of this paper is on common relational and hierarchical data modeling 
techniques as they are used in many current health information systems. More 
coneptual or process-oriented approaches such as the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML) or the Zachman Framework are intentionally left out since the processes 
underlying the actual observations that ultimately comprise clinical registries are 
generally quite diverse and, furthermore, mostly out of the registries' scope or control.  
Likewise, object-oriented models aren't included since this technology is essentially 
absent in clinical data models. The data structures do, in fact, implicitly describe some 
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of the biomedical target processes of the research associed with the registries, but this 
aspect exceeds the scope of the present paper.

The web-based health information system developed for the European antiviral 
resistance surveillance registry (Project VIRGIL; see www.virgil-net.org) including the 
remote data entry as well as the data retrieval tools are entirely based on open source 
software components, including Linux, the Apache/Tomcat web-application server [6], 
the database management system PostgreSQL [7], standard programming languages 
(Java, Perl).

2. Results

2.1.The VIRGIL clinical registry

Figure 2 shows the main dispatch screen for entering case data into the European 
surveillance registry for antiviral resistance in hepatitis. This facility was started in 
early 2007. It is intended for any and all cases of antiviral resistance in (mostly 
chronic) hepatitis patients that are encountered by a participating centres across 
Europe. This means that patients are entered into this system at very different time 
points in their medical history. As a rule, these patients are subject to multiple cycles of 
antiviral therapy, with cycles usually lasting several months or even years. Resistance 
may occur as early as the first cycle or as late as decades after the first treatment.

Figure 2: European registry for antiviral resistance in hepatitis.

The registry accommodates this variability in patient history by not only providing 
data entry forms for follow-up visits (button “FollowUp”), but also for multiple 
episodes of prior diagnosis and therpapy (button “PriorTherapy”). The entire data 
dictionary comprises about 1200 individual possible data items. However, only sparse 
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population of the full relation (outer join) is expected. The current proportion of filled 
attributes is about 17%, and is not expected to increase markedly.

A highly important property of this temporal structure is that it is necessarily 
uncontrolled and thus differs dramatically from the regular time scheme of visits 
usually imposed on controlled clinical trials. We must, therefore, extend the schemes 
from Figure 1 to accommodate the time axis along which the recorded observations 
take place, as . While there are obviously many possible ways to do this, an example of 
each that is deemed to be consistent with the underlying goal of the original scheme is 
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Modeling the temporal domain: Standard object tabulation with attibutes(A), Entry-attribute-
value(B), and hierarchical using XML(C)

The straightforward extension of the standard tabulation scheme is to replicate 
each attribute for each timepoint. This is clearly impossible to implement unless the 
timepoints are limited to a small grid. Even then, the resulting scheme is exetremly 
“wide” and hard to manage. In order to make registry data available for statistical 
analysis in an efficient manner, a set of generic transformations is proposed.

2.2.Transformations

To begin with, it is clear that the EAV scheme and the hierarchical XML scheme 
shown in Figure 3 are equivalent as long as the depth of the hierarchical scheme is 
limited (non-recursive). One simply has to construct the attribute identifier space 
appropriately. The XML path language XPath would suffice. Next, the transformation 
from the standard table to EAV is also quite obvious. Finally, the interesting 
transformations lead from EAV, hierarchic XML, or sparse table to a full table. Such 
transformations may consist of the following :

1. Selecting the first, nth or last value or date of a possibly recurring attribute,
2. Computing a statistic (e.g., minimun, maximum, mean, median,...) of all 

values of a recurring attribute,
3. Detecting an event (first, nth, or last) such as a status change or a threshold 

crossing,
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4. Detecting events and computing their frequency.
All of the above “elementary” transformations are non-invertible in general since 

they discard or aggregate data. The decision as to which transformation is appropriate 
must be made based on the research objectives in each instance. Table 1 shows a highly 
simplified (and biologically incomplete) example based on simulated registry data from 
patients with an asumed hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. The following attributes are 
considerered: an arbitrary patient identifier (PID), the blood test for alanine 
aminotransferase (ALT; in U/l) used to assess disease progression and therapeutic 
efficacy, the daily dose of the drug Ribavirin (in mg), and the viral particle count 
HCV_RNA (in IU/ml). The simulated data is similar to real registry content, but avoids 
any potential data protection issues.

EAV Data

PID Date Attribute Value PID Date Attribute Value
1 22/11/2005 ALT 78 2 17/03/2006 ALT 58
1 22/11/2005 Ribavirin 1200 2 17/05/2006 ALT 49
1 22/11/2005 HCV_RNA 3400000 2 17/05/2006 HCV_RNA 6270000
1 06/01/2006 ALT 48 2 29/05/2006 ALT 46
1 16/03/2006 ALT 56 2 14/06/2006 ALT 25
1 16/03/2006 HCV_RNA 8800000 2 14/06/2006 HCV_RNA 123000
1 22/05/2006 ALT 68 2 12/07/2006 ALT 19
2 09/02/2006 ALT 60 2 08/08/2006 ALT 14
2 09/02/2006 Ribavirin 800 2 08/08/2006 HCV_RNA 13700
2 09/02/2006 HCV_RNA 7130000 2 06/09/2006 ALT 15

Transformation Result

PID Ribavirin 
start date

Ribavirin max. 
HCV_RNA

ALT 
normalisation

date of ALT 
normalisation

last 
HCV_RNA

1 22/11/2005 1200 8800000 no 8800000
2 09/02/2006 800 6130000 yes 12/07/2006 13700

Table 1: Example transformation from EAV (top) to standard tabular data (bottom)

By using the transformations listed above, a meaningful dataset that is amenable to 
classical statistical methods common in medical research can be derived as illustrated 
in the bottom part of Table 1. The purpose of the statistical analysis envisaged in this 
rudimentary example might be to assess the effectiveness of the antiviral drug. The 
Ribavirin start date and dose are derived via elementary transformation 1, assuming 
that the first therapeutic cycle is of interest. The maximum HCV_RNA level is an 
application of the second elementary transformation and could be used along with the 
last HCV_RNA in the assessment of drug effectiveness. ALT normalisation is the 
result of the event detection transformation based on a threshold of 20 U/ml.

3. Discussion

Managing data in clinical registries entails considerable problems related to the 
inherent structure of data collected during clinical routine, i.e., without adhering to a 
strict protocol. Furthermore, the attribute set recorded tends to grow over time as the 
corresponding medical field progresses. Whether one chooses classical flat 
(“horizontal”) tables or (“vertical”) EAV models to represent such data, the resulting 
relations are either broad and sparse or narrow and very long. Both cases are poorly 
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accommodated by database management systems and are ill suited for many statistical 
analysis methods established in the medical field. Corwin et al. [8] have developed 
solutions addressing architectural and performance issues related to sparse data. The 
proposed elementary transformations described above may provide a means to bridge 
the remaining gap since the transformation result is no longer sparse and can therefore 
be analysed using standard statistical methods. Obviously, these transformations can be 
adapted to any database architecture used to represent the sparse input data.

Viewed in a more abstract way, the proposed transformations essentially perform 
very basic time domain analysis functions on individual attributes. The results are then 
passed on as variables to the actual biostatistical analysis. From our experience in 
preparing registry excerpts for specific research projects, we know that even these basic 
functions are both, necesssary and useful. There clearly are applications requiring other 
or more powerful transformations, such as integration/differentiation, multidimensional 
process analysis, frequency domain analysis or (auto-)correlation. Efforts of semantic 
integration such as the BRIDG Project[5] might at some point provide a means of 
automatically selecting an appropriate transformation and its parameters.

Due to the similarities, the proposed transformations may be equally useful in  
adapting data recorded during clinical routine for research projects. 
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Using ESB and BPEL for evolving 
healthcare systems towards SOA
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Abstract. Healthcare organizations often face the challenge of integrating diverse 
and geographically disparate information technology systems to respond to 
changing requirements and to exploit the capabilities of modern technologies. 
Hence, systems evolution, through modification and extension of the existing
information technology infrastructure, becomes a necessity. This paper takes a 
process perspective of healthcare delivery within and across organizational 
boundaries and the presents a disciplined approach for evolving healthcare systems 
towards a service-oriented architecture using the enterprise system bus  
middleware technology for resolving integration issues and the business process 
execution language for supporting collaboration requirements. 

Keywords. Evolution; healthcare systems; SOA; ESB; BPEL; standards; EMR.

Introduction

Healthcare organizations often invest significant resources in the development of large 
and complex information systems that must be modified and extended to respond to 
changing requirements, in addition to capitalizing on modern technologies [1]. 
Technologically innovative efforts of the past have often resulted in the development 
of disparate, incompatible and heterogeneous systems based on the traditional 
transaction processing paradigm rather than on supporting business processes. Thus, 
the integration of diverse and disparate information systems with emphasis on
communication and collaboration is a challenge often faced by healthcare organizations 
[1,2]. To meet this challenge, a systems evolution process must be designed and 
implemented with the objective to achieve interoperability among diverse systems that 
may have been developed at different times and with different technologies, and to 
support a process view of the healthcare delivery context.

System evolution is an iterative and incremental process directed toward long-tem 
user needs and operating on legacy or existing systems [3]. Having a certain direction, 
evolution differs from an unconstrained series of small modifications that may have 
little direction over long term. It also differs from systems development that has a 
specific direction or unifying intent but can start from scratch. Thus, the complexity 
and volatility of requirements for large-scale healthcare systems and the large in-place 
investments make evolution a necessity.

In most cases, the decision for system evolution hinges on whether the existing 
system architecture and functions fit current and anticipated requirements of the 
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problem domain. Thus, in evolving existing systems, most weight must be placed upon 
the need to explore the systems operating context, develop this context where necessary
and make the target system serve it. When this context is described in terms of its 
constituent business processes and interactions among them, as is often the case, the 
evolution process focuses on designing a system in terms of how it supports business 
processes. 

When an integrated, process-oriented healthcare system is envisaged, developers 
are required to first solve communication-level integration issues, ensuring that existing 
systems using different transport protocols and data formats can exchange information, 
and then to decide how existing systems can interact to support business processes [4].
Along these lines, this paper presents a healthcare systems evolution process that is 
directed towards the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) philosophy using the 
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) middleware and the Business Process Execution 
Language (BPEL) to support systems integration and collaboration.

1. A system evolution process

The drive in healthcare to contain cost and improve quality has called for a transition 
from the institution-centered to consumer-centered care, requiring increased 
cooperation and collaboration among functional units. This creates an impetus for 
healthcare organizations to evolve their existing systems so that to enable integrated 
access to patient information irrespective of the location it resides. SOA, as a set of 
guidelines for integrating disparate systems, represents a view as to how business and 
technology architectures can be integrated and how composite application functionality 
is delivered to a portal or Web browser. Hence, SOA constitutes a promising evolution 
intent for healthcare systems since technological heterogeneity is more the rule than the 
exception in most healthcare organizations [1,2,3].

SOA is a concept that enables end-to-end application integration across and among 
healthcare providers, and provides a flexible model that permits the healthcare 
organizations to respond to environmental changes quickly and efficiently. It constructs 
applications from the ground up, taking one or more services and connecting them to 
form a complete, cross-functional, end-to-end healthcare process such as "medical 
order". This architectural style is dependent on the Internet and is a combination of 
business architecture, application architecture and software architecture. In addition, it 
allows users to rapidly build, reuse and reconfigure automated workflow processes 
(services) as healthcare priorities, regulatory requirements or environmental conditions 
change [5]. Hence, SOA responds to the need of exchanging medical information 
between diverse healthcare systems on the web and can form an ideal architectural 
basis for evolving existing healthcare systems [6,7,8]. 

A SOA environment needs a robust and secure infrastructure that can easily 
combine and re-assemble services to meet changing requirements without disruption 
and can span new service-enabled applications as well as existing [9]. ESB meets the 
connectivity needs of applications and services, by matching and routing messages 
between them, and makes services available for broad access and reuse [9,10]. An ESB 
operates as a bus that connects the various resources, ensures that services are exposed 
over standards-based protocols (e.g. SOAP, HTTP and JMS), enabling any client to
contact them directly and to perform transformation and routing of service requests. 
ESB increases system performance, thus enabling the development of virtual healthcare 
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applications as a connected, process-based set of independent services that exist inside 
or outside the healthcare organization. Thus, ESB facilitates cross-platform 
interoperability, unifies message oriented, event driven and service-oriented approaches 
for integrating applications and services, and, hence, provides a technological basis for 
evolving existing healthcare systems into an integrated district-wide environment 
[9,10].

In a federated healthcare environment (i.e. one in which services cross 
organizational boundaries) or in a distributed healthcare environment (i.e. one in which 
service communications bridge geographic boundaries) it is critical that data, events 
and replies are directed to the right place at the right time without management 
overhead. To this end, an ESB, besides resolving integration issues, provides the 
capability of orchestrating healthcare activities into processes, typically via BPEL [4]. 
BPEL provides a standard, XML-based platform that expresses a business process’s 
event sequence and collaboration logic, whereas the underlying services provide the 
process functionality. Hence, in a SOA approach that aims at supporting healthcare 
processes, BPEL can be used to implement intra and inter-process collaboration. 

Based on the above, a system evolution process towards a process-based SOA 
consists of the following stages:

i. Develop a process description of the healthcare organization, or part of the 
organization, under review and specify process support requirements,
including collaboration and cooperation requirements. To this end, generate a 
graphical representation of how and in what order process activities are 
executed as part of a human workflow. 

ii. Map existing system applications onto the process models developed to 
compare “what is available” with “what is needed”. From this comparison, 
identify which applications to keep, which to modify or upgrade, which to 
create or develop and which to discontinue so that the target system meets the 
requirements. Then, develop old and new applications as services that are 
assigned to process activities.

iii. Describe services into the BPEL engine, that generates an XML file which 
tells the message router (service bus) the rules associated with each service, 
and use ESB as a message router and rules engine that performs validations on 
messages, transformations on data and ensures message delivery from one 
system to the next, and eventually the delivery of information to the user’s 
portal or browser. Thus, a message is simply the packet of data requested by 
any service. 

The above approach suggests an evolution direction where a SOA implemented on 
an ESB/BPEL software infrastructure becomes a vital issue in supporting relationships 
such as those which exist between the healthcare systems and their operating context, 
relationships between roles at work and relationships between parts of the systems 
which are expressed as services. This paper focuses on the third stage.

2. Motivating scenario

To illustrate the technical aspects of the above approach to systems evolution, a sample 
integration project is described which is concerned with the automation of cross-
organizational healthcare processes spanning a health district. Typically, a health 
district consists of one district general hospital and a number of peripheral hospitals 
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and health centers. As patient referrals are usually made among various healthcare 
providers within a district, there is a need to ensure that access to integrated patient 
information by authorized users is enabled when and where needed. Thus, the sample 
process considered here is concerned with patient referrals from health centers to 
hospitals and it involves three separate systems based on different technologies:

• Radiology Order System (ROS): a system that handles medical order processing 
among healthcare organizations and is already exposed as a web service.

• Radiology Report System (RRS): a system that uses a Java Message Service 
(JMS) queuing system for communication.

• Electronic Patient Record (EMR): a customized system implemented in Corba.
Suppose a healthcare process that begins with a health center’s physician request 

for a radiological procedure on one of his/her patients and ends with issuing a 
radiological report by a radiologist. In this process two functional units are involved: 
the health center and the radiology department of a hospital. On performing the 
radiological procedure requested, the radiologist accesses the relevant part of the 
patient record and issues a radiological report, incorporating both the radiological 
images and the associated assessment, which is sent to the requesting physician. Figure 
1 shows a high-level view of the healthcare process concerned with radiology orders. 

3. System architecture

The system architecture described here delineates the intent of an evolution process 
directed toward a SOA implementation on an ESB/BPEL software infrastructure to 
enable access to integrated patient information during the execution of healthcare 
processes spanning a health district. To this end, the sample applications mentioned in 
the previous section are synthesized within a SOA so that they serve as a unified whole.

Uniting these applications into business processes involves solving various 
integration issues by exposing each application as a web service and, then, using BPEL 

Figure 1. A high-level view of the healthcare process concerned with radiology orders
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to combine the services into business processes. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of 
the architecture’s four main components. These are: the existing IT infrastructure; the 
ESB which includes adapters to expose existing systems and provide transport 
connectivity; the BPEL engine that is capable of interpreting and executing business 
processes described in BPEL by orchestrating existing services and the services 
developed or created from the existing systems. A fifth component may also be 
introduces to represent an authorization server that manages who, in terms of role, can 
perform the various BPEL activities, such as invoking a service or assigning a new 
value in an XML document.

In the context of the proposed architecture, the ROS is already implemented as a 
web service and, hence, no further development is required. Additional work is only 
required for exposing the two remaining systems as services. Specifically, an ESB 
allows clients to access the services through HTTP (or other protocols) and forwards 
client requests to the RRS via JMS. In this context, new message formats are defined 
using a CDA-based XML Schema and transformation rules are created to convert to the 
existing application’s format. This results in a new ESB-based web service for RRS, 
which receives requests and transforms them before placing them in the JMS queue and 
communicates with other web services via BPEL. Figure 3 shows the BPEL constructs 
that were added to WSDL files for this purpose. The PartnerLinkType defines the role
of each partner in a healthcare process and ties it to a given PortType (i.e. the WSDL 
term for interfaces). In this example, the presence of a single role implies a client-
server relationship. The figure also shows the RadProcCd property definition and a 
property alias that describes how to extract that property’s value from the 
authentication message.

Figure 2. A service-oriented architecture implemented on ESB and BPEL

        Figure 3. Example of BPEL’s WSDL extensions. 

query="/xsd1:EMRDetails/RadProcCd" />
<bpws:propertyAlias messageType="tns:authenticate" part="request" propertyName="tns:RadProcCd "
<bpws:property name="RadProcCd" type="xsd:string" />
</plnk:partnerLinkType>

</plnk:role>
<plnk:PortType name="tns:RRS "/>

<plnk:role name="serviceProvider">
<plnk:PartnerLinkType name="RRSLinkType">
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Finally, the Corba-based EMR must be addressed and to this end an ESB wizard
can be used to automatically create the web service by designing the interface in
WSDL and create the web service from there. The service implementation acts as a
client to the Corba system directly or though an ESB-generated web service interface. 

This architecture is compatible with the EN 12967 “Health Informatics Service
Architecture” (HISA) standard, which aims at providing a reference model for health
care IT services, facilitating the building and purchasing of interoperable systems [11].
Thus, healthcare information is clearly separated from the applications and can be
made available where and when needed to the various modules of the information
system.

4. Concluding remarks

Healthcare organizations are faced with the challenge to improve healthcare quality,
preventing medical errors, reducing healthcare costs, improving administrative
efficiencies, reducing paper work and increasing access to affordable healthcare. To
these ends, innovative health information technologies are often used in order to shif
focus from traditional transaction processing into communication and collaboration.
This paper describes an approach to evolving existing systems towards a certain
direction, namely, a SOA-based solution which is based on the ESB middleware
technology to resolve integration issues and BPEL to orchestrate individual healthcare
activities into healthcare processes. Thus, through the evolution process presented in
this paper, communication-level integration issues are solved first to ensure that all
partial systems (existing and new) using different transport protocols and data formats
can exchange information and, once these issues are resolved, the various IT systems
are made to interact to support healthcare processes. Hence, the result of evolution is an
interoperable process and service oriented healthcare information system.
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Abstract. The current Swedish regulations for medical alerts in health records 
were designed for paper records. Suggestions for computerized systems are now 
being investigated. A proposed model using three alert categories, graphically 
represented using three directions, probably combined with three severity levels is 
presented here. Up represents hypersensitivities, left/back represents alerting 
diagnosis and right/forward represents alerting current and planned treatments.
A small qualitative user study of the alert classification model and some graphical 
representations of it was conducted. One main finding is that most respondents 
found the use of directions intuitive as a means of presenting categories. Context 
dependency, information overload, and future possibilities for automated alert-
gathering are also discussed in the paper.

Keywords. Medical Warnings, EPR-CPR-EMR, Patient Safety, User-computer 
interface, Data acquisition- data capture, Graphical Representation

Background

To avoid exposure to known risk factors it is essential that important medical facts are 
put front and center. Lack of such information is a direct cause of injuries and even 
deaths in today’s health care [1]. Current directives from Sweden’s National Board of 
Health and Welfare require that certain important facts are presented highly visible [2]. 
Due to the fact that the regulation in particular is from the early 1980’s it is intended 
for paper-based health records. It says that information about hypersensitivity should 
be indicated on, for instance, the cover of the record’s folder with a red stamp or sticker.

During the last decades computers have been introduces as a tool in health record 
management. Trying to comply with legal standards suppliers of systems for electronic 
health records (EHRs) have implemented functionality in analogy with the cover 
stamps. Most common are icons using exclamation marks and triangles, often in colors 
like red, yellow and black [3]. The underlying data is still primarily related to drug 
hypersensitivity but may also give an opportunity to add other information that 
colleagues should know about. Research on alert indicators is hard to find on the 
international arena. Some parts of the work on VCM pictograms by Lamy et al [4] 
concern this area and may be applicable.
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In early 2007 a series of reports presented an information model for an “awareness 
signal” [5, 6]. The model was based on a broader definition than what is used in the 
present regulation. Among other things they mentioned current treatments and patient 
preferences, like declining to receive blood products and similar procedures. 

Besides the extended definition a three-level scale of severity was introduced [5]. 
The most severe level is “life-threatening”. One step down is “harmful”, a condition 
bad enough to cause permanent and irreversible damage. The third one is 
“discomforting”, a non-lasting state that may lead to momentary or temporary issues. 
These levels are similar to the three used in some archetypes from openEHR2, for 
instance the evaluation “Adverse reaction” [7]. In the openEHR setting the options for 
reaction severity are labeled ”life-threatening”, ”disabling” and ”mild” respectively.

1. Material and methods

This paper seeks to present an initial visualization for an expanded definition of 
medical alerts and provide a first reaction from health care staffers. The main purpose 
has been to find a new standardized set of parameters for an awareness signal in the 
area of medicine. To narrow down the scope Swedish conditions have been our focus.

1.1. Expanded alert definition

Introducing an expanded set of parameters for medical alerts requires serious 
consideration. First of all the expansion must fit the clinicians’ needs. Secondly the 
parameters must be possible to clinically define and store in and retrieve from EHR 
systems. Finally there must be a way to present the data in relevant views to other 
clinicians. All of these criteria must be met in order to reach the fundamental 
requirement for a medical alert: the ability to show information that will prevent 
possible patient injuries; injuries that would occur if the alert was missing and standard 
procedures and treatments, harmless for most other patients, were used. 

Starting with Carelink’s suggestions [5] for new alert parameters only a few made 
the final cut: hypersensitivity, current treatments and diagnoses. The use of the first one 
is already regulated and the two latter is added to widen the spectrum of information. 
Together these three include areas that need to be covered for more nuanced 
evaluations of the patient’s condition and treatment planning. Treatments can include 
everything from medications, which frequently give interactions, to implants—like 
pacemakers or surgical clips and staples—and similar prosthetics which are important 
to know about prior to some examinations, e.g. MRI scans. Diagnoses could embrace 
diseases resulting in a number of hypersensitivities, like malignant hyperthermia.

1.2. Visualization

In the prototype3, shown below, the broadened set of alert parameters is encoded in a 
graphic representation. This symbol includes both the extended information and the 

2 http://www.openehr.org
3 Developed as part of a master thesis project at Linköping University, LiU-IMT/MI20-EX--07/457--SE

(to be published spring of 2008).
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severity levels and by using simple associations all new parameters is assigned a 
direction. The names of the parameters correspond to the directions according to:

�� Up: hypersensitivity

The Latin prefix hyper- translates to “over” or “above” as well as emphasizing 
increasing activity.

�� Left/backwards: important diagnoses

Clinical findings are made now or have been discovered earlier. Seeing the lower 
axis as a timeline, with the present at the center, puts diagnoses on the left side.

�� Right/forward: treatments

Current and planned treatments and other upcoming activities are set from now 
and into the future. Using the timeline metaphor these are put on the right side.

To indicate the severity of potential complications each direction is divided into 
segments to fit the three-leveled model. A short axis is equal to discomforting and a 
long is equal to life-threatening. This way the image seems larger the more severe the 
conditions are. The setup using perpendicular directions is meant to make complex 
information available in a structured and straightforward way. It shall give the user a 
first glimpse and an opportunity to later dig deeper into relevant areas. Even from a 
distance of a few meters away from the computer screen it gives a first impression of 
the situation. The colors are chosen to attract attention in contrast to the standard gray.

Figure 1: A sample symbol with three active alerts: one regarding a diagnosis, which due to some 
medications could cause a life-threatening situation (e.g. acute intermittent porphyria), one harmful 
hypersensitivity (e.g. gluten to coeliac disease) and one discomforting hypersensitivity (e.g. antibiotic 
causing significant diarrhea). The red border emphasizes a life-threatening warning and the center is used to 
indicate the patient’s sex.

Development and early evolution of the visualization were made with Bertin’s 
visual variables [8, section 4.3.1] in mind. Planar dimensions, size and colors are 
therefore the basic elements in the transition from structured data to visual object. Most 
of it is static, only colors lighting up the shapes when changing between the states. 
Using a grey outline for the inactive parts make it stay in place as well as, if empty, 
indicating that the alert system is implemented and running.

In order to get information about the single alerts there must be links between the 
symbol and the EHR notes. Using tool-tip functionality, like in many computer settings 
today, a short summary can be presented when the relevant area is hovered with the 
cursor. Taking yet another step the complete underlying note is retrieved.

It is important to point out that the alert does not have to indicate only incidents 
that already have happened. Issues that may occur also have an opportunity to be raised. 
The idea is to present the evaluation of future risks. Another crucial fact is that a gray 
symbol under no circumstances should be interpreted as if the patient can take any 
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treatment. Unknown or unrecorded problems may surface at any time. Empty symbols 
call for collection of information from other sources, perhaps from the patient herself.

1.3. Interviews

To make sure that a clinical perspective was present at all times, physicians have been 
consulted, interviewed and involved during all phases of development. For external 
feedback a short qualitative study involving six clinicians from diverging medical 
specialties was carried out. The interviews lasted 20-30 minutes and started with a 
short description of the project’s initial outcome including the graphical representation. 
After the brief introduction it continued with questions related to their present use of 
alerts. In the end they had an option to propose suggestions for further work. The 
interviewed physicians were working in areas from general practice and anesthesiology 
to emergency medicine, everyone with their own perspective on the subject.

After all interviews the material collected during the conversations was processed 
by two of the authors, who also performed the interviews.

2. Results

Due to the wide range of use cases in the health care environment a large study is 
needed to capture thoughts and ideas on a subject like this one. Because of the nature of 
this study—exploring a newly introduced concept—this initial inquiry was set as a 
small-scale study. For wider conclusions further interviews needs to be performed4.

2.1. Discussing current use

Today’s stickers and stamps for alerts—on or off, no nuances—sometimes give 
misleading information according to the respondents. A sticker, which should indicate 
something important about the patient’s health, occasionally hints about personal 
preferences. On this the saying “Don’t cry wolf too often” repeatedly came up in the 
interviews, demonstrating the importance that the information is correct and up to date. 
You must be able to trust it; otherwise the alerts are disregarded in the long run.

2.2. Introducing the new ideas

Most of the respondents got the main idea, regarding separated categories and their 
assigned directions, from the introductory explanation. The associations made them 
aware of where the different parameters were positioned, which made some of them 
able to intuitively refer back to the directions later in the interview. On the other hand 
everybody did not find use for separating the information into different categories. One 
respondent, who had a background only using paper-based records, wanted a simple 
symbol to indicate potential alerts; a symbol which either was on or off.

The severity assessment was found to be a part many had opinions about. A couple 
of the respondents believed they would benefit from the risk levels and that it was easy 

4 Since this paper was first submitted, Nov. 18 2007, Carelink has published a report covering a more in-
depth analysis regarding alerts. Available from: http://carelink.se/dokument/tillgang_till_vardinformation/
nationell_patientoversikt/Rapport_Varning2_080208_ver_1.0.pdf
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to estimate them, while others did not see the distinctions. Some concerns also arose 
regarding increased workload. Assessing and tagging risks was expected to increase 
administration, thus giving less time for patient care.

2.3. Suggestions from the respondents

A range of suggestions for improvements and additions came up. The emergency 
staffer wanted an indicator for do not resuscitate orders. On the other hand the primary 
health physician wanted to know about reduced cognition and need for an interpreter. 
Also pregnancy came up as a suggestion. Some of the anesthesiologist proposed a more 
detailed graphical representation including the organ systems at risk.

Regarding display of patents’ personal preferences most of the respondents, upon 
being asked, found it improper. The situation may change the mind of the patient and 
friends and family are usually rather quick to notify the care provider about preferences. 
Acting on old subjective information in an EHR may lead to wrong conclusions and an 
undesired outcome. The most common proposal was to add a warning for contagious 
blood, a wish relating to the staffs own health and work environment.

A risk mentioned was information overload. Since some alerts only concern a 
small set of specialists—hypersensitivity to some anesthetic agents are only relevant to 
anesthesiologists—it might clutter the visualization for others to a point when facts are 
lost. A solution suggested was context control, so that irrelevant information is hidden.

Finally it was pointed out that the EHR is only one of many tools. A dialogue 
between the patient and his or her physician is still an important source of information.

3. Discussion

The alert symbol shows a simplified version of the EHR content. It is a projection of 
relevant facts onto a pre-defined image outline. Making the most important record data 
easily available to the clinicians severe damages and deaths are hopefully prevented.

A new set of alerts categories must be comprehensive but minimalistic. In the 
same time as many areas should be covered—seen from the suggestions the clinicians 
made in the interviews—it must be kept to areas that more than a few medical 
specialties are interested in and helped by. The latter is important because if you do not 
feel use for the work you put in, you are less likely to do it well. And medical alerts 
must be done right.

3.1. Interviews

From the interviews it can be said that directions as information carriers is an area to 
keep investigating. How the respondents apprehended and learned the introduced 
concept from only a short presentation was notable. Using the associations from the 
categories’ names made the interpretation easy and in some cases intuitive, from the 
look of it. The important thing is that the symbol can be interpreted from a distance and 
give guidance in how to proceed; either to continue as always or stop to take in the new 
facts. Some of the proposals made by the respondents had good merit. The suggestion 
regarding contagious blood is important for everyone in touch with a health care 
establishment, staff or not. It is essential not spreading disease, especially when it 
comes to blood. In some form this should be taken into consideration in future work.
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Concerning the doubts on severity levels this needs further study. For whom is it 
important and for which parameters does it add value?

3.2. Automated alert gathering

A risk mentioned was increasing workload relating to assessing and adding new alerts. 
This could be addressed by computerized support. On a day-to-day basis diagnoses and
treatments are documented, making most of the parameters already present in the EHR. 
Hypersensitivity is often related to chemical substances featured in the ATC 5

classification and diagnoses are labeled with ICD-10 codes. Using these as base there 
are simple links between the three directions in the graphical representation and some 
easy to identify entities. Regarding treatments a combination of ATC and other 
classifications are suitable.

A mapping connecting the classifications to certain alert levels is one way to ease 
the burden. There are for instance lists of rare diseases [9] suitable for important alerts. 
How these pre-set alert levels are set is an issue for qualified medical personnel to sort 
out. Crucial to the automatic alert is to avoid false positives. Information given must be 
trustworthy. To assert the quality, the final assessment must be made by a human.

3.3. Closing comments

To conclude things we have found a demand and a wish for new alert categories, 
expanding the definition that today only include hypersensitivity. In addition the 
response to the visualization graphics, using directions to carry the data, felt positive 
and worth further exploring. This has already begun in a project by Carelink.

From the study we also found that in addition to alerts for the safety of the patients
there is a need to alert the staff about risks they are exposed to, like contagious blood.
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Abstract. Healthcare information is composed of many types of varying and 
heterogeneous data. Semantic interoperability in healthcare is especially important 
when all these different types of data need to interact. Presented in this paper is a 
solution to interoperability in healthcare based on a standards-based middleware 
software architecture used in enterprise solutions. This architecture has been 
translated into the healthcare domain using a messaging and modeling standard 
which upholds the ideals of the Semantic Web (HL7 V3) combined with a well-
known standard terminology of clinical terms (SNOMED CT).
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Introduction

Each year avoidable deaths and injuries occur because of poor communication between 
healthcare practitioners [1]. The Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical 

Terms (SNOMED CT) is a universal health care terminology, the aim of which is “to 
improve patient care through the development of systems to accurately record health 
care encounters” [1]. Terminology is an important tool toward achieving semantic 
interoperability and thus improving communication in healthcare, and ultimately 
benefiting patients. 

Terminology on its own only provides a standardised set of terms, but this model is 
strengthened by providing a standard structure for information and rules about where 
terms may be used in this structure. To this end, the Health Level 7 (HL7) V3 
messaging and modeling standard is used. HL7 is chosen because it is consistent with 
the Semantic Web vision of providing a universal and computer-interpretable medium 
for the exchange of data (specialised within the health care domain) [2].
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In previous work [3], a strategy for achieving semantic interoperability in 
healthcare by basing HL7 message models on SNOMED CT concepts and relationships 
was outlined. It was demonstrated that this methodology could be applied to a basic set 
of clinical observations successfully. Since then, a full PDA application has been 
developed for collecting clinical observations data which utilises these message models 
for communication with a PC.  This work was done as part of the ePOC project, which 
has now concluded. 

In this paper, the authors go on to describe an expansion of the basic message 
model construction method used in the ePOC project, and to outline their overall goal 
of creating a middleware infrastructure called the Health Service Bus (HSB), a service 
oriented architecture for effective communication in healthcare.

1. Methods

1.1. Health Service Bus

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a term used to describe a middleware software 
architecture with a standards-based messaging engine, which is event-driven and 
provides foundational services for more complex software systems [4].

ESB is both operating system and programming language independent and 
provides interoperability between different platforms; for example, between Java and 
.NET applications. ESB is not necessarily Web-Services based (although this is often 
the case) and uses XML as a standard communications language. 

A middleware infrastructure for health systems has been based on the ESB 
ideology, called the Health Service Bus (HSB). An overview diagram of the HSB 
architecture is shown in Figure 1. The HSB provides communication between disparate 
health systems which can all connect to it regardless of the type of software or 
hardware used. The HSB is also envisaged to provide services such as a terminology 
server and translation services for legacy systems.

In [3] a small subset of SNOMED CT Observable Entities with corresponding 
Procedures was concentrated on, in accordance to the clinical requirements of the 
ePOC project. Since then the focus of this research has been extended as demonstrator 
of the Health Service Bus. This involved taking a workable-sized subset of SNOMED 
CT2 revolving around ‘Vital Signs’ terms and concepts, converting the subset to XML 
and then storing them in a native XML database. 

The HSB is built on Jini technology, a service oriented architecture for the 
construction of secure, scalable distributed systems [5]. A Jini service for querying the 
SNOMED CT XML database has been created and is one of the core services of the 
HSB.  Applications attached to the HSB communicate via JavaSpaces (part of the Jini 
Technology), using HL7 V3 in the actual content of the messages, in the format 
described later in this paper.

Figure 1 shows the ultimate goal of the HSB: the goal of PCs and mobile 
computing devices all accessing the HSB in order to communicate and access services 
such as terminology servers and patient databases.

2
A subset is used because the entire SNOMED CT terminology is extremely large and not practical for 

research and testing purposes.
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1.2. Previous Work

SNOMED CT concepts corresponding to a set of clinical observations were aligned 
with HL7 message models for use in the ePOC (electronic Point of Care) project. The 
ePOC project was a multi-phase, iterative R&D project with a research focus involving 
the development of a prototype PDA based point-of-care information delivery system 
[6]. A PDA application for clinical observations was developed for this purpose and 
these message models used and tested within this application [3].

The alignment of these message models is based on mapping SNOMED CT 
Observable Entities to HL7 Observations (a specialisation of the Act class) by 
populating the code field of the HL7 Observation with the code corresponding to the 
SNOMED CT Observable Entity concept. The relationships between the SNOMED CT 
concepts are upheld in the HL7 model by mapping them to ActRelationships between 
the Observations. At the same time, the HL7 methodCode field was populated with 
a SNOMED CT concept from the Procedures subset and the relationships between 
these concepts also upheld with the same ActRelationships.  Table 1 shows a summary 
of the mapping between HL7 and SNOMED CT.

Figure 1. The Health Service Bus (HSB) architecture.
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1.3. Extended Alignment Strategy

The work described in the previous section (2.1), while being sufficient for its 
application, is a preliminary step toward a greater goal to create a complete framework 
for health communication and has formed the basis for the messaging models and use 
of terminology in this framework. To this end, the messaging focus has been expanded 
more generally to include all types of SNOMED CT concepts (not just Observable 

Entities and Procedures) by taking a subset of SNOMED CT based on the concept of 
‘Vital Signs’. In this new strategy, HL7 models and messages are automatically 
generated based around the HL7 PatientCareProvisionEvent and ObservationEvent 

specialisations of Act using these terminological concepts.
Along with the mappings used in the ePOC project shown in Table 1, SNOMED 

CT Body Structures have been mapped to the HL7 targetSiteCode field, and 
Clinical Findings mapped to the HL7 interpretationCode field.  This field is 
automatically populated based on the code combined with the value field, to assist 
with decision support.

As an example, if the code is blood pressure and the value is ‘120/80 mmHg’, 
the decision support system will automatically populate the interpretationCode
field with the concept normal blood pressure, as the normal blood pressure concept 
has the relationship ‘interprets’ with blood pressure, and the blood pressure value is in 
a healthy range. The targetSiteCode field is then restricted to the systemic 

arterial structure and its subconcepts, based on the fact that the normal blood pressure 

concept has the relationship ‘finding site’ with systemic arterial structure.
Business rules (or constraints) have also been implemented to uphold restrictions 

between these fields so that all code values in the one instance of a HL7 Observation 

class must have existing relationships in SNOMED CT, or must not have contradicting 
relationships in SNOMED CT. These rules facilitate automatic message generation in 
the HSB.

The SNOMED CT Is a relationship is mapped to the HL7 componentOf 

ActRelationship, just as in Table 1. Other SNOMED CT relationships, such as Finding 

Site, are mapped by the two concepts belonging to the same HL7 Observation instance, 
as described in the example above. A summary of all mappings between HL7 and 
SNOMED CT is shown in Table 2. The new mappings are shown in bold.

componentOf Is a
component Subtype

HL7 SNOMED CT

Relationships

methodCode Procedures

code Observable Entities

HL7 Observation Field SNOMED CT Subset

Table 1. Mappings of concepts and relationships between HL7 and SNOMED CT in ePOC.

Concepts
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Table 2. Mappings of concepts and relationships between HL7 and SNOMED CT.

Concepts

HL7 Observation Field SNOMED CT Subset

code Observable Entities
methodCode Procedures
targetSiteCode Body Structures

interpretationCode Clinical Findings

Relationships

HL7 SNOMED CT

component Subtype
componentOf Is a
code fields in a single Act Finding Site, etc

2. Results

2.1. Messaging in the Health Service Bus

HL7 classes have been modeled and implemented in software and can be 
generated based on a user’s selection of SNOMED CT Observable Entity concepts and 
entering of associated data. The clinician (as the user) can enter in patient details and 
clinical notes for an entire episode of care into a front-end application. These notes are 
stored in the HL7 PatientCare Provision text field, and are optional. The clinician 
can then add any number of ObservationEvents to the care episode. For each 
ObservationEvent, the clinician chooses a corresponding SNOMED CT concept from a 
list and can enter a value and text. The value can be of any type, and will be 
interpreted based on the SNOMED CT concept chosen. 

A dynamic message model will then be created, which can be traversed recursively 
and an XML message output. These messages are then communicated between 
applications along the HSB using JavaSpaces. Synthetic message generation allows the 
scalability of the HSB architecture to be tested. 

2.2. Terminology Server in the Health Service Bus

The SNOMED CT ‘Vital Signs’ subset has been converted into XML (SNOMED 
CT is distributed as a tab delimited text file) for the purposes of using it in the Health 
Service Bus. This is stored in an eXist [7] XML database and allows for great querying
power against the terminology. A Jini service acts as a front end to the terminology 
server, allowing other applications to communicate with it using the HSB.

2.3. Summary of Results

Figure 1 shows the HSB architecture. Large steps have been made towards this goal, 
namely the communication (the “bus” in the middle of Figure 1) has been implemented 
in JavaSpaces and allows any PC (regardless of operating system) to communicate with 
any other using HL7 messages, and the Terminology Server has been implemented as a
SNOMED CT XML database with a Jini Service front end. A translation service 
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between HL7 V2.3.1 (the most popular version of HL7 2 currently in use) and HL7 V3 
is currently being worked on, to allow legacy systems to communicate on the HSB.

3. Conclusion

The information modeling strategies outlined in this paper, combined with Jini 
technologies, and in particular JavaSpaces, form the basis for communication in the 
Health Service Bus, and pave the way for semantic interoperability in healthcare.

Synthetic message generation allows the scalability of the HSB architecture to be 
tested and the plan is to simulate the messaging environment of a large hospital or 
regional health service.

An XML terminology server and a user-interface for entering patients’ vital signs, 
which generates and sends HL7 messages, have been implemented.

The next step is to create translation services so that legacy applications and 
computers connected to the HSB can also communicate with each other. This is an 
important step towards seamless communication, and will be a further step towards the 
goal of total semantic interoperability in healthcare.
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Abstract. Security is a vital part of daily life to Hospitals that need to ensure that 
the information is adequately secured. In Portugal, more CIOs are seeking that 
their hospital IS departments are properly protecting information assets from 
security threats. It is imperative to take necessary measures to ensure risk 
management and business continuity. Security management certification provides 
just such a guarantee, increasing patient and partner confidence. This paper 
introduces one best practice for implementing four security controls in a hospital 
datacenter infrastructure (ISO27002), and describes the security assessment for 
implementing such controls.

Keywords: ISO 27002, Security standards, CIO, Healthcare Information 
Management.

Introduction

Healthcare services aims at serving people well. In this regard, the need for IS 
standards is recurrent since every year thousands of people died as the result of clinical 
errors caused by fatigue or inaccuracy that could have been prevented with proper 
technology [1]. Most of the problems have to do with lack of coordination between 
systems due to the use of different standards [2]. Anybody waiting for the standards 
bodies before implementing IS will be waiting such long time, but information security 
must stay manageable and able to let preventing threats, reduce vulnerabilities and 
risks. Hospital S. Sebastião (HSS) is aware of the significance of information security
issues and the relevance of standards and frameworks such as Committee Of 

Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) [3] for financial 
processes control, COBIT [4] for information technology (IT) control, “Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act” (HIPAA) [5] to insurance protection and 
promoting communications standards and ISO 27002 [6] to manage the information 
security. Our approach here will focus on healthcare IT security issues. The COSO is a 
group of standards that includes different financial and auditing institutions’ functions, 
while COBIT, Control Objectives for Information and related Technology is a good 
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framework for assessing, managing and reducing IT risks. We aim at applying the 
ISO27002 standards to HSS taking advantage of its comprehensiveness in 
implementation details. One must recognise that each framework has their own 
weaknesses and strengthens; e.g. ISO27002 has a complete level of security, but does 
not contain product-oriented measures, such as those used on COBIT [4].

1. The IT Security Standards in the Healthcare Environment

The use of standards can be viewed from legal and IT architecture perspectives [7]. 
From the legal perspective, there are ranges of standards that either recommends 
general or specific scenarios in healthcare. In the USA, HIPAA is a legal requisite and 
comprehensive health information protection policy, which promotes the development 
of electronic healthcare transactions and specifically addresses the issues of privacy and 
security for health related information [5]. The security element specifically distinguish 
the innate problems in using electronic forms of records keeping and the changing 
nature of the technology upon which such records are recorded, used and stored. 
HIPAA has suffered many delays but it had a clear impact on services feasibility [8]. 
From IT standards perspective, we refer to ISO27002 (former British Standard Institute 
(BSI) 7799-1:1999) to assist in the development of security plans. It is a “Code of 
Practice” purposeful on high-level security management, revised in 2005 to cover 
current technology and business practices. ISO 27002 is intended as a common basis 
and practical guideline for developing organizational security standards and effective 
security management practices based on 11 main sections. As a code of practice it 
cannot be used for certification, so another standard has been developed ISO 27001 
(information security management system requirements) which is certifiable [9]. This 
standard specifies the requirements for security implementation that is customizable for 
individual organizations. ISO standards are only a starting point, as they do not contain 
widespread information on how security measures should be implemented or 
maintained. Other standards exist for specific proposes of health information, 
particularly for use in e-health information exchange, like HL7 [10] developed as a 
standard for clinical information exchange and based predominantly on the HIPAA 
guiding principles. In addition, the CEN (European Committee for Standardization) is 
putting significant effort into development of healthcare information systems security 
in Europe. However, this has resulted in an assorted range of standards being developed 
for specific instances of technology use. Many standards do not include sufficient 
security-related provision and given the complex nature of standards, it has resulted in 
a large number of providers selling security management solutions for interpretation of 
the standards and also to explore its implementation. 

2. The Process of Adoption of IT Security Standards: The role of the CIO

It is now accepted that healthcare is one of the most complex businesses with a large 
diversity of types of interactions [11, 12]. The possibility of using IS to support the 
services delivery also opens new opportunities. Smith [13] and others [14] have 
proposed that only Information Systems (IS) could bridge the information “chasm”. 
Interoperability of healthcare systems can play a critical role in this process. The 
Institute Of Medicine reports [14, 15] identified weaknesses in the design and safety of 
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healthcare IS whereas interoperability rules’ utilization can provide additional pressure 
to help the proper use of technology in that regard [16]. Both technical and semantic

interoperability require a wide organizational agreement on standards. Both represent 
huge tasks to be accomplished and require people in the organization to deal with it. 
Specialized groups such as IHE are pushing the debate and developing interoperability 
profiles to tighten areas of ambiguity en route to stronger interoperability. The HL7’s 
Electronic Health Record (EHR) group has produced many reports and other materials 
to guide technology managers towards interoperability. But before going into this 
sophisticated processes there are many other basic areas that need to be properly 
covered, being security issues one of them. The human and organizational side of the 
interoperability has been mostly forgotten [17, 18]. For a long time healthcare process 
engineering was also not taken very seriously [19]. In order to take advantage of an IS 
it is necessary a leadership to promote the alignment of business with IS. In this 
complex environment the role of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) is critical to 
ensure good focus on organizational specificities. It was recognized that best 
performing HIS departments were related with department heads that matched CIO 
attributes [12], like openness to suggestions and excellent relationship with other 
healthcare professionals; leadership skills, which help them to address challenges; 
meaningful negotiation skills which are used in their relationships with the vendors, 
openness to bolder projects with new technologies; etc. Healthcare CIOs are a kind of 
“special people” that push the organization further through an innovative use of 
technology [18, 20]. They know that pushing for interoperability will allow the 
organization to be more productive and less inefficient. Interoperability in an 
organization can also mean data access safety and security.

3. The Hospital S. Sebastião Information Security Case

HSS is integrated in the National Health Service providing tertiary health care services 
for all citizens of its geographical area. Built in 1999, it covers an area with 367 000 
inhabitants. HSS was chosen to become involved in an innovative management 
framework, supported by the Ministry of Health, to show the evidence of the improving 
efficiency of the new framework.

3.1 HSS Information System Architecture 

Hospital owns today a unified IS platform that aims to serve not only administrative 
and management purposes but mainly patients needs, helping professionals doing their 
job correctly. This middle management application provides approximately 320 
physicians and 510 nurses with an integrated view of all clinical information related 
with the patients, from exams to surgery reports. Since 1999, those physicians create 
and stores medical records through the hospital’s datacenter storage bank. The IS 
architecture is showed below (Figure 1.), where all the exclusively solutions contribute 
to grow the datacenter databases on consolidate and concentred ness philosophy.     
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Figure 1. HSS information System Architecture Overview.

The architecture definition was a long working process. The hospital board have 
recognized that a huge effort was carried out to minimise risks concerning the 
information management, data privacy and protection. This level of maturity was 
achieved in 2003, though these good principles are still not enough. These first 
successes encouraged the CIO, the IT personnel and top managers to be more focused 
on the improvement of the information security management.

3.2 CIO Role in the HSS IT Security Approach

The CIO created a team to address the IT security at the HSS. After relevant literature 
and practices review, it was selected the ISO27002 rather then COBIT. COBIT’s
entirety would make implementation onerous and if one compared it with ISO27002, it 
is easy to see that it focuses more on efficiency and effectiveness of IT environment 
rather than information security linked to business issues. It was recognized that 
ISO27002 represents a good mix of international acceptance level and full
comprehensiveness, as well as it is dedicated most exclusively for information security 
practices built around policy and process management. However, in the future it could 
be necessary to implement some COBIT measures to accomplish ISO27002 good 
practices. The applications servers and databases are all concentrated and beneath a 
controlled physical habitat, and what concerns securing and managing information, the 
prerequisites surround ISO27002 were recognized as an excellent point of reference to 
starting managing the information security. Some of controls of this standard have been 
implemented over a hospital datacenter infrastructure area and the focus has been IT 
and security policies as a best practice for information security management in the daily 
basis procedures operation. ISO27002 provides best practice recommendations on 
information security management for use by those who are responsible for initiating, 
implementing or maintaining information security management systems. 11 main 
sections border physical and logical preservation of confidentiality, integrity and 
availability properties. Making analogy with ISO quality standards and their way of 
managing and improving hospital made process of ISO27002 implementation as easy 
as possible. Analogically to quality manager, information security manager observes 
situation, gives regular assessments, and then recommendations for improvement, 
afterwards business managers determine to what issues investments should be put in as 
well as their priority. All 11 ISO27002’s control chapters have subset elements. To 
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provide performance measurement HSS rated the 39 main security categories, based on 
ISO27002 structures and according to a simple level of risk scale H-M-L (High-
Medium/Moderate-Low/Tolerable). The following table 1., concisely shows the risk 
levels for each control area helping the CIO to rapidly overview the whole picture of
information security and to identify priority actions.

Table 1. Risk Levels in the ISO 27002

# ISO 27002 Section
Risk Level

 (control objective)

H M L

1 Security Policy 0 1 0

2 Organizing Information Security 0 1 1

3 Asset Management 2 0 0

4 Human Resources Security 0 1 2

5 Physical and Environmental Security 1 1 0

6 Communications & Operations Management 8 2 0

7 Access Control 5 2 0

8 Information Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance 0 4 2

9 Information Security Incident Management 0 2 0

10 Business Continuity Management 0 0 1

11 Compliance  0 1 2

The application of this framework has been quite successful at HSS. For instance, 
section 3, 5, 6 and 7 were well accomplished in the datacenter infrastructure whereas 
the security assessment sections were based on the most relevant high-risk level control 
objective.

3.3 IT Security Project Issues 

CEO and CIO have assumed the project and the relevance of a security auditing and it’s 
implications: for instance, the obligation to up-grade, both physically and logically, the 
datacenter, and to change the daily modus operandi. The hospital board decided to hire 
an auditor (named by SINFIC, a BSI certificated partner). The auditor applied a Gap 
Analysis with five major steps: 1. Project planning, to ensure that expectations, 
timelines and deliverables are appropriately managed. 2. During the Information-
gathering phase many players were interviewed to determine the business environment 
and current security management and system administration processes through in-depth 
discussions with key players in the organization. 3. At the Review and Analysis stage 
Security Policies, Procedures and Practices were addressed to evaluate the existing 
security policies, procedures and practices, and compare it with the ISO27002 
international security standard and industry best practices. 4. The Review and Analysis 
stage results help to write down a concise, detailed technical and ISO27002 Security 
Assessment Executive Summary Report. 5. External and Internal vulnerability 
scanning to discover all devices and applications across the datacenter, and to identify 
and eliminate the security threats that make datacenter infrastructure attacks possible.
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4. Conclusions

From the case presented one should conclude that rules code of practice or standards

are essential to ensure the delivery of benefits to the patient and healthcare providers in 
information interoperability. This is only part of a bigger effort to implement a 
comprehensive strategy that allows consistency of information collection and sharing 
within the healthcare sector. This effort will establish a secure infrastructure between 
organizations over which to share patient secure information. It is required a 
comprehensive set of standards that define practical guidelines for the healthcare 
community, for which ISO27002 is a good benchmarking. Its area of application is a 
set of diverse and heterogeneous organizations like public hospitals, private, specialists 
and general practitioners. It means that specific targeted standards should be developed 
or established for the protection of sensitive information, and not left to individual 
interested parties to build up. It also means that we are facing a rather new field yet to 
be proven, implying that the CIO responsible for the implementation of an IS security 
framework will have to deal with its many variables and barriers. The CIO role and 
understanding of the organization’s environment is key to deliver real interoperability 
potential to the organization to patients’ benefit. 
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Abstract. Introduction: Optimized workflows and communication between 
institutions involved in a patient’s treatment process can lead to improved quality 
and efficiency in the healthcare sector. Electronic Health Records (EHRs) provide 
a patient–centered access to clinical data across institutional boundaries supporting 
the above mentioned aspects. Interoperability is regarded as vital success factor. 
However a clear definition of interoperability does not exist. The aim of this work 
is to define and to assess interoperability criteria as required for EHRs. Methods:
The definition and assessment of interoperability criteria is supported by the 
analysis of existing literature and personal experience as well as by discussions 
with several domain experts. Results: Criteria for interoperability addresses the 
following aspects: Interfaces, Semantics, Legal and organizational aspects and 
Security. The Integrating the Healthcare Enterprises initiative (IHE) profiles make 
a major contribution to these aspects, but they also arise new problems. Flexibility 
for adoption to different organizational/regional or other specific conditions is 
missing. Regional or national initiatives should get a possibility to realize their 
specific needs within the boundaries of IHE profiles. Security so far is an optional 
element which is one of IHE greatest omissions. An integrated security approach 
seems to be preferable. Discussion: Irrespective of the so far practical significance 
of the IHE profiles it appears to be of great importance, that the profiles are 
constantly checked against practical experiences and are continuously adapted

Keywords. Electronic health record, Interoperability, Health information systems.

Introduction

Optimized workflows and communication between institutions involved in a patient’s 
treatment process can lead to improved quality and efficiency in the healthcare sector. 
Availability of relevant information can furthermore lead to significant cost reduction 
and increased patient safety [1, 2, 3]. Electronic Health Records (EHRs) provide a 
patient–centered access to clinical data across institutional boundaries supporting the 
above mentioned aspects [4].
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Those benefits can however only be exploited if involved systems are able to share 
required data amongst each other. As a variety of those systems is provided by different 
manufacturers a vendor–independent interoperability is seen as vital aspect. Integrating 
the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) is a non–profit initiative founded in 1998 with working 
groups in North America and Europe with the aim to stimulate integration of health 
information systems [5, 6].

Problem Context: 

Interoperability is regarded as vital success factor for shared electronic healthcare 
applications; however a clear definition of interoperability does not exist so far. It is 
unknown if currently available IHE Integration Profiles sufficiently support 
interoperability as required for EHRs. It is furthermore unknown if and to which degree 
extensions have to be applied to existing IHE Integration Profiles to support the desired 
degree of interoperability.

Objectives

Based on the previously described deficiencies the following goals have been 
identified:

1. Definition of interoperability as required for EHRs and extraction of assessment 
criteria.

2. Assessment to which extent the desired degree of interoperability can be 
achieved by existing IHE profiles.

In an initial step a literature analysis [7] has been carried out to find interoperability 
requirements for EHR systems. Findings of the literature analysis form the basis for 
further considerations and are therefore outlined as the first part of the results of this 
work.

Based on the expertise in the field of Shared Electronic Health Records gained in 
the health@net project [8] criteria have been elaborated to measure interoperability for 
EHR systems. Personal experience acquired in the process of integrating IHE 
compatibility in an EHR system including successful interoperability testing at the 
2007 connect–a–thon in Berlin, Germany has been incorporated in the measurement 
criteria. The interoperability assessment described as objectives is supported by the 
analysis of existing literature and personal experience. In order to obtain reproducible 
and valid results those findings have been discussed and aligned with domain experts in 
the fields of EHR standardization and security as well as with clinical experts which 
are involved in the requirements definition process.

1. Methods
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Definition of Interoperability

Interoperability is required to support trans–institutional clinical data exchange in the 
context of EHRs [9]. Therefore common criteria are necessary which implies a 
common understanding of the term interoperability. The IEEE for example defines 
interoperability as the “Ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or 
products without special effort on the part of the customer” [10].

Criteria for Interoperability Assessment

This definition however addresses the interoperability problem on a very generic level 
which does not allow the extraction of the desired criteria. A different approach applied 
in this work is to derive a common set of interoperability criteria from requirements for 
EHR systems which have been published in literature. In order to fully support trans–
institutional exchange of clinical data, basically the same requirements which apply for 
EHR systems can also be mapped as criteria for their interoperability. In the following 
enumeration the most relevant interoperability criteria are listed:

• Interfaces: Has a common structure of interfaces been agreed on?
• Semantics: Are data interpreted identically on systems of different vendors?
• Legal and organizational aspects: Are local legal and organizational 

requirements correctly considered?
• Security: Must the security level of a system to be decreased for the sake of 

interoperability?

The list above has been extracted from requirements for EHRs independently 
analyzed by [9] and [11]. Interoperable EHR applications must at least support those 
requirements in order to exploit the above mentioned benefits of trans–institutional 
clinical data exchange.

Coverage of Interoperability Criteria by IHE Integrating Profiles

In the following section, a discussion of each criterion defined above is given with 
regard to which extent it can be covered by existing IHE Integration Profiles. The 
assessment is primarily based on our experience in the field of designing and 
implementing IHE compliant EHR architectures as well as existing literature.

Interoperability on Interface Level by IHE Integrating Profiles

The core competence of IHE is to analyze common clinical use cases and describe a set 
of actors and transactions based on existing standards to support those use cases. 
Systems implemented and tested according to the IHE specifications basically support 
interoperability on interface level to interconnect EHR applications of different 
vendors.

However, based on our experience, Integration Profiles leave details open for 
implementation, which is, from the economic point of view, expected to support the 

2. Results
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market. Technically this might lead to slightly different interpretation of the 
specification, which may prevent successful communication between different systems 
as experienced in the 2007 connect–a–thon. The concept of IHE is interoperability 
testing and not certification. This means that systems attested conformity to an 
Integration Profile can be further developed. This “snapshot” approach allows vendors 
to further modify and improve their systems even after conformity has been attested, 
which furthermore allows modifications carried out during the connect–a–thon to be 
stabilized to a mature system. We however would like create awareness that changes to 
a successfully tested system might lead to side effects that can, in the worst case, break 
interoperability.

Interoperability on Semantic Level by IHE Integrating Profiles

Semantic interoperability is a vital aspect to guarantee that data are interpreted 
identically in trans–institutional EHR applications. IHE has recognized the importance 
of semantic interoperability and aligned their Integration Profiles with internationally 
accepted standards for semantic interoperability such as the Clinical Document 
Architecture (CDA) and common medical dictionaries such as LOINC and SNOMED.

The common data format increases the likelihood that identical meaning of data 
can be preserved in trans–institutional EHR applications on a technical level. With 
currently available technology such as CDA, a very fine–grained structure can be 
applied to clinical data which allows even a language–independent identical 
interpretation. We however have identified two main challenges which are to be solved 
in order to profit from those theoretic benefits: (1) As long as there is no strict 
requirement for producers to apply a fine–grained structure to their data, there will be 
large amounts of completely unstructured data which are expected to be interpreted 
anything else then identically. (2) Structuring of clinical data is expected to entirely 
change the workflow of data capturing. This is an organizational rather than a technical 
problem as health professionals must be motivated to switch from flexible free text to a 
rigid framework for data capturing.

Interoperability on Legal and Organizational Level by IHE Integrating Profiles

One of the greatest challenges of the IHE-integration-profiles is the demand to be so 
specific that it could work, but also to have the corresponding range to fit the legal and 
organizational requirements of the different nations. The medico legal and 
organizational scenarios for different areas like Europe, USA or Australia for various 
actors of healthcare providers differs in many parts, so it's hard for a user group like 
IHE to develop integration profiles for different actors which meets all requirements 
worldwide. Therefore the possibility for development of national extensions is a very 
important precondition.

Interoperability on Security Level by IHE Integrating Profiles

Security is a very complex topic as different institutions with distinct security 
requirements are involved. The IHE tries to solve security issues by a modular 
approach which is the definition of additional Integration Profiles such as the Audit 
Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) and the Cross Enterprise User Assertion 
(XUA) which should provide security for existing profiles.
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This approach simplifies the implementation process as security can be plugged in 
at a later time. In our opinion security should however be an integral part of each 
Profile and not an optional add on. If security becomes an integral part of each 
application, the concept of application layer security can be implemented which allows 
authentication and other relevant security features to be handled directly by the 
communicating applications and not as currently described in the ATNA Profile on 
network level between communicating nodes.

So far we have looked at the IHEs potential to solve the problem of interoperability 
from four different viewpoints. As we figured out the IHE profiles certainly make a 
major contribution to this problem, but they also arise new problems or do not solve the 
initial problems completely. Conformity with IHE profiles is not checked continuously 
by the IHE organization which can lead to interoperability problems itself as systems 
are constantly enhanced. It seems appropriate to implement a mechanism that deals 
with this problem. Another problem that is closely associated with IHE profiles is their 
missing flexibility for adoption to different organizational or other specific conditions. 
Regional or national initiatives should get a possibility to realize their specific needs 
within the boundaries of IHE profiles without violation of interoperability. One of IHEs 
greatest omissions is the lack of security integration in its different profiles. Security so 
far is an optional element and can only be implemented on network level within the 
IHE profiles. An integrated security approach seems to be preferable.

Irrespective of the so far practical significance of the IHE profiles it appears to be 
of great importance, that the profiles are constantly checked against practical 
experiences and are continuously adapted. Local initiatives like the health@net project 
[8] are able to provide an important contribution to the enhancement of IHE profiles 
with their practical experience.
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Abstract. The APACHE IV classification is used to capture diagnostic 
information for calculation of mortality risks in intensive care (IC). The lack of 
structured and formal definitions for concepts in APACHE IV classification as in 
any classification results in shortcomings when scaling up for re-use. The use of 
SNOMED CT as a reference terminology can address these shortcomings. 
However, all of SNOMED CT contains large amounts of information that is 
irrelevant for IC. By building an interface terminology (IfT) based on SNOMED 
CT and APACHE IV, it is possible to isolate the IC users from the complexity of 
SNOMED CT while enabling standardized data registration. 
Within this study, a mapping is realized from the APACHE IV classification to 
SNOMED CT. The results of the mapping will be used to identify a relevant 
SNOMED CT subset for the development of an IC-specific IfT. 
The vast majority of the diagnostic categories in APACHE IV could be mapped 
to one or more SNOMED CT concepts (83.8%) and for the remaining concept a 
partial match was identified (16%). The good mapping results will provide a 
SNOMED CT subset sufficient for developing an IC-specific IfT. Finally, lessons 
learned in this study are valuable for other researchers who intend to realize a 
mapping from a classification to SNOMED CT. 

Keywords: SNOMED CT, APACHE IV, mapping, reference terminology, 
interface terminology, intensive care

Introduction

Healthcare providers documenting clinical encounters are increasingly using
classifications to categorize patients with certain diseases or treatments. For instance,
calculation of mortality risks in Intensive Care (IC) requires diagnostic information 
which is captured using the APACHE IV reasons for IC admission classification 
(APACHE IV classification) [1]. A classification is defined as a systematic 
arrangement of concepts into classes or groups based on common characteristics [2].
The lack of structure and formal semantic definitions for concepts in most 
classifications results in shortcomings when scaling up for re-use for multiple 
purposes. Accordingly, classifications such as APACHE IV generally serve a specific
purpose within a certain medical domain and are mostly unsuitable for the broad 
registration of daily care processes.
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Reference Terminologies (RT) are often used to address these scaling and re-use 
issues. A RT is defined as a set of concepts and relationships which provide a common 
reference point for comparisons and aggregation of data about the entire healthcare 
process and enables consistent and computer-readable coding of clinical data, which is 
a central feature for the use and re-use of information [3;4]. SNOMED CT is regarded 
as by far the most comprehensive reference terminology for coding clinical data [5].
SNOMED CT is comprehensive on its own, but also maps to other medical 
terminologies and classification systems already in use. This avoids duplicate data 
capture, while facilitating enhanced health reporting, billing and statistical analysis.

In the IC, for instance, SNOMED CT can be used to capture diagnostic 
information which will not only aid the calculation of mortality risks, but will also 
facilitate sharing and aggregation of data for other purposes.
However, in case all of SNOMED CT is provided to the users, its comprehensiveness 
forms also its disadvantage in that it contains large amounts of information that is 
irrelevant for most of the specific clinical disciplines and would, therefore, be very 
cumbersome to use. IC users, for instance, will only be interested in a small fraction of 
the concepts included in SNOMED CT. Furthermore, the extensiveness of SNOMED
CT for all kind of medical domains does not guarantee that it is sufficient for the 
collection of detailed information for daily patient care in a specific clinical field such 
as IC.

Therefore, the use of all of SNOMED CT as an interface terminology (IfT) in 
specific clinical settings is the subject of discussion in many studies [5-7]. An IfT is a 
terminology used for systematic collection of clinical data that supports direct entry of 
these data into electronic medical files. IfTs aim to facilitate the display and collection 
of clinical data to users in a simple way while simultaneously linking the users' own 
terms to structured data elements used by specific reference terminologies [4].

We aim at developing an IfT based on SNOMED CT and APACHE IV 
classification for IC. The local IfT to SNOMED CT will make it possible to overcome 
the scaling and re-use problems related to APACHE IV classification by taking full 
advantage of SNOMED CT’s semantic structure and description logics. On the same 
time it becomes possible to isolate the IC users from the complexity of SNOMED CT 
whose terms and language (i.e. English and Spanish) may be inappropriate and 
insufficient for the IC and may have an arbitrary level of details. The local IfT will 
initially be used by clinicians to capture diagnostic information which will be used to 
derive the APACHE IV diagnostic categories for calculation of mortality risks. Later 
on the IfT will be gradually expanded to serve multiple purposes such as registration 
of clinical data for medical record systems and research.

 This paper describes the mapping from APACHE IV classification to SNOMED 
CT. Mapping is defined as “linking the content of the two systems through semantic 
correspondence” [2]. The results of this mapping will be used to identify the relevant 
subset in SNOMED CT (i.e. the group of concepts, descriptions, qualifiers and/or 
relationships relevant for the APACHE IV diagnostic categories) as a first step in
developing the IC-specific IfT.
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1. Materials and Methods

1.1. SNOMED CT

SNOMED CT is the world's largest concept-based terminological system containing 
376,046 medical concepts, associated with 1,060,424 description terms for these 
concepts, and related to each other by a hierarchy consisting of about 1,359,435
relationships (July 2007 release) [8]. Each concept is uniquely identified and can have 
multiple descriptions. SNOMED CT has a dynamic organization and is compositional 
(i.e. it supports ‘post-coordination’). Relationships are used to define concepts and to 
specify how they can be refined or qualified. 

1.2. APACHE IV Reasons for Admission Classification

The APACHE IV prognostic model is increasingly applied within the field of IC to 
adjust observed raw mortalities for case mix differences (severity of disturbance in 
physiological parameters and the primary reason for IC admission) in order to assess 
the quality of health care [1]. The relating primary reasons for IC admission are 
collected based on the APACHE IV classification, which contains 445 diagnostic 
categories belonging to 116 divisions [1]. Each reason for IC admission is first 
classified as non-operative or post-operative, next by body system or a transplant or 
trauma-related category, and then by diagnosis. A residual “other” category is used for 
unlisted diagnoses within each body system, transplant, and trauma category. 

1.3. Mapping Procedure

Each APACHE IV diagnostic category was mapped to SNOMED CT concepts.
Composite diagnostic categories (i.e. containing more than one diagnosis such as
“chest/spinal trauma”) are split in atomic diagnoses which are then mapped to more 
than one SNOMED CT concepts. On the other hand, some composite diagnostic 
categories contain repeating atomic diagnoses. “Chest injury”, for instance, is part of 
16 diagnostic categories in trauma group. Each such atomic diagnosis was only once 
mapped to SNOMED CT.

SNOMED CT was searched by the first researcher (FR) experienced in SNOMED 
CT and APACHE IV classification to find matches for diagnostic categories from the 
APACHE IV classification. The diagnostic categories which could not be mapped by 
FR were also searched for by a second researcher (RC), a SNOMED CT expert. In 
case of unclear definitions for the diagnostic categories, the researchers consulted an 
intensivist. The concepts in SNOMED CT were navigated using Clue browser version 
2006.2.30 [9].

Mapping consisted of three consecutive activities: 1) Interpreting and analyzing
the meaning of diagnostic categories. 2) Matching one APACHE IV diagnostic 
category to one or more SNOMED CT concept(s). The diagnostic categories were first 
matched to pre-coordinated concepts. In case no pre-coordinated match was available, 
a post-coordinated match was searched for. Concepts that did not exist in SNOMED 
CT were eventually matched to the appropriate superordinates. 3) Assessing each 
matched concept-category pair on how well they matched by marking each concept-
category pair as “complete match”, “non-match” or “partial match” (i.e. matches to 
superordinate concepts).
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Table 1: Examples of mapping types

Examples APACHE IV

diagnosis category

SNOMED CT 

concept(s)

Comments

Complete match 

pre-coordinated

Chest/spinal trauma 262525000 | chest injury 
| “+”

90584004 | spinal cord 
injury |

A composite diagnostic 
category is split and each 
atomic diagnose is mapped 
to an atomic SNOMED CT 
concept

Complete match 

post-coordinated

Surgery for 
subdural hematoma

410771003 | surgical 
procedure for clinical 
finding and/or disorder | : 
363702006 | has focus | = 
95453001 | subdural 
haematoma |

Pre-coordinated concept 
was not found in 
SNOMED CT

Partial match to

a superordinate 

concept

Coronary Artery 
Bypass Graft 
(CABG), redo

232717009 | coronary 
artery bypass graft |

Redo is not specified in 
SNOMED CT. The 
diagnose is mapped to a 
superordinate concept

Partial match for

category “Other”

Other medical 
respiratory disorder

50043002 | disorder of 
respiratory system |

Other can not be specified 
in SNOMED CT.

Non match Other medical 
neuromuscular 
disorder

Neuromuscular not 
specified in SNOMED CT
”Other” can not be
specified in SNOMED CT

2. Results 

The 445 diagnostic categories in APACHE IV classification were mapped to 397 
atomic SNOMED CT concepts. Table 1 provides some examples of the different 
mapping types. Table 2 presents the results of the mapping. SNOMED CT provided 
complete matches for 83.8% of the diagnostic categories and partial matches for 
16.0% of the diagnostic categories. Only for one diagnostic category, “non match” 
could be identified. 

3. Discussion 

The aim of this project was to develop a mapping from APACHE IV classification to
SNOMED CT. For 83.8% of the diagnostic categories in APACHE IV classification a 
complete match was identified in SNOMED CT. This percentage is in accordance with 
other studies which showed that SNOMED CT has a coverage up to 90% for various 
medical domains [6;10-12].

As pointed by other authors, the use of post-coordination resulted in better 
matching scores [13], 31% of all complete matches was realized through post-
coordination. In this study post-coordination was based on the semantic possibilities of 
SNOMED CT representation and was not restricted to functional limitations of the 
Clue interface. For 12 diagnostic categories (e.g. “surgery for complications of 
previous spinal cord surgery”) it was semantically possible to post-coordinate them in 
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             Table 2: Results of the mapping between APACHE IV classification and SNOMED CT. 

Complete 

match (%)

Partial

match (%)
Number of

categories Pre. Post. Pre. Post.

No

match (%)

Cardiovascular 101 54.5 22.8 19.8 3.0 0.0

Gastro-intestinal 57 52.6 31.6 10.5 5.3 0.0

Genitourinary 35 45.7 14.3 5.7 34.3 0.0

Hematology 18 72.2 11.1 11.1 5.6 0.0

Metabolic 18 88.9 0.0 5.6 5.6 0.0

Musculoskeletal 20 75.0 5.0 5.0 15.0 0.0

Neurologic 54 66.7 20.4 7.4 3.7 1.9

Respiratory 46 67.4 21.7 8.7 2.2 0.0

Transplant 24 45.8 41.7 4.2 8.3 0.0

Trauma 72 47.2 50.0 1.4 1.4 0.0

Total 445 57.8 26.1 9.5 6.5 0.2

SNOMED CT. However, the functionalities of Clue interface did not allow that. Since 
the results of our mapping aim to identify the relevant subset in SNOMED CT which 
is independent of the Clue interface, these concepts are marked as complete matches. 

The diagnostic categories including the word “Other” (e.g. Other cardiovascular 
or Other Respiratory- medical) are residual categories in all body systems for 
conditions that can not be allocated to more specific categories. These categories form 
the largest part (47.8%) of the “partial match” group. The remaining diagnostic 
categories for which a partial match is identified are mostly named identities such as 
assessment scales or medical devices. We believe that these partial matches are also of 
great importance for the identification of the relevant SNOMED CT subset to develop 
a sufficient IfT for IC. 

Previous studies on mapping a classification to SNOMED CT have shown that the 
mapping can be influenced by the structure and content characteristics of both systems 
[2;13]. In the APACHE IV classification some categories are provided with 
classification rules. The category “Respiratory Arrest” for instance is refined with 
“without cardiac arrest”, while the category “Cardiac arrest” is refined with “with or 
without respiratory arrest; for respiratory arrest only see “Respiratory arrest”. While 
these kind of rules are used in classification systems to make clear what should and 
what should not belong to a class, they are not included in terminological systems such 
as SNOMED CT. Since the results of our mapping will be used to identify the relevant 
subset in SNOMED CT for an IfT we ignored these classification rules included in 
APACHE IV and included every atomic concept from SNOMED CT in our mapping.

Furthermore, as in most classifications, the semantics of the diagnostic categories 
in APACHE IV are not formally defined, which makes mapping to other systems 
difficult. For instance, from the structure of the APACHE IV classification it is not 
clear what the exact definition of the diagnostic category “Non operative admission 
heart transplant” is. It can be mapped to the “Planned operative procedure for heart 
transplantation” which is a preoperative concept or to “cardiac transplant disorder” 
which is a concept meant to describe possible complications of a previous heart 
transplantation. Expert consultations revealed that both are possible and therefore, 
both mappings were included in the current mapping. 
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4. Conclusion

This study was performed as the first part of a larger study, designed to develop an IfT 
based on SNOMED CT and APACHE IV classification for IC. The aim of this paper 
was to describe the mapping from APACHE IV classification to SNOMED CT. 

The vast majority of the diagnostic categories in APACHE IV could be mapped 
to one or more SNOMED CT concepts and for the remaining concept a partial match 
was identified. We believe that these good mapping results will provide us with a 
SNOMED CT subset sufficient for the IC-specific IfT. Furthermore, the findings of 
our study as described in discussion section provide valuable lessons for other 
researchers who intend to develop an IfT based on SNOMED CT starting with a 
predefined classification. 

In the near future, we intend to build the IC-specific IfT based on this mapping. 
The IfT will initially be used to capture diagnostic information for calculation of 
mortality risks. After an evaluation in the IC setting, the IfT will be gradually
expanded to a broad and richly-nuanced set of terms (and concepts) that accurately 
represent phrases and expressions occurring in the IC domain.
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Do SNOMED CT Relationships Qualify? 

Ronald CORNETa
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Abstract. An important feature of SNOMED CT is post-coordination, which is 
enabled as SNOMED CT specifies refinability of target concepts of relationships. 
In this paper the use of refinable relationships in SNOMED CT is analysed, and 
the interplay between refinable and defining relationships. Refinability is used in 
10 out of 61 relationships, and the interplay between refinable and defining 
relationships is low. The results indicate that the usage of refinable relationships 
can be further enhanced in SNOMED CT.

Keywords. SNOMED CT, nomenclature, relationships

Introduction

Today, SNOMED CT is among the largest clinical healthcare terminological systems. 
SNOMED CT provides formal definitions for its concepts using IS A relationships and 
attribute relationships1. These relationships serve three purposes: making semantics 
explicit; automated classification; and allowing post-coordination.

First, relationships provide a formal way to reflect the semantics of a concept. 
SNOMED CT does not provide free-text definitions of concepts, but rather it aims at 
specifying relevant concept properties in a formal manner. For example, in SNOMED 
CT PNEUMONITIS is defined as a DISORDER OF LUNG, of which the ASSOCIATED 

MORPHOLOGY is INFLAMMATION, and the FINDING SITE is LUNG STRUCTURE. (In this 
paper concepts will be written in UPRIGHT SMALL CAPS, relationships in ITALIC SMALL 

CAPS)
Second, based on definitions of concepts, a reasoning engine can perform 

automated classification, e.g., can infer that PNEUMONITIS is also an INFLAMMATION OF 

SPECIFIC BODY ORGANS and an INFLAMMATORY DISORDER OF LOWER RESPIRATORY 

TRACT.
Third, SNOMED CT specifies two facets of relationships, namely the 

characteristictype and refinability. The characteristictype is “an indication of whether a 
Relationship specifies a defining characteristic of the source Concept or a possible 
qualifying characteristic of that Concept”. The characteristictype can be ‘defining’,
‘qualifier’, ‘historical’ (for versioning purposes), or ‘additional’ (to denote transitivity 
of the PART OF relationship). Relationships presented above for Pneumonitis had the 

1 SNOMED CT® Technical Reference Guide – July 2007 International Release
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Table 1. Relationships for pneumonitis specified in SNOMED CT.

source Relationship target characteristic Refinability

pneumonitis IS A disorder of lung Defining not refinable

pneumonitis associated morphology inflammation Defining Optional

pneumonitis finding site lung structure Defining Optional

pneumonitis severity severities Qualifier Mandatory

pneumonitis episodicity episodicities Qualifier Mandatory

characteristictype ‘defining’. In addition to these relationships, three ‘qualifier’
relationships are specified: SEVERITY, EPISODICITY and CLINICAL COURSE.

Refinability is “an indication of whether it is possible to refine the target Concept 
when this relationship is used as a template for clinical data entry”. Refinability can be 
‘not refinable’, ‘optional’, or ‘mandatory’. Table 1 presents the relationships for 
pneumonitis; the ‘defining’ attribute relationships are all optionally refinable (i.e., one 
may specify a subtype concept), whereas refining the ‘qualifier’ relationships is 
mandatory, implying that if one qualifies a relationship, a subtype concept of the target 
concept of relationships must be selected, e.g., not SEVERITIES but a subtype thereof. 
Non-refinable qualifers are used to specify that the target concepts can be selected, but 
not their subtype concepts.

Whereas inheritance of defining relationships is unambiguously defined by the 
logic-based representation of SNOMED CT, the (procedural) semantics for qualifier 
relationships leaves room for interpretation. Hence, it needs to be determined how 
inheritance of qualifier relationships should be dealt with. Furthermore, the interplay 
between defining characteristics and qualifier characteristics is of importance, as 
discrepancies between defining relationships and qualifier relationships may occur.

In this paper, the use of relationships in concept definitions in SNOMED CT is 
investigated and the occurrence and the interplay between defining and qualifier 
relationships are analyzed.

1. Materials & Methods

1.1. SNOMED CT

The July 2007 release of SNOMED CT (20070731) was used. The core of this release 
contains three text files. In this release, 376,046 concepts are defined, for which 
1,060,424 English-language preferred and synonymous descriptions are provided. The 
concepts are defined using a total of 1,359,435 relationships.

1.2. Defining and qualifier relationships

Post-coordination is the mechanism of supporting construction of detailed concepts 
without the need to have all these concepts defined in a terminology (i.e., pre-
coordinated). Post-coordination is not only relevant for clinical users or applications 
that want to provide detailed information about a patient, but also for modelers who 
maintain SNOMED CT.
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The terminological system GALEN, which was based on the GRAIL modeling 
language [1], was among the first to support both post-coordination and logic-based 
definitions. To this end, GRAIL used a mechanism called sanctioning. Sanctioning is 
one of the core principles of GRAIL, implying “that nothing is allowed until it is 
sanctioned by means of a sanctioning statement”2. Sanctioning is performed at two 
levels, grammatical and sensible. Grammatical sanctions represent general relationships 
(e.g., CLINICAL FINDING concepts have a FINDING SITE which is an ANATOMICAL 

STRUCTURE). Sensible sanctions represent relationships that can actually be formed 
(e.g., a FRACTURE has a FINDING SITE which is a BONE STRUCTURE). Sanctioning in 
GRAIL not only plays a role in ontology construction, but it can also play part in the 
process of construction of user interfaces[2] for data entry.

Unlike GALEN, contemporary systems such as SNOMED CT usually define 
concepts using description logic (DL)[3], providing frame-like qualifiers[4]. This may 
result in discrepancy between the defining relationships and qualifier relationships. In 
[5] an approach was presented to solve this problem of possible inconsistency. This 
approach involved specifying ‘invariants’ for the ontology that always should hold. 
One of these invariants is that defining relationships should only be introduced in 
subclasses of concepts for which the relationship is specified as a qualifier. In the case 
of PNEUMONITIS, this would mean that the concept disorder of lung specifies 
ASSOCIATED MORPHOLOGY as a qualifier, for which a MORPHOLOGICALLY ALTERED 

STRUCTURE can be qualified. In this way, post-coordination is maximally supported, 
and each pre-coordinated concept can also be constructed by means of post-
coordination.

1.3. Methods and analyses

The core files of the July 2007 release of SNOMED CT are imported into an MS 
Access database. Queries are created to perform an analysis of types of relationships, 
analysis of use of qualification and definition, providing insight in the interplay
between them.

2. Results

2.1. Types of relationships

In addition to the IS A relationship, SNOMED CT defines 61 relationships for concept 
definition. The usage of these relationships is shown in Figure 1. The solid line 
presents (on a log scale) the number of times a relationship is used in SNOMED CT, 
varying from 86,403 times for FINDING SITE to 1 for TIME ASPECT and zero for SUBJECT 

OF INFORMATION. The bars in Figure 1 show the proportions of specified relationships 
that are defining relationships and various types of qualifier relations.

2 http://www.opengalen.org/tutorials/grail/tutorial7.html
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2.2. Defining relationships

A total of 923,652 relationships (68%) are defining. The defining relationships that are 
not refinable are all and only “Is A” relationships (n=499,781).
For all defining relationships other than “Is A” refinability is optional.

2.3. Qualifier relationships

Fifty relationships are only used for defining relationships. Ten relationshiptypes are 
used as qualifiers. Of these, the two relationshiptypes EPISODICITY and SEVERITY are 
solely used as qualifiers.

As explained in the introduction, qualifier can be non-refinable, optional, or 
mandatory. There are 131 non-refinable 
qualifiers, all in the “using device” 
relationship. For example, the concept 
BIOPSY OF UVULA AND SOFT PALATE

provides a USING DEVICE qualifier with 
values BIOPSY NEEDLE and FINE NEEDLE.
These can be selected, but not their 
subconcepts, e.g., FINE BIOPSY NEEDLE or 
ACUPUNCTURE NEEDLE.

Optional qualifiers are used for the 
USING DEVICE relationship (n=952) and the 
APPROACH relationship (n=2482). As 
opposed to the example above, in this case 
it is allowed to select a subtype concept. For 
example, for BIOPSY OF LESION OF TONGUE

Figure 1. Frequency of use of relationshiptypes (black line), and the proportion of defining and qualifier 
relationships.

Table 2. Target concept for mandatory qualifiers
and the number of occurrence in SNOMED CT

Relationshiptype Target concept #

associated finding clinical finding 339

associated finding observable entity 339

associated finding procedure 339

severity severities 68095

episodicity episodicities 68225

access surgical access 39045

priority priorities 53336

clinical course courses 66094

laterality side 13485

associated procedure observable entity 351

associated procedure procedure 351
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the value for USING DEVICE can be (among others) BIOPSY NEEDLE or FINE NEEDLE or 
any of their subtype concepts.

Mandatory qualifiers (n=309,999) are used in relationships with generic target 
concepts. Table 2 shows the target concepts for the relationshiptypes and the number of 
times these are used. There are 9 different target concepts for all mandatory qualifiers.

2.4. Interplay between defining and qualifier relationships

Out of 61 relationshiptypes specified in SNOMED CT, 1 is never used, 50 are used 
solely in defining relationships, 2 only for qualifying relationships and 8 are used for 
both: CLINICAL COURSE, PRIORITY, ACCESS, LATERALITY, USING DEVICE, APPROACH,
ASSOCIATED FINDING and ASSOCIATED PROCEDURE. In these 8 relationshiptypes there is 
interplay between qualifier and defining relationships.

3. Discussion

First, current problems in the definitions and qualifiers will be discussed, then the 
advantages of enhancing interaction between definitions and qualifiers, after which 
further work will be described

3.1. Current problems in the model

The results reveal that in many cases the target concepts of qualifier relationships are 
generic, such as SEVERITIES or ACCESS METHODS. Figure 1 shows that the SEVERITY

relationship is never used as part of definition, which results in the possibility of 
specifying SEVERE ASTHMA, SEVERITY MILD. It seems that severity should be a defining 
property for SEVERE ASTHMA or MILD ASTHMA and other concepts for which the 
description explicitly mentions severity.

Another drawback of specifying qualifier at a generic level is that it presents 
irrelevant qualifiers. For example, PROCEDURE ON FOOT will present as ACCESS among 
others the possibility of MINIMAL ACCESS APPROACH VIA FRONTAL SINUS.

Analysis of qualifiers shows that they are not necessarily inherited by subordinate 
concepts. The concept DISEASE introduces qualifiers severity, episodicity and clinical 
course; CONGENTIAL DISEASE however, does not have an episodicity qualifier. Whereas 
it makes perfect sense to disallow specifying episodicity of congenital disease, it raises 
the question of the semantics of qualifiers. For example, it turns out that blocking 
supersedes inheritance for concepts that have multiple supertype concepts, i.e., if one 
of the supertype concepts blocks a specific qualifier relationship and another supertype 
does not block the relationship, the blocking prevails.

3.2. Interplay between defining and qualifier relationships

Only eight out of 60 used relationships are used both for qualifier and defining 
relationships. This means that the vast majority of relationships are introduced as part 
of the definition instead of as qualifiers. For example, the concept TRETINOIN (a 
pharmaceutical) does not define a qualifier HAS DOSE FORM relationship, so one cannot 
post-coordinate for example TRETINOIN GEL, whereas almost all subtype concepts (e.g., 
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TRETINOIN 0.025% GEL) have a defining refinable relationship HAS DOSE FORM. The 
target concept for this relationship is CUTANEOUS AND/OR TRANSDERMAL DOSAGE 

FORM, rather than CUTANEOUS GEL or CUTANEOUS CREAM, which would more precisely 
capture the semantics.

The fact that all defining relations (other than IS A) are optionally refinable does 
provide a powerful and consistent mechanism for supporting post-coordination.

3.3. Further work

The results presented are based on analysis of the inferred form in which 
SNOMED CT is distributed. When the stated form is available, more detailed analyses 
can be performed as the stated form will reflect the view that the modelers have on 
SNOMED CT. This should also provide insight in the way in which blocking can be 
made explicit, which is not clear from the distributed model. More insight in the 
SNOMED CT modeling process and in the tools used will further help understand how 
modeling is actually performed.

Examples presented in this paper were generated by using the CliniClue i .
CliniClue is the only system known to the author that supports post-coordination. 
SNOMED CT would benefit from having more systems, and preferably a reference 
implementation, that fully supports post-coordination.

4. Conclusion

Providing qualifier relationships to support post-coordination is an important feature of 
SNOMED CT. In the July 2007 release, qualifiers are used in only 10 out of 60 used 
relationships. The relationships EPISODICITY and SEVERITY are only used as qualifiers.

There is limited interplay between qualifier and defining relationships. Qualifier 
relationships are not used as a means of sanctioning defining relationships, as is done in 
the GRAIL language. SNOMED CT can benefit from further exploring the use of 
qualifier relationships with proper target concepts to enhance the power of post-
coordination and reduce the possibility of post-coordinating insensible concepts.
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Abstract. Several medical natural language processing (NLP) systems currently 
base on ontologies that provide the domain knowledge. But, relationships between 
concepts defined in ontologies as well as relations predefined in a semantic 
network are widely unused in this context. The objective of this paper is to analyse 
potentials of using ontological relations to produce correct semantic structures for 
a medical document automatically and to ameliorate and enrich these structures. 
Knowledge representations to unstructured medical narratives are generated by 
means of the method SeReMeD. This approach is based on semantic 
transformation rules for mapping syntactic information to semantic roles.  
Contextual relations expressed in natural language are automatically identified and 
represented in the generated structures. To achieve additional semantic 
relationships between concepts, the UMLS Medical Semantic Network and 
relationships between concepts predefined in the UMLS Metathesaurus are used to 
support the structuring process of SeReMeD. First results show that these relations 
can enhance and ameliorate the automatically generated semantic structures. 

Keywords. Language Representation, Knowledge-based systems, Terminology, 
Semantic Network, Natural Language Understanding 

Introduction

Ontologies in general supply vocabularies and world knowledge that is necessary for 
clear communication within a certain domain. Medical ontologies supply words or 
word groups (concepts) that are used in the domain of medicine. Often, they provide 
information on relationships between the concepts (e.g. SNOMED CT defines an ‘is-a’ 
relationship between the concepts ‘appendix’ and ‘large intestine part’). 

To gain information from medical narratives, NLP techniques can be applied. 
Using these methods, natural language text is transformed into standardised and 
normalised semantic structures from where key information can be extracted and be 
made available for further applications. Existing medical NLP systems, like MedLEE 
[1], HITEx [2] or LUPUS [3], normally use medical ontologies only for mapping 
natural language to corresponding concepts of the terminology. But relationships 
provided by an ontology are widely unused in medical NLP systems. Baclawski et al. 
describe in [4] an approach to exploit the UMLS for generating and indexing 
knowledge representations for medical documents. Their representation rules are based 
on syntactic information and semantic knowledge from the ontology, respectively.
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Nevertheless, a semantic representation for a complete document is not produced by 
their algorithm.

Therefore, this paper analyses the potentials of using relationships predefined in 
medical terminologies for semantic representation. In particular, it will be analysed 
whether relations defined in the UMLS and in the UMLS Medical Semantic Network 
(UMLS MSN), respectively, can help to avoid errors in structure generation using 
SeReMeD [5]. 

1. SeReMeD – Method for generating semantic representations

SeReMeD generates semantic representations for medical documents
automatically [5]. Out of an unstructured medical document, relevant concepts are 
identified and linked to each other according to the semantic expressed in the document. 
SeReMeD abstains from a deep syntactic analysis. Instead, semantic relations between 
concepts are derived from semantic patterns.

 SeReMeD’s processing pipeline consists of several steps: Within a preprocessing 
step, a document is dissected into paragraphs and is further structured into sentences 
and segments (e.g. the head segment [There is no mass identified] and the prepositional 
segment [on this examination]).  Tokens are detected and their morphologic and 
linguistic properties are determined. By means of regular expressions, each sentence is 
checked for special expressions (i.e., dates, quantities, expressions with special 
meanings like No evidence of) and negated structures like No effusions are identified.

This information is used during the semantic analysis.
The semantic analysis first considers each segment separately: By means of 

MetaMap [6], each segment string is mapped to UMLS concepts. Out of the possible 
candidates provided by MetaMap, SeReMeD selects the first proposal out of the 
highest ranked candidate set. Each UMLS concept of a selected proposal consists of its
free-textual description, a unique identifier and the UMLS semantic type, the concept 
belongs to. Furthermore, each semantic concept belongs to an UMLS main category 
that can be derivated from the semantic type (e.g., the semantic type Body Location or 
Region belongs to the UMLS main category Anatomy) and may have a semantic role. 

Out of the set of semantic concepts generated in the preceeding step, SeReMeD 
then determines for each segment a main information unit based on the assumption that 
each sentence deals with one semantic entity that is modified by all other entities. In 
clinical narratives this main entity describes normally a diagnosis / morphological 
change or a procedure / treatment. All other information is considered as modifying 
information. 

 Finally, the concepts have to be related to each other. SeReMeD links each 
modifying concept to the corresponding main information of the same segment. 
Furthermore, the main information of the prepositional segments is linked to the main 
information of the head segment. It is assumed that the information described in 
prepositional segments modifies the information of the head segment. The relation type 
of the introduced relation is given by the meaning of the preposition, which is 
interpreted according to the context it is used in (e.g., the preposition “with” can 
express the meaning using or accompanied by). In this way, SeReMeD produces for 
each sentence of a document a conceptual graph-like semantic representation of its 
relevant medical contents (see example 1).
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2. Problems in generating semantic structures

SeReMeD has been evaluated based on 100 radiology reports (800 sentences) 
randomly selected from the AMIA corpus [13]. 80% of the sentences were represented 
correctly by SeReMeD. Besides incomplete or incorrect mapping of sentences to 
UMLS concepts, missing processing of prepositions (22%), coordinated structures 
(15%), specific syntactic dependencies (e.g. between adjectives and nouns, 17%), other 
complex syntactic structures (e.g. coreferences, relative clauses, 32%) and a wrong 
detection of the main information (38%) led to incorrect representations of sentences.

Example 1
(1) Mediastinal structures show no evidence of 
mass.
(NEG) (Finding) Mass of body structure

|- (Body Location or Region) Mediastinum
          |- (Spatial Concept) Structure 

(2) Pleuritic pain on the left.

(Sign or Symptom) Pleuritic pain
|- (localisation) (Functional Concept) left

Example 2:
For the phrase Inconspicuous representation of the pancreas organ SeReMeD produces:
 (Conceptual Entity) Representation Component

|- (topology)  (Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component) Entire pancreas
|- (topology) (Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component) Body Organ 

The two modifying concepts [Body Part: Entire pancreas] and [Body Part: Body Organ] are not 
correctly linked. Instead, one additional relation is introduced, that is the relation between [Conceptual 
Entity: Representation Component] and [Body Part: Body Organ].

These results suggest that SeReMeD is able to represent especially phrases with 
limited complexity correctly (see example 1), e.g. simple noun phrases or noun phrases 
with a single prepositional phrase attached. For complex syntactic-semantic structures 
(e.g., coordinated structures, sentences with references) the produced structures are 
often faulty (see example 2). SeReMeD originates from the assumption that the main 
information of a sentence is described in the first segment. The main information is not 
detected correctly if another segment contains this main information. Dependencies 
beyond main / modifying information - relations remain also unconsidered. Even 
relations between two modifying information or two main information are not 
represented (see example 2). For this purpose, additional syntactic or semantic
information is necessary. In the following, the latter is considered, i.e. potentials of 
supporting SeReMeD by means of relations provided by the UMLS Metathesaurus and 
the UMLS Medical Semantic Network are analysed. The aim is to generate more 
detailed semantic structures and to identify dependencies hidden for SeReMeD.  

3. Enrich semantic structures by predefined semantic relationships

3.1. Ontological relationships within the UMLS

The UMLS (http://umlsinfo.nlm.nih.gov/) combines many medical vocabularies and 
provides a mapping structure between them. The UMLS Metathesaurus provides 
biomedical vocabularies that in turn contribute thesaural relationships between 
concepts (e.g., ‘is-a’ - relationships).    The UMLS MSN [7] is a network of general 
semantic categories or types. It provides 134 semantic types that are grouped in turn 
into 15 semantic groups (e.g. the concept atrial fibrillation belongs to the semantic 
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types Finding and Pathologic Function that in turn belong to the group Disorders).  
The MSN defines hierarchical relationships (‘is-a’) and non-hierarchical relations 
(“physically related to”, "spatially related to", “temporally related to").

The relations between semantic concepts (“interconcept relations”) and the 
relationships between semantic types (“intertype relations”) offer different possibilities 
to support SeReMeD. They are introduced in the following sections.

3.2. Interconcept relations 

One of the most frequently occurring interconcept relation is the “is-a”- relation, that 
provides information on inferior and superior concepts. This hierarchical relation can 
be applied in SeReMeD for checking whether a concept that is selected as main 
information is subsumed by another concept that is determined as main information. In 
the same way, dependencies between modifying concepts can be determined. By 
applying Rule 1 in SeReMeD, hierarchical relations are used while generating semantic 
representations and redundant concepts are excluded of being represented (example 3).

Rule 1: If the terminology defines an “is-a” - relation between two concepts selected as main concepts or 
between two modifying concepts of the same segment, the semantic structure will only contain the more 
specific concept. The generic term will be excluded from representation.

Rule 2: A MSN relation between the semantic types of two concepts of the same segment should be 
represented by the semantic structure: The concepts are linked to each other according to the relation.

3.3. Intertype relations

Intertype relations are used to detect dependencies between concepts of one segment
(example 4). Semantic structures produced by SeReMeD can be enriched and become 
more detailed by applying Rule 2. 

Example 3
Consider the phrase Inconspicuous representation of the pancreas organ that is represented in Example 2. 
Thesaural relations are defined in the Metathesaurus: [Pancreas] � isA � [digestive organ] � isA �
[Body organ]. Using Rule 1, the concept [Body Organ] is excluded from representation because it does not 
provide any additional information:
(Conceptual Entity) Representation Component

|- (topology) (Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component) Entire pancreas

Example 4:
The sentence There has been interval increase in the left upper lobe air space disease is represented by 
SeReMeD as:
(Idea or Concept) Data Type Interval

|- (localisation) (Body Part, Organ, Organ Component) Structure of left upper lobe of lung
|- (Disease or Syndrome) Disease

(Functional Concept) Increase
|- (localisation) (Body Part, Organ, Organ Component) Structure of left upper lobe of lung

|- (Disease or Syndrome) Disease

The two concepts [Data Type Interval] and [Increase] are represented as main information and are not 
correlated within the semantic structure. By applying rule 3 and the semantic network relation Functional 
Concept � isa � Idea or Concept a modified structure can be generated.
(Idea or Concept) Data Type Interval 

       |- (Functional Concept) Increase
|- (localisation) (Body Part, Organ, Organ Component) Structure of left upper lobe of lung

|- (Disease or Syndrome) Disease
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4. Case study

An experimental study shows the potentials of the introduced extensions of SeReMeD 
by means of ontological relations. The wrong representations produced during the 
preceding evaluation of SeReMeD (see above) have been analysed. Around 50% of 
wrongly represented sentences could be corrected using the procedures introduced in 
this paper. The semantic structures of these sentences contain more than one main 
information or more than one modifying information for at least one segment. Within 
the UMLS or UMLS MSN, relations could be identified that could help to generate 
correct semantic structures for these sentences. 
A complete evaluation of the introduced methods is still necessary. But this requires 
solutions for selecting the “correct” relationship out of the predefined relations. 
Normally, more than one relation between two semantic types is provided by the 
UMLS MSN. In this case study, it is assumed that always the correct relation is 
selected. On that condition, SeReMeD gains additional information out of predefined 
relations to produce high quality semantic representations.

5. Discussion

In this paper, an approach has been introduced that uses UMLS relations both 
predefined in the Metathesaurus and in the UMLS MSN to support knowledge
representation by SeReMeD. Several medical natural language processing systems are 
based on the UMLS Metathesaurus, e.g., it provides the domain knowledge for HITEx 
[3] and for a modified version of MedLEE [8]. But, thesaural relations or relations 
between semantic types remain normally unconsidered by these systems. One system, 
MedIE [9] uses relationships provided by the UMLS Metathesaurus to extract relations 
between terms in a document. 
   SemRep, a system introduced by Rindflesh and Aronson in [10], is comparable to the 
approach presented in this paper. SemRep uses two types of semantic rules to interpret 
phrases semantically: Linguistic patterns are matched against corresponding 
relationships between UMLS MSN semantic types (e.g., the preposition „in“
corresponds to the MSN relation “part-of”). The other kind of rules depends on the 
UMLS semantic types. But in contrast to the approach here, SemRep aims not to 
determine a semantic structure for a complete sentence. Instead, it provides semantic 
dependencies between concepts of an input phrase without creating one single 
representation for a sentence containing all relevant information. Nevertheless, the 
semantic rules proposed by Aronson and Rindflesch could be used within SeReMeD 
and could help to determine dependencies between prepositional segments.  
   An ambiguity problem occurs in our approach when several relationships between 
two semantic types exist. E.g., between the semantic types Finding and Pathologic 
Function three different relationships are defined by the MSN (associated_with, 
evaluation_of, manifestation_of). To resolve this ambiguity, the context of the concepts 
needs to be considered. This problem can be resolved by means of rules describing the 
context of concepts or specific semantic types. Vintar et al. address this problem in 
[11] by  relation filtering with inverse document frequency or verbal markers that also 
may be helpful in the context analysed in this paper. Relations introduced by verbs are 
widely unused in SeReMeD. In [12], Schutz and Buitelaar describe a method for 
extracting relations from text. They propose to use the extracted relations for extending 
an ontology. In the approach here, verb relationships could additionally enhance the 
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generated semantic structures. Another difficulty with UMLS MSN relations arises 
because two concepts are not necessarily linked to each other even when their semantic 
types are related by an MSN relation. Inserting such a relation into the semantic 
structure leads to an incorrect representation. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the potentials of using semantic relations predefined in the UMLS and the 
UMLS Medical Semantic Network for knowledge representation are analysed. It can be 
noticed that the resulting semantic structure can be more correctly by considering
additional relations. Relationships that are implicitly contained in a sentence can be 
represented as well. These relations are accessible using world knowledge defined in an 
ontology. Furthermore, redundant information can be excluded from representation. In 
this way, they can support the structuring process of SeReMeD especially for handling 
more complex sentence structures. 

Future research will include the filtering of UMLS relations between semantic types 
to tackle the ambiguity problem. In addition, an evaluation has to be performed to be 
able to give more meaningful statements regarding the possible improvements of the 
proposed idea. To avoid superficial relation search and production of incorrect 
structures, the introduced process should be supervised by the system. This problem is 
focused in our ongoing work.  
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Abstract. The current United States Health Information Technology Standards 

Panel’s interoperability specification for biosurveillance relies heavily on chief 

complaint data for tracking rates of cases compatible with a case definition for 

diseases of interest (e.g. Avian Flu).  We looked at SNOMED CT to determine 

how well this large general medical ontology could represent data held in chief 

complaints.  In this experiment we took 50,000 records (Comprehensive 

Examinations or Limited Examinations from primary care areas at the Mayo 

Clinic) from December 2003 through February 2005 (Influenza Season).  Of these 

records, 36,097 had non-null Chief Complaints.  We randomly selected 1,035 non-

null Chief Complaints and two Board- certified internists (one Infectious Diseases 

specialist and one general internist) reviewed the mappings of the 1,035 chief 

complaints.  Where the reviewers disagreed, a third internist adjudicated. 

SNOMED CT had a sensitivity of 98.7% for matching clinical terms found in the 

chief complaint section of the clinical record.  The positive predictive value was 

97.4%, the negative predictive value was 89.5%, the specificity was 81.0%, the 

positive likelihood ratio was 5.181 and the negative likelihood ratio was 0.016.  

We conclude that SNOMED CT and natural language parsing engines can well 

represent the clinical content of chief complaint fields.  Future research should 

focus on how well the information contained in the chief complaints can be relied 

upon to provide the basis of a national strategy for biosurveillance.  The authors 

recommend that efforts be made to examine the entire clinical record to determine 

the level of improvement in the accuracy of biosurveillance that can be achieved if 

we were to incorporate the entire clinical record into our biosurveillance strategy.
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Introduction 

As bioterrorism has become a real and increasing threat to our society, early detection 

holds the promise of limiting the damage resulting from such an attack.  Bioterrorism 

represents a significant threat to the public health of nations.  In warfare it is said that if 

you kill one adversary, you take one person from the battlefield; but if you make one 

adversary ill, you take many people from the battlefield, as it takes additional human 

resources to protect, relocate, and care for the infected individual, even without 

counting the effects on others that might be secondarily infected. Given the potential of 

this strategy to further the goals of our enemies, coupled with the minimal 

infrastructure needed to deliver biologic weapons, the potential for this type of attack 

represents a serious threat to a countries national security. 

One important part of any national defense strategy is to have early detection for 

outbreaks of illness consistent with exposure to a biologic weapon.  An alternate 

approach, termed electronic biosurveillance, creates a secondary use for information in 

computer databases that is collected primarily for clinical care and other health-related 

purposes. In a common approach referred to as syndromic surveillance, data are 

assigned ("binned") to syndrome categories (e.g., respiratory or gastrointestinal). The 

data are then analyzed to provide estimates of disease burden by geographic location 

over time that can be used for early event detection and health situational awareness 

during an emergency. 

BioSense, the U.S. CDC’s system for electronic biosurveillance, was initiated in 

2003. Data are received from national healthcare organizations including the 

Department of Defense (DoD), Veterans’ Affairs (VA), and others. The ICD-9 

diagnosis codes and CPT procedure codes from these sources are binned into 11 

syndromes. Data analyses are displayed in the BioSense Application, which can be 

viewed through the CDC secure data network by CDC, state and local health 

departments, and DoD and VA personnel. The BioIntelligence Center (BIC) at CDC 

consists of personnel who monitor the BioSense application daily for data anomalies, 

assist state and local health department personnel in data interpretation, and contribute 

to improving the BioSense application. 

In mid-2005, CDC began to develop the capacity to receive real-time data from 

hospital facilities across the United States. This initiative strengthens BioSense by 

emphasizing access to real-time clinically rich data. Individual patient records are 

stripped of obvious identifiers such as names, addresses and telephone numbers at the 

data source before being sent to CDC. Patient populations include those treated in 

emergency department, hospital inpatient, and hospital-affiliated outpatient settings. 

Hospital-level data includes a daily hospital census. Patient-level data of interest 

includes patient chief complaint (text or Coded Element with no coding system 

specified), physician diagnosis[1] (ICD9-CM codes), selected ED-specific data (e.g., 

vital signs) (Numbers or as an Equation), microbiology laboratory orders (coded test 

names, using local coding system) and results (LOINC coded tests, SNOMED for 

Organisms and unspecified coding scheme for other results), radiology orders (local 

codes only) and results (Coding system to be determined), and pharmacy orders (Drug 

names are free text; note that in the data model they site RxNorm as one of the 

standards but it is not actually implemented at present). As of March 2006, chief  
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complaint, diagnosis, and selected demographic data were being received from 

hospitals distributed across the United States.[2] 

The Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP)[3] formed a 

technical committee on biosurveillance in 2006 whose name was later changed to the 

Public Health Technical Committee.  In 2006, the work program produced an 

interoperability specification focused on the needs of biosurveillance.  The 

specification followed was aimed at satisfying a use case for biosurveillance provided 

by the American Health Information Community (AHIC) led by Secretary Leavitt.[4] 

Our work was further informed by a set of data elements thought important to the use 

case by AHIC and its subgroup charged to develop recommendations regarding 

biosurveillance data elements. 

Given this advice in September of 2006 a first version of the specification was 

published.  Under the current timetable the specification will see some minor revisions 

and is scheduled to be recognized by Secretary Leavitt by November 2007.  Once 

recognized by the Secretary, companies who wish to do business in this area with the 

federal government must conform to the specification. 

The Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) 

creates certification criteria for electronic health records.  The Interoperability 

Specifications developed within HITSP are considered input to the certification process 

and cycle.  These standards based specifications are intended to drive interoperability 

among and between electronic medical record and other Health IT systems. 

The Biosurveillance Interoperability Specification relies heavily on chief 

complaint data for carrying out biosurveillance.[5] As much of the chief complaint data 

nationally is not recorded in a structured and codified fashion, we chose to investigate 

how well the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED-

CT) covered the concepts in chief complaints found in Mayo Clinic health records.  

Method 

SNOMED-CT is a large scale clinical nomenclature, which is description logic, based 

and is produced by the College of American Pathologists.  The terminology has greater 

than 370,000 concepts and 1,000,000 terms.  In our lab we add another 790,000 terms 

as synonyms to make the terminology more clinically friendly (no new concepts are 

added).   

In this experiment we selected 50,000 history and physical records or limited 

exams from Adult Medicine or Pediatric outpatient visits.  All visits occurred in 

December through February (our typical influenza season).  Records were collected in 

an most recent to oldest fashion starting in 2005 and extending back to 2003 to 

complete the cohort of 50,000 records.  From these source clinical records 13,903 had 

null or blank chief complaint sections of the record, leaving 36, 097 records with data 

in the chief complaint field.  From these a random sample of 1035 records was selected 

for review. 

All records were processed using the Multi-threaded Clinical Vocabulary Server 

(MCVS) developed at the Mayo Clinic.   The server uses natural language processing 

to assign free text elements to a controlled representation.  Previous research has shown 

the mappings to be of high accuracy with a sensitivity (recall) of 99.7%, a positive  
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predictive value (precision) of 99.8% and a specificity of 97.9%.[6][7] Two 

independent reviewers (a general internist and an Infectious Diseases sub-specialist) 

reviewed each item. Where the reviewers disagreed a third individual (general internist) 

adjudicated. 

The method for the reviewer judgments (see Figure 1) is outlined as: 

1.  Is the Chief Complaint term a reasonable term?   (Yes--TP or FN; No--TN or FP) 

     A.  Yes.  Does SNOMED CT match the term exactly? 

           i.   Yes:  Code a TP for SNOMED CT’s ability to code the term 

           ii.   No:   Look up the SNOMED CT term in a SNOMED CT Browser (MCVS 

Browser). 

                 a.  A Match is identified: Code a TP for the SNOMED CT. 

                 b.  Does not match: Code a FN for the SNOMED CT term. 

     B.  No, it is not a reasonable term:  Did the MCVS find something in SNOMED CT 

which maps to this nonsensical term? 

           i.  Yes:    Code a FP for SNOMED CT. 

           ii.  No:    Code a TN for SNOMED CT. 

CE Leg ulcers in both the 

lower extremities.  

- Ulcer of lower extremity (disorder) [95344007] [K]  

      - [has Finding Site]  

                . Both lower extremities (body structure) [4180000] [M]  

Figure 1:  The review tool demonstrating a complete match using a compositional expression. 

Final Model of just CC Section To Predict Case Status of Influenza

Symptom
+

(In order of best predictor) Multivariate Model 

1) GOLD STANDARD 2=Cough 7.81 (4.12, 14.8) [<.001] 

2) GOLD STANDARD 3=Fever 3.90 (2.22, 6.84) [<.001] 

3) GOLD STANDARD 9=Infiltrates 0.12 (0.00, 0.74) [0.018] 

4) GOLD STANDARD 8=Sore Throat 2.51 (0.77, 8.16) [0.126] 

C-statistic 0.714

    OR (95% CI) [p-value] 

+

Contribution to regression is mutually exclusive to that of the “best” symptom (and 

next best symptom, etc.) 

Table 1:  Final Optimum Case Definition for surveilling Influenza from Chief Complaints 
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Results: 

Figure 2:  ROC curve representing the various models of Influenza identification from within Chief 

Complaints. 

Overall, SNOMED CT was found to have excellent coverage of the knowledge found 

in clinical chief complaints.  The sensitivity (recall) was 98.7% and the positive 

predictive value (precision) was 97.4% (see Table 1). 

CE CID Partial Nothing Total Total: FP 

Fixed

tp 452 120 288 0 860 897 

tn 16 1 71 6 94 102 

fp 11 0 56 2 69 24 

fn 3 0 9 0 12 12 

Sum 482 121 424 8 1035 1035 

Sensitivity 0.993407 1 0.969697 Undefined 0.986239 0.98679868 

Specificity 0.592593 1 0.559055 0.75 0.576687 0.80952381 

PPV 0.976242 1 0.837209 0 0.925727 0.973941368 

NPV .842105 1 0.8875 1 0.886792 0.894736842 

Pos LR 2.438362 Undefined 2.199134 Undefined 2.32981 5.180693069 

Neg LR 0.011126 0 0.054204 Undefined 0.023863 0.016307513 

Table 2:  Results of SNOMED CT mappings of the clinical content coverage of Chief Complaints.  

Judgments as to the degree of match with the input phrase are generated by MCVS (CID = Concept ID, CE = 

Compositional Expression).  tp = true positive, tn = true negative, fp = false positive, fn = false negative, ppv 

= positive predictive value and POS LR = positive likelihood ratio). 
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Some common systematic errors, which were corrected after the first set of reviews, 

included eliminating proper names from the abstraction and one point of erroneous 

synonymy (“Pt” mapped to “Pregnancy Detection” instead of “Patient”).  The numbers 

in bold reflect the data after these two sources of error were corrected and the data 

under total reflect the numbers prior to making these corrections.

Discussion: 

Bioterrorism and epidemic infectious diseases such as H5N1 Avian Influenza are a 

serious and ever present threat to our nation’s public health. In this study, SNOMED 

CT has demonstrated good coverage for the clinical thoughts / concepts used in chief 

complaints. It remains unproven as to whether or not the information contained in chief 

complaints is adequate for the purposes of biosurveillance.  A Receiver Operator 

Characteristics Curve was generated from all the potential models of Influenza 

surveillance from the chief complaint sections of the record (see Figure 2).  A c-

Statistic of 0.714 which was obtained from the ROC curve is better than current 

biosurveillance models for Influenza but not consistent with other common tests used 

in medical practice such as Weil’s Criteria for Deep Pulmonary Emboli or an exercise 

stress test which each have c-Statistics around 0.800.  This gap raises the question as to 

whether whole record surveillance is superior to surveillance using chief complaints 

alone.  More research is needed to establish an evidence-based direction in terms of 

biosurveillance data for our nation.  The authors specifically recommend the support of 

research looking at how data from the entire clinical record can best be utilized to 

maximize our ability to perform effective biosurveillance. 
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Abstract: The pharmacovigilance databases consist of several case reports 

involving drugs and adverse events (AEs). Some methods are applied consistently 

to highlight all signals, i.e. all statistically significant associations between a drug 

and an AE. These methods are appropriate for verification of more complex 

relationships involving one or several drug(s) and AE(s) (e.g; syndromes or 

interactions) but do not address the identification of them. We propose a method 

for the extraction of these relationships based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) 

associated with disproportionality measures. This method identifies all sets of 

drugs and AEs which are potential signals, syndromes or interactions. Compared 

to a previous experience of disproportionality analysis without FCA, the addition 

of FCA was more efficient for identifying false positives related to concomitant 

drugs.

Keywords: Adverse Effects, Formal Concept Analysis, Data analysis-extraction 

tools, Algorithms, Pharmacy. 

1. Introduction 

Detecting unexpected relationships between drugs and adverse events (AEs) from a 

pharmacovigilance database is a real challenge. Automated signal detection consists in 

application of data mining algorithms to help identification of signals, i.e. all 

statistically significant {drug, AE} pairs, which are numerous and should be reduced to 

the most plausible [1]. Indeed, these potential signals extracted from a database are 

only assumptions; they should lead to more complex and expensive pharmacological 

studies. Therefore, it’s important not to ignore any relationships but avoid an excess of 

studying situations. 

Several types of relationships can be identified from the database: (i) {drug, AE} 

pairs that data mining algorithms have mainly focused on; (ii) Relationships between, 

two drugs and an AE which are potential drug interactions, (iii) Relationships between 

several AEs and a drug which are potential syndromes, (iv) Relationships involving 

several drug(s) and AE(s) which are frequently observed in protocols. Among 

relationships between several drugs, cases where the drug association strengthens a 
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signal compared to both single drugs may be classified as a potential interaction. Cases 

where there is no signal between one of the drugs and the AE are more difficult to 

interpret and may be related to concomitant drugs: the first drug is responsible for the 

AE but the second drug is only an innocent bystander which was associated to the first 

drug by chance or due to a frequent therapeutic association. 

Automated methods for detecting drug-AE relationships are based on calculation 

of disproportionality measures. The statistical approach includes the Proportional 

Reporting Ratio (PRR) [2], χ² often coupled with the PRR, and the Reporting Odds 

Ratio [1]. The Bayesian approach consists of the Multi-item Gamma Poisson Shrinker 

algorithm [3] and the Bayesian Confidence Propagation Neural Network [4]
2

. Recently, 

van Puijenbroek et al. have used these methods in the detection of drug interactions [5] 

using a model based on logistic regression. These methods are appropriate for 

verification of more complex relationships involving several drugs and/or AEs (e.g; 

syndromes or interactions) but do not address the identification of them. A syndrome 

detected by case review involving Terbinafine and three AEs (arthralgia, urticaria and 

fever) was verified using this model [6]. A couple of articles addressed verification of 

already known drug interactions based on pharmacological knowledge. No systematic 

research and verification of relationships involving several drugs and/or syndromes 

was described in the literature with data mining algorithms. 

Some applications of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) have been proposed in the 

medical field, for example the study of cancer patients flows from DRG databases [7]. 

We present a new approach that detects all kinds of drug-AE relationships thanks to an 

exhaustive exploration of a pharmacovigilance database. It helps identifying situations 

where drugs are prescribed together whereas a previous method [8] generated several 

false positives due to the innocent bystanders. It is based on FCA [9] combined with 

disproportionality measures. This article introduces briefly FCA and its use in 

pharmacovigilance, and then presents the results of an application of this method to an 

extract of the French pharmacovigilance database. We finally conclude with a 

discussion of the results. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Fundamentals of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) 

The central notion in Formal Concept Analysis [8] is a hierarchical structure called 

Concept Lattice where objects are classified following the attributes they own. The set 

of objects (O ) and attributes ( A ) together with their relation to each other ( AOI ×⊆ ) 

is called a formal context ( )IAOK ;;= . Table in figure 1(a) defines a formal context  

for adverse drug event exploration, where O  is a set of patients and A is the set  

of attributes: sex (male and female), drugs that patients took (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5)  

and adverse events (AE1, AE2). Two derivation operators, both denoted by ' link 

objects and attributes. Let OX ⊆  and AY ⊆  then { }oIaXoAaX ,/ ∈∀∈=′  

and { }oIaYaOoY ,/ ∈∀∈=′ . Two compound operators both noted " are defined by  

the composition of the two ' operators (i.e. " = ' o '). They are closure operators over 

O

2  (": O→O) and 
A

2  (": A→A). A pair of '-connected sets is called formal concept: 
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AOYX ×∈),(  is a formal concept iff YX =′  and XY =′ . X  and Y  are respectively the 

extent and the intent of the concept. The set 
K

C  of all concepts of the context K is 

partially ordered by inclusion 
K

≤
 on 

O

2 : ( ) ( )
212211

,, XXYXYX
k

⊆⇔≤ . 
kkk

CL ≤= ,  is a 

concept lattice. 

In the context given figure 1(a), { } { }FPP =
′5,4  but, following the previous 

definition, the formal concept built by closure is { } { }),8,7,6,5,4( FPPPPP . The lattice 

kkk

CL ≤= ,  has one top concept which extent groups all the objects of the context and, 

by duality, one bottom concept which intent groups all the attributes of the context. 

Objects in the extension of a concept are inherited from the bottom to the top of the 

lattice. In a dual way, attributes are inherited from top to bottom. Figure 1(b) is the 

concept lattice of the context (a). The concept { } { }( )1,1,4,3,2,1 DAEPPPP  is named
3

c in 

the lattice. 

 

 

 M F D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 AE1 AE2 

P1 X  X  X   X  

P2 X  X  X   X  

P3 X  X  X   X  

P4  X X     X  

P5  X  X  X   X 

P6  X  X  X   X 

P7  X  X  X   X 

P8  X     X X X 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Context describing patients. (b) The corresponding concept lattice 

2.2. FCA and Adverse Drug Event Exploration 

The intent of some formal concepts shows that some patients took a same set of drugs 

and had the same set of AEs. In 
3

c , four patients { }4,3,2,1 PPPP  took the drug 1D and 

have the adverse event 1AE . We also observe in the context that 3P , among others, 

also took 3D  but 1D is the only drug that the four patient { }4,3,2,1 PPPP  took. Thanks 

to the closure operators used to build the concepts, the lattice gives all the drug-AE 

relationships that exist in the data and no more. Among all the concepts, we distinguish 

potential signals, when the intent includes only one drug and one AE (see 
3

c  and 
7

c ); 

potential drug interactions, when the intent includes two drugs and one AE (see 
6

c  

and 
9

c ); and potential syndrome, when the intent includes one drug and several AEs 

(see 
8

c ). 

Compared to extraction of {drug, AE} pairs without FCA, the lattice – with its 

formal concepts built using the closure operators – reduces the number of drug-AE 

situations to study. In figure 1(b), patients { }3,2,1 PPP  share the attributes { }3,1,1 DDAE . 

While disproportionality measures would propose two potential signals to study 
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( { }1,1 DAE  and { }3,1 DAE ), the lattice keeps only one ( { }1,1 DAE ) as { }3,1 DAE  is not 

shared by any group of patients. Of course, thresholds used in disproportionality 

measures are not meaningful on such a small example. 

All formal concepts are not relevant for adverse drug event exploration. Either they 

do not describe a drug-AE relationship or the described relationship is not statistically 

significant. To keep statistically significant concepts when the intent includes drugs 

and AEs, we combine the lattice with criteria used by the British Medicines and 

Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA): χ² > 4, PRR > 2 and the number of 

patients (the support) is greater or equal to 3 (see [2] for χ² and PRR calculation). The 

a,b,c and d parameters for χ² and PRR calculation are calculated from the extent of 

concepts in the lattice. We tested this method to a subset of 3249 cases from the French 

database on AEs. Drugs where encoded as active ingredients and AEs where encoded 

following the WHO-ART terminology. In that way, our database contains 527 drugs 

and 639 AEs. First, the lattice has been built using the Galicia software and then, for 

any concept whose support is higher than 3, we calculated both PRR and χ² values. 

3. Results 

The whole lattice has 13,178 concepts. For 842 of them, the intent includes at least one 

drug and one AE. Relationships are investigated using MHRA criteria in a horizontal 

strip of the lattice (see black circles in figure 2b). This remaining strip is delimited in 

the upper part according to the meets, which are the first concepts of the lattice starting 

from the top including both drugs and AEs in their intent. Delimitation in the lower 

part is according to the support of concepts because we keep concepts including at least 

three patients in their extent. 

 

Concepts Count 

Total 13,178 

{D
1
, … D

n
; AE

1
 … AE

m
} 842 

{D
1
, … D

n
; AE

1
 … AE

m
}  

with PRR>2, χ²>4, Support ≥ 3 

593 

 
 

Figure 2: Concepts of the lattice before and after filtering with the MHRA criteria. (a) Results of our 

application on 3249 pharmacovigilance cases. (b) A graphical representation of conserved concepts (black 

circles) in a fictitious lattice. 

Table 1. Drug-AEs relationships detected with FCA after filtering with the MHRA criteria 

Relationship Count Type

{D
1
; AE

1
} 360 Potential signal 

{D
1
, D

2
; AE

1
} 110 Potential drug interaction 

{D
1
; AE

1
 … AE

m
} 56 Potential drug syndrome 

{D
1
, … D

n
; AE

1
} 42 Potential complex interaction 

{D
1
, … D

n
; AE

1
 … AE

m
} 25 Potential complex syndrome 

Total 593 PRR>2, χ²>4, support ≥ 3 

Meet 

Support ≥ 3 
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Table 1 shows five different kinds of drug-AEs detected relationship. 181 among 

the 360 concepts expressing a potential signal are not restricted to a given population 

(their intent do not include any patient properties, neither age nor sex). We evaluated a 

sample of 95 of them: 61 signals where already known, for example {Abciximab, 

Thrombopenia}; 34 were not described in the literature, for example {Lidocaine, 

Tachycardia} and need further investigations. Among the 56 potential syndromes, 53 

consisted of two AEs and three consisted of three AEs. 

Table 2. Classification of potential drug interactions 

Drug association Count Example 

Therapeutic associations 57 Fluorouracil + oxaliplatine 

Successive prescriptions 8 Heparin + enoxaparin 

Medicinal product 22 Amoxicillin + clavulanic acid 

Concomitant drugs 23 Heparin + sucralfate 

Total 110  

 

The lattice helps to identify 110 pairs of drugs that might be classified as drug 

interactions. Among 57 pairs related to drugs commonly prescribed in therapeutic 

associations, 34 were dedicated to anti-HIV prescriptions. In 8 cases the associated 

drugs were likely to be prescribed successively rather than at the same time for 

example heparin was prescribed first then replaced by enoxaparin. 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

We evaluated in this article the properties of the concept lattice for generating potential 

relationships between one or several drugs and AEs. Sample size was sufficient for 

generating several signals. Syndromes mainly consisted of two AEs. No database on 

syndromes is available to verify their plausibility but we were able to detect known 

patterns such as hypersensitivity to abacavir. FCA also highlighted more complex 

relationships that are more difficult to interpret because they are associations of more 

than two drugs and AEs. This could help the generation of signals related to a whole 

protocol instead of single drugs. Due to sample size few drug interactions were 

detected and the interest of the lattice was more focused on the identification of false 

positives and concomitant drugs. 

In a previous experience [8], disproportinality measures extracted 523 statistically 

significant {drug, AE} pairs with many false positives due to concomitant prescription. 

The new approach generates only 360 signals. Indeed many signals generated with the 

previous approach are now clustered in concept nodes of the lattice that present higher 

order relations, i.e. several drugs and/or AEs. FCA helps to reduce: 

1. The number of signals to review. For example the medicinal product 

consisting of tiemonium + colchicine + opium generated a single signal for the 

whole association whereas the previous method generated three different 

signals related to each single active ingredient. 

2. The number of false positives related to several active ingredients in the same 

medicinal products. In previous method a signal of diarrhoea was generated 

with opium whereas this active ingredient is added in small proportions to 
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colchicine in order to reduce the diarrhoea episodes. Compound active 

ingredients are clustered by the current method and it is easier to interpret 

diarrhoea as related to colchicine. 

3. The number of false positives related to concomitant drugs. For example 

sucralfate was no longer associated to thrombopenia while all patients taking 

sucralfate were also prescribed heparin. 

We showed how FCA may be combined with disproportionality measures for the 

identification of three kinds of relationships of great interest in pharmacovigilance: 

signals, drug interactions and syndromes. Building formal concepts by closure with 

FCA ensures that resulting relationships (signals, interactions and syndromes) are 

relevant relationships present in data. 

The method presented is completely new in pharmacovigilance and, as we saw in the 

results, finds its validity in signal detection. We are the first to propose a method 

performing an exhaustive search of syndromes and interactions. No database is available 

to verifying plausibility of these complex relationships, but results are consistent in terms 

of pharmacovigilance. We are working on applying an extension of FCA, known as 

relational concept Analysis, to better characterize the syndromes and interactions. 
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Abstract. Currently, the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches in 

order to improve search and exploration of electronic health records (EHRs) 

within healthcare information systems is not a common practice. One reason for 

this is the lack of suitable lexical resources: various types of such resources need 

to be collected or acquired. In this work, we propose a novel method for the 

acquisition of synonymous resources. This method is language-independent and 

relies on existence of structured terminologies. It enables to decipher hidden 

synonymous relations between simple words and terms on the basis of their 

syntactic analysis and exploitation of their compositionality. Applied to series of 

synonym terms from the French subset of the UMLS, the method shows 99% 

precision. The overlap between thus inferred terms and the existing sparse 

resources of synonyms is very low. 

Keywords. Algorithm, Linguistics, Terminology, Data acquisition, Syntax, 

Lexicons

Introduction 

The Prométhée framework [1], conceived and deployed at the Institut Curie [2], 

enables the aggregation, cross-interrogation, visualization and simple statistical 

analysis of heterogeneous biomedical data, including the hospital’s electronic health 

records (EHRs). The framework has been launched in 2002 and is used on a daily basis 

by the institute's healthcare professionals [3]. Prométhée's current fulltext search engine 

is limited: users must employ keywords which, at best, would match words and 

expressions directly used in health records. Guessing such 'best' keywords is a difficult 

task as the language variation is rich and unpredictable. Within the field of breast 

cancer, area of expertise of the Institut Curie, the International Classification of 

Diseases for Oncology [4] is used to query structured elements of the EHRs. Even so, 

its terms do not allow to cover all the expressions occurring in medical records. In this 

work, we propose a novel method for the acquisition of resources able to improve the 
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search in French language within Prométhée. This method is language-independent and 

based on the compositionality principle and on the identification of syntactic invariants.  

1. Background 

Within the NLP field, we distinguish among morphological and synonymous lexica. 

We notice that these resources are not equally well described for various languages 

and/or specialized areas. The morphological description of languages is the most 

complete and several languages are provided with at least inflectional lexica [5-6]. In 

the biomedical domain, we can mention the widely used lexicon of the UMLS system 

[7] for English, and similar resources for other languages [8-9]. However, few lexical 

resources can be found for the description of synonymous relations. Even if WordNet 

[10] proposes synonym relations for English, the corresponding resources for other 

languages are not freely available. Moreover, it has been shown that general lexica, for 

instance WordNet, are insufficient for specialized knowledge extraction [11]. Indeed, 

additional specialized information is crucial to improve their coverage. In order to 

provide a solution, we propose to exploit specialized terminologies, as several of them 

are created and continuously updated in the biomedical area, and decipher the hidden 

synonyms they contain. 

2. Materials 

We use the French subset of the UMLS [7] as the original resource from which 

elementary synonym relations are inferred. The goal of the UMLS is to merge various 

terminologies (currently over 100) used in the biomedical area. The whole UMLS 

contains currently over 1,3 million concepts, 71,883 of them have labels in French. 

Concepts can group several labels in each language, with same or very close meaning. 

In addition to the UMLS, two available sets of French synonyms were used for 

comparison purpose: the set of general synonyms comes from the general-language 

dictionary Le petit Robert [12] (140,141 pairs of single-word synonyms); the 

specialized set of synonyms extracted from the Masson medical dictionary, formerly 

online [13] (831 pairs of single-word synonyms). 

3. Methods: Acquisition of a synonymous lexicon 

Within UMLS concepts, terms can show the compositionality through the substitution 

of one of their components. For instance: 

C0016627: {grippe, influenza, peste} in Grippe aviaire, Influenza aviaire, Peste aviaire 

   C0016627: {...} in Avian influenza, Avian influenza, Fowl plague 

C0038352: {stomacal, gastrique} in Contenu gastrique, Contenu stomacal 

   C0038352: {gastric, stomach} in Gastric contents, Stomach contents 

We propose a method for the generalization of this observation which allows to 

acquire a specialized lexicon of elementary synonym relations. In this paper, we shall 

refer to the series of synonym terms as original synonym relations, and refer to the 

series of their substituted components as induced or elementary synonym relations. As 

in the given examples, this method exploits the compositional structure of terms and 
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relies on existence of structured terminologies. The notion of compositionality, central 

within this method, assumes that the meaning of a complex expression is fully 

determined by (1) its syntactic structure, (2) the meaning of its parts and (3) the 

composition function [14]. In order to exploit this principle, terms are first analyzed 

syntactically into head and expansion components, then specific inference rules are 

applied. Finally, the obtained results are evaluated. 

Preprocessing of terminology: the Ogmios platform. The aim of the terminology 

preprocessing step is to provide syntactic analysis of terms. Such analysis is crucial for 

our work: the proposed method exploits syntactic dependency relations and is based on 

syntactic invariants. We use the Ogmios platform [15,16], which is suitable for the 

processing of large amounts of data and, moreover, can be customized for a specialized 

linguistic domain. First, the TagEN [17] tool is used for the recognition of named 

entities, in order to help the forthcoming segmentation into words and sentences. Then, 

POS-tagging and lemmatization was realized with TreeTagger [18]. The step of 

syntactic parsing of terms is carried with the rule-based term extractor YATEA [19]. 

The syntactic dependency relations between term components (head and expansion) are 

computed according to assigned POS tags and parsing rules defined within YATEA. 

Acquisition of a synonymous lexicon. The present method is inspired by [14,11]. In 

[11], authors proposed to apply the semantic compositionality principle for inferring 

synonymy relations between complex terms. They then postulated that the composition 

process preserves synonymy and that the compositionality principle holds for complex 

terms. Roughly, this means that if the meaning M of two complex terms A rel B and A' 

rel B are given by the following formulas : M(A rel B) = f (M(A), M(B), M(rel)) and 

M(A' rel B) = f (M(A'), M(B), M(rel)) for a given composition function f, and if A and 

A' are synonymous (M(A) =M(A')), then the synonymy of the complex terms can be 

inferred: M(A' rel B) = f (M(A'), M(B), M(rel)) = f (M(A), M(B), M(rel)) = M(A rel B). 

In the current work, we assume that the inverse function f
-1

 exists and, given 

synonymous complex terms, can be applied for deducing elementary synonym 

relations. As previously, our approach takes into account the internal structure of the 

complex terms. We assume that the syntactic dependency relation between components 

is preserved through the compositionality principle. Thus, we can infer elementary 

synonym relations between components of two terms if: (1) analyzed terms are 

synonymous; (2) these components are located at the same syntactic position (head or 

expansion) and have the same POS tag; (3) the other components within terms are 

either synonymous or identical. The fully parsed terms are represented as a 

terminological network, within which the deduction of the elementary synonym 

relations is based on the three following rules: 

Rule 1: If both terms are synonymous and their expansion components are identical, 

then an elementary synonym relation is inferred between head components. For 

instance, we can infer the synonym relation {grippe, influenza} (influenza) from the 

original synonym relation between terms Grippe aviaire (Avian influenza) and Influenza 

aviaire (Avian influenza) where the expansion component aviaire (avian) is identical.  

Rule 2: If both terms are synonymous and their head components are identical, then an 

elementary synonym relation is inferred between expansion components. For instance, 

we infer the synonym relation {gastrique, stomacal} (gastric, stomach) from the 

synonym relation between terms Contenu gastrique (Gastric contents) and Contenu

stomacal (Stomach contents) where the head component contenu (contents) is identical.  
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Rule 3: If both terms are synonymous and either their head or expansion components 

are synonymous, then an elementary synonym relation is inferred. For instance, we 

infer the synonym relation {pustuleux, vésiculeux} (aphthous, vesicular) from the 

synonym relation between terms Angine pustuleuse (Aphthous pharyngitis) and 

Pharyngite vésiculeuse (Vesicular pharyngitis) where the head components {angine,

pharyngite} (pharyngitis) are already known synonyms. 

Evaluation. We perform manual validation of the inferred elementary relations 

between terms: each pair is examined, as well as its source series of synonyms. The 

accuracy of the inferred pairs is thus computed. Moreover, we perform comparison of 

the acquired synonyms with the existing similar resources: general synonyms from Le

petit Robert and medical synonyms from AtMedica and UMLS and compute the 

overlap between them. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Preprocessing of terminology: the Ogmios platform. 156,404 terms, corresponding 

to 71,883 UMLS concepts have been fully parsed through the Ogmios platform. The 

original synonym relations were used to infer elementary relations.  

Acquisition of a synonym lexicon. The three rules have been applied to the 

terminological network formed with 76,240 original synonym terms (54,058 original 

synonym pairs) and generated 1,196 pairs of elementary relations. The general 

observation is that only three inferred pairs ({affection, maladie} (affection, disease),

{maladie, syndrome} (disease, syndrome) and {cancer, tumeur maligne} (cancer, 

malignant tumor)) are inferred on 10 to 14 series of original synonyms, while the 

majority of them are supported by singular series of terms. The acquired synonym pairs 

can be classified according to their linguistic features: 

- Orthographic variants: {acathisie, akathisie} (akathisia), {embolie, embole} (embolus)

- Abbreviations: {ARNt, ARN transfert} (tRNA, transfer RNA), {biop, biopsie} (biopsy),

{EEG, electro-encéphalogramme} (EEG, Electroencephalogram)

- Named entities: {bartholin, duverney}, {côlon, valsalva}, {saint jean, rhumatismale}

- Ellipse: {insuffisance artérielle, insuffisance} (artery insufficiency, insufficiency)

- Scientific vs popular words: {maladie, pathologie} (disease, pathology), {abcès,

empyème}

- Morphologically related words: {vermiculaire,  vermiforme} (vermiform)

- Most induced synonym pairs link entities for which no common formal features can 

be observed: {augmentation volume, hypertrophie} (enlargement), {grave, sévère}

(severe), {cancer, tumeur maligne} (cancer, malignant tumor) ...

Evaluation. Manual evaluation of the totality of generated pairs has shown that 99.3% 

(n=1188) are correct, 0.08% (n=1) rejected and 0.6% (n=7) not known. The erroneous 

pair has been generated from the UMLS concept C0038814 and is due to a variation of 

preposition semantics. But except this pair, the efficiency of the proposed method is 

very high. This is certainly due to the use of controlled terminological data. Moreover, 

the inferring rules strongly exploit the syntactic scheme within the syntactically 

analyzed terms. Finally, these results confirm that French medical terms gathered 

within UMLS show compositional structure. 
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As already mentioned, a very large number of elementary synonymous pairs has 

been deduced on the basis of only one original pair of synonyms. Such small 

productivity within UMLS can indicate that the inferred pairs are valid in a small 

number of contexts, but this observation must be verified using other terminologies or 

corpora. Additionally, the method inferred several pairs composed of named entities 

(n=26), which use is reduced to the medical area and, possibly, to certain terms only. 

For instance: 

- {bartholin, duverney} inferred from C0004768 Glandes de Bartholin and Glandes de

Duverney (Bartholin Glands, Duverney's gland),

- {saint jean, rhumatismale} inferred from C0152113 Chorée rhumatismale and 

Chorée de Saint Jean (Rheumatic chorea) 

Comparison between the induced elementary synonymous pairs and existing 

synonyms shows that overlap is very low. Thus, we found only 36 common pairs with 

the directly available synonyms within UMLS, such as {tumeur maligne, cancer}

(malignant tumor, cancer) or {saignement, hemorragie} (bleeding, hemorrhage). Thus, the 

proposed method is useful for it deciphers “hidden” synonyms which are otherwise not 

accessible. Similarly, we found 2 common pairs with the AtMedica resource and 105 

with the Le petit Robert resource. In the first case, results point out the 

complementarity between different resources of synonyms from the medical area. As 

for Le petit Robert overlap, the overlap is bigger; still it covers only small part of both 

resources. It proves that general language resources contain specialized medical 

vocabulary, although it is not very rich. The difference between them is not surprising 

as their purpose, as well as addressees and aimed applications, are different. For 

instance, their use for terminology structuring and knowledge extraction has shown that 

such general lexica are insufficient for specialized domains [11] and should be 

completed with specialized resources. Indeed, specialized domains make use of 

concepts too specific to occur within a general language lexicon.  

5. Conclusion and Perspectives 

Within healthcare information systems, exploration of EHR content is a current and 

challenging field. Although the NLP approaches could be suitable to address this need, 

there is a huge need in various types of linguistic resources. For instance, semantic 

resources such as synonymous lexica are missing especially in specialized domains. In 

this paper, we propose a novel method for filling in this gap and inferring synonymous 

relations between words and simple terms. This method exploits the compositionality 

principle and relies on existence of structured terminologies. It applies a set of rules 

based on syntactic dependency analysis within terms. The proposed method has been 

applied to the UMLS subset of French terms. It provides high-quality results: the 

manual evaluation showed that over 99% of the inferred relations are correct. The 

comparison with the available resources of synonyms, such as those directly available 

in UMLS and sparse resources like AtMedica and Le petit Robert, is very low. The 

observed differences seem to indicate that these resources should be combined within 

NLP tools. 

In the near future, we plan to apply the inferred resource to the Institut Curie's EHR 

corpora (accessible via Prométhée), thus further evaluating it during the detection of 

new synonymous relations between terms used by the institute’s healthcare 
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professionals. We shall then predict their possible impact for users, through analysis of 

the Prométhée query logs. Finally, the detected (and validated) synonyms will be 

implemented within the Prométhée fulltext search engine and possibly by other NLP 

applications.  

As for the method itself, we would like to mention again the fact that it is language-

independent. This enables its application to other languages and/or knowledge 

domains, as long as (1) the required linguistic processing can be realized and (2) 

synonym relations between complex terms are available. 
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Abstract. An algorithm for automatic coding of pathology reports using a multi-
axial codification (ADICAP) is described and evaluated. It extracts « significant 
words » or expressions from a corpus and records the statistical relationships 
between them and the modalities of the different axes. Different weighting 
functions are evaluated. With the best settings, in more than two cases out of three 
the correct modality was found among the top 5 list of candidates, except for the 
« organ » axis. Several ways of improvement are discussed especially regarding 
the poor results on the « organ » axis. Perspectives of a two stages assembling 
algorithm completing this first step are proposed.

Keywords. Automatic coding – Pathology – Algorithm - ADICAP Codification

Introduction

Practice guidelines in anatomopathology have been produced for French pathology 
departments in 1998 [1], specifying that any examined tissue samples should be coded
with the ADICAP codification (Association pour le Développement de l’Informatique 
en Cytologie et Anatomie Pathologique) . This multi-axial codification provides lighter 
handling specifications than ICD 10, it appears less complex than SNOMED [2] and 
addresses more precisely the sampling processes and tumour grading than ICD-O [3]. 
Moreover, its availability in French has facilitated its deployment in the French-
speaking pathology community in the early 80’s. ADICAP codes are composed of 8 
mandatory characters [4]: sampling mode (1 character), type of technique applied (1 
character), organ (2 characters, the first character represents the organ system) and 
lesion (4 characters) and 7 optional characters in order to precise the coding [3].
However, manual coding, used in most of the pathology units, is subject to 
discrepancies between  practicians, lacks of consistency through different structures 
and requires heavy workload from the coders [5]. This point was emphasized in 
recommendations for a national survey program of thyroid cancers asking for 
standardization of diagnosis codification and arguing that an automated coding process 
would avoid errors or lack of coding [6]. Moreover, such a tool would be useful in the 
context of the French Cancer Plan which should provide a national information system, 
allowing interoperability between tumor banks for research purposes and which will 
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collect coded ADICAP lesions [7]. This paper describes an algorithm that produces 
automatic ADICAP codes from plain text pathology reports.

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Description of the corpus

Pathology reports produced in 2003 by the Department of Pathology of University 
Hospital (Rennes – FRANCE) were randomly extracted and anonymised and their
mandatory ADICAP codes were collected. The characteristics of the corpus are: 640 
reports, 14 practicians, 396,7 ± 194,9 words/report, 1,3 ± 0.6 codes/report.

1.2. Description of Wordmapper

Wordmapper [8] is used for the statistical analysis of the reports. It relies on a 
contextual approach using co-occurrences of words in the text, as highly co-occurring 
words describe probably a same context. Then, it searches the associations between 
words in order to identify the « unities of sense » since if two words are often found 
close to each other they probably bring sense together to the field of study. Though, the 
expression « lack of sign of malignity » is a unity of sense in itself that outclasses the 
isolated words « sign »,  « malignity » or « lack ». Finally, it cross references the 
« significant words » found in the corpus (isolated or groups of words ) with signaletic 
variables describing each report such as the practician or axis of the ADICAP 
codification. For each variable a contingency table is calculated with « significant 
words » in lines and the different modalities of the variable found in the corpus in 
columns. For each cell of the matrix the partial Khi2 is calculated which represents the 
contribution of the cell to the global Khi2. More the value of the partial Khi2 is high 
more the link between the « significant word » to this particular modality of the 
variable is elevated.

1.3. Treatment of ADICAP codes for Wordmapper

The figure 1 presents an exemple of an ADICAP coded pathology report. For each 
report, the following signaletic variables are generated : the practician producing the 
report,the activity sector inside the pathology department,the sampling mode(s) of the 
tissue, the type(s) of technique applied, the organ system(s), the organ(s),
presence/absence of either tumoral or non tumoral pathology, presence/absence of a 
cytopathology, the lesion group(s) for non tumoral pathology, the histogenetic family 
(ies) and behavior(s) of tumors, the type(s) of studied material for cytopathology. For
example, for « Type of technique », we found 3 ADICAP codes with and 2 with ,
so the resulting modality for this axis is . Moreover, the first code is related to a 
non tumoral lesion (so Yes, there is a non tumoral pathology), the second and third 
concern cytopathology (Yes, there is a cytopathology), the two last codes describe 
tumoral pathology (Yes, there is tumoral pathology). Finally, a descriptor is inserted at
the beginning of the report as follows :

[E0300245;XXX;E;O;HE;RS;RPSG;Yes;Yes;Yes;38;E7;0C0M].
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Figure 1. The treatment of the ADICAP codes of a report

1.4. Production of the contingency tables with Wordmapper

A preliminary word frequency analysis is launched on the whole corpus using 
Wordmapper. It allows to identify the stop words, to ignore all numbers in the reports 
and to include only words with more than 2 letters whom frequency in the corpus is at 
least 2. This treatment provides a gross list of 4113 « significant words » (or 
expressions) which are de-accentuated and capitalized. A manual grouping phase 
around pivot words is performed that reduces the initial list to 2427 « significant 
words ». During this stage all proper words and first names are removed. The 
contingency tables are then produced applying the cross sorting function of Wormapper 
on each signaletic variable. The result is a matrix for each variable with words in lines 
and the modalities in columns. The frequency and the partial Khi2 are calculated for 
each cell of the matrix.

1.5. Weighting functions of the algorithm

In order to modulate the contribution of a « significant word » (or expression) to the 
ADICAP coding of a specific modality for a given axis, a combined weighting function 
of the score is used [9]. The weight of the term t in the report c is expressed as:

The algorithm was evaluated using the 3 weighting functions presented in figure 2. In 
all cases, the local weighting relied on the term frequency (tf factor) since more a term 
is used in the report more this term is significant for it. A normalization factor was 
applied only for WC in order to decrease the influence of term frequency on long 
reports. For the global weighting two approaches were compared. For a given axis, 
each time the term t was associated in the corpus with a modality of this axis a global 
weight was evaluated as follows: For WA an inverted function of the term frequency in 
the whole corpus was applied so a greater weight is given to rare words in the reports.
For WB and WC the weight depends on the intensity of the influence of the term t on 
this specific modality for the whole corpus. For exemple, for the axis « Sampling 
mode » the term « BIOPSIE » (e.g. Biopsy) is associated 9 times in our corpus with the 
modality «B » (Biopsy) showing a slight attraction (P<0.10), 15 times with the 
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modality « P » (Punction) with no significative interaction and 158 times with the 
modality « O » (Surgical piece from radical removal of the organ) resulting in a 
significative repulsion (P<0.01) as far as the partial Khi2 are concerned. As high is the 
significative relationship between the term and the modality as high is the absolute 
value of the global weight for the term. The sign of the relationship allows to retain the 
modality as candidate for inclusion if positive (attraction) and for exclusion if negative 
(repulsion).

Figure 2. Weighting functions used to evaluate the algorithm

Where tf(t) is the frequency of the term in the whole corpus, � represents either an 
significant attraction (+1), repulsion (-1) or non significant influence for a particular 
modality for a given axis, � and �’ are factors representing the intensity of the influence 
of the term t on the modality for a given axis, M is the total number of words in the 
corpus, max(tf) is the frequency of the most observed term in the corpus for this given 
axis and n(c) is the total number of words of the report.

1.6. Evaluation of the algorithm

A randomized sample of 80 coded reports is used for evaluation purpose. They are 
proposed for coding to the 3 different settings of the algorithm and the modalities 
proposed by the algorithm are compared to the manual coding. For each report and for 
each axis a sorted list of the candidate modalities is created on the basis of their 
cumulated weights. Two indicators are calculated in order to estimate the efficiency of 
the algorithm: R1 = number of reports where the top candidate modality in the list is 
correct/total number of reports, R5 = number of reports where one of the top 5 
candidate modalities in the list is correct/total number of reports.

2. Results

The table 1 gives the results for each settings of the algorithm. As the indicators of 
pathology are boolean, the R5 indicator is not mentioned in the table.The results of the 
WB(t,c) weighting function are consistently lower than the two other settings. The 
WC(t,c) weighting function performance is generally equal or superior to WA(t,c) for
indicator R1 while inferior for R5. For the two best settings, the best performances 
where observed for the indicator of cytopatholgy, the sampling mode, the material 
studied for cytopatholgy and the type of technique always in the same order. Except for 
the organ axis, in more than two cases out of three, the correct modality was found in 
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the top 5 list of candidates. However, the results on the organ axis remained lower than 
for all the others axis, the best result gives scarcely one case out of two of correct 
coding of the organ among the five first modalities proposed.

Table 1. Results of the 3 weighting functions

3. Discussion

In our study, sequences of words were preferred to isolated words to improve their 
predictive power for attribution of codes, although for classification purposes another 
study describe better results with isolated words than with n-grams [10]. This leads to a 
huge number of items to consider with potential negative effects on performance and 
therefore filtering rules had to be defined [11]. However, it provided us an elegant way 
to address the problem of negatives expressions often used in pathology. This point is 
of concern for all studies on automatic coding, no matter which referentiel is used as
UMLS [12] or SNOMED-CT [13]. The decision to use the multi-axial structure of the 
ADICAP codification rather than the whole mandatory codes was guided by two
observations. First, it was unachievable to build contingency tables between the words 
of the corpus and the complete ADICAP codes due to their very large number and even 
so, would have resulted in huge quantities of blank cells in matrix and tiny frequencies 
in the others. Second, it allows to take into account more precisely the interactions 
between « significants words » and the axis studied. Thus, the expression « lack of 
signs » shows a very significant attraction for the modality « Yes » of the indicator of 
« non tumoral pathology » while in the meantime it seems neutral concerning any 
modality of « Sampling mode ». Moreover, this approach allows to apply different 
weighting functions to the differents axis of the codification according to their 
performance. However, the results recorded for the coding of the « organ » axis 
remained lower than for any other axis no matter the weighting function applied. A first 
explanation could result from the inverse relationship existing between the number of 
modalities observed and the performances of the corresponding axis. From a statistical 
point of view, it could be argued that coding for an axis with less possible modalities is 
easier than the contrary. Nevertheless, the axis « lesion group for non tumoral 
pathology » provided 20% better results on R5 than the axis « organ » whereas the 
number of modalities were of the same order (259 modalities for the organ versus 198). 
Another reason could come from the content of the reports themselves since 47% of 
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them involve 2 or more than 2 « organ » codes when 80% of them concern only one 
« lesion group for non tumoral pathology » code. We plan to adapt the system to 
characterize the reports related to complex operative pieces resulting from excision of 
several organs and to introduce this indicator as a signaletic variable. Two ways of 
improvements will be explored later on; one is a less drastic threshold for candidate 
words as, for exemple, the very rare expression « physaliphorous cells » was removed 
in our study while its co-occurence with specific pathologies (chordoma) has been 
documented [14]; the other is to treat only the conclusions instead of the whole report.

4. Conclusion

This algorithm could be applied to any multi-axial classification as SNOMED-CT for 
exemple, provided that a coded corpus is available. The next step of this study will be 
to assemble the candidate modalities of the different axis to build complete mandatory
codes. Two stages will be added to the system, one relies on rules of coding and 
excludes inadequate associations between modalities of different axis (e.g.: no 
cytopathology coding when sampling mode is extemporaneous examination). This will 
help the system to discard innapropriate combinations. In a second step a bayesian 
network is learned from a gold standard of ADICAP codes. Its nodes are the different 
axis of the codification and the probabilistic relationships between them are calculated. 
This will provide guidelines to the system to select the most probable combinations.
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Abstract The authors present the framework of formal representation of ICD10 
based on DOLCE. The goal of the work is to represent the meaning of the 
categories of the classification systems based on a formal top-level ontology. The 
ICD categories are described in the space of atomic disease concepts, while the 
diseases themselves are defined on a pathological basis. The anatomical entities 
are taken from FMA, functions, morphological abnormalities and procedures from 
SNOMED International, while organisms are taken form the biological taxonomy. 
The ontology is represented in OWL 1.0 in a modularised way.  The 
transformation of the previous GALEN-based representation to the same 
conceptual system is also under way.

Keywords: Ontology, ICD10, DOLCE, FMA, SNOMED

Introduction

The formal representation of the ICD10 [1] classification system would support the 
following tasks:

• Terminology based queries of databases: a number of mortality and morbidity 
databases exist in many countries. Diseases of interest of a user may be 
scattered throughout the ICD system and manual selection of the relevant 
codes is error prone. A terminology based query system allows the user to 
define his/her needs (e.g. all diseases of lung) and a reasoner could 
automatically collect the relevant ICD codes.

• The 11th revision of ICD is about to be developed, and introduced in a couple 
of years. Without a mapping from ICD10 to ICD11, the comparability of 
disease statistics would be lost. Because the huge size, the manual creation of 
such mapping table is extremely difficult. The formal representation of ICD11 
– using the same reference ontology – would enable automatically mapping.

This paper presents the design principles of an ongoing project: the DOLCE [3] 
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based formal representation of the meaning of ICD categories. For the creation of the 
reference ontology, we used existing knowledge sources, described in Section 1. The 
ontology is described in OWL 1.0 [4], the model is explained in Section 2. This project 
is a continuation of a previous one [5], in which we defined two chapters of ICD10 
based on GALEN [6]. Because of the problems we experienced, and the need for a 
widespread formal top-level ontology, it has been decided to redesign the ontology on 
the basis of DOLCE. The transformation is explained in Section 2.3.

1. Resources

1.1 ICD10

ICD10 is the most frequently used classification of diseases. The first volume contains 
the hierarchy of  the classification system, organised in 5 levels, ranging from the 22 
chapters which group together diseases according to major categories (e.g. 
cardiovascular diseases and neoplasms) to optional fifth character subdivision which is 
mainly left for national purposes (however WHO itself defined some). Each category 
has a name and may have (local) coding rules, comments, definitions, synonyms and
dagger-asterisk cross-references.

Since the aim of ICD is to classify all possible diseases, there are a lot of “other” 
(e.g. J10.8 “Influenza with other manifestations, influenza virus identified”) and “not 
otherwise specified” (e.g. J12.9 “Viral pneumonia, unspecified”) categories in the 
coding system, where the formal representation of “other” is a difficult task: it is not 
certain that such a category is defined only by the exclusion of its siblings from its 
explicit parent category, but other categories with similar (clinical) meaning located in 
different part of the hierarchy. 

1.2. DOLCE

The DOLCE is a descriptive upper-level ontology especially designed for ontology 
cleaning and interoperability. It incorporates a set of achievements from philosophical 
conceptual analysis in the past century. DOLCE takes a clear descriptive stance and 
avoids any revisionism: it adopts a neutral attitude towards traditional “metaphysical” 
questions, instead of resolving such issues it leaves open all possibilities. It also 
incorporates results from genuine research into mereology done by the developers
themselves. DOLite+ is a modular implementation of DOLCE in OWL DL.

Extended Descriptions and Situations (EDNS) is intended to provide a framework 
for representing contexts, methods, norms, theories, situations, and models at first-
order, thus allowing a partial specification of those entities [7]. Since DOLCE is an 
ontology of particulars, i.e. a system of concepts about individual entities, concepts 
themselves would be second-order constructions in DOLCE. This would raise 
theoretical and practical difficulties, therefore the designers have decided to reify these 
second order constructions, i.e. to represent them as first order social objects. The main 
concept of this reified sub-ontology is edns:social-object, its descendants include:

• edns:description is a social object which represents a conceptualization (e.g. a 
mental object), hence it is generically dependent on some agent and 
communicable. It uses concepts or figures and can be satisfied by situations.
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• edns:situation: whilst edns:description is the set of reifications of theories of 
the second order properties of first-order entities, it is set of the reifications of 
these properties themselves. 

• edns:role is a social object that classifies endurants, as used in some 
description. Thus it is the descriptive counterpart of endurants. 

• edns:course is the descriptive counterpart of perdurants (e.g. events, states).
• edns:parameter is descriptive counterpart of regions.
EDNS is available in OWL as an extension to DOLite+.

1.3. Foundational Model of Anatomy

For the representation of anatomical entities we have selected the Foundational Model 
of Anatomy [8], a general purpose anatomical reference ontology. It is perhaps the 
most detailed ontology of the human anatomy. The representation of the ontology is 
frame based [9], and it contains 70 thousand concepts, consequently it is not very 
useable for reasoning. For that reason in a previous project [10] we have transformed it
to a compact core ontology (aligned to DOLCE) represented in OWL, without losing 
too much information. This reduction was done by the elimination of left and right 
entities (e.g. instead of Left hand, Right hand and Hand, only Hand is left, with an 
attribute of being mirrorImaged), and by creating building blocks of compositional 
entities (e.g. we only state that Synovial joint must contain an Articular capsule, and 
entities like Articular capsule of incudomallear joint have been removed).

1.4. SNOMED International

SNOMED International is a combinatorial medical conceptual system covering the 
whole area of medicine [11]. It contains 11 modules, the most important for us are the 
Morphology, Function and Procedure modules. The modules typically contain 
primitive concepts (like tonsil and inflammation), while complex concepts can be 
represented by combination of simple ones (e.g. tonsillitis = tonsil + inflammation). 
The modules have hierarchic structure, which is reflected in the code. However there is 
no clear semantics of the broader-narrower relations. We decided to use SNOMED 
International in stead of SNOMED CT, because we only need a list of atomic building 
blocks for representation of functions, morphology and procedures.

• In certain cases (e.g. diabetes, autism) it is easier to represent the disease as an 
impairment of a certain function in stead of describing its location as a specific 
anatomical entity. For this purpose we use the Function module.

• For the representation of morphological entities (e.g. inflammation, 
carcinoma) we have selected the Morphology module. Except for the 
classification of neoplasms (ICD-O), it is expected that only a few concepts 
(e.g. infarction, necrosis, fracture) will be used.

• For the representation of procedures only very few concepts are needed (e.g. 
anaesthesia, transplantation). Nevertheless, we will use the Procedure module, 
because it enables us the compatibility with the future ICPM ontology. 

We use these modules only as a plain list of terms, without the taxonomical 
relations. After finishing the description of the disorders based on these concepts, they 
will be rearranged to reference ontologies of the given domains. Functions and 
morphological entities will be classified as edns:description, while procedures as 
edns:activity (with a related concept below edns:description, if necessary).
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1.5. Other resources

For the representation of organisms (virus, bacterium, etc.), we use the biological 
taxonomy. All living organism (Bacteria and Eucaria) are classified as edns:agentive-

physical-object, while viruses as edns:non- agentive-physical object. The cause of the 
distinction is that living organisms represent their environment, while viruses not.

The classification of chemical objects is based on the International Union of Pure 
and Applied Chemistry nomenclature (IUPAC) [12], and represented as 
common:chemical-object.. Organic compounds are classified according to their 
functional groups (e.g. alcohol, amine). Certain categories below Y40-Y59 "Drugs, 
medicaments and biological substances causing adverse effects in therapeutic use" refer 
not to chemicals, but to the medical effect (e.g. Y40 "Systemic antibiotics"), for this 
purpose we will use the ATC Classification System [13], inserted below edns:role.

2. The structure of the ICD10 ontology

The goal is to represent formally the meaning of each ICD category, using (if possible) 
already existing (bio)medical ontologies and terminologies. The ontology describing 
ICD10 will only contain the concepts representing each ICD category (labelled by the 
ICD code), and the formal definition of the category. The other information (coding 
rules, references, etc.) gives only additional information to the user of the coding 
system, therefore it is stored separately from the formal representation. However this 
additional information may partially determine the meaning of a category (e.g. diabetes 
mellitus is listed in chapter IV, except for diabetes in pregnancy in chapter XV), 
consequently, it is taken into account during the modelling. The hierarchical relations 
of ICD are also not represented in the ontology, since they may not always overlap with 
the hierarchy inferred from the formal definition (e.g. C09 is “Malignant neoplasm of 
tonsil”, and C09.0 is “Tonsillar fossa”, while tonsillar fossa is not a part of the tonsil).

We decided to represent ICD10 in two levels:
• First we identify the atomic disease concepts (meaningful to clinicians) behind 

the ICD categories. These concepts include not only diseases, but also 
symptoms, abnormal findings and social/environmental situations.

• Then the ICD categories are described by using these atomic disease concepts.
Both levels are represented in OWL DL, harmonised with DOLCE, because we think 
that a formal top level ontology acts as a conceptual framework aiding us to create a 
sound ontology, useful for formal reasoning. Moreover, - at least in principle – it aids 
ontology merging with other formal ontologies of the domain.

2.1. Representation of diseases

We defined the concept ICD_Disease:Disorder (edns:description), which subsumes 
diseases, syndromes, abnormal findings, signs and symptoms.  If possible, we give a 
patho-physiological definition of such disorders, as a combination of:

• anatomical location (edns:non-agentive-physical-object) of the disease
• morphology (represented as edns:description, potentially referring to a 

pathological process)
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• cause of the disease (e.g. infection, poisoning, procedures, mechanical forces),
represented either as an edns:description. The causative agent (if applicable) is 
referred through an edns:role.

• Supplemental information, like acquired or congenital, or stage of the disease 
is modelled as an edns:parameter

This modelling principle is similar to that of the creators of EDNS [14].
In certain cases (e.g. diabetes) it is easier to represent the disease as an impairment 

of a certain function, rather then that of a certain anatomical structure. In such cases the 
function is represented as an edns:description, the impairment is a special concept of 
morphology.  In certain cases (e.g. F80.4 "Childhood autism") the condition is really an 
ill-defined syndrome. In such cases these concepts are simply listed as children of a 
defined general category (e.g. impairments in behaviour and social interactions).

While diseases typically refer to well defined anatomical structures, symptoms 
typically refer to regions (e.g. abdomen). Abnormal findings are the results of 
measurements of physiological parameters, which can be practically represented as (an 
abnormal value) of an edns:parameter pertaining to a physiological process, 
represented as an edns:action.

2.2. Representation of ICD categories

ICD categories are modelled as edns:description, labelled by the ICD code. The related 
edns:situation is not represented (since it can be represented as a compositional 
concept). Most categories are defined by containing a disease group (e.g. J12.0 
"Adenoviral pneumonia"), however are frequently extended in several ways:

• level of confidence (e.g. H40.0 "Suspicion of glaucoma"), modelled as 
edns:parameter which takes values from a dol:abstract-region.

• ground of diagnosis (e.g. A15 "Respiratory tuberculosis, bacteriologically and 
histologically confirmed"), modelled as an edns:course.

• cause of condition, which can be:
o other disease or ICD category (referred to through an edns:role)
o infection, which can be extended by mode of transmission (e.g. A82.1 

"Urban rabies"), modelled as an edns:description.

o external causes, like accidents, which are modelled as dol:event, which 
typically also describe the participants as edns:role (e.g. V01 " Pedestrian 
injured in collision with pedal cycle

The "not elsewhere classified" diseases (e.g. J12 "Other viral pneumonia") are 
represented as logical exclusion of the "elsewhere classified" ICD categories from the 
appropriate parent concepts.

2.3. Transformation of the GALEN-based representation

In a previous project the first two chapters of ICD10 has been represented using
GALEN as reference ontology. The definitions of these categories will be also 
transformed to the new model. Since in that case we created a one-level model (i.e. 
directly defined the ICD categories with pathological concepts), first we will have to 
identify the corresponding disease concepts, and than take over the pathological 
definition. Because the concepts in FMA, GALEN, and SNOMED are labelled with 
English terms, in most cases the corresponding concepts in FMA, SNOMED, and 
organism ontology can be automatically identified. In certain cases the GALEN 
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ontology itself defined the referred disease (e.g. Meningitis, Hepatitis), in such cases 
we will manually add the pathological definition. After that the logical expressions 
between ICD categories can be automatically converted. 

3. Discussion and conclusion

Contrary to the common belief that ICD10 categories classify diseases, the reality is 
that ICD10 classifies various other conditions, like syndromes, abnormal signs, 
symptoms and findings, gravidity etc. Moreover, we have decided to deviate from the 
conceptual structure of the GALEN-based representation, because in reality the 
meaning of an ICD category is not a disorder, but an entity that classifies the disorders. 

The taxonomy of ICD10 reflects a long history of epidemiological considerations 
that are different from principles of modern ontology engineering. While the historical 
structure can remain untouched, the formal representation of the meaning of the 
categories should follow these principles enabling automated reasoning and semantic 
interoperability in various situations. 
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A Version Management System for 
SNOMED CT
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Abstract. The parallel use of different versions of classifications and terminolo-
gies complicates the comparability of coded patient data. Annual adaptations of 
classifications like ICD-10 can be dealt with by using simple conversion tables. 
Terminologies like SNOMED CT have a much more complicate structure and bi-
annual versions in different languages are offered in at least four representation 
formats. A version management system, called Terminology Version (TV) Man-
ager, has been developed for searching and navigating in synchronized presenta-
tions of selected versions of SNOMED CT. Several functions for qualitative and 
quantitative comparisons of subtrees of interest are extended by accessing external 
software systems.

Keywords. Terminology, algorithms, versions and formats of SNOMED CT

Introduction

The parallel use of different versions of classifications and terminologies complicates
the comparability of coded patient data. Annual adaptations of classifications like ICD-
10 can be dealt with by using simple conversion tables. Most often recent versions are 
more differentiated than new ones so that an automatic mapping is possible directed to 
older versions. The following example is taken from the German adaptation ICD-10-
GM: 

Example. Mappings from the conversion table “ICD-10-GM 2006 � ICD-10-GM 
2007”

T23.2  ��  T23.20 (bidirectional automatic mapping)

T23.2  ��  T23.21 (unidirectional automatic mapping)

T23.2 Burn of second degree of wrist and hand
T23.20 Burn of degree 2a of wrist and hand 
            or Burn of unspecified second degree of wrist and hand
T23.21 Burn of degree 2b of wrist and hand
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Although ICD-10 based code conversion is not so easy [1] there are reasons why 
simple conversion tables are insufficient for treating different versions of SNOMED 
CT:

• Structural and quantitative complexity: Compared to classifications like ICD-
10 with about 12.000 classes organized as a simple tree the reference termi-
nology SNOMED CT contains more than 350.000 concepts organized in poly-
hierarchies and using non-hierarchical relations in concept definitions.

• Post-coordination: Non-hierarchical relations are used in creating composite 
concepts not available in SNOMED CT as delivered with pre-coordinated 
concepts.

• Terminology is software: Contrary to classifications terminologies like 
SNOMED CT cannot be printed. This makes it difficult for users to isolate 
relevant parts and identifying changes in different versions. Using (versions 
of) SNOMED CT is only possible by using suitable software systems.

For end users like clinicians the complexity of SNOMED CT has to be hidden in 
application software, e.g., by offering pre-coded picking lists for data entry. However, 
terminological experts creating translations, subsets, extensions or mappings to classi-
fications as well as clinicians doing evaluation work need suitable software systems. 
This is certainly true when treating different versions of SNOMED CT. Several brows-
ers are available providing more or less suitable functions for searching and navigating 
the huge concept system, i.e., public domain systems like CliniClue [2] and SNOB [3],
commercial systems from Apelon, Inc. [4] and Health Language, Inc. [5] as well as 
Web-based browsers [6]. With all these systems the user can interact just with one ver-
sion of SNOMED CT at once. Although a history mechanism is available for tracking 
e.g., outdated concepts by using relationships like “Replaced By”, the structural conse-
quences of changes are hardly evident to the user [7]. In order to study the changes of 
different versions simultaneously the Terminology Version (TV) Manager has been 
developed. First, a short introduction to SNOMED CT and its versions is given in sec-
tion 1. After that, the TV-Manger is presented in section 2. Amongst others, the func-
tionality, architecture, extended functions by linkage to external tools, and a small walk 
through is provided. The results are summarized in section 3, followed by a discussion.

1. SNOMED CT and its different versions

SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms) is a 
comprehensive clinical terminology for clinical documentation and reporting [8]. It can 
be used to code, retrieve, and analyze clinical data in much greater detail compared to 
classifications like ICD-10. The terminology is comprised of approximately 350.000 
concepts organized in 19 categories (e.g., clinical finding, procedure, and body struc-
ture), 700.000 descriptors and more than one million relationships organizing the con-
cepts in polyhierarchies. Concepts, descriptors and relationships are identified by 
unique persistent identifiers. Based on defined concepts using description logics the 
subsumption hierarchy is inferred automatically. Table 1 shows a fully defined concept 
with inferred superordinate concepts that is already included (pre-coordinated) with 
identifier 397825006 in SNOMED CT.
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Table 1. Fully defined (pre-coordinated) concept “Gastric Ulcer”

Post-coordinated concepts can be built analogously by refining value restrictions 
(e.g., “Pyloric antrum”) and adding relations (e.g., the sanctioned relation “Causative 
agent” and the qualifier “Severity”) together with value restrictions, e.g., “severe” and 
“Helicobacter pylori”. With that, they also can be classified, e.g., as a subconcept of the 
already existing pre-coordinated concept “89662003 Helicobacter-associated pyloric 
ulcer”. Compared to fully defined concepts primitive concepts are not defined at all 
(e.g., “69695003 Stomach structure Is a 49596003 Digestive organ structure”) or defi-
nitional criteria are necessary but not sufficient, e.g., “34000006 Crohn's disease Is a

24526004 Inflammatory bowel disease AND (Associated morphology 23583003 in-
flammation, Finding site 113276009 Intestinal structure)”. With primitive concepts 
(majority in SNOMED CT) the exploitation of a classifier is limited, e.g., not all in-
flammations at the intestinal structure are Crohn´s diseases. 

SNOMED CT is released twice a year. Furthermore, there are several language 
versions, e.g., in Spanish. Changes to concepts and descriptions are indicated by status 
codes, i.e., whether they are in active use and, if not, indicating the reason for with-
drawal from current use. Active concepts are marked mainly with the status codes “cur-
rent” and “limited”. Inactive concepts are subdivided with using status codes like “out-
dated”, “duplicate” or “ambiguous”. These are included in all versions to support mi-
gration of already coded patient data. Each change in the status is recorded in a history 
table providing amongst others the reason for change and relationships like “Same as”, 
“Replaced by”, “Maybe a”, “Was a”, “Moved to” or “Moved from”. SNOMED CT is 
delivered in different formats. 

• Native core tables:
Original flat tables with information to concepts, descriptions and relation-
ships from IHTSDO [9]. Subsets, extensions or mappings are not regarded 
here.

• CLUE–Browser format:
A compiled data format used by CliniClue [10]. For usage by the TV-Manger 
the terminology has to be extracted by accessing the COM/OLE-API. 

• UMLS-based format:
This format is based on a completely different data model [11]. 

• Description Logic (DL) format:
Internally, SNOMED CT is represented in description logic format called 
KRSS, respectively Ontylog [9, 12].

 (inferred by a classifier)
- 29384001 Disorder of stomach (disorder)
- 40845000 Gastrointestinal ulcer (disorder)

:
Fully defined by ...
- Is a 64572001 Disease (Disorder)
- Group - Associated morphology 56208002 Ulcer (morphologic abnormality)
              - Finding site  69695003 Stomach structure (body structure)
SUPERORDINATE CONCEPTS

 (TERMS):
Gastric ulcer (1777426014, preferred), Stomach ulcer (1785985013),  ...
DEFINITION

: 397825006 Gastric ulcer (Disorder)
DESCRIPTORS
CONCEPT
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In order to be able to compare these different heterogeneous representation formats 
they are transformed to the distribution format as used with the native core tables [9]. 
Especially the DL version of SNOMED CT makes it necessary to generate a 
comparable concept system with respect to parent concepts and inherited criteria. We 
have used CEL (A polynomial-time Classifier for the description logic EL+) as a 
classifier that is efficient enough to classify the whole concept system, i.e., to create the 
isa-hierarchy automatically [13]. EL+ is the name of a tractable description language 
(L) employed by SNOMED CT, mainly using conjunction and existential restriction 
(E) as concept constructors. 

2. Terminology Version (TV) - Manager applied to SNOMED CT

Based on a contract with IHTSDO (International Health Terminology Standard 
Development Organisation) the resources of SNOMED CT in table 2 have been ob-
tained:

Table 2. Versions of SNOMED CT in different formats

Oriented to the core table format a common data model is defined. Import routines 
realizing diverse syntactic transformations are challenged by the complicate data struc-
tures underlying the UMLS Metathesaurus on the one hand and by the creation of a 
compliant concept hierarchy for the DL version on the other hand. In order to optimize 
the performance of the TV-Manager several metrics are pre-computed. For each con-
cept the number of direct and all descendant and ancestor concepts with respect the 
transitive closure is determined, distinguishing amongst others types (primitive, fully 
defined) and status (current, outdated, ...) of concepts. The following features are pro-
vided to the user:

• Access to the selected ontologies:
o Filter for selecting concepts of interest with respect to concept type and 

status
o Textsearch (fulltext search or phrase search with/without soundex)
o Navigation in the hierarchy and via links in concept definitions 
o Determining super- and sub-concepts of post-coordinated concepts by in-

cremental classification with a linkage to the CEL classifier
• Structural comparison:

o Synchronized display of the hierarchies of all selected ontologies with the 
selected concept in focus

o With concept in focus: if available show information and hierarchical 
contexts in all selected ontologies; if not, show positions of the missing 
concept

o With concept in focus: List of differences with respect to similar concepts 
in each subtree, e.g., changes, additions and deletions in definitions

DL X

UMLS X X X

CLUE X (Ger) X (Eng)

CORE X

01.200707.200601.200607.200501.200510.200407.2004
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o With concept in focus: Comparison of selected subtrees with the 
PROMPT-plugin in Protégé and visualization with another plugin (OWL-
VIZ). 

• Quantitative comparison:
o Display of the number of subconcepts as suffix to each concept´s name. 
o With concept in focus: Calculation of numbers of concepts in each sub-

tree and their differences; distinguished by types and status of concepts.
o For the whole ontologies: Calculation of numeric metrics, e.g., differenti-

ating concept type (primitive, fully defined) and/or status (current, out-
dated, ...), used relationships, leave nodes or average/longest path-length.

The TV-Manager is implemented in Java 6.0 and uses MySQL 5.0 for storing and 
querying the versions of SNOMED CT. This allows the TV-Manager to be platform 
independent being able to interact with Protégé [15] (e.g., for visualizing selected sub-
trees by using suitable plugins) under Windows and Unix and with CEL [14] for effi-
cient classifying new composed concepts of interest (incremental classification) that is 
only available for Unix machines. In order to take advantage of both systems the se-
lected concept definitions in core table format have to be transformed syntactically in 
the mentioned dialects. This is especially true for the PROMPT plugin available with 
Protégé that is a well known tool box for managing multiple ontologies [16]. Selecting 
suitable small fragments of SNOMED CT the TV-Manager provides an interface to 
PROMPT [17].

Figure 1. Comparison of two SNOMED CT versions with TV-Manager

Due to limited space just one screenshot is presented. In figure 1 the versions 
CLUE 10/2004 and 07/2006 are compared after the concept “Corneal stromal edema”
has been searched. With this concept in focus synchronized hierarchical contexts are 
presented. The subconcept “Corneal stromal wrinkles” in CLUE 07/2006 is not avail-
able in CLUE 10/2004, indicated by a “?”. Inactive concepts are presented in purple 
colour.
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3. Discussion

TV-Manger has been helpful in comparing two or more versions of SNOMED CT. 
The synchronized presentation of the hierarchical context of selected concepts helps to 
understand changes in definitions. As a side effect, this supports the study of different 
language versions presented next to each other. Especially finding and procedure con-
cepts like the one in figure 1 are located very often in poly-hierarchies with many dif-
ferent branches to the top concept. Even with the TV-Manager it is still difficult to per-
form a comprehensive and efficient study of the area of interest. Until now the TV-
Manager is mainly a proof of concept used by some interested terminology experts. 
The basic idea of comparing different SNOMED CT versions simultaneously together 
with making external functionality available in one software system is convincing. 
However, for a broader use the system the performance of the system need to be im-
proved. Furthermore, it must be explored more carefully to what extend the four repre-
sentation formats mentioned earlier can be transformed to comparable normal forms at 
all. One of the plans for future developments is to include the history table for being 
able to traverse inactive concepts in one version to active concepts in another version 
and vice versa. Furthermore a module for determining and visualizing consequences of 
new versions for already coded patient data. Simple textual changes of a concept name 
should be distinguished from severe changes, e.g., with modified contexts and map-
pings to ICD-10.
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Representation of disorders of the newborn 
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Abstract. SNOMED CT® is the most sophisticated reference terminology 
currently available for the representation of healthcare. An unforeseen 
consequence of the opportunistic evolutionary process for SNOMED CT may be 
that some terms for disorders of specialised clinical domains are not represented 
within the terminology. The SNOMED CT July 2006 release was systematically 
examined using the CliniClue® terminology browser to determine whether 434 
terms for disorders of the newborn infant are represented within the terminology. 
There was complete representation for 90.8% of the terms for disorders of the 
newborn infant, partial representation for 6.4% of the terms, and no representation 
for 2.8% of the terms. Complete representation is achieved with a single, pre-
coordinated SNOMED expression for 96.2% of the terms for disorders of the 
newborn infant that have complete representation within SNOMED CT. Nearly 
ninety percent of the SNOMED CT concepts that completely represent these terms 
have the current Concept Status but less than 40% of these concepts are fully 
defined SNOMED concepts. Nearly 50% of these SNOMED CT concepts have 
one or more synonyms. SNOMED CT® provides structured representation for the 
majority of this set of terms that are used for disorders of the newborn infant. 

Keywords. SNOMED CT®, SNOMED Clinical Terms, Systematised 
Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms®, clinical terminology, knowledge 
representation, disorders of newborn infant.

Introduction

SNOMED CT®, the Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms® (SCT), is 
a comprehensive, concept-based, clinical terminology with a semantic model based on 
description logic that uniquely identifies and describes clinically relevant concepts.
SCT has a polyhierarchical structure with multiple parent-child relationships together 
with relationships between concepts in different subtype hierarchies that define the 
meaning of a SNOMED concept relative to other SNOMED concepts. SCT contains 
more than 370,000 active concepts, more than one million active descriptions, and 
nearly 1.5 million relationships. The coded information for the terminology consists of 
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SNOMED expressions that are references to SNOMED concepts. Clinical terms may 
be represented as a single, pre-coordinated SNOMED expression or a post-coordinated 
SNOMED compositional expression of two or more SNOMED concepts.

SCT is the most sophisticated reference terminology currently available for the 
representation of healthcare. The terminology has evolved from the Systematised 
Nomenclature of Pathology [SNOP, 1965] into the Systematised Nomenclature of 
Medicine [SNOMED, 1974], a reference terminology [SNOMED RT, 2001] and a 
clinical terminology [SNOMED CT, 2002] over a period of forty years. The content of
SCT has been determined largely by the voluntary contributions of many diverse 
clinical groups. An unforeseen consequence of this opportunistic evolutionary process 
may be that some unique and clinically relevant terms of specialised clinical domains 
are not represented in SCT. 

This paper describes the representation of a set of terms for disorders of the 
newborn infant by SNOMED concepts. 

1. Methods

The SNOMED CT® July 2006 release [1] was systematically interrogated to determine 
if 434 terms that are used for disorders of the newborn infant are represented by SCT 
concepts. The terms were extracted from the Clinical Information Management System 
(CIMS)2 used in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at the Hospital for Sick Children, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The CIMS was implemented in 1999 and has been 
customized steadily with regular in-house upgrades in response to user defined needs. 
Structured data entry for disorders of the newborn infant [diagnosis] was added to the 
CIMS in 2003 for clinical, research and administrative purposes. Representative 
examples of frequently and less frequently CIMS terms for disorders of the newborn 
infant are provided in Table 1.

The CliniClue 2006 Terminology Browser [version 2006.2.8; October 7, 2006] [2],
a look-up engine for SCT concepts, was used to systematically interrogate SCT to 
determine the representation of the 434 CIMS terms by SNOMED concepts. No 
restrictions were applied to the search. If the initial search did not return a match, 
alternative but semantically identical words or phrases were entered as the search term. 
The fully specified name, Concept Id, Description Id, Concept Status [current, limited], 
the status of the Definition [primitive, fully defined], the hierarchy tag, and the number 
of synonyms were recorded for the SCT concepts that represented the CIMS terms for 
disorders of the newborn infant.  

The representation of each CIMS term within SCT was classified as complete, 
partial or absent. Complete representation was defined as the presence of a SNOMED
concept for the CIMS term. The CIMS terms that were completely represented within 
SCT were categorized as a simple or a compositional match to the SCT concept. A 
simple match requires a single, pre-coordinated SCT expression that is an exact lexical 
match for the CIMS term. A compositional match requires a post-coordinated SCT
compositional expression with two or more SCT concepts that is semantically 
equivalent of the CIMS term.  Partial representation was defined as the presence of a 
related SCT concept for the CIMS term. The CIMS terms that were partially 
represented by a SCT concept were further examined to determine if a post-coordinated 

2 Sunrise Critical Care (Emtek), Eclipsys 
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SCT compositional expression could be used achieve complete representation of the 
CIMS term. Absent representation was defined as the absence of both a SCT concept 
and a related SCT concept for the CIMS term.

Table 1. Representative CIMS terms for neonatal disorders

The CIMS terms for neonatal disorders were categorised as congenital or acquired. 
The terms for acquired disorders were further categorised as a unique neonatal or 
general term. A CIMS term was identified a priori as a unique neonatal term if the 
term included the word neonatal or usage of the term was restricted to the neonatal 
period, and post-priori if the relevant SCT concept included the word neonatal.  

The data for all 434 CIMS terms was analysed with simple descriptive statistics. 
The representation of the CIMS terms by SCT concepts is reported as the percentage of 
instances that meet the definition for complete, partial or absent representation. 

2. Results

Four hundred and twenty-two of the 434 CIMS terms (97.2%) are represented by SCT 
concepts. There is complete representation for 394 CIMS terms (90.8%) and partial 
representation for 28 CIMS terms (6.4%). Twelve CIMS terms (2.8%) for disorder of 
the newborn are not represented by SCT concepts (Table 2). All 99 terms categorised 
as congenital are represented by SCT concepts. There is representation for 97.8% of 
232 terms categorised as unique neonatal and 98% of 103 terms categorized as general. 

Transient tachypnoea of the newborn, meconium
aspiration syndrome, respiratory distress syndrome, 
bronchopulmonary dysplasia

Ventricular septal defect, patent ductus arteriosus, 
transposition of the great arteries, pulmonary 
stenosis, coarctation of aorta

Gastroesophageal reflux, necrotising entercolitis 
duodenal atresia, tracheo-esophageal atresia/fistula

Urinary tract infection, hypospadias, renal failure

Anaemia, haemolytic disease of the newborn

Hypoglycaemia, hypocalcaemia, hypothyroidism

Hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy, intraventricular 
haemorrhage, periventricular leucomalacia, 
retinopathy of prematurity, seizures

Congenital dislocation of the hip, talipes 
equinovarus

Group B streptococcal infection, RSV infection

Intrauterine growth retardation, cephalohaematoma, 
Erb’s palsy, non-immune fetal hydrops

Pulmonary interstitial emphysema, subglottic 
stenosis, congenital diagphragmatic hernia, 
pulmonary hypoplasia, pulmonary agenesis

Atrioventricular canal defect, hypoplastic left heart 
syndrome, interrupted aortic arch, total anomalous 
pulmonary venous drainage, congenital heart block

Meconium ileus, gastroschisis, malrotation, 
Hirschsprung’s disease, anorectal malformation 

Renal agensis, epispadias, extrophy of the bladder

Congenital thrombocytopenia

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia, phenylketonuria

Anencephaly, encephalocele, holoprosencephaly, 
cerebellar haemorrhage, transient myasthenia 
gravis, transverse venosus sinus thrombosis

Submucous cleft palate, septic arthritis

Congenital rubella syndrome

Neonatal drug withdrawal, subarachnoid 
haemorrhage, skull fracture due to birth injury

Frequently used CIMS terms Less frequently used CIMS terms
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Table 2. CIMS terms not represented within SNOMED CT

             CIMS term           Category

Birth injury to peripheral nervous system, unspecified
Craniofacial
Hemolytic diseases of fetus and newborn, unspecified 
Non-hemolytic jaundice
Other neonatal stroke, unspecified
Perinatal depression
Suboptimal vascular access
Transient disorders of calcium and magnesium metabolism
Unique perinatal diagnosis
Unspecified disturbance of potassium balance of newborn 
Unspecified disturbance of sodium balance of newborn
Unspecified intrauterine growth restriction

Unique neonatal
General
Unique neonatal
General
Unique neonatal
Unique neonatal
General
General
Unique neonatal
Unique neonatal
Unique neonatal
Unique neonatal

Three hundred and forty-one of the 394 SCT concepts (86.5%) that completely 
represented CIMS terms have the current Concept Status. Complete representation is 
achieved with a single, pre-coordinated SNOMED expression for 379 of these 394 
CIMS terms (96.2%). Fifteen of these 394 CIMS terms (3.8%) require a post-
coordinated SNOMED compositional expression for complete representation within 
SCT. Ten of these compositional expressions require the use of the unapproved 
attributes stage or grade. One hundred and forty-four of the 394 SCT concepts (36.5%) 
are fully defined concepts. One hundred and seventy-nine of these SCT concepts 
(45.4%) have one or more synonyms.

3. Discussion

SCT is the most sophisticated clinical terminology currently available for the 
representation of health care. The terminology fulfills the desired requirements for a 
clinical terminology because the thirteen desiderata for a clinical terminology of the 
twenty-first century [3,4] have been integrated into the design of SCT. The additional 
SNOMED URU criteria [understandability, reproducibility, usefulness] together with 
the use of natural terms, component persistence and history tracking have also 
enhanced the performance of SCT. 

Many studies [5-14] have confirmed that the SNOMED family of terminologies 
provides a more comprehensive and consistent representation for clinical care than 
other classifications and terminologies. The SNOMED family provides very good 
representation for general medical [5-12] and the specialised medical domains of 
cardiovascular disease and ophthalmology [13,14]. The SNOMED CT® July 2006 
release provides very good representation for the CIMS terms that represent the 
disorders of the newborn infant. More than 97% of the terms are represented by SCT 
concepts although 10% of the terms are only partially represented. Twelve CIMS terms 
(2.8%) are not represented by SCT concepts. Six of these unrepresented terms are 
legacy terms inherited from the International Classification of Diseases that contain the 
word unspecified. These terms should not exist within SCT since their inclusion would 
contravene the desiderata for a clinical terminology of the twenty-first century [4].
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More than 95% of the CIMS terms for a disorder of the newborn infant are 
represented by a pre-coordinated SCT expression. The 15 CIMS terms that required a 
post-coordinated SNOMED compositional expression for complete representation are 
terms that demand greater granularity than those that do not require post-coordination. 
Ten of the compositional expressions use the unapproved attributes of stage or grade to 
achieve complete representation of the severity of necrotizing enterocolitis and 
retinopathy of prematurity. The documentation that less than five percent of 394 
completely represented CIMS terms require post-coordinated SNOMED compositional 
expression supports the view that SCT is a rich, comprehensive and granular clinical 
terminology.

All concepts within a clinical terminology should be fully defined to enable the 
computational process of auto-classification and the computation of equivalence and 
subsumption between different methods of expressing the same meaning. Nearly 40% 
of the completely represented CIMS terms are represented by fully defined SCT 
concepts. Many SCT concepts are not fully defined at the present time because they are 
very general or non-clinical concepts, or the attributes or values necessary for the full 
definition of the concept are missing. Furthermore, it takes time to fully define over 
370,000 current concepts in a large terminology that has over one million descriptions 
and nearly one and a half million relationships. The attainment of fully defined status 
for more than 70% of SCT concepts is one of the stated goals for SNOMED. The 
representation of disorders of the newborn infant cannot be considered to be complete 
until the majority of the relevant SNOMED concepts are fully defined. Nearly 50% of 
the SCT concepts that completely represent CIMS terms have synonyms. The existence 
of one or more synonyms enhances the terminology’s functionality as an interface 
terminology, and therefore, should facilitate the accurate entry of valid data.

Although neonatology is a specialised domain of medicine with many disorders 
that are unique to the neonatal period, the domain represents the health care for a 
specific, well-defined population as distinct from other specialties that represent health 
care for those with disorders related to a specific organ system. The majority of the 
terms for disorders of the newborn infant have been derived from the domains of 
general medicine and surgery. The representation of CIMS terms for disorders of the 
newborn infant by SCT concepts exceeds 90% and is consistent with the representation 
by SCT for other domains that have their origins within general medicine and surgery
[5-14].

4. Conclusion

SNOMED CT® provides structured representation based on description logic for the 
majority of this set of terms that are used for disorders of the newborn infant. An 
increase in the number of fully defined SCT concepts and the number of concepts with 
one or more synonyms will enhance the terminology’s computational processes and the 
interface functionality of SCT for clinicians and other users. Future activities should 
focus on increasing the number of fully defined SCT concepts and synonyms for 
relevant SCT concepts for disorders of the newborn infant.
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Abstract. We aimed at identifying a suitable data analysis approach to investigate 
potential patterns in the current medical coding in obstetrics and perinatal care. We 
processed the data reported for 2006 in DRG files from three Romanian university 
clinics of obstetrics-gynaecology and found substantial differences in the coding 
practices. Based on the evidence we found with a poor usage of the coding 
instruments, we concluded that using objective methods and quantifiable measures 
in analyzing the medical coding could help putting things into the right perspective 
and bring support for the need for formal education of medical record 
administrators and coders where such programmes do not exist, e.g. in Romania.

Keywords. Data analysis tools, coding, diagnosis related, outcomes research and 
measurement

Introduction

The Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) system was initially developed as an 
information management tool to monitor quality and use of services but is now widely 
used as a prospective payment system in most European countries [1, 2]. Although 
comprising data collected mainly at the discharge moment and typically used for 
measuring the severity of illness, so resulting in the case-mix index for each specific 
hospital as a basis for financing and/or reimbursement, the reported DRG files also 
contain valuable information for quality management within the hospital sector [3, 4]: 
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main and secondary diagnoses (the latter important as co-morbidities) based on the 
International Classification of Diseases v10 or ICD-10 [5, 6], procedures’ codes, 
length of stay, etc.

As in 2005 the DRG system became compulsory for the hospital care in Romania, 
we tried to use this reported minimum data set to perform a patient profiling in 
obstetrical and perinatal care. However, in processing the data we encountered quality 
and reliability problems (data initially collected from a single hospital), so we decided 
to further investigate the medical coding patterns, as data validity and reliability are 
important criteria in choosing appropriate sources and measurements for assessing 
healthcare services [2]. The DRG system is at the beginning in Romania and the code 
assignment affects the case-mix and the financing in this prospective payment system. 
It should thus not be surprising that the hospitals try to “accommodate” the code usage 
to their perceived needs for financing, trying to balance this trade-off against the 
correct coding from a medical point of view. This has been a sensitive problem 
wherever the system was introduced [1, 7].

Taking this into account, we decided to perform an analysis of the coding practices 
in obstetrics and evaluate the use of codes, aiming at discovering the factors which 
influence the current practices.

1. Methods Used in Investigating Medical Coding Practices

Our goal was to investigate the coding results in hospitals of obstetrics-gynaecology in 
order to determine whether there were any coding patterns or “common practices” (i.e. 
good vs. bad habits). Empirical data comprising the ICD-10 codes used for the 
principal and secondary diagnoses (i.e. the main medical problem and the 
comorbidities or complications) were imported from the DRG application compulsorily 
used in Romanian hospitals for reimbursement purposes.

We combined basic statistical analysis for the available ICD-10 codes’ usage with 
data mining techniques. We used SPSS v.15 and Weka 3-4 to process the data.

1.1. Statistics Used to Characterize the Medical Coding Practice

The ICD-10 utilization statistics consisted of: (i) number of secondary codes (reflecting 
co-morbidities) recorded in the DRG files; (ii) percentage of codes used, of those 
specific for each specialty (obstetrics-gynaecology and perinatal care, respectively); 
(iii) number of codes covering up to 50% of cases for the principal and secondary 
diagnoses; (iv) a concentration index borrowed from industrial economics and 
introduced to healthcare by Spangler et al [4].

The degree of concentration across the coding categories was measured using the 
Hirschman-Herfindahl index (HHI), defined as it follows in Eq. (1).

of n diagnosis codes that have pi (i=1,2,..,n) percentage 
shares for a specialty in a hospital,

� =
=

n

i
ipHHI

1

2
(1)

The value range for HHI is between 0 and 10000: the larger the number, the higher the 
degree of codes’ concentration (i.e. a small number of recorded/reported codes account 
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for a disproportionately large number of all medical diagnoses or problems, co-
morbidities, etc. in that specialty and/or hospital). An HHI number below 1000 is 
considered to indicate a fair degree of concentration for medical codes’ usage [4].

1.2. Clustering Methods Used to Explore the Medical Coding Practice

The aim of a data clustering task is to identify homogeneous groups of similar data 
which satisfy at least the following conditions: (i) data in each group are sufficiently 
similar; (ii) data in different groups are sufficiently dissimilar. Our investigation started 
from a concern regarding the validity and reliability of the reported data set, so we tried 
to see whether the observed cases were “parceled” across the available ICD-10 codes, 
i.e. we were looking for patterns of diagnostic codes’ utilization. We used the actual 
codes (as nominal variables) and the length of stay (as a numerical variable, illustrating 
the severity of the episode of care), expecting to find natural clusters comprising 
similar clinical cases, on the condition that a reliable and consistent manner of coding 
was used with respect to the World Health Organization’s recommendations [5, 6]. 
Moreover, we assumed that for equivalent teaching hospitals with similar pathologies 
one can expect to obtain similar clustering results. We tried the K-means and 
Expectation Maximization (EM) methods.

The K-means algorithm [8] is a partitioning approach based on the idea of 
minimizing the average distance between the data in a cluster and the cluster’s center 
(i.e. the prototype). It consists of an iterative process which starts from some randomly 
selected centers, one for each cluster to be discovered. It can be easily adapted to 
categorical data by replacing the average of data in a cluster with the element which 
has a maximal similarity with all the other elements of the cluster (the so-called 
medoid), so we considered it as appropriate for our data set with both nominal and 
numerical variables.

In contrast with K-means where the clusters are disjoint, the EM algorithm
proposed by Dempster [9] relies on a statistical interpretation of the clustering 
problems: data are considered as a mixture of probability distributions and the 
technique seeks to identify this mixture’s parameters. Similarly to K-means, EM is also 
based on an iterative process involving two main steps at each iteration: (i) expectation 

step, which computes the probabilities of data with respect to the current values of the 
mixture parameters; (ii) maximization step, which estimates the new parameters of the 
probability distributions corresponding to clusters, based on a maximum likelihood 
approach. This algorithm allowed us a statistical approach in determining the optimum 
number of clusters for each data set: (a) we first applied the EM algorithm on each 
dataset in order to estimate the appropriate numbers of clusters; (b) those values were 
further used to compute the clusters’ prototypes by the K-means technique.

2. Results and Discussion

We analyzed data for 2006 in DRG files from three university hospitals, one in a 
distant geographic location from the other two: HB (6862 cases), HC (5831 cases), HO 
(10301 cases). In this paper, we focus on the exploratory methods for evaluating ICD-
10 codes’ usage. We also tried to get a perspective on the medical coding in Romanian 
hospitals and to identify the potential patterns in the current medical coding practices.
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Table 1 presents the statistical analysis. When calculating the codes’ usage 
statistics for new-born babies (NB), we considered as specific the 408 codes from 
classes P00-P96 (Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period) and Z30-Z39 
(Persons encountering health services in circumstances related to reproduction). 
Similarly, when calculating the codes’ usage statistics for OG, we considered as 
specific the 715 codes from classes C51-C58 (Malignant neoplasms – Female genital 

organs), D06-D07 (In situ neoplasms – Carcinoma in situ), D25-D28 (Benign 

neoplasms), D39 (Neoplasms of uncertain or unknown behaviour), N70-N77 
(Inflammatory diseases of female pelvic organs), N80-N98 (Noninflammatory 

disorders of female genital tract), O00-O99 (Pregnancy, childbirth and the 

puerperium), and Z30-Z39 (Persons encountering health services in circumstances 

related to reproduction).
At first, when comparing medical coding patterns, we might think it would be 

difficult to compare HHI for different specialties for they had completely different 
characteristics (e.g. intensive care compared to radiology or hematology). However, as 
the statistics prove in Table 1, even in the specific case of one single specialty (i.e. 
obstetrics-gynaecology or neonatal care) there is a high degree of heterogeneity across 
the three hospitals, as well as within the same hospital for the two different specialties.

Table 1. Statistics regarding the ICD-10 codes’ usage in the three hospitals (HB, HC, HO) for the wards of 
new-born babies (NB) and obstetrics-gynaecology (OG). HHI stands for Hirschman-Herfindahl index.

HB HC HO
Characteristic

NB OG NB OG NB OG

No of cases 2197 4665 2390 3441 2854 7447
Length of stay (in days)
min�max
mean
(std dev)

0�31
4.65
(2.20)

0�34
4.83
(3.26)

0�369
9.39
(32.21)

0�367
6.32
(15.44)

0�45
5.22
(2.11)

0�80
6.38
(5.71)

No of secondary 
codes/case
min�max
mean
(std dev)

0�8
0.69
(0.73)

0�10
1.66
(2.53)

1�18
3.69
(1.47)

0�20
11.32
(6.07)

0�14
2.61
(2.54)

0�15
4.90
(1.58)

* % of ICD-10 codes used 
for principal diagnosis

24% 24% 11% 7% **28% 33%

* No of principal codes 
covering 50% of cases

8 3 7 2 **4 3

* HHI for principal 
diagnosis codes

609 1293 1500 2195 **1009 1275

No of secondary codes 
covering 50% of cases

3 1 2 9 3 4

HHI for secondary codes 966 3113 1853 407 1357 1100

* Codes from the classes A00-B99 (Certain infectious and parasitic diseases), D50-D89 (Diseases of the 
blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorder involving the immune mechanism), Q00-Q99 
(Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities), and R00-R99 (Symptoms, signs 
and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified) were not included among those 
specific for female genital, maternity care or perinatal period, therefore not included in the denominator of 
any calculated ratios and percents. When encountered in the files, they had very low frequencies, so we 
considered them as outliers and completely excluded them from the codes’ usage statistics (i.e. included 
neither in the numerator nor the denominator).

** One hundred six cases had as principal diagnosis D18.0 (Haemangioma, any site from the class of Benign 
neoplasms) and were excluded from the statistics regarding the ICD-10 usage for new-born babies
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Although all three clinics are of similar size and of the same specialty, significant 
differences were obtained with respect to the number of clusters found by the EM

method: 8 (HB), 16 (HC), and 6(HO). Table 2 presents the prototypes we identified by 
the K-means method for one of the hospitals. The codes that appear in a cluster’s 
prototype (consisting of the mean values for the numerical attribute and the mode for 
the categorical ones) could be interpreted as best-describing the instances (i.e. cases) 
composing that group. Looking at the codes’ pattern for HB, clusters 2, 3, and 6 are 
identical, the only difference being in the length of stay. We chose to use length of stay 
as a clustering attribute, for it is one of the criteria influencing the DRG codes and the 
case-mix. Surprisingly the length of stay is not reflected in the coding pattern, though 
the longer the stay, the more complex should have been the case and that extra-burden 
of the disease should have been reflected in the secondary diagnoses. This flatness or 
lack of detail might be due to a rather poor coding, which is also suggested by the HHI 
for OG (Table 1 - high values for both the principal and the secondary codes). On the 
other hand, a good aspect is reflected by cluster 0, with D25.0 as the principal 
diagnosis code, correctly corresponding to the patients with the main diagnosis in the 
Neoplasms class (C00-D48). However, there still is a problem with this cluster, as the 
secondary codes are related to postpartum examination/care and to the babies’ care, so 
conflicting with the principal code. It also seems the code Z24.6 (specific to the new 
born babies) “engulfed” all the secondary codes for the OG clusters (for which the HHI 
is high as well).

Table2. Clusters for HB identified by the K-means algorithm (8 clusters, 13 attributes, 6832 instances). For 
each cluster, the specialty, the number of instances and the percent are specified. Although all the available 
secondary diagnoses were considered in the clustering process, only the first four are presented in the table.

Cluster centroids
Length of stay

(m±±sd)
Princ diag Sec diag1 Sec diag2 Sec diag3 Sec diag4

Cluster 0 OG

446 (6%)
9.58±4.92 D25.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 1 OG

1025 (15%)
6.82±2.69 O82.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 2 OG

1136 (17%)
4.35±2.69 O80.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 3 OG

1754 (26%)
2.28±0.78 O80.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 4 NB

1037 (15%)
5.75±2.50 P59.9 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 5 NB

207 (3%)
4.73±1.65 P21.1 Z24.6 Z23.2 P59.9 P59.9

Cluster 6 OG

304 (4%)
7.65±2.39 O80.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

Cluster 7 NB

953 (14%)
3.44±0.99 Z38.0 Z39.2 Z24.6 Z24.6 Z24.6

The titles (i.e. medical meaning) for the ICD-10 codes appearing in Table 2 and/or in the text are: D25.0 
Benign neoplasm – Submucous leiomyoma of uterus; O80.0 Spontaneous vertex delivery; O82.0 Single 

delivery by elective caesarian section; P21.1 Mild and moderate birth asphyxia; P59.9 Neonatal jaundice 
(physiological, intense, prolonged), unspecified; Z24.6 Need for immunization against viral hepatitis; Z38.0 
Singleton, born in hospital; Z39.2 Postpartum care and examination - Routine postpartum follow-up

The concrete results for the other two hospitals were completely different from 
HB, i.e. different patterns corresponding to the clusters. On the other hand, they were 
similar in the sense of their intriguing clusters’ centroids, in a consistent manner with 
the HHI values (i.e. the higher HHI values, the meaningless the clusters).
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3. Conclusions

Using exploratory analysis techniques, we investigated the medical coding in three 
university hospitals that offer top-quality medical care. We employed basic statistics 
regarding the specific codes’ usage, a concentration index borrowed from economics, 
and clustering techniques from data mining.

The conclusions are consistent with the initial perspective: there is a poor usage of 
the medical coding instruments. Based on these results and on the fact that two of the 
hospitals were located in the same geographic area (i.e. with similar patient profiles), 
we are confident the heterogeneities and difficulties are mainly due to the inexperience 
in applying the constraints of the DRG system. However, poor data quality leads to 
unreliable performance indicators and prevents appropriate and timely decisions, 
entailing subsequent costs. Therefore, we do think that using objective methods and 
quantifiable measures in analyzing the medical coding practices could help putting 
things into the right perspective and eventually obtaining good quality medical data.

Our study underpins the need for formal education programmes for medical record 
administrators (e.g. university programmes) to prepare professionals in charge with 
supervising medical coding activities in hospitals. In Romania we do not have such 
professionals and, moreover, most often the coders are the medical doctors themselves.
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Electronic Medical Records Data Display
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Abstract. Patient medical record systems (MRS) merely offer static applications, 
in which mostly unstructured text is linked to coded data. In these applications the 
more common presentation is a time oriented one, which does not allow easily for 
data and information retrieval. Concept oriented views based on supper-concepts 
(metaterms) initially defined in CISMeF to optimize Web medical search, was 
implemented in our MRS as specialties views. This work shows that these 
terminological tools are able to facilitate information retrieval.

Keywords. Medical Records Systems, Computerized, Data Display, Information 
Storage and Retrieval, Abstracting and Indexing

Introduction

The architecture of patient medical record systems often respect the European standard 
HISA [1]. In these systems, Electronic Health Records (EHR) are structured to a 
certain degree, according to patient record system used, and most of the EHR contain a 
majority of unstructured texts [2], these texts being linked to contacts1 and procedures2

as described in HISA [1]. These entities, contacts and procedures are also associated 
with respective ICD10 and procedure codes.

The most common presentation of these data in the MRS is a time related 
presentation, referring the dates and periods of care. In this model information retrieval 
can be difficult when patients have a long medical history. To optimize information 
retrieval in EHR, the problem-oriented medical record was introduced as a concept in 
1968 [3]. It does not yet have a wide spread because of the requirement on structuring 
patient-data entries [4].

Another way is to implement appropriate views, using terminological tools. The 
CISMeF metaterms [5] are super-concepts which were initially defined to draw 
together MeSH terms from the MeSH thesaurus [6]. CISMeF's metaterms correspond 
to medical specialties (e.g. cardiology), types of medical procedures (e.g. surgery) or 

1 HISA definition of contact : event during which the clinical state of a subject of 
care is under the active consideration of healthcare agent.

2 Procedures included office visits.
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health topics (e.g. diagnosis, therapy). Creating metaterm (or super-concepts) came up 
initially to optimize information retrieval in the CISMeF catalogue, in particular to 
maximize the recall [7]. We have decided to reuse the super-concepts in a different 
environment (MRS) using different health terminologies. ICD 10 for coding diagnosis 
and several health procedure classifications in use in France : CCAM [8] (since 
September 2005) and CDAM (before 2005) for therapeutic and diagnosis procedures 
and ADICAP for pathological exams. CISMEF metaterms embedded in the EHR could 
offer to clinicians customized views of the EHR elements, that could be more efficient 
than the classical time-oriented presentation.

The aim of this study is to describe and evaluate individual medical records sorted 
by typology of elements and by medical specialties based on terminological tools, 
using CISMeF super-concepts. 

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Patient medical record system of the Rouen University Hospital

EHR was introduced in 1992 in the Rouen University Hospital [9] and took into 
account medical contacts, laboratory results, discharge ICD codes, medical procedures 
codes, medical procedures reports and discharged medical reports. Between 1992 and 
the end of 1999, the medical record system was implemented on a mainframe system, 
while since the end of 1999 a new medical record system working on an Oracle data 
base has been in use, allowing to take into account the same data and specific 
structured data. Currently EHR includes all the computerized data from 1992 until now, 
corresponding to 1.2 million patient records, 8.6 million contacts, 9.34 million medical 
procedures, 1.2 million discharge reports and 3.1 million medical procedure reports.

1.2. CISMeF metaterms and MeSH

CISMeF ([French] acronym for Catalog and Index of French Language Health 
Resources on the Internet) [1] is a quality-controlled health gateway. It was designed to 
catalog and index the most important and quality-controlled sources of institutional 
health information in French in order to allow end-users to search them quickly and 
precisely (N=36,589). Its URLs are http://www.chu-rouen.fr/cismef or 
http://www.cismef.org. CISMeF uses two standard tools for organizing information :
the MeSH thesaurus [6] from the US National Library of Medicine and several 
metadata element sets, in particular the Dublin Core metadata format 
(URL:http://www.dublincore.org) [10]. However, the MeSH thesaurus was originally 
intended to index scientific articles for the Index Medicus and for the MEDLINE 
database. In order to customize it to the broader field of health Internet resources, we 
have been developing several enhancements [1] to the MeSH thesaurus, with the 
introduction of two new concepts, respectively metaterms (MT) and resource types 
(RT). CISMeF RT are an extension of the publication types of MEDLINE. Creating 
metaterms were firstly designed to optimize information retrieval in CISMeF and cope 
with the relatively restrictive nature of these medical specialties as MeSH (keywords) 
descriptors. The MeSH thesaurus does not allow to have a global vision of a medical 
specialty. Therefore, in the CISMeF terminology, metaterms can be considered as 
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“meta-concepts”. Metaterms have been manually selected by the chief medical 
librarian (BT). The semantic links between metaterms and MeSH terms, MeSH 
subheadings and CISMeF resource types are based on his know-how and expertise of 
medical specialists of the RUH. There is a 0 to N relations between CISMeF metaterms 
and MeSH terms, MeSH subheadings and CISMeF resource types. In September 2007, 
the number of metaterms in the CISMeF terminology was 123. The comprehensive list 
of metaterms is available at the following URL : http://doccismef.chu-
rouen.fr/liste_des_meta_termes_anglais.html.

1.3. CISMEF metaterms and ICD10, CCAM, CDAM and ADICAP classifications

A clinician (PM) and the chief medical librarian (BT) reviewed the list of CISMeF 
metaterms to be reused in this context (N= 66 out of 123, 54 %). Semantic links were 
manually created between super-concepts and each code of ICD 10, CCAM, CDAM, 
ADICAP classifications (see Table 1). As for MeSH thesaurus there is a 0 to N 
relations between CISMeF metaterms and codes of ICD10, CCAM, CDAM, ADICAP 
classifications. As an example, the metaterm Cardiology is semantically linked with the 
ICD 10 code I50.0-Congestive Heart Failure, the CCAM code "DZQM006-
Échographie-doppler transthoracique du coeur et des gros vaisseaux"  
(Echocardiography, transthoracic) and the ADICAP code "BHCZ-Biopsie 
endomyocardique" (Endomyocardial biopsy).

Table 1 : Semantic links between super-concepts and classifications in use in France

* A simplified ADICAP nomenclature is used in Rouen University Hospital

Using metaterms to make queries on clinical consultations requires the indexation 
of consultation service points. A partial evaluation of the manual semantic links 
between super-concepts and CCAM codes was performed by automated indexing tools 
[11].

1.4. EHR views using super-concept

To filter data of one or more medical specialties, customized views using metaterms 
have been implemented in our MRS. Codes and associated metaterms taken into 
account are : ICD10 discharge codes of hospitalization, CCAM and CDAM (before 
2005) for technical medical procedures, ADICAP for pathological exams. These 
queries allow to make containers of data, classified by type of EHR elements (stays, 
diagnosis, surgical procedures…) and filtered by medical specialties.

ADICAP* 279 372 0-3

CDAM 7,699 13,508 1-4

CCAM 7,389 12,538 1-5

ICD10 10,505 13,650 1-3

Classification Number of codes Number of semantic 
links

Min-Max by codes
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1.5. Evaluation

The potential advantage of specialty-oriented views of EHR as compared to the "more 
classical" time related views, depends on the number of elements contained in the 
patient records. Because they have a potential interest for complex patient records with 
multiple reports, a preliminary evaluation needs to study the distribution of patients 
records size. We have studied the size of patient records taken in charge during the first 
trimester 2006. It was performed by cardiologists, lung specialists and 
gastroenterologists.

2. Results

2.1. Size of the health records

Between 1 January-31March 2006, 81,471 patients came to the Rouen University 
Hospital for hospitalization or consultation. 33.46% of the medical records contain 
more than 20 medical contacts, and 34.01% more than 20 medical procedures.

2.2. Time oriented view versus specialties views

Illustrations of time oriented and specialty views a shown on figure 2.  

Specialty viewTime oriented view Specialty viewTime oriented view

Patient
Contact

Procedure

ICD10 codes

CCAM

CCAM or service point

CCAM and Diagnostc Imaging

ADICAP

Specialty viewTime oriented view Specialty viewTime oriented view

Patient
Contact

Procedure

ICD10 codes

CCAM

CCAM or service point

CCAM and Diagnostc Imaging

ADICAP

ICD10 codes

CCAM

CCAM or service point

CCAM and Diagnostc Imaging

ADICAP

Figure 2 : Time oriented vs specialties views in Rouen EHR
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The EHR used to illustrate these views is the one of a patient who has a four years 
medical history in RUV (see figure 2). It takes into account 62 outpatient contacts and 
41 inpatient ones. The time oriented view shows in a three levels treeview including 
patient, contacts, and medical procedures. Linked data (codes, reports…) are accessible 
after selecting the element. To review the cardiological problems of this patient by the 
time oriented view, a clinician would have to search contacts and procedures linkable 
to heart disease and to read the linked data. The specialty view only displays the 
contacts and procedures linked with the metaterm cardiology. Seven inpatient contacts 
are retrieved out of 41, 5 in cardiology units, 2 in the intensive care unit (Réanimation 
Médicale). For these 7 contacts one or more ICD10 discharge codes are linked with the 
metaterm cardiology (I50.0-Congestive Heart Failure, I27.0-Primary Pulmonary 
Hypertension, R57.0-Cardiogenic Shock). The numbers of this EHR elements filtered 
by the metaterms cardiology and pneumology are shown in table 2.

Type of data
Number of elements in 

the whole record
Number of  elements 

filtered by "cardiology"
Number of  elements 

filtered by "pneumology"

Contacts 18 7 12

ICD10 discharge codes 38 6 6

Major procedures 16 2 8

Pathological reports 6 0 3

Radiological procedures 24 0 3

Table 2 : Distribution of the elements of the medical record

2.3. Comparison of the two view types of in information retrieval

A clinician  in care of this patient would want to see all the cardiologic 
informations or only the reports of a chosen procedure, for example reports of 
echocardiographies. In this EHR there are 3 echocardiographies, if the clinician (or the 
patient) do not know when these procedures were performed, without specific tools 
finding these 3 reports is nearly impossible. Knowing them, the user will have to select 
the contact, unfold the treenode and open each report, it takes less than 5 minutes to do 
it. Using the specialties view, no matter if the end-user knows the procedures dates or 
not, the three echocardiography records can be found in less than 2 minutes.

The evaluation of specialties views based on CISMeF metaterms in EHR was 
considered as satisfying by the CISMeF team and the RUH, therefore we have decided 
to implement this specialty view tool in the real environment of the RUH EHR .

3. Discussion

This paper presents another use of the CISMeF metaterms, originally developed  for 
the optimization of information retrieval and categorization. The CISMeF metaterms 
are now semantically linked with different medical terminologies (ICD 10, CCAM, 
CDAM and ADICAP) in order to provide  the clinicians customized views of EHR 
elements. This semantic links are manually established. Therefore, the quality of the 
CISMeF metaterms relies on the know-how of this manual indexing. Fortunately, the 
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CISMeF team includes the chief medical librarian (BT) who has 12 years of experience 
in manual indexing using health terminologies. The fifteen years history of EHR in 
RUH [9] means that a significant part of patients records in the data base contains a 
large number of recorded events. The information and data retrieval in these records is 
difficult, and need specific tools [10]. Improving information retrieval can be done by 
different types of views, the effectiveness of concept-oriented views was reported by 
several authors [13] [14]. More recently, a second generation of these tools, using 
ontologies to define fundamental concepts, their properties, and interrelationships 
within a particular domain, have been described [15].

4. Conclusion

EMR display data and retrieval information can be optimized by specialties views. 
Super-concepts initially designed for medical Web search can be reused to create these 
views. These super-concepts could make possible in the future the creation of problem-
oriented views, without the requirement of structuring patient data entries.
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Abstract. In this work we present the usage of semantic web knowledge 
representation formalism in combination with general purpose reasoning for 
building a medical expert system. The properties of the approach have been 
studied on the example of the knowledge base construction for decision support 
tasks in the heart failure domain. The work consisted of descriptive knowledge 
presentation in the ontological form and its integration with the heart failure 
procedural knowledge. In this setting instance checking in description logic 
represents the main process of the expert system reasoning. 

Keywords. knowledge management, knowledge bases, cardiovascular, expert 
systems, heart failure, reasoning

Introduction

Medical decision support systems are challenging because of the complexity and 
richness of the medical knowledge involved. Building a decision support system, which 
can make the procedures of diagnosis, prognosis and therapy more effective and 
reliable for the patient, and which is optimal in the use of medical and clinical 
resources, is yet an unattained goal and still presents a great challenge. It also imposes 
as a test bed for the knowledge representation formalisms which validates their 
adequacy and sufficiency in such applications. 

It has been recognized in many cases that ontologies are appropriate for knowledge 
encoding within different systems [1,2,3,4,5]. Also, it has been noted that the 
application of general-purpose ontology reasoners is very beneficial since in that way 
the knowledge becomes more sharable and maintainable. The possibilities of using the 
reasoners in specific cases has been widely explored and tested [5,6,7]. In settings 
where, due to more demanding system requirements, such utilization is not adequate 
the system tends to become more complex and more difficult to maintain because some 
amount of knowledge and the reasoning procedure are encoded within the application 
itself [1,4,8]. Such knowledge representation approaches tend to be system-specific 
what scales down their reusability. 

Semantic web ontology language OWL has recently emerged as de-facto standard 
for intelligent applications that utilize the ontologies as knowledge formalization tool. 
OWL, in combination with the SWRL rule language and with domain-independent 
reasoners, provides a generally recognized expert system development framework.
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In this paper we describe the utilization of OWL in medical expert systems 
applications. We start by presentation of the descriptive ontology constructed for the 
heart failure domain and then analyse the possibility to include also procedural 
knowledge in the same ontological representation. Finally, based on experiments with 
real application we compare rule based reasoning with onological reasoning for the 
procedural type of the knowledge.

1. Knowledge Representation

Modern expert systems generally recognize a few knowledge types and make a clear 
distinction between them by imposing distinct formalization means and distinct usage 
routines. Even in the philosophical domain, the knowledge is divided into descriptive 

and procedural knowledge. 
Descriptive knowledge (also referenced as conceptual knowledge) describes the 

concepts in the domain, and the relations among them. In that way, every concept is 
described by defining its relation to other, previously defined concepts. On the other 
hand, procedural knowledge describes the procedures and actions that should be taken 
in given situations. In that sense, the descriptive knowledge is commonly treated as a 
construct for which practical usage has yet to be stated in the system while the 
procedural knowledge is very narrowly defined and operationalized, and clearly states 
what has to be done in specific situations [9,10]. The procedural knowledge commonly 
refers to the “know what” of the domain, while the procedural knowledge refers to the 
“know how” of the domain.

The third type of the knowledge recognized in the expert systems is factual

knowledge. It refers to formalization of facts that describe the given situation, i.e. the 
problem that is currently being solved. Compared to other knowledge types, the 
relevance of the factual knowledge is restricted to the ongoing decision tasks and as 
such considered as generally uninteresting. 

2. Heart Failure Knowledge Base

The first step in the process of building the knowledge base for the heart failure domain 
has been the construction of the descriptive heart failure ontology. The ontology is 
constructed in OWL by the Protégé tool. It is available from the project website 
(http://www.heartfaid.org/links.php).

The second step in the knowledge base development has been collection and 
formalization of the related procedural knowledge. This knowledge has been presented 
in the form of 10 sets of rules. In its development we used only terminology systemized 
by the previously constructed descriptive ontology.

2.1. Heart Failure Ontology

The HF ontology presents the formalized description of concepts for the heart failure 
domain. It includes basic HF concepts, properties that characterize patients, all relevant 
diagnostic examinations and tests, and treatment procedures. The ontology also 
includes other cardiovascular system related concepts as well as concepts related to 
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other organs when they are connected with HF. The information presented in the 
ontology has been obtained by human interpretation of guidelines for congestive and 
acute heart failure.

In its current form the ontology presents the detailed taxonomic overview of the 
HF domain with around 200 classes describing HF related concepts. These concepts are 
interconnected with super-class and sub-class relations into a hierarchical tree-like 
structure. At the basic level there are five relevant super-classes: HF_concept,
Patient_characteristic, Patient, Testing, and Treatment. Figure 1 presents the Protégé 
tool displaying some of the classes from the HF ontology.

Individuals or instances are members of the classes and typically present 
exhaustive list of concrete concepts relevant for the class. The realized ontology 
includes more than 2000 individuals. When possible, classes are specified with their 
CUI number (Concept Unique Identifier according to UMLS) and with a list of 
synonyms. For example, for the class Heart diseases its CUI is C0018799 and its 
synonyms are Disorder_of_heart, Cardiac_diseases, Cardiopathy. Finally, the 
ontology contains properties that connect individuals in different classes. These 
properties are relevant because they enable introduction of relations among concepts. 
For example, individual Valvular_heart_disease from the class Heart_valve_disease is 
indicated by the individual Dyspnea from the class of Signs_and_symptoms. Or that 
Hyperkalemia from the class Potassium_disorder may be caused by medications like 
Potassium_sparing_diuretics or Spironolactone. The names of these properties are 
Indicated and MayBeCausedByMedication. The HF ontology includes definitions of 
more than 100 properties.

2.2. Heart Failure Procedural Knowledge

Production rules in a form “IF some condition is true THEN make some action” are a 
widely used approach for the presentation of procedural knowledge. At the knowledge 
presentation level it is very important that production rules can be easily understood 
and corrected by medical experts. In this way the major advantage of presenting 
procedural knowledge in the form of production rules is that they present formal 
enough way to present knowledge that can be used by the decision support system and 
that at the same time medical experts can easily control the expected performance of 
the system. 

Figure 1. Excerpt from the domain description ontology representing the class hierarchy.
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Figure 2 illustrates the possibility to present procedural knowledge in the OWL 
form. The OWL concept descriptors are used to formalize the conditions while the 
conclusions or actions that are made by the rule are represented as named OWL classes 
(concepts). In Figure 2 is presented the rule for the diastolic heart failure diagnosis. The 
presented conceptualization of the procedural knowledge is relevant because it enables 
its integration with before described descriptive knowledge. The additional advantage 
is that by the transformation from the rule form into ontological form the procedural 
knowledge must be ordered into a tree of sub-classes that stimulates systematization of 
this knowledge. 

The basic task of our expert system is to check on patients characteristics and to 
act upon them. The basic concept of ontological procedural knowledge is the concept 
of Patient. We have assigned to that concept properties that we have found meaningful, 
like for example hasCharacteristic property which allows multiple 
PatientCharacteristic instances, or hasTestData which contains the instances with the 
numerical values of the patients test measurements. The descriptive part of the 
knowledge defines what possible characteristics patient might be described by. All 
classes representing procedural knowledge is a tree of subclasses of the class Patient.

3. Reasoning in OWL

The major consequence of the transformation of the procedural knowledge into 
ontological form and its integration with descriptive knowledge is that decision making 
can be completely performed by the reasoning procedures on ontologies. The 
experience and conclusions apply also for expert systems in other domains, particularly 
in other medical domains.

3.1. Reasoning in Descriptive Knowledge

One can recognize two main knowledge profiles in descriptive domain knowledge. The 
first is defined by the generality relations among instances and classes, as well as by 
the generality relations among subclasses and super-classes. In this way for each 
concept presented by some instance there is a series of is-a relation. For example, it 
means that Cardiomegaly is-a Cardiac_hypertrophy while Cardiac hypertrophy is-a
Heart disease. The second profile of the descriptive knowledge comes from properties 
that define relations between individuals, such as Indicated or 
MayBeCausedByMedication, mentioned before.

The logic part of the OWL language (concept constructors), as we have noticed, in 
this case appeared to be rather superfluous. We have found that the knowledge is 

Figure 2. Example of concept constructor used for procedural knowledge encoding.
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substantially pre-defined and rather static, and that there was no need for describing the 
terms by concept constructors. The descriptive knowledge took a shape of terminology, 
and found a purpose just in defining a domain of discourse by listing the concepts 
within it and placing them in a hierarchical structure. Reasoning in the descriptive 
knowledge is reduced to mere propagation of is-a relationships down the class 
hierarchy, and in that way is imposed only as a structure preparation phase for 
reasoning in the procedural knowledge. 

Here we should emphasize that this does not in any case reduce the importance of 
the descriptive knowledge. Domain description provides a basis for the procedural 
knowledge, and poor design of descriptive knowledge significantly reduces the potency 
of the complete system.

3.2. Reasoning in Procedural Knowledge

All reasoning tasks in the description logics are reducible to single one, e.g. 
satisfiability or subsumption [3]. Regarding the computational complexity, application 
of one or another reasoning task does not impose the additional constraints on the 
system. In our case, the instance checking takes the main role, since it assigns the 
patient individuals into the specific classes which represent the actions that should be 
performed on the patient, e.g. patient X to the class PerformXRayTest. Instance 
checking in a way simulates the execution of classical procedural rules. Due to the 
specific usage of the system, and due to the specific setting of the system, other 
reasoning tasks do not take such significant roles, although they are helpful in some
situations. Namely, in the process of knowledge base building, satisfiability check and 
consistency check may detect some amount of contradictions in defining the concept 
constructors, and hence provide us with some kind of debugging tool, but such 
paradigm is neither requirement nor standard in classical expert systems.

By using exclusively OWL reasoning we have constrained the expressiveness of 
the procedural knowledge to the OWL syntax and to the reasoner semantics. In general 
this setting is appropriate for cases where the procedural knowledge does not require 
complex mathematical expressions or algorithmic control flow (like functions or loops). 

The differences in reasoning between OWL and procedural rules are:
• Data transformations - Production rules generally support the common 

operations on data (e.g. math operators), while the description logics do not 
have that possibility. The cardinality restrictions are as close as the description 
logics have come to the numerical operations on data.

• Control flow - The common thing in procedure definition are the control flow 
primitives, which enable executing a statement block repeatedly or in a 
specific order (loops, branching, jumping, subroutines, etc.). The description 
logics do not use this paradigm.

• Open/Closed world semantics - Description logics use the open world 
semantics, which understands that the knowledge base in every moment might 
be incompletely defined, i.e. some statements in the knowledge base might be 
missing. The closed world semantics assumes that the knowledge in the 
knowledge base is complete. One of the crucial features of closed world 
assumption is negation-as-failure, which concludes that given statement is 
false if it is not currently reachable that it is true within the knowledge base.
The production rules might follow either approach. For example SWRL 
semantics assume open world, while Jess semantics assume closed world.
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• Reasoning tasks - Description logics perform many reasoning tasks, like 
satisfiability, subsumption, classification, instance checking, consistency, etc. 
Production rules have different approach; the main task is to update the 
knowledge base if some conditions are fulfilled.

4. Conclusion

A drawback of our approach is reasoning on data values. OWL has poor handling of 
numerical attributes, and therefore extension of system is necessary. The classical 
extension of such framework is SWRL, which is usually used to encode the procedural 
knowledge. In our case we have used it exclusively for simple data manipulation, e.g. 
determining whether the E/A_fraction of a patient is lower than 0,5. This has shown to 
be sufficient in most cases. Still, it is not recommended to use it for calculating more 
complex expressions, e.g. body_mass_index. This calculation is done externally (in 
system specific component), and loaded into the knowledge base. However, by this we 
have excluded some relevant amount of knowledge out of the knowledge base. 
Additionally this makes the factual knowledge preparation phase significantly more 
complex.  

OWL has already demonstrated its relevance in many semantic web applications. 
The idea of using it as the expert system framework is not new but the originality of 
our approach is to use it for the conceptualization of the procedural knowledge. The 
major advantage is natural integration of descriptive, procedural, and factual 
knowledge.
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Abstract: Among different biomedical terminologies standardisation strategies the 
European Standard Body CEN TC 251 followed by the ISO TC 215 have stated 
that it was not possible to convince the different European or international member 
states using different national languages to agree on a reference clinical 
terminology or to standardise a detailed language independent biomedical 
ontology. Since 1990, they have developed an approach named categorial structure 
as a step standardising only the terminologies model structure. The methodology 
and the review of the different existing categorial structures are presented as a step 
towards increased interoperability between biomedical terminologies thanks to 
conformity to a minimum set of ontological requirements.
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Introduction

The standards and the biomedical terminologies have appeared since a long time as two 
different worlds. Most of developed countries maintain, update and modify their own 
coding systems for procedures, as well as national adaptations of ICD, in order to 
manage and to fund their health care delivery. The most significant efforts were done in 
Australia with ACHI (Australian Classification of Health Interventions) or ICD10 AM 
[1], in Canada with the Canadian Classification of Health Interventions (CCI) [2] 
developed by the Canadian Institute for Health Information and in France with CCAM 
(Classification Commune des Actes Médicaux) [3].

Natural language expressions show inconsistencies and ambiguities as assessed by 
biomedical ontology driven tools [4]. Related knowledge bases consist of multi-
hierarchies of concepts organized by subsumption and associative relations. These 
knowledge representations are named biomedical ontology [5] [6]. The related 
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automated language generation techniques include the linkage of lexicons from 
different national languages [7]. The most important achievements are GALEN 
(Generalised Architecture for Languages, Encyclopaedias and Nomenclatures in 
Medicine) [8], and FMA (Foundational Model of Anatomy) [9].

On the other hand, the standardisation in health informatics started in the US with 
the HL7 user group. The European Standard Body CEN TC 251 WG2 (Comité 
Européen de Normalisation Technical Committee 251 Working Group 2) and later the 
International Standard Organisation ISO TC 215 WG3 elaborated and developed a 
standard approach for biomedical terminology named Categorial structure. We address 
the rationale and definition of Categorial structures in part 2 and the review of the 
existing Categorial structures standards in part 3. We finally discuss the role of this 
standard approach as a compromise between one single standard for biomedical 
terminology and ontology based terminologies on the way to a future more complete 
semantic interoperability.

1. Hypothesis behind the CEN categorial structure approach

1.1. Rationale

As a prerequisite it was clearly stated at the beginning of the CEN standard process that 
it was not realistic to impose within Europe a standard terminology to health care 
professionals even as a reference terminology or a pragmatic terminology. The two 
main supportive arguments were that European countries speak different natural 
languages and that different health care professionals within the same natural language 
do not convey the same meaning through a particular terminology. 

CEN has considered in the early 90s and ISO in the late 90s it not possible to 
standardise the clinical knowledge in a single biomedical ontology which could support 
one reference clinical terminology or different types of clinical terminologies. First the 
ontology developments were starting and needed consolidation and assessment of 
feasibility. Second the standards needed to facilitate developments in biomedical 
terminologies and not prevent the quickly evolving volume of terms used for different 
goals. Finally clinicians and medical recorders were not convinced that the formal 
representation of the biomedical terminologies by description logic tools which is an 
important point in the definition of computer ontology [10] was realistic. For these 
opposite challenges a third way named Categorial structure was designed and applied 
to some priority domains of biomedical terminologies.

1.2. Definition.

The CEN Categorial structure was defined within some linguistic variations [11-22], as 
a minimal set of health care domain constraints to represent a biomedical terminology 
in a precise health care domain with a precise goal to communicate safely. It is a 
definition of a minimal semantic structure describing the main properties of the 
different artefacts used as terminology (controlled vocabularies, nomenclatures, coding 
systems and classifications): a model of knowledge restricted to 1) a list of semantic 
categories; 2) the goal of the Categorial structure; 3) the list of semantic links between 
semantic categories authorised with their associated semantic categories; 4) the 
minimal constraints allowing the generation and the validation of well formed 
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terminological phrases. Any biomedical artefact claiming conformance to the standard 
shall attach with the data sent the Categorial structure of the terminology used. The 
Categorial structure shall satisfy the 4 constraints but can add more constraints.

2. Methodology of the Categorial structures

2.1. EN 1828 Categorial structure for surgical procedures [11]

We first explain precisely one Categorial structure to make explicit what is a Categorial 
structure and what it is not. Figure 1 shows the hierarchies of the semantic categories 
(left tab) and their associated semantic links (right tab).

Figure 1. Semantic categories (left tab) and semantic links (right tab)

1 The different main semantic categories are Anatomy, Deed, Device and 
Pathology with 2 qualifiers categories cardinality and laterality.

2 The semantic links are by_technique, has_means, has_object (with inverse), 
has_site (with inverse), has_side and has_number.
2.1 has_object is authorised between deed and anatomy or device or 

pathology
2.2 has_site is authorised between device or pathology and anatomy
2.3 has_means is authorised between deed and anatomy, device or pathology
2.4 by_technique is authorised between deed and deed

3 The minimal constraints required
3.1 A deed and has_object shall be present
3.2 Anatomy shall always be present either with a has_object or with a 

has_site

3.3 Use of pathology shall be restricted to macroscopic lesion and to cases 
where it allows to differentiate the procedure from procedures using the 
same deed and the same anatomy;
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3.4 When by_technique is used the deed on the right side of the semantic link 
must be conform to the rules 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

The categorial structure allows ensuring that new terms describing surgical procedures 
are associated to a formal definition consistent with a common template. For example 
we evaluated the introduction of six new rubrics. Definitions of these six rubrics were 
entered in the Protégé editor [23] and classified with the Racer inference engine [24]. 
Concepts not consistent with the standard were identified during classification and 
represented as red circled concept nodes in Protégé. 

2.2. The Categorial structures [11] to [16] and [18 ] to [22]

There are six full CEN or ISO standards for Categorial structure: CEN EN 12 264 [13]
for the definition of a Categorial structure, CEN EN 1828 [11] for surgical procedures, 
ISO 1804 [12] for nursing terminologies, CEN EN 12 611 [14] for clinical laboratory, 
CEN EN 13 940 [15] for continuity of care, and CEN EN 15 521 [16] for human 
anatomy. On the other hand five Categorial structures are still in a provisional status on 
medical devices [18] and [20], medicinal products [19], vital signs [21] and patient 
findings and problems [22].

The standards will be revised in the five coming years by a joint process of two
Working Groups from CEN and ISO. This will give the opportunity to harmonise the 
wording and definitions and to check their applications around the world. Finally the 
EN 15 521 for terminologies of human anatomy has introduced more extended 
constraints by prescribing detailed semantic categories and semantic links for the 
knowledge in the field of anatomy.

3. Results and Discussion

There are at least three different ways to address the standard issues. The first of them 
can be called a single standard. This is the Family of classifications used since the 
nineteenth century by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and now by the 
WHO Family of International Classifications (FIC). The same rationale continues to be 
followed when it comes to revising the ICD into its eleventh revision. However the size 
of knowledge is increasing so quickly with biomedical research and technology 
developments that maintenance and update costs are huge and never quality assured. It 
is an unending work based on divergent individual and domain expert opinions. 

The second methodology which has emerged since 15 years can be called the 
biomedical co-operative approach based on formal ontology and on the biomedical 
ontology tools coordinated with natural language processing and web based tools [4-9]. 
It provides a new perspective to semantic interoperability by de-multiplying the 
workload organised by disseminated social computing. It is complex but separates 
terminology artefacts from the logic of knowledge and the linguistic characteristics of 
the different national languages. By associating clinical specialist domain experts, 
ontology experts and linguists this infrastructure gives the opportunity to assess clinical 
terminology by logical expertise and as well ontological representation by clinical 
domain experts working in their national language.

Between these two trends is a third methodology where the international 
standardisation organisations have the responsibility to support or assist in improving 
semantic interoperability. Biomedical terminologies need to conform to a minimum set 
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of ontological requirements. This has been the choice of the CEN European standard 
body within Technical Committee 251 and ISO Technical Committee 215 for 
terminology who has proposed the Categorial Structure. The categorial structure 
proposes a frame for a light ontological organisation to ensure standardisation of the 
knowledge representation of terminologies. The work began in the 90s with the goal to 
move from a syntactic or functional semantic interoperability level 1 to a semantic 
interoperability of level 2 where the recipient is able to understand the meaning of 
terms used by the sender but cannot process them as SAFELY as he can do with his 
own terms and meaning (semantic interoperability level 3). Developers of new 
terminologies or new versions of existing terminologies should conform to this 
standard in order to increase interoperability. It is limited but supporting the 
dissemination of knowledge based on a representation for any clinical and biomedical 
terminologies and a pedagogic step to ontology and semantic interoperability.

With the wider use of CEN categorical structure in the near future, which is 
imminent given the fact that European standards are mandatory for member states, 
would provide further insights into the advantages of using such a methodology. Future 
steps would include studies and trials to compare its clinical and administrative benefits 
to other methodologies.
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Abstract. The application of upper ontologies has been repeatedly advocated for 
supporting interoperability between domain ontologies in order to facilitate shared 
data use both within and across disciplines. We have developed BioTop as a top-
domain ontology to integrate more specialized ontologies in the biomolecular and 
biomedical domain. In this paper, we report on concrete integration problems of 
this ontology with the domain-independent Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) 
concerning the issue of fiat and aggregated objects in the context of different 
granularity levels. We conclude that the third BFO level must be ignored in order 
not to obviate cross-granularity integration.

Keywords. Formal ontology, domain ontology

Introduction

The application of upper ontologies (also known as top-level ontologies) has been 
advocated for supporting interoperability between domain ontologies in order to 
facilitate the shared use of data both within and across disciplinary boundaries. Ideally, 
any upper ontology should be restricted to only a small set of domain-independent and 
highly general categories (types), relations, and constraints. Currently, several upper 
ontologies co-exist with each one differing greatly in terms of their respective user 
community, topical focus and logico-philosophical foundations [7].

In biomedicine, the UMLS Semantic Network [6], the GALEN High Level 
Ontology [9], the Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering 
(DOLCE) [1], the General Formal Ontology (GFO) [3] as well as the Basic Formal 
Ontology (BFO) [2], all have been applied for this purpose. The need for bridging the 
gap between domain-independent upper ontologies and the application-oriented 
domain ontologies has led to the proposal of a new kind of ontologies, viz. the top-
domain ontologies, like the Simple Bio Upper Ontology [10], GFO-Bio [4], or BioTop 
[15]. Their purpose is to define the most general categories relevant for the entire 
biomedical domain, such as Protein, Tissue, DNA, or BiologicalFunction to be used 
as a common reference for more specialized domain ontologies.
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Figure 1. Excerpt from the BFO class tree

In the following we concentrate on the BioTop ontology2 and its interface to BFO.
The goal of BioTop is to provide classes and classificatory criteria to categorize the 
foundational kinds of biology, without any restriction to granularity, species, 
developmental stages or states of structural well- or ill-formedness [11]. In Bio Top’s
initial development, no definitive commitment existed towards any upper ontology, 
except for the distinction between continuants (“entities that endure through time while 
maintaining their identity and that are fully present at one single point in time”, e.g.,
objects) and occurrents (“entities that are never fully present at any one given moment 
in time, but unfold themselves in successive phases, or temporal parts”, e.g., processes), 
a principle on which most upper ontologies roughly agree. The primary focus at this 
point was primarily set on representing continuants from the area of interest. In the 
continued development the focus was broadened to include the representation of 
biological processes and BioTop was aligned with BFO. An analysis of the resulting 
implications of this alignment is at the center of the following deliberations.

1. Material and Methods

1.1. Upper Ontology Grounding

The choice of BFO was initiated by the following basic considerations:
• BFO’s theoretical background had been extensively studied and scrutinized in 

logico-philosophical research on ontology for several years.
• An OWL-DL implementation of BFO was developed in a peer reviewed 

process and is freely available (with documentation) from its website3.
Figure 1 depicts a smaller subtree of BFO, highlighting the strict subdivision of the 
class IndependentContinuant with Table 1 summarizing the definitions of the 
specific classes which form the basis for the subsequent discussion. It is important to 
point out that BFO classes on the same level are supposed to be mutually disjoint (i.e.,
a given instance cannot instantiate sibling classes such as Object and FiatObjectPart
at the same time). Further, from the definitions it becomes obvious that the notion of 

2 BioTop website: http://purl.org/biotop
3 BFO website: http://www.ifomis.org/bfo
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“fiatness” [14] (e.g., the delimitation of a material entity without any physical 
discontinuity) is one of the most important differentiation criteria for the subclasses of 
IndependentContinuant.

Table 1. Textual definitions of the BFO classes used in this study

1.2. Ontology Modeling

The following principles have guided the development of BioTop: Firstly, full textual 
and logical definition of as many classes as possible to make the meaning of the 
various classes clear both to the human user as well as to automatic reasoning devices, 
and secondly, the avoidance of multiple is-a (inheritance) hierarchies because such 
hierarchies are intricately prone for modeling errors4.

BioTop is modeled in OWL-DL (Ontology Web Language - Description Logics) 
using the Protégé editor [5] together with the Pellet reasoner [13] for terminological 
reasoning and consistency checking. Language, editor, and reasoner have been 
established as standards in the Semantic Web community. During its development, the 
evolving ontology was repetitively assessed in terms of consistency (i.e., the classifier 
detected inconsistent classes which were then manually analyzed and corrected), and 
adequacy (i.e., domain experts checked the inferred hierarchy for correctness after each 
classification and corrected it, if necessary).

Once the ontology had reached the targeted coverage and both a consistent and 
adequate state, its topmost classes (e.g., EntireMolecularEntity,,
HomogenousCollection, HeterogenousCollection, Organism) were mapped to 
BFO by importing its OWL-DL implementation and attaching BioTop classes as 
children to the respective BFO classes (e.g., MolecularFunction as subclass of BFO’s 
Function). In light of this integration, we encountered some phenomena which led us 
to critically appraise BFO’s differentiating criteria.

4
Given complete definitions, important taxonomic parents are later inferred by the terminological 

classifier anyway

the upper and lower lobes of 
the left lung, the dorsal and 
ventral surfaces of the body

FiatObjectPart An independent continuant that is part of an object but is 
not demarcated by any physical discontinuities.

a heap of stones, a collection 
of bacteria

Object-
Aggregate

An independent continuant that is a mereological sum of 
separate object entities and possesses non-connected 
boundaries.

a cell, a bodyObject An independent continuant that is spatially extended, 
maximally self-connected and self-contained (the parts of 
a substance are not separated from each other by spatial 
gaps) and possesses an internal unity.

Independent-
Continuant

A continuant that is a bearer of quality and realizable
entities, in which other entities inhere and which itself
cannot inhere in anything.

Continuant An entity that exists in full at any time in which it exists 
at all, persists through time while maintaining its identity 
and has no temporal parts.

ExamplesBFO Class Definition
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2. Results

At a first glance, the inconsistencies found were mainly due to overlaps between the 
following subclasses of IndependentContinuant: Object, FiatObjectPart,
ObjectAggregate (cf. Figure 1 and Table 1 for their respective BFO definition). As 
these classes are defined to be mutually disjoint, classification errors occurred wherever 
a BioTop class was found to fulfill the criteria to be subsumed by any two of these 
BFO classes (i.e., we did not assert multiple parents for a given BioTop class but rather 
let the reasoner infer such setting from the given set of logical restrictions on a class). 
An in-depth analysis yielded the following results:

2.1. Object vs. ObjectAggregate

BFO’s alleged assumption that there is a clear ontological division between Object or 
ObjectAggregate is already challenged by the fact that any self-connected physical 
object can be also be described as a mereological sum of molecules, atoms, or 
elementary particles. A crucial point to stress here is self-connectedness: According to 
BFO, this property means that all the constituent parts are not separated from each 
other by spatial gaps. Albeit this is fully consistent with the restriction on 
ObjectAggregate, viz. that they are mereological sums of separate objects, the self-
connectedness property requires a theory of connectedness in practice. For the ontology 
engineer there are two possibilities out of the dilemma:

Firstly, one could pursue an intuitive approach. On a macroscopic level spatial 
gaps can (possibly) be identified with the naked eye or by simple physical manipulation 
of the involved objects. But if shifting to a microscopic level and in case molecular 
entities should be represented, the situation might be quite different. Then, two cells 
could well appear disconnected under a light microscope but tiny interweaving 
molecular bridges could be revealed by a stronger electron microscope. As a 
consequence, modeling decisions are granularity-dependent.

Alternatively, one could resort to chemistry and the theory of the chemical bond in 
order to find a scientific criterion for connectedness or disconnectedness. Here 
continuous transitions [12] exist not only between the different kinds of bonds (i.e., 
ionic, covalent, metallic) but also in terms of strength of a bond [8]. For instance, large 
numbers of hydrogen bonds (which are in a strict sense not considered as molecule-
forming chemical bonds) can form stable molecular complexes such as 
antigen/antibody aggregations. But on the other hand, the same kind of chemical bond 
can sporadically appear between separated biological membranes without any 
functional implications. Here, the case of liquids may be seen as borderline where the 
single molecules are not stationary but nevertheless cohesive due to connecting forces 
(e.g., water dipoles).

In BioTop we interpreted the connectedness requirement in a strict way only where 
no physical connecting forces can be assumed at all (e.g., in the instances of the classes 
PortionOfGas or PopulationOfHumans). This however entailed the necessity to 
create highly general BioTop classes (e.g., Population) as children of the union class 
Object OR ObjectAggregate, since there are populations of organisms in which the 
individuals are connected, such as in many aggregations of unicellular organisms (e.g., 
bacteria or yeast). But since Object and ObjectAggregate are disjoint, an instance of 
this union can therefore actually belong to either one of the classes but not to both at 
the same time.
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2.2. Object vs. FiatObjectPart

With this distinction BFO postulates that everything can be classified according to the 
existence of a physical discontinuity (see again the definitions in Table 1), which is 
debatable, at least for biological entities. Beyond any doubt, many biologically relevant 
entities fulfill the strict criteria for Object, such as cells in the blood, molecules in a 
gas, or independent organisms. But many other classes cannot be unambiguously 
attributed to be either Object or FiatObjectPart. An emblematic example for this is a 
Siamese twin: Whereas the conjoined double-organism fulfills the criteria for Object,
either twin is a FiatObjectPart because there is no clear-cut discontinuity between 
them. But after (surgical) separation, however, each twin becomes an independent 
Object. This discussion can be extended for many symbiotic organisms, to telophase 
cells in the mitotic cycle, or to atoms in some molecular associations. Finally, in the 
realm of gross anatomy, the conception of bodily organs kinds as Object would require 
to neglect their transitory structures (e.g., ducts, vessels, nerves) connecting them with 
their neighboring structures without any clear discontinuities.

In BioTop the emerging inconsistencies of classes subsumed both by Object and 
FiatObjectPart could only be fixed by introducing yet another union of BFO classes, 
viz. Object OR FiatObjectPart. Most important biological classes are subsumed by 
this union class (e.g., Cell, Organism, or Atom). But as with the union mentioned in 
the preceding section, the disjointness between Object and FiatObjectPart makes it 
impossible to declare e.g., the same given instance of a Siamese twin as a proper object 
or a fiat object part using the same ontology to just express different points of view.

3. Conclusion

Biomedical ontologies address different levels of granularity, reaching from 
populations down to single atoms. Neutrality towards granularity issues was a major 
architectural principle when creating BioTop, a top-domain ontology for the linking 
and interfacing of domain ontologies in the biomedical and biomolecular sciences.

The alignment of the BioTop classes with the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) re-
introduces some problems concerning granularity, since the BFO definitions that 
address aggregation and connection are obviously committed to a mesoscopic 
viewpoint and can therefore not be generalized to the whole range of granularity.

We here defend the opinion that upper ontologies should be neutral to granularity 
because addressing granularity issues in an upper ontology is like opening Pandora’s 
Box: On the one hand this would presuppose a consensus on how to divide the 
granularity continuum, which is hard if not impossible to achieve. On the other hand, 
each level of granularity would then require its own set of axioms that could possibly 
clash with axioms from another granularity level. Also, to divide such cross-granular 
ontologies into separate ontologies tailored for granularity levels is likewise unfeasible 
since the inherently cross-granular nature of the biomedical domain. Furthermore, as 
the Siamese twin example demonstrates, the prominence of the notion of fiat 
boundaries complicates the classification of entities even at the same granularity level.

The conceptualization of connectedness is still an intricate philosophical problem 
[16]. Certainly, such problems may be addressed in some cases where a restricted 
domain description is committed to as well defined level of granularity. In such cases, 
the subdivisions of IndependentContinuant could indeed be quite useful. But for 
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BioTop, as a deliberately granularity independent ontology, both distinctions between 
Object vs. ObjectAggregate and Object vs. FiatObjectPart are rather inexpedient.

In accordance with several postings to the BFO discussion group5, where our 
report on the described problems was starting point of a lively (and ongoing) discussion, 
a tentative solution is emerging as follows:

1. For an extension of BFO in terms of a comprehensive domain top level (such 
as plugging BioTop to BFO) only the first two BFO levels are used.

2. In contrast, the mereotopological subclasses of IndependentContinuant
should only be used once certain parameters (i.e., time, granularities) are fixed 
for a restricted subdomain.
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Dichotomy – a forgotten ancient principle

György SURJÁN1

National Institute for Strategic Health Research Budapest, Hungary

Abstract Dichotomy is an ancient principle of categorisation, where a class is 
divided into two jointly exhaustive and mutually disjoint categories. The principle 
as a general requirement was abandoned during the middle. The recent inquiry 
shows that studying this principle is still worthwhile and in some cases it can be 
used as a quality assessment tool. The paper presents algorithms that can transform 
any kind of categorial structures into dichotomy. The resulting representation 
sometimes can make apparent the problematic parts of the source. Problems often 
result from stating Is_a relations without differentiating criteria. A simple
experiment of dichotomous transformation of the high level categories of the first 
chapter of ICD was carried out. The problem of "other" and "not elsewhere 
classified" categories is discussed. Conclusion: we should not strive to build 
dichotomous structures but sometimes a dichotomous transformation of an existing 
structure can be helpful to detect critical parts of a system of categories.

Keywords: Dichotomy, categorisation, ontology, quality assessment

Introduction

The principles of classification and formal ontologies first were discussed in detail by 
ancient philosophers, Plato and Aristotle. At their time one subject of debate was the 
dichotomy principle. In a strictly dichotomous classification each node has exactly two 
subclasses that are discriminated by the presence or absence of one definite property. 
The most famous ancient example of dichotomy is the so called Tree of Porphyry, an 
example of a strictly dichotomous top down hierarchy. [1] Aristotle himself was not 
very much in favour of dichotomy. He gave several arguments against dichotomy as a 
strict rule in one of his work 'De partibus animalium' [2]. In the 16th century Pierre de la 
Ramée (alias Petrus Ramus) provided a dichotomous system of logics (also called 
dialectics) [3].

Later on the dichotomy principle was abandoned and the author is not aware of 
any recent publication in the bio-medical informatics literature that supports this 
principle. It was recognised that strange structures can result from unreasonable 
enforcing of dichotomy. However, the aim of this paper is to show that it is still 
worthwhile to study and can play some role in modern bio-medical terminological 
systems, at least as a quality assurance tool. We definitely do not propose that current 
bio-medical terminologies or classifications should be dichotomous. 

1
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1. Definition of dichotomy and the dichotomous transformation

Dichotomy is splitting up a class into two jointly exhaustive and mutually exclusive 
subclasses. This means that if B and C are direct subclasses of A, than it is a 
dichotomous subdivision if 

� x instance (x, A) � instance (x, B) � instance (x , C) and 
� x instance (x, A)  � ¬(instance(x, B) � instance(x, C))

Now we would like to show, that once we represent a hierarchical system of 
categories in a computer there is no need to decide in advance whether or not the 
system is dichotomous. This is because any hierarchical system that satisfies the 
criteria of a directed acyclic graph can be rewritten into a dichotomous form, although 
a number of new "auxiliary" categories have to be introduced. 

Let say we have a tree structure, that has a node a with a series of subcategories 
a1,…an  If n>2  the following procedure transforms this graph into a dichotomous 
structure:

Let us define an auxiliary category, aA1 that is defined as the union of a and ¬a1.
This will be a subcategory of a and a super-category of a2 to an. In this new 
arrangement a has two direct subclasses, a1 and aA1. If a1 has a differentiating criterion, 
then the presence or absence of that criterion makes the difference between the two 
subcategories of a. If aA1 has more than two subcategories then the same procedure 
should be repeated iteratively, until the whole structure is transformed to a 
dichotomous tree. This procedure can be applied to all nodes in a tree, so the whole 
graph can be transformed into a dichotomous structure. This procedure can be carried 
out algorithmically and a relatively simple computer program can do it within a 
predictable time. Therefore whenever there is a need for dichotomy, this can be 
established 'on the run'. 

Let us call the procedure described above dichotomous transformation. Such a 
transformation preserves all categories and relations of the original structure but creates 
a number of new categories (what we called auxiliary categories) together with their 
relations. 

Let we take granulocyte as an example. This is a kind of white blood cells that has 
three types, the so called basophil, eosinophil and neutrophil granulocytes according to 
staining property of the granules in the cytoplasm. This serves as a clear differentiating 
criterion for each type of granulocytes. 

The transformation can be carried out in three different ways depending on which 
type we take first (Figure 1). This shows two important drawbacks of dichotomous 
structures. One is that it is quite accidental that a category appears at a higher or a 
lower level of the system. The other is that it is also accidental which auxiliary 
categories appear. 

Figure 1
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Figure 2

A blind, algorithmic dichotomous transformation of a system however might lead 
to false dichotomy. Let us take a system as an example that consists of the following 
categories: 'human', 'male', 'female', 'black' and 'white' (where black and white means 
human races), 'black male', 'black female', 'white male' and 'white female'. For sake of 
simplicity not other races are included. 

The left side of Figure 2 illustrates a possible arrangement of these categories into 
a system, where the arrows represent 'Is-a' relations. A blind transformation of this 
system would lead to a rather fallacious system that is shown on the right side of Figure 
2. The auxiliary categories are presented in boxes and the new relations by dotted lines. 
The fallacy in this arrangement is that 'male' and 'female' are kind of a 'not black' and 
'not white' human; and this contradicts with the fact that e.g. 'black male' is a kind of 
'black'. So 'black' and 'not black' have common subsumees, and the same holds for 
'white' and 'not white'. This fallacy shows that something must be wrong in the original 
structure. Of course the mistake is that we used more than one differentiating criterion 
when we divided humans into 'male', 'female', 'black' and 'white' without any notice. 
We have to put either gender or race on the first level, so we get a consistent 
classification as shown in Figure 3. Both versions shown in this Figure are accidentally 
dichotomous, since we have two kinds of gender and also to kinds of race. A soon as 
we would include a third race, the structure would not be dichotomous any more, but 
still would be consistent, and each division would be jointly exhaustive and mutually 
exclusive. It is easy to see, that regardless the number of branches, a dichotomous 
transformation on such consistent structure always leads to a consistent dichotomy that 
is free from the fallacies that were shown above.  

But if we put gender on the first level, we have to miss 'black' and 'white'; and 
if we put race first, we loose 'male' and 'female'. So the price of consistency is that we 
are not able to represent multiple inheritance any more. 

2. Dichotomy and multiple inheritance

Multiple inheritance is an evergreen problem. In the age of paper based systems there 
was a technical constraint: there is no convenient way to represent multiple inheritance 
in large classifications (large here means that the whole system can not be drawn up on 
one single sheet). This technical limitation disappeared in the computer age, but later 
on it was recognised that manual building up poly-hierarchical structures is an error 
prone practice. Therefore it is often recommended today that ontology engineers should 
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build mono-hierarchies manually and the missing relations should be computed 

automatically based on formal definitions of the entities.

Figure 3

The only problem is that the nature of reality does not support this approach: I am 
male and white at the same time, and there are no obvious rules which of these 
relations should be asserted manually and which should be computed. But there are 
also no rules to choose from the options illustrated in Figure 3. More generally 
speaking: if we try to avoid poly-hierarchy by using strictly one differentiating criterion 
at each level, then there will be a number of equally justified solutions and we have to 
make an accidental decision by which some sensible categories (either male-female or 
black-white) will be lost. 

The fallacy of the dichotomous transformation of the structure shown in Figure 2 
makes clear that the assertion of Is_a relations without specifying the differentiating 
criterion is risky. That means that if we state that A subsumes B then we always have 
to tell, what makes B different from A. Doing so, it becomes clear in our example that 
e.g. 'black human' is different from 'human' due to the restriction on race, while 'female' 
is different from 'human' due to the restriction on gender. The conclusion is that instead 
of forcing a taxonomy structure, categories should be defined (e.g. a white male should 
be defined as a human who has male gender and white race). Building up the taxonomy 
is then a task that could be left to automated reasoning. Summing up this section, we 
propose to rephrase the above mentioned recommendation: Assertion of an Is_a 

relation without specifying the differentiating criterion should be avoided. The 
differentiating criterion, of course, consists of a restricted property and a restriction 

value. We can not claim that all divisions should be disjoint, because, as we saw, 
restrictions on different properties often lead to overlapping categories. We can not 
claim even that categories defined by restrictions on the same property should be 
disjoint. In case of gender, 'male' and 'female' are apparently disjoint; but there are 
many other properties for which an entity can have more than one value. E.g. scientific 
papers can be classified according to their authors. Since several papers are co-authored, 
a restriction on the 'has_author' property will not lead to disjoint categories.

If the proposed recommendation is followed, the dichotomous transformation is 
always possible without resulting fallacious structures. Instead of the described blind 
method, we can transform such systems into a decision tree forming a YES/NO 
question from each property (E.g. "Is this human a female?" or "Is this paper authored 
by Surján?"). Each possible value of each restricted property should be transformed to 
such a question. The series of all questions forms a dichotomous tree. Since categorial 
structures rarely contain all possible combinations, some of the questions could be 
skipped depending on the answer to previous questions. 
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3. Dichotomy principle as a quality assessment tool, an experiment with ICD

The above described method of dichotomous transformation can be used as a quality 
assessment tool, since if a system contains ill-defined categories, the transformation 
fails or result in inconsistency. We tested this on the upper level categories of the first 
chapter of ICD 10 (Certain infectious and parasitic diseases). Some parts of the chapter 
that are not infections were intentionally omitted. The result of this manual 
transformation is shown in Figure 4. If one goes through the questions, sooner or later 
one arrives at a code range or section (e.g. A80-A89) that can be considered as a root of 
another tree recursively; by moving along the branches of such a sub-tree one can 
finally arrive at a definite three digit category of ICD. (Again in turn the three digit 
code can be seen as the root of a third level tree that leads to four-digit codes). 
Wherever there is a (!) mark in the figure, there is some serious problem with the 
approach.

At the first line the problem is that the title of the 1st chapter in ICD is not 
"Infectious diseases" but "Certain infectious and parasitic diseases", revealing the fact, 
that there are infections in other chapters also. See also A20-A28: certain zoonotic
diseases. In case of spirochete and Chlamydia infections the word 'other' refers to the 
fact that again some of these infections belong to other parts of the system. 

Figure 4

There is an implicit rule here that should be followed. Once we arrive to a section 
and go through the corresponding sub-tree, it may happen that none of the questions in 
the sub-tree is answered positively. Then we ought to return to the first level, and 
continue. But in case of the sexually transmitted diseases, before we could return to the 
upper level, we find A48 'Other bacterial diseases not elsewhere classified'. This means, 
that if we got a YES to the question 'Is bacterial' and arrive to A48, this branch should 
be first skipped, all other possibilities have to be investigated and only if all other 
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questions get NO, can we return and use A48. Similar problem would rise in many of 
the sections of ICD. Cimino [4] – confirmed by Rector [5] –suggest to abandon the 
“not elsewhere classified” categories since they have no definite semantics: not being 
classified elsewhere is not an intrinsic property of an entity, rather a feature of a given 
classification. What we can add to this based on the above described experience with 
dichotomous transformation, that these categories can make any decision algorithm 
rather difficult. 

4. Conclusions 

The dichotomy principle was an idea of some ancient philosophers, and there was no 
reason to maintain it over centuries. In the computer era there is no reason to follow the 
dichotomy principle when designing a terminological system, since it would be not 
convenient in many cases. Whenever it is needed it is possible to convert any tree 
structure into a dichotomous tree. Even lattice structures – if all entities have well 
defined differentiating criteria – can be transformed into dichotomous decision trees. 
However the dichotomy principle is something that is still worthwhile to keep in mind, 
as something that can be useful in testing and improving quality of classifications and 
ontologies. Quality management is a hot issue in this field even today [6] and in respect 
of newly developed systems [7], [8]. This is what gives still relevance to the dichotomy 
principle even today. This study of dichotomy has shown that stating Is_a relations 
between categories without defining the restricted property of the subsumed category is 
something that should be avoided, because mixing up restrictions on different 
properties might lead to errors. 
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Abstract. In point-of-care situations, use of mobile devices may demand much of 
the physician´s attention and may disturb the communication with the patient. By 
using minimal attention user interface design and context awareness, attention 
theft from mobile devices at point-of-care can be reduced.

Keywords: Usability, Health Information Systems, Human-Computer Interaction, 
User-computer interface. 

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem description

While the use of mobile devices is becoming reality in many clinical settings, little is 
known about the effect of their introduction on the physician-patient communication in 
point-of-care situations. A mobile device may act as a support to the clinician when he 
communicates with the patient, but may also draw the attention of the physician away 
from the patient – a situation that hereafter will be described as 'attention theft'. 

Occurrences of attention theft have been reported from observations of computing 
device usage in clinical environments, both for laboratory [1] and real-life settings [2].

Relevant contributions for attention-easy mobile user interfaces emerge from 
different areas within the field of human computer interaction. Minimal attention user 

interfaces [3],  Context aware applications [4] and Attentive User Interfaces [5] might 
provide a relevant reduction in cognitive workload.

1.2. Research questions

Our main goal is to develop usability guidelines for attention-easy and non-disruptive 
mobile information systems at point-of-care. Towards that goal we compare demands 
for a mobile device and a medical paper chart used in point-of-care situations. 

2. Methodology

Lab experiments (N=14) in a full-scale model of a section of a hospital ward were used 
in the study. During a simulated patient visit physicians made changes in the prescribed 
medication by using four different information devices; one paper based medical chart 
and three versions of a PDA-based medication system. Three different input methods 
were used for the PDA (stylus, finger and buttons). 
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3. Results

3.1 Preliminary results

As a first step towards creating a framework for measuring attention theft, we analyzed 
gaze direction times from video data from a previously conducted usability evaluation 
[3]. In this test physicians and patients playing out a clinical scenario with and without 
using a PDA for selecting x-ray images for display on a bed-side mounted screen. The 
results showed that PDA usage increased the number of focus shifts by 87% and 
increased the number of slowed-speech events by 108%.

 The posttest debrief after the lab study indicate that a majority of physicians are 
positive towards mobile systems at point-of-care, but worried about attention theft and 
the ICT system’s effect on the communication with the patient. 

3.2 Current status

Laboratory experiments are performed and video data is currently being analyzed. 

4. Disussion

4.1. Discussion of the results

Because focus shifts incur cognitive costs [6] and slowed speech indicates resource 
depletion caused by increased cognitive demands [7], our results indicate that 
physicians experience attention theft from mobile point-of-care system. Careful design 
of the user interface might minimize the attention required for these systems.

4.2 Plan for future work

We will develop a framework for measuring attention theft, analyze observational data, 
and develop guidelines for attention-easy user interfaces in point-of-care situations. 

5. Contribution to the field of Biomedical informatics

With the rapidly increasing computer support for care-critical functions in hospitals, 
mobile devices with well-tuned user interfaces are needed to avoid unnecessary 
attention theft. From a general point of view the ability to design attention-easy 
interfaces for mobile work will contribute to a better user experience.
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Abstract. Several studies are reported in literature that use electronically recorded 
data for aiding decision support/reporting in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
(NICU). In this PhD research I investigate techniques to automatically reconstruct 
clinical events that are not recorded directly but could be reconstructed from 
continuous physiological data and other discrete data.

Keywords: Bioinformatics, pattern recognition, Decision support, Data analysis-
extraction tools, Classification

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem description

Computer systems are used within many ICUs to collect and record patient medical 
data [1] with a view to improving patient care [2-3]. In particular, the BabyTalk project 
[4] aims at automatically analysing Neonatal ICU data to generate textual reports for 
decision support and reporting. My PhD research is part of the BabyTalk project.

1.2. Research questions

I aim to explore the reconstruction of important clinical events (bradycardia, 
intubation, etc - which are not normally recorded) by interpreting continuous 
physiological monitoring data and other discrete data. This is necessary if we are to 
generate a more complete picture of what happened at what time to the patient. I will 
need to answer questions like:
1. What are the important clinical events? Does the set of clinical events differ 

according to the purpose of the reconstruction (decision support, reporting, etc)?
2. How difficult it is to reconstruct the important events? Is the existing monitoring 

data sufficient to reconstruct them?

2. Methodology

My research will involve knowledge acquisition from medical experts to identify the 
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important events from the BabyTalk ontology [4]. I also need to investigate how 
experts identify these events and to establish the difficulty of automatic reconstruction.

Our exploratory studies of medical events with experts revealed that these events 
do not always manifest themselves as observable patterns in the physiological 
monitoring data. Therefore, our methodology involves developing techniques that 
analyse these and other available discrete data to build medical contexts that help in 
reconstructing required events.

3. Preliminary Results and Current Status

So far, I have established a small set of medical events with different scores for 
importance and difficulty. Bradycardia is included as an event with low importance and 
low difficulty score. A system using sliding windows based data abstraction and 
decision tree induction has been implemented to generate rules for reconstructing 
bradycardia. Currently I am testing segmentation as a data abstraction method and 
using segmentation with machine learning to generate the knowledge base.

4. Discussion

The performance [5] of a learned decision tree is as good as the current method used in 
BabyTalk prototype. It is better at the boundary estimation. However sliding window 
based data abstraction is not very comprehensible to human being.

In the future, the event set and their importance/difficulty score need to be 
refined. Interval based data abstraction and multi-dimensional data analysis will be 
applied to reconstruct more complicate events. Different machine learning methods 
will be tested in generalizing the medical knowledge base for event reconstruction.

5. Contribution to the field of Biomedical informatics

Prioritising medical events that need to be reconstructed for reporting or for decision 
support. Developing and evaluating computational techniques that exploit expert 
medical knowledge for reconstructing the prioritised events.
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Abstract. For a successful design and deployment of computerized provider order 
entry (CPOE) systems which support medical workflow, thorough understanding
of workflow and its changes after the CPOE implementation are crucial. For this 
purpose, this PhD study incorporates insights from multiple disciplines and uses 
mixed research methods to study a CPOE implementation case at a Dutch hospital. 
The study evaluates the workflow of different user groups in different phases of 
the implementation. The results have shown that the system impacted workflow 
both positively and negatively. Although providers exploited its supportive 
features in workflow, they also needed to devise a number of workarounds to 
overcome its simultaneously introduced barriers in workflow.

Keywords: medical order entry systems, medical work, CPOE, workflow

1. Introduction

The potential of CPOE systems to change provider’s workflow and its consequence for 
patient safety has brought the issue of workflow to the forefront of CPOE 
implementations [1]. For a successful deployment of these systems, thorough 
understanding of workflow and its changes after CPOE implementation are crucial. In 
this PhD study, I address three main questions: Which aspects of medical workflow are 
most affected by CPOE implementation and how? Which factors do influence these 
effects? And how do providers integrate the system into their work practice?

2. Methodology

This study uses multiple research approaches to study a CPOE implementation case at 
a Dutch hospital. Insights from the social sciences, the field of Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work, the information sciences, and medical informatics served as 
theoretical background to study workflow with a CPOE system. The empirical data 
included both quantitative and qualitative data. To evaluate user attitudes towards 
workflow, three questionnaire surveys were conducted: two weeks before and 
approximately five months and three years after the implementation. The qualitative 
approach used 23 key informant interviews with different professional groups 
supplemented with process mapping in the medication ordering and administration 
process and analysis of handwritten records and system printouts used in this process.
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3. Results

A quantitative, before-after comparison showed that the view of providers on the 
system’s overall impact on work depends to a large extent on the change of their paper-
based work structure [2]. With regard to support of workflow, no difference was found 
between the paper-based and the computerized systems. Moreover, a literature review 
of CPOE evaluation studies showed that modeling principles of CPOE systems 
generally make use of the formal, predefined division of tasks and preconceived 
relationships between clinical tasks and also between healthcare professionals [3]. In 
the workflow model underlying these systems, the collective and collaborative nature 
of workflow is greatly neglected, although in practice workflow is largely negotiated 
and co-constructed among members of a care team. This finding was confirmed by a 
qualitative case-study of workflow between different professional groups in which 
several problematic workflow integration issues were identified [4]. To understand 
how providers overcome workflow barriers after the implementation, an in-depth 
analysis of workflow in the medication ordering and administration process was 
performed [5]. This led to uncovering of a number of workarounds devised to bypass 
the barriers in workflow. 

4. Discussion

In this study, the CPOE system affected workflow both positively (e.g., legible and 
complete orders) and negatively (e.g., problematic collaboration between providers).
Therefore, although providers exploited the system’s supportive features in workflow, 
they also needed to devise a number of workarounds to overcome its simultaneously 
introduced barriers in workflow. In practice, despite problems introduced by these 
systems in communication and collaboration [6], they may continue to operate only 
because providers devise workarounds to bypass its barriers. As these workarounds are 
not registered by the system, they may be simply disregarded in system design or 
redesign. Therefore, only studying the CPOE system closely in real practice can help to 
better recognize and understand its actual behaviour and true impact on workflow. The 
insights gained in this study can help to bridge gaps between CPOE design principles 
and the social organization of workflow.
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